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GOVERNOR OF NEW HAMPSHIRE








Gentlemen, Members of tJte General Court of the State of
Xew Hampshire:
In assembling- to assume the obligations of the official po-
sitions to which our fellow citizens have assigned us, we
may congratulate ourselves, and them, that their efforts to
advance in all healthful ways have, under the protection of
a kind Providence, been successful and that there is little
in their history to be greatly deplored and nothing to cloud
their future.
From 1880 to 1900 our population increased from 346,-
991 to •411,588, or more than eighteen per cent.
Since 1881 the inventory valuation of our towns and
cities has risen from $168,964,000 to $231,641,000, an in-
crease of thirty-seven per cent., and the real valuation at
least one third more than this. Our taxable savings bank
deposits from $31,913,000 to $60,010,000, an increase of
eighty-eight per cent. Our railroad, telegraph and tele-
phone valuation from $15,083,000 to $26,409,000, an in-
crease of seventy-five per cent. Our town taxes from
$2,615,000 to $4,586,000, an increase of seventy-five per
cent. Our savings bank taxes from $319,000 to $452,000,
an increase of forty-one per cent. Our railroad, telephone,
telegraph taxes from $184,000 to $446,000, an increase of
142 per cent., and this increase of revenue which has come
with only slight raising of the tax rate upon individual
property has almost entirely been applied to the relief of
the poor and afflicted, the education of the young, the re-
duction of the state debt and public improvements which
are for the benefit of all our people.
From 1890 to 1905 the capital employed in our manufac-
turing establishments increased from $79,375,000 to $109.-
495,000, the number of the wage earners from 60,000 to
65,000, the amount of their w^ages from $21,927,000 to $27,-
693,000, the cost of the materials from $47,754,000 to
$73,216,000, and the value of the products from $85,770,000
to $123,610,000. From 1890 to 1900 the value of our farm
products increased from $13,761,000 to $21,929,000.
Within ten years what is known as the summer business
has expanded by leaps and bounds until it represents a
gross income estimated at more than $10,000,000 annually.
In 1890 the total payments of the state treasurer for the
support of charitable and educational institutions were
$43,780. Last year for the same purpose they were $215.-
000.
In 1890 the payments in aid of highways were $7,264;
last year they were $62,112.
A half century of the most searching investigations, in-
spired alike by good citizenship and party necessities, has
failed to disclose any jobbery, corruption, embezzlement or
other dishonesty, or any gross extravagance or great waste
in the administration of our state affairs.
These are not the statistics of a decayed or a decaying or
a misgoverned state. They are the facts concerning one of
tlie original Thirteen, whose people, with limited, natural re-
sources that were supposed to have been all developed fifty
years ago, and few advantages of location, have by their
industry, thrift and public spirit, kept pace Avith those
more highly favored. They are not the facts that call for
revolution or violent or radical reforms. They tell us to
proceed in the course of our predecessors, adhering to their
general policies, and deviating therefrom only when it is
clear that the changes of time and circumstances demand it.
At the same time we should remember that in human af-
fairs there are always mistakes to be corrected, that we may
go too fast and too far in paths that hitherto have been
safe, and honest inquiry as to whether matters can be im-
proved upon, is always to be welcomed. In dealing with
the money of our constituents, wise economy should go
hand in hand with liberal and careful provision for the
public needs and welfare. The tendency of the times,
especially in public expenditures, is strongly towards prod-
igality. State institutions once established cannot be
abandoned, and their financial wants steadily increase.
Enterprises, projects and schemes which once secure state
aid are, as a rule, perpetual public charges with constantly
increasing demands upon their treasury. Hence every
Legislature is surrounded by claimants who, approaching it
in the name of charity, morality, education and the pub-
lic good, insist upon appropriations which are neither mod-
erate nor within the ability of the taxpayers to meet with-
out unreasonable taxation. Constant vigilance and tire-
less courage are needed to keep the grants to these within
the bounds set by prudence.
STATE FINANCES.
On the first day of June, 1886, the net indebtedness of
the state of New Hampshire was $2,998,000. On the
first day of June, 1904, this amount had been so decreased
that the total outstanding bonded and other indebtedness
of the state amounted to $617,768, an annual average de-
crease during eighteen j^ears of $132,265.
During the year 1905 the state debt increased $171,191,
amounting to $788,960 on June 1st of that year.
During the year 1906 there has been a further increase of
indebtedness to the amount of $109,175, giving a total
debt, June 1, 1906, of $898,135.
With the debt at itsi lowest point in 1904, the Legislature
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reduced the annual state tax from $425,000 to $300,000,
an amount ample to meet all expenses had there been no
extraordinary demand upon the state treasury, but the
extraordinary appropriations by the Legislature of 1903
forced a restoration of the tax in 1905 to $425,000. The
increase of the debt during 1904 and 1905 has been due
mainly to the assumption by the state of financial bur-
dens that previously had been borne by counties, towns
and individuals. It has recently assumed the care of all
the indigent and convict insane, the support and instruc-
tion of the feeble-minded, the construction and mainte-
nance of state highways, has extended aid to the common
schools in country towns, contributed to the payment of
tuition of country children in high schools, voted large
gratuities to Dartmouth College and been very free in its
financial maintenance of other educational institutions.
As shown by the report of the state treasurer, the total
state revenues in the fiscal year, 1905, were $581,707, and
in 1906 they were $727,964, making $1,309,672, with a
state tax of $300,000 in 1905 and of $425,000 in 1906.
His payments during the two years for charitable, edu-
cational and highway purposes were as follows
:
CHARITABLE.
Support of the indigent insane $12,000.00
Support of convict insane 13,412.33
Twenty-year patients 9,905.02
Dependent insane 119,325.32
Commissioners of lunacy 1,505.10
Deaf, dumb and blind (education of) 25,843.01
Board of charities and correction 1,182.23
N. H. state hospital 155,255.67
School for feeble-minded 64,533.64
Sanatorium for consumptives 3,861.88
Total $406,824.20
EDUCATIONAL.





High school tuition 13,000.00
Agricultural college (special appropriation) . . . 48,000.00
Normal school (special appropriati,on) 12,000.00
Dartmouth college 40,000.00




Some of these disbursements were to replace buildings
destroyed by fire, at the Industrial school, Durham Col-
lege and School for the Feeble-Minded, but these sums were
much more than offset by payments, after June 1 of this
year, on the state hospital and highway accounts, the ap-
propriations for which have been exhausted, so that it is
within bounds to say that the expenditures for these ob-
jects largely exceed half the revenues, even with a state tax
of $425,000. In addition to these there was authorized
by the Legislature of 1905 a home for consumptives,
which, beginning with $50,000 this year, will be a constant
and heavy charge upon the treasury.
Nearly all of these financial burdens have been assumed
by the state in the discharge of what has been deemed its
duty to its unfortunates, to its youth, and to those de-
pendent upon good roads, and there is little reason to ex-
pect that they Avill become lighter. It is for us to see that
they do not become heavier beyond Avhat is necessary to
carry out the policy the}- represent and to provide for car-
rying them, without crushing those on whose shoulders
they rest.
New revenues are imperatively demanded if we are to
continue the policy that has been established. A begin-
ning was made in 1905, by raising the state tax to $500,000
for 1906 and 1907, and by passing an inheritance tax law
which is expected to yield $100,000 annually, but these will
fall far short of the requirements if we are to pay as we
go, and go as we have been going.
TAX LAWS.
Our tax laws were enacted nearly thirty years ago, and
since that time have undergone but slight amendment. In
the main they have worked satisfactorily for the collection
of public revenues. But I share the opinion of those who
believe that the time has come when these laws can be so
revised as to compel some property which now escapes taxa-
tion, wholly or in part, to bear its share of the public bur-
dens, to the end that those who pay more than their just
proportion of the public tax be relieved, and to the end
that a more just and equitable distribution of the collec-
tions be secured.
This revision, however, can only be safely and profitably
worked out by those who have peculiar ability for the task,
and can give the matter careful, patient and laborious
attention. I therefore recommend the creation of a com-
mittee authorized, and required, to study the subject in all
its bearings, and report its conclusions to the next Legis-
lature.
A STATE AUDITOR.
Nearly all governments and corporations disbursing large
amounts of money find it necessary to employ auditors, and
I think the State of New Hampshire can save money by fol-
lowing their example. If provided for, this official should
be required to give all his time to the discharge of his du-
ties, and empowered and directed to see that all payments
from the treasury are in accordance with the law, and that
bills are properly vouched before they are paid. It will be
profitable to also give liim authority to pass upon the rea-
sonableness of many small items of expense which are not
specifically provided for in the statutes authorizing them.
It is the custom for certain heads of departments to buy
what supplies they want, and after the goods have been
delivered send the bills to the Governor and Council to be
approved and paid. While this covers no dishonesty and
involves a comparatively small amount of money, it is a
loose practice, open to abuse, and I recommend that Chap-
ter 71 of the Laws of 1903, relative to state officials having
control of public funds be so extended as to require all
officials wanting supplies to make requisitions for them,
and have such requisitions approved before the purchases
are made.
THE LOCAL OPTION TJCENSE LAW.
The local option license law stands approved where pub-
lic sentiment favors the restriction and regulation of the
sale of intoxicants, rather than an attempt at prohibition,
and where local authorities cooperate with the commis-
sion in executing the law.
The board collects and distributes to the cities, towns and
counties in which licenses are granted about $400,000 an-
nually, which in some measure pays the cost to the public
treasuries of the crime, vice and pauperism caused by in-
temperance. The execution of the law in many places
has also done much to keep the traffic within the obser-
vation of the public and in the control of the police, and
has thereby aidea in suppressing the evils which are in-
separable from it in road houses, cellars and other dark
places. In no-license towns there is just complaint that
the prohibitory features of the law are not enforced and
that the privileges granted to some hotels and drug stores
are abused. I hope to see this corrected by amendments to
the law which Avill make it possible to carry into effect the
theory upon which it is founded, that when a community
•votes against license it shall have effectual prohibition.
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STATE HIGHWAYS.
The administration of the law of 1905, relative to state
aid for highways, has been difficult, and to some extent
disappointing. At the beginning it was of necessity
largely experimental and the expense was greater than was-
foreseen. Fewer cities and towns than was hoped have
met the conditions necessary to entitle them to a share of
the annual appropriation of $125,000, and a large surplus
has remained, which, according to the provisions of the
law, as it has been interpreted, has been applied to the new
construction of state roads, $34,000 upon the Ocean Boule-
vard and $55,000 in the vicinity of the White INIountains.
These roads have been built and must hereafter be kept in
repair, entirely at the state's expense, while other sections-
which have paid most of the cost have been neglected.
This experience suggests changes in the law, but just what
they should be I am not prepared to say. The report of
the state engineer and of the Governor and Council of
1905- '06 will be before you, and I ask your careful at-
tention to them. Whatever information I have as the re-
sult of experience as a member of the Governor's Council
is at the service of any one asking for it.
NATIONAL GUARD.
The National Guard of New Hampshire will compare
favorably in discipline and general efficiency with that of
any state, notwithstanding the fact that many of the com-
panies are badly handicapped by lack of suitable armory
accommodations.
During the past year there has been marked improve-
ment in that most important part of a soldier's training,
rifle practice, and nearly 100 per cent, of the entire force
have qualified in one or more classes. Improvement has
also been made in revolver practice.
A fine, well-equipped range has been completed near
Manchester for use as a state range, which will be of much
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value to the troops in the future, particularly for the long
distances.
The state camp ground, at Concord, is in excellent condi-
tion. The mess houses, one for each regiment, each large
enough to accommodate 600 men, have been erected and
have been fully appreciated by officers and men.
The state armory at ]\Ianchester, built two years ago,
has proved to be of the greatest value to the companies of
that city, increasing the interest of .the members and pro-
viding for the proper care of the military property issued
to them. The cost of maintaining the armory is consid-
erable, and the present military appropriation is not large
enough to meet all the expenses of lighting, heating, etc.,
in addition to the regular expense of the National Guard.
I respectfully invite the attention of the Legislature to
the recommendation of the adjutant general that a special
appropriation be made for the support of the armory. I
also invite attention to the remarks of the same officer re-
garding company armories.
The strength of the state force is 113 commissioned offi-
cers and 1,266 enlisted men, organized as one brigade, and
from the interest and hard work shown by the members,
I am convinced the state is receiving good service from
and has reason to be proud of her National Guard.
THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
The Industrial School at Manchester has 150 inmates,
twenty-eight girls and 122 boys. The $20,000 appropri-
ated in 1905 to replace the barns lost by fire has been
judiciously expended, and the standing appropriation of
$6,000 annually, which is the state's contribution to the
current expenses, has been sufficient for that purpose.
Nearly all the inmates are well behaved and make rapid
progress in the correction of bad habits, and in learning
what fits them for usefulness after their discharge. But
there are a few of the larger boys who are apparently
almost incorrigible, w^hose influence upon others is bad, and
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whose conduct often calls for punishment. At present
they occupy the same dormitories as those who are well
disposed, and it is desirable that provision be made for
separating them at night, and as far as possible during the
day, from those to whom their conversation and acts are a
hindrance. To do this other accommodations must be had,
and I see no reason why this cannot be accomplished by
additions to the present buildings, which need not be very
expensive.
THE SCHOOL FOR FEEBLE MINDED.
The early history of this institution is not a pleasing one.
The plant was located, and the first buildings were erected,
in 1901- '02 by a board of trustees who did not regard the
cost limitation of the act creating it, which v/as $30,000,
and contracted debts to the amount of $22,000, which the
Legislature of 1903 had to provide for. The sum of
$28,000 was also appropriated for maintenance during
1903 and 1904, $4,500 for equipment and repairs, and
$10,000 for a school building. One building was lost by
fire as soon as it was occupied and in 1905 the appropria-
tion for one to take its place was $25,000. Additional ap-
propriations were for water storage, $2,500, and for a boiler
house, $5,000, and for two years' maintenance, $32,000,
making the total expense in four years, $157,000.
There are now in the institution eighty-five inmates.
The accommodations are insufficient and there is no room
for more, although there are known to be in the state nearly
a hundred who are proper subjects for admission. If these
are to be received and cared for, new buildings must be
provided. The management is now believed to be in the
hands of an efficient board of trustees, and if the number
of inmates be doubled the cost of maintenance per inmate
can be largely reduced, and the purposes of the founders
greatly promoted. To provide for this new buildings must
be erected and the cost of operation increased. Indeed, it
does not appear how the expense can ever be decreased, as
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the pressure for admission will continue and few of the
inmates can safely be discharged capable of taking care of
themselves. The only choice is between keeping them for
life or setting them free, to trouble the community and re-
produce their kind.
THE STATE HOSPITAL.
An act of the Legislature of 1903 provided tliat, "The
state from, and after the first day df January, 1909, shall
have the care, control and treatment of all insane persons
who are now cared for by the various counties at the county
almshouses. That from and after the passage of this act
the State Board of Lunacy may order the removal of all
such dependent insane persons to the State Hospital for
treatment, as in their judgment seems proper, and such
persons shall be supported at the expense of the state."
This act further provides that, "After January 1, 1905, as
rapidly as accommodations can be provided, the State
Board of Lunacy shall begin making transfers from the
various county almshouses to the State Hospital of such
insane persons as in their judgment seem most suitable."
To make it possible to comply with the provisions of this
act $60,000 was appropriated in 1903, and $200,000 in
1905, both pf which sums have been expended in the erec-
tion and furnishings of new buildings. The trustees now
ask for $150,000, and to those familiar with the situation
it is evident they must have a large sum or they cannot
provide adequate accommodations for all those whose trans-
fer to the hospital was contemplated b}^ the authors of the
act of 1903. The estimated cost of caring for those thus
made state charges is $100,000 annually, but there is no
elass of unfortunates whose condition appeals more strongly
to the sympathies than that of the insane poor, and
whatever is necessary to make them as comfortable as pos-
sible will be cheerfully contributed by our taxpayers.
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FISH AND GAME.
The Fish Commission cost last year $8,657, of which
$2,000 Atas for salaries of the members, $3,542 for their
general expenses, $1,609 for their personal expenses, and
$637 for their game detectives. In two years the board
has collected for the nse of the state about $10,000 for
licenses and the fines imposed for violations of law in
seventy-three cases have also been remitted to the treas-
urer. Other amounts paid members and detectives as wit-
nesses in prosecutions are not reported. All this was ia
accordance with law, but the law, I think, is faulty, in that
it makes the receipts of the commissioners dependent some-
what upon the prosecutions they institute and the costs
they collect. In many cases the fines are excessive, and
when added to the costs, make a penalty out of proportion
to the offense, especially where, as is often the case, the
violation of the law is due to the ignorance or carelessness
of the defendant, rather than his deliberate intention to do
wrong.
In some sections of the state where there is no open sea-
son, deer have multiplied rapidly, and do great damage to
growing crops. The law which protects them at all sea-
sons of the year without in any way compensating faj-mers
and gardeners for the injury they do, can, I think, wisely
be changed.
THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The members of the Board of Agriculture receive no
salaries and their expenses, which the state pays, were, in
1906, $1,378.56. As a board, their principal work has been
the direction of Farmers' Institutes, which have, doubtless,
done something to promote the agricultural interests of the
state.
Their executive officer is the secretary, who is also the
cattle commissioner and immigration commissioner, and has
charge of the granting of licenses to dealers in fertilizers,
the analvsis of fertilizers and commercial foodstuffs and
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the collection of fees. His most conspicuous service has-
been, and is, making known, by advertising and corre-
spondence, the natural attractions of the state, to Avhich we
owe very largely the purchase and improvement by non-
residents of many abandoned farms, the erection of hun-
dreds of cottages upon our hillsides and on the shores of
our lakes and streams, and the development of the whole
summer business, which has doubled within ten years, and
now yields a gross income of about $10,000,000.
The expense of the department last year was $7,978.30,.
of which $2,360 was collected in fees for analyses and
licenses and turned into the treasury.
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE.
The New Hampshire College is the sole state institution
for the higher education of both young men and young
women. In twelve years from its establishment at Durham,
in 1893, it has received from the state treasury $296,605,
from the proceeds of a land grant by Congress $57,600,
from Congressional appropriations, $480,000, making
$834,205 from the public funds. It now has a fixed an-
nual income of $47,000 from the general government and
$13,000 from the state for current expenses. This is in
addition to the special appropriations for buildings, their-
furnishings and repairs. It has registered during the
past year 208 students, and has twenty-four teachers, and
is undoubtedly doing more and better work than ever-
before. Since 1902 its students have nearly doubled.
Its annual report is a loud call for more money for cur-
rent expenses, including higher salaries and more teachers,
librarians and other assistants, a new laboratory, general
repairs, new boilers and steam pipes, a library equipment,,
to cost $10,000, and an appropriation of $10,000 to com-
plete a girls' dormitory, in all something more than $100,-
000. In the present condition of the state treasury I
think a much less sum should be made to suffice.
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COMMON SCHOOLS.
As a people we have no more important interest than
that of the public schools. The common schools especially
are at the foundation of our whole educational scheme and
they are, moreover, the only schools which the majority of
our boys and girls attend. In some directions our schools
give us great encouragement; the increasing length of the
school year, recent rapid extension of supervision, rapid
growth in the size and character of our high schools and
academies, the excellent work done by our normal school,
are all encouraging. But there is good ground for believ-
ing that a large number of our common schools are going
backward rather than forward. They need better teach-
ers and more of them ; they need a longer school year, and
they need more businesslike and competent supervision.
Money spent on good schools is money well invested, and
the state must not grudge doing willingly that part of the
maintenance of the schools which it falls to the lot of the
state to do. But every appropriation made for this pur-
pose should carry with it provisions guaranteeing its eco-
nomical expenditure, whether the same is to be laid out ])y
local officers or by state officers.
THE STATE LIBRARY.
In 1904 the cost of the state library was $24,922, and in
1905 it was $22,462, and in 1906 it was $19,517, an average
of $22,310 annually, and I think some saving can be ef-
fected here without impairing the usefulness of the build-
ing or its contents. I am told that there are in the build-
ing thousands of volumes of reports and other documents,
many of which are copies of each other, and which have
never been opened and never will be, but represent consid-
erable expense for storage, shelving, binding and cata-
loguing. If so, they should be sent to the junk heap to
make room for books that are valuable for something be-
sides swelling the size of the catalogues, and I am confident
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that there are other reductions of expense which should be
made. I suggest that you make inquiry how this may-
be done.
THE FORESTRY COMMISSION AND LABOR BUREAU.
The Forestry Commission, which cost last year $3,466^
and the Labor Bureau, which was maintained at an ex-
pense of $3,147, besides office rent, do not render the pub-
lic such service as creates the opinio^i that they should be
perpetuated in their present form. I recommend that the
laws creating them be repealed, and then if it be deemed
desirable that any of their duties be performed, a clerk
in the agricultural department be entrusted with the work.
THE TOLL BRIDGE COMMISSION.
There will be laid before you the report of a commission
created by an act of the Legislature of 1905 to consider, in
conjunction with a like commission appointed by the state
of Vermont, all questions relating to the freeing of toll
bridges between the two states and the construction of
new bridges, and decide what shall be an equitable divi-
sion of the cost of freeing such bridges and building new
ones, and also to make like inquiries and decisions as to the
bridges betAveen this state and iMaine, provided Maine shall
appoint a similar commission. This report contains much
interesting and instructive information, but as the com-
missioners have been unable to agree upon a recommenda-
tion, and the state of Vermont has refused to proceed with
the work in contemplation, it does not appear to call for
action in New Hampshire at this time, other than what may
be necessary to keep the subject open until the time when
our sister state is ready to meet us half way.
THE SALEM RACE TRACK.
The interpretation bj^ the Supreme Court of our laws
prohibiting gambling has quieted the apprehension and
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•agitation which followed the passage of the act chartering
the New England Breeders' Club, familiarly known as the
Salem Eace Track, in 1905. But if anything more is
needed to defeat the purpose of those who would bring
scandal, disgrace and loss of property upon New Hamp-
shire by legalizing here what is against private morals and
sound public policy and has been outlawed elsewhere, it
should be written into our laws by you.
FREE PASSES.
The voters of New Hampshire have demanded that the
issue of free passes on railroads, especially to members of
the General Court and state officials, should be prohibited
by law, and as their servants we are in duty bound to obey
their commands.
I therefore recommend the enactment of a law embody-
ing the recommendations of the platform, with such penal-
ties for its violation as will make the law effective.
At the same time the state should provide for reasonable
transportation of members of the General Court between
their homes and the capitol when in the discharge of their
legislative duties.
Laws to this effect should be passed promptly and go
into effect at once.
THE LOBBY.
The right of petition and the privilege of presenting to
legislative committees, personally or by attorney, any case
in which a citizen is interested, cannot be denied or
abridged, but any combination known as a lobby, formed
for the purpose of passing or defeating for pay legislative
measures, regardless of their merits, or for blackmailing
those whose interests are threatened by the introduction of
bills for the purpose of extorting money as the price of
having the bills killed, is a menace that should to the
JEullest extent possible be abated.
I know of no better method of suppressing an evil than
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by turning the light upon it. Publicity can be trusted to
prevent most serious mistakes in lawmaking. No legis-
lature is likely to pass a bad act or defeat a good one that
is thoroughly discussed and understood by the members
and their constituents. For this reason the lobby works
by stealth and succeeds only when its operations are
known to but few.
If in your wisdom you can frame a statute which will
protect the Legislature and the public from such unscru-
pulous and improper influences, I shall gladly give it my
approval.
CAUCUS LAW.
Few subjects are occupying the public mind in the state
today to a greater degree, and few are more important for
the future political welfare of the state, than that of the
method of holding primaries or caucuses for the nomina-
tion of candidates for the various offices in the gift of the
people.
More and more control of nominations has come into
the hands of small combinations of men, many times act-
uated by selfish motives. Through neglect and apathy
too many good citizens have ceased to attend the caucuses,
or go as delegates to the conventions, and upon election
•day find themselves in the uncomfortable predicament of
being obliged, in order to support the candidates of their
own party, to vote for men they believe to be unfit for
office.
There is upon the statute books a law regulating politi-
cal caucuses in cities of more than 12,000 inhabitants, and
in other cities and to-\Mis that elect to adopt its provisions.
This law, when faithfully and honestly executed, secures
to all legal voters the right to participate in the caucuses
of their respective parties without trouble, expense or dis-
comfort, and to have their votes counted and declared as
cast. If this were extended so as to apply to all cities
and towns of 5,000 or more population, and to this were
.added a registration law requiring all voters to qualify by
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registration, and declaring their political affiliations, I
think it wonld meet the wishes of a great majority of our
fellow-citizens. The only serious defect in the present law,
disclosed by its operation, being that it does not prevent
unscrupulous men from invading and voting in caucuses
of parties to which they are opposed and whose ticket they
do not propose to support.
Some of our citizens advocate a complete change in our
nominating system, and a nomination of all officers by di-
rect primaries. I recommend a careful consideration of
the merits of that system in accordance with the plank in
the Republican platform.
THE MOTHS.
One of the most serious and difficult problems before us
is the suppression of the brown-tail and gypsy moths,
which have invaded the southern part of the state, and as
they multiply and move north, are spreading devastation
of appalling character and extent. I am not sufficiently
informed as to the possibilities of dealing with these pests
to recommend any particular method, but I trust the
proper committees will carefully study the subject in the
light of experience in other states and the investigations of
experts and report a bill, which, without imposing upon
the state enormous expense, M-ill check the ravages of this
terrible enemy.
Whatever the appropriation is, it should be as far as
possible safeguarded against waste, and this can only be
done by keeping it entirely separate from other public
funds, making some one responsible for it, supervising his
plans and contracts and requiring him to report fully his
work and expenditures. It cannot be done by turning it
over to any existing board, to be handled by those with
other duties, or merged with other funds in their control.
I recommend that in connection with the appropriation
you provide for the appointment by the Governor and
Council of one or more agents, or to expend it subject to
the requirements outlined above.
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CONCLUSIOX.
Other subjects upon which I am not sufficiently in-
formed to speak advisedly now, will be brought to your at-
tention by those interested in them, and we must meet
them and those I have mentioned with open minds and a
sincere purpose to decide upon them, so as to have the
approval of our own consciences and the best judgment of
our constituents.
,
New Hampshire needs few new laws, and none should be
enacted unless it is sho\\Ti beyond reasonable doubt that
they are needed. She can afford few new expenses and
none should be authorized that will not be clearly for the
benefit of the state as a whole. Hasty legislation is full of
danger and should be avoided. Those who want the pub-
lic money will not fail to present their cases. It is for us
to protect the taxpayers. Every dollar that we vote out
of the treasury somebody'' must put in.
With these facts in mind and God giving courage and
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The work of the State Board of Health increases from year to year
owing, first, to the fact that each successive Legislature enacts laws that
add very materially to its duties, and, secondly, to a greater and more wddely
spread ai)preciation of its services by local boards of health and the public
generally.
It is impossible in a biennial report, that must be Umited in size, to
report all of the labors of the board for the period included. We are,
therefore, obliged to exclude much interesting and instructive matter. In
this category may be included, as more prominent, a constant and some-
what voluminous correspondence upon a great variety of subjects, upon
which advice or suggestions have been given, particularly in relation to
the management of infectious and contagious diseases ; the sewering and
draining of towns ; details relating to the collection of -s-ital statistics, and
the executive control of the indigent insane and those legally entitled to
state aid.
In this report will be shown, principalh% the large amount of work done
at the State Laboratory of Hygiene on public and private water suj^plies
;
the action of the board in connection with certain supplies ; the extensive
investigations of foods, drugs, liquors, etc., together with some special
papers relating to the restriction and prevention of certain diseases, and
to other matters.
»
Local Boards of Health.
The local boards of health have never before been so efficient, probably,
nor so well organized as at the present time. It is but a few years since, in
some localities, a board of health was considered practically useless, and,
indeed, perhaps it was as then constituted ; but there has been a growing
recognition of Avhat may be accomplished under certain circumstances in
any town with an efficient board of health, so that at the present time
such boards are recognized as having an equal standing with the board of
selectmen and the boaixl of education. Formerly the idea prevailed that
a local board of health was the servant of the board of selectmen, and
that they could undertake no work that involved the outlay^of a dollar
without the permission of the selectmen. Boards of health have come to
a knowledge of the fact that they are an independent board, absolutely,
and not under the dictation of any other local authority. The recogni-
tion of this fact has led to the ai)i)ointraent in the last few years of good
men in most instances upon the board of health, with a corresponding
increased efficiency.
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It has been the aim of the State Board of Health to assist local boards
of health as far as possible, by giving information and advice concerning
then- duties in the management of any case in which counsel was sought.
We beUeve that the increased efficiency of local boards of health is
already manifest to a large extent in this st^te in the control of some of
the contagious and infectious diseases, and this is evident in the mortality
rates as shown in the registration reports.
Local boards of health, under authority conferred Ijy the Public Stat-
utes, as well as under common law, have practically vmlimited power in
the reasonable management of any condition likely to jeopardize pubhc
health interests, except in the construction of public works. Such boards
should, therefore, be composed of the best citizens of the town, and should
regard their office as one carrying with it a large degree of responsibility.
The progress that has been made along these Unes is exceedingly grati-
fying.
Health Officers to be Appoixted, xot Elected.
Notwithstanding that the law providing for the election of health offi-
cers at the annual town meeting was repealed in 1897, a few towns have,
even at the last election, elected boards of health.
Such action on the part of the town is invalid, and a board of health so
chosen has no official status. The few towns that have taken this illegal
action have been notilied of their error, which was discovered by this
board in requesting of the town clerks a full list of their health officers,
with dates of appointment.
This list, so far as it could -he perfected, is given elsewhere in this
report.
The attention of boards of selectmen is called to the law relating to the
ap23ointment of health officers. Chapter 45, section 1, Laws of 1897, as
amended in 1899, reads as follows
:
The selectmen of each town shall, within thirty days after the passage of this
act, appoint a board of health, which shall consist of three persons, selected with
reference to their fitness for the office, and they shall be so appointed that the
term of office of one member shall expire each year, and the members thereafter
appointed shall hold office three years, and until their successors are appointed
and qualified. In case a vacancy occurs in the board, the selectmen shall appoint
a person to fill the unexpired term. Whenever practicable, at least one member
of the board so appointed shall be a physicau, who is a graduate of some legally
incorporated medical college and in active practice in said town.
Boards of Selectmen CANiSroT Discharge Health Officers.
It has happened very rarely, we are pleased to say, that a difference of
opinion has arisen between the board of selectmen and the board of health
of a town and the situation become so strained that the selectmen have
threatened to discharge from office a member of the board of health.
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Recently, in one town m the state, the feeling reached a point that the
boanl of selectmen sent a written notice to two members of the boai'd of
health discharging them from office. Ujjon investigation by the State
Board of Health, it appeared that the board of health had incurred the
hostility of the board of selectmen in the performance of their duties as
health officers. The State Board of Health refused to recognize the
action of the selectmen as vaUd, and so notified them. The chairman of
the latter board declined to accept the opinion of the State Board of
Health in the matter, and the case was referred to the attorney-general.
Following is the correspondence on the subject
:
Concord, N. H., September 5, 1906.
Hon. E. G. Eastman, Atturnc)/- General, Exeter, N. H.:
Dear Sir: For the purposes of this board we would respectfully ask yovir
opiuiou ou the following question: Has a board of selectmen authority to dis-
charge from office a member of the local board of health ?
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) IRVING A. WATSON,
Secretary.
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Attorxey-Gexeral's Office,
Exeter, October 6, 1906.
Dr. Trvinrj A. Watson, Seeretartj State Board of Healih, Concord, N. IT.:
Dear Sir : Pui-suant to your inquiry respecting the power of the selectmen of
a town to remove the board, or any person who is a member of a town board of
health for auy town, I will say that, in my opinion, the selectmen have no such
authority in the absence of a statute granting it.
Under the law of this state, the term of office for members of a town board of
health is prescribed by a special statute, and there is no statute which confers
upon selectmen the right of removal during such term.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) EDWIN G. EASTMAN,
.Iftorney-General.
The oj^inion needs no comment, and is given solely for the pnrpose of
giving information to local officials.
The Saxitary Bulletix.
The Sanifar;/ Ballet hi has been issued quarterly since January, 1900,
being a medium which brings the State Board of Health into closer rela-
tions with local boards of health and the public, in that it contains instruc-
tions and advice ui)on such matters as the board deems to be of public
health interest and importance.
The Bulletin is sent regularly to physicians, to meml)ers of local boards
of health, to retail grocers of the state, and to many individuals. It is
circulated in every town in New Hampshire, and, Ijy reason of the very
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complimentary reviews by the press throughout the country, a demand
has come from outside of New Hampsliire that is fast reaching such pro-
portions that will compel the board to refuse such soUcitations unless
some special provision can be made to meet it. The feature that has
attracted especial attention during the last two years is the reports upon
food supphes, showing not only the adulterated articles that have been
found, but also those that have stood the test of critical examination, the
latter of which are not represented in this report.
Five thousand copies of the Bulletin are published regularly, Avith the
exception of an occasional issue for more general distriljution, when the
number has reached 10,000 copies.
COMMISSIOX OF LUXACY.
By an act of the Legislature the State Board of Health was made to
constitute a State Board of Commissioners of Lunacy, being given author-
ity at the time of the act to transfer certain insane persons to the New
Hampshire State Hospital for remedial treatment, and, also, to investigate
the condition of the insane at the several county institutions.
In 1903 the board was authorized to transfer insane persons from the
county asylums and almshouses, iwo rata by counties, to the New Hamp-
shire State Hospital as fast as accommodations could be furnished. At
the time of the last report approximately 250 patients were receiving
remedial treatment at the expense of the state, by order of the board.
In January, 1905, under the act referred to, 156 patients were perma-
nently transferred from the several counties to the State Hospital. The
.new buildings, which are now nearly completed, will probably be ready
to receive another lot of county patients in January or February, 1907.
The new" buildings will not be sufficient to take care of all the county
insane, therefore it is evident that other buildings will have to be erected
to carry out the full intention of the law. It may be interesting to state
in this connection (although the fa(;ts are more fully shown in another
report to the Legislature) that under date of October 1, 1906, there were,
according to the returns of the various superintendents, 875 insane per-
sons in the custody of the several institutions, 668 being at the New
Hampshire State Hospital, and 207 at the several county almshouses and
asylums. At the present time there are no insane persons at the Strafford
County and the Belknap County asylums.
Vital Statistics.
In the regular report upon this subject wall be found a full statement of
the number of births, marriages, divorces and deaths returned during the
past two years, so grouped as to give such information as is usually sought
concerning matters connected with the movement of the population.
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The Registration reports, wliic-h have been continued now for twenty-
five years, constitute the only information that we have as a guide to sani-
tary work, to the increase of i)Opulation, and to questions relating to mar-
riage and divorce, so that, in fact, they are the foundation of all definite
knowledge along these lines.
The report is not in any sense a readable volume, Init is a reference
work for those who are in search of such facts as its contains. From the
figiu-es thus availal)le it is seen that the number of births, marriages,

















The figures give a death rate of 17.07 per each 1,000 of the estimated
population for the year 1905. This rate is slightly lower than the average
for the past twenty-two years, although somewhat higher than that for
the last four years.
While there has been a marked reduction in the mortality from some
of the communicable diseases d uring the ])eriod covered by the Rgistra-
tion rej)orts, tliere has l>een, on the other hand, a large increase in some
of the diseases of the nervous, circulatory and respiratory systems.
In the following table is given the number of deaths from the principal





































For many years consumption ranked first in the causes of deatli, but
within the last few years it has taken a second place in the list, givmg
precedence to ])neumonia. The deaths from consumption vary only
slightly in the two years reported, and is approximately the same as
reported for the preceding two years—a much lower number than for-
merly. In 1S84, the year of the first reliable registration figures, there
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were 868 deaths from consumption in New Plampshire. In all the dis-
eases given in the table the figures are much lower than formerly, show-
ing the results of sanitary work and a better supervision of contagious
diseases by local boards of health.
The number of deaths from typhoid fever in 1905, to wit, 50, was much
lower than ever before returned. The very small number of deaths
reported for both years from scarlet fever must be due largely to the
efforts made for the restriction and prevention of this disease. The mor-
tality from whooping cough and measles was sufficiently large to attract
the attention of health officers and to raise the question whether or not
more efficient means for the restriction and prevention of these diseases,
should not be inaugurated.
From diphtheria and croup (laryngeal diphtheria), there were 68 deaths
returned in 1904 and 77 in 1905. The distribution of this disease depends
upon so many factors, often beyond control, that the mortality from it
fluctuates more or less from year to year, but was materially reduced for
all the years since the introduction of antitoxin.
A pamphlet on the " Restriction and Prevention of Diphtheria " has
been issued by this board for free distribution, especially in localities
where the disease may be prevailing. It also gives instructions to health
officers on the management of the disease.
Cholera infantum, so called formerly, but now in nosological classifica-
tion given as " diarrhoea and enteritis," is still a source of a large infant
mortality, due chiefly, and perhaps almost entirely, to improper feeding
and unsanitary environments.
There is a fluctuating mortality from influenza (la grippe). The first
epidemic of this disease for many years commenced in 1890, reaching a
mortality in 1892 of 331 in this state. Since that time its ravages have
varied considerably from year to year, the number of deaths in 1905 being.
98, the largest number returned since 1901.
As against the reduction in the total number of deaths from general
diseases, it should be noticed that the death rate from all diseases has not
been materially reduced, owing to the large increase from certain other
causes. In fifteen years the annual number of deaths from apoplexy haa
more than doxibled in New Hampshire, reaching a total of 453 in 1905.
Meningitis has also inci'eased to a marked degree, there being in the last
year (1905), 352 deaths from this cause, while cancer has increased in a
very steady ratio to a total, in 1905, of 344 deaths.
A more rapid increase is shown in Bright's disease, the decedents from,
this cause numbering 428 for the year 1905.
These facts open up serious problems for consideration.
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Records of Bnrnis, INIakriagks, Divokcks and Deaths.
There are now in the department of vital statistics, under the charge of
tlie State Board of Health, a million or more records of births, marriages,
divorces and deaths, covering (under an act of the last Legislature) the
entu-e period from the earliest settlement of the state to the present time.
The act referred to is as follows
:
Chapter 21, Laws of 1905.
AN ACT to perfect the records of births, marriages and deaths.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives,ia General Court convened:
Section 1. As soon as practicable after the passage of this act the registrar
of vital statistics shall ascertain from what towns and for what years returns of
births, marriages, and deaths were not made to the state, or are not to be found
among the archives of the department of vital statistics, and shall convey this
information to the clerks of such towns, together with suitable blanks upon
which to make returns.
Sect. 3. It shall be the duty of the town clerk to transcribe in full upon said
blanks all records of births, marriages, and deaths in the possession of the to^vn
not already returned, and to transmit the same, properly certified, to the depart-
ment of vital statistics within siich reasonable time as may be allowed by the
registrar of ^^tal statistics, and for such service the town clerk shall receive from
the town the sum of five cents for each record so transcribed, certified and trans-
mitted.
Sect. 3. All records returned to the department of vital statistics shall be so
filed and indexed as to be made readily available for reference, and, when
required for any legal ptirpose, the registrar of vital statistics shall furnish a
certified copy, under seal of the department, free of expense.
Sect. 4. All acts and parts of acts not consistent with this act are hereby-
repealed, and this act shall take effect upon its passage.
Approved February 15, 1905.
In accordance with the above law, instruction was promptly given to
the clerks of the several towns and cities of the state to make returns of
all records of births, marriages and deaths possessed by the town from its
earliest settlement down to the time when annual returns were made to
the state. Explicit instructions were given that every record book must
be searched, and the earlier ones read carefully, page l)y page, to obtain
all of the records.
The work is now nearly completed for the entire state, more than
4U0,0U0 having already Iteen returned under this law. All of the records
in the department are upon canls and filed under family names, with a
system which makes any record immediately accessible.
This great mass of records, now exceeding a million, has been accumu-
lated during a period of a little over fifty years, and has cost the towns.
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and the state a very large sum of money. They are proving of great
value in determining man}' questions in which evidence could not be other-
wise obtained—in pension cases, legal matters, etc.,—besides being exten-
sively sought in the study of family histories, in the ehgibility oE persons
for membership in patriotic societies and orders, and for other purposes.
They are being almost constantly consulted, and many records have been
found that are not in existence elsewhere, for the reason that since these
retm-ns were made to the state quite a number of local record books have
Ijeen destroyed l>y fire or otherwise lost.
Attention is called to the fact that this very important collection of
records, representing a vast deal of labor and a large expenditure, is
wholly unprotected from fire. Some provision should be made whereby
these records may be placed in a fire-proof building,—not stored in vaults,
because they are so constantly consulted that this would be impracticable,
but they should be in ample rooms, safe from fire.
The Pure Food Questiox.
We have shown elsewhere something of the work done along this line,
but have no comment upon results. The polic}'^ of the board has been an
•educational one largely, in that it has endeavored to point out to the gro-
wers of the state such articles as were found upon examination to be adul-
terated or illegal, as well as the brands that met the requirements of our
law.
We have taken this course in the belief that a majority of our dealers
are honest men and desirous of complying with the law. We believe that
"we have not l)een mistaken in this assumption. Our law, however, is
<lefective, and does not admit of a rigid enforcement without doing an
injustice to honest men, who may have purchased goods under false pre-
tences, believing them to be legitimate.
It has been impossible to prevent the shipment of adulterated and mis-
branded goods into New Hampshire. It is true that the efforts of the
board have resulted in the practical ruin of the business in New Hamp-
shire of certain firms producing this class of goods, on account of the
refusal of our dealers to purchase their products, by reason of the infor-
mation given them of their character, so that, as a whole, much good has
been accomplished.
We beheve, however, that at the coming session of the Legislature the
whole suljject should be carefully considered, and that our food law should
be so revised as to correspond as nearly as possible with the national pure
food law. The latter, which goes into effect in part on January 1, 1907,
and wholly on October 1, 1907, will be of immense advantage in exclud-
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ing from the state adulterated and misljranded goods ; Init it will be nec-
essary for the states to act in cooperation with the national government
to carry the law into effect. That it will be of inestimable value to deal-
ers and consumers there can be no question, provided it is supi)lemented
by such state legislation as will make it generally effective.
Public and Private Water SurrLiES.
There is no one thing of greater vital importance to the health interests
of a community or a family than its water supply. Recognizing this, the
State Board of Health has, during the last few yeai's, devoted a large
amount of work to this subject.
In this report the results of laboratory examinations have been contin-
ued, being added to the previous tables, so as to shoAv for as long a period
as possible the actual condition of the waters examined. This is impor-
tant in order to determine what fluctuations appear from time to time, as
they do in certain instances.
It will be seen by reference to the summary in another part of this
report that frequent chemical and bacteriological examinations have been
made of these public supi)lies, and also of many private ones. In addi-
tion thereto, personal inspections have been made and advice given, in
numerous instances, with a view to assisting in the solution of perplexing
problems connected therewith. On some of these will be found special
reports elsew^here in this volume. Upon petitions to the State Board of
Health, special rules and regulations have been estabhshed to protect the
"water supplies of Alton and Lisbon, and also for the protection of Squani
lakes against contamination.
Dui'ing the period covered by this report 489 chemical and bacteriologi-
cal examinations of public water supplies have been made, representing
98 water-works systems.
The demand for the examination of private supplies has been so great
that we have been obliged to restrict this work to such soiirces as were sus-
pected of being dangerously contaminated, or of being the cause of illness
in the family using the sujjply. Notwithstanding this exacting regula-
tion, 1,079 examinations of private suj)plies were made, with a result of
finding 415 unfit for use; 142 doubtful; 183 samples that contained an
excessive amount of lead, and two that were adversely reported upon on
account of the large amount of zinc present.
This brief statement indicates something of the great amount of work
that has been done during the past two years at the State Laboratory of
Hygiene in the line of water analysis alone.
A detailed account of the work will be found in subsequent pages.
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State Laboratory of Hygiene.
We believe that it has been most emphatically demonstrated to the
people of the state that the State Laboratory of Hygiene is an indispensa-
l)le branch of the public-health service. A partial record of its Avork, as
exhibited in this report, shows its extensive investigations of om- public
water supplies, of food products, drugs, etc., and, further, of what is of
special value to the physicians of the state and many of their patients, the
examinations in suspected cases of tuberculosis, diphtheria, typhoid fever,
€tc.
In the food work, this report shoAvs only a part of the investigations
made, since it does not include those products that Avere found to meet
the requirements of our laAv i-elative to the adulteration of foods, drugs,
etc.
Considering the Umited appropriation devoted to laboratory Avork, in
comparison w^ith the sums expended in some other states, we feel that Ave
have reason to be proud of what has been accomplished. That a very
large amount of work has been done, and work that is regarded as of
great public importance, is a matter of record.
In the act creating the State License Commission is a provision AA'hich
requires the State Laboratory of Hygiene to make examinations for the
commission. LTnder its provisions there have been examined at the lal)o-
ratory 483 samples of Avines and distilled liquors, and 82 samples of malt
liquors. The results of this work are given in detail elsewhere in this
report.
The Chemical Department.
The work of the chemical department of the State Laboratory of
Hygiene has been outlined in the foregoing remarks, and a somcAvhat
extended account of its labors, although incomplete, is given elsewhere in
this report.
The laboratory, itself, is fairly Avell equipped for the Avork it is required
to do ; nevertheless, the cost of maintaining it—for ai)paratus, chemical
reagents, etc.,—is considerable, and additions and repairs have to be made
from time to time. It is only by the most rigid economy that we have
been able to carry on the Avork in all the departments under the present
appropriation.
Bacteriological Department.
The value of the bacteriological Avork to the public health interests of
the state cannot be realized by the ])ublic l)ecause such investigations are
laro-ely of a private nature, the individual facts in each case being rejiorted
solely to the attending physician. The tables given elscAvhere show that,
for the period included, 4,668 l)acteriological examinations Avere made at
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the laboratory for })hysicians alone, as an aid to them in determining the
nature of the disease in question. In the laboratory it is often possible to
state positively the nature of a malady before it can be determined by
clinical symjitoms. Still further, as in cases of mild diphtheria, it is often
the only certain means of obtaining indisputable knowledge as to whether
or not the disease is of an infectious character. IJacteriological work
becomes, therefore, of great importance as an aid to diagnosis in suspected
cases of tuberculosis, diphtheria, typhoid fever, and some other pathologi-
cal conditions. By this means tuberculosis may often be diagnosed before
the clinical symptoms are sutKciently pronounced to make the case one of
certainty, and this knowledge comes at a time when it is essential to know
the facts in order that successful treatment may be inaugurated.
In diphtheria—to differentiate this disease from other forms of sore
throat—the laboratory becomes the only positive source of knowledge.
In this disease it is also made available by many health officers, to deter-
mine when a patient or family may safely be discharged from quaran-
tine.
In typhoid fever the Widal test is valuable corroborative evidence of
this disease.
Of the 4,568 bacteriological examinations above referred to, 2,473 were
in suspected cases of tuberculosis, 1,440 were diphtheria investigations,
492 in suspected typhoid feA-er, and 162 of miscellaneous character.
PULMOXAKY COXSUMPTION NOTIFICATION.
The Legislature of 1905 enacted a law (see page 259) requiring the
attending physician or some member of the family to report to the local
board of health every death and every removal of a consumptive patient,
and imposing upon the board the duty of disinfecting the infected prem-
ises.
The law^ further requires that the work of disinfection shall be done in
accordance with methods recommended by the State Board of Health. A
copy of the law, together with a description of methods of disinfection
approved by the State Board of Health, was published in the April, 1905,
Sanitary Bullet hi, and sent to all physicians and boards of health in the
state. Subsequently, under date of June 30, 1905, sj)ecial attention was
called to the law in a circular addressed to physicians, boards of health,
and the public.
Rkstrictiox and Pkevention of CoNsi^rrTioN.
In another part of this report will be found a paper on the '' Preva-
lence, Ca^ise, Restriction and Prevention of Consumption." In April, 1906,
this paper was published as a bulletin of the State Board of Health, of
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wliieli 6,000 eo])ies have already been distributed. The demand for it
has been large. Local organizations have become sufficiently interested
to distribute copies in their respective locaUties, and from rei^orts received
it is evident that this pamphlet is accomplishing a great deal toward the
enlightenment of the public upon this important subject. Copies will be
furnished to any citizen of New Hampshire upon appUcation.
TvpnoiD Fever.
Elsewhere in this report is a paper on the " Prevalence, Cause, Restric-
tion and Prevention of Typhoid Fever." It was also published in a
recent issue of the Sanitary BuUetiv, and has already been quite widely
distributed.
It is the practice of the board to send these papers on special diseases
into the locahty where the given disease may be prevaihng, so that the
local board of health may distribute copies to famiUes in the immediate
neighborhood, for at such a time more interest is taken in the subject.
This paper is an interesting study in showing the gradual reduction of
typhoid fever in New Hampshire, which must have been brought about
very largely through the better supervision of public and private water
supplies, disinfection, etc.
Disposal of Household Waste.
In July, 1905, the board jDublished in pamphlet form a very valuable
paper contributed by Rol)ert Fletcher, Ph. D., director of Thayer School
of Civil Engineering, Dartmouth College, and a member of the State
Board of Health, relative to the disposal of household wastes at summer
resorts, encampments and farmhouses ; pure water supplies, and other
sanitary conditions.
A large number of copies of this paper have been distributed, and the
demand for it has been considerable. It has attracted public attention in
other states, and has been sought by sanitary engineers and others inter-
ested in this particular work.
The size of this rej)ort precludes its publication herein, but copies may
be had upon apphcation to the board.
A Sand Filter for the IIoitE.
This is another valuable contribution from the pen of Professor Fletcher
in the interests of a pure water sujjply. (See page 285.) The article
embodies the results of practical experience, and describes a sand filter
preeminently adapted to household requirements.
This work has been highly commended by eminent authorities, and has
abeady been pul>lished in some of the highest class engineering journals..
WATER SUPPLIES OF TOWNS AND CITIES.

EXAMINATION OF WATER SUPPLIES.
During the past two years the pohcy hajs been continued of making
periodic examinations at the laboratory of all the pubUc water supplies of
any degree of importance. In view of the insignificant size of some of the
smaller supplies, and their obvious exemption from any appreciable chances
of pollution, this inspection has been omitted in some instances ; on the
other hand, cei'tain of the larger su])pUes have received our almost con-
stant supervision, many analyses having been made.
Of the 235 towns in the state, 82 now have water-supply systems, num-
Tjering in all 98 supplies, of which 46 are owned by the town or by a pre-
cinct, and 52 by private individuals or corporations. Of these 98 supphes,
26, or 26.5 per cent., are derived from ponds; 18, or 18.4 per cent., from
streams ; 16, or 16.4 per cent., from wells ; 30, or 30.6 per cent., from
springs ; and 8, or 8.1 per cent., from combinations of these sources.
Several of the pond supplies are in reality impounded streams or low areas
"wdth abundant springs whose llowage is collected in an excavated basin.
Besides those above mentioned, during the past two years examinations
have also been made of eight special private supplies furnishing institu-
tions, parks, etc. In addition to the domestic consumption, these systems
also furnish much water for manufacturing operations, fire protection,
street sprinkling, etc.
A majority of the systems use cast-iron pipe for distiibuting mains, and
galvanized iron supply pipe. Cast-iron supply pipes are also extensively
employed, and several of the smaller systems still convey their water
through lead distributing mains and supply pipes. In some instances,
trouble from lead poisoning is reported where lead pipes are used. From
the fact that most of our New Ham2)shire waters are soft and attack lead
vigorously all systems laid in the future should be some form of iron pipe,
either ])lain cast iron, galvanized iron, or cement-lined iron.
Doubtless, in the majority of instances, a service pipe of galvanized
iron will be found the most satisfactory, cost and general wearing qualities
considered. However, it is unfortunately true that with certain waters
the zinc coating is not very durable. This is notably the case with waters
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containing apprecial)le quantities of dissolved gases (air or carbon-dioxide),
so that in those cases where a noticeable rush of gas to the surface imme-
diately on drawing or heating is observed, more or less action on zinc may-
be anticipated. Zinc-corroding waters, vmhke those attacking lead, are
apt to be hard, and this characteristic is, perhaps, more often observable
in those supphes having their source at a considerable depth below the
surface, for the reason that the latter are more highly impregnated with
gases than are those of the surface class.
As regards the relative toxicity of lead and zinc, the former is very
much the more to be feared. Susceptibility to lead poisoning varies
largely with the individual, i)robably due to the fact that some systems
are able to eUminate this metal more readily than others. For this rea-
son, while it is generally held that a quantity equivalent to 0.040 parts of
metal in 100,000 parts of water will not ordinarily prove deleterious to
the health of the user, nevertheless, there are cases on record where a
much smaller proportion has been a source of trouble. On the other
hand, there are instances where whole famihes are using water containing
lead considerably in excess of 0.040 parts, apparently without the develop-
ment of any ill results.
Unlike lead, zinc is not a cumulative poison, and the presence of this
metal in very small quantities is not, ordinarily, any ground for uneasiness.
New galvanized pipe usually gives a milky appearance to the water, in
most cases disappearing after a .few weeks' use. However, we have had
two instances brought to our attention during the past two years where
the water was found to persistently carry notable quantities of zinc, the
latter being, undoubtedly, a cause of illness. But the consensus of pres-
ent opinion would seem to be that, while cases of this nature occasionally
arise, yet, as the salts of zinc ai'e much less poisonous than those of lead,
and as the quantity of such in a water is usually but slight, the chances of
any impairment of health through this means may ordinarily be considered
as insignificant.
In addition to the forms of pipe already mentioned, a word should, per-
haps, be said with regard to tin-hned lead, a certain amount of which is in
use in New Hampshire. This variety is more expensive, and it is espe-
cially necessary to specify that only the very best grade be supphed, as
the cheaper grades Uable to be furnished are worse than useless for this
purpose. Even at the best, on account of the chances for galvanic action,
corrosion is sometimes more pronounced than when the pipe is left uncoated.
With very few exceptions, the water supplies of our towns and cities
are of excellent quahty. In this connection an analysis of the results of
inspection during the past two years reveals the following facts :
CITIES.
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and eventually reached the point where an unduly large share of the thue
of the staff was thus occupied, it became necessary to impose certain
restrictions. The following regulations were, therefore, estabhshed
:
The State of New Hampshire.
State Board of Health.
regulations governing the examination of private water supplies at
the state laboratory of hygiene.
I. A person desiring the analysis of a private water supply must fill out an
application blank, stating the reasons for such a request fully and explicitly.
II. No water will be examined simply to satisfy the curiosity of any one, or
to substantiate a belief that the water is of good quality. There must be some
valid reason given.
III. Examinations will be made:
1. If there is sickness or ill health among persons using the water, of a char-
acter that might reasonably be charged to its use.
2. If the appearance of the water indicates contamination.
3. If it has an unnatural taste.
4. If it has an unusual odor.
5. If it is abnormally colored.
6. If the attending physician, or the local board of health, requests an analysis.
7. If it is desired to ascertain if water received through lead pipe from a
spring contains an amount of lead that would render it unfit for domestic use.
8. If it is wanted to ascertain if the water in an old, abandoned well, which
it is proposed to re-open, is suitable for family use.
9. If for any other cause which may be deemed sufficient by the State Board
of Health to warrant an analysis.
IV. In the event that an application for water analysis is granted, a container,
with full directions for collecting the sample, will be sent to the applicant.
No charge will be made for the analysis; but the party sending the sample
must prepay express charges on the same to the State Laboratory of Hygiene.
NOTICE CONCERNING THE ANALYSIS OF PRIVATE WATER SUPPLIES.
It is not the practice of state boards of health to analyze private water sup-
plies. Work of this kind is usually limited to the examination of public supplies
of towns- and villages. But, having a desire to serve the citizens of the state as
far as possible, no regulations or restrictions have hitherto been made concern-
ing waters forwarded to the State Laboratory of Hygiene for examination. As
a result, we have made many analyses of private supplies, wells, springs, etc.,
that were perfectly good waters, and no suspicions existed to the contrary.
It has come to a point that the demand for work of this kind is so great as to
overtax the working capacity of the laboratory, to the exclusion, or rather, the
limitation of food analysis, and other investigations of public health importance.
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We are, therefore, obliged to establish what we believe to be not unreasonable
requirements to govern our future work in this direction.
Hereafter we shall require an ai)plication blank to be filled out in all cases.
If your desire for an analysis conies within the scope of the regulations given
above, please fill out the blank as fully as possible and forward to this ofifice.




The foregoing regulations proved to be insufficient to prevent the send-
ing of samples of water to the laboratory when no suspicion of contam-
ination existed, but simply from a desire to ascertain the character of the
supply, and therefore the board was compelled to issue the following
regulation
:
The State of New Hampshire.
State Board of Health.
laboratory of hygiene.
SPECIAL NOTICE IN REGARD TO WATER ANALYSIS.
The demand upon the State Laboratory of Hygiene for analyses of private
water supplies, for all sorts of reasons, has become so great as to make it impos-
sible to do all the work asked for. It is the purpose of the State Board of Health
to make regular examinations of the public water supplies of the state, samples
of which will be asked for at regular intervals through official channels, and
therefore there is no occasion for private individuals to ask for analysis of water
from such supplies.
For the present we must restrict our analyses of private water supplies to such as are
suspected of causing sickness, that is, where one or more members of the family are ill
and the ivater is suspected to he the cause.
The application for an analysis must be made upon the blank furnished by




Concord, N. H., Aug. 1, 1905.
In general it may be stated that all requests for analyses should be
made by l)oards of health or at the advice of a physician, and in no case
will such examinations be made previous to the filing of a formal appH-
catiou therefor. ^Vnother requisite is that samples shall be forwarded in
the container su])plied by the laboratory; unless by special arrangement,
no attention will be paid in tlie future to samples received in bottles,
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jugs, jars, tin cans, etc., furnished by the sender; also the blank form
accompanying the container must be completely filled out and returned
with the sample. The importance of the latter requirement does not
appear to be a])preciated in all cases and there is sometimes a tendency
manifested to witlihold any information believed by the sender to be
incompatible with the submission on the part of the laboratory of an
impartially rendered report. This is a misconce])tion ; the examination is
in no wise comparable to an "assay"; on the contrary, such report is in
the nature of a diagnosis and involves a rendering of judgment based
upon all ascertainable data. In this connection it is perhaps unnecessary
to state that it is the custom to make the examination for lead only
when the question relative to the use of lead pipe is answered in the
affirmative.
Following is a summary of the results of examinations made of private
supplies during the past two years :
Number of analyses representing water of good quality 358
Doubtful or indicating poor condition of supj)ly . . 142
Reported as organically unfit for use .... 415
Containing an excessive amount of lead . . . 183
Containing an excessive amount of zinc ... 2
Total examinations of private supplies .... 1,079
By far the greater number of the examinations of private suppHes are
made during the period from May 15 to October 15, the greatest demand
appearing during July and August. Of late an increasingly large number
o£ applications for this service are being received from sxxmmer residents,
and especially from those who have recently purchased homes in New
Hampshire. It has been our pohcy to uniformly comply M'ith such re-
quests, when properly made, so far as time and facilities have permitted.
Following are reports of water supply examinations, alphabetically
arranged by cities and towns. All results are given in parts per 100,000.
AcwoKTii.—No pubhc water supply. Families get their water from
wells or from springs, and lead pipe is used as a rule. Of seven supplies
from private sources examined, five were found to be of good quality,
one was polluted and one contained an excess of lead.
Aluaxy.—There is no water supply other than wells and S2)rings. The
wells are mostly dug ; a few are driven.
Alexandria.—No public supply. Water is obtained from ]>rivate
wells and springs. One supply was examined which jiroAed to be pol-
luted.
Allenstowx.—(See Pembroke.)
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Alstead.—The soil in the valley in which this town is situated is
sandy loam of Uttle depth ; subsoil, gravel and cobble ; on the hills, clayey
soil, while the siibsoil is closely packed, clayey gravel. Three or four
famihes here and there have piped springs or shallow Avells for their
water supply. At East Alstead is one well to which the public have
access more or less.
Altox.—The Alton & .Alton Bay Water AVorks Company, estab-
lished in 1892-''93, supplies about 100 families (90 per cent, of the jiopu-
lation), with water from a spring, except in dry weather, when it is
jtu.mped from Lake Winnepesaukee to a resenoir of 150,000 gallons'
capacity. (See special report elsewhere.)
Chemical Examination of Water from Faucet of Suj'ph/ of Alton <&, Alton Bay Water
Company.
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Examination of nine sui)])lies received from private sources, resulted as
follows : three of good quality, one doubtful, two })olluted and three with
an excess of lead.
AxDOVER.—Water is furnished to about 30 famiUes in Andover Center
l»y C. E. Carr, from three reservoirs supplied by eight springs on the side
of Ragged Mountain. The watershed is partly wooded and partly
cleared ; no inliabitants. The springs are dug from six to fifteen feet
deep, and the water flows by gravity through about tAVO miles of mains,
one third iron and two thirds lead pipe. The service pipes also are some
lead and some iron. There are many private wells within the area of this
supply. A part of the famiUes of West Andover are supplied from springs
on the west side of Ragged Mountain. Cilleyville is supplied from pi'ivate
wells. East Andover and all the rest of Andover also from wells, except
five famiUes which have water from springs.
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Baeri>'Gtox.—Xo public supply. Of six private suj^plies examined
three were found to be of doubtful quality, or in poor condition, and three
"vvere polluted.
Baetlett.—The pubUc water sujiply, owned h\ the village precinct,
was installed about the year 1888 by the Bartlett "Water Company. The
source is a stream having a watershed of two square miles, wooded land,
no inhabitants.
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Ijkdford.—Xo i)ul)lic supply. Water is obtained wholly from private
wells and aqueducts on the farms. Six waters from private sources were
examined, of which two were found to be good, one doubtful, two pol-
luted, and one contained an excess of lead.
Belmont.—The Belmont Water Works, owned l)y the town, were
installed in 1893. Water is obtained from wells, supplemented by a
stream in dry seasons. There is a pumping station for use in dry seasons,
by which water is pumped from a stream to the reservoir. There is also
a private supply in the town. The pipes are of Avood mains, and galva-
nized u'on senice.
,
Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Tap of Belmont Water Company.
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Bexnixgton.—No ])ul)lic supply. The Bennington Water Works
Company, a private company, in 1900 installed a system supplied from
springs, with a supplementary supply from a stream.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Tap of Berlin Water Company,
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is delivered by gravity through about twelve Biiles of iron service and
main pipes. Ninety-eight per cent, of the population take this water.
Chemical Examination of Water Supplied by the Crystal Springs Water Company.
WATER SUPPLIES OF TOWNS AND CITIES.
One private supjdy was found to contain an excess of lead.
19
BoAV.—Xo piiblic 8U])ply. Tlie examination of four private supplies
showed one to be of good (piality, A\hile three were })olluted and one
contained an excess of lead.
Bradford.—No pubhc supply.
Chemical Examination of Water from Lake Massasecum.
20 STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

























































































Examination of three samples from private sources showed one good,
one polkited and two with an excess of lead.
Brookfield.—^No public supply.
Brookline.—No public supply. A well on the east side of the town
IS the source of the fountain and faucet in public square. Most of the
wells are deep and afford very pure M^ater.
Chemical Examination of Water from Public Fountain Supplied by a Well.
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Caxaan.—No ])u1)lic su])ply. A })nvate supidy from Hart's Pond was
introduced by the Crystal Lake AVater Company in 1891.
Chemical Examination of Water from Crystal Lake ]yatcr Company.
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iron service pi})e will be required. Cost of system, 153,000. One hun-
dred families will be supplied,—about two thirds of the population.
Chemical Examination of Waicr from Brook, Proposed PuhUc Supply.
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is taken : one some 30 feet in diameter, and about three feet deep on an
average ; the other some 75 feet in diameter, and of an average depth of
about three feet.
Chemical Examination of Water from Toivn Supjily Reservoir.
Appearance
Residue
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Chemical Examination of Water from Tyler Aqueduct.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom City Supply,
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Cliemical Analysis of Merrimack Hirer at Concord.
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Chemical Examination of Water from Faucet of Conway Aqueduct Company.
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Danville.—Xo public supply. The Avater supply of Danville is, in
nearly every case, from a well near the house or underneath it. One pri-
vate supply examined was found to be polluted.
Deerfielt).—No public supply. One private supply examined was
found of doubtful quaUty.
Deekixg.—No public water supply. One polluted private supply was
reported upon.
Deery.—In 1S90 Boston contractors built the Derry Water Works,
consisting of about 40 Avells driven to a depth of 50 feet. The water is
pumped to a standpipe of 180,000 gallons' capacity.
Chemical Examination af Waterfrom Faucet of Derry Water Works Company.
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Til ere are 26 miles of pii)e, cast-iron mains, and cement-lined wrought
iron service. (See special report.)
Chemical Examination of Water from the Dover Water Supply.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom the Dover Water Supply.—Concluded.
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from which the water is distributed tlirough l,oUO feet of galvanized iron
pipe, service and mains. The remainder of the famiUes are supplied from
private wells and s])rings. Of ten private su})})lies examined three Avere
found good, three doubtful or in poor condition, three polluted, and one
showed much lead.
Durham.—Water is furnished l)y a private company incorporated in
1895, from Avells dug about 20 feet deep, through clay. The water is
pumped to a stand})ipe of 75,000 gallons' capacity. The mains are of gal-
vanized iron, about tAvo miles, with lead service pipes. Fifty families,
which comj)nze practically the whole village, take this water. There are
no private wells Avithin this area. There are wells in town to which the
public have access.
Chemical Examination of Water from Faucet of Supply of C. H. Pettee.
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Elkixs.—Xo public supply. Two private su})plies were examined, one
being found of good quality, the other polluted.
ExFiELD.—The Enfield Village Fire District Water Works, built in
1902 and 1903, by Arthur W. Stone of Hartford, Vt., is owned by the
j)recinct. The source of the supply is a pond of 21 acres in area, and an
average depth of about eight feet, fed by springs. The watershed is
about 2,000 acres, principally cleared land, with only two families living
near. The water flows by gravity through four miles of iron })ipe. Ser-
vice pipes are lead. From one fourth to one third of the population are
supplied from this system, with additional connections being made each
week.
There are also two private systems of water works in town : The Mas-
coma Aqueduct Company, whose plant was built in 1884. This supply is
from a s]>ring two feet in de]>th, which supjdies about 1,000 gallons daily.
This is a gravity system, with one mile of lead main pipe, and also lead
service pipe. Ten families are supplied with this water, but some of them
also have the town water.
The other private system was built by the Entield Aqueduct Company
in 1854, the source being a well 10 feet deep. This, also, is a gravity
svstem with three fourths of a mile of cement-lined lead pipe for a main,
and lead service pipes. The average daily consumption from this system
is 1,320 gallons, by 40 families, Init the town water is also supplied to
some of these patrons.
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Of four private supplies examined, two were found to be polluted and
two contained much lead.
EiMMNG.—Water for this town is furnished by private wells and springs,
liiver water is furnished by the Village District Water System for use at
the box sho}>, and several families have it for washing purposes. Examina-
tion of two private supplies showed one to be of good (|uality, the other
polluted.
Epsojr.—No public Avater supply operated by town or jnnvate company.
Examination of three private supplies showed all to be polluted.
Errol.—A few families obtain water from the well of Mr. L. C. Braggs,
which Avas analyzed at the State Laboratory of Hygiene and pronounced
to be first- class water.
The greater part of the town is supplied with v.ater from brooks and
8i)rings on the hillsides, nearly every family having running Avater to their
homes. The water at the hotel is pumjjed into a large reservoir from
Clear Stream, which is fed by brooks and streams in the mountain- side.
Exeter.—No public supply. The Exeter Water Works, OAvned by a
])rivate company Avere installed in 1886. The source of the supply is an
artificial pond fed by springs and brook.
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Farmixgtox.—The town owns and operates a water supply from two
springs 12 feet deep. The water is distributed from a reservoir.
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FiiAXCoxiA.—No jiublic supply. A private cumj)auy, known as the
Franconia AVater Supply Company, in 1888 or 1889, introduced a water
sujti>ly from a spring a mile and a half distant.
Chemical Examination of Water of the Franconia Water Supply Company.
Appearance
Residue
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Faucets of Franklin Town Supply.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Faucets of Franklin Town Svppltj.—Continiwd.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Faucets of Franklin Town Supply.—Concluded.
Appearance
Residue
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Freedom.—No public supply. Some three fourths of the families in
town are supplied with water from springs through iron and lead pipes.
A few wells are still used. Four private supplies were examined and all
found to he free from organic pollution, though one contained an excess
of lead.
Fkemokt.—No })uhlic or private water system.
Gilford.—This is a farming town and all have wells or springs from
which they get water.
GILMA^"Tox.—The water supply is from private wells tliat have l)een
dug and walled generally ; a few have been driven, and there are a few
families who take their water in pipes from living springs. The people
are more careful than formei'ly in regard to drainage. There has been
only one case of typhoid fever in the central part of the town in thirty
years, and that was contracted elsewhere. Of live private suppUes exam-
ined one was found good, one of doubtful quality, two ])olluted, and one
contained lead.
GiLSUM.—No pubUc supplies. Several spring supplies are utilized by
several famihes, although wells are chiefly depended upon for water. Of
five ])rivate supplies received for analysis two were found of good quality,
one doubtful, and two contained much lead.
(toffstowx.—The present system was built in 1891 by the Goff'stown
Fire Precinct, Goffstown Village. The reservoir from which the water
sup]>ly comes is situated between the Uncanoonuc Mountains and is sur-
rounded by woodland. The reservoir is fed by springs in the bottom of
the reservoir ; by a brook, fed by springs flowing from the northeastern
slope of the north mountain ; and from a sAvamp flowing into the lirook
near the mouth of the reservoir. In addition to the above there is now
being built a storage reservoir of larger capacity than this one ; both are
at the base of Uncanooniic ^Mountains.
Seven samples representing private sources were examined. Of these
two were found to be of good quahty, one was polluted and four contained
much lead.
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(tOshex.—Water is ol)tained from private wells and springs duo-
through gravel, sand, loam, and rocks. Some of the wells are under
huildings and receive much filth from surface drainage, sink drains, vaults
and stables. Two ])rivate supplies examined during the jjast two years
were found to l)e of good quality, though one contained an excess of lead.
Graftox.—The water siipply is from private springs and wells dug
from 12 to 60 feet dee]), through gravel. Both lead and iron pipe is used.
Of five private su})plies examined three were found good, one polluted,
while two of this number showed much lead.
GRAXTiiAjr.—No public supply. Water is obtained entirely from ])ri-
vate wells and springs.
Greexfield.—There is no public Avater supply. Water is obtained
from wells dug four or five feet deep, in sandy soil, and flows by gravity
one eighth of a mile through lead pipe. In two instances two or three
famihes have shared the expense and have the same supply. Of two pri-
vate suppUes examined one was found good, the other in a polluted con-
dition.
Greexlaxd.—With luit one or two exceptions each farm has its pri-
vate well. A few small places use filtered cistern water. Six families
use spring water, brought to the house by means of a hydraulic ram. The
springs are shallow, with sandy bottom ; wells are dug, with the excep-
tion of two or three driven wells, the depth varying Avith the location.
The situation of some of the wells, as regards sink-drains, cow-yards and
privy A'aults, is not of the best, so that after heavy showers and rains sur-
face waters have caxxsed a change in the character of the water. Two
j)rivate samples examined : one found of good quality, the other polluted.
Grasmerk.—Two sami)les received from private sources were fouml
to contain much lead.
Greexvii.i.e.—The town owns and o])erates a small water su])ply in
the form of an artesian well 425 feet deep, ending in solid rock, and most
of the distance below 125 feet in solid rock. The water is pumped to a
l)rick reservoir of 20,000 gallons' capacity. There is one mile of wood
main pipe, while the senice pipes are of galvanized iron. Sixteen fami-
lies and two schools take from this supply, 25 i)er cent, of the j^opulation.
There are many private wells within this area, but none to which the
pubhc have access.
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IIaxovee.—The Hanover Water Works, installed in 1893, is an im-
]»onnded water in a large artificial pond. The bed of the pond was a fer-
tile valley, which was not cleared of vegetation before impounding the
water. The water has always been colored, rich in dissolved vegetable
matter, with occasionally some httle taste and odor, though usually not
offensive.
During the summer of 190(5 the reservoir has been nearly full contin-
uously, and the quality of water more constantly good than ever before
during the hot weather. The tributaries have been cleared and in part
jtaved with stone
;
portions of the pond margin have been paved and
considerable lengths of brook thoroughly cleared of all bushes and ob-
structing deposits. The sod of the original meadow long ago disinte-
grated, and the margins one foot from (below) full level line are clean
and sandy.
The Hanover Water Works Company bought all the farms having
houses within the drainage area, in March, 1908. Xearly all of these
houses have been removed. One farm and house close to the eastern
watershed line is still rented to a small family, bixt the location is such
that it is not beheved to be the slightest menace to the water supply.
A small beginning has been made toward reforesting the open spaces
by setting out young spruces and pine seedhngs.
So far as the cast iron mains have been bored into for connections they
have been found remarkably free from iiist. Lately a section of eight-
and six-inch main was taken up and lowered, and the interior of the pipes
a'emoved appeared without noticeable rust nodules or any deposit.
The Hanover Aqueduct Association, a private corporation, furnishes a
water that is used largely, though not exclusively, for drinking purposes.
It is a normal spring water, the wells being eight or nine in number and
dug to a depth of 10 to 20 feet, and yielding 4,000 gallons per day. There
are very few individual wells in this locahty.
There are about 100 taps in operation on this aqueduct. The main is
two-inch lead pipe, and the service pipes are generally one-half inch lead
;
Avater served through })inhole gauges presumed to deliAer 40 gallons
dailv.
WATER SUPPLIES OF TOWNS AND CITIES. 47
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being introduced and tlie year following, when the water was in a had
condition.
Of five samples examined representing private supplies three were
found of good quality, two polluted.
Harrisville.—No public supply. Eighteen samj^les were received
from various sections of the town. Of this number five were found to be
of good quality, three doubtful or in poor condition, seven were polluted
and seven contained an excess of lead.
Haverhill.—No })ul)lic supply. The Haverhill Aqueduct Co., a
stock company, built a system of Avater works for the town more than
fifty years ago, the sotirce of the supply being a spring. AVater flows by
gravity through a lead main and service pipes. The village of Woads-
ville in this town has a public system. For analyses of water see Woods-
ville.
Chemical Examination of Water from Faucets of Haverhill Aqueduct Company.
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are from 15 to l!^ feet deep, with four s]»rin<>\s xised as feeders to tliem.
The force is ijravity, with four miles of galvani/ed iron main and service
)iipes. One hundred and thirty families, 95 ])er cent, of the }»opulation,
take tills water.
Chemical Examination of Water from a Faucet of the Henniker Spring Water Compani/.
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Chemical Exituiinalion of Wab'i' from a Faucet in Hill, Supplied by F. It. Woodward's
Water Supply.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Various Sources in Hooksett.
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Seven samples representing private supplies were examined. Three of
these were of good quality, two were polluted, and two contained much
lead.
Hudson.—No puhlic supply. The Hudson water Avorks, owned hy a
]»rivate company, were built in 1892. The source of the supply is a well
•20 feet deep and 22 feet wide, dug through loam and gravel. The water
is ])umped to a standpipe 12 feet in diameter and 60 feet high.
Chemical Examination of Water from Well Supplying Town of Hudson.
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Kekne.—In 1870 the City of Keene installed a public water supply
from two ponds, one 50 acres and the other 110 acres in area; Sylvan
Lake having an average depth of 20 feet, and Echo Lake 12 feet. There
are also several auxiliary suppUes.
Aboxxt forty miles of cast-iron and cement-lined distributing mains and
galvanized iron sei'\ace pipes constitute this system. Twenty-two hun-
dred })ersons, 85 per cent, of the population, take from this service. There
are no private wells in the area.
Chemical Examination of ^yater from Keene.
Appearance Ammonia
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Laconia.—The Laconia Water Company was incorporated in 1885.
The supply is from Lake Paugus (Long Bay), a branch of Lake Winne-
])esaiikee. This bay receives the sewage from Tiie Weirs and from
numerous cottages along its shores. The reservoir, 135x90 feet, and 18
feet deep, has a capacity of 2,700,000 gallons. There is about 28 miles of
cement and cast-iron mains, while the service pipes are wrought iron,
cement-lined. About 90 per cent, of the population are supplied from
this source. Very few wells.
Chemical Examination of Water Supply of Laconia and Laheport.
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f'lu'iitiail Exnml)utlion of Water from OpeecJice Luke, Water Sappli/ for the State School
School for the Feeble-Minded.
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Laxdavf.—Xo ])ublic supply.
Laxgdox.—Xo public supply.
Lebaxox.—The water supply is owned by the Fire Precinct, and was
installed in 1897. At first the water was taken directly from a stream
flowing from Mascoma Lake, but at present from wells, 63 x 30 x 15 feet,
supphed by 900 feet loose-jointed pipe, fed by filtered water from the
river. "Mascoma Lake receives water from Mascoma River, on which
are sawmills and factories. At tlie head of the lake a small stream enters
which receives sewage along its course. The lake also receiver sewage
from the Shaker buildings and from the ^nllage of Enfield." (See special
report elsewhere on the Lebanon siipply.)
Ten private supphes were examined, of Avhich numljer, three were
found of good quahty, two doubtful or in poor condition, and five were
polluted.
Chemical Analysis of Water Supplied Wed Lebanon hi/ Hartford Water Compani/,
White jRicer Junction, Vt.
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Lee.—Xo public supply.
Lempster.—Xo public water supply.
LiJs'COLx.—The J. E. Henry & Sons Co. introduced a water supply in
1903 directly from a stream. The watershed has an area of several
hundred acres, wooded land. It is a gravity system, emplo^dng about
one half a mile of plain iron main, and also iron service pipes. The
entire village is served from this supply. Tliere are no private wells
within the area.
Chemical Examination of Water from Faucet of Supply of J. H. Henry & Sons.
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Chemical Examination of Water from the Reservoir of the Lisbon Water Worlo
Company.
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Cfiemical E.ramination of Water from Supply of Lyme Aqueduct Company.
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Chemical .ItKih/.six of Water from Various Supplies of State Industrial School, Manchester.
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Of the nine private supplies examined, three were good waters, one was
of doubtful quality, four were found to be polluted, and one contained
much lead.
Maklow.—All use wells or spring Avater. Of the four supplies inves-
tigated two were found of good quality and tAvo Avere polluted.
Ma SOX.—No public supply. Three priA^ate suppHes were examined, tAvo
of Avhich Avere of doubtful quahty and one Avas unlit for use.
Meredith.—The Meredith Fire District owns and operates a Avater
supply that Avas installed in 1894, the source being springs. The water
floAvs by gravity from a reservoir on a hill, 175 feet aboA^e the level of the
toAvn. The iron mam is 4| miles long ; the service pipes are of galvanized
iron. Two hundred famihes, 85 per cent, of the population, are supplied.
There are two pubhc drinking fountains on this system.
Clicmical Examination of Water from a Faucet of the Supply of the Meredith Fire
District.
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AIij.AN.—No public supply. Of the three private su])plies investigated
two were classed as doul)tt'ul and tlie thii*<l contained much lead.
3I11.FOKI).—Tlie ))ul)lic water works of Milford were huilt in 1890 by
.John T. Lanojford and purchased by the town in 1X91. There are three
collecting wells, two of them about 85 feet in diameter and one 20 feet
deep ; one somewhat smaller is fed by driven pipes. Soil, gravel with
clay bottom. The water is ])um|)ed to a stand pipe of 250,000 gallons'
capacity.
Chemical Examination of Water from Faucet of Milford Water Supply.
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Twenty-nine private supplies were investigated. Of these six Avere of
good quality, 11 were doubtful or in poor condition, 10 were polluted, and
two contained an excess of lead.
MiLTOx.—This town (tAvo A'illages) is dependent for its water supply
upon private wells. The land is shallow A\nth ledge but rarely moi'e than
a few feet from the surface. The twelve ])rivate supplies examined in-
cluded three of good quality, two doubtful, and seven polluted.
Monroe.-— People have their private Avater supplies, mostly from
springs.
Mont Vernon.—Xo public supply. The eight pri\'ate supplies inves-
tigated included four of good quality, one doubtful, two polluted, and one
containing an excess of lead.
MoTjLTONBOROUGH.—No public Supply.
Nashua.—A priA^ate supply, the Pennichuck Water Works, installed
by Nashua Aqueduct Company, in 1853, has for a source springs and
wells. The Avells, from 16 to 52 feet in depth, are driA^en through alter-
nate layers of marl, sand, line gravel and coarse graA^el, and tloAV from 20
gallons to 275 gallons per minute. The reservoir, trf 4,000,000 gallons'
capacity, is 13 feet in depth. There are about 75 miles of cast-iron dis-
tributing mains ; Ava'ought iron, galvanized, is used for service pipes. The
average daily consumption is 3,500,000 gallons, l:>y 4,000 families, about
95 per cent, of the population. There are not oAcr five or six Avells.
One private sujiply Aras examined and found good.
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Newcastle.—The water supply is from wells and cisterns. The
Portsmouth Water Works inins Avater to the forts, and two or three
summer cottages are connected with it. Of the four private suppUes
examined, one was found in good condition, two were classed as doubt-
ful, and the fourth showed much pollution.
New Durham.—The water supj)ly is from springs or wells, mostly
from dug wells, but some are bored. There are some private wells by
the roadside, and facilities for drinking are furnished to man and l)east.
Two private suj)pUes were submitted to investigation, one being found
of good quaUty, the other unfit for use.
Newfields.—No pubUc supply. Of the two private supphes exam-
ined one was of good quaUty, the other being classed as doubtful.
New Ha:mptox.—The farm houses are partly supi)lied with water by
pumping directly from wells ; most of the others from springs and wells
through lead pipe. The wells are excavated from six to ten feet, and
furnish water through ^-inch lead pij)e to one, two or three dwellings.
One private supply was found to be polluted and one contained too
much lead for safety.
Newixgtox.—There is no public water supply. Each family has its
private well.
New Ipswk^ii.—There is one spring in town, or it might be termed a
well, from Avhich three families get water through a ^-inch lead ])ipe.
The well is in a pasture, 60 rods from the buildings, and is dug about
seven feet dee]».
One fountain at the center of the town, for both man and beast, is
supphed by a well about six or eight feet deep and about thirty rods
distant, the water Howdng through a lead pijje.
Ten private supphes were examined. Of this number, two were found
good, three were of doubtful quahty or in poor condition, three were
polluted and two contained much lead.
New London.—A few families are furnished water from a private
supply installed in 1904, the source being a Avell bored to a depth of 200
feet in clay soil. Recently the matter of a pubhc supply system has
received some consideration, and in this connection preliminary analyses
have been made of the water of Morgan Pond, located in the town of
Springfield.
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CJiemkal Examination of Waterfrom Morgan Pond.
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four or five square miles, about two thirds wooded ; three famiUes reside
thereon. There are also one or two individuals who sell spring water.
The public supply is a gravity system, with eight miles of cast-iron
mains, and wrought-iron, cement-lined serAice pipes. Perhaps five hun-
dred families take this water. There are not many private wells.
Chemical Examhicdion of Waterfrom Tap of Town Supply.
AVATEll SLPPLIES OF TOWNS AND CITIES.
Ou'iniail Krnminntlan of Wittn- from a Faucet of the Tiltoti S: Xortlificltl A(jiu'<luct
Compaiuj.
Appearance
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Of the two private supplies examined one was found of doubtful quality
and one polluted.
Oraxge.—The supj^ly is wholly from private wells and springs. The
single supply examined Avas found of good quality.
Orford.—Xo public supply. There are private supplies from springSy
which furnish water to some 30 famiUes. These springs are dug from
six to eight feet deep, through sandy loam, subsoil rock. The water ilows
by gravity through iron and lead mains, with lead for service j)ipes.^
There are no individual wells in the vicinity. There are several other
private springs.
Chetnind Examination of Water from the Wilco.r Springs.
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Chemical Examination of Water from Suncook Water Works.
Appearance
Residue
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Peterborough.—In 1S96 the town installed a water supply from a
brook fed by springs. The watershed is three miles by one mile in
extent, consisting of pasturage and woodland. It is a gravity system of
approximately ten miles of distributing mains, iron ; service pipes of iron,
cement lined. There are quite a number of wells still in use, but they
are gradually being given up. An additional supply is being considered
for the town, the som'ce being Cunningham Pond.
Chemical Examiautlon of Water from Tap of Town Supply.
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mile by three fourths of a mile, is Avooded ; not over six permanent
inhabitants. Tliis pond has no visible inlet, but is fed from its own
bottom.
The force is gravity, through an open brook for a mile descending con-
stantly, over a gravelly and rocky bottom ; capacity, 1,500,000 gallons.
There are four miles of distributing mains, largely cement hned ; service
pipes, cement lined, plain iron, and galvanized iron. Four hundred fami-
hes, substantially the whole village, are takers. Very few wells within
the area.
Chemical Analysis of Waterfrom the Pittsfield Aqueduct Company.
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Chemical Examination of Water from Tap of Meriden Water Company.
Appearance
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Town SiqiiJli/.
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Chemiad Examination of Water from Portsmouth Water Supply.
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Randolph.—^Vll the inhabitants, .summer boarding-houses and .summer
cottages get water from springs. Only two wells in use in town.
Raymond.—In 1893 the toAvn installed a public water supply from a
system of wells driven from 40 to 60 feet deep, through loam, sand and
gravel. The water is pumped to a standpipe having a cajiacity of 118,037
gallons. The watershed is about one square mile in area, is about equally
wooded and cleared, and on it are about 600 inhabitants. There are a
few wells in the locahty.
Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Faucet of Raymond Water Works.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Tap of City Supply, Rochester.
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Chemical Examination of Water taken from Policy Pond, othcnciae knotvn as Canohie
Lake.
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The sand filter referred to is constructed after the plans of the Filtra-
tion Experiment Station, at Lawrence, Mass., and is the only one of the
kind in this state. The entire plant, pumping station, filtering-bed and
standpipe is a model of construction and a credit to the city.
Chemical Examination of Water from Faucet of Citj Water Works, Somersworlh.
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Si'KiNGFiELD.—The water for this town is suppUed by private wells
and springs. Both of the suppUes examined during the past two years
were found unfit for use.
Stewartstowx, West.—The Consolidated Water Company furnishes
water to 25 families, the source being several springs and a few wells,
There are still a few deep wells in the locality, dug from 15 to 20 feet,
on a level with the river, and which have good supphes of water. The
reservoir has a capacity of 16,000 gallons, and the water flows by gravity
throxigh two miles of jjipe, galvanized iron service })ipes. Sixty families,
half the population, are supplied. -'
Chemical Examination of Supply of Consolidated Water Company.
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Chemical Examination of Water of Stratford.
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Chemical Examination of Waterfrom Lake Sunapee.
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was ])ollnted and one contained too much lead for safety. One sample
of ice examined was considered as of suspicious quality.
Thornton.—No public supply. Water is obtained from springs and
wells, through lead and iron pijjes. The single su])])ly examined was
found of good quality.
TiLTON.—A private supply was installed by the Tilton and Northfield
Aqueduct Company in 1887-'88, the source being a pond of about sixty
acres in area, from 10 to 75 feet deep ; sand and gravel bottom, with but
very little mud. The watershed is several himdred acres in extent,
wooded and pasture, with five farms. (For analysis of tliis supply see
Northfield.) Mostly cement-lined pipe is used ; some iron. There are
still a very few wells in the locality, although most of them have been
abandoned.
Three private suppUes Avere examined, two of wliich were found unfit
for use and the third reported as of questionable quality.
Troy.—The water sui)])ly is entirely from ])rivate wells. Ten supplies
were investigated, three of which Avere found to be good, five polluted,
and two contained an excess of lead.
TuFTONBOROuoH.—The water supply of the town consists of private
wells and springs, of wliich nearly every family has one or more. There
are several watering-troughs by the roadside which are fed by springs
near by. These watering places are i)aid for by the town at the rate of
three dollars each per year. Of the three supjjUes examined, two were
found of good quality, the third j)olluted.
Unity.—Tliis is a farming town Avholly. Most of the people obtain
water from common wells. A few families have spring water.
Wakefield.—The water supjdy is from wells, dug to an average
depth of 15 feet, through sand and ledge.
The health officer, W. S. Davis, M. D., writes : " In the villages of
Union and Wakefield, in the town of Wakefield, the water supply is the
same; viz., wells, all contaminated with sewage. I wish the State Board
of Health would compel tliis town to put in a system of water suppl}'.
I am using distilled water for drinking and cooking pui-poses. From
your analyses of water I have sent you, there can be no doubt of the
quality of the water here."
Twenty-six private supplies were investigated. This number included
three found of good quaUty, two classed as questionable, twenty polluted
and one Avith an excess of lead.
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Walpole.—The Walpole Water & Sewer Comi)any inaugurated a
system of water works in 1904. It consists of a reservoir liaving an area
of about two acres and an average depth of about 10 feet, constructed on
a small stream. The site was strip])ed to a gravel and hard dirt bottom.
The watershed is about six tenths of a square mile, wooded and cleared.
Two famiUes at a considerable distance from brook.
The force is gravity, four miles of coated cast iron mains, with galvan-
ized iron service pipes, being used. Eighty families, 50 j)er cent, of the
population of Walpole village, have this supply. There are many private
wells within the area. ,
The water from the reservoir above referred to flows through a filter
plant ; thence into a distributing reservoir of concrete construction, covered
on top, of about 50 feet diameter, 18 feet deep ; capacity about 250,000
gallons.
Appearance
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greatly. The water Hows hy gravity. There are quite a numl)er of pri-
vate wells in the locality. There are many jn-ivate suppUes which are
piped from springs long distances through lead pipe.
Chemical Examination of Water from a Faucet oftJie Village District Supply.
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Chemical Examination of Water from Varioti« Sources.
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Chemical Examination of Water from Town Supply.
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chemical Analysis of Water from Gaerwen Falls.
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Chemical Kvamination of Water from Barton Pond.
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WoLFKUOKOUGH.—The i)ublic water workH, owned and operated by
the town, were installed in 1889. The source of the 8up})ly is a pond of
about 800 acres ; depth in j)laces from 60 to 70 feet ; average for the
pond about 82 feet ; bottom mostly sand, with small rocks. The water-
shed is from three to four square miles in extent ; five sevenths woodland,
two sevenths pasture; only one family inhabits the watershed. This is a
gravity system, with between five and six miles of cast-iron mains and
galvanized and wrought iron senice j)ipes. Practically the entire popula-
tion is su})plied from this system.
Cheniical E.vamimttio)i of ]Vatf'r from Public Fountain.
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('lit'iniad ExantltKdum of Wntcr from Siippli/ of Woodst'iUe Aqueduct Comptniij.

SPECIAL REPORTS ON WATER SUPPLIES,
TYPHOID FEVER, ETC.

ALTON AND ALTON BAY S1^:WERAGE AND WATER SUPPLY.
One of the sources of water supply of Alton is Alton l>ay, so called,
from which, in periods of dry weather, water is pumped to the reservoir,
with which is connected the distributing main of the system. (See report
on page 9.)
The Alton Bay Campmeeting Association, with its several hundred cot-
tages, occupies land owned by the Boston & Maine Railroad, the drainage
from which has heretofore entered the lake, or bay, at points but a little
below the intake of the water company.
Still further, the sewage from the railway station and from some cot-
tages on the shore of the lake has been allowed to enter the lake. From
the campmeeting grounds referred to main sewers were constructed, years
ago, and still maintained, with their terminals in the bay.
The condition was, therefore, a dangerous one, particularly during the
summer season, contaminating the water of the bay to an extent that cer-
tainly rendered it dangerous for domestic pvirposes. It was imperative
that some action should be taken which would prevent the pollution of
the bay. The following petition was, therefore, presented to the State
Board of Health
;
To tJie State Board of Health of the State of New Hampshire:
The undersigned, board of health and citizens of Alton, in the County of Bel-
knap in said state, have reason to believe that the public water supply of said
town, to wit, the waters of Alton Bay in said town, is now being contaminated
and is in danger of still further contamination by sewage, and that the local
regulations are not sufficient to prevent such pollution. Wherefore, they re-
spectfully request your honorable board to at once investigate the case and estab-
lish such regulations as may be deemed necessary for the protection of said
water supply against any pollution that may endanger the public health.
(Signed) BOARD OF HEALTH,









































E. R. Wright, M. D.,
Paul E. Buckley,
G. W. Place,
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The foregoing petition was acknowledged as follows
:
Concord, N. H., June 7, 1905.
Board of Health, Alton, X. II.
Gentlemen: The petition of your board and some of the citizens of Alton ask-
ing the State Board of Health to investigate certain conditions which are deemed
to be dangerovis to the public water supply of your town, is received, and has
this day been placed before the board at a special meeting.
We shall investigate the matter thoroughly as soon as the case can be reached,
which will be about the last of this mouth or the first of July, as we prefer to
see certain conditions when quite a large proportion of the cottages are occu-
pied.
We have made arrangements so that when the inspection is made. Prof. Rob-
ert Fletcher, civil engineer of the board, will be present to study the conditions
from an engineer's point of view. In the meantime will you please inform us





The condition of affairs, so far as the pollution of the water supply was
concerned, had not been brought to the attention of the management of
the Boston & Maine Railroad, and plans were under way for the extension
of the sewer campground system. The superintendent was informed by
the local board of health that the State Board of Health would require
a change and that it would not permit the construction of new sewers for
the extension of the existing system, bxit would, in all probability, take
action to prevent any sewering into the lake. Upon this information the
superintendent of that division suspended the proposed operations, with
the statement that he did not desire to do anything that would jeopardize
public health interests, and was willing to await the action of the State
Board of Health in the matter.
Arrangements were made for Prof. Robert Fletcher, civil engineer of
the board, and the secretary to make an inspection of the locality July 6,
and notice to that effect was sent to the superintendent of that division
of the Boston & Maine Railroad, asking him to be present ; but a prior
engagement prevented his accepting the invitation.
The result of the inspection is presented in the following letters
:
Concord, N. H., July 25, 1905.
William Mrrritt, Sapt. B. d- M. R. R., Wesfi'ni Division, Bodon, Mass.
Dear Sir: We desire to call your attention to some matters connected with
the condition of the waters of Alton Bay, and to say that such legal procedure
has been complied with on the part of many of the residents of Alton as to neces-
sitate official action under the statutes by the State Board of Health to protect,
as far as possible, this bay from dangerous pollution.
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The authority conferred upon this board is under chapter 57, N. H. Laws of
1899.
Recently, with Robert Fletcher, C. E., civil engineer to this board, we made
a careful inspection of the conditions pertaining to the bay and its surround-
ings, and I transmit herewith a copy of Mr. Fletcher's communication to me ou
the subject, which embodies substantially a description of conditions there exist-
ing, together with some conclusions in the matter.
At the last session of the Legislature a special act was pas.sed, providing for
the exclusion of manufacturing waste, etc., from the river emptying into the
bay named. It was desired at that time by some of the legislators to extend the
provisions of the bill so far as to exclude all such waste and sewage from the
lake. I mention this to show that it is the trend of legislation to exclude sewage
from this lake, and it is the entertained belief of many who have studied the
subject that the day is not far distant when all sewage will be so excluded from
these waters. This will be done, not only in the interests of public health, but
also for the advancement of .summer-resort interests. I may say that we have
been urged by many summer residents, some of them representing considerable
property and expending large sums in this state, to prohibit the discharge of
sewage into Lake Winnepesaukee. But this broad question is not now under
consideration.
The fact that a water system has been established at Alton Bay, from which
is pumped water at frequent intervals, makes it necessary that prompt action
shall be taken. That the water takers and the riparian owners have a right to
the water in an uncontaminated condition, or, in other words, in its native
purity, has been established by the courts, and therefore they have the right to
ask and to insist that contaminations shall be excluded.
So far as this board is concerned, we desire to act with strict impartiality, and
have looked the ground over with a view to seeing how the matter can best be
taken care of in a legal and proper manner. We believe that the brief recom-
mendations of Professor Fletcher, that a settling tank with proper filtration
(which would not be expensive and would require but little space), located sub-
stantially at a point mentioned by him, would constitute a satisfactory system
for the campground; that it could be installed without large expense, and that it
would remove the danger now existing, so far as the campground is concerned.
The latter and the railway station are sources of contamination which, I siip-
pose, are within your power to remedy, and we would respectfully ask you to
look over the matter and give it j'our careful consideration as early as may be,
and if, in any of the changes proposed, this board can be of any service to you,
by way of recommendations, plans, etc., we shall be very glad so to do.
So far as pollution of the bay from other sources is concerned, we are able to
take care of that entirely.
We submit this whole matter for your careful consideration.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) IRVING A. WATSON,
St'rretnri/.
Inclosure.
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Hanover, N. H., Jiily 10, 1905.
Dr. Irving A. Watso)i, l^ecrctanj State Board of He<tlt}i.
Dear Sir: Concerning our joint inspection of the situation at Alton Bay,
on the 6th, and. tlie conditions as viewed by a civil and sanitary engineer, I am




The Situation,—at the liead of the narrow bay:
1. A railroad station and steamboat landing; liundreds coming and going
daily in the season; the steamboat with privies in free use on tlie lake and pos-
sibly near the wharf; at the wharf a station privy just over tlie lake margin,
where the droppings are washed away by the waves.
2. Just westerly of tliis, on liigh rising land (sandy and gravelly soil), an
"encampment" of several hundred cottages and shanties, built close together
on narrow, winding lanes or streets ; privies freely distributed amidst this mass
of buildings ; a rather scant water-supply of doubtful quality, judging by the
small artificial pool nearby ; some of the cottages on a low narrow tongue of
land separating a shallow back bay from the lake; two sewer outlets (iron pipe)
into the lake and one into the back bay ; a proposition to extend the (a) sewer
system tlirough the " camp " resisted by the local board of health.
3. A number of well-built summer cottages and one considerable hotel on or
near the lake margin on east side of the bay; several sewer outlets from these
near water level.
4. The intake near pumping station of the Alton water works on the east side
less than 600 feet (perhaps 500) of the boat-landing and station privy. Depth of
water near landing ( soundings made that day ) about six feet ; midway to intake
about seventeen feet. No perceptible current from the small stream tlirough
Alton discharging at head of bay.
5. The village of Alton extending a mile or more back from the bay ; a small
water works system, but no sewer system. Some houses and outbuildings too
near the sluggish stream (or inset from the lake).
Second
—
Consequences. Certainty of the pollution of the waters of the lake
(naturally among tlie purest in the world) ; probability of infection from dejecta
of diseased persons ; possibility of an outbreak of tyi^lioid fever or otlier water-
borne disease (at every landing the steamers stir the water so as to wash out the




Conclusion. Given the proposition that the native purity of the lake
water must be maintained, and the discharge into it of any untreated sewage
prohibited, the following remedial measures are suggested as best adapted, on
score of least cost and avoidance of complication.
A. On the steamboat the installation of the dry-earth system, similar to that
suggested for Lake Sunapee and used there, as I understand. Boxes should be
not too large to be easily handled by two men, possibly using rollers, and there-
fore should be emptied daily into a well-kept pit at least 100 feet from lake
margin. The station pri\'y may be managed in the same way, unless the com-
pany prefers to use "water" closets of approved type in connection with tlie
next suggestion.
B. At the " encampment " the season is so short that small works only are
needed. If water enough is used to give good flow of sewage a simple tight
cemented tank, on the septic principle (allowing continuous flow through it)
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may be located in the space uorthwest of the rouudhou.se, high enough to allow
the effluent to flow alternately on tlie filter bed.s between it and tlie lake.
Suggested size, four feet wide and deep, and twelve feet or more long ; biit the
details must be left to their consulting engineer. This slion> .space is so low that
tlie bottom of tlie tank may have to be set up a little, so that the filter areas
(in the uaturjil .sand there) may be able to pass the effluent. This should be
covered with a tight board house high enough for a man to enter. It will be
more difficult to provide for the houses on the lower point; but the engineer
could probably accomplish it. In a word a diminutive septic tank is proiX)sed,
the effluent from which niitiht be distributed at various points in the sand deposit
and allowed to filter away under the assumption of proper filtration before
reaching the lake.
C. TIh^ east side must be required to discontinue all sewage discharge, and
adopt either the di-y earth system or septic tank treatment, as tlieir circum-
stances may permit.
D. Supposing these or other effective measures to be taken, the local board
of health must exercise continuing vigilance to see that right conditions are
jiiciintuinnl : " there 's the rub."
Yours truly,
(Signed) ROBERT FLETCHER,
Member of the Board.
To carry out the changes recommended, or, rather, to provide a way to
exclude all sewage from the lake, meant a careful survey by competent
engineers of the entire territory, and the expenditure of considerable
money to accomplish the object. This necessarily delayed the work. The
condition of the water was dangerous to the water takers. The folloAV-
ing letter wa.s, therefore, addressed to the board of health of Alton
:
Concord, N. H., August 15, 1906.
Ilnurd of Heiilth, Alton, S.ll.
Gentlemen": Between July 25 and August 8, 1905, we have made three com-
plete cliemical examinations of samples of water taken from your suppl}'. One
from directly over the intake and the other two from taps in the water system,
and have also made seven bacteriological examinations between dates named.
We find that the water is not constant in its quality and is undergoing some
pollution. We find that every examination, except the first one examined July
24, contains the colon bacillus, which is an indication that the water is being
polluted to .some extent, either from the railroad station or the campmeeting
grounds or both. The situation is such as to be a constant menace to the health
of everj' water taker, and we would resjiecitfully request your board to notify
(preferably with a printed notice) the occupants of every house supplied by this
water that it is unsafe to use for drinking purpo.ses until it has been boiled.
Yerj' truly yours,
'(Signed) IRVING A. WATSON,
^!cretary.
Prompt action was taken, as will be seen by the following:
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• Alton, N. H., August 17, 1905.
Irving A. Watmn, M. D., Secirtary State Board of Health,
Dear Sir : Yours received, and instructions followed. Will inclose sample
of notice which we have left at every house where water is received. Have also
put the public tap fountain on the Square out of commission, and we cheerfully
await your pleasure.
Respectfully,
(Signed) C. E. HUTCHINS.
Notice.
By direction of the State Board of Health we wish to notify the water takers
of the Alton and Alton Bay Water Co. that the water has been examined, and




Alton, N. H., August 15, 1905.
Board of Health
It was apparent that the proper surveys and final arrangements could not
be made in season to complete the work before the opening of another
season. Frequent examinations of the water were therefore made by the
State Board of Health, to determine to what extent the condition was im-
proving after the close of the summer season. By the first of November
the colon bacillus disappeared, and on November 21 the board of health
of Alton was informed that the water takers might be notified that it was
no longer necessary to boil the water before using it for drinking pur-
poses.
Here the matter rested for several months, until early in the season of
1906. Prof. Robert Fletcher, civil engineer of the board, and the secre-
tary were invited to meet ^Ir. H. Bissell, chief engineer of the Boston &
Maine Railroad, for the purpose of looking over plans which had been
made for the disposal of the sewage at the campground at Alton Bay.
These plans provided for a complete sewer system for the entire grounds,
with terminals at various points, in the gravelly sub-soil some distance
back from the lake, so that only the filtered affluent would reach the l)ay.
These plans were most complete in every detail, and were unanimously
approved. When the estimates of the cost of construction were presented
to the general management of the road, it was deemed to be excessive, or,
rather, that the plans called for a far greater outlay than it was deemed
expedient to put into the work.
A new set of plans, considerably modified, was then drafted ; but these,
also, met with the same objection. Sub8e(iuently another survey, with
new and still further modified plan, was made, which was accepted with
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the contingent a})i»rov!il on the part of the secretary of the State IJoanl of
Health, in that if in operation it was successful, then it would meet all the
requirements of the board. The board was interested only in securing
the exclusion of sewage from the lake, and would be satisfied with any
plan that would accom[)lish this object. A system was then i)rom])tly con-
structed by the Boston & Maine Railroad which intercepted or cut off all
the then existing sewers, and established such new ones as seemed to be
absolutely necessary, with terminals in the gravelly sub-soil, as was ])re-
sented in all the plans under consideration.
The small covered cesspools, which were constructed at the terminals of
the sewers, proved to be, almost from the first trial, too small to take care
of the amount of water that was being delivered, and to obviate this diffi-
culty, radiating ])ipes, with loose joints, were laid from the cesspools in
different directions in the gravel, somewhat similar to the manner in which
the spokes of a wheel radiate from its hub. We understand that this
method has proven perfectly satisfactory and has taken care of all the
sewage during the past season.
The closets which formerly existed at the railway station have been sup-
planted by a new system, which sewers into a cesspool something like one
hundred feet back from the lake.
In the mean time, while this work was going on, the owners of cottages
and buildings along the river and the shores of the lake were notified of
the requirements that would probably be adopted by the State Board of
Health in establishing regulations to prevent the contamination of the
waters of the bay. Early in July, 1906, such changes had been made as
to warrant the State Board of Health in establishing the regulations asked
for, which were adopted and promulgated as follows :
The State of New Ha>ipshire.
Wherem, a legal petition has been presented to the State Board of Health, ask-
ing for the establishment of regulations to protect the public water supply of the
village of Alton, under the provisions of chapter 57, Laws of 1899, entitled "An
Act for the Protection of Public Water Supplies," the following regulations are
promulgated :
REGULATION'S OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE PURITY OF THE PUBLIC WATER
SUPPLY OF ALTON \1LLAGE.
L No privy, and no pig-pen, stable, or other building or structure in which
horses, cattle, swine, or other animals, or fowls are kept, shall be built or main-
tained within seventy-five feet of Alton Bay (meaning high-water mark), or
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within seventy-five feet of any cove, or inlet thereto, or within seventy-five feet
of any stream tributary to said bay, coves, or inlets, except in such cases as the
local board of health may permit, upon the approval of the State Board of Health,
and under such regulations as they may require.
2. No sink-water, urine, or water that has been used for washing or cleansing
either materials, person or food, shall be allowed to run into said bay, or into any
cove, or inlet thereof, or into any stream tributary thereto, or into any excava-
tion or cesspool in the ground, or on the surface of any ground within seventy-
five feet of said bay (meaning high-water mark), or of any cove, or inlet, or
within seventy-five feet of any stream tributary thereto, except by consent and
under such regulations and conditions as may be given by the local board of
health, upon approval of the State Board of Health.
3. No dead animal, or fish, or parts thereof, or food, or any article perishable
or decayable, and no dung, either human or animal, kitchen waste, swill, or gar-
bage, shall be thrown into or deposited in said bay, or left or permitted to renaain
within seventy-five feet thereof (meaning high-water mark), or into any cove,
or inlet of said bay, or into any stream tributary thereto, or within seventy-five
feet of such cove, or inlet, stream or tributary.
4. No sawdust shall be thrown or be allowed to fall into said bay, or into any
stream tribiitary thereto.
5. No person shall bathe, swim or wade in said bay, or in any stream tributary
thereto.
6. No boat either for public or private use, nor houseboat, nor other construc-
tion for use on said bay shall have, keep, or maintain a ship-closet, urinal, or
other construction of easement which shall permit excrement or other offal to
fall or empty into said bay.
7. No matter, waste, or materials such as are described in sections 3, 3 and 4,
shall be thrown, deposited, or allowed to remain upon the ice of the waters of
said bay, or upon that of any cove, or inlet thereof, or of any stream tributary
thereto.
8. The local board of health is directed to make occasional inspections of the
watershed of the bay, and to prohibit the maintenance of any nuisance thereon
that might pollute the waters of said bay.
9. The westerly limit of the application of these regulations, for the protection
of the purity of the waters of Alton Bay, is bounded by a straight line from the
most extreme portion of Sandy Point, so called, projecting into the bay, to the
westerly side of Kelly's boat-house, so called, on the opposite shore.
10. It is the duty of the local board of health to enforce these regulations, and
any person violating the same will be liable to a fine of twenty dollars for each
offense. (Section 2, chapter 57, Laws of 1899.)
11. All the foregoing regulations will take effect and be in force on and after
August 1, 1906.
Any deviation from the above regulations must be by recommendation of the
local board of health, with the consent of the State Board of Health.
I hereby certify that the foregoing rules and regulations were adopted at a
regular meeting of the State Board of Health held at the state house. Concord,
this seventeenth day of July, 1906.
IRVING A. WATSON,
Secretari/.
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Alton Bay w'as in part protected from pollution by direct legislative
action in 1905, as follows
:
Chapter 12, Laws of 1905.
Au Act to Protect the Waters of Alton Bay from Pollution by Sawdust and
Other Waste.
Section' 1. That no sawdust, shavings, or other waste products of sawmills,
planing mills, or other manufactories shall be deposited, dumped, or placed in
that part of Lade Winnepesaukee known as Alton Bay, nor shall any sawdust,
shavings, or other waste products be allowed to escape into, or be deposited,
dumped, or placed in any stream which runs, or empties, into said bay.
Sect. 2. Any person, or any officer of any corporation, violating the provi-
sions of this act shall be fined not exceeding twenty-five dollars for each offense,
and each day of a violation of the same shall be deemed a separate offense.
Sect. 3. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act are hereby re-
pealed.
Sect. 4. This act shall take effect April 1, 1905.
[Approved February 9, 1905.]
TYPHOID FEVER AND THE WATER SUPPLY OF BERLIN.
.Vpril 20, 1906, the State Board of Health was first informed of an
outbreak of ty])hoid fever at Berlin by the follo'W'ing communication :
Berlin, N. H., April 19, 1906.
State Board of Health.
Gentlemen: You will receive by express one box containing water taken
from different aqueducts in the city of Berlin, and also one sample of milk, which
you will analyze to see if any typhoid germs are present in the water and milk.
We have at present in the city over forty cases of typhoid fever. You will
please give me a report upon the different samples at your earliest convenience.
Yours fraternally,
(Signed) A. PROVOST, M. D.,
Chairman Board of Health.
It appeared that the chairman of the local board of health, while
reporting scarlet fever and diphtheria regularly, did not understand that
typhoid fever should also be reported to the State Board of Health
;
hence the reason why no early information was received by the latter
board.
Immediately upon the recei])t of the above letter, the State Board of
Health employed Dr. H. 1^. Kingsford, one of its bacteriologists, to go to
Berlin to investigate the situation. Dr. Kingsford spent several days
there, examined all the sources of water supply, and went over the whole
matter with great care.
In the meantime numerous analyses of water taken from the various
sources at Berlin were made at the State Laboratory of Hygiene, and
reports were rendered upon the same. (See page 17.)
The substance of Dr. Kingsford's report was transmitted to the proper
authorities in the folio\\dng letter
:
Concord, N. H., April 30, 1906.
A. J. Provost, M. D., Chairman Board of Health, BcrJiii, X. H.
Dear Doctor : We are in possession of a complete report of the investigation
made by Dr. Kingsford, at the request of this board, of the conditions relating
to tlie water supply of your city. We liave also in our laboratory a record of the
cliemical and bacteriological examinations of water from the various springs and
other sources that constitute the supply of your city. Some of the facts in con-
nection therewith have already been transmitted to you, I take it, through Dr.
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Kiugsforrl, or you liaA'e acted uix)u his reconinienclatioiis, or the combined judg-
ment of both of you iu closing certain sources of supply.
I note tlie order promulgated by Mayor Hutchins, as published in one of your
papers, and am pleased to know that he has taken such prompt action in an ear-
nest endeavor to protect the public liealth of the city.
I am unable to identify jiositively all the sources named in connection with the
tlie sami)les of water examined at the State Laboratory of Hygiene, and will
therefore quote Dr. Kingsford's recommendation on this point. He says
:
" I would insist that the water from the Brown and Main Street Spring, Cold
Spring, Demar's Reservoir, Stahl Reserv^oir, and the spring beside the road at
Berlin Mills be cut off and be closed up for good, as tliere are too many houses
on the shed to be safe, whatever is done in the way of cleaning. Also that
Spring No. 6 on Green system be closed for good ; that the other springs on this
system be cleansed, covers removed from resers'oirs, graded, fenced, and notices
posted asking the people to respect them. Also that new covers be placed on the
small springs, and that they be graded and fenced. I recommend that the same
be done Avlth the Forbush system. The Ramsey reservoir and the Kelley spring
should be cut out. Under no circumstances should the river water be used for
drinking piui>oses. '
'
Dr. Kingsford fui'ther summarizes the work done at the laboratory, and in
connection with Ms obser\^ation says
:
" The foUoAving specimens have been examined for evidences of pollution:
" Green Spring No. 1 shows no evidence of pollution.
" Green Spring No. 2. (See report of chemical analysis No. 3572.)
" Green Spring No. 3 shows no evidence of pollution.
" Green Spring No. 4 shows no e\"idence of pollution.
" Green Spring No. 5 shows no evidence of pollution.
" Green Spring No. 6 .shows evidence of pollution, but no colon are found.
Tliis spring is quite near two houses which drain into it, and should be cut out.
I think the spring is already cut off.
" All of the Green system of springs is situated on a hillside and there are no
houses on the watershed except No. 5. They need cleaning out very badly, and
the large reservoir should have the covers and all woodwork removed, the ground
around them graded, and a suitable fence built around them. The smaller
springs need new covers and grading around.
" Ramsey Reservoir shows marked evidence of pollution and also shows colon
bacilli. There are a number of houses on the watershed of the reservoir, and
considerable surface drainage gets into the water. In mj" opinion it will be im-
possible to make them a good supply.
" Kelley Spring is markefUy polluted and shows colon bacilli. This is a pri-
vate spring and many people are using the water. The spring is back of a house.
There are a number of buildings on tlie watershed and mucli surface drainage
finds its way into the spring.
"Forbush Aqueduct, East Side, sliows considerable material in suspension and
many bacteria, but no evidence of pollution. Tliis needs cleaning up and grad-
ing and fencing around it.
" Reservoir Horn Brook, East Branch, shows no evidence of contamination.
" Reser\'oir Horn Brook, Main Branch, shows no evidence of contamination.
'* Stewart's Reser\'oir, on Horn Brook, shows no evidence of contamination.
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" Milk, collected from F. H. Farwell, Berlin House, furnished by Gagnon
shows no evidence of pollution.
"Milk, from Morrill's Bakery, furnished by Gagnon, shows no e\'idence of
pollution.
" Milk, from Comior's Bakery, fumislied by Brooks, .sliows no evidence of pol-
lution.
" Milk, from Gerrish Bros., Pasteurized, shows no evidence of pollution.
" Practically all the milk furnislied Berlin comes from Brooks, and he gets his
milk from over the main line. It comes on the cars and is bottled by him.
"Oysters: One sample was all that it was possible to obtain, and that was
from City Fish Market, from Norfolk, Virginia, shows no evidence of pollution."
I would make one more suggestion, to wit, tliat if practicable the water pipes
should be flushed, so as to relieve them of any mixed waters that they may now
contain.
Tlie public recommendation to boil all water before using for drinking pur-
poses is fully endorsed, but we have found that sucli a suggestion is never heeded
by all the persons in a community, and therefore, in addition to the closing of all
sources known to be polluted orsus pected of being, the flushing of the pipes, as
suggested, miglit be advisable.
We are ready at all times to cooperate with your board or with tlie corpora-
tions furnishing the water supplies, to the end that tlie public health may be
safeguarded against another outbreak of like character.
Very truly yours,
"(Signed) IRVING A. WATSON,
Secretarii.
The prompt action of Mayor Hutcliins, in issuing a proclamation, and
of the local board of health, in closing all the polluted sources of water
supply, was most commendable and doubtless 2)revented a much greater
epidemic than w^ould ])robably otherwise have resulted.
It is understood that the sources of water supply believed to be danger-
ous have been permanently closed.
Dr. A. Provost, chairman of the local board of health, states that thei'e
was a total of ninety-six cases of typhoid fever reported to the board in
this outbreak.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
On pages 31 and 3*2 of tliis rei)ort will be found a record of considerable
laboratory work in connection with the water supply of the City of Dover.
Certain conditions arose that required investigating, and these are particu-
larly well shown up in the report of Mr. C. D. Howard, chemist of this
board, after an examination of the situation, ffis communications to the
board of water commissioners are herewith given :
Concord, N. H., Juue 18, 190«.
The Board of Water Coiniiu'ssioiiers, Dorer, X. IT.
Gentlemen: I beg to submit the following report aud recommendations as
the result of my inspection of the Dover water supply, Juue 16, 1906:
SOURCES OF SUPPLY.
It appears that at the present time the supply is derived from two sources, (a)
a pond of about seventy-five acres, fed by springs, located tw'O miles north of the
city, and (b) a series of spriugs situated somewhat less than a mile from the
pond aud in an easterly direction therefrom. The latter were added to the sys-
tem during the past year, the water from this source now constituting about
ninety per cent, of the total daily pumpage of 800,000 gallons.
SPRINGS SUPPLY.
These springs are located in a partially wooded tract of low-lying ground
extending along the base of an open hillside of about thirty degrees slope and
at an approximate distance of fifty rods from the crest of the latter. The sur-
face of this tract is covered with from one to three feet of muck, underlaid by a
stratum consisting of a mixture of sand and clay. The water, issuing from the
sand stratum at points in the base of the slope, is carried by a group of a half
dozen lateral drains for a distance of twenty- five to seventy-five yards to a series
of catch-basins, or wells of fbout eight feet depth, aud located on a main that
serves to convey the accumulated water to the pump well at one end of the sys-
tem. Both the main and the laterals are sunken in the sand several feet below
the muck and are laid with open joints. The water in all the catch-basins was
notably clear and attractive in appearance; that from several, however, exhib-
ited a notably astringent taste, due to iron in solution.
QUALITY OF SPRING WATER.
Analyses made of these waters during the past few months have not been
wholly satisfactory. Total .solids and hardness are approximately double that
for tlie pond water, free and albuminoid ammonia tend to be excessive, while
tlie c;hlorine content is mucli liigher than the local normal. The samples as
received at the laboratory liave all shown considerable iron sediment.
In view of the fact that the waterslied is uninhabited, explanation of the high
chlorine content of the.se waters is somewhat difficult. Before being purchased
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by the city this tract was formerly ranged by cattle to a greater or less extent,
and it is true that at the present moment the upper half of the slope serves as
pasturage. This fact, however, would seem scarcely sufficient to explain the
analytical features, and a plausible theory is that at some earlier geological
period this locality may have been penetrated by tide water.
The present content of dissolved organic matter is plainly referable to the
nature of the surface stratum. More or less of this muck was unavoidably min-
gled with the sand during the laying of the mains, and as the latter were laid
with open joints, for the purpose of collecting all the water possible, entrance of
some of the dissolved constituents is at present inevitable. However, this fea-
ture is not seriously objectionable, and while the water will probably always
show a certain amount of organic matter, the present excess will, of course, dis-
appear in time.
IRON CONTENT.
The unfortunate feature of the springs siipply is its content of dissolved iron.
The exposed soil at a number of places shows streaks of a highly ferruginous
sand, which in spots approximates fairly rich hematite. The latter has appar-
ently undergone considerable solution by the water, that at the greater number
of the wells showing, as already mentioned, a distinctly astringent taste. While
not seriously objectionable from a hygienic standpoint, the presence of iron
greatly injures a supply for general household and industrial uses, and the
employment of some process for its removal is always absolutely necessary. As
yet, no estimate has been made of the quantity in solution or of the form in
which it occurs, and until this is done it will be impracticable to recommend
any treatment. The latter, in general, consists of some process of aeration,
usually with subsequent rapid filtration through a sand bed for removing the
precipitated iron.
To effect aeration the water may be allowed to traverse an open canal in a
shallow stream, or be allowed to fall from a height in a fine shower by travers-
ing a series of perforated plates. Sometimes simple subsidence exposed to the
air for a period proves fairly effective. A method employed to some extent in
recent years consists in forcing the water through a scrubber filled with blast-
furnace coke, the latter serving to retain most of the iron. From the fact that
the presence of iron in the supply has thus far not evoked any considerable com-
plaint, and is said to be not at all noticeable at times, or at certain points, it is
apparent that the quantity dissolved is not great, and it is probably in such form
as to be removable at comparatively little expense. A point that should be
understood in this connection is that a water of this nature is an ideal medium
for the propagation of microscopic plants or fungi known as Crenothnx. The
latter tend to cover the interior walls of the mains with a fibrous, iron-colored
"pipe-moss," that not only partially clogs the system in time, but whose decom-
position imparts a more or less disagreeable odor to the water. Exposure to
light and air is fatal to the growth of these plants.
RECOMMENDATION.
In my judgment, for the purpose of the exclusion of cattle, the purchase or
control by the city uf all the land extending to the crest of the slope above the
springs is absolutely essential to the future maintenance of an uncontamiuated
supply.
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POND SUPPLY.
While this supply has in the past been of satisfactory quality, in view of the
present tendency to encroachment upon its shores especial vigilance on the part
of the board will be necessary in the future to protect this body of water from
contaminating influences. At present the pond is exposed to three possible
sovirces of pollution. Doubtless the least of these is from the stables of the
Granite State Driving Park, located on or close to the northern shore. How-
ever, at the present, apparently no drainage from this source enters the pond.
On the eastern shore, and within the town of Somersworth, an extensive pic-
nic ground is located. It is represented that the latter is well policed during
the summer season and that no drainage from this point is allowed to enter the
pond. However, it is admitted that the patronage of this resort is rapidly
increasing with every year, and the neces.sity for the strictest police inspection
at this point is therefore obvious.
On the west shore a most luifortunate feature is to be found in the beginnings
of a proposed suburban " addition." Several acres of nearly level land, extend-
ing from the Rochester highway to the extreme edge of the bluff above the sur-
face of the water are plentifully besprinkled with lot stakes, and it is evidently
the intention of the promoters to establish as early as may be a comparatively
thickly settled community upon this shore i f the pond. At the present there
are two houses located at the extreme edge of the bluff. Arrangements are
being made by the health officer to have these houses provided with drawer
earth closets, and the application of manure to the soil for gardening purposes
will in the future be forbidden. However, if present plans are carried out, this
shore of the pond will become a particular source of danger, so that it may ulti-
mately become necessary for your board to petition the State Board of Health
for the issuance of special regulations for the protection of this supply.
ACID CONDITION OBSERVED.
During the past month an abnormal condition of the water has been noted by
two or three users located near the extreme end of the supply system, the com-
plaint being that the water, after passing through the ordinary form of domestic
tank heater, gave a bluish-green color ^^^th soap. This phenomenon is attrib-
utable to the presence of dissolved copper, and investigation promptly revealed
the fact that the water in the house main possessed a slight acidity. In my
inspection this condition was tested for at all points on the supply system and
also at certain places in the center of the city, the results in all cases, however,
indicating a normal alkalinity. This condition is therefore local in nature, a
plausible explanation being that such is due to a deposit of muck at some point
in the system, washed in during the construction at the springs, and now grad-
ually decomposing with a production of humic acid. Doubtless a thorough
blowing out at the fire plugs nearest these residences will be sufficient to remove
this condition. Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) O. D. HOWARD,
Chemist, State Board of Health.
Concord, N. H., June 18, 1906.
Mr. II. E. I'erry, Superintended Durrr Water Works, Dover, N. II.
Dear Sir: I have just transmitted to the board of water commissioners my
report of inspection on Saturday.
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I believe it would be well during the next few days (after settled conditions)
to have further analyses made of samples of the spring water taken from one or
two points on the lateral mains, from the receiving well at the spring pump
house, from the runway at the central receiving basin, and also from a spigot in
the city, these analyses more especially for the purpose of estimating the rela-
tive amounts of iron, the quantity removed in transit, and also the form of com-
bination. I am, therefore, sending you today a half dozen containers, and would
suggest that these samples should all be taken at about the same time.
I am sorry, but am afraid you will find it ultimately necessary to adopt some
scheme for the removal of the iron. In some localities this has proved rather a
serious matter, but I am inclined to believe that in this case some simple and
inexpensive process can be devised that will prove effective.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) C. D. HOWARD,
('liemist.
Concord, N. H., June 27, 1906.
3fr. H. E. Perry, Superintendent Water Works, Dover, N. H.
Dear Sir: Analyses of samples from wells No. 5 and 6, and also from Gate
Spring House, May 8, indicate a good and satisfactory quality of water. How-
ever, the samples from No. 3 and No. 4, and also May 8 from No. 1 and No. 2,
do not show up well. Iron is present in considerable quantity in all cases, and in
addition, in my mind, there is no question but that these wells are receiving
drainage from the pasture above. It is true that filtration of drainage from this
source is fairly good at present, and while the actual danger from such source to
users of water may not be very serious, still it is an objectionable condition of
affairs and one that the city should take steps to remedy at once.
No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4 not only all showed an iron sediment on reaching
the laboratory, but I then found them slightly acid, though you will recall that
that condition was not noted in the fresh waters at any point, but only in some
semi-stagnant surface water lying in the muck. It is quite evident that the
organic matter from the muck has a tendency to decompose, as the irater stands,
with a production of humic acid, such as was noticed at Mr. Sawyer's. Thus I
did not notice this condition in a sample I tested at the American House, and it
may not have existed in the freshly-drawn water at Coleman's stable, but it was
certainly apparent in the sample the next day. In this respect and in content
of iron you will note that No. 3 appears the worst, although No. 4 is very simi-
lar. In the spring pump-house sample there was just enough water from No. 5
and No. 6 to keep the whole volume neutral, but further on, at the receiving
basin, more decomposition has occurred, with the production of more acidity.
Both iron and tendency to acidity have disappeared somewhat in the stable sam-
ple, probably from storage, exposed to the air at the reservoir and mixture with
the pond water.
The tendency to acidity on standing may disappear before long, but there is
no probability of the iron doing so, so that if you continue to use water from the
wells indicated, it will ultimately become necessary—by storage or aeration and
possibly filtration through sand—to memove this metal.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) C. D. HOWARD,
Chemist.
THE FRANKLIN WATER SUPPLY.
A statement of part of the analytical work done in connection with the
public water supply of the City of Franklin may be found on page 38 of
this report.
It was thought advisable to make a careful inspection of the locality for
the purpose of better understanding the conditions, and to be better quali-
fied to give advice if called upon. To that end Mr. C. D. Howard, chemist
of the board, made the examination, and reported as follows:
Dr. Irving A. Watson, Secretary State Board of Health.
Dear Sir : Concerning an inspection made by me October 11, 1906, of the
water supply system of Franklin, I would report as fallows :
This supply is at present derived from three sources, viz., springs, tubular and
driven wells, and the Pemigewasset River.
The springs supply, which ordinarily constitutes about one half of the total
consumption, consists of ground water issuing at various points from a partially
wooded hillside about one-third mile southeast from Franklin Falls. Of this
series, the Coldbrook Springs, four in number, furnish the greater part of this
water. The next group in importance includes the Elkins' Springs, so called,
five in number, located a few rods from the first named but draining a different
portion of the watershed. A third group, known as the Sanborn Springs, num-
bering ten or twelve, now constitutes but an insignificant portion of the supply.
The water supplying thesp springs (which, in all cases, are bricked up and cov-
ered ) issues for the most part from sand and gravel and is apparently in no wise
subject to any contaminating influences.
The second division of the supply consists of a series of tubular and driven wells
sunken near the east bank of the Pemigewasset River a short distance above the
town. Beginning at the most northerly, this system includes the "Five Foot "
well, and wells "A," "B," "C," "D," "E" and "F," all of the tubular class,
constructed of brick and cement to a depth of about twenty-five feet from the
surface and then extended by six-inch pipe to a further depth of thirty feet. The
water of most of these wells apparently stands at a higher level than that of the
river surface, and undoiibtedly is drawn from the hill east of the river.
In addition to the tubular wells, there are also located in the immediate vicin-
ity four driven wells ranging in depth from twenty-four to thirty-five feet, and
known respectively as the North, South, East and West wells. The latter do
not supply a very large volume of water.
Mention should perhaps also be made of a former source of supply known as
the " Sulphite Spring." This spring, located near the river bank, was formerly
much resorted to and was for a time utilized by the city as an auxiliary supply.
However, the water has never given a favorable analysis and, it is represented,
has not formed any part of the city supply since December, 1905.
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Uuder favorable seasonal conditions, the two sources mentioned furnish a fairly-
adequate supply. However, during periods of drowth it has been necessary to
supplement this supply to a greater or less extent by direct pumping from the
Pemigewasset River. The latter source I find being thus resorted to at the date
of this report. Concerning the quality of the river water, while the chemical
analyses are not unfavorable, yet past bacteriological examinations have uni-
formly demonstrated the presence of colon bacilli, and the water commissioners
therefore represent that it is now their custom to notify patrons whenever such
use becomes necessary, and to advise boiling as a precautionary measure.
To just what extent the Pemigewasset River is subject to pollution above the
point of intake, I have not yet ascertained by any personal inspection. The
more probable sources of pollution, in the order of their remoteness are the towns
of Hill, eight miles, Bristol, thirteen miles, Ashland, twenty miles, and Ply-
mouth, twenty-four miles above. Much of the intervening territory consists of
woodland and pasturage and it would seem there might be some ground for argu-
ing that the presence of colon bacilli in the river water may in some measure at
least, be due merely to pasture wash.
However, I find at the present time measures are being taken to increase the
ground water supply through the collection of the apparently rather considerable
volume of water that issues from the base of the hillside north of the series of
tubular wells. A level " springy " area of two or three acres extent, lying be-
tween the hill and the river, has been denuded of trees and undergrowth and an
overlaying deposit of muck is now being removed from a certain portion of the
area with a view to collecting the water in the gravel substratum and conduct-
ing it to a series of catch-basins. It is hoped that by this means the supply may
be sufficiently augmented so that future recourse to river water will not be found
necessary.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) C. D. HOWARD,
Chemist.
Ill: LEBANON WATER SUPPLY.
"We M'ould call attention to the fact that two years ago, in the lie})ort
of the State l>oard of Health, a special report was made upon the water
supply of Lebanon, showing that at times it was dangerously contami-
nated. Efforts have been made to remedy the condition, but without any
marked degree of success.
The Report of the Water Commissioners and Superintendent for the
year ending April 1, 1905, says :
During the low water season in September last, complaint was made in regard
to the quality of our water supply aud upon iuvestigation indication of sewage
was fouud and traced to the river above the pumping station showing it contami-
nated, containing colon bacilli. Our present filter system did good ser\ace but
for a time this failed to remove the bacilli, which the State Board of Health
claimed no mechanical filter would do. We then began considering when and
how we could get a supply that would be satisfactory and safe from pollution
and at the same time at a reasonable expense. It was finally decided, as an ex-
periment, to put in a deep well near the pumping station to a depth of 300 feet.
This has been done by the Artesian Well & Supply Co. of ProAadence, R. I.,
at a cost of $3 50 per foot, with quite satisfactory results and the indications are
that a full supply may be obtained in this manner at a less cost and safer from
contamination than any other source. The estimated cost of the system com-
pleted would be under $8,000,
.\11 of the sources of supply, exclusive of the river, have proven insuffi-
cient for the demands of the town, so that, as heretofore, a part of the
water used has come, directly or indirectly, from ^Nlascoma River. Numer-
ous analyses and bacteriological examinations have been made at the State
Laboratory of Hygiene, and colon bacilli were found to be present during
the autumn months.
For the purpose of ascertaining more in detail the exact conditions
which existed, the board sent its chemist to make a local inspection. Fol-
lowing is his report:
State Laboratory op Hygiene.
September 6, l!>0fi.
Dr. Iniiifj A. WiUkoii, State Board of Ilcaltli, City.
Dear Sir : I desire to report as follows concerning an inspection made by me
September 5, 1906, of the Lebanon water supply system :
The source of supply is essentially as described on page 143 of the Report for
1903-'04. The pumping station is located on a flat, oval-shaped tract of several
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acres extent, bounded on one side by the Mascoma River and on the other by a
canal leading from the river and formerly employed to feed the pumps as well as
supply power for their operation. From near the upper junction of the river and
canal a channel or trench ten feet wide extends about 100 feet towards the centre
of the tract. The area between this trench and the canal has been thickly laid
with loose-jointed drain tile. The filter-well, supplied by the tile and by infiltra-
tion from the trench, is located near the southwestern extremity of the latter
and is connected by main with a covered storage or pump well 63 x 30 x 15 feet.
In addition to the filtered supply, in 1904 an artesian well was sunk near the
pump well, a large vein of water having been encountered at a depth of 290 feet.
This well, the water of which is raised by compressed air, is materially harder
than the river supply and now constitutes about one half of the total available
pumpage.
A question arises as to the continued efficiency of the filtration process taking
place in the soil stratum between the trench and the filter well. It is represented
that the bottom and walls of this trench are thoroughly scraped twice yearly,
that there is no evidence, by increase of flow or otherwise, of channeling, and
that in general an arrangement of this nature should compare favorably in its
action with that of the ordinary type of slow sand filter.
However, the latter can scarcely be accepted, as several important essentials
embodied in the sand filter are lacking in the process under consideration. Tests
to determine the bacterial efficiency of this filter will be made at once.
I find a portion of the land in front of the pumping station and lying between
the filter and storage wells is devoted to a garden, it being the practice to apply
two or three loads of stable manure annually thereon. While it would scarcely
seem probable that there is much opportunity for pollution from this source, still,
as a precautionary measure I would advise that the use of manure upon this tract
be dispensed with in the future.
During the past season there has been some complaint on the part of water
users with regard to odor, it being claimed that this is very marked at times,
especially in water as freshly drawn from the tap. This odor was also said to
be noticeable, though in lesser degree during the summer of 1905. At the reser-
voir some odor was noticeable ; examination of the bottom and walls showed it
to be covered with a thin greenish gelatinous film. I was informed that the reser-
voir was cleaned one year ago for the first time and that the amount of material
then removed was very slight,—less, in fact, than had since formed during the
past year. It also appears that before the addition of the harder artesian water
to the supply there was no trouble from odors. Microscopical examination of some
of the gelatinous growth, transported to the laboratory, showed it to be very rich
in vegetable organisms mainly of the diatomacese order,—including navicula
viridis, tabillaria flocculosa, melosira, synedra pulchella, fragillaria ; also some
spirogyra, vulvox, chroococcus, with some forms of protozoa and several speci-
mens of canthocamptus crustaceae. No asterionella were observed and as yet the
supply gives no evidence or suspicion of containing creuothrix.
It is evident that the exposure to sunlight of the deep well water in the open
reservoir is responsible for the growth of these organisms, as water of this nature,
once seeded, affords a peculiarly favorable medium for the propagation of these
plants. Moreover, as this growth will tend to steadily increase, involving in-
creased troubles from odors, it will shortly become imperative to adopt such form
of storage for the well water as will afford protection from light.
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Examiuatiou of two samples of water received from the Lebanon supply dur-
ing the past week demonstrated the presence in both of colon bacilli. It seems
evident that these bacilli must have passed through the filter from the filter gal-
lery, as it is positively asserted that no water has been pumped directly from the
canal during the past year. In view of the well-recognized nature and extent of
the pollution to which the Mascoma River is subjected at points above the
Lebanon intake, the significance of the persistent presence of colon bacilli in the
filtered water should be clearly understood by the local board.
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) C. D. HOWARD,
Chemint.
In vieAV of all the facts, the board deemed it' advisable to repeat sub-
stantially the advice given two yenvs ago (See Vol. 18, p. 141, Report of
the State Board of Health), as follows
:
CoxcoKD, N. H., September 13, 1906.
C E. Lewi,":, Chainiuin Board of Water Commissioners, Lebanon, N. H.
Dear Sir : Regarding the samples of water recently sent by you to the State
Laboratory of Hygiene for bacteriological examination, I would say that three
of the samples showed the presence of the colon bacillus : One from the filter-
well, one from the filter gallerj^ and one from the pumping station. The
sample taken from the artesian well was negative, that is, did not contain this
germ.
We are under the necessity of repeating substantially what was written to
you two years ago today, September 13, 1904, to wit: that there is an element of
danger in the use of this water so long as it contains the colon bacillus, and we
would recommend that your water takers be notified of the condition and
requested to boil the water before using it for drinking purposes.
It is certainly evident that there is sewage contamination, which should be
recognized and every means possible taken to safeguard the health of the com-
munity. It is true that the recommendation to boil the water can be only par-
tially effective, since a portion of every commimity will disregard advice of this
kind; but some will doubtless heed it.
It must be evident to your board by this time that your method of filtration is
defective, and it would seem to be the duty of the proper authorities to take
measures as soon as practicable to remedy the defect. A few feet of intervening
soil between a polluted stream and an excavated resers^oir will not long remain
an efficient filter; tliis has been demonstrated repeatedly, and it is, indeed,
perfec^tly evident in your own experience.
Inclosed lierewitli is a copy of the report made by our chemist, Mr. C. D.
Howard, who recently made a personal examination of your water system.
I think this report contains in itself some valuable suggestions for your con-
sideration. This whole subject is a matter wliich should receive careful con-
sideration by your precinct or by j'our board of water commissioners, or both.
We do not want to see the experience of Littleton repeated in Lebanon. Littleton
was warned by the State Board of Health most specifically of the dangers that
tlireatened that community, more tliau two years before the calamity befel
rliem, and it was not until after an epidemic of typhoid fever of 139 reported
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cases, with eleven deaths, that a water supxily from an iiucloubted source was
secured for that tliriviug village. So long as tlie colou bacillus appears iu your
water supply taken from Mascoma River, the citizens of Lebanon are not pro-
tected against such an experience as lias been referred to.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) IRVING A. WATSON,
tSecretnrif.
Inclosure.
The water company promptly notilied tlie public that all water fur-
nished from this system, to l>e used for drinking jjurposes, should he
boiled.
Much interest is manifested in this subject, and it is only fair to state
that an attempt is l)eing made to secure a supply from a perfectly safe
source. The present condition is such as to jeopardize tlie public health
interests of the town, and this fact appears to be fully recognized. A new
water supply is in view, and it is understood that the necessary surveys
are to be made at an early date.
TYPHOID-INFECTED WELL AT WEST CANAAN.
There is an old well at West Canaan standing ])i-ac'tically in the public
square, although the real estate is owned by a private individual, the said
well l)eing in joint use by two or more families.
About the 25th of July, 190(i, attention was called to the fact that
some cases of typhoid fever had aj^peared among railroad employes at
West Canaan, and that all of these patients had obtained water from the
well referred to.
A sample of the water was taken by railroad authorities, was sent to
the State Laboratory of Hygiene, where an examination showed it to l>e
exceedingly foul, with the colon bacillus present.
The presence of typhoid fever, locally, was also reported, and Prof.
H. X. Kingsford, bacteriologist to the board, was asked to investigate
local conditions. His report was, in ])art, as follows
:
The well at West Cauaau wliicli, iu my opiniou, is at the bottom of all the
sickness, is a few rods back of the railroad station, and is situated on a knoll in
the center of what is known as " The Square." It is not possible for any drain-
age to get into this well from the surroundings, except, possibly, from a house
just back of it. The well is about ten feet deep, with five feet of water; stoned
up, and covered ^vith plank, but not very closely. It was dug about fifty years
ago. Tliey liad to blast some when digging it.
A pump luis been used ever since the well was dug, and it is cleaned out from
time to time, tlie last time about seven years ago; it has never been cleaned way
down to the bottom (that is, as nearly as I can learn).
The well is kept up by four men wlio live close by and who use most of the
water. A few years ago, about five, they wanted to clean it out and make some
repairs to the cover. Tliey got together, and one of the men, having had some
trouble with the others, refused to have anything to do with it, and put a claim
on the pump theu in tlie well. The other tlu-ee then put in anotlier pump.
There has been more or less WTangling over the pump ever since.
July 4 some men and a number of boys pulled out the old pump, blew it into
pieces with powder crackers, fired powder crackers into the well, and also broke
the cover. Some of the men and boys were under the influence of liquor.
Previous to this time tliere liad been no sickness Jirouud tliere, biit very soon,
within a few days after tlie 4th, a number of persons who used the water
became sick, many with acute attacks of vomiting, lieadache, temperature and
prostration. Blood gave positive Widal. No one was sick who liad not used
the water. Tlie water contained colon bacilli. The increase in the nitrates is
probably accounted for by tlie jxjwder crackers in tlie water. . . .
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One of the men had tlireatened to do somethhig to the well, aud on Jiily 5 he
told some men who were peeling telephone poles not to drink the water, as it
would poison them. The people there think this man put something into the
well. My idea is that some of the people about there on July 4, being more or
less intoxicated, urinated into the well, and that among them was a walking
case of typhoid or a convalescent. It is a well-kuo^^^l fact that virulent tyi^hoid
organisms are found in the urine weeks after convalescence.
I advised cleaning the well thoroughly, building it up about two feet higher,
grading, and placing a tight cover over it, also a fence around to keep dogs from
urinating against the pump; to have the water examined from time to time
until it is pronounced good. I also told them to keep the well locked until they
hear from you.
It is not known to wbat extent the infection was spread from this well,
but it is reasonably certain that some twenty or thirty cases are directly
traceable to it. One of the physicians of Canaan reports eight cases and
one death that can be accounted for only in this way.
The board of health of Enfield, under date of August 29, 1906, reported
five cases of typhoid fever that were contracted from the infected well at
Wetit Canaan. Numerous other cases are said to have been, either
directly or indirectly, traced to this source.
The State Board of Health directed the local board of health to keep
the well closed until the persons owning it were willing to clean it out
thoroughly, and, after it had refilled and settled, to take a sample of the
water and send it to the State Laboratory of Hygiene for analysis ; then,
in the event that the water was shown to be good, the well might be
re-opened.
It may be said in connection with this subject that Dr. Kingsford's
report was based upon personal examination of the locality, and the state-
ments made to liim by residents of the town. As to how the well was
contaminated, that is a matter of speculation, as the local board of health
has not been able to fasten the guilt upon any one, although there can be
but little doubt that the well was maliciously polluted.
PROTECTION OF THE LISBON WATER SUPPLY.
The following }>etition was received from the hoard of health of the
town of Li8l)on :
Lisbon, N. H., June -21, 1900.
To the State Board of Health, Coneord, X. II.
Gextlemex: We, members of the board of health of the town of Lisbon, hav-
ing reason to believe that the waters of Pearl Lake (more commonly kuo^vu as
Mink Pond), the source of a public water supply for the A-illage of Lisbon, is iu
danger of contamination, and that local regulations are not sufficient or effective
to prevent such pollution, respectfully petition the State Board of Health to
investigate the case and to establish such regulations as may be deemed neces-
sary for the protection of the said water supply against any pollution that in its
judgm.ent would endanger public health.
(Signed) George T. Connor,
Frank E. Spear,
Board of Health of Lisbon, N. II.
Inclosed with the above })etition was a communication from the man-
agement of the water system to the local l)oard of health, as follows:
Lisbon, N. H., May 19, 190(i.
To the Board of Health, Toim of Lisbon, X. H.
Gentlemen: Please permit us to call j-our particular attention to the condi-
tion, especially the sanitary condition, of the cottages situated on the shore of
Pearl Lake, more commonly known as Mink Pond.
Pearl Lake contains about one hundred acres, and the water, as you well
know, is the main supply for the town of Lisbon, and is used for both drinking
and domestic purjioses by said townspeople.
We call your attention more particularly to the cottages located on the inmie-
diate shore, and their condition. We also wish to call your attention to the
practice of people batliing in said lake, and desire that the law regarding the
same shall be enforced for the public safety and in order that the water may be
as pure as possible to keep it.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) LISBON WATER WORKS COMPANY,
H. B. MoULTON, Presiderd,
Ly]Man C. Payne, Snperiatendeiit.
.\n examination of the locality was made by the secretaiy of tlie State
Board of Health, who reported that the water supply of Lisbon was taken
from a brook, which was dammed so as to make a reservoir of somewhat
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limited capacity, approximately two miles from the village and at an
elevation sufficient to give ample pressure for hydrant and other service.
The source of supply is Pearl Lake, sometimes called Mink Pond,
a body of water of some seventy-five or one hundred acres in extent, and
situated a mile, approximately, above the reservoir. The brook from the
lake to the reservoir runs beside the highway for a considerable distance,
but there are no buildings from which drainage could enter the stream.
In times of heavy rain, more or less wash from the highway goes into the
stream, which, for short periods, gives the water a dirty appearance.
While this is objectionable, particular!}' from an esthetic point of view,
it is not probable that any serious danger to public health would result
from this source. About the lake, itself, are a few cottages near the
shores, but, with one or two exceptions, there was no possibility that
•contamination of the water could resixlt therefrom. In the one or two
exceptions referred to, the conditions were of some uncertainty, and,
therefore, the local board of health was advised to make such alterations
as would be necessary to remove all elements of danger.
It was understood that the apjjlication for the establishment of regula-
tions by the State Board of Health was not on account of any existing
danger, but rather to protect the water in the future.
After a consideration of the whole subject at a regular meeting of the
State Board of Health, held July 17, 1906, the following regulations were
adopted
:
The State of New Hampshire.
Whereas, a legal petition has been presented to the State Board of Health,
asking for tlie establishment of regulations to protect the public water supply
of the Village of Lisbon, under tlie provisions of chapter 57, Laws of 1899,
entitled "An Act for the Protection of Public Water Supplies," the following
Tegulatious are promulgated
:
REGULATIONS OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE PURITY OF THE PUBLIC WATER
SUPPLY OF LISBON VILLAGE.
1. No privy, and no pig-pen, stable, or other building or structure iu which
horses, cattle, swine or fowls are kept, shall be built or maintained within
seventy-five feet of the usual channel of Mink Pond Brook above the intake of
the village water supply, or of Pearl Lake (commonly known as Mink Pond), or
of any of their tributfiries, except in such cases as the local board of liealth may
permit, upon approval of tlie State Board of Health.
2. No sewage of any kind, sink-water, or water that lias been used iu washing
or cleansmg either materials, person or food, shall be allowed to run into said
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stream (above said intake) or pond or their* tributaries, or iuto any excavation or
cesspool ui tlie groiiud, or onto tlie surface of the ground, within seventy-five
feet of the usual channel of said stream, pond, and their tributaries, except by
consent of tlie board of health, iinder such conditions Jis tliey may make, witli
the approval of the State Board of Health.
3. No privy, pig-pen, cesspool or place of deposit u]X)n tlie surface of the
ground for sewage, sink-water, or water used for cleansing person or material,
shall be allowed to exist where it can be reached by high water, or where rain
or melting snow would be likely to wash said material into said stream or jxmd
or their tributaries.
4. No dead animal, or parts tliereof, or any article perishable or decayable,
and no waste or gai-bage shall be deposited so near said stream or jxind or their
tributaries as to endanger the piirity of the waters.
5. No person sliall batlie or swim in said brook above the said intake, or in
said pond.
(5. No matter, waste, or materials such as are described in sections, 2, 3 and 4,
shall be tlirown, deposited or allowed to remain upon the ice of the waters of
said stream or pond or their tributaries.
7. It is the duty of the local board of health to enforce the above regulations,
and any person violating any regulation established by the State Board of Health
for tlie protection of the water supply is liable to a fine of twenty dollars for
each offense. (Sect. 2, Chap. 57, Laws of 1899.)
PROTECTION OF SQUAM LAKES.
September 1, 1906, the following petition Avas received
:
To the State Board of Health of the State of Keiv Hampshire:
Respectfully represent the undersigned tliat they have reason to believe that
the body of water known as Little Squani Lake and Big Squam Lake, situate in
the towns of Asliland, Holderness, Sandwich, Moultonborougli and Center Har-
bor, in said state, and being a public water and ice supply for citizens and resi-
dents in said towns and others, is being contaminated and is in danger of further
contamination, and that by reason of the location of said lakes in several towns,
and for otlier reasons, the local regulations are not sufficient or effective to pre-
vent such pollution.
Wlierefore your petitioners pray that your honorable board will investigate
the case and establish such regulations as your board may deem necessary for the
protection of said water and ice supply against any pollution that in the judg-
ment of your board would endanger tlie public health.
(Signed)
(Dr.) J. M. Cheney,
E. P. Warner,
Ora a. Brown,
^ishlaiid Board of Health.
J. H. Evans, Jr.,
C. G. Burleigh,
Lawrence J. Webster,
Holderness Board of Health.
(Dr.) a. B. Hoag,
(Dr.) r. E. Rryar,
Sandwich Board of Health.
F. S. Lovering,
George H. Richardson,
Moidtonborovgh Board of Health.
(Dr.) L. B. Morrill,
r. R. Gaioion,
Center Harbor Board of Health.
With this petition personally aj)peare<l the attorney of the Squani Lake
Improvement Association, to discuss a })oint which had ])re\iously been
brought up, to wit : Whether the State Board of Health had authority
under the Public Statutes to comply with the requests embodied in the
petition. It had been considered that the law referred to api)lied to cor-
porate or municipal supplies, as ordinarily furnished the public through
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pipes, etc. The j>osition taken in this case was that no corporation, public
*or private, was taking water from the lake for general distribution. It
was therefore agreed that the opinion of the attorney-general should he
sought as to whether the State Board of Health had jurisdiction in the
case ; that the attorney for the Squara Lake Improvement Association
should submit a statement of facts to the attorney-general, and that the
secretary of the State Board of Health should officially ask for his opinion
.
Following are the communications covering this point
:
September 4, 1906.
Hon. E. G. Eastman, Exeter, N. H.
Brother Eastman : The matter I wanted to see you about today is a petition
by the boards of health of the several towns about Squam Lake asking the State
Board of Healtli to establish regulations to preserve the purity of tlie water in
that lake. We presented the petition to Dr. Watson last week and he renewed a
query wliich he advanced when we at first talked with him about the matter as
to whether the Board of Health liad jurisdiction in the case. He said that lie
should want to take your opinion on that question, and readily assented to my
writing you tlie facts and our views of the law for your consideration in forming
an opinion.
He seems somehow to have obtained the idea that our statute relating to tliis
subject (Laws 1899, c. 57, s. 1) only covers the lakes w^liich are a source of water
supply tlirougli a municipal system.
You will see that the statute is as follows:
'
' Wlienever any Board of Water Commissioners, local Board of Health or ten
or more citizens of any town or city have reason to believe that a public water
or ice supply is being contaminated or is in danger of contamination, and tliat
the local regulations are not sufficient or effective to prevent such pollution, they
may petition the State Board of Health to investigate the case and to establish
sucli regulations as the State Board may deem necessary for tlie protection of
the said supply against any pollution that in its judgment would endanger the
pubUc health."
You doubtless know that Squam Lake is a large body of water in tlu-ee coun-
ties and at least five towns. Its outlet is tlu-ough Squam River to the Pemige-
wasset, thence to the Merrimack. Within the last ten or fifteen years it has
become a higli grade summer resort. Many of the summer residents have built
cottages upon the islands, and the only water supply for tliese cottages, number-
ing thirty or forty, is the lake. At least as many more cottages on tlie shore take
water from the lake. Wliile it miglit be possible to supply these from wells, it
would ui many cases be extremely expensive and inconvenient. So far as we
know there is no afjueduct company which siipplies water as a municipal enter-
prise or for corj^orate profit. In view^ of the extensive use which is made of tlie
water, however, by the various members of the public who have occasion to use
it, and in view of the evident purpose of the act to make it possible to protect
u.sers of public waters from the dangers of contamination, it has seemed to us
clear that this is a " public water supply " within the meaning of the statute.
As an ice supply the lake assumes a distinctively public character. Two or
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three public dealers take ice from the lake. Several hotels aud practically all
the summer residents secure their ice here, aud a lai-ge number of the resident
poptilation are supplied from tliis source. It would be difficult to imagine a
more typical case of a pubUc ice supply.
We are acting in the matter as counsel for the Squam Lake Improvement
Association, composed of summer and all the yeai* round residents in the neigh-
borhood of the lake who believe it absolutely essential to the safety of the public
that such regulations should be established. The matter is particularly in the
hands of the president and the vice-president of the association. The president
is a citizen in Holderness, owning a large quantity of real estate and carrying on
an extensive farm in comiection witli his shore property. The vice-president has
charge of the Harvard Engineering Camp, located on the lake and accommoda-
ting from 150 to 200 students during the summer. The association represents
practically the entire public sentiment of tliat region.
I am informed by Professor Huges and others that the conditions about the
lake are far from perfect and that something miist be done at once. There are
so many towns involved in the matter that the local boards of health caimot deal
with the situation.
We supix)se Dr. Watson will refer the matter to j^ou this week. We hope you
will be able to give us a favorable opinion, as it would be a public calamity if
sometlung were not done, and if the present act does not cover this lake it will
mean that we must go to the trouble and expense of a special act.
Yours truly,
(Signed) STREETER & HOLLIS.
Hon. E. G. Eastman, Attorney- General, Exeter, -V- H.
Dear Sir : We submit herewith a petition which has been presented to the
State Board of Health, and upon which we desire your opinion as to whether or
not under the provisions of Chapter 57, Laws of 1899, the State Board of Health
has authority to establish regulations as asked for in the petition.
Wni you kindly return the petition with your opinion at as early a date as
convenient.
Respectfully yours,
(Signed) IRVING A. WATSON,
luclosure.
The State of New Hampshire.
Secretary.
attorney-general's office.
Concord, N. H., September 8, 1906.
Dr. Irrliiij A. Watson.
My Dear Sir : Your favor, together with a petition in relation to the waters
of Sqtiam Lake is received.
It is my opinion that Section 1 of Chapter 57, Laws of 1899, is broad enough to
cover this case. The act is general in its title and provisions, and the situation,
according to the petition, is such as to demand immediate attention.
Respectfully yours,
(Signed) EDWIN G. EASTMAN,
Attorney-General.
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Upon receipt of the ojjinion of the attorney-general the secretary of the
State Board of Health made an inspection of the lakes, and reported to
the hoard as follows
:
INSPECTION OF LITTLE SQUAH AND BIG SQUAM LAKES.
Little Squam aud Big Squam lakes axe situated iu the towns of Ashland,
Holderuess, Sandwich, Moiiltonborough and Center Harbor, and lie in tlu-ee
counties, Grafton, Carroll and Belkuap, and have au area of sixteen square
miles. They are surrounded by liills and mountains, have mostly well wooded
shores, and are studded with over tliirty picturesque islands.
The lakes are beautifully located, with most salubrious environments, but are
not well known to the peoi)le of New Hampsliire, foy the reason, probably, that
tlie foot of navigation on Squam River is approximately one mile distant from.
the railroad station at Asliland.
Tlie Asquam Lake Navigation Company owu four commodious steamers and
one large gasolene boat, and run from a point on Asquam River, but one half
mUe above the village of Asliland, for about tlu"ee quarters of a mile to Little
Squam Lake ; thence into the river that connects the two lakes, and into Big
Squam Lake. The distance from the company's wharves at Asliland to Sand-
wich station, in a direct line, is approximately twelve miles.
On the shores of the lakes are located some hundred or more summer cottages,
and two hotels, the Asquam House, situated on a high hill some distance from
the lake, and the Mount Livermore Hotel, near the shore of the lake. The drain-
age from some of these cottages and one of the hotels finds its way directly into
the lake.
There are also located on the shores of this lake ten camps. Seven in Holder-
ness, and one each in Sandwich, Moultonborough and Center Harbor. The
names of these camps and their approximate accommodations are as follows:
Sherwood Forest 20 boys.
Camp Wachusett















100 to 200—Summer School.
20 to 30 boys.
Rockywold and Deephaven are practically run as hotels except that the guests
are hou.sed in numerous camps. Some, if not all, of the boys' camps are summer
schools to some extent.
A majority, probably, of the cottages and camps use the lake water for domes-
tic purposes, and a large quantity of ice is amiually cut on tliese lakes. There-
fore, taking all tilings into consideration, the request for rules and regulations to
protect the purity of these waters seems to be reasonable.
It is practically impossible to obtain an accurate census of the number of per-
sons tliat annually vi.sit these lakes; but one indication of their patronage may
be found in the fact tliat the Asquam Transportation Company up to the first
day of September of tlie present year took over 6,000 fares on their steamers.
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A voluntary organizatiou, kiio^vii as the Sqiiani Lake Iniprovemeut Associa-
tion, composed of residents and summer visitors, is endeavoring to maintain
healtliful conditions and to prevent tlie construction or creation of anything that
would be detrimental to the large interests there represented.
When the beautiful location of these lakes, together witli the healthful sur-
roundings, is better known, there can be no question but that they will grow in
popularity, so that there will eventually be many more cottages and summer
visitors. Reasonable protective regulations can be established without serious
difficulty or entailing any great exjiense to the owners of property.
All of the foregoing matters were presented to the State Board of
Health, and were carefully considered at its regular meeting held at the
state house, Concord, October 16, 1906, and the following regulations
were adopted
:
The State of New Hampshire.
Whereas, A legal petition has been presented to the State Board of Health,
asking for the establislmient of regulations to protect the purity of the water of
Little Squam Lake and Big Squani Lake, under the provisions of Chapter 57,
Laws 1899, entitled "An Act for the Protection of Public Water Supplies," the
following regulations are promulgated
:
REGULATIONS OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE PURITY OF THE WATER OF LITTLE SQUAM LAKE AND BIG
SQUAM LAKE IN THE TOWNS OF ASHLAND, HOLDERNESS, SANDWICH,
MOULTONBOROUGH AND CENTER HARBOR.
.1. No privy, and no pig-pen, stable or other building or structure in which
horses, cattle, swine, or other animals or fowls, are kept, shall be built or main-
tained within seventy-five feet of Little Squam Lake or Big Squam Lake (mean-
ing high-water mark), or within seventy-five feet of any cove or inlet thereto, or
within seventy-five feet of any stream tributary to said lakes, coves or inlets,
except in such cases as the local board of health may permit, upon tlie approval
of the State Board of Health, and under such regulations as they may require.
2. No sink-water, urine, or water that has been used for washing or cleansing
either materials, person or food, shall be allowed to run into said lakes, or into
any cove or inlet thereof, or into any stream tributary thereto, or into any exca-
vation or cesspool in the ground, or on the surface of the ground within seventy-
five feet of said lakes (meaning high-water mark), or of any cove or inlet, or
within seventy-five feet of any stream tributary thereto, except by consent and
under such regulations and conditions as may be approved by the State Board of
Health.
3. No dead animal or fish, or parts thereof, or food, or any article perishable or
decayable, and no dung, either human or animal, kitchen waste, swill or garbage
shall be thrown into or deposited in said lakes, or left or permitted to remain
within seventy-five feet thereof (meaning high-water mark), or into any cove or
inlet of said lakes, or into any stream tributary thereto, or within seventy-five
feet of such cove or inlet, stream or tributary.
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4. No sawdust shall be tlirowu or be allowed to fall iuto said lakes, or into any
stream tributaiy thereto.
5. No person shall bathe in said lakes within one-fourth mile of where water is
taken for a public supply, or within like distance to any private intake pipe,
provided notice to that effect is conspicuously posted in the vicinity.
(5. No boat, either for public or private use, nor houseboat, nor other consti-uc-
tiou for use on said lakes shall have, keep or maintain a ship-closet, urinal, or
other construction of easement which shall permit excrement or other offal to
fall or empty into said lakes or any stream tributary thereto.
7. No matter, waste or materials such as are described in sections 2, 3 and 4
shall be tlu-own, deposited or allowed to remain upon the ice of the waters of
said lakes, or upon tliat of any cove or inlet thereof, or of any stream tributary
thereto.
8. It is the duty of the local board of health of the several towns named to
enforce these regulations, and for the violation of any regulation established by
the State Board of Health adequate punislunent is provided by law.
9. The foregoing rules and regulations will take effect and be in force on and
after June 1, 1907.
SICKNESS FROM SUSPFXTED MILK.
The following letter from the board of health of Claremont, reporting
a peculiar sickness in that town, was received the day of date
:
Claremont, N. H., Noyember 24, 1905.
To Irving A. WaUon, M. D.
Dear Sir : We have teu or more cases of sickness iu tins town of a peculiar
sort: Temperature, 101 to 104; nearly all have pain iu head and back of neck;
all have more or less bowel disturbance—sick now for a week or two, some of
them. Doctor Jarvis reported eight of them two days ago ; Doctor Dowlin has
one. I saw one, myself, today. There may be others, as I have not had time to
see all the physicians. A blood test has been made in some of the cases, but
does not as yet show typhoid.
Now we have been looking into this as best we could and find this much:' All
of these people have had milk from the same milk dealer ; all are quite heavy
milk users; all are children but one, a man of middle age, who is quite a milk
eater. We have been to see this milkman, and find that he has six cows; all
look well, and stable fairly clean. His cows have not been out to pasture at all
this summer, but kept in stable. Water supply is probably all riglit. He gets,
in addition to his own milk, about twentj^-eight or thirty quarts of milk each
niorning of other folks, usually at the car and of different ones. He told me of
some eight or ten different ones that he had bought of. We know that two of
the cMldren, at least, have used milk from his own cows. Of course the iise of
this milk has been discontinued in all of these cases, and I am told that many
of liis patrons have stopped taking his milk.
ISTow something is wrong, somewhere, and I am writing you to find out what
is to be done. The physicians here feel that you should come, or send some one
here, to help us out and see if we can find the trouble.
Yours respectfully,
(Signed) A. L. HARDEN,
Secrciary Board of Health.
This letter was replied to by telephone, and the particulars discussed.
As some blood examinations had already been made at the laboratory by
Dr. H. N. Kingsford, it was presumed that he was more or less familiar
with the facts, and he Avas, therefore, asked to make an immediate inves-
tigation of local conditions, and to report all circumstances connected with
the outbreak. This request was comphed with, and the following report
was rendered
:
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Laboratory of Hygiene.
Hano%ter, N. H., November 29, 1905.
Ining A. IVatson, M. D., Secretary State Board of Health, Concord, N. II.
Dear Doctor: I went to Claremont Monday morning, as requested, and foimd
the followmg conditions
:
Tliere are nine cases of sickness, all children, ages between two and twelve
years except one girl, whose age is sixteen. They all drink a great deal of milk.
All have been quite sick, and there are at least two who are now seriously ill.
These cases are under tlie care of Doctors Marden, Jarvis, ToUes and Dowlin.
The clinical symptoms seem to be about the same in all: Fir.st, high tempera-
ture, pain in liead, muscles of tlie neck somewhat sj:iff, temi^erature liighest at
night, confined to bed, diarrhoea, pain in bowels, bleeding at mouth, dry skin,
and in one case a few red spots on the abdomen. The physicians in cliarge do
not seem inclined to call it typhoid fever, altliough one or two of the cases point
strongly to typhoid, clinically. Nine blood examuiatious have been made, with
negative results. All the cases are in pale and not particularly healthy looking
cliildren. The girl, age sixteen, has been run down from hard study at school.
I saw seven of the cases, and although two of them resembled typhoid fever in
many ways they are not typical, clinically. It was first noticed by Doctor Jar-
vis tliat all of Ms cases took milk from the same milkman. He made inquiries
of the other pliysicians, and it was found that all the cases had milk from the
same source. New cases were appearing every few days. The local board of
health was notified, and tliis milkman ordered to discontinue delivering milk.
No new cases have developed since Thursday, November 23, the day tliis order
went into effect.
The milkman lives on the outskirts of the town, to the south; his buildings
consist of house, barns, sheds and innumerable small buddings. Besides dealing
in mUk, he deals in hulled corn, plaster, lumber, phosphate and many other
things. Most of the buildiugs are connected so that it is possible to go from one
to another witliout going out of doors. The cows are kept in the basement of
barn, tliere is very little light, and no opportunity for good circulation of air.
The floor of the stable is damp, and showed evidence of haAdng been very recently
cleaned up. The cows and young stock looked plump, but they are covered
with a large amount of filth, and have been kept in the barn or barnyard all
summer and fall. They have not been pastured.
The privy is in a shed above, and at one end of the cow stable there are two
holes, one emptying directly into the pig-pen, the other into a six)ut about twelve
inches square, made of seven-eighths-incli boards, witli cracks at the comers
varying from one eightli to one quarter of an inch; all the evacuations and urine
find their way into the pig-pen. Tlie pig-pen is about eight by twelve and drains
into the barnyard ; the barnyard is a muck hole where there is more or less water
standing all the time. The privy and pig-pen are from six to ten feet from the
barnyard. There is another barnyard about twenty feet from this, through
wldch runs a small brook ; emptying into this brook, about one eighth of a mile
above, are the sewers from two houses and barns. There is no sickness at these
houses. Two samples of this brook water were taken, and bacteriological exami-
nation showed colon bacilli in large numbers. The water supply for the house
and cows is from springs, and tliere an; no dwellings on the watershed, but there
is notliing to prevent the cows drinking all the brook water they want.
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The luetliod of wasliiug caus is good, the water used is from the house supply.
Six of the sick cliildreu have warm moriiiug's milk He does uot attempt to cool
his milk in any way before delivering to Ms customers. He feeds good hay and
grain, uses no malt or cotton seed. Samples of milk were taken in sterile tubes
from the six cows gi^aug milk ; no tubercle bacilli were found, and the average
number of bacteria found was 864. A sample of milk taken from a can showed
many thousands, practically impossible to count them, and the colon bacillus
was found in this milk; this milk had been in the can a number of hours. The
sink drain runs out upon the grass on the west side of house, and probably does
not drain into the barnyard.
The conditions about this place are ideal for the accumulation of filth, if there
were cases of typhoid fever in the two houses discharging sewage into the little
brook, or if there was tj'phoid in this house (and there has been a case of sick-
ness in the house this fall), tj^^ihoid would, in all probability, result from the
using of milk from these cows. The cows have been shut ui) all summer and
fall, and being stabled in a low, dark, damp place wallowing about in sewage and
other filth, and, being covered with filth themselves, cannot give milk of a very
good quality. It would be impossible to milk these cows without removing mil-
lions of bacteria from their abdomens, udders and sides wliicli would fall into
the milk pail.
In my opinion, this sickness has been caused by drinking milk from these cows,
the milk containing enormous numbers of bacteria, due to the unsanitary condi-
tion of the cows and surroundings. In my opinion, the disease is not tj^ihoid
fever, but some other form of intestinal inflammation due to some one or more
of the bacteria contained in the milk.
Before this man is allowed to resume his milk business his stable and premises
should be thorougldy renovated uJider the superv'ision of the local board of health,
and his cows cleaned up and given a chance to keep clean.
Yours veiy truly,
(Signed) H. N. KINGSFORD.
Nearly a week after Doctor Kingsford's visit to Claremont, the follow-
ing letter was received from Doctor Marden, secretary of the board of
health
:
Claremont, N. H., December 2, 1905.
To Irving A. Watson, M. D.
Dear Doctor : I am reporting the cases of sickness we have here as typhoid
fever. The reports from blood examinations so far have been negative, but the
slinical conditions all indicate tj^ihoid; some of them are very ill. The only
adult had a hard hemorrhage from the bowels day before yesterday. They have
the red spots upon abdomen, bowels tender, and the usual temperature and
tongue, etc. Two or tlu'ee of them are better, and two, at least, are in a doubt-
ful condition as regards recovery.
I presume Doctor Kingsford has told you about conditions that we found, but
we have uot received his report as yet. Doctor Jarvis is fully satisfied tliat his
cases are typhoid fever, and one that I am attending I am sure is. Doctor Jar-
vis reports a case of tyj^hoid in a man who is in no way coimected with the other
cases. No new cases among the milk users for a week at least.
Yours respectfull}^
(Signed) A. L. MARDEN.
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The foregoing was answered as follows
:
Concord, X. H., December 4, 1905.
.1. I.. Mardfii, M. D., Chairman Board of Health, Claremont, X. IL
Dear Doctor: I am iu receipt of your favor of December 2, and iu reply
would say that we are greatly interested iu the cases wliich you have iu Clare-
mont that resemble tj^phoid fever. It is not at all improbable that it is tliis dis-
ease, mostly in a mild or attenuated form.
I wisli we might have some more blood specimens taken from the most advanced
cases, to see if it is not possible to obtain the Widal reaction.
I would certainly suggest that your board handle the cases as if tliere were no




It may be stated that a subsequent case, not of this group, gave the
Widal reaction.
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FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTION.
BY C. D. HOWARD, CHEMIST.
Dr. Irving A. Watson^ Secretary State Board of Health.
Dear Sir: A report of the work of the Laboi-atory relative to food
and drug inspection for the biennial period ending September 80, 1906,
is herewith submitted.
The methods and conditions under which the work of food inspection
has been accompUshed have remained as . hitherto. As in the past, the
demands on the Laboratory in connection with water-supply inspection
have been great, at certain periods consuming practically the whole time.
Since July 1, 1905, the analytical work for the State License Commission,
in connection with the inspection of liquors, has been largely increased,
over five hundred samples having been submitted during this period.
As heretofore, by far the larger proportion of the food samples analyzed
have been collected in person by the chemists. A relatively small num-
ber have been submitted by private individuals, while, with a few excep-
tions, the samples representing milk, vinegar and oysters have been
obtained through the cooperation of local boards of health.
Under the present system of inspection the duty falls upon the chem-
ists not only of performing the laboratory examinations, but also, as far
as possible or practicable, of making periodic trips to the lai'ger towns
for the double purpose of collecting samples and noting the extent to
which regulations are being complied with by dealers. Obviously no
very thorough or extensive inspection is thus possible ; however, it may
be stated that since the beginning of this work and the furnishing to citi-
zens of a means for practicing discrimination in the purchase of food
stuffs, a noticeably marked improvement in quality has taken place, the
grosser and more flagrant forms of adulteration having ])ractically disap-
peared, at least from the stores of rejiutable dealers—and the latter are, of
course, in a great majority. That the results of analyses published in the
Bulletin and thus disseminated to the ])ublic have been responsible for
this improvement, and that such publicity has a most salutary influence in
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determining the character of the goods shipped into the State, there can
be no question.
Nevertheless, in spite of the I'ecent general awakening, though more
restricted in their scope than formerly there is probably quite as much
effort and ingenuity being expended today as ever in devising means for
defrauding the consxxmer. The truth of this is attested by the frequent
appearance, from time to time, of new and unexpected forms of adultera-
tion.
The evil of misbranding is, perhaps, the most serious one in this con-
nection at the present time. There is a constant tendency to affix an
untruthful label,—to make it appear to the consumer by statements, pic-
torial designs, or otherwise that the article named is better or different
from what it actually is, or that by some alleged process of treatment it
has been so improved or modified as to exhibit a certain property or prop-
erties, positive or negative, not possessed by the ordinary article. Thus
we have extolled to us the merits of tannin-less coffees, de-nicotised cigars,
and breakfast foods that are not only wonderfully endowed with nourish-
ing and tonic properties, but are simultaneously in the nature of universal
panaceas.
It is largely in this connection that most of the violations of the law
occur. The habit of making exaggerated or untruthful statements with
regard to articles used as food or medicine is so general that grocers and
druggists are inclined to assume that the general public is apt to largely
discount such claims in advance of purchase. While there may be some
truth in this it should be no excuse whatever why dealers should carry on
their shelves goods so labeled as to be plainly and flagrantly in violation
of the law.
An important desideratum in connection with this work is the appoint-
ment of a regular inspector who shall give all, or at least a share of his
time to these duties, and who shall be directly amenable to the instruc-
tions of the Board. While the work of collecting such staples as milk,
cider vinegar, etc., has been delegated to local boards of health, and in the
majority of cases has been promptly and cheerfully performed, neverthe-
less it is out of the question to expect health officers to devote any appre-
ciable share of their usually fully-occupied time to any systematic and
periodic inspection of general food and drug supplies.
EXAMINATIONS.
During the past two years 1,756 samples of food products have been
examined. Of this number 825, equivalent to 4(3.9 per cent., were found
to be adulterated, misbranded, or at variance with the standard. Many
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of these were so classed because of misbranding, or the use of antiseptics,
the latter being contrary to a regulation of the State Board of Health.
The number of drugs examined was 182, of which 79, equivalent to
43.4 per cent., were found to be adulterated. As it is the custom to col-
lect only suspected brands and only those classes of foods and drugs most
liable to sophistication, these figures should not be construed as repi'esent-
ing the state of adulteration actually existing. The fact is that the great
majority of food products on sale in New Hampshire are above reproach.
BEVEllAGES.
One hundred and thirteen samples, representing lime juice, grape juice,
giuger ale and other so-called " soft drinks," were examined. All of the
lime-juice samples contained pi'eservative of some form, and were there-
fore classed as adulterated. In addition, many of these were deficient in
acidity. On a number of brands a formula was displayed but in several
instances the existence of such would never have been observed by the
purchaser unless he were especially searching for it.
But one of the samples of grape juice contained antiseptics, and this
brand as now appearing on the New Hampshire market is free from such.
Bottled soda, or " pop," is prepared by carbonating a solution of the
appropriate syrup, colors and preserving agents being not infrequently
added. In several instances we find that saccharin is being fraudulently
employed to serve the dual purpose of sweetener and preservative. In a
few cases where preservatives were found the quantity was so small as to
admit of the inference that this material was probably contained in the
syrup as purchased by -the bottler, and not added directly by the latter.
The samples of strawberry and raspberry examined were wholly artifi-
cial, being prepared bv tinting the syrup with aniline color and flavoring
by the addition of a little synthetic essence. Consumers of this class of
bottled drinks should understand in selecting these particular flavors that
a decoction of this nature is what they will almost certainly receive. The
better grades of orange soda contain genuine orange oil, or a form of such,
but the color, especially of the "blood orange" variety, is apt to be inten-
sified by the liberal use of aniline dye.
The examinations indicated that all the classes of beverages mentioned
contain practically no alcohol.
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RESULTS OF EXAiriXATIONS OF ADULTERATED BEVERAGES.
LIME JUICE.
Brand.























W. E. Glancy , Manchester
vEtna Bottling Co., Concord
/Etna Bottling Co., Concord—
Rudolph Liebing, Manchester..
Rudolph Liebing, Manchester..














Cliquot Club Co., Millis, Mass...
J.J. Handley, Manchester
J. J. Handley, Manchester
Cliquot Club Co., Millis, Mass...
Manchester. . Color and flavor artiflcial
Concord jColor and flavor artiflcial.




of soda ami coal tar dye.
Contains saccharin and hen-
zoate of soda.
Manchester.. 'Color and flavor artificial.
Manchester. . . Arliflcially colored
.
Manchester... .\rtiflcially colored.
Manchester Color and flavor artiflcial.
I
Concord iArtiflcially colored.







Contains saccharin and artifl-
cial color.
Color and flavor artiflcial.
Concord Preserved with benzoate of
soda.






Pan American J. Hungerford Smith, [Concord
Orangeade.! Rochester, N. Y.i
Buffalo Punch J. Hungerford Smith, Concord
Rochester, N. Y.j
















Kirker & Co., Belfast
J. J. Handley, Manchester










Preserved with benzoate of soda;
artificially colored.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
artificially colored.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with salicylic acid-
Preserved with salicylic acid; ar-
tificially Colored.
Preserved with salicylic acid.
Preserved with salicylic acid.
Contains saccharin.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
artificially colored.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
artificially colored.
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CAXXED FRUITS, JELLIES AXI) JAMS.
While there are still a great many cheap jellies and jams on the market
this class of goods is lately coming to be more honestly labeled than in
the past ; and though certain manufacturers are still striving to see how
little of the truth the formulas printed on the label shall tell, nevertheless
the general public is not so much deceived as formerly. Indeed, the
epithet " Compound " is coming to be somewhat derisively applied by
consumer as well as dealer to the cheaper goods of this class.
However, so long as there is no misrepresentation and the price is rea-
sonable, there can be no objection urged to their sale and use as food.
The "apple stock,"—or "fruit juice" as it is frequently designated on the
label,—which constitutes the greater part of the cheaper jellies and jams, is
the product obtained by treating the residue from cider mills and evapora-
tors with live steam and forcing the resulting liquid through a filter-press.
This pectinous material is mixed with a certain amount of the fruit desig-
nated, sweetened with glucose, and usually a little aniline color added.
In the case of jellies of this kind the flavor is frequently imparted by the
addition of a synthetic essence, and a small amount of tartaric or phos-
jjlioric acid is also added to stiffen the product.
Canned fruits are liable to contain appreciable amounts of tin, dissolved
from the walls of the can by the action of the fruit acids ; in the case of
material naturally bright in color the latter is also destroyed in connection
with the corrosion process. The better grades of preserved fruits are now
put up in laccjuered tins. By this means the flavor is much improved and
the necessity for a compensating addition of artificial color, formerly urged
by the canner, no longer exists.
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Fresh Fruit Strawberry Jam
Daisy Brand Raspberry
(Compound)
Dillon's Fruit Jellies, Cur-
rant Flavor
Beacon Brand Jelly, Pine-
apple Flavor






Crystal Fruit Jelly (Comp.)..
Raspberry Jelly (Comp.).
Crescent Currant Jelly. .
.
Logan, Johnson & Co., Boston
F. P. Adams & Co., Boston—
Ayer Preserving Co.,
Ayer, Mass.




Curtice Bros., Rochester, N. Y.
Ayer Preserving Co.,
Ayer, Mass.
Delano, Potter & Co., Boston..
W. C. Morse & Co., Boston
Curtice Bros., Rochester, N. Y.
Logan, Johnson & Co., Boston




J. Weller Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Daniels, Cornell Co.,
Manchester











P. J. Ritter Conserve Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
The Williams Bros. Co.,
Detroit, Mich.









Manhattan Club Pure Apple
Jelly
Victory Red Raspberry Jam
The Twitchell Champlin Co.,
Portland, Me.
The Twitchell Champlin Co.,
Portland, Me.
The Twitchell Champlin Co.,
Portland, Me.
The Twitchell Champlin Co.,
Portland, Me.
The Twitchell Champlin Co.,
Portland, Me.






J. H. Folkins & Co., Boston....
J. H. Folkins & Co., Boston....
John Boyle Co..B'ltlmore, Md.
John Boyle Co., B'ltimore, Md.





Col. with coaltardye; pres. with
benzoateand salicylate ofsoda.
Col. with coal tar dye; pres. with
salicylate of soda.
Made from apple jelly, with
slight admixture of pure fruit.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Made from apple jelly, col. with
'coal tar dye; very'little pure
fruit.
Containsmuch apple stock; pre-
served with benzoate soda.
Wholly artificial; colored and
flavored apple stock,preserved
with benzoate soda.
Apple stock, col. and flav. and
preserved with benzoate soda.
Apple stock, flavored and pres.
with benzoHte soda.
Preserved with benzoate soda.
Much apple stock, colored and
pres. with benzoate of soda.
•Apple stock, preserved with
benzoate of soda.
Apple stock, preserved with
benzoate of soda.
Apple stock, colored with coal
tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Apple stock, colored with coal
tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dj'e.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Largely apple stock, colored
with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored and preserved with ben-
zoate of soda.
Apple stock, colored and pre-
served.
.4pple stock, colored and pre-
served.
Apple stock, colored and pre-
served.
Apple stock, colored and pre-
served.
Highly colored with coal tar
dye.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate soda.
Preserved with benzoate soda.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dj'e.
Apple jellj- colored with coal tar
dyes anil preserved with ben-
zoate of soda.
Colored with vegetable dye;
preserved with salicylic acid.
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White Daisy Red Raspberry









Baldwin, Lyon & Holt, Boston




J. T. Pillman & Co.,
Ayer, Mass.
Conant, Patrick & Co.,
Portland, Me.
T. Eward & Co., New York

























E. D. Pettingill & Co.,
Portland, Me
Kidwell Bros., Baltimore, Md.
Kidwell Bros., Baltimore, Md.
E. D. Pettengill& Co.,
Portland, Me.
Shaw, Hammond & Carney,
Portland, Me.
Shaw, Hammond & Carney,
Portland, Me.
Shaw, Hammond & Carney,
Portland, Me.




Logan, Johnson & Co., Boston
Winner Brand Raspberry
jam{
Strawberry Jam jAyer Preserving Co.,
I
' Ayer, Mass.







E. D. Pettingill & Co.,
Portland, Me.




Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benz'ate of soda
:
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with salicylic "acid.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with salicylic acid.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benz'ate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benz'ate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benz'ate of soda:
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Entirely apple stock.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda..
Preserved with salicylic acid;
col(jred with coal tar dye.
Preserved with salicylic acid.
Preserved with salicylic acid.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Mainly apple stock; contains
added color and preservative.
Slightly colored.
Largely apple stock.
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KKSri/rs OF TIIK KXAAriNATIONS OF ADULTEEATKI) CAXNKI) FlUriS,














Conant, Patrick & Co.,
Portland, Me.
Logan, Johnson & Co., Boston
Logan, Johnson & Co., Boston





Strawberry Jam I Alonzo A. Knight & Son, Boston














T. Eward & Co., New York
Central PreservingCo.,Boston





E. D. Pettingill & Co.,
Portland, Me.





Austin Nichols & Co.,
New York
F. H. Leggett & Co., New York
Perfect Strawberry Pre- A. T. Knowles & Co., Boston.
serve's!

























Haskell, Adams Co., Boston...
Haskell, Adams Co , Boston...
Haskell, Adams Co., Boston...
Haskell, Adams Co., Boston...
Manhattan Preserving Co.,
New York
A. T. Knowles & Co., Boston..
Joseph Middleby, Boston
A. A. Knights & Sons, Boston.
Base of apple stock; colored
with coal tar dye.
Base of apple stock; colored
with coal tar dye.
Base of apple stock; contains
added color and preservative.
Labelled as containing benzoate
of soda.
iMainly apple stock; contains
- added color.
Mainly apple stock; contains
added color.
Mainly apple stock; contains
added color and preservative.
Wholly apple stock; contains
coal tar dj-e and benz'ate soda.
Colored with coal tar dye.
Largely apple stock; contains
added coliir.
Mainly apple stock; contains
coal tar dye and benz'ate soda.
Largely apple stock; contains
coal tar dye and benz'ate soda.
Mainly apple stock; contains
coal tar dye and benz'ate soda.
Mainly apple stock; contains
coal tar dye and benz'ate soda.
Largely apple stock; contains
benzoate of soda.
Malnlj' apple stock; contains
added color.
Preserved with salicylic acid;
artificially colored.





Contains apple stock, starch and
salicylic acid.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Illegally labelled,
Illegallj'^ labelled.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.





Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Chemically preserved; illegally
labelled.
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Strawberrv Jellv '.\. A. Kuiarhts & Sons, Boston.
I
Quince Jelly jA. .\. Knights & Sons, Boston.
Peach Jelly A. .\. Knights & Sons, Boston.
Currant Jelly \. A. Knights & Sons. Boston.
Superior Raspberry Jam— AV. C. Morse, Boston
Superior Strawberry Jam...'w. C. Morse, Boston
Crystal Currant Jelly Daniels, Cornell Co.,
Manchester
First Quality. Strawberries,. J. S. Farren & Co..
Baltimore, Md.










Lararelv apple stock; illegallv
labelied.




Contains much dissolved tin.
Contains much dissolved tin.
CANOY. ANO THK USE OF ADll.TElI ATKP til.UOOSE IN ITS M AXUFACTl'KE.
Glucose, to a iiivator or less extent, enters into tlie composition of prac-
tically all of the cheap candy now on sale. Known also tinder the names
of starch sugar and corn syrup, and in the crystalUzed condition as dex-
trose, or grape sugar, this sweetening material is now prepared in enormous
quantities by boiling corn starch with dilute hydrochloric acid, the starch
being gradually converted by this process into sugar, which, after retining^
is placed upon the market in the form of a very heavy, nearly water-white
svrtip. Although not so sweet as cane sugar, pure glucose is a jierfectly
wholesome compound, possessed of a delinite food vahie. Its advent has
revolutionized the confectioner's art, this fonn of sugar, aside from the
mere circumstance of its cheapness, being much better adapted for certain
candy-making processes than the more expensive cane sugar.
However, candies made too largely of glucose are inclined to stickiness.
To overcome this tendency and to allow of the incorporation of a larger
imiount of glucose than wotild normally be possible, we tind that it is a
practice with certain confectioners to add to tlie syru|) a concentrated
solution of bisulphite of soda. Recently our attention was called to a
preparation of the latter, sold under the name of "C'yrantis."
In response to our inquiry addressed to the National Confectioners'^
Association, the chairman of its executive committee disclaimed any
knowledge of the use of bisulphites in this connection. Xevertheless, on
page 183 of the Proceedings of the Twenty-second Annual Convention of
the National Confectioners' Association is to be foimd as a part of the
quoted report of the Illinois food commissioner relating to candies, the
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statement that " Sodium acid sulphite in used for the purpose of incorpor-
ating more glucose in candy than could be normally used, particularly in
stick candy. It is often used in glucrjse for bleaching and preserving pur-
poses, and has V>een said to be more lavishly used in confectioners glucose
than in any other gi"ade. Sodium acid sulphite acts as free sulphuric acid
—attacks organic matter and is unqualifiedly oVjjectionable in any food
product in large or small proportion." Further confirmation of the exist-
tence of this practice is to be found in a letter received from the manager
of a large firm of sugar manufacturers, in which he states that "it has
been the practice among a good many candy makers to add a concentrated
solution of bisulphite of soda in order to prevent the candy from becom-
ing too sticky."
It would seem very proVjable, however, that in a majority of cases it is
the glucose refiner, and not the confectioner, who is responsible for this
form of adulteration. Winton (Report Conn. Experiment Station, 1001,
Part 2) alludes to the practice of the manufacturer of frequently adding
bisulphite of soda during the process of manufacture, as a bleaching agent.
" Oftentimes the amount present is sufficient to give the syrup a disagreea-
ble taste. Since sulphites, bisulphites and sulphurous acid are all powerful
antiseptics and preservatives, the sale of food products containing them is,
in this state, illegal."
The following table shows the results of the examinations of samples of
glucose collected from various localities
:
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Glucose Refining Co., Chicago.
New York Glucose Co
American Glucose Co., Buffalo, N. Y
American Glucose Co., Buffalo, N. Y
Glucose Refining Co., Chicago
Warner Glucose Refinerj% Waukegan, 111.
Crandall & Godfrey, New York
American Glucose Co., Buffalo, N. Y
American Glucose Co., Buffalo, N. Y


































































All of these samples (with the exception of No. 2853) exhibited a more
or less pronounced sulphurous taste, and on diluting with water and boil-
ing with a drop of acid, gave the pungent odor of sulj)hurous acid in a
very marked degree. While it is unquestionably true that much of this
compound is driven off during the boiling process in candy making, it is
nevertheless evident from the analyses given below that an objectionable
quantity is retained in the finished product.
Whether the bisulphite is added by the refiner on account of any spe-
cific advantage accruing from such to the confectioner, or whether such
use is for bleaching purposes, is immaterial in connection with the point
at issue, which is that the presence of such material, under the law, con-
stitutes an adulteration, and vendors of candy thus adulterated will be lia-
ble to prosecution.
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KKSUT.TS UK K.\ AMIXATIOXS OF CHEAP CAXT)IES.
Grams sulphurous acid
Lab. No. Varietj'. in 100 grams camly.
2684. Cream peppermints . O.OIG
2685. Mixed candy 0.019
2681. Cream peppermints 0.038
2682. Chocolate coated dates . 0.013
2679. Chocolate creams 0.016
2680. Chocolate creams 0.020
2678. Bon bous 0.012
:^67o. Fancy ten cent mixture 0.036
2674. Fancy ten cent mixture ^ 0.007
2673, Marshmallows 0.016
2671. Bonbons 0.016
2672. White candy balls 0.008
2659. Mixed bon bons 0.024
2669. Mixed candy 0.010
2658. Cream peppermints 0.017
2660. Cream walnuts 0.029
*2656. Broken candy large quantity
2676. Large sugar discs traces
2670. Candy balls traces
2683. Chocolate creams . 0.020
2677. Hard peppermints none
2657. " Suckers " none
2854. Half glucose, half cane sugar, long boiled 0.0576
* Colored with iron oxide.
CATSUPS.
The adulteration consists in the use of artificial color and antiseptic,
and the addition of starch or other substance as a filler. Seventy-seven
samples were examined, of whicli number sixty-six were classed as adul-
terated. The recent general reaction on the part of the public against
the use of artificially-colo.red foods has had a marked effect in the case of
catsups, and while two years ago a colored catsup was the rule, today only
the inferior or bogus brands are thus colored.
On the other hand, it is also the consumer who is responsible for the
present general use of antise})tic in catsup. So long as the manufacturer
observes ordinary precautions there is no difficulty whatever in i)reparing an
article that will remain unfermented indefinitely, unopened. Preservative
is added l)ecause the public has formed the habit of buying catsuj) in large
l)ottles and allowing the latter to stand open upon the table subjecte<l to
all ranges of temperature, frequently for weeks, complaint being made if
the j)reparation thus treated fails to "keep."
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Old Virginia Chili Sauce











Mullen & Blackledge Co.,
Indianapolis
T. A. Snider Preserving Co.,
Indianapolis
M. J. & H. J. Meyer Co., N. Y.
















Charles Lawrence & Co.,
Boston
C. E. Moody & Co., Boston. . .
.
J. F. Howard, Haverhill, Mass,
J. S. Burbank & Co.,
Manchester
C. B. Marshall, Nashua
J. H.Wiggin & Co.,
Manchester




West Virginia Preserve Co.,
Wheeling
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburg, Pa.




Charles L. Hirsch & Co., N. Y.
C. B. Marshall, Nashua
Charles F. Louden, Cincinnati
MuUen-Blackledge Co.,
Indianapolis





G. K. McMe.jhen & Sons Co.,
Wheeling
West Virginia Preserving Co.,
Wheeling
T. A. Snider Preserve Co.,
Indianapolis
Artificially colored and preserved.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Artificially colored and preserved.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with a sulphite.
Artificially colored and preserved;
much starch.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; col.
with coal tar dye; starch filler.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; col.
with coal tar dye; starch tiller.
Preserved with salicylic acid; col-
ored with coal tar d'ye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; col.
with coal tar dye; starch filler.
Preserved with salicylic acid; col-
ored with coal tar dye.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; col.
with coal tar dye; starch filler.
Preserved with sulphites.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
starch filler.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; eol.
with coal tar dye; starch filler.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; col.
with coal tar dye; starch filler.
Pres. with benzoate of soda; col.
with coal tar dye: starch filler.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
colored with cochineal.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
slightly colored.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
slightly colored; starch filler.
Colored "with coal tar dve; starch
filler.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda;
colored with coal tar dye.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.

































Eagle Extract Co., Boston
—










J. F. Howard, Haverhill, Mass.
Standard Packing Co.,
Indianapolis
Granite Stale Ketchup Co.,
Manchester
Leroy Packing Co., Boston...
.
Fournier & Schiller,







Charles L. Hirsch & Co., N. Y.





E. E. Clifford & Co., Portland.
Shaw, Hammond & Carney,
Portland
Libby, McNeil & Libby,
Chicago
Briggs, Seaver & Co., Boston
Standard Packing Co.,
Indianapolis
Bay State Preserving Co.,
Boston
Chatham Packing Co., Boston
West Virginia Preserving Co.,
Wheeling
Colored with coal tar dye.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzo.ate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dj'e; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Artifieially colored; preserved with
benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate.of .soda.
Artificially colored; preserved with
benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with salicylic acid.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dj-e.
Colored with coal tar dye; much
starch.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of .soda.
Preserved with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
Colored with coal tar dye; pre-
served with benzoate of soda.
fOFFEE AND rOCOA.
Cocoa adulterated with cereal starch was found in two cases. Four
samples of ground ])ackage coffee were found to he raisbranded, the claim
being that tannin and catt'ein had been removed. (See special article
elsewhere entitled '^' Tannin in Coffee.")
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MISBRAXDED COFFEES FOUAD OX SALE.





Walter McEwen, Albany, N.Y.
Clark, Coggin & Johnson,
Boston
Baker & Co., Minneapolis
Digesto Coffee Co.. New York
Claimed to be free from tannin and
caffein.
Claimed to contain no tannin.
Claimed to contain no tannin.
Claimed to be free from tannin and
caffein.
rREA:M OF TARTAR AND BAKING POWDERS.
Four samples of cream of tartar sold in bulk were found to be adul-
terated \nth starch, gypsum, and phosphate of lime. All of the cream of
tartar now on the market sold in packages appears to be pure.








I. C. Baking Powder
Silver Star Baking Powder..
Golden Rod Baking Powder
Sunshine Dime Baking
Powder
Queen Quality Cream Tartar
Cream of Tartar, in bulk—
Cream of Tartar, in bulk
Cream of Tartar, in bulk
J. Smith Brockway Co.,
Boston
Pilgrim Baking Powder Co.,
Boston




Canby, Ach & Canby,
Dayton, Ohio
Canby, Ach & Canby,
Davton, Ohio
The R. T. French Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.





Compound of starch, alum,
calcium acid phosphate.
Less than one half normal
strength.
Less than one half normal
strength.
Less than one sixth normal
strength.
One third normal strength.
3.275f One third normal strength.
6.12^ Below normal strength.
3.695f One third normal strength.
Compound of starch, alum,
calcium acid phosphate.
No. cr. tartar; mixture lime
phosphate and cornstarch.




Seven out of twenty-three samples examined were found to have been
bleached with sulphurous acid. But one dessicated cocoanut thus ti'eated
was found. In certain other states the adulteration of dessicated cocoa-
nut in this manner has been practised to a large extent, the content of
sulphurous acid in some cases being very great. But one sample of evaj)-
orated apple was examined, and this proved to be free from any adultera-
tion or impurity.
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DRIED FRUITS CONTAIXIXG SULPHUROUS ACID.







Shredded Cocoanut . W. L. Goodnow Co.,
Keene
Contains 0.0165f sulphurous acid.
Contains OMSSi sulphurous acid
.
Contains 0.07205c sulphurous acid.
Contains 0.01925{ sulphurous acid
Contains 0.0208;{ sulphurous acid.
Contains 0.0608;:4 sulphurous acid.
Keene jChemicallj- bleached and pre-
served.
IKINEY.
Thirty sam])les of this material examined included tliirteeit that were
adulterated. 3Iost of the honey now on sale is of the so-called extracted
variety, obtained by placing the hive-contents in a rotary wire cage. On
revolving the latter rapidly, the honey is separated and thrown out from
the coral) by centrifugal force.
One of the samples examined, bearing the label of a reputable concern,
was found to contain an unduly large proportion of cane sugar for a pure,
unfed honey. In this connection the following is quoted from the July,
1906, issue of the BiiUetin :
lu the past, some difference of opinion has existed as regards the normal caue
sugar content of honey. According to Allen, i " occasionally a small percentage
of sucrose appears to be normally present, especially in new honey from bees fed
on cane sugar, but after a- time this constituent undergoes inversion by the trace
of free acid or some ferment present in the honey. ' ' Leffman & Beam- state that
" if sucrose be present in but small amount in the nectar of flowers, it may be
entirely inverted in the bee, or after deposition in the liive, the resulting honey
being quite free. Tlie maximum proportion that may be present in pure honey
is as yet unknown. Some authorities liave proposed five per cent., others are
disposed to allow a much Idgher proportion, but it is probable that the lower
limit will rarely be exceeded in pure samples."
The maximum content of cane sugar recognized in pure honey by the United
States Department of Agriculture is eight per cent., and this standard has also
been specifically adopted by the legislatures of several states. When, therefore,
this figure is materially exceeded, it has been the custom to infer that such is
due to the feeding of sucrose to the bees, either with fraudulent intent or care-
lessly. However, in the ca«c under consideration, the producers strenuously xirge
tliat they have been duly careful to feed no more than the least possible quantity
of sugar reciuired at tlie period wlien artificial feeding is necessary, and, in \aew
of the btisiness reputation of this firm and its standing in the industry, it is
believed that this claim is conscientiously made.
' Allen's " Commercial Organic Analysis."
' LefTman & Beam's " Food Analysis."
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There would seem to be opportunity for iuvestigatioii relative to tlie possible
bearing upon the sucrose content of modern methods of ripening and packing
honey. As yet, the exact nature of the agency causing the inversion of cane
sugar in honey does not seem to have been determined, but it is certain that, at
least up to a certain point, this inversion steadily proceeds after packing. The
firm alluded to has recently adopted the practice of "pasteurization" of their
goods during the packing process. Comparative determinations made by us on
several jars of the same output originally submitted to different treatments,
showed, unexpectedly, a liigher sucrose content in the jars subjected to a tem-
perature of 1()0-175 degrees Fahrenheit. Provided this phenomenon should be
demonstrated to be a constant one, the only apparent explanation therefor would
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It is evident that such accidental presence of sul|)hurous acid may arise
from two distinct sources : (a) in Hquors brewed wholly or in part from
glucose the latter compound, as at present occurring on the market, will
impart appreciable (juantities of this acid to the product (see page 150)
(b) true malt liquors may be extensively contaminated by the use of sul-
phured hops. This sulphuring treatment, now vei*y commonly followed,
serves the two-fold ])urpose of improving the color of brown hops and pre-
venting certain fermentative processes whereby valerianic acid and other
disagreeable smelling products would be formed.
From the following analyses, made of samples kindly supplied l)y a
leading Eastern jobber of hops, it is evident that most of this product now
on the market contains very large quantities of sulphurous acid. A nota-
ble exception is to be found in the New York sample, which, though of
excellent quality, contained no trace of this acid.
PKU (EXT. OF SULPHUROUS ACID IN HOPS.
Oregon, crop of 1905 0.2176
California, crop of 1905 0.3264
Washington, crop of 1905 0.2112
New York, crop of 1905 0.0000
Bavaria, crop of 1905 0.2368
Bohemia, crop of 1905 0.2304
Old pressed hops 0.0700
Old loose hops, Massachusetts 0.0576
ICE-CKEAir.
IMuch variation in quahty is manifest in the ice-cream sold by different
dealers. Thus it may be prepared exclusively from cream, sugar and
flavoring material (the best grade), or eggs, starch, gelatine, gums or
other thickening agents may be employed in conjunction therewith, with
a corresponding reduction in the proportion of cream used.
In contents of butter ;f-at the samples examined varied widely, the ex-
tremes being 5 ])er cent, and 21 per cent. The U. S. Department of
Agriculture's standard for ice-cream, and that also adopted by several states,
requires a minimum butter fat content of 14 per cent.
A number of samples examined contained gelatine, though well uj) in
fat. \ similar circumstance was noted in the case of goods of the Jersey
Ice Cream Co. of Lawrence, Mass., this cream showing the ))resence of a
small amount of some vegetable gum ; the manufacturers write that they
use gum tragacanth in quantity less than three })er cent, for the purpose
of preventing shrinkage. In the absence of any ruling on the subject of
the use of thickeners in ice-cream otherwise of standard (juality, none of
these goods were classed as adulterated.
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T]ie following samples were found to be low in fat content
Collected at
Per cent,


























































Ninety-four samples were examined, of wliicli seventy-three were found
to be adulterated. A feAv of the latter were so classed because of defi-
ciency in content of lemon oil or because artificially colored. A very
large proportion, however represents extracts prepared from citral.
True lemon oil contains about ninety per cent, of terpenes, chiefly of
the variety known as limonene. To these the agreeable odor and flavor
of this oil are principally due. However, as the terpenes require compar-
atively strong alcohol for their solution, and as the latter is the most
expensive constituent of a pure extract, many attempts have been made
to have the so-called citral extracts accepted as standard. Citral is an
aldehyde constituting about seven per cent, of lemon oil, is soluble in
dilute alcohol, and is obtained both by the " washing out " of the pure
oil and also artificially by the oxidation of geraniol with chromic acid.
In spite of representations now being made by certain importers of essen-
tial oils that the citral extracts are superior, that it is actually advantageous
to get rid of the " worthless," insoluble terpenes, and that nothing but
"hide-bound conservatism" is at the bottom of regulations requiring the
use of pure oil, there can be no denying that such arguments are all in
the interests of increased profits and that in point of flavoring qualities
these extracts are distinctly inferior to those conforming to the pharmaco-
pa'ial standard.
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LEMOX EXTRACTS FOUXD ADULTEKATED.
Brand. Manufacturer.
^ a
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T. W. R. Brad-
ford's.
Kimball's
C. L. Cotton Perfume and Ext. Co.,
1
Earlville, N. Y.j




F. B. Marsh, Providence, R. I
Casco Extract Co., Hartford, Conn.
Geneva Mfg. Co., Boston
Slater Ext. Co., Pawtucket, R. I
Kimball Bros., Enosburg Falls, Vt.
Falcon Pack. Co., New York
Ragus Tea & Coffee Co., New York
Cal. Perfume Co., New York
Eureka Mfs- Co., Hartford, Conn..
The Bliss Ext. Co., Salem, Mass
Rigby Ext. Co., Portland, Me
The Bliss Ext. Co., Salem, Mass
J. H. Folkins & Co., Boston
E. E. Cook, Boston
















W. L. Goodnow Co., Keene
Lehealol Prep. Co , Melrose, Mass.,
Kimball Bros. & Co.,
Enosburg Falls, "Vt
Lea & Herrick,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y
New York Extract Co
No name given
Bastine & Co., New York
Victor Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Binghampton, N. Y
No name given
Charter Oak Extract Co.,
Hartford, Conn,
Casco Extract Co., Hartford, Conn
No name given






































































Colored sub. for genuine.
Colored sub. for genuine.
Low grade.
Colored sub. for genuine.
Below standard; illegally
colored.
Colored sub. for genuine.






O.oolcolored sub. for genuine.
2.00 Below standard; illegally
I
colored.
0.00 Colored sub. for genuine.
trace Colored sub. for genuine.
trace Colored sub. for genuine.
5.00 Illegally colored.
0.00 Colored sub. for genuine.
0.30 Colored sub. for genuine.
0.37 Colored sub. for genuine.
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MAri.K I'lIoDlCTS.
One Inindred and tifty-four samples of maple products have been exam-
ined during the past two yeai's. Of these, ninety-eight were found to be
adulterated with cane syrup. 31any of these goods purported, on close
examination of the package, to be compounds, but it was nothing unusual
to find them labeled " Strictly Pure Maple Syrup " in large type and with
the word " compound " or a formula in small type, the latter not infre-
quently being found on the back of the package. The stringent law
recently enacted relative to the adulteration of maple products has had
a most beneficial effect, however, and it may be stated that during the
past year it has been a comparatively difficult matter to find any adulter-
ated goods being offered.
It should be understood that the use of the words " maple sugar " or
*' maple syrup " in the title, or of any design suggestive of maple sugar or
syrup on the label afiixed to goods not exclusively the product of the
sugar maple, is expressly forbidden.
In this connection the following article prepared by ^Ir. H. E. Barnard,
formerly chemist to the Board of Health, is reproduced from the January,
1905, issue of the Bulletin:
Certain varieties of the maple, notably Acer sacchnrinum, or Acer barbatum, pro-
duce sap which possesses marked saccharine properties, and which is largely
employed in the production of maple syrup and sugar. " The bulk of this com-
modity is made in six states, Vermont, New York, Michigan, Pennsylvania and
New Hampsliire, named in the order of their output. These states furnish 95
per cent, of the sugar and over 80 per cent, of the syrup. The average annual
maple .sugar crop of the United States approximates 45,000,000 pounds. The
census data shows variations from below 30,000,000 pounds (1899) to nearly
58,000,000 pounds (1853). The money value of tlie 1899 crop, which was below
the average, is placed by the last census returns at $2, 630,711." ^ In the last few
years the annual output has been diminished, both by meteorological conditions
and by the ravages of the forest tent caterpillar iu the eastern states, so that at
present tlie demand for maple products exceeds the output and has forced up the
value of the crop.
These products possess, besides the sweetness due to the sucrose and reduc-
ing sugars, a very agreeable and delicate flavor imparted by minor constituents
of the sap, which gives to maple sugar and syrup a value much in excess of its
worth as a mere sweetening agent. A demand for the products of the maple
because of their peculiarly inviting flavor has created an industry which, during
the latter part of February and the month of Marcli, affords the agricultural
population a lucrative and agreeable occupation. The market for pure goods of
high quality is so great that it would be a profitable undertaking for our farmers
to increase their output to the maximum.
But, unfortunately for the producer and the consumer alike the high price of
maple products has stimulated tiie manufacture of artificial syrups and sugars
from cane sugar and glucost;, flavored with decoctions of iiickory bark and col-
ored with caramel, until at the present time it is impossible to buy with any
certainty pure maple syrups or sugars, even in the season of their production.
»The Maple Sap Flow, Vt. Ex. Sta., Bull. No. 103.
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It is safe to assert that if every farmer in New Hampshire had a sugar orchard
and marketed each year all the syrup lie could produce, the combined output
would be far below the quantity annually sold on our markets as ' ' pure maple
syrup."
During the spring months much pure syrup is sold, usually in the well-known
tin can package, but, as the producer always endeavors to dispose of his output
at once, soon after production ceases all the season's crop is in the hands of job-
bers and bottlers. It is the custom of the manufacturer of food products to con-
tract annually for lai'ge amounts of sugar or syrup, usually the sugar, because of
greater ease in handling and less co.st, to be worked up as needed for his trade.
The bulk of maple syrup is probably made by remelting maple sugar, and manu-
facturers and jobbers, when called upon to defend the inferior qualitj' of their
goods, seek refuge in the plea that they supposed they were buying pure sugar,
and insist that they are not responsible if their syrups prove to be 75 per cent,
cane sugar. It caimot be, however, the duty of the chemist to consider syrup a
maple syrup because it purports to be made from maple sugar, and the manu-
facturer must protect liimself by knowing the quality of the goods he purchases.
The comiDOsitiou of maple sugar is so much like cane sugar that both chemists
and the public have for a long time harbored the delusion that it was impossible
to discriminate between genuine and artificially prepared sugars, and the trade
has made good iise of this lack of knowledge of the composition of maple prod-
ucts, and has labeled the most fraudulent goods "Pure Maple," vSecure in the
belief that it was impossible to detect the deceit. But the researches of Jones
and Hortvet have tin-own a new light on the composition of maple sap and
sugars, and their methods, based on the quantity of ash, volume of precipitate
with lead subacetate, alkalinity of ash, and other data, now afford us accurate
and satisfactory methods of analysis.
The government definition of maple sugar is as follows : " Maple sugar is the
solid product resulting from the evaporation of maple sap, ' ' and of maple syrup
:
'"' Maple syrup is a sjTup obtained by the evaporation of maple sap, or the solu-
tion of maple concrete." The standard and definition in force in this state is as
follows: " Maple syi'up and sugar must be true to name. The chief element of
value in maple sjTup and sugar is the maple flavor, and any admixture of other
sugars is an adulteration. '
'
And yet, although by general understanding and these specific definitions the
trade has been well informed as to what constituted a pure sjTup and sugar, the
foregoing table illustrates in a striking way how little the manufacturer cares
for the truth when he labels his products. " Guaranteed Strictly Pure," "War-
ranted Pure," " Pure Fancy Vermont Maple," " High Grade," " Preferred Stock,"
are all found on goods of the poorest quality and mean nothing, even when asso-
ciated with the name of reputable houses. A striking example of the double
meaning label, intended to deceive the purchaser and to make the article saleable
in states having a " Compoiuid Law," as well, is that afforded by the sjTup, No.
1405, made by the J. T. Pillman Preserving Co., Ayer, Mass., and labeled "Pill-
man's Perfection Brand Maple Sjrup, Warranted Strictly Pure," in clear and
prominent letters, and at the same time having at the very bottom of the label,
in letters less than one-eighth inch high, this qualifj-ing statement, "Strictly
Pure Vermont Maple and Granulated Sugar." Otlier adulterated sjTups liave
the " Strictly Pure " clause on tlie front of the bottle and a compound formiila
on the back. The trade must understand tliat, in New Hampshire, maple s^Tup
and sugar offered for sale must conform to our standard, and that any substitute
for maple products, if sold as maple, will be an adulteratioii prohibited by statute.
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Guaranteed Pure Fancy Ver-
mont





Canada Brand, Strictly Pure..
Canada Brand, Strictly Pure..













Maple Grove Sugar Co., I
Manchester
F. Whitcher, Marshtield, Vt...|






J. T. Pillman & Co.,
Ayer, Mass.
Maple Grove Sugar Co.,
Manchester
Geo. Mailhot, Manchester
Fournier & Schiller Co.,
Central Falls, R. I.
Riverside Preserving Co.,
Lowell, Mass.




C. A. Reed, Medford, Mass
Chas. E. Moody & Co., Boston
Haskell, Adams & Co., Boston
N. E. Maple Syrup Co., Boston
C. A. Reed, Medford, Mass
Fournier & Schiller Co.,
Central F'alls, R. I.
.Maple Grove Sugar Co.,
Manchester
T. Roux & Co., Manchester
T. Roux & Co., Manchester
Simpson Spring Co.,
South Easton, Mass.
J. T. Pillman Preserving Co.,
Ayer, Mass.
Fournier & Schiller Co.,
Central Falls, R. I.
Fournier & Schiller Co.,
Central Falls, R. I.
River.side Preserving Co.,
Lowell, Mass.
Fournier & Schiller Co.,
Central Falls, R. I.
T. Roux, Manchester
T. Roux, Manchester
Pref. St'ck Warranted Strictly IM. L. Hall & Co., Boston
Pure Vt. Maple Syrup
Whitcher's Fancy Vt. .Syrup..
Pure Maple Syrup
Merrimac Pure Vt. Maple
Syrup





W. A. Little & Co., Boston
Riverside Preserving Co.,
Ijowell, Mass.
Vermont Syrup Co., Stowe, Vt.
E. T. Cowdrej' Co., Boston—
Made from cane sugar.






Cane sugar and glucose.
Made of cane sugar and glu-
cose.
Adulterated with brown sugar.
Adulterated with cane sugar.
Adulterated with cane sugar.
i
Adulterated with cane sugar.
Adulterated with cane sugar.
Adulterated with cane sugar.
Almost entirely cane sugar.
Almost entirely cane sugar.
Largely cane sugar.
Largely cane sugar.






Mixture glucose and cane sug.
Largelj' cane sugar.
Mixture glucose and cane sug.




Almost entirely cane sugar.
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Hazen's Vt. Maple Syrup,
Warranted
Vt. Maple Syrup, Warranted
Strictly Pure
Pure Quebec, Quality Unsur-
passed
Manhattan Club Pure Maple
Syrup




Williams Bros. & Charbon-
neau, Detroit, Mich.
J. H. Folkins Co., Boston
Maple Syrup
Pure Vermont Maple Syrup. ..











Victor Brand Maple Syrup
Merrimack Maple Syrup
Old Homestead Maple Syrup..












Mt. Kineo Maple Syrup
Maple Sugar Cakes
Maple Sugar Cakes
Strictly Pure Vt. Maple Syrup
Pure Maple Syrup
Victor Maple Sap Syrup
Franklin Co., Vermont
N. E. Maple Syrup Co., Boston
Milliken, Tomlinson Co.,
Portland, Me.
C. E. Moody & Co., Bo.ston







Falcon Packing Co., New York
W. J. Lamb, Somerville, Mass.
J. H. Folkins <& Co., Boston....
Chas. Lawrence & Co., Boston
Mansfield, Witham & Co.,
Lowell, Mass.
J. H. Folkins & Co., Boston.. ..
E. D. Pettingill & Co.,
Portland, Me,





E. E. Clifford & Co.,"
Portland, Me
Shaw, Hammond & Carney,
Portland, Me.
N. E. Maple Syrup Co., Boston
C. A. Reed, Med ford. Mass
Simpson Spring Co.,
South Easton, Mass.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup,
505» cane sugar.
Entirely cane sugar; colored.
Entirely cane sugar; colored.
Cane sugar col. with caramel.
Cane sugar col. with caramel.
Cane sugar col. with caramel.
Glucose, 8. 035£. No maple sugar
present.
Cane sugar col. with caramel.
Cane sugar col. with caramel.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Largely cane sugar sj-rup.
Largely cane sugar syrup.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar sj'rup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar S3'rup colored with
caramel.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Glucose, 23.565«; artificial.
Cane sugar syrup colored with
caramel.
Made from cane sugar.
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Red Oros.s Pure Maple S.vrup..
Stella Brand Pure Maple
S.vrup
WhitC'her's Vt. Maple Syrup..
Maple Syrup
Guaranteed Pure Maple Syrup
I Berkshire Brand MapleSyrup
Metropolitan Maple Syrup—
' Pure Maple Syrup
3 Maple Syrup
Extra Qualit}' Pure Maple
Syrup
* Strictly Pure Vermont Maple
Sap Syrup
6 Solar Brand Extra Quality
Maple SyVup
8 Victor Brand Maple Syrup...
Manhattan Club Pure Maple
Syrup
Manhattan Club Pure Maple
Syrup
White Dai.sy Fancy Vt. Syrup.
Maple Sugar
.\Iaple Sugar
' Maple Sugar in round cakes.
« Maple Sugar in round cakes.
Maple Sugar in round cakes.
.
H. S. Melcher &Co.,
Portland, Me.





W. A. Little & Co., Boston
Simpson Spring Co.,
South Easton, Mass,
J. H. Folkins Co , Boston
Fornier & Schiller,
Central Falls, R. I
, Waterbury, Vt
W. J. Lamb, Somerville, Mass.
Frank Whitcher,
Marshfleld, Vt.




J. H. Folkins Co., Boston
J. H. Folkins Co., Boston
Ayer Preserving Co..,
Ayer, Mass.




Adulterated with oane sugar.
.\lmost wholly cane syrup.




Mainly cane syrup; illegally
labelled.
Adulterated with cane syrup.
Entirely cane syrup.





Not true to formula.
Adulterated with cane sugar.
W. J. Lamb, Somerville, Mass. .adulterated with cane sugar.




'Formula: 40 per cent, maple, 60 per cent. cane. Incorrect.
* Formula: 80 per cent, refined sugar, 20 per cent, cane sugar.
3 No formula; label bears statement in fine tvpe: " Made from maple sugar and cane sugar."
Claims (on back of package) ' strictly pure maple and cane sugar."
''Statement on back of package: " We guarantee these goods to be free from any glucose
or cane syrup and to be made from half pure maple and half white sugar." Guarantee is
not substantiated.
• Properly labelled but not true to formula; latter calls for 40 per cent, maple.
" Box marked " Compound, 50 ijer cent, maple, 50 per cent, cane." Formula is incorrect.
» Formula claiming 60 per cent, maple sugar, not sustained by analysis.
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MALT EXTRACTS.
That the above might properly also be classed under the head of bev-
erages is attested by the fact that most of such differ in no very important
essential from ordinary beer, and therefore find an extensive sale for other
than " tonic " purjDoses.
A true malt extract is a heavy, syrupy fluid approaching the consistency
of glucose, prepared by concentrating an aqueous extract of malt under
diminished atmospheric pressure. Such an extract should contain over
seventy per cent, of solid matter, the latter consisting mainly of maltose
or malt sugar, together with a certain percentage of nitrogenous bodies,
and, if carefully j^rei^ared, a small amount of an enzymic ferment known
as malt diastase. The latter is supposed to possess a certain dietetic value,
because of the property this body has of converting the starches into
sugar. It is claimed that true malt extract contains no alcohol ; however,
the latter was found in both the samples examined.
Ordinary so-called " malt extract," on the other hand, is in the nature of
a heavy beer approaching somewhat in character that of porter. As no
diastatic power was detected in the case of any of the samples examined,
any tonic properties possessed by these preparations must be nearly iden-
tical with those of ordinary beer.
It may be stated that two of the brands examined were of distinctly
different character from the others, although sold at the same average
price. In view of the composition of these preparations, it would seem
that the latter is unreasonably high in some instances, notably in the case
of the imported brands.
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RESULTS OF EXAMINATION OF MALT EXTRACTS.
Brand. Manufacturer.
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Huntley & Coaker, Boston
Adeland Lemay , Manchester




























Chamberlain & Co., Boston, Mass.
J. M. Wilson.
Eastern Pack. Co., Boston.
Adams, Chaplin & Co., Boston
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MEAT PRODUCTS AND FISH FOUND ADULTERATED. Concluded.
Manufacturer. Where
Collected. Preservative.
T. H. Wheeler & Co., Boston.



































E. W. Penley, Auburn, Me.













Bachelor & Co., Boston.
Packed at Gloucester
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During the period 129 samples of milk were analyzed. This does not
include a number brought in by private parties of which a microscopical
examination only was made. Of the above numl)er a majority were col-
lected from the larger towns by the local health officers at the direct
request of this department.
While in Massachusetts a statutory provision requires that a certain
large share of the appropriation available for food inspection shall be
•devoted to the inspection of the milk supply, the examination of the latter
at this laboratory has never become an important feature of the work.
So far as this food is concerned Xew Hampshire is a state of production
rather than of consumption, a large proportion of the total product be-
ing converted into butter or shipped to Boston, where the quality becomes
a matter for the contractors to determine. The Cit}^ of Manchester has an
extensive and most efficient system of milk inspection of its own, and the
only samples examined from this city were in cases where this department
was asked to act as referee for the local department. The milk supplies
of the cities of Concord and Xashua are also subject to municipal inspec-
tion.
Of the 129 samples examined forty-two were found to be below stand-
ard. But a small proportion of the latter, however, were encountered in
the course of regular inspection. Most of these represent milk from
special or suspected sources, at least fifty per cent, being furnished b}^ less
than a half dozen individual dealers.
•The analj'Ses demonstrated that three dealers were guilty of adding
water to the milk supplied their patrons. The samples thus watered were
received from Keene, Amherst and Goffstown. In one instance the de-
fendant died as the result of an accident before the case was brought to
trial. In the other cases no action was brought. In this connection the
attention of local boards of health and milk inspectors is called to section
17 of chapter 107, Laws of 1901, which provides that "it shall be the duty
of boards of health and milk inspectors to file the necessary information
with the chief of police of the city or town, or the county solicitor of the
€ountj' in which such city or town may be situated, and it shall be the
duty of such chief of police and county solicitor to prosecute offenders
under this act to final judgment and sentence."
The following table, reproduced from the October, 1906, Bulletin, gives
a summary of the results obtained in connection with a systematic inspec-
tion conducted during the quarter preceding. None of the fifty-nine
samples contained preservative or added color.
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oughly cleaned pails, strainer cloths and other utensils are measures that
will not only prove effective in combating this trouble, but are absolutely
essential to the production of pure milk.
In two or three instances consumers have complained that their milk
kept suspiciously well,—that it refused to sour as quickly as they believed
pure milk should. In none of these cases, however, was the use of pre-
servatives detected, so it would seem that the circumstance should be
regarded rather as a tribute to the cleanhness of the producer. That milk
when ])roperly drawn should keep sweet for several days is by no means
out of the question. Indeed, as going to show the value of care in this
connection, the case may be cited where milk was shipped from Illinois
across the Atlantic to the Paris Exposition in 1900, being seventeen days
on the journey, and remained good and sweet for three days after its arri-
val ; and this without the use of either heat or jjreservatives having been
resorted to.
Every sample of milk received at the laboratory is uniformly tested for
the antiseptics usually employed for chemically preserving milk. That
the use of such in Xew Hampshire cannot be at all common is evident
from the fact that not more than a half dozen cases of such have ever
been observed at this laboratory. In this connection, the following sum-
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One hundred and ninety-live samples were examined, forty-tive of
which were found to be adulterated with glucose. Many of the latter
I'arae from the northern towns, where there had hitherto been no
ins])ection.
While but very little molasses adulterated with glucose is to be found
on sale at the present, nevertheless, we do find that a good deal as now
on the market is contaminated with varying quantities of zinc salts and
sulphurous acid, used for the purpose of bleaching, and appearing as a
residuum from the treatment employed in the 'manufacture of refined
sugar. Inve.stigations are now in progress relative to the extent of this
contamination, and in the meantime the local jobbers have promised to
use what influence they ma}'^ possess with the refiners in effecting such
modifications in present methods of manufacture as may be necessary to
secure |>ure molasses.
RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS OF ADULTERATED MOLASSES.
Brand.
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RESULTS OF EXAMIXATIOXS OF ADULTERATED MOLASSES. Coiicluded.
Brand.
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OYSTERS—ADULTERATED.


















Two samples of pickles in jars were found to be colored with a coal tar
derivative. This is a comparatively new departm-e in this form of adul-
teration, as the classic method of "greening" pickles is by the use of
copper salts. Three sani|)les also showed objectionable amounts of zinc,
and alum was found in all cases, the latter being used by the most repu-
table packers for the alleged purjjose of maintaining the goods in pro])er
condition. Pending a ruhng on this point by the Board of Health,
such use will not be objected to for the present; as soon, however, as
it can be demonstrated that pickles can be successfully marketed wnthout
the addition of alum, the use of the latter should be held as an adultera-
tion.
Nine samples of Worcestershire sauce Avere examined, including all the
T)rands on the market. Of this number the only adulterated sample was
the well-known " Lea & Perrin's," the latter being preserved with sali-
cyhc acid. The manufacturers of this brand are evidently relying u])on
its reputation and extensive advertising to override, in the public estima-
tion, any deficiencies of this nature. Recently this brand was found fault
with in one of the western states, and the food commissioner was subse-
quently informed by the manufacturers that that particular state Avould
henceforth be supplied with unpreserved stock. Purchasers of Worces-
tershire should api)reciate that, Avhile the variety containing antiseptic,
aside from this objection, viuf/ be of good quality and prej)ared under
proper hygienic conditions, the unpreserved form must necessarily be of
the latter class.
SPICES.
]>ut five of the forty-six samples examined were found to be adul-
terated. Most of the spice at present is sold in cartons, and such goods
may generally be relied upon, although there is some tendency to mis-
branding in the case of certain varieties.
13
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EXA]MIXATIOX OF ADULTERATP:D SPICES.
Brand. Manufacturer.





Black Pepper (compound ) .
Eoyal Paprika
Silver King Spice Mills,
New York
Globe Mills, New York
W. G. Dean & Son, N. Y...



















Col. with coal tar
dye; illegal.
EXTRACT OP VANILLA.
Of eighty-three samples examined, sixty-five were found to be adul-
terated or misbranded. The adulterants are coumarin (natural or syn-
thetic), synthetic vanilUn, and added color employed for the purpose of
simulating strength and for covering up the fact that the goods have been
prepared from synthetic materials.
The practice of fraudulent labelling in the case of these goods is rapidly
diminishins;, however, it being much more difficult at present to find such
being offered than it was a year ago.
VANILLA EXTRACT FOUXD ADULTERATED.
Brand.
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Bliss Extract Co., Salem, Mass..
Parlor Citj- Extract Co





Cone. Ext.Vanilla New York Extract Co
Cone. Ext.Vanillai J. H. Folkins & Co., Boston
Cone. Ext.Vanilla Bell Chemical Co., Portland ...




















Saratoga Extract & Chem. Co.,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Fulton Extract Co., Boston
Abner Roj'ce Co., Cleveland, O.
Red Seal Co




J. Smith Brockway Co., Boston.
Burlington Ex. Co., Burl'on, Vt.
C. L. Cotton Perfume & Ext. Co.,
Earlville, N. Y.










Blue Seal Ext. Co., Littleton....
L. P. Farley, Boston
R. T. French Co., Rochester, N.Y.
R. G . Leighton, Portland
Rigby Extract Co., Portland.
Hall & Co., Portland
Carleton Extract Co., Boston...
J. Hungerford Smith,
Ro hester, N. Y.
Crystal Spring Bottling Co.,
Barnet, Vt.
George E. Davis, Laconia
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VINEGAR.
One hundred and forty-eight samples of cider vinegar were examined.
The analytical results on the fifty-three samples found adulterated or
below the standard are given in the following table
:
RESULTS OF EXAMINATIONS OF ADULTERATED CIDER VINEGAR.
Maker or Whole-
saler.
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Manchester. Contains coal tar dye
















*Said to be fifteen times sweeter than cane sugar. Examination .shows this substance to-
be a mixture of ordinary cane sugar and saccharin. As the latter compound is in the nature
of a drug, possessing distinct antiseptic properties, the sale of such mixture as a food prep-
aration is not allowable.
t This is in truth " a remarkable substitute for fresh eggs." The manufacturer claims that
" the contents of this can is equal to and will do the work of thirty-six fresh eggs." Exam-
ination shows it to consist almost wholly of artificially colored corn meal.





Camied fruits, jellies and jams 137
Caimed soups and vegetables 24
Candy 27
Catsups and table sauces 77
Cheese 10
Coffee and cocoa 37
Condensed milk 24







Maple sjTup and sugar 154
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DRUG IXSPEOTIOX.
But little work has as yet been done in the field of drug inspection.
A beginning in this direction, however, was recently made, 183 samples
having been collected to date of this report. Following is a summaiy of
the results of the examinations
:
Acetanilide.—Eighteen samples were examined, all of \\lucli were found
to be of good quality.
Aether.—Of 10 samples examined, five were found to be not in accord
with U. S. P. requirements. Three of these, collected at Manchester and
Concord, ranged in strength from 64.5 per cent, to 71 per cent., the Phar-
macopcjeial requirement being 96 per cent. Two samples showed an acid
reaction and one contained aldehydes.
Liquor calcis.—Two samples were examined, both being found of
standard quality.
CaryophyUus.—Two samples, both of good quality.
Potass, bitartrate.—The two samples examined were of good quality.
Chloroform.—All four of the samples received were found to conform
to requirements.
Capsicum.—Six samples were examined and found to be of standard
quality.
E.ct. glycyrrhizae.—Four samples ; all of satisfactory quality.
lodoformum.—Of the three samples examined, one, from Franklin, was
found to be adulterated with 7 per cent, of earthy matter, while a second,
collected at FrankUn Falls and manufactured by Powers and Weightman,
contained 2.43 per cent, of incombustible matter. The Pharmacopceial
limit for the latter is 0.1 per cent.
Potass, iodidum.—The single sample examined satisfied the general
requirements of the Pharmacopoeia. It, how^ever, showed traces of
alcohol, in consequence of which the sample, on stoi'age, gradually became
yellow and developed an odor of iodoform.
Oleum limonis.—Five samples were received, one of which, from Frank-
lin Falls, was found to be mixed with an equal volume of alcohol. The
dealer claimed that such addition was for the purpose of preserving the
oil, but this procedure is not in accoixl with the present Pharmacopoeia.
Oleum amygdalae expressum.—Of the seA'en samples examined, all but
one showed the pi'esence of peach kernel oil.
Oleum olivae.—Five samples were received, two of which ])roved to be
cotton-seed oil. The practice seems to be not uncommon with druggists
of canying two grades of "olive" oil, calls for the cheaper being dis-
perfsed under a " sweet oil " label.
Phenacetine.—Its very high cost and the fact that it is obtained solely
by importation renders this drug especially liable to adulteration. How-
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ever, of the 15 samples examined all, witli but one exception, proved to
be pure. The adulterated sample, purchased at Manchester, contained a
large admixture of milk sugar. In examining this drug for acetaniUde
the melting point test was the one relied upon. The caustic potash test
mentioned in the Pharmacopoeia is notoriously unreliable and apparently
worthless, while, in the writer's opinion, that with bi'omine is open to
fallacy. The 14 pure samples all showed a melting point between
134 and 135 degrees C.
Saccharum lactis.—Of the 15 samjjles examined, 13 were found to be
of standard quality. Two samples, both from goods manufactured by
H. K. Wampole, Philadelphia, showed an abnormally high ash content,
the amounts of this constituent being 0.35 per cent, and 0.80 per cent,
respectively.
S2nritus camphorae.—Of the 16 sam})les examined, three, or 18.7 per
cent., were of exactly prescribed strength ; seven, or 43.7 per cent, were
above required strength, while the remainder, or 37.6 per cent., ranged
from 78 per cent, to 95 per cent, of the strength required. One sample,
purchased at FrankUn Falls, was prepared with wood alcohol.
Spiritus fruynenti.—Two samples were examined, one of which, collected
at Manchester, was found to contain but 38.42 per cent, by volume of
alcohol. The Pharmacopoeia requires a minimum of 44 per cent.
Sodii boras.—Of the nine samples examined, five were found to con-
form to requirements ; two samples were of inferior quahty, while two
samples,—"Black Diamond Refined," prepared by Archibald & Lewis,
ISTew York, and " Empire " brand, prepared by Empire Packing Co., New
York, were composed very largely of carbonate and bicarbonate of soda.
Sulphur snblimatam.—The two sam])les of this drug collected proved
to be pure.
Sulphur lotum.—Three samples were examined and found to be in
accord with Pharmacopoeial requirements.
Sulphur precipitatum.—Fifteen samples were examined, only five of
which were found conformable to requirements. Of the 10 below stand-
ard, seven, collected at Concord and FrankUn Falls, showed incombustible
residues ranging from 40 per cent, to 49 per cent. A pure preparation
should afford no weighable residue. Assuming the grossest kind of care-
lessness on the part of the manufacturers in preparing this article, it is
inconceivable that anything like such a proportion of lime salts is explain-
able as being due to accident. As the precipitated variety costs several
times as much as the ordinary, the ])urchaser of the former is warranted
in expecting to secure at least as good an article as the latter. In reality,
however, the 10 low-grade samples of precipitated sulphur Avere all
inferior in quality to the samples of sublimed.
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Acirhim tanniciun.—Six samples were examined, none of which con-
formed to the requirements of the Pharmacopoeia. Four contained an
excess of ash, while all showed more than traces of resinous matter.
Tinrtura iodi.—Thirty-three samples were received and analyzed, with
results as follows
:
Above required strength 3, or 8.8 per cent.
<)5-100 per cent, required strength 2, or 6.0 per cent.
S5-95 per cent, required strength 5, or 15.1 per cent.
75-85 per cent, required strength 9, or 27.2 per cent.
€.5-75 per cent, required strength 9, or 27.2 per cent.
50-05 per cent, required strength .' 4, or 12.1 per cent.
Below 50 per cent, required strength 1, or 3.0 per cent.
Of the above, hve samples Avere prepared with wood alcohol. Tlie use
•of methvl alcohol in making this tincture, while not so re])rehensible as
in the case of a preparation solely intended for internal use, is, never-
theless, o]jen to severe criticism. , Aside from the fact that this tincture
is occasionally administered internally, the al>sorbability of wood alcohol
through the skin is now Avell recognized. Moreover, the substitution of
this solvent for ethyl alcohol is in violation of the instructions of the
Pharmacoi>oeia.
SUMMARY.
Number Adulterated or Per cent, of
examined, below standard, adulteration.
Acetpaiilide 18







lodofomiuni 3 2 66.6
Potass, iodidum 1 1 100.0
Menthol 1 1 0^
Oleum amygdalae expres.sum 7 6 85.7
Oleum menthae piperitae . .- 1 •
Oleum oUvae 5 2 40.0
Phenacetiue 15 1 6.6
Saccluirum lacrtis 15 2 13.3
Spiritus campliorae 16 7 43.7
Spiritus frumeuti 2 1 50.0
Sodii boras 9 .4 44.4
Siilpluir siiblimatum. 3
Suli)luir lotum 3 0^
Suli)liur praecipitatuin 15 10 <)().6
Accidiim tauuicum 6 6 100.0







The fruit of the coffee tree (coffea arahica) consists of a dark, reddish
"berry, composed structurally of the two seeds or "beans" placed face to
face, and a series of three enveloping membranes. By special treatment^
the two outer membranes, known as the shell or "husk" and the "parch-
ment" are easily removable, and the berr}', as it is received by tlie coffee
roasters, consists of the two beans, each enveloped by the inner covering
or "skin."
Chemically, raw coffee consists of cellulose, gum, dextrine, saccharine
matter, proteids, the alkaloid caffeine and an astringent principle known
as caffetannic acid. The principal effect of roasting, aside from convert-
ing much of the sugar into caramel, is in the transformation of some of
the fatty material into a fragrant oil known as caffeol, the latter being the
chief aromatic principle of coffee.
The pliysiological effects of coffee are principally due to the caffeine
and the caffetannic acid. While the action of caffeine as a general stimu-
lant and as a diminisher of fatigue is well understood, there is some reason
for believing that the ill effects attendant upon the excessive use of coffee,
—such as derangement of the digestive processes, constipation and general
debihty—are attributal)le, in a very large measure, at least, to the caffe-
tannic acid. Certain it is, the alkaloid caffeine does not possess all of the
therapeutic or toxic properties of coffee.
Contrary to a popular notion the tannin of coffee, while astringent in
nature, yet, unhke the tannin of tea, does not precipitate gelatine solution,
and will not, therefore, " tan." Chemically, these two forms of tannin differ
very materially, tea tannin lieing considered as existing mainly as ordinary
oak-tannin (quercitannic acid), while that of coffee is regarded as a double
caffetannate of potash and caffeine. Moreover, while the tannin of tea
probably has but little influence upon its normal flavor and could well be
dispensed with, caffetannic acid, on the other hand, is an essential con-
stituent of coffee, and could not be eliminated without seriously im})airing
the flavor of this decoction.
Based upon the [>opular view that coffee is injurious, a host of cereal
substitutes now find extensive sale. Although in many cases the most
extravagant claims are made for the nutritive virtues of these j)repara-
tions, yet the fact remains that not a few of them are hut waste products
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occurrino; in tlie m;iniifaetui-e of other foods. Examination of one of the
most extensively advertised of these substitutes shows tiiat it is, sul)-
stantially, nothing more tlian the roasted bran or hulls of Avheat.
Realizing that a large j)roi)ortion of the present consumers of cereal
drinks would gladly return to the use of coffee could they be assvxred of
an article from which the injurious constituents had been removed,,
several coffee roasters have placed upon the market Ijrands for which
varying claims have been made concerning the elimination of tannic acid^
The analyses of three such brands follow :
No. 'iGOT.—" Detanated India Coffee," prepared by Clark, Coggin &
Johnson Co., Boston, has, according to the manufacturers, "the advan-
tage of having had removed from it all the injurious elements that make
coffee a menace to health to certain ])eople.'" " Tannin also is a poison to
many people . . . this com})letely removed, as has been the case in
' Detanated India Coffee,' does away with the injurious effects iisually
produced to many people when coffee has lieen used."
No. 2608.—" Barrington Hall Steel Cut Coffee," prei)ared by Baker &
Co., MinnnapoUs, Minn., bases its principal claim for favor upon other
merits. The manufacturers do, however, make the statement that "the
chaff, ordinarily ground up with coffee, contains only the astringent prin-
ciple (tannin), and not only injures the tine flavor of the coffee, but is the
l)asis for tlie objection that some people have for using coffee. Remove
it as from ' Barrington Hall,' and it leaves only the rich flavor of the pure
coffee, which can be used by the most dehcate. . . . can he used
ivithoui ill effect by those who find that ordinary coffee injures them,
because the yellow tannin bearing skin and dust (the only injurious prop-
erties of coffee), are removed by the steel cut process."
No. 2613.—"Digesto Coffee," prepared by Digesto Coffee Company,.
Greenwich Street, New York, " contains no caffeine or tannic acid." The
manufacturers claim it to. be "the highest grade of coffee with the caffeine
and tannic acid eliminated by our own process." " No more headaches,
no more nervous dyspepsia, no more sleepless nights," etc.
A comparison of the analyses of these products Avith that of an ordinary
Java and Mocha blend, and also with one of the "harmful" chaff or skin,
shows the fallacy of the.->e claims with regard to the removal of tannin
:
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In two of these cases the manufacturers base their claims for the " com-
plete removal of tannic acid " upon the elimination, during the process of
grinding, of the chaff or skin occurring on the surface and, to some extent,
enmeshed in the groove of the coffee bean. That such removal of the
chaff cannot possibly have any appreciable effect on the tannin content of
the product is evident from the composition of this material, as shown
above. The only practicable method by which the caffetannic acid could
T^e extracted is that of treatment with hot water, and this process would
involve the simultaneous removal of the caffeine. In consequence, while
the claims made for " Digesto Coffee " are more logical than in the case
of the other two brands, yet it is evident in this instance that a complete
•extraction of these constituents could not have been effected, otherwise
the resulting product would be but little different from the residual
"grounds" from coffee making.
SULPHUROUS ACID AND THE SULFITES: FOOD PRE-
SER\ATIVES.
The frequent use of sulphurous acid and the sodium salt, sodium sulfite,
as preservatives of meats, canned and dried vegetables and beverages
such as beer, wine and cider, and the Ught summer drinks, calls for special
notice on the pai't of this laboratoiy. We hav'e found them to be
employed to a large extent in preserving and brightening the color of
meats, such as Hamburger steak, sausages, etc., and in the beverages
intended for consumption during warm weather, esjiecially in lime juice.
Sulphurous acid has been used as a meat preservative for many years,
being first suggested in 1856 by Roberts, who employed the gaseous
sulphurous acid for that 2)urpose. Several devices were patented for
treating meats with various mixtures, all depending for their efficacy on
some form of sulphurous acid. iJuring the siege of Paris Gorgas added
a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid and sodium sulfite to mutton and
found that meat so ti'eated was slow to undergo decomposition. But
none of these devices were practical because they were either ineffective
or costl} . The use of the salts of the acid, barium, calcium and sodium
sulfite and bisulfite, especially the neutral anhydrous salt, sodium sulfite,
has been constantly growing, howevei-, and it is this salt which is now
most commonly employed.
Our attention has been recently called to the extent to which it is used
by the analyses of several samples of chopped meats, known as Ham-
burger steak, that were prepared in Boston and shipped to our markets.
We were also fortunate in finding a sample of the preservative in the
back room of a meat market; a positive ])roof that the pro{>rietor of the
shop was well acquainted with its use. We have made an analysis of
this article, "XXX Preservaline," made and sold by The Preservaline
Manufacturing Co., AV^arren St., New York City, and find it to be com-
posed of 86.44 per cent, sodium sulfite, and 13.56 per cent, sodium sulfate.
In other words the much adveitised " Presenaline " is a crude salt of
sodium sulfite, containing a considerable percentage of the sulfate as an
im])urity.
Of the virtues of this presen-ative the manufacturers sav, " The most
sen'iceable article ever offered. No butcher should be without it.
' XXX' l^reservaline is the only article of the kind ever offered the trade.
It is not a coloring material, but a fine white powder, which not only
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preserv^es the meat sound and fresh for Aveeks, but also produces a hand-
some blood-red color. It prevents sUme and mould on meats, and saves
the necessity and expense of trimming. It is odorless, tasteless, abso-
lutely harmless, most convenient and always reliable." The directions for
use call for the addition of one ounce of "XXX" Preservaline to every
fifty pounds of meat, sprinkled over the meat before or while it is being
chopped, or mixed with the meat after chopping.
The use of this irreservative is absolufely prohibited. It produces marked
physiological effects, even when administered in small doses for any
length of time. It masks decomjjosition and im])arts to old meat the
color and appearance of freshly cut meat and enables the dealer to dis-
pense with cleanly methods and refrigei'ation in handling meat products.
The use of this and other food preservatives is frequently excused by
the plea that antiseptics as used in perishable foods are less injurious to
health than the poisonous products of the sjiontaneous decomposition that
would eventually ensue if the foods were not so treated. This argument
is wholly unsound because the decomposition of food should be a fact of
exceptional occurrence, and such food should be rejected altogether;
whereas the systematic addition of an antiseptic to a food, in order to
prevent decomposition, would result in the habitual dietetic use of a
powerful drug. While we are so careful of health that every prescrip-
tion filled at a drug store must be jnit up under the direction of a trained
and responsible person and the prescription as received from the physi-
cian filed as a safeguard against possilile accident or harmful intent, the
manufacturers of these antiseptic drugs sell their goods to be employed
Tdv irresponsible persons in dosing food products consumed by well and ill
alike, without their knowledge or power to determine or prevent.
Butchers, marketmen and all retailers of meats are cautioned against
the employment of any " preservatives " or antiseptics in handling their
goods, except the well-known articles, salt, sugar, saltpeter, vinegar,
spices and wood smoke, and are advised to request their shippers to
refrain from sending them any articles that are treated with any preserva-
tive other than those alluded to above. f
EXAMINATION OF ALCOHOLIC AND MALT LIOUORS.
Chapter 35, Laws of IDOo, entitled "An Act to Regulate tlie Traffic in
Intoxicating Liquors," i)rovi(les, in section 21, for the collection of samples
of li(piors from licensed \endors for examination at the State Laboratory
of Hygiene. lender tliis law, during the ])ast two years there were exam-
ined for the State License Commission 483 samples of wines and dis-
tilled liquors and 82 samples of malt liquors. Following is the report of
the chemist
:
Dr. Irving A. Watsoi), Secretarij State Board of Health.
Dkak Sin: I desire to submit to you a report of the examination of
alcoholic hquors, conducted at the Laboratory of Hygiene during the past
two years. The analyses represent samples collected since October 1,
1904, l)y agents of the State License Commission, and on which reports
have been transmitted from time to time to such Commission.
In the case of distilled li(juors, there being no legal standard therefor,
the regular pharmacopanal standard has been employed. The require-
ments stated in the eighth decennial revision provide that the specific
gravity of whiskey " shall not be more than 0.945 nor less than 0.924 at
15.6°C., corresponding, approximately, to an alcoholic strength of 37 to
47.5 i)er cent, by weight, or 44 to 55 per cent, by volume, of absolute
alcohol." It is also required that the total solid residue obtained by the
evaporation of 100 c.c. shall not weigh more than 0.5 gram.
As will be observed, a very large proportion of the samples examined
do not conform to these requirements, watei'ing, or " reducing the
strength,"—usually accompanied by a compensating addition of caramel
and some flavoring agent—being, apjiarently, a common practice. In-
deed, a recent j^^iblication. addressed to the hquor trade openly recom-
mends this ])ractice, advising that the average patron will be better satis-
tied with a whiskey beloAv the recognized standard of strength, and to
this end gives rules and formula? for the systematic reduction of liquors
to any desired strength or "proof." Tlnxs, the author states that "the
average i)roof of whiskey sold over the bar to better trade is 100 per cent.
(50 per cent; alcohol by volume). The average drink is two ounces.
There are 128 ounces to the gallon, or 64 drinks. One gallon of 100 |>er
cent, proof whiskey reduced to 80 per cent. i)roof (40 per cent, by volume
of alcohol) takes one quart of good, clear water, equal to 16 drinks, or
80 drinks to tlie gallon. I>y following these directions you give more
satisfaction to the consumer, and gain about 25 per cent, on your daily
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receipts." In practice, it would seem that the "rectifier" or dealer fre-
quently have no compunctions about stretching the 80-per-cent. limit but
in many instances continue the dilution to 70 per cent, or even 60 per
cent, proof, while for the very cheapest trade the reduction is sometimes,
continued to 50 per cent. Apparently, at present there is no legal means
of preventing the New Hampshire saloon keeper from watering his stock
as much as he may see fit. There is much need of a law in this con-
nection fixing a legal standard, either directly, or by authorization of the
one laid down in the Pharmacopaua.
It is now customary to recognize four distinct classes of whiskey (and
the same applies, in large measure, to rum, brandy and gin) ; Shepard has
stated this classification as follows
:
" 1. Whiskey manufactured wholly in the distillery under government
supervision, where rectification is not used. This whiskey is matured or
aged in wood, and when sold it carries two stamps, one that of the ware-
house and the other a tax paid stamp. The whiskey may also be put u}>
in bottles, while in the government Avarehouse, and sealed by a govern-
ment stamp, when it is said to be bottled-in-bond. This is the most
expensive whiskey to manufactui-e, owing to the long time required for
maturation.
" 2. Blended whiskies are also found upon the market. These are
made by taking two or more whiskies of the first class and blending them
in such pi-oi)ortions that certain jirojjerties, such as quality, aroma, body,
etc., may lie developed to suit certain critical requirements. But the
quantity of such blended whiskey found on the market is not great. In
fact, such blends offer no commercial inducements, since the blend could
not be produced as cheaply as the original whiskies.
" 8. Another class of whiskey, and, by far, the largest of them all, is made
by adding ' silent spirit ' or ' cologne spirit ' and water to a wliiskey of the
first class. Usually some caramel is added to restore the color lost by the
addition of the silent spirit and water. The flavor of this class of whiskey
is imparted by the original whiskey of the first class used in the manufac-
ture. In this way a wliiskey of the first class is stretched so that the
number of gallons of the finished product far exceeds the quantity of the
original whiskey of the first class employed. This process of manufacture
is called ' lilending,' since the original whiskey is mixed with the silent
spirits and water. It is also called ' rectifying ' since the manufacturer
has a rectifier's license and uses the silent spirits produced in rectifying
stills. The terms 'rectified ' whiskey and 'blended' whiskey are now
commonly applied to whiskey of this class. It is cheaper to manufacture
than whiskey of the first class.
"4. The fourth class of whiskey found upon the market is wholly arti-
ficial. It is made by adding water and coloring matter, beading oil, vari-
ous essences and other substances to silent spirits. This whiskey is wholly
factitious, and there is no limitation on the manufacturer as to the sub-
stances employed. Where this whiskey is named at all it tries to classify
itself with whiskey of the tliird class. This is the cheapest whiskey on
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the market and its proofaqe (i. e., content of alcohol) is umalhj the least
that the demands of the trade or the law of the state in tchich it is sold ivill
allow:'
That the greater part of tlie goods sampled for the License Commission
falls in one or the other of the last two classes is evident from an inspec-
tion of the tahles, and, if the samples taken are representative of the stock
on sale, it would seem ai)i)arent that there is not very much genuine,
" straight " whiskey to be had in New Hampshire. This condition of
affairs is prol)ably the rule throughout New England, for, in referring to
the results of examinations in ^lassachusetts,^ Leach states : "A large pro-
])ortion of the liquors were found to he of the so-called 'blended' or 'rec-
tified ' variety, made of cologne s])irit, colored ^vith caramel, often watered,
and containing in some cases such artificial fruit essences as anianthic and
pelargonic ethers, added for flavor. The 'rectified' variety of whiskey
often contains no fusel oil. Several samples contained raw, or unaged
whiskey, with notable traces of the fusel oil which exists in nearly all pure
whiskey, even when aged. In fact, nothing was found in any of the
samples more harmful than the alcohols which are found in the purest
whiskey ; and, as shown, most of the samples Avere weak in alcohol." It
should be stated that, beginning January 1, 1907, the federal law requires
that all such goods entering interstate commerce shall bear a label setting
forth, in detail, the proportions of the foreign materials entering into the
composition of the hquor.
As regards the question of fusel oils in liquors, it may be of interest to
state that former views are now undergoing a change. I"p until the past
two or three years the,composition of alcoholic liquors had received very
little study indeed, and until Init recently no reliable method for the esti-
mation of fusel oil existed. Formerly, it was held that the princii)al
advantage accruing from the aging process was in that this fusel oil,
regarded as highly poisonous, Ijecame therel:>y gradually oxidized and
ehminated. Recent investigations in this direction, however, would seem
to indicate that the content of fusel oil does not diminish at all with age,
that the "mellowing" is due to the elimination and resinifi cation of cer-
tain other bodies always present in raw, pot-still liquor (pyrrol, phenol,
sulphur bodies) ; and, finally, that the danger of impairment to health
from fusel oil, existing as it does in such relatively insignificant quantity,
is far less than that probably ascribable to the physiological effects of the
ordinary alcohol in liquor.
Respectfully sul)mitted,
October 1, 190G. C. D. HOWARD,
Chemist.
1 Report Massachusetts Board of Health, 1904, page 341.
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Certain facts should be stated in connection Avitli the foregoing report,
because they show that the present law is a2)])arently too defective to pre-
vent certain kinds of adulteration, particularly those that constitute a
commercial fraud, but are not necessarily injurious to health. As has been
stated in the report of the chemist, no legal standard \ii\s been fixed for
New Hampshire, and the law relating to the adulteration of liquors is
indefinite in some directions and absurd in others.
In the matter of malt liquors, u})on the discovery of salicylic acid in
some of the samples collected, the State Board of License Commissioners
issued the following notice :
IMPORTANT.
To Licensees:
We have reason to believe that large quantities of lager beer and ale are being
shipped into our state, which coutaiu deleterious substances, poisonous and
injurious to health. Your attention in therefore called to Section 21, Chapter 95, Laws
of 1903, wliicli reads as follows:
Sect. 21. Any conimissiouer, police officer, constable, special agent, select-
man or sheriff may at any time enter upon the premises of a person who is
licensed under the provisions of this act, to ascertain the manner in which such
person conducts liis business, and to preserve order. Such officers may at any
time take samples for analysis of any liquor kept on such premises, and the ves-
sels containing such samples shall be sealed on the premises of the vender, and
shall remain so sealed until presented to the State Laboratory^ of Hygiene for
analysis. The city or town in whicli such vender resides shall pay for the sam-
ples so taken, if such liquor is found to be of good quality and free from adul-
teration. If, however, sucli liquor shall prove to be adulterated with any dele-
terious drug, substance or liquid which is poisonous or injurious to the health, or
if such liquor prove to be other than it puri^orts to be, the licensee shall be fined
two hundred dollars, shall forfeit his license and his bond thereon, and such
license shall not be renewed for at least tliree years from the date of its for-
feiture.




State Board of License Commissioners.
Concord, N. H., January 27, 1906.
It may be said in connection with this that the result was apjiarently
very^ satisfactory, inasmuch as after the distribution of this notice to licen-
sees, with only one or two exceptions this adulterant was not foun<l in
samples examined. The presence of sulj)hurous acid may be due to glu-
cose or sulj)hured hops used in the manufacture of beer. (See remarks
on page 158.)
It is necessary, under a strict interj)retation of this law, that whatever
adulterants are found must be "deleterious," ''poisonous or injurious"
to health in order to secure conviction.
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As the foregoing work was done exclusively for the State Board of
License Commissioners, it did not fall within the province of the State
Board of Health to take action in the matter ; but it did call to mind that
the Pure Food law, so called, chapter 269 of the Public Statutes, on the
subject of liquor, contains the following:
Sect. 10. Whoever adulterates, for the purpose of sale, any liquor used or
intended for drink, with cocculus indicus, vitriol, grains of paradise, opium,,
alum, capsicum, copperas, laurel-water, logwood, Brazil wood, cochineal, sugar
of lead, or any other substance which is poisonous or injurious to health, or
knowingly sells any such liquor so adulterated, shall be fined not exceeding one
thousand dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding one year.
The substance of this section, if not its exact wording, was enacted
nearly fifty years ago in this state, and from what remote source it was
handed down we are unable to state ; but it is one of the absurdities that
were sometimes perpetuated in the statutes, inasmuch as not a single svib-
stance mentioned is used for the purpose of adulterating liquors at the
present time. Under the words "knowingly sell" the retailer has a
degree of protection not consistent and probably not intended.
While it is probable that national legislation which goes into effect in
January, 1907, will secure to the liquor dealer a better quality of liquors,
it will not prevent their being blended, adulterated and watered after they
have been brought into the state. It is, therefore, evident that some leg-




A large amount of work has been done at the bacteriological depart-
ment of the State Laboratory of Hygiene. The examinations for the
jDeriod covered by this report approximate 5,000 in special work for the
detection of disease, while several hundred bacteriological examinations
of water supplies for the colon bacillus and other organisms have been
made. This latter work was done in connection with the chemical exam-
ination of public and private water supplies, the positive results of which
are given under "Water Supplies of Towns and Cities " elsewhere in this
report.
Some examinations of specimens not classified have also been made,
and reports rendered to boards of health or to the persons dkectly
interested.
SPUTUM EXAMINATIONS FOR TUBERCULOSIS.
During the period covered by this repoi't 2,473 examinations of sputum
for tubercle bacilh were made : 1,242 for the year ending Septeml)er 30,
1905, and 1,231 for the year ending September 30, 1906. These exam-
inations represent specimens from 2,313 cases, of which 1,157 were
positive. The following tables give the towns from which specimens
were received, the results of the examinations and the age and sex of the
patients
:
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EXAMINATIONS IX CASES OF SUSPECTED TYPPIOID
FEVER.
During tlie period October 1, 1904, to October 1, 1906, 522 specimens
of blood, representing 492 cases, were subjected to the Widal, or serum,
test, for typhoid fever. In 156 cases a positive result was obtained. The
following tables give the facts in detail ; to wit, the towns from which the
specimens were received, number of cases, results of examinations, and
age and sex of patients :
TYPHOID EXAMINATIONS, 1905.
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TYPHOID EXAMINATIONS, 1906.—Concluded.
City or Town.
PURE FOOD LAWS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.

ADULTERATIONS AND SALE OF FOODS—DRUGS AND
POISONS—ADULTERATION OF CANDY—SALE OF MAPLE
SUGAR AND CIDER VINEGAR—FOOD STANDARDS AND
DEFINITIONS—THE EXAMINATION OF LIQUORS.
ADULTERATIONS, AND THE SALE OF UNWHOLESOME
FOODS AND POISONS.
(Chapter 269 of the Puhhc Statutes.)
Section 1. No person shall sell, or offer for sale, any adulterated
drug or substance to be used in the manner of medicine, or any adulter-
ated article of food or substance to be used in the manner of food or
drink.
Sect. 2. If any drug or substance used for medicine, sold under a name
recognized by the United States Pharmacopoeia, or in some other pharmaco-
poeia, or other standard work of materia medica, differs materially from the
standard of strength, quality, or purity laid down in such work, or contains
less of the active principle tlian is contained in the genuine article, tveight for
tceight, or falls below the professed standard under which it is sold, it shcill
he deemed to be adulterated ivithin the meaning of this chapter.
Sect. 3. If any food or substance to be eatoi or used in the manner of
food or drink contains a less quantity of any valuable constituent than
is contained in the genuine article, weig:ht for we!§:ht, or contains any
substance foreign to the well known article under whose name it is sold,
or is colored, coated, jjolished, or powdered, whereby damage is concealed, or
contains any added p>oisonous ingredient, or C07isists loholly or partly of any
decomposed, p)utrid or diseased substance, or has become offensive or injured
from age or improp)er care, it shcdl be deemed to be adulterated ivithiu the
meaning of this chapter.
Sect. 4. Whoever fraudulently adulterates for the purpose of sale
any article of food or drink, drug or medicine, or knowingly sells any
fraudulently adulterated article of food or drink, drug or medicine, or any
kind of diseased or unwholesome provisions as defined in this chapter,
shall l)e im])ris<)ned not exceeding one year, or be fined not exceeding
four hundred dollars.
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Sect. 5. Every person offering or exposing for sale any drug or article
of food within the meaning of this chapter shall furnish to any analyst, or
other officer duly appointed for the purpose, who shall ap})ly to him for
the same and tender him its value in money, a sample sufficient for the
purpose of the analysis of such drug or article of food.
Sect. 6. Any person who has reason to doul)t the purity or genuine-
ness of any article of food which he has purchased, may send at his owa
expense a sealed sara})le of it to the State Board of Health for inspection.
If upon examination the article appears to be adulterated, the board may
obtain a certified sample of it, and should this sami)le prove to be adulter-
ated, the board shall begin proceedings at once against the vendor.
Sect. 7. Whoever hinders, obstructs, or in any way interferes with
any inspector, analyst, or other officer appointed hereunder, in the per-
formance of his duty, shall be fined not exceeding fifty dollars for the
first offense and one hundred dollars for each subsequent offense.
Sect. 8. Before commencing the analysis of a sample, the analyst
shall reserve a portion, which shall be sealed ; and in case of a complaint
or indictment, part of the reserved portion of the sam]>le alleged to be
adulterated shall, upon application, be delivered to the defendant or his
attorney, and part to the secretary of the State Board of Health.
Sect. 9. The State Board of Health shall adopt such measures as it
may deem necessary to faciUtate the enforcement of this chapter, and for
the collecting and examining of drugs and foods, articles of clothing,
fabrics, wall-paper, or anything containing poisonous pigments or sub-
stances whereby the health of any person may be injured.
Sect. 10. Whoever adulterates, for the purpose of sale, any liquor
xxsed or intended for drink, with cocculus indicus, vitriol, grains of paradise,
opium, alum, capsicum, copjoeras, laurel-water, logwood, Brazil wood,
cochineal, sugar of lead, or any other substance which is poisonous or
injurious to health, or knowingly sells any such liquor so adulterated,
shall be fined not exceeding one thousand dollars, or be imprisoned not
exceeding one year.
Sect. 11. Whoever kills, or causes to be killed, for the purpose o£
sale, a calf less than four weeks old, or knowingly sells, or has in posses-
sion with intent to sell, for food, the meat of any such calf, shall be fined
not exceeding fifty dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding thirty days, or
both.
Sect. 12. ^Vny meat, unwholesome provisions or articles, sold, kept,
or offered for sale, and any articles adulterated, in violation of any of the
preceding sections, shall be forfeited.
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Sect. 13. Every apothecary, druggist, or other person wlio sells any
arsenic*, corrosive sublimate, nux vomica, strychnine, or prussic acid, shall
make a record of such sale in a book kept for that imrpose, specifying the
kind and (juantity of the article sold, and the time when, and the name of
the person to whom such sale is made, which record shall be open to all
persons who may wish to examine the same.
Sect. 14. Any ))erson who shall violate the provisions of the preced-
ing section shall be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars.
Sect. 15. The two ])receding sections shall not ai:)ply to physicians,
in their prescriptions or their recipes to their patients.
Se( T. 16. Any corporation, person, firm, or agent who shall sell or
offer for sale or exchange any woven fabric or paper containing arsenic
in any form, or any article of dress or of household use composed wholly
or in ])art of such woven fabric or paper, or any article of dress contain-
ing arsenic, shall, upon conviction thereof, l)e fined not exceeding one
hundred dollars; provided^ hoirever, that this section shall not apply to
dress goods or articles of dress containing not more than one one-
hundredth grain nor to other material containing not more than one-tenth
grain of arsenic per square yard of the material. (Ch. 27, Laws of 1901.)
ADULTERATION OF CANDY PROHIBITED.
(Chapter 26, Laws of 1899.)
Section 1. No person shall by himself, his servant, or agent, or as
the servant or agent of any other person or corporation, manufacture for
sale, or knowingly sell or offer to sell, any candy adulterated by the
admixture of terra alba, barytes, talc, or any other mineral substance, by
l)oisonous colors or flavors, or other ingredients deleterious or detrimental
to health.
Sk( t. 2. Whoever violates any of the provisions of this act shall be
punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred dollars ($100) nor less
than fifty dollars (150). The candy so adulterated shall be forfeited and
destroyed under direction of the court.
Sect. 3. It is hereby made the duty of the j)rosecuting attorneys of
this state to a]»pear for the peo)»le and to attend to the prosecution of all
complaints umler this act in all the courts in their respective counties.
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FRAUDULENT SALE OF MAPLE SUGAR AND CIDER
VINEGAR.
(Chapter 118, Laws of 1905.)
SECTIO^^ 1. No person shall sell, expose for sale, exchange, barter or
deal in any article as and for maple sugar, maple candy or maple syrup
unless the same shall be sugar, candy or syrup made solely from the sap
of the majde tree.
Skct. 2. No person shall sell or expose for sale, exchange, barter or
deal in any article as and for cider vinegar unless the same shall be
vinegar made solely from cider made of apples and shall have an acidity
equal to the ])resence of not less than four per cent, by weight, of abso-
lute acetic acid, and shall contain not less than one and six tenths, by
weight, of apple solids.
Sect. 3. No person shall have in his jsossession for sale, exchange or
barter any article which is not maple sugar, maple candy or maple syrup,
or which is not cider vinegar, as those articles are defined in the two 2:>re-
ceding sections, which is labeled, marked or represented to be maple
sugar, maple candy, maple syrup, or cider vinegar.
Sect. 4. Any person who shall violate any provision of the three
preceding sections shall be fined not less than ten dollars nor more than
fifty dollars.
FOOD STANDARDS AND DEFINITIONS.
Rulings by the State Board of Health.
The laws relating to food products are so varied and the standards of
composition so dissimilar among different states that for the guidance of
manufacturers, joV)bers and retailers the State Board of Health has made
rulings which define and fix standards for all ordinary food stuffs.
These rulings furnish a definite basis for work in the enforcement of
the " Pure Food Law," and are intended to anticipate any questions as to
the attitude of the State Board of Health in regard to tlie application of
the law to particular articles of food, and will be recognized as such at the
State Laboratory of Hygiene. The definitions and standards here given
are those advised by the United States Department of Agriculture, given
in the United States Pharmacopoeia, or after thorough investigation and
trial adopted by many of the states.
Authority for such ruUngs is given the l)oard by section 9, cha])ter 269
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of the Piiljlic Statutes, which reads as follows : " The State Board of
Health shall adopt such measures as it may deem necessary' to facilitate
the enforcement of this chapter, and for the collection and examination of
drugs and foods," etc.
DEFINITIONS AND REQUIREMENTS.
I. The term "food" as herein used shall include confectionery, condi-
ments and all articles used for food or drink by ifian.
II. .\ny article of food shall be deemed to be adulterated within the
meaning of section 3, chapter 2G9 of the Public Statutes
:
1. If any substance or substances have been mixed with it so as to
lower or depreciate or in juriouslj" affect its quality, strength or puritj^
;
2. If any inferior or cheaper substance or siibstances have been
substituted, wholly or in part for it
;
3. If any valual)]e or necessary constituent or ingredient has been,
wholly or in part, al)stracted from it
;
4. If it consists, wholly or in part, of any decomposed, putrid or
diseased substance, or has become offensive or injured from age or
improper care
;
5. If it is colored, coated, polished or powdered, whereby damage
is concealed, or if by any means it is made to appear better or of
greater value than it really is
;
6. If it contains any added poisonous or injurious ingredients, or
any foreign substance.
Antiseptics (Preservatives) :
Salicylic acid, benzoic acid, boric acid, hydrofluoric acid, sulphurous acid
and compounds of these acids; fonnaldehyde or formahn, and various
mixtures known to the trade as " Freezine," " Iceine," " Formol," " Pre-
seiwalines " of various kinds, etc., are antiseptics, and foods or food pro- •
ducts containing them are adulterated.
A label stating that the article contains a certain preservative or an added
color does not legalize it in this state.
The use of salt, sugar, vinegar, sjjices, saltjteter and wood smoke, as
employed in curing meat, is not prohibited.
Added Colokin'G Mattkk:
The addition of coal tar dyes or other coloring matter to any article of
food is prohilated and constitutes an adulteration.
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Baking Powders :
No standard of conii>osition is fixed for baking powders, but they must
contain nothing injurious to health and should evolve not less than ten
per cent, of their own weight of carbon dioxide when lirought in contact
with water;
Butter :
Standard butter is butter containing not less than eighty-two and one
half (82.5) per cent, of butter fat. The use of vegetable coloring matter
is allowal)le.
Butter—Renovated or Process :
Standard renovated or process Ijutter must contain not more than six-
teen (16) per cent, of water, and at least eighty-two and one half (82.5)
per cent, of butter fat. Renovated or process butter must be so marked
and must not be substituted for butter unless so requested by the pur-
chaser.
Candy :
The use of ]X)isonous colors or flavors or other injurious ingredients, the
admixture of terra alba, l)arytes, talc or other mineral bubstance to give
weight and volume to the mass, is an adulteration.
Canned Goods :
Canned goods must bear the name and address of the jiacker. If dried
before packing they must be lal>eled " Soaked or Bleached Goods " in
letters not less than two Une pica in size. The sale of peas or other vege-
tables greened with copper or otherwise artificially colored is prohibited.
Catsups :
Catsups are preparations of tomato pulp and spices and must contain no
added coloring material or preservatives.
Cheese :
Standard whole milk cheese, full cream cheese, or cream cheese is
cheese containing, in the water free substance, not less than forty-eight
(48) per cent, of butter fat. The use of harmless vegetable coloring
matter is allowable. The use of preservatives other than salt is prohib-
ited.
Cider :
Cider is unfermented juice of the apple. Any substitute for apple
juice, or any added antiseptic constitutes an adulteration.
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Coffee :
Coffee must l)e true to name. It must not be coated or polished to
conceal inferiority.
Coffee Cojipounds :
Mixtures of cereals or other articles sold as substitutes for coffee must
be sold as a mixture or compound under an original or coined name, and
not under the name of any ingredient thereof.
Cream :
Standard cream is cream containing not less than eighteen (1<S) per
cent, of milk fat. Cream shall be produced wholly from pure milk and
be free from added coloring matter, preservatives, or other additions of
any kind.
Flavoiung Extracts :
Bottles and packages containing fla^'oring extracts must bear the name
and address of the manufacturer.
Lemon extract shall contain at least five per cent, of the pure oil of
lemon dissolved in alcohol.
Yanilla extract must be made wholly from vanilla bean, and shall con-
tain no artificial coloring. It must contain at least .050 per cent, of vanil-
lin. When other lia^oring extracts are used, such as artificial vanillin,
tonka bean, etc., the package and bottle shall be so labeled as to show its
true character. Such a term as." Artificial Vanilla Flavor" may be used,
but such a term as " Com])ound Extract of Vanilla " is not permissible.
Synthetic flavoring compounds must l)e lal»elled, on l)oth bottle and
carton, so as to show the fact, as for an illustration : " Artificial Banana
Flavor," "Artificial Pineapple Flavor," etc.
Flour :
Flour must be composed entirely of one single ground cereal. The
admixture of other flours or materials constitutes an adulteration.
(iLLTEx Flour:
(Tluten flour is flour from which the starch has been Avashed, wholly or
in part. Standard gluten Hour must contain at least thirty (30) per cent,
of proteids calculated by multiidying the nitrogen content by the factor
C.25 and not over forty-eight (4Sj per cent, of starch.
FiaiT Jkli.iks, Fruit Jams, Preserves, Etc.:
Fruit jellies, fruit butters, preserves, canned fruits, fruit conserves, con-
fections, fruit juices and syrui)s, etc., must consist of the fruit specified on
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the label, preserved onlj^ with cane sugar, with or without the addition of
glucose, and must not contain artificial flavors, coJoring matters or preserv-
atives. If such articles contain any substitute for the fruit, or any foreign
material to make up bulk or weight, any artificial flavor, color or antisep-
tic, or any substance not naturally occiirring in such fruit, except spices or
other wholsome flavoring materials, they shall be considered to be adult-
erated.
Jellies made from ap})le stock and variously flavored may he sold if
properly labeled, as for illustration : " Fruit Jelly, Strawberry Flavor " ;
but such a product could not be sold for " Ap])le Jelly" or for " Straw-
berry Jelly." Preservatives prohibited. Saccharin must not be used.
HoxKY
:
Ploney is the nectar of flowers and saccharin exudations of plants, gath-
ered by l)ees. Honey made by feeding l)ees glucose, sugar syrup or other
saccharin substance is not piire honey. Adding glucose sugar or syrujj to
honey or substituting these materials for honey constitutes an adulteration.
Lard :
Lard is the fat of swine, tlie fat being melted and separated from the
flesh. Adding beef fat or stearine, cotton seed oil or other substitutes for
swine fat constitutes an adulteration. Lard must contain not less than
ninety -nine (99) per cent, of fat.
Milk :
- Milk must contain three and one half (3.5) per cent, of fat and thirteen
(13) per cent, of milk solids, except in the months of April, May, June?
July, August and September, when it must contain three (3) per cent, of
fat and twelve (12) per cent, of milk solids. ]Milk must not be skimmed,
colored, watered, preserved with antiseptics, or produced from sick or dis-
eased cows, or cows fed upon the refuse of breweries or distilleries. Milk
from which the cream has been removed may be sold as skimmed milk
from vessels, cans or packages on which the words " Skimmed INIilk "' are
distinctly marked in letters not less than one inch in length.
Maple Sugar axd Svrup:
Maple syrup and sugar must be true to name. The cliief element of
value in maple synip and sugar is the maple flavor, and any admixture of
other sugars is an adulteration. (See law.)
Molasses and Syrups :
All molasses and syrups are su})posed to be made from the juice of cane
or other sugar-producing ])lants, and any molasses or syrup containing
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starch sugar, glucose or corn syrup sliall l)e considered to he adulterated.
Glucose syrups or corn syrups may he sold when so marked.
The sale of molasses or syrups containing sulphurous acid, sulphites,
oxalic acid or salts of zinc, tin, or copper, or any other deleterious sub-
stances, is not allo\val)le.
Oi.eomak(;akixe :
Oleomargarine, l)uttei"ine, or kindred compounds, or mixtures of these
with butter cannot lawfully l)e sold if colored in imitation of butter.
Omve Oil:
Olive oil is the expressed oil of the olive. The substitutes of other oils
or fats for olive oil, either in part or in whole, constitutes an adulteration.
Saccharix:
The use of saccharin as a sul)stitute for sugar in jellies, jams, preserves,
fruit juices, syrups, etc., or in any other product is prohibited.
Sausage:
Sausage must be j)repared from the properly prepared edible parts of
animals, and must contain no preservative other than sugar, salt, saltpetre,
smoke and condiments, and no artificial coloring matter.
Spices :
Spices are aromatic vegetable substances ixsed for the seasoning of food.
Standard spices are sound spices, true to name, from which no portion of
volatile oil or other flavoring principle has been removed. All spices
must be pure. Any mixture of any foreign article with any spice is an
adulteration.^
Sugar:
Standard sugar is white sugar containing at least ninety-nine and one
half (99.5) per cent, of sucrose and without any added substance.
Tea:
Tea consists of the dried leaves of the true tea plant, without addition
of artificial coloring matter or filler, or extraction of essential properties.
Any article offered for tea which does not conform to this definition is
adulterated.
VlJfEGAR :
Vinegar shall contain no artificial coloring matter and shall have an
acidity equal to the presence of not less than four (4.0) per cent, by
' A preparation of mustard, vinegar, spices, and enough filling of starch to make a mus-
tard of mild flavor, to meet a legitimate demand which undoubtedly exists, may be sold as
" French Mustard " or " Prepared Mustard."
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weight of absolute acetic acid. Cider vinegar shall, in addition, contain
not less than one and six tenths (1.6) per cent, by weight of apple solids.
If vinegar contains any artificial coloring matter, or less than the required
amount of acidity, or if cider vinegar contains less than the required
amount of acidity or cider vinegar solids, it shall be deemed to be adul-
terated. (See law.)
The foregoing list includes only a part of the foods of which the law
takes cognizance in its general application, but it is, perhaps, not neces-
sary to particularize further, as the foregoing list embraces most of the
common articles of food Uable to be adulterated.
SAMPLES FOR ANALYSTS—HOW COLLECTED.
Samples of foods, drugs, etc., are collected from time to time by agents
of the State Board of Health in different j^arts of the state, foi' .examina-
tion at the State Laboratory of Hygiene, the results being reported to the
dealers.
Articles sent to the laboratory for examination should be forwarded in
original, unbroken packages, with original labels thereon, accompanied by
a statement of where the article was purchased. Articles which are not
canned or bottled, but are sold in bulk, should be sealed, a paster placed
xipon it giving the name of the party who collected the sample and sealed
it, from whom it was obtained and by whom manufactured. All such
articles shovild be addressed. State Laboratory of Plygiene, Concord, N. H.
Express charges should be prepaid. There is no charge for the work at
the laboratorv.
RELATIVE TO ADULTERATED LIQUORS AND THE EX-
AMINATION OF LIQUORS AT THE STATE
LABORATORY OF HYGIENE.
The numerous a})plications made to the State Laboratory of Hygiene
for the analysis of liquors (including beer, malt extract, Jamaica ginger,
etc.), and the many inquiries regarding the law relating to the adultera-
tion of liquors, make the following annnouncement necessary :
1. The Law. Herewith are given such extracts from the Public
Statutes as relate to and define adiilterated liquors.
(Chap. 95, Laws of 1903, and Chap. 49, Laws of 1905.)
Sectiox 1. The term "liquor" as used in this act includes and means
all distilled and rectified spirits, wines, fermented and malt licjuors and
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any beverage wliicli oontains more than one per cent, of alcohol; and
the word ••})ers(>n" shall include firms, associations, co-partnerships and
corporations.
Se( T. 17. It shall not he lawful
1. To sell or expose for sale, or to have on the i)reinises where liquor is
sold, ami liquor ivhich is adulterated icith any deleterious drat/, substant^e or
liquid u:hich is jwisonous or injurious to the health.******
Sect. 21. Any commissioner, police officer, constahle, sjtecial agent,
selectman or sheriff may at any time enter iipon the j»remises of a ])erson
who is licensed under the provisions of this act, to ascertain the manner
in which such person conducts his Inisiness and to jn'eserve order. Such
officers may at any time take samples for analysis of any liquor ke])t on
such jireraises, and the vessels containing such samples shall he sealed on
the j)remises of the vendor and shall remain so sealed until j)resented to
the State Laboratory of Hygiene for analysis. The cit}' or town in which
such vendor resides shall pay for the samples so taken, if such liquor is
found to be of good quality and free from adulteration. If, however, such
liquor shall prove to be adulterated with any deleterious drufj^ substance or
liquid ivhich is poisonous or injurious to the he(dth^ or if such liquor 'prove
to he other than it purports to be, the licensee shall be lined two hundred
dollars, shall forfeit his license and his bond thereon and such license
shall not be renewed for at least three years from the date of its forfeiture.
(Chap. 269, Public Statutes.)
Sect. 3. If any food or substance to be eaten or used in any manner of
food or drink contains a less quantity of any valuable constituent than is
contained in the c/enuine article, 7ceif/ht for iceight, or contains any substance
foreign to the u:ell-knou:n article under whose name it is sold . . . or
contains any pioisonous ingredient, . . . it shall be deemed adultercded
vithin the meaning of this chapter.
(Cha).. 2()!», Public Statutes.)
Sect. 4. Whoever fraudulently adulterates for the ))urpose of sale any
article of food or drink, drug or medicine, or knowingly sells any fraudu-
lently adulterated article of food or drink, drug or medicine, or any kind
of diseased or unwholesome provisions as defined in this chajtter, shall l>e
imprisoned not exceeding one year, or be fined not exceeding four hundred
dollars. ******
Sk< 1'. 10. Whoever adulterates, for the ]mr])()se of sale, any liquor used
or intended for drink, witli coccuhis indicus, vitriol, grains of paradise,
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opiurn, alum, capsicum, co[)peras, laurel- water, logwood, Brazil wood,
cochineal, sugar of lead, or any other substance whicli is poisonous or
injurious to health, or knowingly sells any such liquor so adulterated, shall
be lined not exceeding one thousand dollars, or l)e imprisoned not exceed-
ing one year.
2. ExAMiXATioxs AT THE LABORATORY. The attention of ])rosecuting
officers and other persons is called particularly to the fact that the State
Laboratory of Hygiene is not required by law to analyze any liquors,
except such as are collected by " any commissioner, police officer, consta-
ble, special agent, selectmen or sheriff," and that only " upon the premises
of a person who is licensed " to sell liquors. This is the extent of this
kind of work that will be done at the laboratory—except that the State
Board of Health may, upon its own motion, under the provisions of chap-
ter 269 of the Public Statutes, make such examinations for certain pur-
poses. Examinations of liquors for criminal i)rosecutions in non-licensed
places, or in any other manner except as provided for in section 21, above
quoted, will not be made at the laboratory.
The chief reason for refusing to do this kind of work is that the time
required of the chemist to testify to results in court would seriously inter-
fere with and impair the work of the laboratory. The lal)oratory will
make no examination of liquors for dealers or private individuals, or for
manufacturers, breweries, etc., for any purpose whatever.
The legitimate work of the laboratory is confined to other channels
:
examinations of water sup})lies, food supplies, investigations of infectious
and contagious diseases, etc., so that, necessarily, the abo^-e conditions
must l)e complied with.
CONSUMPTION : ITS PREVALENCE, CAUSE,
RESTRICTION AND PREVENTION.
NOTE.
This paper is also published in pamphlet form for general distri-
bution among- the people of New Hampshire, in order that a knowl-
edge of the measures necessary to the restriction and prevention
of consumption may be w^idely disseminated.
In its preparation the highest American and foreign authorities
have been consulted, and in some instances liberal excerpts have
been taken, the acknow^ledgment of w^hich is made in this general
way.
The term " Consumption " is used because it is by this name that
the disease is better known everyw^here. It refers to pulmonary
tuberculosis (consumption of the lungs), and does not include other
forms of tuberculosis, as tubercular meningitis, tabes mesenterica,
scrofula, tubercular hydrocephalus, lupus. Potts' disease, etc.
The statistics given are from records of death from this disease
in New Hampshire.
Local boards of health and physicians are requested to place a
copy of this paper in the hands of every family in which there
is a case of consumption. Copies will be furnished free for that





A disease also known as "Tuberculosis," "Pulmonary
Tuberculosis," "Phthisis," "Tubercular Con-
sumption," " Pulmonary Consumption
"
and ' ' Consumption of the Lungs.
'
'
By IRVING A. WATSON, M. D.,
Secretary State Board of Health.
Consumption (tuberculosis) is the most prevalent disease in New
Hampshire, as it is elsewhere throughout the civilized world.
It destroys more-lives than any other malady.
Its greatest mortality is among persons in the early prime of life.
It is a communicable disease.
It is a preventable disease.
It is a curable disease in a great majority of cases when taken in the
incipient stages and treat'^d in accordance with the best modern methods.
Deaths in New Hampshire, 1884-1904







THE PREVALENCE OF CONSUMPTION.
Consumption is the most prevalent disease known to mankind. It is
found in all civilized countries; in fact, in almost every community. It
is no more prevalent in New Hampshire than in any other state. But little
concerted action has yet been taken for its control. Legislation has pro-
vided for the restriction and prevention of other infectious diseases of far
less magnitude. Boards of health are active to prevent the spread of
diphtheria, typhoid fever, scarlet fever, measles and smallpox; more or less
excitement follows their appearance, schools are closed, tourists seek other
localities—yet the combined number of deaths from these diseases in New
Hampshire is but little more than one half as many as from consumption.
Not until the enactment of the law in 1903, prohibiting spitting in public
places, the law of 1905, requiring the disinfection of premises after the
removal or death of a consumptive person, and in the same year the act
conditionally creating a sanatorium for consumptives, has this disease re-
ceived legislative recognition by our lawmakers.
The Record of Facts.
By reason of a most accurate registration of deaths in New Hampshire, we
are able to give facts relative to the causes of death and thereby are pre-
pared to show the exact status of consumption, its ratio to other diseases and
to age-periods, and shall do so that the magnitude of its ravages may be
better understood by the people, believing that when its appalling destruc-
tion of life is comprehended, its restriction, prevention and cure understood,
more logical and strenuous efforts will be inaugurated for its control, through
state, municipal, charitable and individual cooperation.
Nearly seven hundred deaths a year from consumption has been the av-
erage in New Hampshire for the period 1884 to 1904—a total of 14,611—an
astounding mortality from a communicable disease that is largely pre-
ventable.




Mortality in the prime of life.—The above diagram gives a graphic idea of
the tremendous mortality from consumption in men and women in tlie very
prime of life, between the ages of twenty and forty years. This is a period
when the economic loss to the state is something enormous, when a great
productive army is cut down, women and children left destitute, and a
legion of irreparable damages entailed.
Diagram showing proportion of deaths from pulmonary consumption to
deaths from all other causes in New Hampshire between the ages of twenty
and thirty years, for a period of twenty years—i.s'N'/ to IDO.'i, inclusive:
During- this period there died in
Ne-w Hampshire, from all causes,
between the ages of 20 and 30,
10,028 persons, of whom 3,981
succumbed to consumption; or, in
other w^ords, 39.69 per cent., or
one to two and a fraction deaths
w^ere caused by consumption.
Black—Consumption.
White—All other di.seases.
No age exempt from consumption. From infancy to old age this disease
finds its victims.
Mortality from consumption to each 10,000 of the population of same age
period, in New Hampshire, for 20 years:
/to/0
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The above diagram represents the relative liability to the disease by age-
periods. While the mortality from consumption is very much greater during
the age period, 20-30, because the population of that period is greater, the
individual UahiUty to contract the disease is as great between the ages of
seventy and eighty, and not very much less in some of the other age periods
—in fact, no age is exempt from this malady.
Fourteen thousand six hundred and eleven deaths from consumption in
Nevi^ Hampshire in 21 years are shown and partially analyzed in the fore-
going statement and diagrams, the purpose being to awaken the public to an
appreciation of the terrible magnitude of this disease and thereby to stimu-
late unceasing efforts to suppress it.
A Great Reduction Already Accomplished.
Consumption can be controlled, as evidenced by the fact that it has been,
decreased to a remarkable degree in the past 21 years in New Hampshire, as
it has been elsewhere. This has been due, undoubtedly, to a better under-
standing of the nature of the disease; the exercise of more or less precaution
against infection, formerly neglected; improved environments of the labor-
ing classes; better hygienic conditions in the homes; food, ventilation, etc.;
and, further, to the fact that in recent years many cases of consumption have
been cured.
Chart showing deaths in New Hampshire from consumption per lO/JOO popu-
lation, for 20 years—ISSJf to 190 'i, inclusive.
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The diminution in the mortality from consumption is illustrated in the
diagram given above, which represents the actual death rate from 1884 to
1904, inclusive. In 1884 there were 868 deaths from pulmonary consumption.
The lowest point reached was in 1903, with 530 deaths. In 1904 there were
575 deaths from this disease.
In commenting upon the reduction of consumption in New Hampshire dur-
ing the past 20 years, the State Board of Health, in its last report, says:
Unless sanatoria ai"e provided for the treatment of indigent tuberculous
patients and for those who have not the means sufficient to secure proper
treatment, it is not to be expected that the rate of decrease in the mortality
from this disease which has been shown can possibly be maintained. In all
probability the diminution which has taken place h'&s been largely among the
so-called better classes, or, in other words, among the more prosperous, and
perhaps more intelligent, part of the community. It is these persons who are
better informed and pay more attention to sanitary progress, and who,
moreover, have the means at their command to enable them to do so. To re-
duce tuberculosis to its lowest terms, sanatoria become a necessity.
WHAT CONSUMPTION IS.
Consumption (more properly speaking, tuberculosis of the lungs), gener-
ally looked upon as a wasting disease and known in all communities, is
caused by the growth of a specific germ in the tissues of the lungs, and with-
out this germ there can be no consumption nor other form of tubercular dis-
ease. This germ is known as the tubercle bacillus, and to prevent consump-
tion it must be kept out of the way.
Consumption is rarely, if ever, inherited, but is contracted from another
case, and to have the disease the germ must be inhaled or swallowed.
Children of consumptive parents often inherit weakened constitutions, pre-
disposing them to the disease, which they readily acquire from others,
whence arose the former belief that the disease was hereditary.
There are two conditions always necessary to establish a case of con-
sumption: First, the presence of the germ, as the specific cause; secondly, the
individual must be in a receptive state, either through heredity, alcoholism,
poverty, over-work, nervous exhaustion, bad sanitary environments, lack of
ventilation, etc., thereby so weakening the powers of resistance as to fur-
nish a suitable soil for the germs of consumption to invade. Mal-nutrition,
from whatever cause, contributes largely to this end. But no matter how
feeble or debilitated a person may be, he can never have consumption unless
he takes the specific germ of the disease into his system.
Consumption is communicated chiefly through the dried sputa of con-
sumptives. This, in the form of dust, is inhaled or swallowed. Or the infec-
tion may be conveyed by drinking-glasses, eating utensils, or other articles
which have been used by the consumptive, or, possibly, through infected
meat, milk or other food.
How infected dust plays its part in the spread of consumption may be
readily understood when it is known that the spit of a consumptive person
contains thousands, and probably millions, of the germs, and through the
thoughtless habit of expectorating in public streets, highways, halls, railway
18
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stations, cars, about the premises or in their own apartments, these germs
are deposited where, after they have become dried, every current of air, the
act of sweeping sidewallcs or rooms, the trailing of skirts, etc., distributes
the infection to an extent that cannot be realized and is not often understood.
Tuberculous milk and meat are believed by many good authorities to con-
tribute, also, to the spread of consumption.
Consumption is a communicable, preventable and curable disease.
PREVENTION.—HOW TO AVOID CONSUMPTION.
The important points in the prevention of consumption are: Pure air, sani-
tary surroundings, an abundance of light, fresh air and cleanliness in the
dwelling, office and workshop, proper clothing, good food properly cooked,
moderate rest and recreation, avoidance of all excesses; in other words, mod-
erate living. The excessive use of alcoholic liquors lowers vitality, favors
infection and hastens a fatal termination.
Everyone should be prepared to battle with consumption. The disease
spares no class of people. It spreads its terrors in the huts of the poor and
the dwellings of the rich. Weakly persons, particularly those who have been
exposed to the disease, or those descended from consumptive parents, should
constantly be on their guard against this disease. These persons should seek
outdoor occupations. (Illinois State Board of Health.)
Do not spit where the sputum may become dry and be disseminated as
dust.
"NO SPIT, NO CONSUMPTION.'" Obey the law.
SPITTING
On the Sidewalk or Floor of
any car or Public Building is
FORBIDDM BY LAW
FINE SIO.
The State Board of Health calls attention to the following statute:
"It shall be unlawfvil for any person to spit upon any sidewalk, in the
compact part of any city, village, or town, or in any railway station, haD, or
other public place, or in any street or steam railway car other than smoking
cars, except into spittoons or other receptacles provided for that purpose.
^
"It shall be vmlawful for any person to throw upon the sidewalk, or into
any public street, in the compact part of any city or village, any waste
matter from any fruit or any paper or other offensive or unsightly substance.
"Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be punished by a
fine not exceeding ten dollars." [Chap. 2, N. H. Sess. Laws, 1003.]
1 This is a phrase often and emphatically repeated by the Iliinoi.s State Board of Health
in its literature on the causes and prevention of consumption.
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Police officers and boards of health should see that the law is enforced in
every city and town in the state. If you see it violated make complaint
against the offender.
Another duty imposed by law. Every death and removal of a consump-
tive must be reported and the premises disinfected.
Section 1. It shall be the duty of the attending physician or some mem-
ber of the patient's family or household to report every death from pul-
monary consumption, or the removal of a consumptive patient, to the local
board of health within one week of said death or removal.
Sect. 2. It shall be the duty of said local board of health, within one
week after such notice or such information from any other source, to cause
the infected premises to be thoroughly disinfected and cleansed; said work
to be carried out by methods endorsed and recommended by the State
Board of Health.
Sect. 3. No apartments which have been occupied by a consumptive
shall be re-occupied until thoroughly disinfected and cleansed as pro-
vided for in this act.
Sect. 4. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be pun-
ished by a fine of fifty dollars for each offence.
Sect. 5. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this
act are hereby repealed.— [Chap. 17, N. H. Sess. Laws, 1905.1
The greatest danger of infection is in the house—the dwelling, the work-
shop, the office—where the sun and air play a far less active role than out-
doors. In dark places especially do we find greatest danger. Alleys, courts
and rooms shut off from light are special breeding places of consumption.
The house is the granary of the tubercle bacillus outside of its host. Were
it not for the house the tubercle bacilhis would soon have to perish from the
face of the earth. It could not be preserved. Sunlight, air and water are its
natural enemies.— {Flick.)
Fresh air and sunlight is the greatest protective agency. Do not live in
a room or office where there is no fresh air. Never .sleep in a room that is
not well ventilated—keep one or more windows open in all kinds of weather.
Bad air impairs the resisting powers of the system. Fresh air fortifies
against infection. Have fresh air at all times and sunlight wherever and
whenever possible.
Keep your premises cle&»i. Damp and dirty cellars, dark rooms and unsan-
itary surroundings tend to debilitate and thus increases susceptibility in
infection of all kinds.
Attend carefully to personal habits.
Keep the body clean. Bathe frequently.
Exercise daily in the open air in cold weather or in warm. Walking, row-
ing, swimming, cycling, golfing, horse-back riding or other exercises causing
deep breathing are all of advantage if practised in moderation. Walk erect.
Breathe through your nostrils always.
Use every endeavor to cause the consumptive with whom you live, work or
associate to properly dispose of his sputum.
Instructions to local boards of health were published in the New Hampshire Sanitary
Bulletin, April, 1905, and a copj* sent to everj- health officer in the state.
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If you are a woman do not wear skirts which sweep the sidewallv of the
spit of the consumptives and other filth and thus carry disease into the house.
Don't put in your mouth money or articles which have been promiscuously
handled by others.
Don't put your finger in your mouth or nostrils unless it is perfectly clean.
Don't neglect to wash your hands before you eat.
Don't neglect a cold or cough. Countless graves are filled with those who
have done so. Colds reduce the vital forces of the body and make it easy for
the germ of consumption to get a foothold in the lungs. The history of a
large percentage of consumption cases is the history of neglected colds.
Do not move into a house where the last occupant was tuberculous, with-
out an effective disinfection of the premised.
Do not share a consumptive's bed, nor use the personal property, including
dishes, belonging to one.
Dampness of soil upon which the house stands and dampness of the im-
mediate locality are to be avoided.
A pure water supply is essential. Water from wells near privies, sink-
drains, barnyards, etc., should be looked upon with great suspicion at least.
Adequate ventilation should be provided for all almshouses, jails, halls,
schoolhouses, factories, shops and other buildings where people assemble in
considerable numbers. Such places should be occasionally thoroughly dis-
infected.
EARLY SYMPTOMS SHOULD BE RECOGNIZED.
If consumption were recognized in Its early stages and the proper course
of treatment followed, many recoveries would take place in cases that other-
wise progress to a fatal termination.
The first symptoms of the disease usually are loss of appetite, disturb-
ance of the digestive functions, languor, lack of energy, pulse increase, a
slight feverish condition in the afternoon or evening, occasional chills and a
hacking, or hawking, cough, more noticeable in the morning. These symp-
toms vary more or less according to the degree and location of the infection
and the habits and the idiosyncrasies of the individual.
The patient is very apt to overlook the earlier symptoms of consumption
until it becomes difficult for him to perform his daily labors or ordinary
duties. Consumptives are almost invariably optimistic. They attribute their
symptoms to dyspepsia, bilousness or a run-down condition, and the cough
they regard as of no account or call it "a little bronchial irritation."
The invasion of the disease is so insiduous that it often becomes deeply
seated before it is recognized. The initial symptoms above described should
arouse the suspicions of the patient and he should at once seek the best medi-
cal advice.^
For the patient to neglect advice and treatment until he is obliged to
cease work, when, perhaps, more serious symptoms, as flushed cheeks, night
iThe physician is offered free facilities for having .sputum examined at the State Labora-
tory of Hygiene. This is to aid him in arriving at a definite opinion in the ease. In the
early stages of consumption the bacillus may or may not appear in the .sputum, therefore a
negative result from the examination of a given specimen of sputum is not, by any means,
conclusive; a positive result, of course, shows infection.
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sweats, increased expectoration and, perhaps, hemorrhage from the lungs have
taken place, means that his chances for recovery have been greatly dimin-
ished. Consumption is a readily curable disease in a majority of cases when
treatment is commenced in its incipiency.
CONSUMPTION A CURABLE DISEASE.
The curability of consumption is proven beyond all question. Thousands
of cases are arrested or cured every year. Sanatorium statistics show that
a large majority of their incipient cases recover. Physicians every year
have cases that get well. Even spontaneous recovery sometimes occurs, as
shown in post mortem examinatiohs of persons who have died of some other
disease.
Every consumptive should early seek the advice of some physician (one
who has given special attention to this disease, if possible), and follow his
recommendations as closely as circumstances will permit.
An eminent English authority says:
"Consumption in the early stage can be arrested much more certainly aud
effectually and quickly that when it is advanced, and as the danger of in-
fection then is also very much less, it is much to be regretted that cases are
not commonly recognized earlier, and that so many are allowed to drift into
the hopeless stage. All persons suffering from consumption in the early stage
should be trained in the modern method of arresting the disease, which com-
prises: Continuous exposure day and night for some months to unlimited
fresh air, whatever the weather or season; ample shelter from cutting winds,
driving rain aud oppressive heat; abundance of sunshine; a quickly drying
soil; superabundance of animal and other nourishing foods; rest and ex-
ercise, carefully regulated according to the condition of each patient; freedom
from care and worry; daily cold sponging; careful treatment of the spit; and
continuous supervision by an experienced medical man. These requirements
are best obtained in a "fair-sized sanatorium in the country under the care
of a resident medical officer."
Dr. Lawrence W. Flick, of Philadelphia, director of the Henry Phipps Insti-
tute, a recognized authority on the treatment of consumption, says: "Tuber-
<;ulosis can be cured in any climate. All that is necessary is life in the open
air, proper food, well regulated and carefully disciplined conduct and, in
more advanced cases, properly directed rest and exercise. People who can
command these things at home can be cured in their homes. People who can-
not command them should be treated in sanatoria. Most people can be
treated better in sanatoria than in their homes."
A CONSUMPTIVE NOT NECESSARILY DANGEROUS.
Consumption cannot be taken from the breath of a patient. Consump-
tives who are careful with their sputum, who see that it is properly disposed
of, will not endanger others. Such persons are not to be avoided or excluded
from any of the social or business affairs of life.
Knopf, one of the highest authorities upon this subject, says: "Prolonged
contact with the consumptive who takes care of his expectoration and other
secretions which may contain the bacilli is absolutely without danger. In
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sanatoria for consumptives where the precautions concerning the sputum are
most strictly adhered to, one is perhaps safer from contracting tuberculosis
than anywhere else. The great danger from tuberculosis lies iu the indis-
criminate deposit of tuberculous sputum, which, when dry and pulverized,
may be inhaled by susceptible individuals and then cause the disease to
develop."
The true nature of consumption should be understood, that earnest and in-
telligent means may be carried out to prevent its spread; but to do this no
individual alarm should be aroused. The consumptive patient who exercises
the personal care and attention that his case requires, is no more dangerous
to a community than is any other individual.
Fright is folly; but public and personal hygiene along the lines recom-
mended is absolutely necessary.
IF YOU HAVE CONSUMPTION.
Never spit where the sputum can become dried.
Take every precaution named and suggested in this circular. It states how
the sputum may be taken care of properly.
It is not necessary that you give the disease to others. You can avoid
doing so by practising the precautions herein recommended.
Do not swallow the sputum you cough up. It is liable to re-infect you if
you do. It might prevent your recovery.
Remember that the sputum contains thousands, and even millions, of the
germs that cause consumption.
Have courage and be cheerful. Excitement, worry, despondency are pow-
erful factors in aggravating the disease, while, on the other hand, a hopeful,
determined courageous effort is equally as potent a curative agency.
The patient should understand that much depends upon himself in carry-
ing out all the essentials to a successful treatment. Medicines are of far less
importance than correct living, proper food, suitable exercise or rest (accord-
ing to condition), and an out-of-door life.
Avoid patent medicines and all advertised cures for consumption. There
is no medicine known that will cure consumption. Medicines have their
proper place in regulating the functions of the body, but should never be
used except under the best medical advice.
Live out of doors. You cannot get well living in warm, unventilated
rooms. The fear of fresh air has killed thousands; its use, day and night has
cured thousands. If you are obliged to live indoors, have a large, sunny
room, if possible, and keep some or all of the windows open day and night.
Always sleep with the windows open. Have plenty of clothing to keep the
body warm. Avoid living on low, damp soil, if possible; dry, porous land
is much to be preferred.
Cases of consumption must be individualized in many of the details of
treatment, hence it is essential that the patient have regular medical super-
Ausion. It is necessary that the temperature, pulse and other conditions be
watched and exercise, rest, diet, etc., be regulated accordingly, not to mention
the giving of such incidental remedies as it may be necessary to administer
to alleviate unfavorable symptoms and to promote the comfort of the patients
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The Massachusetts General Hospital has issued the following leaflet, which
gives, in brief, advice that should be followed:
Frikxdly Advice to Peksoxs Having Diseases of the Lungs.
Although you may have trouble in your lungs and be suffering from the
disease called tuberculosis, you may get well, as thousands of others have
done, by strict adherence to the following rules:
Be out in the fresh air as much as possible.
If you cannot have work out of doors, go to the house door or to an open
window and take 12 full breaths. Do this six times each day.
Do not work in a dusty place.
Get in the sunshine as often as you can.
Sleep in a clean, well-aired room with windows open, and go to bed early.
Avoid crowded rooms where the air is close and where there is much
smoking.
Eat plain, simple foods (eggs, meat, bread, oatmeal, marcaroni, rice, vege-
tables, milk, cream and butter).
If possible, have some hot liquid food before you get up in the morning and
at bedtime.
Spend your money for good food rather than for medicines.
Do not drink whiskey, rum, gin, brandy or beer.
Keep clean.
Take a sponge bath each morning. Rub the skin well with a coarse towel.
Do not swallow what you cough up.
Protect your friends and neighbors from taking this disease from you by
burning what you cough up or by throwing it down the water-closet. What
you cough up contains the germs of the disease, and, if it dries, it soon be-
comes dust and flies about in the air, and your friends, breathing this dust,
are liable to catch your disease.
Never spit upon the floor or in the street.
Do not spit into your' handkerchief, but use a spit cup or have small pieces
of cloth or soft paper to spit into. Do not put them into your pocket, but col-
lect them in a paper bag and burn bag and all when you get a chance.
Try not to cough.
When you must cough, hold a piece of cloth in front of your mouth, so that
particles shall not fly out into the room.
Do not sleep with another person.
Have your knives, forks and spoons washed with boiling water.
Handkerchiefs should be boiled for half an hour before washing.
The Illinois State Board of Health sums up the essentials in the treatment
of consumption as follows:
Live "out of doors" day and night, winter and summer. WEAR
PROPER CLOTHING. Have no fear of night air and none of draughts.
Court the sunshine. Avoid damp houses or rooms. Avoid crowds, smoke
and dust. Avoid all excesses. Be careful that you do not exercise when
you should rest. Eat plenty of good nourishing food. Drink plenty of
good water. Keep your body clean. Take no drugs except on the advice
of a physician. Never swallow the sputum which you hawk or cough up.
Be hopeful and cheerful.
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THE SPUTUM SHOULD BE DESTROYED.
The sputum of a consumptive person should never be deposited where it
can become dried and scattered about as dust. In the house cuspidors, spit
cups or flasks, in which there is a disinfecting fluid, should be used. These
articles should be washed daily in a disinfecting fluid, or be boiled in water
for a half hour or more.
There are in use several kinds of pocket spit flasks, which are of great
utility to consumptives when traveling about or away from home, or even
for use at all times.
A pocket-handkerchief should never be used as a receptacle for sputum.
In its place a number of pieces of rags, or, less preferably, a paper napkin,
should be used and be burned befoi'e becoming dry. Each piece after use
may be deposited in a paper bag, which can be carried in the pocket and the
whole burned. Or a rubber pouch, similar to that used for tobacco, may be
employed, the contents burned and the pouch disinfected by boiling. Never
let the sputum become dry.
"No spit, no consumption."
IN THE SICK ROOM.
Consumption lives in the house. There is where it is preserved to infect
others. Its home is where sunlight and fresh air are excluded; where strict
cleanliness does not prevail; where carelessness of habits and heedlessness of
hygienic matters are to be found. It is, therefor, necessary wherever a case
of consumption exists that regular and unremitting care shall be taken to
protect others of the family. The patient must not, and need not, infect
others. If the patient is able to be about, not confined to his room, he can
so conduct himself as not to endanger others; but if bed-ridden, then a great
part of the details of protection against infection must rest with the at-
tendants.
The patient's room should be large, sunny and well ventilated at all times.
Carpets, draperies, upholstered furniture, ornaments, etc., should be dispensed
with as far as may be consistent without sacrifice or comfort.
Cuspidors and spit-cups should at all times contain a disinfecting fluid that
will destroy the germs in the sputum. If bits of cloth or old handkerchiefs
are used by the patient, they should be burned before they become dry or
be immersed in a disinfecting solution before being washed. Sheets, pil-
low cases, etc., should also be immei'sed in the solution, or in boiling water,
for half an hour.
No dusting should be allowed, but instead all woodwork should be fre-
quently wiped with a damp cloth, which should be. immersed in the disin-
fecting pail or tub, or be immediately burned. All dishes, glasses, spoons,
etc., used by the patient should be immersed in boiling water for a short
time.
Kill all the germs that come from the patient, then no one can contract the
disease from him. This can be done if instructions are carried out constantly,
so that there may be no break in the chain of efforts.
In cases of death qualifled undertakers in this state will prepare the body
so that it will not endanger persons who attend the funeral. No one should
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be allowed to visit the room occupied by the patient until after it has been
thoroughly disinfected by the board of health, as the law requires.
The funeral must not be held in that room, unless disinfection has been
performed as required previously to the ceremony.
"Within one week after death or removal of a consumptive patient, the
board of health must be notified by the attending physician or some member
of the family (fifty dollars' fine for neglect to do so). (See law, page 259.)
Bodies dead of consumption that are to be shipped by rail or other public
carrier must be prepared in accordance with Rule 3 of the Regulations for
the Transportation of Dead Bodies, as legally established by the State Board
of Health, with the conditions of which all regular undertakers in this state
are familiar.
CHANGE OF CLIMATE.
A change of climate is not recommended as an essential to recovery,
neither is it advisable, except under the most satisfying and satisfactory con-
ditions. The experience of thousands in years past, who expected recovery or
at least, great benefit from climatic change, has shown that it is in itself a
delusion.
In exceptional changes benefit may follow, but it is now an established fact
that with sanatorium facilities patients can be more successfully treated in a
climate approximating, at least, that in which they reside.
Consumption can be as successfully treated in the latitude of New Hamp-
shire, and even much farther north, as anywhere else in the world. Patients
who go to Florida, Colorado, California, or to other remote localities in order
to be restored to health by the climate, labor under marked disadvantages
as compared with proper treatment in the climate in which the patient has
lived and is to reside afterward.
The State Board of Health of California, in its monthly Bulletin, says:' "An
average of almost one- death a day occurred in November in California from
tuberculosis, among those who had been here less than one year. What a
price to pay for the reputation of California as a health resort! The slight
Increase of our death-rate is no factor. The pecuniary cost, great as it is,
is of little account, as we can produce more wealth. The danger from the
many extra sources of iufection, though a grave thing, can be overcome by
care and disinfection, but the untold sufferings of the poor victims, a need-
less and cruel thing, can never be properly atoned. Buoyed up by false hopes
and anticipations, oftentimes given them by those who know better, many
left their homes where there was plenty of fresh air, plenty of food, with
friends to care for them, to go to a strange country without friends or funds,
where fresh air and sunshine are free, but where it takes material wealth
to get food and care. There is probably no class of patients that suffer more
from homesickness or long for the tender ministrations of friends than these,
and there certainly is none with whom the balance for life or death is more
influenced by the surroundings and mental condition. * * * The objection
is not on financial grounds alone, but on humanitarian, for it is cruel in the
' November, 1905.
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extreme to send patients suffering from tuberculosis, or any disease, among
strangers to die."
If for special reasons a change of climate or location is desired or recom-
mended, the patient should be sure that he will have as good care and gen-
eral conveniences as he enjoys at home; pure air, good water and food, sani-
tary conditions, companions, amusements, agreeable environments, and all
the details essential to comfort of mind and body. He should also be sure of
having the best profe.ssional advice.
No consumptive patient who has but little money, but who is still able
to work, should, under any circumstances, go into a different or a warmer
climate expecting to support himself there and to improve his health at the
same time. Unless he has ample means to provide for his every need for a
'considerable period, he should remain at home. A change of climate may,
in the earlier stages of the disease in exceptional cases, be of benefit to the
wealthier classes, who are able to surround themselves with all that is neces-
sary in every particular for their welfare.
A change of environment may sometimes be of benefit, but to expect a cure
from a change of climate alone is fallacious.
OPEN-AIR TREATMENT AT HOME.
In some instances, where conditions are favorable, a home treatment ap-
proximating the methods of a sanatorium can be inaugurated and success-
fully carried out under the watchful supervision of an attending physician.
We have in this state some apparent recoveries, even in cases that were con-
siderably advanced, through the adoption of the out-of-door plan of treat-
ment. One notable instance was that of a woman in whom the disease was
so far advanced that little or no hope was entertained for her recovex'y- She
was taken upon a bed, in the early spring, to a tent upon a hillside in the
country. The location was upon a farm, where fresh cream, butter, eggs,
etc., could be obtained daily. The walls of the tent were never closed, day
or night, except during a driving rain. Every essential detail was attended
to by a physician and attendants. The result was that the patient returned
to her home in early autumn apparently perfectly well and weighing more
than she had ever before weighed.
Another case was that of a young girl in whom the disease had made con-
siderable progress before a physician was consulted, whieh was in mid-
winter. Arrangements were immediately made to keep her in the open air
constantly. Wrapped in a big fur overcoat, she reclined upon the porch dur-
ing the day and slept at night in a room with windows wide open. A skilled
physician had supervision of the case, as is always necessary. The result was
a rapid arrest in the progress of the disease, a marked improvement in a
few weeks, and before the opening of spring she had every appearance of per-
fect health; the bacilli had disappeai'ed from the sputum, and she was romp-
ing with her schoolmates as formerly.
These two cases, although they are probably extreme ones, serve to em-
phasize the importance of pure air, for without it none of the physicians who
saw these cases believes that their recovery would have been possible.
At some homes this method might be carried out when sanatorium treat-
ment is impossible to obtain. On the other hand, there are a great number
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of instances the circumstances of which render it impossible to do even this
much and for all such sanatorium treatment is an urgent necessity.
SANATORIUM FOR CONSUMPTIVES.
A sanatorium for the treatment of consumptives located at the proper ele-
vation, remote from cities and villages (that the air may be free from dust),
reasonably accessible and commanding suitable exposure and cheerful view,
protected from the severest winds of winter, supplied with an abundance of
pure water and properly equipped in other details, is what the state has long
needed and which is, we trust, almost in sight.
The sanatorium method of treatment, which embraces, in brief, pure air
and abundance of food, daily baths, exercise or rest (according to the condi-
tion of the patient), regular hours for meals, sleep and rest, daily supervision
of all essential details—all under the immediate direction of an experienced
physician—offers far greater chances for recovery than any other. Statistics
of several hundred sanatoria in this and other countries prove this assertion.
It is not necessary to quote them, for the facts are now a matter of public
knowledge. The state has recognized it in the act of the Legislature of 1905,
in appropriating $50,000 for a state sanatorium, to be available in May, 1907,
if an institution of the kind, that shall be deemed satisfactory by the governor
and council and the secretary of the State Board of Health, is not provided
for in the meantime through private funds.
The pressing need of a state sanatorium, to provide treatment for the great
majority whose resources are not sufficient to allow of their going to an es-
tablished sanatorium in some other section of the country (even if they could
be admitted), is apparent to all who consider the question for a moment,
and is not infrequently most pathetically emphasized in appeals to the State
Board of Health for assistance of this kind. From time to time letters are
received making application for admission to some sanatoriunl for treatment,
the applicant realizing that without such aid his case is hopeless, or prac-
tically so. Most of these applicants have been in the early stage of the dis-
ease, just the time when successful treatment could almost positively have
been assured had facilities been provided; but every appeal during the past
two years has been in vain, there being no appropriation available for their
assistance. We trust that the end of this state of affairs is not far distant.
DISINFECTANTS.
Much of the so-called disinfection practised in families is wholly inefficient
and useless. The burning of coffee, tar, sulphur, or other substance in the
sick-room or in any other part of the house or premises in the presence of
the patient or other persons operates, at most, only as a deodorizer, and does
not destroy the germs of the disease.
It should also be known that many of the preparations offered for sale as
disinfectants, germ killers, etc., are worthless, or nearly so, and should never
be relied upon.
Reliable formulas are given by which a family may make disinfectant so-
lutions possessing the required strength and efficiency, and at much less
cost than is asked for proprietary preparations.
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DISINFECTANTS TO BE EMPLOYED.
For general household purposes the following formulas for disinfectant
solutions are both satisfactory and cheap:
Solution No. 1.
Chloride of lime (bleaching powder), one pound; water, three gallons.
Mix. Cost, about three cents per gallon.
Care should be taken to obtain fresh chloride of lime.
This solution is so cheap that it can be used with great freedom, and it is
one of the best disinfectants known. A quart or more per day may be used
in an offensive vault, and such quantities as may be necessary in other places.
It may be used as a sprinkler in stables and elsewhere. In the sick-room it
may be used in vessels, cuspidors, etc. Sheets and other clothing used by the
patient may be immersed in a pail or tub of this solution, diluted (one gallon
of solution to 10 of water), for two hours, or till ready for the wash-room or
laundry. This solution is non-poisonous and does not injure white clothing.
It may also be used for washing the hands or other parts of the body which
may have been exposed to infection from excreta, etc.
For a free and general use in privy vaults, sewers, sink-drains, refuse heaps,
stables and wherever else the odor of the disinfectant is not objectionable,
this is one of the cheapest and most effective disinfectants and germicides
available for general use. It should be used so freely as to wet everything
required to be disinfected. Its odor does not disinfect—only covers up other
odors.
Solution No. 2.
Corrosive sublimate, one ounce; permanganate of potash, one ounce; water,
eight gallons. Mix and dissolve. Label, Poison. Cost, two to three cents a
gallon when chemicals are bought by the pound. Stains fabrics, etc.
Use the same way and for the same purpose as No. 1. The only advantage
this has over No. 1 is the fact that it possesses no odor. It is poisonous, but
its bright purple color will prevent its being mistaken for any other solution.
It should be used in vessels, cuspidors, etc., in case of infectious or contagious
disease when solution No. 1 is objectionable on account of its odor. It is not
so good a disinfectant for vaults, sink-drains, sewers, etc., as the chloride of
lime solution. It should not be kept in metallic vessels.
Solution No. S.
Dissolve one drachm (60 grains—1-S ounce) each of corrosive sublimate
and muriate of ammonia in one gallon of water. Dissolve in a wooden tub,
barrel or pail, or an earthen crock. Label, Poisox. Cost, about the same as
No. 2.
Use for the disinfection of soiled underclothing, bed linen, etc. Mix solu-
tion with equal quantity of water and immerse articles for four hours. Then
wring them out and boil them.
Mixed with an equal quantity of water the solution is useful for washing
the hands and general surfaces of the bodies of attendants and convalescents.




Milk of Lime (Quick Lime.)
Slake a quart of freshly burnt lime (in small pieces) with three fourths
of a quart of water—or, to be exact, 60 parts of water by weight with 100 of
lime. A dry powder of slaked lime (hydrate of lime) results. Make milk of
lime not long before it is to be used by mixing one part of this dry hydrate
of lime with eight parts (by weight) of water.
Air-slaked lime is worthless. The dry hydrate may be preserved some time
if it is enclosed in an air-tight container. Milk of lime should be freshly
prepared, but may be kept a few days if it is closely stoppered.
Quick lime is one of the cheapest of disinfectants. This solution can take
the place of chloride of lime if desired. It should be used freely, in quantity
equal in amount to the material to be disinfected. It can be used to white-
wash exposed surfaces, to disinfect excreta in the sick-room or on the surface
of the ground, in sinks, drains, stagnant pools, etc.
Solution No. 5.
Solution of formaldehyde (formalin), six ounces; water, one gallon. Mix.
Cost, eight or ten cents. Contains a little less than two per cent, of formal-
dehyde.
This solution may be used in the same manner as those above described.
It has the advantage of not bleaching fabrics, and is especially good for
washing furniture, woodwork, etc.
The disinfecting solutions above given are for use in connection with the
patient during illness, and for such general family use as may be indicated.
Disinfection after death or removal of a consumptive patient must be per«
formed by the local board of health in accordance with the law. (See page
259.) The State Board of Health has given instructions and method to be
employed in such cases in the Sanitary Bulletin of April, 1905.
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TYPHOID F1:V tlK ITS FREVALHNCE, CAllSE,
TION AND PREVENTION.
ESTRIC-
Typhoid fever is a communicable disease of protracted duration and found
in all countries and under all conditions of climate. It is one of the pre-
ventable diseases and sanitarians and physicians very generally agree that
there is no cause for its existence in any community. This opinion is based
upon a thorough knowledge of the nature and character of the disease, the
well-understood methods of infection and the further fact that it is often di-
rectly and positively controlled by modern measures. Notwithstanding this,
there are between 350,000 and 400,000 cases of this disease with 35,000 deaths
every year in the United States. Its widespread j)revalance is due largely to
public ignorance or indifference to the measures which can and should be
taken to prevent it.
ITS PREVALENCE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
From 1884 to 1904, inclusive, there were returned to the Department of
Vital Statistics, 2,543 deaths from this disease, a yearly average of 120. For
every death from typhoid fever it is estimated that there are from twelve to
fifteen cases that recover. Basing our calculations upon the lowest estimate,
we should have an annual average of nearly 1,500 cases for the period named,
or a total of over 30,000 cases in the past 21 years.
The deaths from typhoid fever have been very materially reduced in the
past few years below the annual average for the period above given. The
number of deaths from typhoid fever returned to the state in 1904 was 76, a
very gratifying record in comparison with that of previous years. The dia-
Diagram, Xo. 1, showing deaths in New Hampshire from typhoid fever, per
10,000 population, for 21 years, ending December 31, 190.'f.
Year l
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gram herewith introduced gives a vivid ilhistration of the deaths from typhoid
fever in this state from 1884 to 1904, inclusive, and shows also the percentage
of deaths from this disease to each 1,000 of the population.
This reduction is undoubtedly due to the constantly improving sanitary
conditions and particularly to the securing of better water supplies and the
more careful protection of existing ones, disinfection, etc.
PERCENTAGES OF DEATHS BY AGE PERIODS.
The susceptibility of typhoid fever by age periods is graphically illustrated
in Diagram No. 2. This presents the mortality from this disease to each
10,000 of the living population of the same age period. It will be seen that
while no age is exempt from the disease, the most susceptible period is be-
tween the ages of 20 and 30. After 30 years of age, there is a decrease of
liability of infection up to 70 years of age, when it again increases to the ex-
treme limit of life.
This statement is based upon the careful analysis of 2,543 deaths that have
occurred from this disease in New Hampshire from 1884 to 1904, inclusive.
Diagram, No. 2, showing mortality from typhoid fever to each 10,0d-5 of the
popiilatio)i of same age period, in Neiv Hampshire, for 21 years.
ACTUAL DEATHS FROM TYPHOID FEVER.
The actual number of deaths that have occurred from typhoid fever during
the past 21 years is correctly shown by age periods so far as ratios are
concerned in Diagram No. 3. The figures are as follows: Between one and
10, 263; between 10 and 20, 569; between 20 and 30, 715; between 30 and 40,
323; between 40 and 50, 197; between 50 and 60, 144; between 60 and 70, 145;
between 70 and 80, 116; over 80, 38; age not stated, 33.
It will be seen that the great mortality from this disease is in men and
women in the most productive period of life between the ages of 20 and 30,
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representing a tremendous economic loss to the state, if considered from no
other standpoint.
DEATHS FROM TYPHOID FEVER BY MONTHS.
Typhoid fever, although it exists at all seasons of the year, is more preva-
lent in the autumn months. Its greatest fatality is in September and Octo-
ber. The precentages of deaths by months are graphically illustrated in Dia-
gram No. 4. The reason why typhoid fever should be more fatal in autumn
than in any other period of the year is not well understood.
Diagram, No. 3, deaths frovi typhoid fever in New Hampshire, 1884-190^, by
ages, showing 7-atios by age periods to total mortality from this disease.
1 to 10
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Diagram, No. Jf, typhoid fever, percentage of deaths from, by months, 1884-




ply, whether well, stream, reservoir, or pond, that is polluted with human
excreta, solid or fluid, is a dangerous supply, because of the liability of ty-
phoid infection at any moment. It is therefore highly essential that all
water supplies, both private and public, should be guarded against pollution
of this kind.
Another source of typhoid fever is an infected milk supply. Outbreaks of
the disease have occasionally appeared from this cause. Milk infection may
take place through the addition of polluted water, or by washing the cans
and other utensils with such water, or by the carelessness of milkers or others
who handle the milk, whose hands or clothing may be infected.
No milk should be distributed from a farm or dairy where there is a case
of typhoid fever.
Personal contact has been shown by the commission appointed to investi-
gate the spread of typhoid fever in the military camps during the Spanish
War, to be a factor in the spread of this disease heretofore only partially
recognized. In other words, the evidence shows that the disease was trans-
mitted by persons not having the disease, infected bedding, clothing, eating
and other utensils, and this to an extent that suggest the importance of most
thorough disinfection of persons and things having any relation to a typhoid
fever patient.
Flies are also carriers of contagion. Food may be infected through their
agency. Oysters and other shell fish that come from sewage-polluted waters
and eaten uncooked have transmitted this disease in numerous instances.
Typhoid infection has undoubtedly been occasionally spread through vege-
tables grown upon infected soil and eaten raw. Infection from such a source
is possible.
HOW TYPHOID GERMS ARE SCATTERED.
The media through which typhoid germs leave the body are the fecal dis-
charges and the urine. The expectorations in some cases of pneumonia
(typhoid-pneumonia, so called) also contain them. In all cases where com-
plete and constant disinfection is not practised the organisms of this disease
are often so disposed of as to endanger the water and milk supplies, and
other food products.
The so-called sporadic cases (individual cases), that cannot be directly
connected with a prior case, may readily be accounted for when the various
ways in which the infection is distributed are understood.
An interval of 10 or 12 days takes place between the inception of the germ
and the development of the characteristic symptoms, during which time the
patient is daily excreting the germs of the disease in countless thousands.
During this period of incubation the patient is unknowingly scattering the
infection wherever he may bo.
There are also mild cases in which the patient is under no restraint and
travels about as usual. Such a case continues often for weeks, and, with no
precautions taken, may cause a wide distribution of the germs of the disease.
A third way in which the poison of typhoid is extensively distributed is by
patients who have so far recovered from the disease as to be able to travel
about, or to assume their ordinary vocation, it having been demonstrated
that the germ in many cases is present in the urine for weeks, and in some
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cases for months, after convalescence is established. It will, therefore, be
seen that the typhoid fever germ is doubtless very widely scattered, and
when this fact is understood, it does not require a great stretch of the imag-
ination to account for individual, or so-called sporadic cases.
These facts, thoroughly established by scientific investigations, emphasize
the great importance of enforcing disinfection in the sick room constantly
and to the minutest details and, further, of educating the patient that unless
intelligent and effective precautions are taken he may be a source of danger
to the community for some time after recovery.
The typhoid germ is nearly always taken into the system with food or
drink, especially with water, and multiplies enormously in the intestinal
canal. It is cast out of the body in the stools and in the urine, and probably
by no other channel. This is of the utmost importance in considering meas-
ures to prevent the disease. As stated above, this germ, or plant organism,
can live for some time after it leaves the body, just how long we do not know.
In polluted soil, that is, earth containing much vegetable and animal matter
undergoing decomposition, it may remain alive for several months and pos-
sibly longer. Many soils possess excellent filtering properties, and remove
practically all germs from water passing through them. Other soils fail to
filter out these germs. A well with a privy in close proximity is always more
or less dangerous, and many outbreaks of typhoid fever have been traced
to this condition. The germs of typhoid fever may get into the well at its
top. In a hilly or rolling country it is not uncommon to find the privy on
higher ground than the well. The privy often has no vault, the stools and
urine being deposited on the surface of the ground. If the stools or urine of
a typhoid patient are thrown into the privy, the first rain storm may wash
the germs of the disease into the well. The roots of trees growing into a
well may serve as conductors for contaminating substances. A leaky drain
near the well may pollute it.
It is only since a few years that we have known that the germs of typhoid
fever are often present in the urine of a person suffering from that disease.
Formerly they were thought to be only in stools, so that while the stools
were carefully disinfected, and possibly buried at a distance from the well,
no attention was paid to the urine. The night vessel containing nothing but
urine was often emptied near the well, where it was washed. We must noio
consider that the urine, from its liquid character, is even more dangerous
than the stools.
CARE OF A CASE.
A typhoid fever patient should be placed in a large airy room without a
carpet or unnecessary furnishings. If there is diarrhoea it is well to protect
the bed with a rubber sheet placed under the linen sheet. The most scrupu-
lous care should be taken of the discharges from the bowels and bladder.
The stools or urine should be received in a vessel containing milk of lime,
prepared by freshly slaking lime, using one part of the resulting powder or
creamy liquid to four parts of water. Use a liberal quantity, and mix thor-
oughly by stirring with a stick. Fresh chloride of lime (it should smell
strongly of chlorine) eight ounces to the gallon may be used instead, or car-
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bolic acid, seveu ounces to the gallon. The contents of the vessel may then
be thrown into the water closet or buried far from any well or spring.
If the body linen or bed clothing should be soiled with the patient's dis-
charges they should be at once removed and placed in the carbolic acid solu-
tion; or if the odor is objected to, in a solution of corrosive sublimate, a
drachm to a gallon of water. After soaking an hour or more they may be
laundered as usual. There is no disinfectant for clothing better than boiling
water, and if soiled clothing can be promptly boiled this is the best treat-
ment.
The nurse should be exceedingly careful about disinfecting her hands im-
mediately after handling the patient. The carbolic acid or corrosive sub-
limate solution will be suitable for this purpose, o-r Labarraque's solution, one
pint to a gallon of water, is eflBcieut and pleasant. She should never eat or
drink in the sick room. As spoons, dishes, etc., used in the sick room may
become infected, it is well to disinfect these by boiling them in water for
half an hour before they are used again.
The dismfection of stools, clothing, etc., should be kept up until the patient
has fully recovered. When it is not necessary to strictly isolate the patient
no needless visits to the sick room should be allowed.
In all outbreaks of typhoid fever of any considerable extent, there are, as a
rule, many doubtful cases; persons who have fever for some days, and pos-
sibly bowel symptoms, but who are not confined to the house. These cases
should be dealt with as typhoid fever and taken care of to secure efficient
disinfection.^
Allow no flies to have access to sputum or discharges from the bowels and
bladder, infected with typhoid fever.—The disease is liable to be spread by
flies, which go from infected excreta to bread, cake, and other food to be eaten
uncooked.
NOTIFICATION AND DUTIES OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
Every case of typhoid fever must be reported promptly to the local board of
health. Physicians are required to render such reports, and a like responsi-
bility upon some member of the household if no physician is in attendance.
(Chapter IG, Laws of 1901.)
Upon receipt of such notice the local board of health should
1. Investigate the probable source and mode of origin of the disease. If
probably from a contaminated well or general water-supply, see that measures
are taken by stopping its use, by boiling it, or otherwise, to prevent further
cases being caused in the same manner. If connected with the sewer, see
that the plumbing is in good order and all fixtures properly trapped.
2. Order and enforce the disinfection of all discharges from the bowels of
patients sick with typhoid fever. It is safest that the discharges of all per-
sons who have diarrhoea shall be disinfected.^
3. Disinfect the contents of the privy on the premises, or any other that
has been used by the patient.^
' From Ohio State Board of Health.
•For this purpose use mUk of lime, or the chlorirte of lime .solution.
»To keep a privy-vault disinfected durinp the progress of an epidemic, sprinkle chloride
of lime freely over the surface of its contents daily, or use a quart of the chloride of lime
solution daily.
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4. Order and secure the disinfection of all articles of clothing or bedding
that have been soiled by discharges from the patient.
5. Secure the cooperation of the people in the prevention of this disease
by teaching them its modes of spreading, the best methods for its prevention,
and the greater importance of efforts for its prevention in times of drought
and low water in wells.^
6. See that the premises are properly disinfected after the death or re-
covery of the patient.
For a free and general use in privy vaults, sewers sink-drains, refuse
heaps, stables, and wherever else the odor of the disinfectant is not objec-
tionable, this is one of the cheapest and most effective disinfectants and germ-
icides available for general use.
Chloride of lime ought to be obtained anywhere for ten cents a pound. In
some places it can be obtained for five cents a pound.
This is one of the best disinfectants known.
QUARANTINE UNNECESSARY.
It is entirely unnecessary to quarantine a case of typhoid fever, or the
premises in which it exists provided proper care is given to all the details of
the sick room, as recommended.
The use of placards has been largely discontinued in this disease, and is
not now required in this state.
If disinfection is practised as strictly as it should be, there is no danger
of the disease's being communicated to others from a given case; but con-
stant cleanliness and disinfection are absolutely necessary to secure such re-
sult.
DISINFECTANTS.
For daily use in connection with a case of typhoid fever there are no bet-
ter disinfectants than chloride of lime, and the milk of lime, formulas for
which are given below. The milk of lime has the decided advantage of not
having an objectionable odor.
At the proper time, general disinfection of the sick room should be carried
out by the local board of health, using the formaldehyde process already rec-
ommended for this purpose.
CHLORIDE OF LIME SOLUTION.
Chloride of lime (bleaching powder), one pound; water, three gallons.
Mix. Cost, about three cents per gallon.
Care should be taken to obtain fresh chloride of lime.
This solution is so cheap that it can be used with great freedom, and it is
one of the best disinfectants known. A quart or more per day may be used
in an offensive vault, and such quantities as may be necessary in other places.
It may be used in a sprinkler in stables and elsewhere. In the sick-room it
may be used in vessels, cuspidors, etc. Sheets and other clothing used by the
patient may be immersed in a pail or tub of this solution, diluted (one gallon
of solution to ten of water), for two hours, or till ready for the wash-room or
laundry. This solution is non-poisonous and does not injure white clothing.
'Wells are more dangerous at times of low water, because the area of drainage to the
well is greatest when the water is lowest.
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It may also be used for washing the hands or other parts of the body which
may have been exposed to infection from excreta, etc.
For a free and general use in privy vaults, sewers, sink-drains, refuse
heaps, stables, and wherever else the odor of the disinfectant is not objec-
tionable, this is one of the cheapest and most effective disinfectants and ger-
micides available for general use. It should be used so freely as to wet
everything required to be disinfected. Its odor does not disinfect—only cov-
ers up other odors.
MILK OF LIME (QUICKLIME).
Slake a quart of freshly burnt lime (in small pieces) with three fourths of
a quart of water—or, to be exact, 60 parts of water "by weight with 100 of lime.
A dry powder of slaked lime (hydrate of lime) results. Make milk of lime
not long before it is to be used by mixing one part of this dry hydrate of
lime with eight parts (by weight) of water.
Air-slaked lime is worthless. The dry hydrate may be preserved some
time if it is enclosed in an air-tight container. Milk of lime should be freshly
prepared, but may be kept a few days if it is closely stoppered.
Quicklime is one of the cheapest disinfectants. This solution can take
the place of chloride of lime, if desired. It should be used freely, in quantity
equal in amount to the material to be disinfected. It can be used to white-
wash exposed surfaces, to disinfect excreta in the sick-room or on the surface
of the ground, in sinks, drains, stagnant pools, etc.
Much of the so-called disinfection practised in families is wholly inefficient
and useless. The burning of coffee, tar, sulphur, or other substance in the
sick-room or in any other part of the house or premises in the presence of
the patient or other person operates, at most, only as a deodorizer, and does
Dot destroy the germs of the disease.
It should also be known that many of the preparations offered for sale as
disinfectants, germ killers, etc., are worthless, or nearly so, and should never
be relied upon.
Reliable formulas are given by which a family may make disinfectant
solutions possessing the required strength and efficiency, and at much less
cost than is asked for proprietary preparations.
i
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The American people have been very careless concerning the purity of
their water supplies. Even the great cities and many intelligent and pro-
gressive communities have been slow to follow the example of European
cities. London, the greatest aggregation of communities in the world, has
been supplied with water filtered through sand since 1829. It has been re-
marked that "England has secured a series of magnificent supplies by im-
pounding the waters of small streams in reservoirs holding enough water to
last through dry seasons. Germany has spent millions in purifying turbid
and polluted river waters, while Prance and Austria have striven for moun-
tain spring waters and have built hundreds of miles of costly aqueducts to
secure them. One can travel through England, Belgium, Holland, Germany
and large portions of other European countries and drink the water at every
city visited, without anxiety as to its effect upon his health. In the United
States an abundant supply of some liquid has been too often the objective
point and the efforts have been most successful, the American works being
unrivalled in the volumes of their supplies. I do not wish to imply that
quality has been entirely neglected in our country, for many cities and towns
have seriously and successfully studied their problems, with the result that
there are hundreds of water-supplies in the United States which will com-
pare favorably upon any basis with water-supplies in any part of the world;
but on the other hand there are hundreds of other cities, including some of
the largest in the country, which supply their citizens with turbid and un-
healthy waters which carnot be regarded as anything else than a national
disgrace and a menace to our prosperity.^
The efficacy of sand filtration was recognized more than a generation before
a beginning had been made in the modern science of bacteriology, or any
biological explanation suspected. But the pure waters of natural springs
and deep wells had furnished object lessons, in all ages and in all lands,
which should have prompted men everywhere to imitate a process of nature
so simple.
Concerning the method and now well-understood theory or explanation of
the process we may conveniently quote from a well-known authority .-
"Filtration of water consists in passing it through some substance which
retains or removes some of its impurities. In its simplest form filtration
is a training process, and the results obtained depend upon the fineness of
' Allen Hazen in " Filtration of Public Water Supplies," pp. 1 and 2 (1900).
'Allen Hazen, in the treatise before quoted.
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the strainer, and this is regulated by the character of the water and the
uses to which it is to be put. Thus in the manufacture of paper an enor-
mous volume of water is required free from particles which, if they should
become imbedded in the paper, would injure its appearance or texture. Obvi-
ously for this purpose the removal of the smaller particles separately invis-
ible to the unaided eye would be a simple waste of money. When, however,
a water is to be used for a domestic water supply and transparency is an
object, the still finer particles which would not show themselves in paper,
but which are still able, in bulk, to render a water turbid, should be, as
far as possible, removed, thus necessitating a finer filter; and when there
is reason to think that the water contains the germs of disease, the filter
must be fine enough to remove with certainty those organisms so extraor-
dinarily small that millions of them may exist in a glass of water without
imparting a visible turbidity."
For filtration of water on a large scale the body of the filter is composed
of rather fine sand disposed in horizontal layers, supported by gravel and
underdrained, the whole being enclosed in a suitable basin or walled tank.
A brief statement of the theoretical and practical aspects of the process may
be stated in the words of the same authority:
"The water in passing through the sand leaves behind upon the sand
grains the extremely small particles which were too fine to settle out in the
settling-basin, and is quite clear as it goes from the gravel to the drains and
the pumps, which forward it to the reservoir or city.
"The passages between the grains of sand through which the water must
pass are extremely small. If the sand drains were spherical and 1-50 of an
inch in diameter, the openings would only allow the passage of other spheres
1-320 of an inch in diameter, and with actual irregular sands much finer
particles are held back. As a result the coarser matters in the water are
retained on the surface of the sand, where they quickly form a layer of sedi-
ment, which itself becomes a filter much finer than the sand alone, and which
is capable of holding back under suitable conditions even the bacteria of the
passing water. The water which passes before this takes place may be less
perfectly filtered but, even then, the filter may be so operated that nearly all
of the bacteria will be deposited in the sand and not allowed to pass through
into the effluent.
"As the sediment layer increases in thickness with continued filtration, in-
creased pressure is required to drive the desired volume of water through
its pores, which ai'e ever becoming smaller and reduced in number. When
the required quantity of water will no longer pass with the maximum pres-
sure allowed, it is necessary to remove, by scraping, the sediment layer,
which should not be more than an inch deep. This layer contains most of the
sediment, and the remaining sand will then act almost as new sand would do.
The sand removed may be washed for use again, and eventually replaced
when the sand layer becomes too thin by i-epeated scrapings."
We may add, as to the bacterial action, that certain bacteria—so minute
that about twenty-five thousand of them might be packed together in the
space of an inch,—rapidly multiply in the interstices of the sand and form a
film or slime which fills the spaces where the other bacteria which cause
disease are intercepted and destroyed. These so-called pathogenic, or dis-
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ease-causing, organisms have generally less vitality than the nitrifying and
ether bacteria which have a beneficent action in the sand spaces, more es-
pecially in the upper layers. All this action requires a certain time, so
that the proper rate of filtration on a large scale has been found by long
experience to be less than two million gallons per acre per day; equivalent
to about forty-five gallons per square foot per day, through four to five feet
depth of sand.
VARIOUS FILTERING CONTRIVAXCES.
In this connection we may mention some of the various devices, more or
less familiar, which have had world-wide use for household service: 1. A
brick partition wall in a well or cistern, through which all the water must
pass to reach the pump-suction, is an excellent strainer and probably has
•considerable bacterial efficiency; but the occasional cleaning (scrubbing)
which it should have is an unpleasant operation under awkward conditions.
2. A mass or plate of fine charcoal between metal (copper) screens is a very
effective strainer while fresh, and (if thick enough) should serve well as a
bacterial filter during a considerable period; but the charcoal must be re-
newed at more or less frequent intervals depending upon the size of the
filter and the quantity of water passing through. 3. The little strainers, ex-
tensively sold in the hardware trade, made to screw on to the faucet, and
said to be cleansed and renewed daily by simply reversing and allowing the
water under service-pressure to drive out the collected impurities,—these are
nothing but crude strainers which clog rapidly if the water carries much
solid impurity. Evidently they have practically no bacterial efficiency be-
cause the water passes immediately through them and all proper conditions
for bacterial action are lacking. 4. The Pasteur-Chamberland and Berkefeld
filters have been considerably used as domestic filters. The materials are
respectively baked biscuit porcelain or baked infusorial earth; the con-
struction is "scientific" in details, requiring considerable mechanical skill;
the size and shape are adapted to direct attachment to the service pipe.
The bacterial efficiency of these has been carefully tested in Germany and
found to be generally, but not uniformly, good. They require careful cleans-
ing in hot water at frequent intervals and are quite expensive in proportion
to their capacity. 5. Stone filters and asbestos filters have been found to be
quite unreliable. Various patented "filters" have been offered to the Ameri-
can public, but they are usually expensive and complicated by contrivances
for alleged automatic action. Some of these may be meritorious and more
or less effective, but not readily procurable by the average householder.
THE SAND (bacterial) FILTER ADAPTED TO HOUSEHOLD REQUIREMENTS.
The writer has had in successful operation during the past 11 years a
series of small sand filters made and operated according to the principles
governing the action of large sand filters of city water supplies. During
periods when the reservoir-water supplied to the town was turbid or dis-
tinctly obnoxious to taste or smell—from presence of algae or other organ-
isms therein—the same water passing through these filters was perfectly
palatable, without taste or smell and nearly free from color. In the earlier
experiments the filter cases were made of galvanized iron, but the interior
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of these became rusty after a few years, and the rust finally caused leaks.
The form to be described has an imperishable encasement and possesses the
following advantages: All the parts and material are easily procured, com-
paratively inexpensive, will not rust or decay, and will remain clean. The
operation is as simple as possible, without valves or mechanism, or use of
any patented devices. The filter will continue in use indefinitely, without
renewal of parts, and with far less care and attention than is required by any
other apparatus of the household economy. It can be made by any man
who has acquired ordinary facility in doing small jobs about his house, or
by competent hired help in a few hours. For the writer a handy man, hav-
ing the materials all ready, has repeatedly set up such a filter in three
hours. The parts in detail or the combination as a whole are not patentable.
The drawing shows two styles, A and B. Style A is intended for service
when the water supply is handled by pail from a well, cistern or running
stream. The filter must then be fed from a superimposed tank, which must
be filled by hand as often as required. Style B is adapted to situations where
the water is supplied through an aqueduct pipe, so that the filter may be fed
through a regulating valve and short length of small pipe.
HOW TO MAKE THE FILTER.
Provide a suitable solid and strong support, impervious to water, near a
sink or drain pipe, so that there will be convenient escape for the overflow.
The weight to be supported is about 375 pounds for style B and 450 pounds
for style A (see the drawing). There should be about seven feet height of
clear space above the support for style A and five to five and a half feet for
style B. If it is not easy to get a slab of slate or soapstone, or to make a
base of brick (with a cement coat) and mortar, a slab of mortar or cement
and sand may be made as follows:
1. Make a circular mould or form about sixteen inches in diameter, by
bending a piece of sheet iron (two inches wide), or a piece of barrel hoop,
into a circular shape. Place this on some flat, smooth surface, as a floor or
bench (preferably on a sheet of metal, which will not absorb water) ; take
about seven quarts of clean sand or fine stuff from a stone-crusher and about
four quarts of good Portland cement and mix thoroughly in dry state; then
gradually add water and work with a mason's trowel (a garden trowel will
serve tolerably well) to a consistency of fairly stiff mortar; fill by degrees
into the mould and gently tamp with a stick while filling, until the form is
full and water stands on the upper surface, after smoothing with the trowel.
The gradual filling and tamping are necessary to exclude air bubbles and
make a dense water-tight slab. Let this stand about two days—until hard
enough to handle.
2. At the same time and in a similar manner make the intermediate slab
and the upper or covering slab shown in the drawing, with the following
differences; thickness need be only about one and a quarter inches; in the
center of the intermediate slab a hole must be left 1-32 of an inch in diam-
eter, to make which insert a wire, No. 21 Birmingham wire gauge, and re-
move within a few hours, before the cement is set hard around it. (Draw it
upwards gently with a twisting motion so as not to enlarge the hole on the
under side and yet leaving the passage a trifle larger on the upper side of
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the slab and with a smooth interior.) In the upper slab make a hole about
three quarters of an inch in diameter by placing a wooden plug in the center
during the moulding process.
3. To place the loioer section which serves as a cistern.—Having at hand
the piece of half-inch brass pipe for the outlet tightly screwed into the faucet,
roughen the surface of the pipe by nicking with a file or cold chisel; prepare
enough cement mortar like that used for slabs; lay a ring of it (11 inches
in diameter), about half an inch thick and four inches wide, on the support;
press into this the brass pipe so that the faucet shall project well forward,
and then set the small end of the big pipe section (clean and damp) into the
fresh mortar ring; (a small half-round notch must have been previously
chipped out of the edge of the glazed pipe to roughly fit over the brass pipe)
;
then, immediately, with a trowel—a mason's pointing trowel is best—work
the mortar with firm pressure up against the earthenware, inside and out-
side, so as to make a dense water-tight joint. (Another notch should al-
ready have been made at the proper point in the bell end of the glazed pipe to
serve for the vent and overflow.) All of this description might be inferred
from the drawing.
4. The filter section.—Before putting this up, the work already done should
be allowed to stand over night, so that the mortar may set hard. To
note briefly what the drawing clearly shows: Place the intermediate slab
(with the small hole) over the lower section. On this set the upper pipe sec-
tion into a mortar ring and work the mortar as before with pressure, so as to
make the joint quite water tight all around. Be careful not to jar or loosen
the lower section and its joint, so as to require doing the job again.
5. Placing the filtering material.—Carefully put into the bottom a layer of
clean gravel-stones, or pieces of crushed rock about one-half inch in diameter,
to a depth of about one and a quarter inches; above this a layer of smaller
gravel about pea-size to the depth of three quarters of an inch more; then a
half-inch layer about the size of shot; then an inch layer of coarse sand,
from which all the fine dust must have been screened. We thus have a
graded drainage stratum about three and a half inches deep. The necessity
of this careful grading is to prevent small particles from the body of the filter
working down to clog the outlet. The filter proper is a mass of rather fine
sand, as uniform in size as can be found, well washed by stirring in a pail
and pouring off the dirty water, and evenly placed in horizontal layers, up to
the enlargement at the bell end. It is well to put in some excess to allow for
settlement, so that the final surface shall be about an inch below the over-
flow. The latter may be of one-half inch lead pipe, carefully cemented into
a notch chipped out of the edge of the bell, and extended to any convenient
place where the drip may run away. In the center of the sand surface place
a piece of brick or slate or broken earthenware about three inches square,
to check the impact of the incoming stream and prevent disturbance of the
surface of the sand.
VARIOUS ARRAXGEJIEXTS OF THIS DEVICE.
a. If the householder already has a convenient cistern, clean beyond sus-
picion, the lower part or receptacle of filtered water may be omitted and
proper means used to convey the effluent from the filter to his cistern. If he
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also has water served from a pipe, we have the simplest case of all, where the
essential parts are only the filter with its cover, a piece of small pipe or tub-
ing to deliver the water, a small valve or pet-cock to regulate the flow, and
the overflow pipe.
b. If the water to be filtered comes from u well or brook, the supply tank
is needed, as shown in the drawing marked A. This is constructed so as to
deliver the water "under a constant head," that is, at a uniform rate—which
is an essential condition of operation of the filter. The principle of action is
that of the well-known "Mariotte's bottle," described in works on experimen-
tal physics. The vessel should be made of sheet copper, or tinned copper if
preferred, with a top slightly rounded for strength, and a cap or stopper at
the center to be screwed in so as to be air-tight. Near the side a small tube
1-4 inch or 3-8 inch in diameter is fastened to the top with an air-tight joint,
and extends to within three and a half inches of the bottom. This distance
must be as exact as possible, as it is the actual head which determines the
rate of discharge. A small hole, one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, must
be smoothly drilled at the center of the bottom. To start the operation place
the tank centrally with its discharge opening over the center of the cover
slab. Remove the stopper and fill the tank and immediately replace the
stopper, screwing it down air-tight. The atmospheric pressure, acting
through the small tube, will maintain the pressure constant, until the water
surface falls to the lower end of the tube—when the tank should be refilled.
Air will enter through the tube with a slight gurgle, to replace the w'ater dis-
charged.
With dimensions here shown probably a little more than thirty gallons per
day (24 hours) will flow through the filter and about forty gallons from the
supply tank, which allows for a waste or overflow sufficient to keep the filter
full. The supply tank shown would contain more than ten gallons above
the lower end of the inlet tube.
c. If it is deemed desirable to have a "telltale" to show the level of the
water in the cistern, and also to indicate when the filter is becoming clogged,
the extra fittings needed and their arrangement are plainly shown in the
drawing marked B. In this case care must be taken to get the fittings in
proper line so as to hold the glass tubing without strain; also to cement the
small T's into the notches in the earthenware with water-tight joints. Note
that the upper T must be closed by a proper brass plug to exclude unfiltered
water from the tube.
d. Twelve-inch earthenware pipe would give a capacity more than 40 per
cent, greater, but would require two persons to handle the lengths. Thirty
gallons per day of water used strictly for drinking and cooking would suffice
for an ordinary family. The three-foot lengths of earthenware pipe would
give greater sto^-age capacity and greater depth of sand in the filter, but
would require an awkwardly long reach in the building of the apparatus.
NECESSARY CARE AND ATTENTION.
Although the filter thus described requires comparatively little care, yet a
domestic utility so important as this must be attended to as required.
If arrangement B is used, and there is no telltale, the drip from the over-
flow will indicate a full filter and the sound of the drip into the cistern will
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give an idea of whether that is more or less full. Clogging of the filter will
be manifest when the drip becomes excessive and the supply of filtered water
becomes scant. With a telltale it is needless to say that the degree of clog-
ging is indicated by the distance of the top of the water column in the tube
below the level of the water surface in the filter.
To rcnetv the action of the filter when too much clogged, scrape off the sand
and deposit at the top to a depth of about one half inch or more, as may
appear needful. Replace this by as much clean sand, or by that which was
removed, after carefully washing it. With ordinary water, not noticeably
turbid, such scraping may only be needed at intervals of ten or twenty weeks;
but more frequent treatment must be given under less favorable conditions.
If arrangement A is used, besides the same amount of care just described,
there must be the supplying of water to the feeding tank, which, for dimen-
sions here given would be about three or four times daily, including a filliiag
just at night time.
Filling.—Properly, to start such a filter it should be filled from below with
water already filtered. But in the ordinary household it would not usually
be practicable to accomplish such conformity to theoretical requirements.
Hence no provision is made for such a filling, excepting the arrangement in
style B with the telltale tube, where, by turning up the bend and screwing
in a length of pipe, water may be run in at the bottom through the glass pipe,
and so the air will be forced upward through the sand.
Ordinarily the full bacterial efficiency only comes in any case some days
after starting, and any clear water free from suspicion may be used. If con-
tamination of the water is suspected, then all that is used for the first filling
should be boiled and put in from a clean vessel. Also the rate of admission
is so gradual and as the small stream falls centrally, there is good reason to
believe that the occluded air will readily escape either through the lower
opening or near the walls of the filter case.
When the feed tank is used, evidently any omission to keep it in proper
action,—allowing it to empty itself,—wilT result in irregular action of the
filter; that is, a total or partial emptying of the filter and an objectionable
fi'equency of refilling. Constant flow should be maintained if possible, at
least during daytime.
COST.
Style B, without telltale fixture:
Two lengths of 10-inch earthenware pipe $1.32
Faucet, half-inch, brass .75
Brass tubing .15
Lead pipe, half-inch, four feet and two feet .60
Pet-cock, brass .15
One half-inch elbow .12
$3.09
Thirty-five pounds Portland cement and sand to suit .41
$3.50
Labor, if hired, say 2.50
Style B (simple) $6.00
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For style A, add for copper tank $4.50
Style A (simple) $10.50
For first case with other fititngs (brass)
:
Two glass tubes $0.30
Two unions, half-inch .50
Three T's, half-inch .50
Two bends 0.25
Extra length of half-inch tube ^ .15
Extra, say $1.70
Brought down 6.00
Style B, with all extras $7.70
Style A with all the extra fittings, $10.50+$1.75 $12.25
Of course such a statement is only approximate. The cost of materials
and skilled labor will vary somewhat with the locality, but the above may be
considered a fair average. Nickel-plated fittings may be preferred.
DURABILITY
,
As before stated, all the materials here used are not subject to deterioration
in this combination. If the upper layer (three to four inches) of the sand
is renewed as the case requires, the action of the filter should continue in-
definitely. The writer has had such a filter in use for several years with no
apparent loss of efficiency. This statement needs qualification because of the
fact that tests of bacterial efficiency have not been numerous or systematic.
But usual water analyses at the State Laboratory of Hygiene have invariably
shown that the quality of the water was of the best.
coxc'Lrsiox.
The foregoing contrivance is presented to the public, through the New
Hampshire State Board of Health, in the hope and belief that it answers the
question which many find so perplexing,—how to secure, at moderate cost
and by simple apparatus, a pure drinking water from sources which are dan-
gerous or suspected. The principle of its action has been proved and ap-
proved by tests and experiments continued through many years,—in many
countries; and in the form here described it has been in successful use by
the writer more than a decade. But let the reader beware not to leave the
construction or operation of such a utility to the ignorant incompetence or
willful indifference and neglect of untrustworthy "help." It demands intelli-
gent supervision and the occasional attention prompted by a proper under-
standing of what it is and what it ought to do from day to day.
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To His Excellency the Governor and IJie Honorahk Senale and
House of Representatives of the State of New Hampshire:
The imdersigned, appointed Bridge Commissioners nnder
the act of the legislature passed March 10, 1905, beg leave to
report that they have attended to the duties assigned them,
and submit the following statement touching the subject mat-
ter of their inquiries.
Said act makes it our duty to consider all questions relat-
ing to tlie freeing of all toll-bridges between the state of Xew
Hampshire and the state of Vermont, and to ascertain the
cost of freeing such bridges, number of the same, and where
located; also to ascertain the number of free bridges, cost of
same, amount paid by towns in New Hampshire to free the
same, and where located.
It is made our duty also to ascertain where new bridges, if
an}', shall be built to best accommodate the general public of
New Hampshire, and cost of same;
We are also directed to decide what shall be the equitable
division of the cost of such bridges and their maintenance, as
divided between the states of New Hampshire and Vermont.
HISTORY OF BRIDGES.
For upwards of a century bridges connecting New Hamp-
shire and Vermont have been in existence on the Connecti-
cut river, and while they have been a great expense and an-
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noyance, have seiA'ecl a useful purpose^ and facilitated the
intercourse between the states which has in time become so
extensive and intimate as to make them substantially one
community.
In the early days money was scarce, and municipalities and
even states were comparatively poor, and unable to engage in
jjublic works for promoting the public good as they are now.
The building of expensive bridges by taxation Avas impractica-
ble, and consequently chartered companies for such purposes
had to be resorted to, and these had to depend upon tolls for
their reimbursement.
Thits the toll-bridge came into being as a necessity, and
has performed its office and measurably accommodated the
business and promoted the social and neighborly intercourse
Ijetweeu these states, which are cast in the same mould, and
have a homogeneous origin, common pursuits, and a common
public policy.
These bridges were built mainly by companies incorporated
by the Xew Hampshire legislature, inasmuch as the river
spanned by them was and is mainly in the territory of Xew
Hampshire; but. as Vermont had then as now an ecjual inter-
est with us in all the facilities for communication across the
Connecticitt, the stock of the companies was taken and owned
in common by citizens of the two states, sometimes more
largely by the one, and sometimes by the other. Of cour.-e the
terminal facilities of the bridges in both states have always
been acquired by purchase.
It is not uninteresting to note the beginnings of these
bridges.
Till after the Eevolution there was no bridge anywhere
across the Connecticut river. Tlie first bridge on the Con-
necticut M'as built at Bellows Falls in the year 17S5, by Col.
Enoch Hale of AValpole. This was the only bridge on the
river nortli of the Massachusetts line until 1T96, when bridges
were built between Xorwich and Hanover and between Wind-
sor and Cornish.
Tlie Lyman bridge, so called, between Lebanon and Hart-
ford, and also that between Orford and Fairlec, was finished
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in 1802; between Hinsdale and Brattleboro in 1804-; between
Haverhill and Xewbury, and also between Northumberland
and Guildhall, in 1806; between Walpole and Westminster in
1807; the Lyme bridge in 1822; and most, if not all, of the
rest, some fifteen in number, since that date.
All these bridges were built and operated as toll bridges.
The towns of Hanover in Xew Hampshire and Korwich in
Yermont are entitled to the honor of establishing the first
free bridge over the Connecticut river. This was in 1859,
when the present bridge was built by the two towns, and
thrown open to the public after three toll-bridges in succes-
sion had been swept ^way at that point in the previous sixty
years.
Probably there are now in this legislature members who
remember while at Dartmouth College the annoying impedi-
ment of the old toll-bridge in the fifties, and the great relief
and gratification to the student body when the concurrent
action of Hanover and Xorwich made the bridge free, and
formally dedicated it to the public in July, 1859.
Since that time about fifteen other toll-bridges across the
river have been freed, one by one, either by concurrent action
of the contiguous towns and taxation of their inhabitants, or
by voluntary subscriptions of people interested on the river,
or by the joint instrumentality of these; and wherever the
bridges have been freed, a public benefit has resulted, and the
travel, traffic, and intercourse between the people of the two
states have been relieved of burdensome trammels and sub-
stantially promoted. It is therefore desirable, from that
point of view, and as the dictate of experience, that the re-
maining toll-bridges should be made free and thrown open to
the public use.
There are twent3'-four towns in our state bordering on the
Connecticut river, and twentj^-seven bridges spanning the
river between New Hampshire and Yermont, ten of wliich are
now toll-bridges and seventeen free.
The twenty-four towns bordering on the river are one tentli
part of the towns and cities of the state, and have a valuation
for state taxes of $91.72 of the $1000 for the entire state, or
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one eleventh of the whole. They have a population ol:
46,559^ or more than one ninth of the inhabitants of the
state. And not these towns alone, but many others adjacent
or near to them, on the north, south, and east, are directly in-
terested in and profited by all the facilities for travel and
traffic over the Connecticut river.
OEGANIZATION OF THE COMMISSIO^^.
The commissioners for New Hampshire met at Concord on
the twenty-second day of Ma}^, 1905, and organized by the
choice of Daniel Hall as chairman, and Edward J. Tenney as
secretary; and on the eleventh day of Juh^ 1905, met the
Vermont commission at Claremont, N. H., and conferred
about the work to be done.
We arranged with the Vermont commissioners to hold a
series of meetings of the joint commissions at such towns in
New Hampshire and Vermont as would enable us most con-
veniently to reach the people of the towns in both states
which border on the Connecticut.
Preliminary to these meetings both boards of commission-
ers communicated with selectmen and other interested parties
in their respective states, making inquiries and soliciting in-
formation upon the several points covered by their official
duties, substantially as follows:
1. What bridge or bridges are now in your town across
the Connecticut river? whether toll or free bridges.
2. If a toll-bridge, give its length, its age, and cost, and
name, and officers of the corporation or individual owning it.
3. If a free bridge, its length, how and when freed, and
amount j^aid by towns in New Hampshire and Vermont for
the purpose.
4. If there is no bridge across the Connecticut, whether
there ever has been one, when destroyed, and the owners of
the franchise.
0. If there is no bridge over the Connecticut, is sucli a
bridge needed for the public accommodation, and an esti-
mate of the leno'th and cost of such a bridge made of steel?
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111 pursuance of these arrangements meetings liave been
held as hereinafter detailed, and such facts elicited as will be
stated with more or less fulness.
AVe shall in this report take up the several towns in order
as they are located on the river from the Massachusetts line
northward as far as the Connecticut river constitutes the
boundary between Xew Hampshire and Vermont; and when
we give population it will be that of the United States census
of 1900, and the valuation and rate of taxation of 1906, as
far as we have been able to obtain the same.
HINSDALE.
The first meeting of the joint commission was held at
Brattleboro, Vt., on the fifth of October, 1905. The select-
men and other citizens of Hinsdale and Chesterfield were
notified and appeared at the hearing.
In 1888 the towns of Hinsdale and Brattleboro purchased
the real estate franchise and rights of the Hinsdale Bridge
Company for $15,000, Brattleboro paying $10,000, and Hins-
dale $5,000. This was an old-fashioned wooden structure,
covered and closely boarded in, built in 180-1, and was main-
tained, after its purchase, at an ec[ual expense by the two
towns, for about fifteen years. In 1903 it was replaced by a
substantial iron bridge, which was made free, at an expense of
$43,434.08, of which Brattleboro paid $32,575.20, and Plins-
dale $10,858.42.
Hinsdale has no village nearer than six miles east of the
bridge; but Brattleboro is an important town of about 7,000
inhabitants, with a large and flourishing village at the west-
ern terminus of this bridge to Hinsdale.
Brattleboro pays three fourths and Hinsdale one fourth of
the annual expense of maintaining the bridge; and as it is a
new steel bridge, of modern design, it is as yet very inex-
pensive.
This bridge is an important thoroughfare, and accommo-
dates a large territory both in Xew Hampshire and Vermont.
Hinsdale has a valuation of $3.70, and a population of 1,903.
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CHESTERFIELD.
There is now a free bridge from Chesterfield to I'rattle-
boro, built by those towns, and thrown open to the jniblic in
1888 at a cost of $12,500. Of this Chesterfield paid $8,000
and Brattleboro $4,500.
The expense to Chesterfield of maintaining this bridge av-
erages about $100 per annnm.
Chesterfield's valuaiion for state taxes is $2.29, and its
population 981.
WESTMORELAND.
There was formerl}^ a bridge from Westmoreland, N". H.,
to Putney, Vt. It was 420 feet long, 24 feet wide, and cost
$9,160. It was destroyed some seventy years ago, and has
never been replaced.
The needs of the inhabitants here have been supplied by
two ferries and by the Chesterfield and Walpole bridges, and
we do not discover any urgent demand for a bridge at this
point.
The valuation of Westmoreland is $1.89, and its population
875.
WALPOLE.
The commissioners met at the town hall in Bellows Falls,
Vt., October 5, 1905, and heard the representatives of Rock-
ingham and Westminster, Vt., and Walpole, N. H.
Walpole is heavily burdened by bridges across the Connec-
ticut river. There is a free bridge from Walpole to West-
minster, Vt., which cost $13,000 or $14,000, of whicli Wal-
pole assumed two thirds and Westminster one third.
Then, what is known as the "Tucker bridge" was main-
tained as a toll-bridge up to Xovember, 1904, when it was
purchased by the towns of Walpole, N. H., and Rocking-
ham, Vt., for $20,000, of which Rockingham paid $0,066.67
and Walpole $13,333.33.
In 1905 the two towns of Walpole and Rockingham built a
steel arched Inidge from Bellows Falls village to jSTorth Wnl-
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pole village, at a cost of $J:7,008.94, of which Eockingham
paid $lo,G69.65 and Walpole $31,339.30.
All these bridges are free to the public, and Rockingham
has assumed one third of the expense of their maintenance
and Walpole two thirds.
The Westminster bridge was freed in 18 TO, and has been
rebuilt, repaired, and maintained at great expense, although
of no great benefit to Walpole. This cost to "Walpole alone
has been upwards of $lo,000, since the bridge was made free.
It thus appears that "Walpole, although much less able and
populous than Eockingham, which contains the large and
growing village of Bellows Falls, (Walpole has a population
of 2,700, and Rockingham 6,000,) has actualh' paid for two
thirds of all the bridges, and assumed two thirds of the cost
of their maintenance for all time, and has in consequence been
obliged to incur a large bonded debt.
This seems to be an anomaly calling for explanation.
These bridges are very extensively used by and of very
great value to quite a number of interior towns; and this
situation appears to us to present a marked illustration of
the need of some provision of law under which towns not
contiguous to a bridge may under some circumstances be re-
quired to share in its construction and maintenance.
Walpole has a valuation of $G.21, and a population of
2,693.
CHARLESTOWX.
The commissioners met the citizens of Charlestown, X. II..
at the town hall July 12, 1906, and postponed the principal
hearing for the locality to a meeting at the town hall in
Springfield, Vt., on the evening of the same day.
The first toll-bridge on the Connecticut river going nortii
from the Massachusetts line is found at Charlestown, connect-
ing the town with Springfield, Vt., and known as the ''Che-
shire bridge."
A toll-bridge was maintained here for many years by the
Cheshire Bridge Company. This was an ordinary wooden
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structure, and in 1897 Wcis purchased by the SpringfieW
Electric Eailway Company, and replaced by a steel bridge of
modern design, adapted to the transportation of the freight
and passenger cars of the electric company and for the use
of the public as a toll-bridge. It cost $65,000, and is 600
feet long.
The railroad station for Springfield, a flourishing and
growing town of nearly 4,000 inhabitants, is at Charlestown,
on the New Hampshire side of the river. The people on
both sides of the river are very eager for a free bridge, and
at both meetings a resolution was adopted requesting the
bridge company to state to the joint commission before Sep-
tember 1 their terms for granting free passage of the public
forever over the Cheshire bridge.
We accordingly called ujDon the bridge company to name a
lump sum which the company would accept to make this
bridge forever free to the traveling public, the company to
guarantee its maintenance.
On the fourth of September, 1906, the 'New Hampshire
commissioners received from the bridge company a reply to
the effect that while the stockholders would sell their bridge,
franchise, and rights at a fair price, they would not care to
make any offer for freeing it to the general jjublic and main-
taining the same and keejiing it in repair for all time.
Charlestown has a valuation of $3.23, and a population of
1,473.
CLAEEMONT.
A public meeting was held and fully attended in the town
hall in Claremont, jST. H., October 5, 1905, presided over by
Dr. 0. B. Way.
Large meetings have also been held in reference to the
same locality in Weathersfield, Vt., one at Ascutneyville, Oc-
tober 6, 1905, and another at Weathersfield Bow August 15,
1906.
The situation in reference to the bridge between Clare-
mont and Weathersfield is ])eculiar, and presents a serious
problem.
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The Claremont Bridge Company l)iiilt and maintained a
toll-bridge at Ascutneyville from 1839 till it was destroyed by
a fresliet in March, 1904. -The qnestion then arose, and has
been much agitated, whether a new bridge should be built
on the site of the old one, or fonr miles below it, at a point
known as "Blood's Eddy/' abont a mile north of Ashley's
Ferry at Weathersfield Bow.
Each location has its warm partisans, and A'ery lively dis-
cussions were liad at the above meetings, and numerous pe-
titions have been presented from the citizens of several towns
on both sides of the river.
The loss of this bridge has seriously disarranged the busi-
ness of Weathersfield and Claremont, and resulted in great
losses to both. Consequently there is a very strong senti-
ment in favor of a new bridge^ and nobody desires or ex-
pects another toll-bridge. Efforts have been made to re-
build the Ascutneyville bridge as a free bridge bytlie concur-
rent action of the two towns. On the first of March, 190-1:,
AVeathersfield appropriated $5,000 to aid the town of Clare-
mont in erecting a free bridge across the Connecticut river at
or near Ascutneyville.
Claremont, at the March town meeting of 1904, failed by
six votes to appropriate the necessary $30,000 to build the
bridge to Ascutneyville. There the matter lias rested up to
the present time.
The Claremont Electric TJailway is running its cars to
"West Claremont village, three miles east of the Ascutneyville
bridge, and the other terminus is at Claremont Junction,
three miles from the Eddy. It is desirable, probably, to
have that railway extended across the Connecticut into Ver-
mont, to various villages and other important points, and of
course to pass over an}' bridge that shall bo built.
A new steel bridge at Ascutneyville, on the old site, would
be of three spans, GOO feet long, and a part of the old abut-
ment being relaid and made sufficiently strong for ordinary
travel, being IG feet wide, would cost $33,000, and if 22 feet
wide $37,000, and made sufficiently wide and -trong for elec-
tric cars, would cost $40,000.
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A bridge of the same character at the Eddy would be of
two spans and 4-40 feet long, and could be constructed of
proper strength and width for about $25,000; but if 23 feet
wide would cost $27,000; and if strong enough for the cross-
ing of electric cars, the expense would be $30,000. Besides
this, projjer approaches would have to be constructed at
both ends, the eastern terminus being a new road from the
eastern end of the bridge to the public highway in Clare-
mont, a distance of one and two thirds miles, at a cost of from
$3,000 to $5,000.
The arguments in favor of these respective sites may read-
ily be inferred, that of the Eddy being its lesser length and
cost, and proximity to the Junction railway station, and that
of Ascutneyville being its prescriptive character as a high-
way, the availability of its old abutments and approaches, and
closer proximity to Claremont village.
A bridge on either of these routes would become a great
thoroughfare for travel, and for each it is claimed that it would
be the more convenient, and accommodate more of the travel,
the roads, and towns of the vicinage on the Vermont side.
We are satisfied that the wants of the public require a
bridge both at Ascutneyville and the Eddy, and recommend
that both be built.
We do not undertake to express a positive preference, or
decide between the conflicting claims of these two locations;
but if only one bridge can be built, we then recommend that
its location be determined by the joint or concurrent action
of the legal voters of the towns of Claremont and Weathers-
field.
If the method of building and meeting the expenses of a
new bridge to be hereafter formulated in this report be
adopted it is altogether probable that Weathersfield will have
to pay no more than one fourth or one fifth of one half of
the total cost of the bridge, while Claremont will be called
upon to pay four or five times as much; and it would be a
strange and anomalous proceeding if a town so much larger,
and having an interest so much larger, were not to have a
23otential voice in deciding so important a matter.
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Clareniont ha.'= a valuation of $12.85, and a ])opulalioii of
about 7,000.
COPtXISII AXl) I'LAINFIELD.
The coiniiiissioncrs met the citizens of Cornish, X. II., and
Windsor, \t., at the town hall in Windsor on the evening of
Jnly 10, 190G.
There was a large attendance, and after full consideration
of the situation the following resolutions were presented by
Sherman Evarts. Esq., and unanimously adopted:
Besolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the busi-
ness interests and general welfare and progress of the com-
munities of "Windsor in A^crmont and Cornish in New Hamp-
shire imperatively demand that the toll-bridge over the Con-
necticut between the two towns be inade a free bridge to re-
main so forever; and Ijc it further
Besolved, That in view of the previous action of the legis-
lature of the state of A'eruiont in respect of bridges within
the state, and in view of the general benefit to all travelers
between the two states, which would accrue by such action,
it is the sense of this meeting tliat the expense necessary to
this desired result should be borne in equitable proportions
by the two state governments, and Ijc provided for by the is-
sue of long tiine bonds, or some similar method.
On the next day, duly 11. liJOG, a meeting was held at th(>
town hall in Plainfield, X^. II., whicli was addressed by AVin-
ston Churchill, Esq., of Cornish, and others, and a resolution
similar to the above was olfcred by Air. Churchill and unani-
mously adopted.
The bridge between Windsor and Cornish is owned by the
Cornish Bridge Company, which A\as incorporated in 1797.
The present bridge was built in 1864 to replace one that
had been carried away by a freshet. It is of wood, covered
and enclosed, 600 feet long, and cost, approximately, $10,000.
It is capitalized at $10,000, is very much used, accommo-
dates a large po])ulation both in Xew Hampshire and Aver-
ment, and pays ten or twelve per cent per annum to its stock-
holders.
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This bridge certainly ought to be free. The commissioners
have encleaTored to get from the proprietors an offer for the
sale of their bridge but have not succeeded. They have ex-
j)ressed a willingness to sell for a reasonable sum, but have
not named the sum.
Some special legislation may be needed for taking this
bridge for public use, or, as we do not understand that it has
exclusive rights on the river, a free bridge may perhaps be
built in case an exorbitant price is demanded.
Cornish has a valuation of $1.93, and a population of 962.
On the same day, July 11, 1906, a meeting was held at
Hartland, Yt., and quite largely attended.
There was formerly a toll-bridge between Hartland and
Plainfield, built and owned by David H. Sumner in 1826,
which was carried away in 1840. It was rebuilt in 1840, but
carried away again in 18o6, and has never been replaced.
The only means of crossing the river for the last fifty years
has been by two ferries, one near the site of the Sumner
bridge, and another at Xorth Hartland, four miles above.
The river at this point has a strong current, and the spring
freshets raise it very high, while the obstruction of ice and
logs makes the ferries dangerous and unfit for use several
months in the year.
There is a very considerable demand by travel and traffic for
a bridge here, and in our opinion a free l)ridge ought to be
constructed on the site of the old toll-bridge. The old
bridge was 528 feet long, and its abutments and the founda-
tions of &. central pier still remain.
An iron bridge at this point sufficient to meet the public
demands is estimated to cost $30,000.
Plainfield has a valuation of $1.96, and a population of
1,114.
LEBANON.
The joint commission held a meeting at White River Junc-
tion, Vt., Octol)er 18, 1905, at which the towns of Lebanon
and Hanover, N. H., and Hartford and Norwich, Vt., were
represented.
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Between Lebanon and Hartford the Lyman Bridge Com-
pany maintained a toll-bridge over the Connecticut from 1803
till 1879, when Lebanon took legal proceedings for freeing
the bridge before the Grafton County commissioners, under
whose award Lebanon paid $3,404:.53 as its share, and Hart-
ford $1,153.46 as its share, for this purpose. This was a
wooden bridge which stood till washed away in 189G.
A new steel bridge was then built in its place at a cost to
Lebanon of $33,387.54 and to Hartford of $8,478.50. This
bridge is 427 feet long. Since its construction very large
bills have been paid by Lebanon for its repair and mainte-
nance, a small portion of wliicli has been collected from the
town of Hartford.
A free bridge is in use across the Connecticut river from
the village of AVilder in A^ermont to Lebanon in New Hamp-
shire. Mr. Wilder, a wealthy resident of Lebanon who had
large investments at Wilder village, left a legacy in his will
with directions to his executors to build a bridge as a gift to
the two towns of Lebanon and Hartford. This was doqe, at an
expense of $12,000. It is now in use as a free bridge, hut
neither town has ever accepted it, or laid out any approach to
it or highway over it.
It would seem that these towns could well afford to recog-
nize so valuable a gratuity by assuming its control and laying
out a highway over it, Mdth proper approaches, making it
convenient for public travel.
Lebanon has a valuation of $10.64, and a population of
5,000.
HAXOVER.
As has been previously stated in this report, the river is
spanned at Hanover and Norwich by the first free bridge on
the river, built in 1859. This bridge is still standing. It is
a M'ooden structure 408 feet long, closed at top and sides,
and standing 40 feet above the river at low water.
Three hundred and twenty-four feet of the bridge are in
New Hampshire and 84 feet in Vermont. It was built at
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an expense to Hanover of $12,000 and to Xorwicli of $3,000,
and is snjDported by these two towns at the same rate.
Hanover has a valuation of $5.18, and a population of 1,881.
LYME.
The commissioners met the citizens of L3-me, Orford, and
Piermont, X. H., and Thetford, Fairlee, and Bradford, Yt.,
at the town hall in Bradford, Yt., on the evening of October
18, 1905, and investigated the conditions in all those towns.
Lyme has two iron bridges crossing the Connecticut with-
in three miles of each other. One is from Lyme to East
Thetford, 420 feet long, and was built in 1896 to replace a
wooden toll-bridge carried away by a freshet in March of that
year. The other is 380 feet long, and was built to replace a
toll-bridge carried away by the same freshet.
The East Thetford bridge, now standing, cost $13,608.93,
of which Lyme paid $11,565.56 and Thetford $2,013.37.
The other bridge was built in 1896 as a toll-bridge by the
Xorth Thetford Bridge Company, and maintained by them
as such till 1899, when it was purchased by the towns of Lyme
and Thetford, and made free, at an expense to Lyme of $6,900
and Thetford $1,000.
The maintenance of these bridges costs $75 a year, on an
average, to the two towns, which expense is paid by the
towns in proportion to the length of the bridge in them re-
spectively, that is, in one in the proportion of 22 to 398, and
in the other as 40 to 326. Both these bridges are on great
thoroughfares, and extensively used.
The valuation of Lyme is $2.08, and population 1,080.
ORFOED.
One wooden free bridge on the Connecticut is maintained
by the towns of Orford, X. H., and Fairlee, Yt. This was
formerly a toll-bridge, but was made free by the action of
these two towns in 1894, at an expense of $5,600 to Orford
and $400 to Fairlee. The bridge is 440 feet long, 55 feet of
it being in Yermont and 385 feet in New Hampshire. These-
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towns maintain tlie Ijridge proportionately to tlie lonstli bC
it in the respective towns.
In 1899 Orford expended $200 for repairs, and it is an-
ticipated will have to expend $1,000 to repair a pier damaged
by ice in the spring of 1905.
There is a good deal of general travel over the hridge, and it
is necessarily used to reach the railroad station. It has been
in use nearly fifty years, and is in danger every spring of be-
ing swept away by ice and high water.
Orford's valuation is $1.49, and its population 890.
PIEEMOXT.
A toll-bridge was maintained for many years between the
towns of Piermont, N. H., and Bradford, Vt. It was built
and owned by the Piermont Bridge Company, and was pur-
chased of them by the towns of Piermont and Bradford July
1, 1901, and made free. It cost $G,000, of which Piermont
paid $4,900 and Bradford $1,100. Thirty feet and one abut-
ment of this bridge is in Bradford, and 330 feet, one abutment
and one pier in Piermont. Since it was made free Piermont
has maintained 330 feet and Bradford 30 feet. It has cost
Piermont about $50 |)er year. It is a wooden structure, in
fair condition, except that one ^-idc now needs shingling.
The railroad station used generally by the people of many
towns, both of Vermont and Xew Hampshire, is in the town
of Bradford, and is named "Piermont."'
This bridge is used extensively by the ])cople of both states,
and is part of a great thoroughfare.
The valuation of Piermont is $1.28, and its population i;].'.
It is noticeable that although Piermont has only half the
population of Bradford, and is in every respect a town of
much less consequence and ability to pay than Bradford,
yet Piermont has been charged with nearly all the cost and
maintenance of the bridge between them, on no other ground,
obviously, than the fact that the Iii'idge is located mainly on
Xew Hampshire territory.
This method of apportioning tlie cost and maintenance of
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the bridges appears to have prevailed very generally along
the whole length of the river.
HAVEBHILL.
A public meeting was held at Hale's Tavern, Wells river,
Yt., October 19, 190o, to hear the representations of citizens
of Haverhill and Bath, N". H., and JSTewbury and Ryegate, Vt.
There were then three toll-bridges between Haverhill and
Xewbiny, two of wood and one of iron.
The bridge at South Newbury is owned by the Bedell
Bridge Company, and connects the old town of Haverhill, N.
H., with South Newbury, Yt. It is of wood, 38-1 feet long,
about twenty-five years old, and cost $8,000 in addition to
the masonry. This bridge is capitalized at $8,000,—par value
of the stock $80, but it now sells at $50. It is now in good
condition, and has paid on an average dividends of six per
cent on a fifty-dollar valuation.
The second bridge, the oldest of the three, is owned by
the Haverhill Bridge Company. It is a wooden, covered
bridge, 300 feet long, and originally cost $10,000. The stock
is owned by the people of Haverhill and Newbury. There
are 92 shares of it, at $100 each, but is held now at
only $2 per share: and the officers of the corporation informed
the commissioners that they would turn over the bridge and
its franchise to the two towns without compensation.
Since our meeting it is understood that the stock of this
corporation has all been boug-ht by Mr. Keyes of Haverhill,
who, claiming that the bridge is unsafe, has closed it to the
traveling public. In May, 1906, the towns of Haverhill and
Newbury were engaged in negotiations to acquire the stock
and make this bridge free, but they have not as yet been able
to perfect the arrangements for making the bridge safe, and
then opening it to the free use of the public.
The bridge at Woodsville, connecting that village with the
village of Wells Bivcr, A'^t., is of steel, and was built by the
Boston & Maine Railroad Company in 1903.
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The first bridge at tliis point was built in 1803, and after
the loss of one or two bridges, the public were for a time with-
out a bridge; whereupon, the Boston & Maine railroad ob-
tained control of the charter rights of the Wells Eiver Bridge
Company, a Xew Hampshire corporation which controls and
owns the part of the bridge used as a highway. The rail-
road company purchased the stock of this company for
$1,557.50, and then com^tructed a new bridge of steel at a
total cost of $67,000, so arranged that the upper part is used
by the railroad company exclusively for its own traffic, while
the lower part is used as a toll-bridge for the traveling public.
The highway part of the bridge cost about $20,000, beyond
the railroad needs, on which basis it has earned four per cent
dividends above the expense of maintenance.
The authorities of the Boston & Maine Eailroad Company
and the Wells River Bridge Company have agreed to accept
$20,000 as a lump sum to make this lower portion of the
bridge free to the public, they obligating themselves to for-
ever maintain the structural part, but requiring that the towns
shall keep the bridge planked, and maintain the approaches to
the highway portion.
This toll-bridge is very burdensome to the traveling public,
as it is very extensively patronized, and the tolls to many peo-
ple run very high.
There is an excellent site for a bridge just below this rail-
road bridge, but as this site is controlled by the railroad
company, we have been unable to secure an option on it.
Here a bridge might be constructed only about 270 feet in
length, and, as we estimate, an iron bridge could be built at
an expense of $15,000, but with an additional expense of
$1,000 or $5,000 for the necessary masonry and terminal ap-
proaches.
Under the circumstances we think the offer of the rail-
road company is reasonable, and recommend that it be ac-
cepted.
Haverhill has a valuation of $5.88, a population of 3,111, a
very high tax rate and debt, and is very much burdened by
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tlie support of bridges, of which it has a large number to
luaintain.
BATH.
This town has no bridge across the Connecticut, but it is
so situated that its citizens can and do make use of the bridges
at AVoodsville and Mclndoe's Falls.
Its value is $1.87, and population 1,00G.
MONEOE.
The commissioners held a meeting at Mclndoe's Falls (in
Barnet, Vt.) in the Academy hall, on N"ovember 6, 1905,
which was fully attended, and personally inspected the toll-
bridge there, learned the facts concerning it, and also about
the bridge at Barnet village.
The bridge at Mclndoe's Falls is a covered wooden bridge,
250 feet long, with one span, and connects with Monroe,
N. H.
The first bridge here was built in 1803, cost $5,000, and
was carried away by high water in 1833.
The bridge now standing was built in 183-1 by the Ly-
man Bridge Cor])oration, the present proprietors, at a cost
of about $3,500. The capital stock consists of 100 shares at
$50 par value, which has recently been sold at from $25 to
$35. It has not been considered very valuable. For several
years a dividend of $2.50 per share has been paid; in other
years $1 per share, and in other years the income has been
absorbed by the expenses. This bridge is nine miles north
of the bridge at Woodsville, and thirteen miles south of
the bridge at Littleton.
The proprietors of the Lyman Bridge Corporation have
made to us a proposition to sell their property, for the pur-
pose of freeing the bridge, for $3,500.
There is another toll-bridge from North Monroe, N. H., to
l^arnet village, built by the Stevens Village Bridge Company,
a Xew Hampshire corporation, and is located two and one
lialf miles north of the bridge at Mclndoe's. It was originally
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built in 1828, and three different bridges have been phiced
there since 1850. The jorcscnt bridge is in good condition,
and only 225 feet long, its shortness being due to the fact
that its Avestern abutment was originally on an island in the
Connecticut river, and the channel between that island and
the Vermont shore has since been filled in. Consequently, the
bridge now is entirely in Xew Hampshire.
The Stevens Village Bridge Company, in a communica-
tion to us under date of September 10, 1906, offer to turn over
all their interest and rights in their bridge, as it now stands,
for $1,000.
Both these bridges are extensively used, and are important
structures in the interstate travel and traffic, accommodating
Lyme, Bath, Ryegate, and many other towns.
The meeting at Mclndoe's was fully attended by the rep-
resentative men of both states, who were unanimous in their
expressions of dissatisfaction with toll-bridges, which they
denounced as inconveniences, extortions, and nuisances; and
all were willing to be taxed, and represented their towns as
willing to be taxed, to free them.
The town of Monroe has a valuation of 99 cents, and a pop-
ulation of 515.
LITTLETON.
A meeting was held in the town hall in Littleton, N. IL,
on the evening of July 12, 1906, which was well attended: and
the commissioners also met the citizens of Waterford, Vt.,
on the morning of July 13, 1906.
A good iron toll-bridge, 289 feet long, connects Little-
ton and Waterford, though at a distance of some five miles
from Littleton village.
This bridge was built about 1890 by the Littleton Bridge
Company, and cost $11,000. It is quite extensively used, and
has generally paid five per cent dividends.
The stockholders of the corporation in August, liM)(5. voted
to sell their bridge and franchise for $9,000.
Littleton has a valuation of $8.13, and a population of
4,0G6.
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DALTOX.
Dalton, N. H., borders upon the Connecticut, opposite the
towns of Concord and Lunenberg, Vt. Xo bridge now stands
in Dalton, though one existed there many years ago, and its
franchise is still held by the Littleton Bridge Company.
There is now no bridge for upwards of twenty miles from
Littleton north to the bridge from Lancaster to Guildhall.
The commissioners met the citizens of Dalton, N. H., and
Lunenberg, Vt., at the town hall in Lunenberg on Novem-
ber 7, 1905, and again September 13, 1906.
There is no doubt that great inconvenience is suffered for
want of bridges over the Connecticut in this vicinity; and
there is a demand for bridges at Fitzdale, Sc/lith Lunenberg,
and North Lunenberg, each of which sites has strong advo-
cates.
Fitzdale is a village on the Vermont side, at the southwest
corner of Dalton, built within a few 3^ears in connection with
the pulp-mills of the Dalton Paper Company, which has al-
ready invested $500,000 here and employs seventy-five men,
with a prospect that a bridge would largely increase the plant,
wliich is capable of developing 30,000 horsepower. Most of
the employees live in Dalton, and the only communication
with the mills is by row-boats, and during a large part of
the year this means of crossing is uncertain and dangerous.
A steel bridge here would be 357 feet long, of one span, and
there would be a solid rock abutment on the New Hampshire
side, and a chance for a solid abutment on the Vermont side.
A steel bridge can be built for about $17,000; and as a per-
sonal visit to the locality has convinced the commissioners of
its necessity, we are of opinion that a bridge should be built
here at an early day.
A bridge is proposed from the northwestern part of Dalton
to South Lunenberg, at what is called the "fifteen-mile Falls,"
north of the railroad station and bridge, and three luiles south
of the bridge that formerly stood at North Lunenberg. This
bridge would be about 400 feet long, and the cost would
probably be for a steel bridge $20,000 and for a wooden one
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$14,000. Between the Blake ferry and the raih'oad bridge is
a very eligible location for a bridge.
A toll-bridge had existed for many years from South Lan-
caster, X. H., to Xorth Liinenberg. This was built and
owned by the Union Bridge Company under a Xew Hamp-
shire charter. It was 288 feet long, and under its charter
it had the exclusive right to maintain a bridge for three
miles on the river. It was carried away by the freshet in
March, 1905, and has not been replaced. The bridge com-
pan}' still owns the piers and abutments, and a house and an
acre of land, on the Vermont side.
The capital of this bridge was $8,000, and it paid annual
dividends of $2 on fifty-dollar shares until a bridge was made
free at Lancaster three miles above. The pier and abutments
are now nearly perfect, and the L'nion Bridge Company would
sell them and their franchise for $1,200, and a new wooden
bridge could be put upon them for $8,000.
The old bridge was extensively used for a milk station on
the Boston & Maine railroad at South Lancaster, and if
rebuilt would be of great public service.
The valuation of Dalton is 61- cents, and its population 592,
LAXCASTER.
A meeting of the commissioners was held at the Lancaster
House in Lancaster, N. H., Xovember 7, 1905.
As before stated, the toll-bridge at South Lancaster was
carried away in March, 1905, and the only accommodation
there now is a ferry.
A toll-bridge had been in existence more than one hundred
years from Lancaster, three miles above the bridge at South
Lancaster. It was chartered as early as 1804, and in 1894 the
bridge which had stood for over fifty years vras bought
and freed by the towns of Lancaster and Guildhall and sub-
scribers from Lunenberg. Lancaster paid for the old bridge
$2,000; Guildhall and citizens of Lunenberg about $200. In
1902 the old bridge was replaced by the present wooden one
at a cost of upwards of $7,000, which is operated as a free
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bridge. The new bridge was built mainly by Lancaster, aided
by a small amount, about $300, from the town of Guildhall.
It is agreed by all that the South Lancaster bridge was
very valuable and should be rebuilt. Lancaster is a thriv-
ing and growing town, has important mercantile establish-
ments, four banks, etc., is the natural market and business
center for a large part of Vermont, and its facilities for secur-
ing this trade would be very largely increased by a free bridge
at South Lancaster. Its banks have large deposits from the
neighboring Vermont towns, the railroad stations are on the
New Hampshire side, Avhile the town has large public bur-
dens in iron bridges, one hundred miles of highway, well kept
streets, a costly water and sewerage system, etc.
Lancaster has a valuation of $7.40, and a population of
3,200.
NOETHUMBEELAXD.
The commissioners held a meeting in the court house at
Guildhall, Vt., to hear the people of Northumberland, N. H.,
and Guildhall and Maidstone, Vt., November 8, 1905.
At this village there is a toll-bridge owned by the North-
umberland Bridge Company, a corporation chartered in 1802.
Its capital stock is thirty-eight shares of $100 each. The
original cost of the bridge is unknown, but for many years it
was not profitable, and assessments were voted from tune to
time.
In 1851 the bridge was wrecked by a tornado, and about
$1,500 had to be spent for permanent improvements. The
average dividends for the last twenty years have been a little
more than five per cent.
It is a wooden, covered structure, of one span, and 295
feet long. It is extensively used, and of great value to the
peojole on both sides of the river. The railroad station for
this vicinage is in Northumberland. In 1905 season tickets
were sold to New Hampshire people to the amount of $119,
and to those of Vermont for $131.50.
Groveton is a growing village and railroad junction in the
northerly part of Northumberland, where there are a paper
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mill and large saw mills employing two hundred and twenty-
five hands.
This bridge is four miles above the free bridge at Lancaster,
and the next bridge north is eight miles distant, and crosses
from Stratford Hollow to Maidstone.
The company will sell their franchise and bridge here for
$4,000, and it evidently pays a fair dividend on that sum.
The valuation of Northumberland is $3.28, and its popula-
tion 1,9::.
STRATFOED.
There is a free bridge crossing the Connecticut from Strat-
ford Hollow, N". H., to Maidstone, Vt. It is of iron, and was
built a few years ago at an expense of $3,500, of which the
state of New Hampshire paid $1,000, the town of Maidstone
$500, and the town of Stratford about $2,000.
Xorth Stratford has a bridge crossing to Bloomfield, Yt.,
made free by the concurrent action of the two towns and the
state of JSTew Hampshire, the legislature appropriating $4,000
in 1889 for the purpose, and each of the towns a small sum.
"We believe these are the only appropriations made by either
of the states to the construction of bridges across the Connec-
ticut river.
Stratford has a valuation of $1.92, and a population of 968.
COLUMBIA.
A covered wooden toll-bridge spans the river from Colum-
bia, X. H., to Lemington, Vt. It is 164 feet long, and owned
by the Columbia Toll-Bridge Company. A former bridge was
blown down, and this was built on its site in 1892, at a cost of
$1,700. It can now be purchased for $1,200.
Columbia has a valuation of $1.27, and a ])opulation of 690.
COLEBROOK.
A public meeting was held by the commissioners at Cole-
brook, X. H., July 14, 1906, at which citizens of Colebrook
<and Columbia, X. H., and Lemington, Yt., were heard.
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A toll-bridge was maintained for many years between Cole-
brook and Lemington. It became the occasion of much
tronble and oppression to the people, which resulted in the
establishment of a pontoon bridge in its close proximity.
After a time this jDontoon bridge was enjoined as illegal by
the courts; and finally the toll-bridge was made free by sub-
scription at a cost of between $1,500 and $2,000. The bridge
is about 150 feet long, and maintained principally by Cole-
brook. Colebrook has a valuation of $3.69, and a population
of 1,876.
STEWAETSTOWK
The commissioners held a public meeting at Canaan, Vt.,
the most northerly town on the Connecticut river in Vermont,
on the evening of ISTovember 8, 1905.
A toll-bridge across the Connecticut from West Stewarts-
town, N. H., to Canaan was maintained for many years. The
old toll-bridge was sixty or seventy years old, when it was
bought and made free by subscription in 1887. It is 246 feet
long, and was purchased for $1,560. The two towns of Stew-
artstown and Canaan have accepted it as a highway, and as-
sumed its maintenance according to its length in each town,
seventeen one hundred and ninety-ninths being paid by
Canaan, and one hundred and eighty-two one hundred and
ninety-ninths by Stewartstown. This bridge is a very impor-
tant thoroughfare, as the railroad station for Canaan and the
whole vicinity is at West Stewartstown.
A free bridge was built by subscription at Beecher's Falls,
a village in the extreme northeastern corner of Canaan, about
twenty years ago. It is 150 feet long, cost $1,500, and has
been assumed and is maintained by the town of Stewartstown.
This is close to the Canada line, where the railroad crosses
the river.
There is a large furniture manufactory here, employing
one hundred and ten hands, and the bridge is an important
adjunct to the industrial prosperity of Stewartstown.
Stewartstown has a valuation of $1.62, and a ]jopulation of
1,150.
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We have thus investigated and set forth in detail the ma-
terial facts touching the bridges on the river. It is an un-
fortunate fact, which has already operated, and may still to
some extent tend to hinder this consummation, that the Con-
necticut river is practically wholly within the territory of
New Hampshire, only the western abutments of these bridges
being usually within, or partially within, the limits of Ver-
mont. No little embarrassment and litigation have arisen
from this fact.
The boundary line between the states, or, rather, the west-
ern boundar}^ of Xew Hampshire, was settled as long ago as
the war for the New Hampshire grants between New Hamp-
shire and New York. Upon the application of New York the
King's Order in Council of July 20, 1764, declared ''the
western bank of the river Connecticut to be the boundary line
between the two provinces of New Hampshire and New
York."
This is an anomalous boundary, inasmuch as a river
boundary is almost invariably adjudged to be the thread or
center of the stream. Judge Bell, in the celebrated case of
State vs. Canterbury and Boscawen, 28 N. H. 295, has clearly
elucidated the matter.
The true boundary, that is, the exact boundary line be-
tween the states, has been and still is in dispute. In neither
state has the boundary been exactly fixed by the courts, some
holding the line to be low-water mark on the western side,
others high-water mark, and others the point on the west
bank where vegetation ceases; while the New Hampshire leg-
islature found it necessary at an early day to define the du-
ties and the responsibilities of New Hampshire towns on the
border by a declaratory act that their boundary should bo tho
western bank of the river.
The exact delimitation of this line may some time have to
be settled by adjudication of the United States Supreme
Court.
We cannot refrain from characterizing it as a rather re-
markable fact that the building and maintenance of bridges
across the Connecticut has been generallv admitted or a?-
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sumed to be incumljent upon the New Hami^shire towns
bordering on the river, or at least to the fnll proportion of
their relative ownership of the bed of the river, because the
river bed was well nigh wholly within the jurisdiction and
territory of Xew Hampshire. According to this principle,
whenever a bridge M'as to be built, or freed, or supported by
two opposite towns, this has been done by them proportion-
ately as the bed of the river lay in each.
We submit that this method of apportioning the ])urden
is and alwa3^s has been incorrect and fallacious, and that, so
long as the towns are to do it wholly, the true basis for such
expenditure is its assignment to the opposite towns in just
proportion to their size, ability to i^a}^, and advantages to
accrue to each by way of trade, travel, etc., from the bridge.
It is a singular fact that the New Hampshire towns seem to
have acquiesced in this unjust division of the burden of build-
ing and maintaining the bridges. This is well illustrated by
the bridges connecting Walpole and Eockingham, Lel^anon
and Hartford, Piermont and Bradford, L^mie and Thetford,
etc., etc.
The only instance in which a different and we think the
correct principle has prevailed has been in the case of Hins-
dale and Brattleboro, where, as was altogether proper, Brat-
tleboro, being by far the larger and more important town,
assumed three fourths and Hinsdale one fourth of the ex-
pense of building and maintaining the fine new steel (free)
bridge that now connects them together.
The Vermont Bridge Commissioners' Eeport alludes to the
case of Brattleboro as "the only instance where a Vermont
town has jiaid more than one third of the expense of freeing
the Ijridge,'' and says "in most cases the Vermont town has
paid much less than one third."
Now we maintain that this stands on no good reason what-
ever: that the advantages of a bridge are substantially equal;
that on an average, the connecting towns are equal in size,
wealth, and importance, and so situated as to reap equal bene-
fits; and that the river being of equal value for all purposes to
both states, the geographical fact of its being more within
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the jurisdiction of one than of tlie other, is a fact of no sig-
nificance in this argument and has no bearing u])on the ques-
tion involved.
The only benefit not common to Vermont wliieli Xew
Hampshire has ever received from this peculiar location of
the boundary line has been tli;it the small bridge corporations
have usually been assessed and paid taxes u])()ii their ])V()]UM-ty
in Xew Hampshire: but these bridges have always been held
at a low valuation, have not generally been profitable, and
have paid but small taxes, the stockholders belonging indif-
ferently to Vermont and Xew Hampshire; and the freedom of
the bridges shuts off this income forever hereafter.
That the bridge proprietors under Xew Hampshire charters
have the right to acquire, own, and occupy their western
abutments and api^roaches in Vermont has been held by the
courts in Vermont and Xew Hampshire.
State V. B. C. & M. E. E. Co., 25 Vt. 433.
Claremont Bridge Co. v. Eoyce, 42 Vt. 730.
Lumbard v. Aldrich, 8 X. H. 31, et passini.
And also the right of towns and counties to lay out highways
over toll-bridges has been sustained in numerous cases; and
this may be availed of as a valuable right in the legislative
consideration of tliis question.
In considering, as one branch of our inquiries, the question
of the reimbursement, to some extent, of the border towns,
for expenses already incurred in freeing toll-bridges, it may
seem somewhat extraordinary to become res]jonsible for ex-
penditures already voluntarily assumed, and for which the
state, or other towns, are under no o])ligation wliatever.
Upon this point, however, it may be claimed that it would
be casting an unequal burden upon these towns if, after in-
curring a large debt in freeing tliemselves from sei'vitude. tluy
should now be called upon to contribute to free otiier towns in
a like situation, without any recognition of what they have
already done.
These border towns, comi)rising more than one ninili of
the entire population of the state, and paying about one
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tenth of the state and county taxes, have not only suffered the
annoyance of tolls for a century, but have contributed their
quota of taxation for the internal improvements of other por-
tions of the state.
It has been the settled policy and almost immemorial usage
of New Hampshire to make appropriations of public money
for roads and bridges and other internal improvements in
special localities. Under this policy, beginning at a very
early day, the state has appropriated from its treasury hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars for building and maintaining
mountain roads and bridges, ocean boulevards, etc., and has
lately entered upon a general system of affording aid in the
improvement of roads throughout the state. It has even, in
one instance, made a direct appropriation to and practically
built two bridges over the Connecticut at Stratford, which
have been of great benefit to that locality.
In carrjdng out this policy none have been exempted from
taxation; but the very towns which now ask to be relieved in
some degree of burdensome expenses which their situation
has entailed upon them, have received no benefits locally
from state action. Public expenditure, therefore, for work
of this character, is not a new experiment, nor a departure
from our traditional policy; and when a new object is pro-
posed, the question would seem to be only as to the substan-
tially general public benefit to be secured.
We suggest that twenty years should be the statute of limi-
tations in this inquiry, previous to which, expenses on this ac-
count should not be taken into account, and that nothing
should be considered for interest and ordinary cost of main-
tenance.
The question of an equitable distribution of the cost of
freeing the toll-bridges between the two states of New Hamp-
shire and Vermont developed some difference of opinion be-
tween the commissioners of the two states. The Vermont
commissioners seemed to entertain the idea of an inequality
between the states, and proposed that Vermont should pay
only one fourth or one third of the cost of the enterprise,
that is, that the total cost to the state and towns of Vermont
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should be only one half of that to the state and towns of Xew
Hampshire.
The Xew Hampshire commissioners could not assent to
this proposition, hut on the other hand claimed that tiie
benefits to be derived from freeing the bridges would be
the same to each state, and that therefore the expense, as
between the states and in their capacity as states, should be the
same. We therefore proposed that whatever should be con-
tributed b}^ the state governments to the object should be al-
lotted equally, leaving it to the connecting towns in each lo-
cality to adjust the remaining expense between themselves
according to their financial ability, their size, the advantages
to be derived by each, and any other local considerations
which they might think should enter into the calculation.
To illustrate this, take the towns of Claremont, X. H., and
Weathersfield, Vt., to be connected by a bridge. Claremont
being the more important town obviously ought and would
expect to pay much the larger part of the total expense to
the two towns. On the other hand, take the towns of Hins-
dale, N. PL, and Brattleboro, Yt., where the conditions would
be reversed, and the Vermont town should pay much the
larger portion of the total expense.
In our conferences on this subject there appeared to be no
ground upon which to base the Vermont position, except the
fact that the bed of the river is mainly in Xew Hampshire, a
consideration which we claim has no bearing whatever upon
the question of the benefits to be derived by the contracting
parties.
Therefore we could not accept the plan of our Vermont
friends, to apportion the cost in the ratio of two to be paid
by Xew Hampshire to one paid by Vermont. We held in the
discussion and hold now that the states should contribute
equally whatever portion of the total expense is to be cast
upon them.
The commissioners of Vermont seem to have recommended
theirs as the proper theor}^ of sharing the expense, and to have
left their legislature in ignorance of any other proposition.
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We are of opinion that New Hampshire will not assent to
tliis view, but will think, as we do, that our proposition in
that regard was fair, just, and equal.
This question is evidently a vital one in this investigation,
inasmuch as it is only by concerted action that the purpose of
freeing the bridges can be accomplished by state instru-
mentality; and unless an agreementj can be reached the
scheme upon which we are working must miscarry, and the
toll-bridge await the slow movement of town and individual
action, as heretofore.
We are quite sure that the people of Vermont, when they
take the matter under careful consideration, must recognize
our plan as founded on correct principles, and see that the
success of this movement cannot be expected on any other
basis.
We may be pardoned, perhaps, for adverting briefly to the
legal status of these bridges. In a legal point of view it must
be recognized to be the interest of the proprietors of toll-
l)ridges on this river to adopt a liberal policy in the disposal
of their property, since if any unfair or extortionate demands
were made the people might be led to claim their rights to
have the embargo entirely removed from the highways over
the river. For, it is quite apparent that if the question were
litigated, the courts would hold that no state or states com-
bined have the power to authorize the levying of tolls on the
Connecticut river. For it is interstate commerce, and any at-
tempt by the states to regulate it is clearly within the inhi-
bition of the Constitution of the United States, which ex-
pressly confers this jurisdiction upon the Federal Congress.
(See Constitution of U. S., Art. I, Sec. 8.)
This point has been conclusively settled in the case of tlie
Covington £ Ciivcinnati Bridge Co. vs. Commonwealth of
Kentucky, 154 U. 8. 204, decided in 1894, where it was held
that the state of Kentucky was not competent to regulate
or establish tolls for crossing a bridge connecting Kentucky
and Ohio, because that was interstate commerce, and exclu-
sively under the control of Congress. This is equally ap-
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plicable to a l)riclge crossino; any river that is a boundar}- be-
tween two states.
In that case the question is left undecided whether in the
absence of legislation by Congress, the two states together can,
by recij)rocal action, fix rates of toll and fares over a bridge
connecting such states.
This doctrine has been upheld in numerous subsequent
decisions, and is considered settled beyond question. It will
be remembered that the recent debates in Congress touching
the federal jurisdiction over railroad rates, the pure food bill,
etc., have all proceeded upon the unquestioned postulate of
the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress over all the instruments
and facilities of interstate trade by land and water alike.
We therefore suggest that unless the toll-bridges are elim-
inated soon by amicable arrangements, the time is not distant
when the whole subject matter will be taken in hand by the
Congress of the United States, and the toll-bridge will be at
the mercy of the courts and tbe iK:'0])le of New Hampshire and
Vermont.
We do not find in the act creating this board any Avarrant in
terms for making recommendations, or for formulating a pol-
icy to be adopted by the legislature in their action on this
subject; but as we may be expected to express some views as
the result of our investigations, we venture to emphasize more
definitely the recommendations already intimated. These
are:
1. That the towns be assisted in buying out and freeing
the present toll-bridges, and in building certain new bridges,
by the two states assuming in equal proportions one half of
the entire cost, and leaving the other half to be provided
locally in each case by the towns or people locally interested.
For example, if the cost of building the Claremont bridge
should aggregate $36,000, we would have New Ilamjishire
assume $9,000, Vermont $9,000, and Claremont and Weath-
ersfield together $18,000, apportioning that among them-
selves. The Vermont plan would impose $24,000 upon New
Hampshire and upon Vermont only $12,000: an apportion-
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ment sufficiently equal perhaps for Claremont and Weathers-
field, on account of the preponderating size of Claremont, but
unequal as to Xew Hampshire and Vermont as states, and
grossly unequal in towns where the conditions are reversed,
like Walpole and Eockingham, Cornish and Windsor, Dal-
ton and Lunenberg.
To illustrate a little further: the oj)posite towns on the
river may be assumed to be, on the average, of about equal
size and importance. Take a bridge connecting two equal
towns and costing $20,000. Our plan would apportion the
expense as follows: to iSTew Hampshire, $5,000; to Vermont,
$5,000; to the Xew Hampshire town, $5,000; to the Vermont
town, $5,000. The Vermont plan would assign to Xew
Hampshire $13,333, and to Vermont $6,667, to be appor-
tioned finally to Xew Hampshire $6,667, to Vermont $3,333,
to the Xew Hampshire town $6,667, and to the Vermont town
$3,333. Is this fair? We think our plan is not only more
just, but also more flexible, more practical, and more adapta-
ble to local circumstances.
2. We recommend the reimbursement of towns that have
freed their bridges by taxation, to the extent of one half of
their expenditures for that purpose. Whether the towns in
both states shall be reimbursed by the two states equally, or
the towns in each state by their own state, is a matter to be
left to the legislatures. The former method might, we think,
be claimed to be reasonable, tjut the latter would involve less
expense to Vermont and more to Xew Hampshire.
3. That the maintenance of bridges freed by these means
be left to and cast upon the terminal towns, aided possibly
by some other adjacent or neighboring towns sharing in the
benefits, to be determined perhaps by county commissioners
on hearings applied for by the terminal towns.
4. Legislation should be agreed upon making the connect-
ing towns liable for accidents to travelers, equally, or in the
same ratio as they have contributed to freeing the bridge.
We present the following tables showing approximately the
cost to be incurred under the various heads of this inquiry:
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I. The estimated cost to purchase exi
Charlestowu (to Spring-field)
Cornish (to Windsor) . . .
Woodsville (to Wells River) .
Haverhill (to So. ;N"ewbury) .
Haverhill (to Xewbury) no cost
Monroe (to Mclndoe's Falls)
No. Monroe (to Barnet A'illage)
Littleton (to Waterford) . .
Xorthumberland (to Guildhall)












That is, to Xew Hampshire, $16,675
to Vermont . . 16,675
to the towns . . 33,350
II. The estimated cost of building new bridges:
Claremont (to Weathersfield) . $36,000
Plainfield (to Hartland) . . . 30,000
Dalton (to Fitzdale) .... 20,000
in.
$86,000
That is, to Xew Hampshire, $21,500
to Vermont . . 21,500
to the towns . . 43,000
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That is (if each state is to reimburse its own towns)
to New Hampshire . . $81,000
Summary of the amounts Xew Hampshire is to provide for
under our ]3lan:
To purcliase existing bridges . $16,675
"' build new bridges .... 21,500
" reimburse N. H. towns . . 81,000
$119,1^
Under the same phin Vermont would have to pay $85,475:
the difference being accounted for by the smaller amounts
W'hich Vermont towns have contributed heretofore to the
freeing of the bridges—that amount only being, by this com-
putation, charged to each state which its towns have already
paid.
If the Vermont contention should prevail, and Vermont,
state and towns all together, pay only one third of the ex-
penses, then the cost to New Hampshire would be considera-
bly greater,—to the extent, probably, of $30,000, or more.
We think this claim is untenable, and that, for reasons pre-
viously given, it cannot be justly maintained.
We point oiit the logical inconsistency of the Vermont
plan with itself, it being obviously a denial and violation of
the very principle on which it is assumed to be based. It is
claimed to rest upon the inequality of the ownership of the
I'iver, and according to this theory the division of the ex-
pense for bridges should be made in mathematical ratio there-
to. But this ]3]an makes Vermont pay one third, while its
mathematical proportion of the ownership is not more than
one twentieth. Thus the plan itself gives away and contra-
dicts the ])rinciple on which it assumes to stand.
We suggest that this amount ($119,175) may be funded
in a thirty-year bond, divided up into thirty annual payments
of $1,000 each year, and if it be exempted from taxation, it
may l)c marketed at a little al)ove three percent, say $4,000
per annum for interest on the whole. Add to this $4,000 for
a sinking fund every year, and we have an annual expense of
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$8^,000 per year, and this climinisliing all the time, and dis-
appearing in a few years.
We submit that this prospect is not one calculated to dis-
may the taxpayers of the state.
We hope the Bridge Commissioners have rendered some ser-
vice to the state in collecting information which may be of
some value to the legislature in dealing with this important
matter.
Our board had the misfortune to lose the Hon. E. J. Ten-
ney by death on the fifteenth of January, 1906, when only a
portion of our hearings had been held. This was a great loss
and greatly weakened the board. In addition to Judge Teu-
ney's well-known ability and integrity, he brought to his
duties an intimate knowledge of the situation, an acquain-
tance with the people of the localities in question, and a zeal-
ous interest in the objects to be accomplished, which made
his services invaluable and well-nigh indispensable.
The appointment of his son in the place thus vacated was,
in the opinion of his associates on the commission, the best
that could be made, and as far as possible retrieved our loss.
In the course of our inquiries and acquaintance with our
citizens on the Connecticut border we have arrived at some
firm conclusions. The toll-bridge, always annoying, yet was
a necessity in the early history of New England, and per-
formed a useful office in its day. But with the growth of the
population and business of the countr}-, the vast increase of
its wealth, and particularly of its travel consequent upon the
improved means of locomotion, almost every bridge across
the river has become a great thoroughfare, not only facilitat-
mg the business and intercourse of two or three towns in it&
neighborhood, but accommodating the phenomenal travel of
these states and of the whole country. The toll-bridge has
become therefore an anachronism, a relic of barbarism, and a
nuisance. So vexatious to the general public have become
these artificial barriers, these antiquated hindrances to the
freedom of intercourse, which is now bringing mankind so
closely together, that the word has gone forth that the toll-
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bridge must go. It is a singular fact that it appears to linger
longest in the most enlightened, civilized, and busy part of
the world.
But it cannot much longer survive in Xew Hampshire and
Vermont. There is, in our belief, a loud and persistent de-
mand that legislation shall give it an early coup de grace.
The meetings we have held have been well attended by the
responsible business men of the towns, and a lively interest has
been shown in the objects of the commission. Generally
there has been manifested a strong public opinion in favor of
freeing the remaining toll-bridges, and relieving the travel
and business of the community from the petty but galling
exactions of the toll-gatherer. We have also found a most
accommodating disposition as to terms on the part of the
proprietors of the toll-bridges, and a willingness to accept a
fair remuneration for their property. We have no doubt
that any measures united in by the states will meet with the
prompt acquiescence and hearty cooperation of the border
towns, and that when a fairly reasonable, or even tolerable
modus Vivendi has been reached, it will command such a
cordial support that at a very early day the Connecticut will
be unfettered, and, in the words so happily applied to the





Neiv Hampshire Bridge Commissioners.
December 1, 1906.
NEW HAMPSHIRE AND MAINE BRIDGES.
The foregoing report is confined to onr inquiries in regard
to the bridges on the Connecticut river. The act under which
we were appointed charges us with the additional duty of
making a similar investigation of the bridges between New
Hampshire and Maine.
A preliminary view of the situation satisfied us that ther^
are only two toll-bridges in operation along the frontier of
New Hampshire and Maine, and none that have been freed
at least within such a time as would warrant any claims of
towns for reimbursement.
AVe have, therefore, been called upon to give but little time
or attention comparatively to this branch of our duties. We
arranged, however, for a joint meeting with the Commission-
ers appointed by the state of Maine to act in conjunction with
ns.
We met the Maine Commissioners at the Eockingham
House in Portsmouth on the eleventh day of October, 1906,
and had a conference. There being only two bridges for con-
sideration, it was not deemed necessary to hold any meetings
for the expression of public sentiment, or the ascertainment of
facts.
These two bridges are the '•'Portsmouth l)ridge," and what
is known as the "Eliot bridge,"' and both are over tide-
water.
The Portsmoutli bridge crosses the Piscataqua river a lit-
tle above the Kittery Xavy Yard from Portsmouth, N. II., to
Kittery, Me. It has been in existence as a toll-bridge about
eighty-five years, and was originally chartered in three states,
viz.:
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First. By the State of Xew Hampshire ixi ISli);
Second. By the State of Massachusetts in 1820;
Third. By the State of Maine in 1821;
very soon after Maine became a state of the Union.
The bridge has been operated as a toll-bridge ever since
that time b}' the "Proprietors of the Portsmouth bridge/'
In 1811 the "Eastern Eailroad in Xew Hampshire" ac-
quired the ownership of its capital stock and of the bridge,
and operated it for about twenty years for the tracks of their
railroad, and as a highway, maintaining it, and collecting tolls
for all passengers and traffic over it for all purposes, except
by the railroad trains.
About 1880 the Boston & Maine railroad absorbed the
Eastern railroad in Xew Hampshire, and succeeded to the
ownership, use, and control of the Portsmouth bridge, and
has since used it as a railroad bridge, and a toll-bridge for
13assengers and traffic.
It is the only bridge connecting Xew Hampshire and Maine
at this point, and for all the lower reach of the Piscataqua.
The onl}' other means of communication here between Xew
Hampshire and Maine is by boat, regular or chance, plying
between Portsmouth and the Xavy Yard, or by a ferry run by
the Atlantic Shore Line.
This bridge is in two sections or divisions and extends from
Portsmouth to Xoble's island, 500 feet, thence over the
main channel to Kittery, 1,650 feet, making the whole
length 2,150 feet, by -10 feet in width.
It is an ordinary open, railed, wooden bridge, on piles, hav-
ing a draw, and originally cost $40,000 in days when such con-
structions were much less expensive than now.
This bridge has always accommodated a very large travel,
but on account of its length, depth of water, and great ex-
pense for maintenance, has probably never been a very profit-
able investment. Its earnings have been merged with those
of the railroad in such a way that no statement can be made
of their amount.
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It is now very old and much out of repair. It has sagged
or bent down in the middle, and the piles have given way in
some places, on which accounts some accidents have hap-
pened, and it can now hardly be considered safe for the
great strain of heavy trains which are constantly crossing it.
Its condition of almost dilapidation now makes constant re-
pairs necessary; and it is kept up to a tolerably safe condition
at a great cost.
An inspection of the bridge now shows that it is in need of
immediate renovation, which is postponed by the railroad evi-
dently with reference to some ulterior views and contem-
plated changes of a permanent character.
We have had some conference with the railroad authorities
with a view to bringing about the freeing of this bridge, or
opening it to free public travel. We have not been able to
obtain from them any proposition for this purpose; and it is
evident that they wish to preserve the present conditions until
at no distant time they may conclude to build a bridge over
the river at another point, which might be much shorter than
the present one, but would of course be of steel, and of high
cost. This, we understand, has been in contemplation for the
past twenty years.
When that happens, the states or municipalities would be
in a more favorable position for securing the present bridge,
making it free, and using it possibly for the electric railway,
which is very much in need of it for the electric lines which
now connect Portsmouth with Dover, South Berwick, Eliot,
Kittery, York, and the seashore farther east.
It may not be unimportant to remark here that the original
charter of this bridge contains no clause that the legislature
may alter or amend it. The charter reserves no such right,
and therefore is perpetual, it being necessary, as we view the
law, to have such rights reserved expressly, as they have been
generally since 1831, in order to invest the legislature with
authority to amend or change without the consent of the
proprietors. This indicates the protection these ancient char-
ters can, and probably would, claim against any action of the
public which should not meet with their acquiescence.
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To purchase the Portsmouth bridge, or build a new one
now or at an}- time to replace it, would be a very expensive
project; and with a ver}" small town at the Maine end to share
the expense, thus leaving the main burden of construction and
maintenance npon Portsmouth, with such aid as the states
would be likely to atford, there would undoubtedly be con-
siderable hesitation in entering upon such an enterprise.
The bridge was so much out of repair, and considered of so
little value some years ago, that it is believed the railroad was
willing to surrender it to the city of Portsmouth and town of
Ivittery, if they would assume it, and become responsible for
its proj)er maintenance.
But, as the old bridge could probably be patched up so as
to last another decade or two, or possibly a generation, for
ordinary passenger travel, in our opinion it would be advisable
to await a change in the situation, which we are confident will
take place within a short time.
We have been unable to get any figures from the Boston &
Maine railroad for making this bridge free to the public,
either with or without a stipulation of the railroad to main-
tain it or its structural part hereafter.
We have already expressed the opinion that it would be
advisable for all concerned to let the freeing of the Ports-
mouth bridge rest for the present, until the situation shall
assume a different phase, and the relation of the railroad to
the bridge is such as to dispose that corporation to more fav-
orable terms with the public.
The other bridge between 'New Hampshire and Maine is
called the "Eliot bridge" or "Dover and Eliot bridge," and
crosses the Salmon Falls river a short distance above its con-
fluence with the Piscataqua, and connects Dover, N". H., and
South Berwick, Me., though at a point so remote from the
denser part of South Berwick and so near to Eliot that it is
commonly known as the Eliot bridge.
The bridge is a comparatively new structure, having been
built in 1880 by a corporation, chartered in New Hampshire
and Maine in 1878. It is an open, railed, wooden bridge, 518
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feet long and 25 feet wide, hiiilt on pile?, and having a draw.
Its cost was about $10,000. Its stock consisted of 200
shares, at $50 per share, par value.
It accommodated a considerable traffic and travel between
Dover and South Berwick and Eliot, and even York and
Portsmouth for several years, though not a paying invest-
ment, till in 1902-03 the stock was purchased by Gov. John
F. Hill of Maine for the Berwick, Eliot & York Street Rail-
way, and since then has been utilized for carrying the cars
of the electric railway, and for its original purpose as a toll-
bridge for ordinary highway travel.
The cost of the bridge to Governor Hill is understood to
have been about $5,000; but undoubtedly considerable sums
were expended to make it safe and serviceable as a railroad
bridge.
The toll feature of the bridge makes it an annoyance, ob-
struction, and hindrance to natural intercourse; and its free-
dom would be very beneficial to Dover and to the adjacent
towns on the Maine side.
It is now maintained as a toll-bridge, but as such is not a
source of much profit to the Atlantic Shore Line Eailway,
which now owns and operates it.
We have endeavored, in connection with the Maine Com-
missioners, to get an offer from the present owners for the
sale or use of this bridge, but have not been able to do so,
though we are assured by them of a willingness to part with
their property on fair terms, or make some arrangement to
throw it open to public travel. The precise terms by which
this can be arrived at we have not been able to ascertain.
Evidently in such cases, where the highway part of a bridge
is controlled by the proprietors of the railway, the owners are
not very anxious to afford better facilities to tliose who are, to
some extent, their rivals in business.
As to the Eliot bridge, we are of opinion that the same
policy may well be adopted as we have recommended in re-
gard to the bridge at Woodsville and Wells river; that the
right to have the highway portion of it made free be purchased
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from the electric raihva}-, either with or without stipulations
for the maintenance of the structure by the railway, and of
the j^lanking of the road bed and maintenance of the ap-
25roaches thereto, by the terminal towns.
We think the states of Xew Hampshire and Maine should
pay equally one half of the cost of this purchase and the city
of Dover and the terminal and adjacent towns in Maine
pay the other half by arrangement among themselves.
We would suggest that it may be found equitable to make
some provision by law whereby it may be made possible to
levy some portion of the expense of freeing bridges upon the
counties connected by them, and also upon some neighboring
as well as terminal towns.
We understand that the commissioners of Maine agree with
us to the above suggested apportionment of the costs of
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INTRODUCTORY.
As evidenced by the statistics contained in this report,
New Hampshire's manufacturing industries continue in a
most prosperous condition. Reports received from IT-tl es-
tabhshments show that, in 1905, the total capital invested
in manufacturing was $119,5'^G,548 ; and the total value of
production was $128,047,970. The total average number
of wage earners was 67,284, divided as follows : males,
46,411; females, 19,916; children under sixteen, 967. These
wage earners received a total of $28,836,254 ; of this
amount the males received $22,008,484 ; the females, $6,640,-
451 ; those under sixteen, $187,ol9. The salaried clerks and
officials numbered 2,743, with total salaries of $3,027,282.
These statistics are tabulated by industries, on pages 74
and 75. and also by counties. It will be seen that, accord-
ing to value of production, the counties of the state stand
in this order: Hillsboro, $51,193,923; Strafford, $16,187,-
543; Merrimack, $13,798,620; Rockingham, $11,775,382;
Coos. $8,866,302 ; Grafton. $8,471,200 ; Cheshire, $7,008,281
;
Belknap, $4,633,603; Sullivan, $4,483,772; Carroll, $1,629,-
344. A study of the manufacturing statistics of the cities
of the state is also of interest. In value of the production
the totals are: Alanchester, $32,048,191 ; Nashua, $13,152,-
448; Concord. $7,080,300; Berlin, $6,668,531; Dover, $6,-
161,244: Somersworth, $3,713,768; Rochester, $3,280,166;
Laconia, $3,216,521: P'ortsmouth. $2,991,454: Keene. $2,-
852,966; Franklin, $2,158.16:.
In order to meet the many retjuests for information con-
cerning vacant manufacturing plants and water power privi-
leges, a list of such plants and ])rivileges was published in
the last report of this Bureau. Since the 1901 report was
issued the demand for such information has largely in-
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creased and this feature of the Bureau's endeavor has
grown in importance and has resulted in bringing many
indvistries into the state. Every effort has been made to
present in this report a complete and correct list of un-
occupied manufacturing plants and water power privileges,
the information being obtained from town clerks and other
officials. This part of the report, together with the directory
of manufacturing establishments and the labor laws, is also
issued in pamphlet form ready for mailing to manufactur-
ers in other states seeking new locations.
New Hampshire is one of the few states without a statute
requiring systematic inspection of factories and workshops.
An equitable factory inspection law would benefit employer
and employee alike as it would lessen the number of acci-
dents from improperly guarded machinery with the attend-
ant cost and provide better sanitary conditions for em-
ployees. The duties of the labor commissioner could be en-
larged to include the inspection of factories upon request of
employer, or upon complaint of employees, without greatly
increasing the expense of the Bureau of Labor.
The chapter in this report usually given to the subject of
strikes is used this year for a presentation of the methods
and scope of the Civic Federation of New England which
has been instrumental in settling labor difficulties without
resort to disastrous strikes and lockouts.
Manual training in the public schools and its value in
preparing the boy for the active work of life, is explained
and recommended by the principals of the leading manual
training schools of the state who present photographs of
work accomplished in their respective schools. This is a
subject which should interest the manufacturers of the
state.
The subject of convict labor, which has grown to be an
important matter in many states, is briefly considered in this
report, the statistics for such labor in New Hampshire in-
stitutions being taken from the United States report upon
the subject.
INTRODUCTORY. 7
The list of labor organizations, on pages 199 to 225 inclu-
sive is the most complete yet published. This list has been
compiled for the benefit of organized labor after much
correspondence with the officers of the local unions and sev-
eral conferences with the officers of the State Federation,
and is as nearly correct as it has been possible to make it.
An eflfort has been made to give the time and place of meet-
ing of the various local unions for the benefit of visiting
members. A study of the list herein published will show a
large increase over former years.
As the special report covering the summer boarding in-
dustry, issued by this Bureau in 1899, was of such pro-
nounced benefit to the state, a more comprehensive report
was issued in March, 1906, covering the statistics for 1905.
This special report, "New Hampshire as a Summer Resort,"
is included as an appendix to this volume. Copies of this
report were mailed to each member of the United States
Senate and Hovise of Representatives at the time when the
legislation affecting the White Mountain region was under
consideration; also to the members of the diplomatic corps
resident in Washington, several of whom spend their sum-
mers in New Hampshire. A resume of the report was pub-
lished by many of the leading newspapers of the United
States and Canada, which publication caused an immediate
demand for the reports from individuals seeking a summer
resort for rest and recreation. The commissioner of labor
respectfully recommends a careful reading of this special
report as it covers the statistics of a most important in-
dustry—the entertainment of summer guests. The value of
this report to the state can hardly be estimated, as it has
brought our diversified attractions to the attention of thou-
sands of people, many of whom visited the Old Granite
State for the first time this year. While the purpose of the
report was to show the magnitude of the business, in the
amount of capital invested, number of people entertained
during the season, and amount of money received, or "the
value of the product," an efifort was made to have the re-
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port supplement the other attractive pnbHcations issued by
the state in advertising the summer boarding industry.
The manufacturing industries of New Hampshire are in
a most prosperous condition, many estabhshments being un-
able to keep the production up to the demand. The demand
for labor has been increasing in the factories of the cities
and towns to such an extent that it has been difificult to se-
cure men for work in lumbering operations in the woods
and portable mill camps and newly-arrived immigrants are
being more and more employed by the larger lumber com-
panies. The high price of lumber, with the consequent ac-
tivity in that industry, has increased the demand for labor
and taken the men and boys from the farms until the ques-
tion of help confronts the New Hampshire farmer as a
serious problem, in many sections of the state.
The industrial outlook for the state is most promising.





DIRECTORY OF MANUFACTURING ESTAB-
LISHMENTS ARRANGED BY COUNTIES.
BELKNAP COUNTY.
AXTON.
Alton Brush Co. (E. P. Smith), brushes.
Alton Electric Light and Power Co., electricity.
Baron Cigar Co. (Jas. H. Sargent), cigars.
Chamberlain, Jacob, lumber.
Clough Wire Corkscrew Co., corkscrews, metal goods.
Colbath, S. C, & Co. wooden and paper boxes.
Place, Geo. W. & Co., lumber.
Rollins, E. H., lumber.
Thayer & Osborne Shoe Co., shoes.
BARNSTEAD.
American Narrow Braid Co., dress braid.
Locke, Geo. E., lumber.
Tuttle & Foss, lumber.
BELMONT.
Gilmanton Mills (P. I. Eustis, Treas.), hosiery.
Kendall & Oilman, printing.
Phelps, G. A., lumber.
Smith & Dearborn, grist mill products.
CENTRE HAEBOB.
Hawkins, E., wooden goods.
Leighton, James P., building and contracting.
GILFORD.
Colby, D. B. & Son, lumber.
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CILMANTOX.
Gilmanton Creamery Co., butter.
Hildreth, O. H., lumber.
Hussey, J. P., lumber.
Jones, A. A., clothes dryers.
Rollins, E. H., lumber; address Alton.
Starrett, E. B., lumber.
Baker, Elmer G., printing.
Belknap Iron and Brass Foundry (James McGloughlin), castings.
Belknap Electric Power Co. (L. C. Marshall, Mgr.), electric power.
Bickford, Fred A., boat building.
Bickford, H., machines; address Lakeport.
Boston and Maine R. R. repair shop, car repairs.
Boulia, Gorrell & Co., doors, sash, blinds; address Lakeport.
Bradbury, B. E., brick; address Weirs.
Busiel, J. W. & Co., hosiery.
Champlin, J. R., bottling.
Cilley, Harry D., bottling.
Clark, Clarence A. & Co., printing.
Clow, W. & Sons, hosieiT; address Lakeport.
Coffin, Fred H., printing.
Cole Mfg. Co.. castings; address Lakeport.
Cook Lumber Co., lumber and house finish.
Cram, Wm. G., grist mill products; address Lakeport.
Crane Mfg. Co., knitting machines; address Lakeport.
Davis, G. Fred, hosiery.
Dodge, John H., lumber.
Emerson, Chas. E., bakery.
Esty Hosiery Co., hosiery.
Esty Sprinkler Co., automatic sprinklers.
Oilman, Herbert A., boat building.
Guay & "Wallace, building and contracting.
Glidden, A. S. & Co., brass castings.
Hipwood-Barrett Car and Vehicle Fender Co., street car fenders.
Hoyt, B. F., boat fittings.
Huse, W. D. & Sons, knitting machines.
Johnson, Frank W., boat building.
Laconia Car Co. (P. W. Whittemore, Treas., Boston), electric and
freight cars.
Laconia Democrat (C. W. Vaughan, Mgr.), printing.
Laconia Dye Works Co., hosiery.
Laconia Electric Lighting Co. (J. T. Mauran, Treas.), electricity.
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Laconia Knitting Co., hosiery.
Laconia Lumber Works (Geo. W. Riley), lumber.
Lefebore, Narcisse, bakery.
Livingston, Joseph, lumber.
Mayo, Geo. D. Co., machines.
McDuff, W. J., machines; address Lakeport.
Merrill, George D., lumber.
Miller, Kenneth, bakery.
Moore, Fred W., wooden boxes.
Morin, J. P. & Co., hosiery.
Morrill, J. S., grist mill products.
Muzzey, O. T., building and contracting; address Lakeport.
News and Critic (Weeks Bros.), printing and publishing.
Pickard, Mrs. George, bakery.
Pitman Mfg. Co., hosiery.
Proctor Bros., lumber; address Nashua.
Rowe, F. B. & Co., hosiery.
Stewart, Franklin P., hosiery.
Sanborn, A. E., hosiery.
Tate, George A., naphtha launches.
Tetley, E. & Co., paper boxes.
Tilton, Geo. H. & Son, hosiery.
Truland Bros., printing.
Wardwell Needle Co., needles; address Lakeport.
Winnipesaukee Gas and Electric Co. (G. M. Rossman, Treas.,
Keene), gas.
Wood, H. H. & Co., hosiery; address Lakeport.
Worrall, T. H,, metal goods.
Wright, Wm. H., stump and rock extractors.
ISIEREDITH.
Atlas Linen Co., linen towels and crashes.
Avery, Albert M., bakery.
Beede, J. W., grist mill products.
Clark, Geo. H. & Co., wooden boxes.
Livingston, John, lumber.
Maloon, E. H., agricultural implements.
Meredith Electric Light Co., electricity.
Meredith News (W. T. Lance), printing and publishing
Meredith Shook and Lumber Co., wooden boxes.
Moulton, H. O., coffins and caskets.
Sanborn, N. B. & Co., lumber.
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NEW HAMPTON.
Seavey, E. E., lumber.
Brown & Boucher, grist mill products.
Carter, A. D., ladies' dress goods.
East Tilton Pulp Co., leatherboard.
Elm Mills Woolen Co. (E. G. Morrison, Treas.) , ladies' dress goods.
Garrick, J. Frank, gas engines.
Ideal Mfg. Co., ladies' underwear.
Knapp, Geo. E., lumber.
Morrison, O. & E., woolen goods.
Morse, Harris A., printing.
Nugent, Wm. H., bakery.
Tilton Electric Co. (W. H. Moses, Treas.), electricity.
Tilton, Geo. H. & Son, hosiery.
Tilton Mills (W. H. Moses, Treas.), woolen goods.
Tilton Optical Co., optical goods.
Union Hosiery Co., hosiery.
York, John S., wooden boxes.
CARROLL COUNTY.
BAKTLETT.
Cannell, Frank, canned fruits and vegetables; address Glen.
Goodrich Palls Electric Light Co. (H. S. Mudgett, Intervale),
electricity.
Kearsarge Peg Co., shoe pegs.
Pitman, Walter, lumber; address Intervale.
CHATHAM.
Harriman, S. H., wooden goods.
Locke, Ranford, lumber; address South Chatham.
Clark, B. F., lumber.
Clark Electric Co., electricity.
Conway Chair Co., dining chairs.,
Conway Mfg. Co. (A. Crosby Kennett), wooden goods.
Cotton, H. B., lumber.
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Eastman Co., canned corn; address Portland, Me.
Fletcher & Lahey, granite.
Jacobs, Walter H., job printing.
Kennett, A. Crosby, spool bars, spools and box shooks.
Quint, H. A. & L. C, lumber.
Redstone Granite Co., granite; address Redstone.
Sturtevant Peg Mill, shoe pegs.
White Mountain Reporter (C. E. Blanchard), printing and pub-
lishing.
Jones, John C, lumber.
Snow, Edwin, lumber.
Snow, W. N., carriages; address Snowville.
EFFINGHAM.
Colcord, John H., lumber; address Effingham Falls.
Demerritt, J. L., lumber; address Effingham Falls.
Drake & Meloon, lumber; address Pine River.
Parson Bros., lumber; address Effingham Falls.
Freedom Tanning Co. (J. C. Alexander), leather.
Towle & Keneson, logs.
Gile, Edwin J., lumber.
Goodrich Falls Electric Co. (H. S. Mudgett, Intervale), electricity.
Pitman, Walter, lumber.
MADISON.
Chick, John F., lumber; address Silver Lake.
Purity Spring Mills (Edward E. Hoyt, Jr.), lumber.
MOTrLTONBOKOUGH.
Goodrich, Charles E., lumber.
OSSIPEE.
Allen, H. W., grist mill products.
Bent, G. W. & Co., excelsior; address 93 Causeway St., Boston.
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Hobbs & Sutherland, lumber; address West Ossipee.
Huckins, S. O., lumber; address Ossipee Centre.
Lord, Frank S., lumber; address Ossipee Valley.
Pike, J. W., grist mill products; address West Ossipee.
Sherburne & Willand, lumber; address Greenland.
Smart, C. H., house finish; address Ossipee Centre.
Thompson, S. J. & Son, lumber; address Water Village.
SANDWICH.
Marston, J. A. & Son, baskets; address Centre Sandwich.
Prescott, G. H., lumber; address North Sandwich.
Smith, Charles O., tin ware; address Centre Sandwich.
Smith, F. M., lumber; address Centre Sandwich.
Tappan, Walter S., lumber; address Whiteface.
TAMWORTH.
Bartlett, Elroy G., hand rakes.
Bryant, Geo. H., lumber; address Whittier.
Mason, W. N., lumber; address South Tamworth.
Philbrick, Stephen, spool stock.
White, L. C, lumber.
Wiggin, H. L., lumber.
WAKEFIELD.
Chick & Woodman, lumber.
Drew, Geo. W., grist mill products; address Union.
Farnham, J. Frank, excelsior; address Union.
Goodrich, Charles T., lumber.
Hamlin, E. F., brass fittings; address Union.
Horn, C. I. & A. W., lumber.
Johnson, M. L., granite.
Lord, W. M. Co., excelsior.
Moore, H. E. & Sons, lumber; address Methuen, Mass.
Pike, John, lumber; address Union.
Rogers, Mrs. L. S. (Sanborn estate), lumber.
Taft, A. S., woolen goods.
Wiggin, L. P., lumber.
Willey, W. H. & Son, lumber.
WOI-FEBORO.
Berry, 0. P. & Co., excelsior.
Berry, Willis E., soap.
Chase, Fred H., lumber; address Contoocook.
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Bixby, W. A., lumber.
Clow, S. W. & Co., lumber.
Fox, C. K., shoes; address Haverhill, Mass.
Goodwin, J. Frank, contractor and builder.
Granite State News, publishing and printing.
Granville, Frank E., grist mill products.
Hersey Bros., lumber; address Wolfeboro Falls.
Hutchins, Frank, excelsior; address Wolfeboro Falls.
Leavitt, S. & Son, house finish; address Wolfeboro Falls.
Marshall, Lewis L., bakery.
Springfield, I. W., blankets; address South Wolfeboro.
Willey, Howard B., lumber; address Wolfeboro Falls.
Wolfeboro Electric Light Co. (Joseph Lewando, Treas.), elec-
tricity.
CHESHIRE COUNTY.
Abbott, M. L., rubber goods.
Forristall, L. P., wooden goods.
Kidder, E. P., agricultural implements; address East Alstead.
Lufkin, C. M., agricultural implements.
Newell, C. J., lumber and grist mill products.
Watson, George B., mica; address 180 Purchase St., Boston.
CHESTERFIELD.
Amadon, Geo. F., lumber; address West Chesterfield.
Cobb, Richard T., grist mill products; address Spofford.
Farr, Olin R., lumber; address West Chesterfield.
Hamilton, George L., doors, sash, blinds; address Spofford.
Spofford Mfg. Co., wooden ware; address Spofford.
Wellington, E. C, lumber; address Spofford.
DUBLIN.
Moore & Knight, grist mill products.
FITZWILLI.\M.
Angler, R. L., lumber; address Fitzwilliam Depot.
Blodgett, W. E. & Co., granite; address Fitzwilliam Depot.
Dunton, Geo. A. & Co., wooden goods; address Fitzwilliam Depot.
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Emerson Troy Granite Co., granite.
Murdock, E. & Co., wooden goods; address Winchendon, Mass.
Rozazza & Norza, granite; address Fitzwilliam Depot.
Stone, Edward L., lumber; address Fitzwilliam Depot.
Stone, S. S., lumber; address Fitzwilliam Depot.
Thompson, Edward, building and contracting.
Thompson & McKinley, granite.
Webb Granite and Construction Co., granite; address Worcester,
Mass.
Wilson, A. Frank, granite.
Collins, John S., woolen goods.
Dart, S. W., lumber.
Gilsum Woolen Co. (H. E. Adams, Treas.), woolen goods.
Nash & Bates, lumber.
Wheeler, Lester R. & Co., lumber.
HAEBISVILLE,
Cheshire Mills (John J. Colony, Treas.), ladies' dress goods.
Farwell, C. C. & Sons, wooden goods.
Russell, P. W., wooden goods.
Seaver, Elwin W., lumber; address Chesham.
Winn Bros., furniture.
HINSDALE.
Amidon, C. J. & Son, woolen goods.
Barnes, Channing, job printing.
Fiske Paper Co. (F. Leonard, agent).
Granite State Mowing Machine Co., machines.
Grant, C. H. & Co., granite.
Hale & Frost Mfg. Co., woolen goods.
Holman, J. R., machines.
Leach, Martin S., wagons.
Mason, C. A., lumber.
Richards, Samuel H., bakery.
Robertson Bros., paper.
Robertson, G. A. & Co., paper.
Tilden, Frank W., castings.
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Annett, Albert, wooden boxes.
Coolidge, W. M., extracts.
Goodnow Bros. & Co., grist mill products.
Granite State Tack Co. (Wilbur Webster, East Jaffrey), metal
goods.
Hadley, Milton L. Mfg. Co., wooden goods.
Monadnock Press, job printing.
Stratton, Chas. L., wooden boxes.
White Bros., cotton goods; address Winchendon, Mass.
American Barrel and Lumber Co.
Ball, Geo. W. & Son, brick.
Bamburg, Miriam E., cigars.
Beaver Mills, wooden ware.
Beverstock, O. D. Co., wooden goods.
Boston and Maine R. R. repair shops, locomotive repairs.
Burdett Chair Mfg. Co., furniture.
Burnham, F. K., building and contracting.
Cheshire Chair Co., furniture.
Cheshire Republican (J. D. Colony & Co.), printing and publish-
ing.
Cole, B. R. & F. A., grist mill products.
Colony, L. J., Chair Co., furniture.
Darling & Co., job printing.
Diamond Match Co., match wood.
Dunn & Salisbury, furniture.
Ellis, Austin A., wooden goods.
Faulkner & Colony Mfg. Co., dress goods.
Fish, Albert E. & Co., house finish.
Fowler, Hershel J., wooden boxes.
Fuller, G. E. & A. I., metal goods.
Gonyou, C, granite.
Gordon, G. A., building and contracting.
Green, Albert W., furniture.
Gurnsey Bros. & Co., bakeries.
Hill, Dan L., machines.
Hubbard, Hezro W., building and contracting.
Humphrey Machine Co., machines.
Impervious Package Co., wooden ware.
Jones, Robert E., carriages.
Keene Creamery Co., butter.
Keene Gas and Electric Co., gas.
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Keene Glue Co., glue.
Keene Hoop Co., •wooden goods.
Keene Screen Co., house finish.
Lancaster, C. B., Shoe Co., shoes.
Lesure, John G., proprietary medicines.
Martelle, L. J., building and contracting.
Mason, W. L. & Co., office supplies.
McGregor, Daniel, saddlery and harness.
National Novelty Co. (Wilkins Toy Co. branch), toys.
Nims, Whitney & Co., doors, sash, blinds.
Norwood, Chas. M. & Son, wooden boxes.
Pierce, F. B. & Co., wooden goods; address South Keene.
Reed, J. Mason, wooden boxes.
Reed, John N., granite.
Rust, John P., wooden ware.
Russell, C. L. & Sons, chairs.
Sentinel Publishing Co., printing and publishing.
Sherman Bros., sash and blinds.
Spaulding, M. M., bakery.
Sprague & Carleton, furniture.
Sprague, Ira M. & Son, furniture.
Taft, J. S. & Co., special pottery.
Thayer & Collins, house finish.
White, C. M., building and contracting.
Wright, J. A. & Co., silver polish.
MARLBORO.
Cheshire Blanket Co., blankets.
Fuller, Amasa, wooden ware; address Marlboro Depot.
Fuller, L. A., wooden goods; address Marlboro Depot.
Hart, D. J., wooden boxes.
Heald & White, lumber.
Hodgkins, A. & Co., machines.
Marlboro Electric Light, Power and Heat Co., electricity.
Metcalf, Walter L., job printing.
Monadnock Blanket Co., blankets.
Monadnock Toy and Box Co., wooden boxes.
Standard Package Co., wooden boxes.
Tuttle, John D., wooden ware.
Webb Granite and Construction Co., granite.
Woodward, Albert A., wooden ware.
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MARLOW.
Craig, R. F., lumber.
Gee, George F., lumber.
NELSOX.




Martin, Leason, pails and chair stock.
Whitney, Elmer C, lumber.
Damon, Jonas, lumber; address State Line.
Damon, Walter S., wood handles.
Diamond Match Co., lumber.
Hale, M. W. & Sons, brooms.
Union Box and Lumber Co., wooden boxes.
Wellington, Edwin I., lumber; address East Rindge.
Wellington, Henry W., lumber; address East Rindge.
Wetherbee, H. L., chair stock.
STODDARD.
Merrill Lumber and Forestry Co., lumber; address South Stod-
dard.
Smith & Littlefield, lumber.
SULLIVAN.
Goodnow, L. H., chair stock; address East Sullivan.
Harris, W. H., wooden goods; address East Sullivan.
Hastings, T. A., lumber; address East Sullivan.
ST'RRY.
Scripture, Harrison W., lumber.
SWAXZEY.
Clark, Wilder P., wooden ware; address Winchendon, Mass.
Granite Woolen Mills, woolen goods; address West Swanzey.
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Lane, Chester E., wooden ware.
Marsh, J. & Sons, wooden ware; address Westport.
Ramsdell, J. M., wooden ware; address East Swanzey.
Snow & Brindell Co., The, wooden boxes; address West Swanzey.
Stacy, W., wooden boxes; address Westport.
West Swanzey Box Co., wooden boxes; address West Swanzey.
Whitcomb Mfg. Co., wooden boxes; address West Swanzey.
Woodward, Albert A., wooden ware; address Keene.
Buttrick, E. & Co., wooden ware.
Farrar, C. D., wooden ware.
Frazier, Joel, pail handles and lumber.
Troy Blanket Mills, blankets.
Troy Granite Co. (A. 0. Knight, Treas., Worcester), granite.
Whitcomb, O. C. & Co., wooden boxes.
Manilla Brewing Co., The, malt liquors; address Bellows Falls,
Vermont.
WESTMORELAND.
Goodnow, E. J. furniture; address Park Hill.
WINCHESTER.
Ashuelot Warp Co., cotton yarn.
Ansel Dickenson's Sons, lumber; address Ashuelot.
Handy, B. W., wooden boxes and lumber.
Peckett, E. L. R., lumber.
Polzer, Gustave & Co., lumber; address Ashuelot.
Putney, W. C, lumber.
Mansfield, Charles B., lumber.
Naromore, Edgar H., lumber.
New England Box Co. (Winchester and Ashuelot), wooden boxes.
Sheridan, Hugh, woolens; address Ashuelot.
Winchester Creamery Co., butter.
Winchester Gas Light Co., gas.
Winchester Star, The, printing and publishing.




Barney-Reporter Press (O. H. Toothaker), printing and publish-
ing.
Berlin Cigar Co., cigars.
Berlin Electric Light Co., electricity.
Berlin Foundry Co., castings.
Berlin Independent, printing and publishing.
Berlin Mills Co., paper, pulp and lumber, grist mill products,
plumbing.
Blanchard, George W. & Son, Co., lumber.
Buber, Luther, building and contracting.
Burgess Sulphite Fibre Co., sulphite fibre.
Cascade Electric Light Co., electricity.
Conner, Charles, bakery.
Cross, E. M., castings. '
Crowell, Geo. H., building and contracting.
Dailey, John E., cigars.
Gilbert, A. N., building and contracting.
Goebel, John & Co., grist mill products.
International Paper Co., paper.
LaBretton, John, building and contracting.
Landry, William M., bakery.
Lemieux Bros., building and contracting.
Morrill, C. H., bakery.
McGuire, T. W., building and contracting.
McGivney, W. L., building and contracting.
Rowell, H. C, building and contracting.
Rousseau, Elsear, bakery.
Russell & Craigue, building and contracting.
St. Clair, Stahl Co., lumber.
Stewart & Snodgrass, building and contracting.
Toussaint, Edward, bakery.
Ward Bros., building and contracting.
CLARKSVILLE.
Young, Irving G., cheese.
COLUMBIA.
Cleveland. W. H. & Son. lumber; address East Columbia.
East Columbia Cheese Factory, cheese; address Colebrook
R. F. D. 2.
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COLEBKOOK.
Colebrook "Woolen Factory (W. A. Loomis), woolen goods.
Columbia Valley Bobbin Co. (R. M. Woodard), bobbins.
Drew Electric Light Co., electricity.
Mohawk River Lumber Co., lumber.
News and Sentinel, printing and publishing.
Libby, E. & Sons, lumber and bobbins.






Alden, W. B., lumber.
Coos County Democrat, printing and publishing.
Hartley, Baker & Cummings, granite and pulp wood.
Jones, H. H., metal goods.
Jones & Linscott, electricity.
Lancaster Brick Co., brick.
Lancester Extension Case Co., extension cases.
Lancaster Gazette, printing and publishing.
Lancaster and Jefferson Electric Light Co. (N. E. Bowker, White-
field), electricity.
Maine Central Railroad repair shop.
Moore, L. F., building and contracting.
Noyes Mfg. Co., P. J., pharmaceuticals.
Simonds, E. E., building and contracting.
Smith, Frank & Co., grist mill products.
Spaulding, F. B., grist mill products.
Thompson Mfg. Co., house finish.
Van Ness, S. W., wagons and sleds.
MILAN.
Ellingwood, A. D., job printer.
NORTHT^MBERLAND.
Groveton Electric Light Co., electricity; address Groveton.
Holmes, V. R., pulp.
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McDonald, F. W., lumber.
McNally, Chas. T., grist mill products; addi'ess Groveton.
Odell Mfg. Co., paper; address Groveton.
Soule Bros., lumber; address Groveton.
PITTSBURG.
Valley Brook Cheese Factory (Geo. W. Baldwin), cheese.
Perry Stream Cheese Factory, cheese.
SHELBURNE.
Hebbard, C. C, lumber and bobbins.
STARK.
Jackson, Andrew, grist mill products.
Percy Lumber Co., lumber and bobbins; address Providence, R. I.
STEWARTSTOWX.
Allen, W. F., lumber and electricity; address West Stewartstown.
Leach Stream Creamery, butter.
STRATFORD.
Baldwin & Hinman, lumber; address Coos.
Dennis, D. H., lumber.
Kimball, W. H., house finish.
North Stratford Creamery Co., butter.
Pattee & Clark, lumber.
WEXTWORTII'S LOCATION.
Turner, .J. R., lumber.
WIIITEFIELI).
Borden's Condensed Milk Co., condensed milk.
Bowles, W. C, carriages.
Brown, F. P. & Co., grist mill products.
Colby, W. M. & Co., house finish.
Cole, H. L., wooden boxes.
Proctor, Everett, job printing.
Snow & Baker, clothing.
Stoughton Co., The, phim])ing and steam fitting.
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White Mountain Times (H. L. Robinson), printing and publish-
ing.
Whitefield Domestic Baliery (S. D. Hunt), bakery.
Whitefield Electric Light Co. (Dr. G. H. Morrison), electricity.




Ashland Electric Light Co., electricity.
Ashland Knitting Co. (Geo. E. Scribner), hosiery.
Collins, G. Z. & Co., leatherboard; address 72 Lincoln St., Boston.
Fifield, L. G., machines.
International Paper Co., paper.
Kusumpee Lumber Co. (E. A. Stowell, Treas.), lumber.
Morrill, J. H., grist mill products.
Morrison, J. G., gloves.
Sanborn, Dexter, paper boxes and printing.
Squam Lake Woolen Co. (R. H. Hart), woolen goods.
Bath Creamery Co., butter.
Foster, J. W., Co., proprietary medicines.
Lamarre Bros., brick.
Nutter, Joshua, bobbins; address Swiftwater.
Stymest & Clark, grist mill products.
Benton Creamery (L. H. Parker, Woodsville), butter.
Cox, Bert, lumber.
BETHLEHEM.
Alder Brook Lumber Co. (Thos. M. Fletcher, Alder Brook), lum-
ber.
Bethlehem Electric Light Co. (G. H. Turner, Treas.), electricity.
BRISTOL.
Ballou, M., wooden goods.
Bristol Enterprise (R. W. Musgrove), printing and publishing.
Bristol Paper Co., paper.
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Calley & Currier, wooden goods.
Dickinson, C. H., lumber.
Dodge-Davis Mfg. Co., woolen goods.
George, Charles A., lumber.
George, Charles P. & Co., wooden boxes.
Holmes, Chas. W., machines.
Hutchins, B. C, lumber.
Mason-Perkins Paper Co., paper.
Merrill, C. N. & Son, grist mill products and lumber.
Southard, S. S., excelsior.
Wells, Frank B., wooden boxes.
Wells, D. L. & A., house finish.
White River Shoe Co., shoes.
Wilcox, R. E., bakery.
C.\JIPT0X.
Campton Electric Light Co., electricity.
Dole, E. & Co., woolen goods and grist mill products.
Livermore Falls Pulp Co. (J. E. Henry & Sons, Lincoln), pulp.
CAXAAiV.
Barney Bros., clothing.
Bennett, John, & Son, lumber.
Canaan Reporter (C. O. Barney), printing and publishing.
DORCHESTER.
LaMott Lumber Co., lumber.
Wright & Warren, lumber.
Whitcher, D. J., lumber.
Young, C. A., lumber.
American Woolen Co. (G. E. Whitney, agent), woolen goods.
Enfield Advocate (W. A. Abbott), printing and publishing.
Gordon, F. S., lumber.
Leavitt, W. H., wooden boxes; address Enfield Centre.
Moody, A. L., lumber; address Enfield Centre.
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Aldrich, Leonard M., harness.
Brooks & Whitney, bobbins.
Corey, Chas. H., lumber, wagons and sleighs.
Lyndonville Creamery Co., butter.
Clark, W. E. lumber.
Dean Bros., lumber.
GROTON.
Kidder, Daniel, & Son, lumber.
HANOVER.
Colby, G. F., book-binding.
Lyndonville Creamery Co., butter.
Huntington, H. L., lumber; address Etna.
Hanover Gazette (F. A. Musgrove), printing and publishing.
Tacy Brothers, lumber; address Etna.
HAVERHILL.
Collins, L. E., bottling.
Cox, E. Rowell, house finish; address Woodsville.
Haverhill Creamery (Lyndonville Creamery Co.), butter.
North Haverhill Creamery Co., butter.
Patrons' Creamery Co., butter; address East Haverhill.
Pike Mfg. Co., scythe stones; address Pike.
Whittier, H. H., bakery.
Woodsville Aqueduct Co., electricity.
Woodsville Creamery, butter.
Woodsville News (W. F. Whitcher), printing and publishing.
Chandler, Chester, bobbins.
Gale, Chas. M., bobbins and shingles.
McCoy, J. N., lumber; address Plymouth.
Merrill, Fred E., lumber and bobbins; address Lisbon.
Ross, Blwood J., bobbins.
Wilson, Odell A., lumber.
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LKI5AN0X.
American Woolen Co., woolen goods.
Baxter Machine Co., machines.
Buchanan, S. G., bakery.
Buck & Hatton, grist mill products.
Carter & Churchill Co., clothing.
Carter, H. W. & Sons, clothing.
Carter & Rogers, woolen goods.
Dana, C. H., metal goods; address West Lebanon.
Densmore, Jason, brick.
Elliott, G. A., carriages.
Emerson Edge Tool Co., edge tools; address East Lebanon.
Everett Knitting Works, knit underwear.
Flanders, L. C, lumber.
Granite State Free Press (Cheney & Hatton), printing and pub-
lishing.
Greenough, W. O., carriages.
Hill, A. H., grist mill products.
Kendrick & Davis, watchmakers' tools.
Lebanon Electric Light and Power Co. (H. M. Day, Treas.),
electricity.
Marston Rake Co., agricultural implements.
Mascoma Electric Light and Gas Co., electricity; address White
River Junction, Vt.
Mascoma Paper Box Co. (G. W. & M. K. Wilkins), paper boxes.
Mascoma Valley Creamery (Dudley Marshall), butter.
Mason, J. S. & Co., house finish.
Messenger; H. E., grist mill products; address West Lebanon.
Rowell, C. A., cigars.
Spencer Bros., doors, sash, blinds.
Tomkinson, C. V., excelsior.
Waterman, Thomas, lumber; address West Lebanon.
LINCOLN.
Dodge Clothespin Co., wooden goods.
Henry, J. E. & Son, lumber, paper and pulp.
Johnson, G. L., lumber; address Woodstock.
Acme Wire Co., magnet wire.
Beane, S. A., bobbins.
Conrad, E. J., lumber.
Ennor, S. A., bakery.
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Lisbon Light and Power Co., electricity.
Lyndonville Creamery Co., butter.
Moore, J. G., shoe pegs.
Moore's Peg Mill (W. S. Nelson), shoe pegs.
Moulton, A. G., grist mill pi'oducts.
New England Electrical Works, wire.
Noyes, Chas. E., lumber and bobbins.
Oliver & Gates, grist mill products.
Parker & Young Co., The, lumber and piano sounding boards.
LITTLETON.
Andrew, B. F. & Son, lumber.
Bedell, Chas. W., butter.
Bilodeau, E. H., bakery.
Brown, James, grist mill products.
Courier Publishing Co. (W. S. Noyes), printing and publishing
Dodge, F. A., lumber; address Apthorp.
Eaton, H. A., bobbins.
Edson & Bailey, grist mill products.
Fogg, E. O., building and contracting.
Harris, C. F. & Co., carriages.
Kilburn, B. W. & Co., stereoscopic views.
Littleton Hardware Co., plumbing and heating.
Littleton Shoe Co., shoes.
Littleton Water and Light Co., electricity.
Marsh, A. G. & Co., clothing.
Myott & Crane, contracting. .
Parker, Ira, butter.
Perkins Mfg. Co., W. M., wagon jacks.
Pike Mfg. Co., oil stones, etc.
Richardson, L C, grist mill products.
Saranac Glove Co., gloves.
Wallace, Eli B., printing.
White Mountain Abrasive Co., emery wheels, etc.
White Mountain Republic Journal, printing.
LIVERMORE.
Livermore Mills Co., lumber.
Foster, Geo. W., carriages.
Lyman Creamery Co., butter.
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Derby, H. T., ladders.
Lyme Creamery Co., butter.
Park, W. R., Jr., lumber.
Sanborn Bros., lumber.
Warren, A. J., grist mill products.
Granite State Mills, grist mill products.
North Monroe Steam Mill Co., lumber.
PIEBMONT.
Averill, H. L., butter boxes.
Lyndonville Creamery Co., butter.
Robie & Morrison, grist mill products.
PLYMOUTH.
Beal Mattress Co., mattresses and baskets.
Calley, F. C. & Co., gloves.
Chase, W. G. & I. H., brick and lumber.
Draper & Maynard Co., gloves.
Fletcher, J. G., gloves.
Fletcher, Sherman S., horse radish.
Foster, J. R., shoe pegs.
Gibson, D. R., brick.
McCoy, J. N., lumber.
Plymouth Creamery, butter.
Plymouth Record, printing and publishing
Bakers' River Creamery Co., butter.
Cone Crutch Mfg. Co., N. B., wooden goods.
Elliott, E. A., wooden goods.
Elliott, E. H., argicultural implements.
Hardy, B. P., wooden goods.
Keniston, W. H. & Son, grist mill products.
Loveland, L. H., Jr., wooden goods.
TliORNTOX.
Emmons & Bowles, bobbins.
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WARKEN.
Park, W. R., lumber.
"Warren News, printing.
WENTWOBTH.
€rosby, I. S., bobbins.
Pattee & Clark, lumber.
Wentworth Creamery Co., butter.
WOODSTOCK.





Peabody, Chas. A., lumber.
Abbott Mill (estate of J. G.), furniture.
Antrim Reporter, printing and publishing
Goodell Co., The, cutlery.
Hildreth, W. A., lumber.
Loveren, John E., lumber.
Paige, E. C, furniture.
Richardson, P. E., bakery.
Kobinson, S. R., paper boxes.
BENNINGTON.
Goodell Co., The, cutlery.
Kimball, C. J. Co., cutlery.
Monadnock Mills, paper.
Starrett, W. C. & F. C, lumber.
BEOOKLINE.
Alexander, C. N. & Co., lumber.
Fessenden, A. D., lumber.
Marshall (Bros.), Harry, wooden goods.
Pierce, P. L., lumber.
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FRANCESTOWN.
Clark, Charles H., wooden boxes.
Robinson, F. H., lumber and shingles.
GOFFSTOWN.
Campbell Bros., lumber.
Dodge & Barnard, lumber.
Button, B. L. (Dutton & Lull), lumber.
Gauthier, N., cigars.
Greer, Benj. F., lumber.
Hambleton Bros., bobbins.
Kendall, Hadley «5: Co., doors, sash and blinds.
Moore, Frank T., carriages.
Nichols, H. R., lumber.
Paige, F. E., printing.
Parker Bros., wood.
Richards, Curtis J., lumber.
"Warden, W. M., bakery.
GREENFIELD.
Russell, George F., lumber.
Upton, E. K., lumber.
GREENVILLE.
Columbian Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Greenville Chair Co., furniture.
Johnson Lumber Co., lumber.
Webber, W., bakery.
HILLSBORO.
Contoocook Mills Co., hosiery.
Denison, Wesley, grist mill products.
Flanders & Chadwick, printing.
Fletcher Home Bakery, bakery.
Hillsboro Woolen Mills, ladies' dress goods.
Smart, Mrs. H. F., printing.
Tripp & Tennant, lumber.
Clifford, Chas. A., woolen mittens.
Hayden Bros., lumber and staves.
Hollis Times, printing.
Worcester Bros., lumber.




Melendy, Chas. F., wooden boxes.
White, Chas., suspenders and garters.
MANCHESTER.
American Locomotive Co., locomotives.
Amory Mfg. Co., cotton cloth.
Amoskeag Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Amoskeag Paper Co., paper.
Anaryauld, R. H., bakery.
Bailey, Chas. A., granite.
Baldwin, James, Co., bobbins.
Barry, E. R., bakery.
Bechard, Remey, printing.
Berghalt, G., bakery.
Blood Roofing Co., roofing.
Boston Bros., goldenrod candy kisses.
Boston and Maine R. R., repair shop.
Brindle, Frank J., building and contracting.
Brunelle, A., building and contracting.
Bryant, E. M. & Co., electrical contracting.
Bunton & Bernard, building and contracting.
Campbell, John, stable hardware.
Carmer & Rich, cigars.
Carroll, Bridget, bakery.
Carruthers, Robert, loom harness.
Clough, Louis A., lumber.
Comire, Oliver, harness.
Connor, W. G., cigars.
Corey, Wm., Co., needles.
County & Dahlberg, bakery.
Crafts, Geo. P., shoes.
Crafts & Kimball, shoes.
Dalton, A. & Co., paper boxes.
Derryfield Co., doors, sash, blinds.
Devonshire Mills, woolen goods.
Dockham, Frank A., bakery.
Dodge Needle Co., needles.
Dodge, S. P. & Co., carriages.
Donahue Mfg. Co., T. W., clothing.
Dowling & Driscoll, cigars.
Drew Machinery Agency, machinery.
Eagle Plating Mfg. Co., plating and refinishing.
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Eames, W. M. & Co., celery crackers.
Egan, William J., bakery.
Elliott Mfg, Co., ladies' underwear.
Emerald Press Co., printing.
English, E. T., cigars.
Enterprise Press, printing.
Eureka Shoe Co., shoes.
Farson, J. R., carriages.
Fellows & Son, wooden boxes, house finish.
Felton, S. A. & Son Co., brushes.
Filion, A., carriages.
Fitzpatrick, C. L., printing.
Flood, P. J., printing.
Foley, T. J. & Co., cigars.
Franks. A. L. & Co., electrical contracting.
Gallagher, D. A., cigars.
Garon, Phillip, sausage.
George, Georgie F., bakery.
Gingras, G. J., cigars.
Glancy, Wm. F., bottling.
Goings, Frank M., building and contracting.
Green, C. E. & Co., shoes.
Griffin & Cogswell, shoes.
Guidon, The, printing.
Hammond, Mary, bakery.
Hardy, Herbert F., cigar boxes.
Harrington, Harry D., bakery.
Harrington, John J., bakery.
Harvey, Harry W., granite.
Hazelton, O. L., barbers' chairs.
Head & Dowst Co., building and contracting.
Herring, August, bakery.
Hodge, J., house finish.
Holbrook, George, building and contracting.
Hopkins, H. M. D., patterns and models.
Hoyt Shoe Co., shoes.
Hubbard Cigar Mfg. Co., cigars.
Hubbard, W. F., doors, sash, blinds.
Hutchinson, C. H., machines.
Ideal Stamp Co., rubber stamps.
Johns, Peter, bakery.
Johnston Gasolene Engine Co., The, machines.
Jones Brewing Co., True W., malt liquors.
Kimball Bros. Shoe Co., shoes.
Kimball & Brown, leather.
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Kimball Carriage Co., carriages.
L'Avenir National, printing.
LaFlamme, F. X., building and contracting.
LaFlamme, Samuel J., bakery.
Lang, Alexander M., building and contracting.
Lawson, H. J., metal goods.
Leighton Machine Co., machines.
Lein, Albert J. N., brass and copper fittings.
Leinsing, Max, sausage.
Leighton, D. Frank, plumbing and heating.
Lemay, A. D., sausage.
Lodge, E. L., building and contracting.
Lodge, J. B., building and contracting.
Manchester Awning Co., awnings, tents, sails.
Manchester Bakery Co., bakery.
Manchester Broom Co., corn broom brushes.
Manchester Garment Co., ladies' underwear.
Manchester Hat Works, hats.
Manchester Mills, Mfg. Dept., cotton and woolen cloth.
Ptg. Dept., dyeing and finishing textiles.
Manchester Mirror, printing and publishing.
Manchester Slaughtering and Rendering Co., bones, tallow, grease.
Manchester Stocking Co., hosiery.
Manchester Traction Light and Power Co., electricity.
Manchester Union, publishing.
Manchester "Wool and Leather Co., leather.
McCrillis, J. B. & Son, carriages.
McDonald, J. E. & Co., brooms and barrels.
McDonnell, J. F., bakery.
McElwain Shoe Co., W. H., shoes.
McQuade, J. M., bakery.
Mears, John W., loom harness.
Melvin, M. G., confectionery.
Mendell, J. H. & Co., building and contracting.
Merkell, Otto C, bakery.
Moreau, J. J., roofing.
Morrison, James, & Co., printing.
Moulton, William F., woolen goods.
Nutfield Press, printing.
Noi'mand Bros., bakery.
Novelty Advertising Co., printing.
Osgood Toy Co., F. M., wooden toys.
Palmer & Garmon, granite.
Palmer & Walker, bakery.
Peoples' Gas Light Co., gas.
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Pettigrew, Geo. W., hair goods.
Pickering Mfg. Co., ladies' skirts.
Filler, .T. E., cigars.
Piper, H. A., building and contracting.
Piper, B. H. Co., wooden goods.
Powers, R. B. & Co., cigars.
Provost, F. T. & Co., building and contracting.
Ranno, H. C. & Son, harness and saddlery.
Rausch, Adam, bakery.
Reed, H. B. & Co., shoes.
Rief. Geo. W. (Rief Publishing Co.), printing.
Rief Hosiery Co., Geo. W., hosiery.
Robinson, M. O. & Co., cigars.
Ruemely, Albert, printer.
Sanborn Carriage Co., carriages.
Savard, Elizear & Co., sausages.
Schmidt, Reinhold, building and contracting.
Schonlard, William F., sausage.
Schwotzer, Max, cigars.
Seaward, J. F. building and contracting.
Seelig, Oscar A., cigars.
Shellonite Mfg. Co., advertising novelties.
Sheridan Cigar Co., cigars.
Simonds, Geo. G., bakery.
Slosberg Bros., bakery.
Smith Box and Lumber Co., The, wooden boxes.
Smith, J. A. v., machines.
Stark Mills, cotton duck, bags, yarn.
St. Onge, Jean Baptiste, granite.
Sterling, S. Herbert, extracts and tinctures.
Stevens, R. P. Co., granite.
Sullivan, R. G., cigars.
Sullivan & McGovern, granite.
Taylor & Hoitt, wooden and paper boxes.
Teeling & Carr, furniture.
Temple & Farrington Co., blank books and ruling.
Thibaudeau, A., bakery.
Tuson, Thos. H., printing.
Vasaka, Harry, bakery.
West Side Lumber Co., wooden boxes.
Whalen, N. J., harness and saddlery.
Wiggin, J. H. & Co., bakery.
Williams, J. Arthur, printing.
Wilson, Wm. C, building and contracting.
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Barrett, Morton L., soap. ,
Wilson, Henry, soap.
MERRIMACK.
Fessenden & Lowell, wooden goods.
Foster, A. J. & Co., morocco leather.
Jones, D. R., furniture.
Kittredge, J. C, clothing.
Nesmith, C. S., excelsior.
Parker, E. E. & P., lumber.
American Thread Co., cotton yarn.
Alexander, C. N. & Co., bakery.
Berry, Smith, lumber.
Bishop, John B., granite.
Boyle, T. F. & Co., leather.
Carlton, Isaac H., granite.
Comolli Bros., granite.
Daniels Granite Co., granite.
Darrocott, Geo. O., machines.
Felli, P. C. & Co., granite.
Finerty, Jos. W., granite stain eradicator.
French & Heald, furniture.
Hartshorn, Frank, lumber and shooks.
Hillsboro Mills, woolen goods.
Johnson, C. F., bleaching.
Keith, Wm. S., soap.
Kendall & Wilkens, grist mill products.
Lovejoy Granite Co., granite.
McLane, John, furniture.
Melzer, James P., printing.
Merrill Bros., staves and lumber.
Milford Cabinet, printing and publishing.
Milford Daily Pointer, printing.
Milford Electric Light Co., electricity.
Milford Granite Co., granite.
Milford Quarrying and Construction Co., granite.
Murphy Bros., granite.
New Westerly Granite Co., granite.
Sargent, F. E., building and contracting.
Smith, C. H. V., wooden boxes.
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Standard Basket Co., splint baskets.
Tonella & Sons, granite.
Wilkins Bros., paper boxes.
Young, Sons & Co., granite.
MONT VEKXOX.
Hutchinson, H. A., lumber.
Kendall, William H., lumber.
American Box and Lumber Co., wooden boxes.
American Shearer Co., machines.
Bedard, S., bakery.
Boston and Maine Repair Shop, repair shop.
Brackett, W. D. & Co., shoes.
Brodeau, Emery, bakery.
Burbank Mfg. Co., clothing.
Burke Baking Co. (Chas. H.), bakery.
Burnham, Frank E., screens.
Campbell, W. H., paper boxes.
Chandler, Chas. H., lumber.
Chagnon, A. & Son, building and contracting.
Clark, E. W., snow guards.
Classon, C. W., rubber stamps.
Clement, H. W., bakery.
Cole, F. E. & Co., printing and binding.
Dowd, T. J., cigars.
Eastern Forge Co. of Mass., iron and steel forgings.
Estabrook-Anderson Shoe Co., shoes.
Fouquitt, George, cigars.
Fifield, E. O., wooden boxes.
Flather & Co., metal working lathes.
Flather, E. J. & Co., gear cutting machines.
Flather Foundry Co., castings.
Flather Planer Co., Mark, iron planers.
Fletcher & Webster Furniture Co., furniture.
Fuller, T. D., granite.
Gardiner, Beardsell & Co., shoe findings.
Granite State Knitting Co., woolen mittens and gloves.
Gregg & Son, doors, sash.
Grover, Chas. R., Co., printing.
Hall, R. P. & Co., hair renewer.
Hargraves & McGlynn, bottling.
Healey, J. A., bakery.
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Henderson, J. W., bakery.
Highton, Wm. & Sons, castings.
Howard & Co., furniture.
Improved Paper Machine Co., machines.
International Paper Box Machine Co., machines.
Jackson Company, cotton goods.
Jackman, C. B. & Sons, building and contracting.
Keeley, W. E., cigars.
Laforme, A., bakery.
Lavigne, A. H., bakeiT-
L'Impartial, printing and publishing.
Londonderry Lithia Spring Water Co., bottling.
Maine Mfg. Co., furniture.
Manseau, J. B., harness.
Merrimack Mfg. Co., furniture.
Mulvanity, Thos., granite.
Myers, Archie J., bakery.
Nashua Building Co., building and contracting.
Nashua Co-operative Iron Foundry Co., castings.
Nashua Grain Elevator, grist mill products.
Nashua Light, Heat and Power Co., electricity.
Nashua Machine Co., machines.
Nashua Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Nashua Novelty Works, furniture.
Nashua Saddlery Hardware Co., saddlery and harness.
Nashua Telegraph Publishing Co., printing and publishing.
Nashua Till Co., money drawers.
Nashua Wine and Cider Co., tonics.
Nichols, A. F., water wheels.
O'Grady, M. H., carbonated water.
Page, H. R., confectionery.
Phelan, Thomas A., cigars.
Proctor Bros. Co., wooden goods.
Roby & Swart Mfg. Co., wooden boxes.
Rollins Engine Co., machines.
Spalding, Geo. F., vinegar and jelly.
Spence & Rideout, machines.
St. Onge, Jean Baptiste, bakery.
St. Pierre, Napoleon, cigars.
Sterns, S. & Co., cigars.
Tardif & Bellavance, roofing.
Truell, Moses L., cigars.
Tilton, O. B., food.
Tolles, J. H. & Co., house finish.
White Mountain Freezer Co., ice cream freezers.
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Whittemore, Francis P., printing.
Wheeler, John, bakery.
Wheeler, Nettie A., printing.
NEW BOSTON.
Dearborn, Forrest, lumber.
Heath, Willis J., cabinet work.
Langdell, S. Frank, lumber.
Marden & Dodge, lumber.
Marden Bros., lumber.
McLane Bros., grist mill products.
Reed Bros., lumber.
Smith, E. A., lumber.
Tucker, Chas. W., lumber.
Whipple Creamery, butter.
NEW IPSWICH.
Balch, Albro L., lumber and staves.
Bruno, Frank, bakery.
Chandler, Herbert W., wooden boxes.
Howe, George A., lumber.
Johnson Lumber Co., lumber.
Walker, A. F., wooden goods.
Wheeler, Chas., lumber.
Butler, Milling Co., grist mill products.
Coleman, John N. & Son. lumber.
Hillman, R. B. & Son, carriages.
PETERBORO.
Adams, J. Q., cider.
Anderson & Son, S., building and contracting.
Dodge, A. J., thermometers.
Dunbar, John, lumber.
Hogen & Ruefer, piano cases.
Howe, D. B., bakery.
Howe, E., trusses and supporters.
Melendy, C. F., lumber.
Needham, H. B., baskets.
New York Piano Key Co., musical instruments.
Noone's, J. Sons Co., woolen goods.
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Peterboro Creamery Co., butter.
Peterboro Electric Light Co., electricity.
Peterboro Shank Co., leatherboard, boots and shoes.
Peterboro Transcript Co., printing and publishing.
Phoenix Co., cotton yarn.
Thomas, W. M., poultry fountains.
Union Mfg. Co., cotton yarns.
Walbridge & Taylor, grist mill products.
White, S. G., machines.
Wilder, Charles W., thermometers.
Wilkins, C. S., lumber.
Melendy, C. F., lumber.
Clement, L. D., wooden goods.
Colburn, C. H. & Co., toys.
Fessenden, B. & A. D., lumber.




Sargent, Walter L., lumber.
Simons, Geo.. & Sons, shoes.
Simons, H. H., food, grist mill products.
Smith, H. M., lumber.
Toy Mfg. Co., toys.
Cragin, Daniel, wooden ware.
Doherty, J. J., bakery.
Frazer, Fred L., lumber.
Howard Furniture Co., furniture.
Herrick, C. W., lumber.
Livermore, Henry H., lumber.
Patterson, Wm. E. & Walter C, agricultural implements.
Putnam, Levi, lumber. •
Purdy, Edmund H., lumber.
Rings Ambrosia Co., proprietary medicines.
Wilton Woolen Co., woolen goods.




Bailey, Charles A., granite.
Bailey Lumber Co., lumber.
China Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Buzzel, H. N., hosiery (Shaker socks).
Caldwell, H. D., lumber.
Consolidated Hame Co., hames, harnesses.
Johnson, Amos R., grist mill products.
Phelps, Morrelle E., lumber.
Talbot Bros. Co., wooden boxes.
BOSCAWEN.
Flanders, Edgar H., lumber.
BOW.
Baker & Upton, lumber.
BRADFORD.
Bagley, Albert, bakery.
Boston Cooperage Co., wooden goods.
Messer Bros. & French, lumber.
Peaslee, Daniel G., lumber.
CANTERBURY,
Hart & Shepard, hosiery and sweaters.




Abbot Downing Co., carriages.
Anderson, Ola, granite.
Bailey & Merriman, metal goods.
Batchelder, Frank .7., printing.
Beane, Frank E., bakery.
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Beaupre, F. D. & Co., brass castings.
Beecher Falls Co., furniture.
Boisvert Bros., bakery.
Boscawen Mills, cotton yarns.
Boston & Maine Shops, locomotives and cars, repairs.
Bowers, H. P., cigars.
Clark, F. R., granite.
Clough, E. D. & Co., lumber.
Concord Axle Co., castings; address Penacook.
Concord Foundry and Machine Co., castings.
Concord Granite Co., granite.
Concord Light and Power Co., gas.
Concord Electric Co., electricity.
Concord Lumber Co., lumber.
Concord Mfg. Co., woolen goods; address Penacook.
Concord Woodworking Co., bathroom woodwork.
Cummings Bros., granite.
Cushman Electric Co., metal goods.
Danforth & Forrest, building and contracting.
Duffy, M. J., granite.
Dunstane Bros. Mfg. Co., metal goods.
Dunstane, T. H., granite.
Durgin, Wm. B. Co., silverware.
Dustin Island Woolen Mills, ladies' dress goods; address Pena-
cook.
Eastman, Chandler & Sons, carriages.
Eastman, Samuel & Co., fire dept. supplies.
Emery, Richard S., lumber.
Evans, Ira C. Co., printing.
Fellows, F. E., cigars.
Fellows, C. L. & Co., building and contracting.
Fisherville Saw Co., metal goods.
Fitchmul Co., pharmaceutical specialties.
Ford & Kimball, castings.
Ford, W. P. & Co., castings.
Fox, Thomas, granite.
Granite State Mfg. Co., furniture.
Henneberry & Halligan, granite.
Hill, James R. & Co., saddlery and harness.
Hoit, Louis B., lumber.
Holt Bros. Mfg. Co., carriages.
Holt, Samuel, brick.
Hosking, J. R. & Co., granite.
Hubbard, John S., cigars.
Hutchinson Building Co., building and contracting.
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Kelly, John P., printing.
Lee Bros., contracting.
Marden, F. A., Fitz alcohol cure.
McAlpine, A. G. & Co., granite.
McGuire, N. J., granite.
Monitor and Statesman Co., publishing.
Morrison Shoe Co., shoes.
National Separator and Machine Co., machines.
Nawn, Thomas, granite.
N. E. Granite Works, granite.
New Hampshire Spinning Mills, cotton yarn.
Nordstrom, Johnson & Co., granite.
Norris, J. C, & Co., bakery.
Nutting & Hayden, tools.
Orr & Rolfe, contracting.
Page Belting Co., leather goods.
Penacook News-Letter, printing and publishing.
Prescott Piano Co., musical Instruments.
Peerless Mfg. Co., muslin underwear.
Pellessier, C. & Co., harness and saddlery.
People and Patriot, The, publishing.
Perry, W. H. & Co., granite.
Phaneuf, J. & Son, printing.
Phillips & Sanders, granite.
Prescott, M. E., lumber.
Racine, Oliver, granite.
Rolfe, C. M. & A. W., doors, sash, blinds.
Rowell & Plummer, building and contracting.
Rumford Printing Co., printing.
Scampini & Co. (Langley & Scampini), granite.
Smith Granite Co., granite.
Stearns, E. N., bakery.
Stratton & Co., flour, and grist mill products.
Swain, C. H. & Co., building.
Swenson, John W., granite.
Symonds Table Co. (J. E. ), furniture; address Penacook.
Tallant, Hugh, lumber.
Thompson, Horace, brooms.
Trenoweth, Chas., & Co., granite.
Victor Mfg. Co., furniture.
Virgin & Forrest, contracting.
Wardner, S. & Co., cigars.
Weathers, Daniel, granite.
Whidden, Orrin, granite.
Whitney Electrical Instrument Co., metal goods; address Pena-
cook.
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DANBUEY.
Benton, W. W. & Co., lumber.
Burnham, George H., lumber.
Hall Lumber Co., lumber.
Knowles, Henry S., grist mill products.
Pennell Bros., lumber.
Rand, Oilman P., doors, sash, blinds.
Tennant & Tripp, lumber.
Winslow Shoe Co., women's custom shoes.
FRANKLIN.
Calley, Thurston O., printing.
Emery, H. Y. L., lumber.
Franklin Falls Box'Co., paper boxes.
Fj-anklin Falls Light and Power Co., gas and electricity.
Franklin Iron Co., castings.
Franklin Mfg. Co., ladies'* muslin underwear.
Franklin Needle Co., needles.
Glines & Stevens Co., cabinet work, house finish.
Griffin & Griffin, printing.
International Paper Co., paper.
Johnson & Son, grist mill products.
Jordan & Christie, brush handles.
Journal-Transcript, printing and publishing.
Kidder Machine Co., castings.
Kidder & Whittier, machines.
Lapointe, T. N., cigars.
Leach, James E., woolen goods.
L'Echo de Franklin, publishing.
Lemire, Fostema, bakery.
Mayo Knitting Machine Co., needles.
Pemigewassett Power Co., excelsior.
Shepard & Neal, lumber.
Stevens, M. T. & Sons, ladies' dress goods.
Sulloway Mills, hosiery.
HENNIKEE.
Adams & Mudgett, lumber.
Atwood, Fred R., wooden boxes.
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Boody, J. O., printing.
Burnham, C. J., grist mill products.
Contoocook Valley Creamery Co., butter.
Contoocook Valley Paper Co., paper.
Dow, George W., lumber.
K. & C. Mfg. Co., wooden goods.
Langdell, S. Frank, lumber.
Rowe, Henry F., lumber.
Tucker, H. L. & Co., bakery.
Wilkins, C. A., wooden goods.
HILL.
Excelsior Needle Co., needles.
Hutchins, Herbert E., lumber.
Lane, Roscoe E., printing.
New England Novelty Works, metal goods.
Wright & Twombly, grist mill, wooden goods.
HOOKSETT.
Burbank, John S., bottled mustard, ketchup.
Dundee Mills, cotton goods.
Hamel, W., bakery.
Head, W. F. & Son., brick.
New England Brick Co., brick.
Rogers & Davis, lumber.
Thompson, James, lumber.
HOPKINTON.
Boutwell, E. A. & Son, lumber.
Brown & Foster, food.
Chase, H. M. lumber.
Conant Mfg. Co., silk throwsters.
Contoocook Electric Light Co., electricity.
Contoocook Needle Co., latch knitting needles.
Crowell, H. H., lumber.
Dustin, Cyrus F., lumber.
Fisk, D. F., lumber.
Fuller, W. F., printing.
Kingsbury & Davis Machine Co., machines.
Putnam, George M., butter.
Rodgers, John, cider and vinegar.
Wilkins, W. P., lumber.
c
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LOUDON.
Levering, Frank O., lumber.
Robinson & Sanborn, lumber.
Robinson & Wells, lumber.
Sanborn, John B., lumber.




Carter, A. D., woolen goods.
Elm Mills Woolen Co., dress goods.
Jaquith, B. J., lumber.
Tilton, G. H. & Son, hosiery.
York, J. S., wooden boxes.
NEW LONDON.
Eastman, H. A., lumber.
Emery, Mason W., lumber.
Thurston, Geo., cant dog handles, clothes dryers.
PEMBBOKE.
Bailey, Chas. A., lumber.
Bailey Lumber Co., The, lumber.
Boisvert Bros., bakery.
English, Edward, cigars.




Pembroke Mills, cotton goods.
Simpson, Geo. N., brick.
Suncook Creamery Co., butter.
Webster Mills, cotton goods.
PITTSFIELD.
Abbott, Frank E., lumber.
Globe Mfg. Co., clothing.
Greene & Walker, lumber.
Hartwell, W. B., grist mill products.
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Lougee, Clinton R., job printing.
Niles, David M., bakery.
Pittsfield Cotton Wear Mfg. Co., ladies' underwear.
Pittsfield Gas Co., gas.
Pittsfield Mills (Exeter Mfg. Co.), cotton goods.
Pittsfield Shoe Co., shoes.
Randall-Adams Co., shoes.
Tuttle & Clark, lumber.
Tuttle & Watson, lumber.
Tuttle & Welch, lumber.
Union Lumber Co., lumber.
Valley Times, printing and publishing.
SALISBUBY.
Holmes, Chas. C, lumber.
Little, Thos. R., lumber.
Prince, Chas. H., wooden boxes.
Shaw, John, & Son, grist mill products.
WAENEE.
Adam, Jacob K., grist mill products.
Bartlett Bros., excelsior.
Carroll, E. H. & Son, lumber.
Clark, Fred A., lumber.
Ela, M. T., wooden boxes.
Hill, John P., lumber.
Hook, A. J., lumber.
Kearsarge Independent, printing and publishing.
Reddington, O. P. & C. W., carriages.
United Box Board and Paper Co., paper.
Burbank Bros., wooden boxes.
Holmes, Daniel G., lumber.
Snyder, James M., lumber.
Shepard & Emmons, lumber.
Roby, Fred'k W., lumber.
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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY.
Griffin, "Willard H., lumber.
Pingree, Alvin W., lumber.
ATKINSON.
Sawyer, Eugene R., canning fruits and vegetables.
BRENTWOOD.
Burnap, Arthur A., carriages.
Fellows, Russell, wooden boxes.
Robinson, Aaron J., grinding macbines.
Rowe's Sons, Robert, carriages.
Boynton Shoe Co., shoes.




Edwards, A. F. B. & Son, lumber.
Goldsmith, N. W., lumber.
Colby Bros., lumber.
Collins, C. M., shoes.
Elm Farm Creamery, butter.
DEEBFIELD.
Robinson, J. G. & Son, lumber.
Sanborn, B. J. & Son, butter.
Woodman, James K., lumber.
Abbott, Davis & Co., carriages.
Darling, W. F., hemlock oil, etc.
Davis, A. C, bakery.
Derry News, printing.
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Greenough, C. M. & Co., wooden and paper boxes.
Greenough, C. M. & Co., lumber.
Hood, H. P. & Sons, creamery.
Lafayette Mineral Springs Co., bottling.
Lewis, Louis, cigars.
Magnet Publishing Co., printing.
Meade, Pike, Doane & Africa, lumber.
Perkins, Hardy & Co., shoes.
Pillsbury, W. S. & R. W., shoes.
Richardson, Myron, machines.
Stearns, Herbert D., bakery.
EAST KINGSTON.
New England Brick Co., brick.
EPPING.
Brown, W. C, wooden boxes.
Folsom, E. S., wooden boxes.
Leddy, John & Co., grist mill products.
Manchester Real Estate and Mfg. Co., brick.
New England Brick Co., brick.
New Hampshire Overall Co., clothing.
Nichols, N. S., women's slippers.
Proulx, Jos. B., brick.
Anderson, H. W., lumber.
Burpee, R. D., bakery.
Button, R. J., bakery.
Colcord, J. Samuel, lumber.
Dunn, H. F., brick.
Evans, Gideon W., lumber.
Exeter Brass Works, metal goods.
Exeter Gas Light Co., gas.
Exeter Machine Works, machines.
Exeter Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Exeter News-Letter, printing and publishing.
Fellows, John H., est., wooden boxes.
Gale Bros. (Inc.), shoes.
Hunt, Leonard D., printing.
Jenkins. W. M. & Co., grist mill products.
Page Boiler Co., W. H., metal goods.
Lane, G. W. & C. A., grist mill products.
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Reade & Davis, lumber.
Rubber Step Mfg. Co., rubber steps.
Tilton, J. W., soft soap.
Tilton, F. O., contracting.
Brown, W. G., charcoal.
Fremont Lumber and Stave Co., lumber and staves.
New England Brick Co., brick.
Park & Russell Co., patent medicines.
Spaulding & Frost Co., wooden goods.
Whittier, H. G., charcoal.
GBEENLAND.
Brackett, S. S., lumber.
Packer, Wm. H., sparkling "N. H." cider.
Perkins, Jas., wooden goods, apple barrels.
HAMPSTEAD.
Emerson Bros., shoes.
Emerson, W. A. & Son, shoes.
Randall, Isaac, grist mill products.
Hall, M. C, lumber.
HAMPTON.
Batchelder Bros., lumber.
Marston & True, carriages.
Brown, Moses W., musical instruments.
Glidden, Wm. H., bakery.
Hampton Union, printing.
HAMPTON FALLS.
Janvrin & Thompson, lumber.
KINGSTON.
Bartlett, Walter S., lumber.
Collins, L. Waldo, shoes, slippers.
Hanson, John B., lumber.
Marshall, Herbert W., carriages.
Nichols, Perrin W., house finish.
Purington, Jacob W., boots and shoes.
Robbins, J. H., carriages.
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KENSINGTON.
New England Brick Co., brick.
Robbins, Joseph H., brick.
LONDONDERRY.
Annis Grain and Lumber Co., lumber.
Merrill, Oliver, food.
NEWFIELDS.
Conner, Wm. H., bottling.
Grant, Walter B. Co., castings.
Torrey, Jno. (Newfields Bottling Works), bottling.
NEWMARKET.
Bergeron, A., bakery.
Carpenter & Chase, lumber.
Dame Bros., lumber.
Haines, H. R., grist mill products.
Joy, A. P., wrenches.
Joy, S. S., wagon jacks.
Newmarket Advertiser, printing.
Newmarket Electric Light and Power Co., electricity.
Newmarket Mfg. Co., cotton and silk goods.
Rowton, H. A. & Co., cigars.
NEWTON.
Currier, Andrew, shoes.
Newton Box Co., Annie, wooden boxes.
Gray, James, bakery.
Hayford, Edward & Son, carriages.
Marden, Albion D., wagons, carriages.
Sargent, Alvah W., lumber.
XORTHWOOD.
Cate-Quimby Shoe Co., shoes.
Hill, I. B., lumber.
Trickey & Johnson, lumber.
XORTH HAMPTON.
Lamprey, D. J., lumber.
Marston, Frank A., farm wagons.
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NOTTINGHAM.
Furnald, T. E., lumber.
Harrison, Marsh, lumber.
Harvey, Nathaniel B. & Jas. B. Foss, lumber.
PLAISTOW.
Chase, W. F., shoes, infants' slippers.
Gilbert, H., brick.
Peaslee, Edson E., house finish.
PORTSMOUTH.
Berry, Edwin W., bakery.
Brewster, A. G., printing.
Caswell, Andrew O., bottling.
Chadwick, G. B. & Co., machines.
Dame, Byron, contracting.
Eldredge Brewing Co., malt liquors.
Flynn, James & Co., bakery.
Frank Jones Brewing Co., malt liquors.
Kiernan, W. F., contracting.
Freeman, Arthur E., bakery.
Ireland, W. W., contractors.
Gale Shoe Mfg. Co., shoes.
Hodgdon, W. A., contractor.
Laughlin, Thomas, bottling.
McKenney, N. A., contracting.
Morley Button Mfg. Co., metal goods.
Portsmouth Brewing Co., malt liquors.
Pendexter, D. P., contractor.
Pahls, J. B., bakery.
Portsmouth Times, printing.
Preston, Andrew P., pharmaceutical specialties.
Randall, John D., job printing.
Reagan, D. J., cigars.
Reich, Baldwin A., bakery.
Rockingham County Light and Power Co., gas and electricity.
Sherwood, Clarence I., bakery.
Stovene Mfg. Co., stove and metal polish.
Sugden Bros., house finish.
Sugden Bros., contractors.
Tuttle, W. C, cigars.
Trueman, Sidney S., contractor.
Walden, Richard I., printing.
"Ward, Fred, N. E. rum.
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RAYMOND.
Batchelder, Hazen W., lumber.
Chase, Chamberlain Co., shoes.
Cofran, Edward H., bakery.
Healey, James M., lumber.
Raymond Electric Light Co., electric light.
RYE.
Janvrin & Thompson, lumber.
SANDOWN.
Levering, John W., wooden ware.
Sanborn, A. S., lumber.
SALEM.
Bodwell Bros., shoes.
Cole & Brown, lumber.
Crowell & Houston, lumber.
Russ, T. M., shoes.
Salem Electric Light Co., electricity.




Gowen, George E., food, evaporated apples.
Jewell, E. B., grist mill products.
WINDHAM.
Gould Witch Hazel Co., witch hazel.
Seavey, G. E., wooden goods.
Butler Milling Co., grist mill products.
STRAFFORD COUNTY.
BARRIXGTON.
Berry, J. F. & Son, lumber.
Buzzell, Walter, lumber.
Clark, A. M., cider and vinegar.
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Clark, Frank H., grist mill products.
Haley, George B., grist mill products.
Locke, A. B., lumber.
Locke, Irving C, lumber.
Locke, L M., lumber.
Locke, J. M. & Son, lumber.
New England Brick Co., brick.
Seavey, Chas. H. & Co., lumber.
Smith, Walter, lumber.
American Woolen Co., woolen goods.
Ball, E. M. & Co., mattresses and cushions.
Baron Cigar Store, cigars.
Biddle, Geo. H., bakery.
Blake, H. H., carriages.
Brewster, C. E. & Co., extracts.
Carrier, Edmond, bakery.
Chesley, C. P., brick.
Clark, Frank, lumber.
Clifford. Henry H., bakery.
Cocheco Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Davis, H. M., castings.
Dover Bottling Co., bottling.
Dover Wood Workers, building and contracting.
Drew, John S., carriages.
Faxon & Kimball, lumber.
Fiske Brick Co., brick.
Flagg, .1. G. & Son, machine knives.
Ford, James W., brick.
Foss, D. & Sons, doors, sash, blinds.
Foster's Democrat, printing and publishing.
Frost, E. H., contracting.
Furber, D. L., shoes.
Furbish, Chas. F. & Co., carriages.
Gage, Elbridge, brick.
Gibbs, O. A.. Shoe Co., ladies' boots and shoes.
Hobby, L. H., bakery.
Hodgdon, Harry E., printing.
Howard, David M., harness.
Hurd, J. H. & Son, shoes.
Treland-Grafton Co., shoes.
Kidder Press Co., machines.
Labbe, Joseph, brick.
Lucas, Isaac L., brick.
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Luddy & Currier, boots and shoes,
Marshall Press, The, printing.
Mathews, Valentine & Son, lumber.
Morang & Henderson, brick.
Neal, George G., book binding.
Parla, James & Co., brick.
Peabody, Geo. A., shoes.
Pierce, Adam J., metal goods.
Pinkham, John E., brick.
Place. Mary J., cement drain pipe.
Ramsdell, Samuel, bakery.
Roberts, Fred H., brick.
Roberts, Howard M., brick.
Robinson Bros., bottling.
Sanborn, Hiram W., carriage straps.
Seavey Lumber Co., J. Frank, lumber.
Seavey & Laughlin, brick.
Seavey & Thompson, lumber.
Smalley, F. C, granite.
Smalley & White, granite.
Tapley, Irving W., paper boxes.
Townsend, Chas. W., bakery.
Twombly, N. & Son, building and contracting.
United Gas and Electric Co., gas and electricity.
Vickery, W. H. & Son, pharmaceutical specialties.
Whipp, George E., Co., fibre lunch boxes.
White, John A., Co., machines.
Williams, F. B. & Sons, leather goods.
York, E. J., grist mill products.
Griffiths Bros., grist mill products.
Newmarket Electric Light, Heat and Power Co., electricity.
Philbrick, Fred D., cider.
FARMINGTON.
Aldrich, C. E. & Co., shoes.
Cloutman, J. F., shoes.
Farniington Gas Light Co., electricity.
Farmington News, printing and publishing.
Farmington Shoe Co., shoes.
Flanders & Son, wooden goods.
Hayes, John R. & Co., lumber and box shooks.
Jenness Bros., lumber.
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Jenness, C. W., paper and wooden boxes.
Jenness, C. W., lumber.
Nutter, Stephen (est.), shoes.
Nutter, W. I., shoes.
Perkins, B. F., carriages.
Russell, Geo. F., bakery.
Glidden, Guj^ E., lumber.
Norton Fibre Co., leatherboard.
Milton Leatherboard Co., leatherboard.
Pike, John C, lumber.
Spaulding, Jonas, & Sons Co., leatherboard.
Thayer, N. B. & Co., shoes.
Townsend, Henry H., blankets.
NEW DURHAM.
Coburn, F. W. & Son, shoe knives.
Hayes Bros., cutlery.
Jones, Geo. H., lumber.
Langley, T. D. & Co., lumber.
Rice Mfg. Co., wire brushes and lumber.
ROCHESTER.
American Box and Lumber Co., wooden boxes.
Albion Bakery, bakery.
Bergeron, Simon, bakery.
Berry Bros. & Co., wooden boxes.
Berry, Chas., lumber.
Boston Brick Co., brick.
Cassidy & Co., bottling.
Cocheco Bottling Co., bottling.
Cocheco Woolen Mfg. Co., woolen goods.
Courier Publishing Co., printing and publishing.
Dame, J. W., contracting.
Davis, Charles A., bakery.




Fifleld, F. W. & Co., printing.
Garland, Irving C, bakery.
Gonic Lumber Mill, lumber.
Hanson, M. A. & Co., shoes.
Hawkes, E. M., granite.
Ideal Flexible Inner Sole Co., inner soles.
Jones, Martin E., bakery.
Keisel Fire Brick Co., brick.
Kimball, "W. R., grist mill products.
Knox, George H., lumber.
Lenoix, Alphonse, brick.
Letourneau, Joseph, contractor.
Morrison, Walter N., machines.
Morton, S. B., harness.
March, Willard, contractor.
New England Brick Co., brick.
Perkins, Linscott & Co., shoes.
Plummer, Milton H., harness.
Richards, A. W. & Co., house finish.
Richards, Geo. O., wooden boxes.
Rochester Foundry and Machine Co., machines.
Rochester Lumber Co., lumber.
Rochester Record, printing and publishing.
Rochester Wheel Co., carriages.
Rochester Woolen Co., ladies' dress goods.
Seavey, Chas. H. & Co., lumber.
Seavey, Fred F., lumber.
Seavey, Ralph F., lumber.
Smalley & White, granite.
Spaulding, J. & Sons Co., fibre and fibre products.
Spieres-Fish Co., The, brick.
Trask, C. F. & Co., wooden and paper boxes.
Trask, C. F. & Co., lumber.
Varney, Geo. E., lumber.
White, Lorenzo, wire goods.
Watson, E. A., lumber.
Wallace, E. & E. G., shoes.
Wallace, E. & E. G., leather.
Warren, Joseph, lumber.
Yeaton & Co., brick.
ROI.LINSFOBD.
Salmon Falls Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Somersworth Foundry Co., metal goods.
Townsend, E. W., printing and publishing.
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SOMERSWOETH.
Bergeron, J., bakery.
Great Falls Gas and Light Co., electricity, gas.
Great Falls Mfg. Co., cotton goods.
Great Falls Woolen Co., woolen goods.
Haines, John N., cotton waste.
Houghton, Hebard & "Warren, shoes.




Somersworth Free Press, printing and publishing.
Somersworth Grain Co., grist mill products.
STRAFFOBD.
Canney & Hall, lumber.
Comings, Albert I., lumber.
Hanson, Chas. S., carriages.
Locke, A. B., lumber.
Perkins, Paul, lumber.
Perkins, Warren H., farm wagons.
Waldron, Chas. W., lumber.
SULLIVAN COUNTY.
Batchelder, Fred H., farm wagons and sleds.
Buss, Geo. W., lumber.
Faught, John H. & Co., cider and shingle mill.
Hemphill, Alger E., lumber.
Lombard, Winfield S., lumber.
Miller, Chas., printing.
CHARLESTOWN.
Bemis, G. W., carriages.
Bond, Geo. S., Co. (Inc.), musical instruments.
Bowen, Geo. G., lumber.
Bruce, Geo. A., soft soap.
Diamond Match Co., match wood.
Delva, Frank W., lumber.
Swift, J. E., lumber.
Way, Chas. S., wooden goods.
White, Geo. A., brooms.
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CLAEEMONT.
Bailey, Francis C, cigars.
Beckwith, H. R., building and contracting.
Beaudry, A., bakery.
Burns, John, machines.
Chadbourne & Wheeler, lumber,
Claremont Advocate, printing and publishing.
Claremont Creamery Association, butter,
Claremont Eagle, printing and publishing.
Claremont Gas Light Co., oil gas.
Claremont Paper Co., paper.
Claremont Railway and Lighting Co., electricity.
Claremont Woolen Co., woolen goods.
Coy, S. T. (Coy Paper Co.), paper.
Deane, James, building.
GafEney, Aiden F., lumber.
Jarvis, Russell, paper.
Johnson, Dwight H., brooms.
Kathadin Pulp and Paper Co., paper.
Kelsey, Frank C, soft soap.
Kennedy, J. B., cigars.
Kimball, Henry C, Mrs., bakery.
Maynard Shoe Co., shoes.
McGuire, J. H. & Co., bobbins.
Messer, Richard, granite.
Monadnock Mills, cotton goods.
Novelty Pearl Co., pearl buttons.
Osgood, G. D., contractor.
Roberts, Alexander & Co., woolen goods.
Rossiter, R. G., house finish.
Smith, Oscar S., bakery.
Stockwell, George T., building.
Sugar River Grist Mill., grist mill products.
Sullivan Machinery Co., machines.
COBNISH.
Cornish Creamery Co., butter.
Hillside Creamery, butter.
Sisson, W. H., saddlery and harness.
Small, D. W., grist mill products.
Barton, Albert J., lumber.
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GOSHEN.
Robinson, E. S., lumber.
GRANTHAM.
Burpee, M. P. & Son, lumber.
Howe, J. Madison, printing.
Reed & Buswell, lumber.
Reney Bros., lumber.
Wheeler, J. F., lumber.
LEMPSTEB.
NEWPORT.
Argus & Spectator, printing and publishing.
Barry, D. K., machines.
Collins, Albert, & Son, lumber.
Fowler, George, lumber.
Gile, C. F., grist mill products.
Granite State Mill, ladies' dress goods.
Harris, Charles, chair stock.
Lear, Geo. B. & Co., wagons and sleds.
Leavitt, Frank W., bobbins.
McElwain. W. H., Co., shoes.
Newport Bobbin and Spool Co., bobbins.
Newport Champion, printing and publishing.
Newport Electric Light Co., electricity.
Peerless Mfg. Co., ladies' underwear.
Pollard & Son, G., lumber.
Reed, Frank H., lumber.
Reed, Herbert W., lath and cider.
Richards, Dexter, & Son, ladies' dress goods.
Robinson, H. A., house finish.
Sibley Scythe Co., agricultural implements.
PLAINFIELD.






Leavitt, John F., lumber.
Severance, Joseph C, lumber.
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SUNAPEE.
Alexander & Perkins, agricultural implements.
Emerson Paper Co., paper.
Holmes & Collins, lumber.
Rowell & Young, lumber.
Sleeper, B. R., agricultural implements.
Smith, N. A., machines.
Trow, W. M. & Son, lumber.
U. S. Hame Co., hames.
Lewis, Warren D., shingles and cider.
Whipple, Mervin J., lumber.
WASHINGTON.
Bartlett, H. M., & Sons, stock for tennis racquets.
Bartlett, Sargent & Bartlett, lumber.
Melendy, C. F., lumber.





(For the convenience of the reader, a synopsis of the statis-
tics of the more important industries of the state is herein pre-
sented.)
COTTON GOODS.
The most important industry of the state is the manufac-
ture of cotton goods, in the production of which New
Hampshire ranked sixth in the United States in lOOo. The
total capital invested in the state, in twer-ty-rive establish-
ments, amounted to $31,176,461 ; of that amount $1?,9?<0.158-
was invested in land and buildings, machineiy, tools and im-
plements, and the balance was in cash and sundry items.
The total production for the year was $29,51:0,770 This
very important industry gave employment to 9,697 males
who received $4,049,098 in wages; to 9,62.'> females v.ho-
were paid $3,246,693 ; and to 409 children under sixteen
years of age who received $77,017. The sahiried cl' vks
numbered 309, with total salaries amounting to $516,052.
Manchester ranked first in the production of cotton goods,
with a product of $14,376,061. The mills of the '"Jucen
City" gave employment to 4,860 males, 4,81'^' females, and'
to 211 under sixteen years of age, and paid in wages a total
of $3,965,229.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
The boot and shoe industry, including the manufacture of
cut stock and shoe findings, stands second in thi. state in
value of production, which amounted last year to $22.Sr;4.-
259. New Hampshire ranks fifth in the Unitxl States in
the value of its shoe product. The total capital invested in;
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this industry in 1905 amounted to $8,274,027. The shoe
workers of the state, in 61 establishments, numbered 10,744;
of these 7,116 were males who received $3,236,336 in wa^'es;
3,495 were females receiving $1,235,748; 133 were chiiilrcn
under sixteen who were paid $21,899 ; a total of $4,493,983.
The number of salaried clerks was 511 with total salar-es
of $463,522.
Manchester also led in this industry, producing shoes to
the value of $6,567,903 ; with an invested capital of $1,698,-
173 ; employing 1,851 males, 866 females, 19 children under
sixteen
;
paying in wages $1,220,834.
WOOLEN AND WORSTED GOODS.
Third in importance, in value of production, is the wooden
and worsted industry. Forty-four establishments repoited,
in 1905, a capital of $14,411,232. The value of the year's
production was $14,284,480. This industry gave employ-
ment to 3,743 males, who were paid $1,796,578 in wages , to
2,655 females who earned $915,971 ; and to 183 children
under sixteen who were paid $42,513 ; a total of $2,755,062,
There were 207 salaried clerks and officials with total sala-
ries of $257,372.
PAPER AND WOOD PULP.
Fourth in value of production, the paper industry is very
important to New Hampshire and it is being largely in-
creased by new mills in process of construction. Twentv-
five establishments having a capital of $14,041,014 produced
paper and pulp to the value of $8,930,291 in 1905. Th-'^e
mills gave employment to 2,411 males who received $1,2S4.-
035 in wages ; and to 111 females who were paid $31.2'^5.
The salaried clerks and officials numbered 147, with total
salaries amounting to $208,930.
LUMBER.
There were, in 1905, 386 establishments engaged in the
production of lumber and timber products, with a capital
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invested amounting to $6,079,442. The value of the pro-
duction was $7,519,431. The total number of wage earners
was 4,594, with total wages of $3,017,131. There were 82
salaried clerks, with total salaries amounting to $80,6G0.
In the manufacture of finished lumber, including sash,
doors and blinds, the capital invested amounted to $965,013,
and the forty-two establishments engaged in this industry
had a total product of $1,487,548. The wage earners num-
bered 771, with total wages of $361,003. Forty-two salaried
clerks received $37,187 in salaries.
FOUNDRIES AND MACHINE SHOPS.
The foundries and machine shops of the state, which num-
ber seventy-one, have a capital of $4,099,410 and, in 1905,
their production was valued at $3,081,993. These establish-
ments gave employment to 1873 males, 47 fem.ales, and five
children under sixteen, who received a total of $1,033,028 in
wages. The salaried clerks numbered 216 whose salaries
for the year amounted to $228,665.
HOSIERY AND KNIT GOODS.
Seventh in value of production, which amounted in 1905
to $3,974,290, this industry has an invested capital of $2,749.-
589, and in its twenty-one establishments 940 males, 1791
females and 59 children under 16, found employment in
1905. The males received in wages, $414,823 ; the females,
$517,412 ; those under sixteen, $10,885 ; a total of $943,120.
Eighty-nine salaried clerks and officials received $91,570 in
salaries.
BUILDING AND CONTRACTING.
Eighty-one establishments engaged in building and con-
tracting reported in 1905 a total capital of $651,030, and the
total value of the year's business was $3,389,922. This in-
dustry gave employment to 1,582 males, who received in
wages $947,724. There were twenty salaried clerks re-
ported with salaries of $13,564.
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FLOUR AND GRIST MILLS.
While employing only 128 males, with a total pay roll of
$63,454 for 1905, the value of the flour and grist mill
product was $2,541,775
;
produced in 72 establishments ; thus
placing the industry in tenth place.
WOODEN BOXES.
The manufacture of wooden boxes, as carried on in 46
establishments, gave employment last year to 1,332 males,
77 females, and fifteen under sixteen years of age, who re-
ceived in wages a total of $589,479. The total capital in-
vested amounted to $1,703,957 and the value of the produc-
tion amounted to $2,565,612. This industry gave employ-
ment to 69 salaried clerks and officials with total salaries of
$70,268.
MALT LIQUORS.
Five establishments engaged in the manufacture of malt
liquors have a total capital of $2,247,221, and a product in
1905 valued at $2,254,578. These breweries gave employ-
ment to 295 men who received in wages $208,864. The sal-
aried clerks and officials numbered 49 with total salaries of
$82,662.
STATISTICS OF MANUFACTURES.
The tabulation upon the following pages contains most
valuable information regarding the manufacturing indus-
tries of the state, as carried on in 1,741 establishments.
The total capital invested amounts to $119,536,548. This
item of capital covers the amount invested in land, build-
ings, machinery, tools and implements ; also bills receivable,
unsettled ledger accounts, raw materials, stock in process
and finished product on hand, cash and other sundry items.
It will be seen that $31,176,461, or 26 per cent, of the total
amount is employed in the manufacture of cotton goods.
The woolen and worsted industry is second in amount of
capital invested, the total in 44 establishments being
$14,411,232. The paper industry is third, with $14,041,014
employed in the production of paper and pulp. The next in
importance, considered with a view to the capital invested,
is electric lighting and heating, the total being $9,375,446.
Boot and shoe manufacturers, in 61 establishments, have an
investment amounting to $8,274,027. Lumber and timber
products show a capital of $6,079,442, and several other in-
dustries exceed the million dollar mark.
The total value of the manufactured products, of the
industries covered by this report, was $128,047,970.
Twenty-three per cent, of this amount, or $29,540,770, was
the output of the twenty-five establishments engaged in the
manufacture of cotton goods. The boot and shoe industry
produced manufactured goods to the value of $22,834,259.
The value of the year's production in the woolen and
worsted goods industry amounted to $14,284,480. The
paper and pulp product amounted to $8,930,291. and the
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lumber and timber product was valued at $7,519,431. Nearly
four million dollars' worth of hosiery was produced in the
state during the year, the exact amount being, $3,974,290.
The building and contracting industry had a product of
$3,389,922. Seventy-one foundries and machine shops
produced goods to the value of $3,081,993. The wooden
box industry had a product of $2,565,612 ; the flour and
grist mills produced $2,541,775 ; and the malt liquor product
amounted to $2,254,578. The million dollar mark was ex-
ceeded by the following industries : Bakeries, railroad car
shops, clothing, dyeing and finishing textiles, electric light-
ing, granite and stone, leather and finished lumber.
The total average number of wage earners employed in
the state, for the period covered by this report, was 67,284,
and the cotton goods industry leads with 29 per cent., or a
total of 19,731, of which 9,697 were males, 4,625 females,
and 409 under 16 years of age. The boot and shoe indus-
try is second with 7,116 males, 3,495 females, 133 under 16,
a total of 10,744. A total of 6,581 were employed in the
manufacture of woolen and worsted goods, of which num-
ber 3,743 were males, 2,655 females and 183 under 16. The
lumber and timber industry gave employment to 4,594, but
these figures do not include several hundred men paid by
contract for performing portions of the work, at least eigh-
teen firms lumbering by contract are omitted from this re-
port. In the hosiery industry the female employees num-
bered 1,791, out of a total of 2,790. The paper and pulp
mills gave employment to 2,522 persons.
The total wages paid to New Hampshire wage earners in
manufacturing establishments amounted to $28,836,254. Of
this amount the workers in the cotton goods industry re-
ceived $7,372,808, or 26 per cent. The boot and shoe
workers were paid $4,493,983 and the employees of woolen
and worsted mills received $2,755,062. The year's pay roll
in the lumber and timber industry amounted to $2,017,131.
The pulp and paper workers were paid $1,315,310.
























































































































































































































































































(The industrial statistics of tlie state are herein presented by
counties, showing the amount of capital invested, the value of the
product, the number of males and females employed, and the
wag'es paid same; also the number of salaried clerks and officials
with their salaries.)
BELKNAP.
Number of establishments considered 107
Amount of capital invested $3,774,873
Value of production 4,633,603
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,825
Average number of females em-
ployed 1,068
Average number of children un-
der 16 20
Wages paid males $891,064
Wages paid females 326,499
Wages paid children under 16 . . 3,800
2,913
$1,221,363
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 133
Total salaries paid $129,372
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CARROLL.
Number of establishments considered 76
Amount of capital invested $1,061,235
Value of production 1,629,344
Average number of males em-
ployed 801
Average number of females em-
ployed 97
Average number of children un-
der 16 3
901
Wages paid males $393,091
Wages paid females 29,061
Wages paid children under 16 . . 559
$422,711
Number of salaried clerks and
ofificials 16
Total salaries paid $19,950
CHESHIRE.
Number of establishments considered 173
Amount of capital invested $5,7-46,226
Value of production 7,008,281
Average number of males em-
ployed 3,549
Average number of females em-
ployed 793
Average number of children un-
der 16 76
4,418
Wages paid males $1,628,577
Wages paid females 276,520
Wages paid children under 16 . . 15,284
$1,920,381
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 179
Total salaries paid $191,614
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COOS.
Number of establishments considered 97
Amount of capital invested $12,557,489
Value of production 8,866,302
Average number of males em-
ployed 3,436
Average number of females em-
ployed 73
Average number of children un-
der 16 5
3,514
Wages paid males $1,747,620
Wages paid females 22,519
Wages paid children under 16 . . 788
$1,770,927
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 144
Total salaries paid $177,322
GRAFTON.
Number of establishments considered 183
Amount of capital invested $8,132,290
Value of production 8,471,200
Average number of males em-
ployed 3,159
Average number of females em-
ployed 997
Average number of children un-
der 16 26
4,183
Wages paid males $1,429,036
Wages paid females 288,990
Wages paid children under 16 . . 5,116
$1,723,142
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 166
Total salaries paid $165,237
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HILLSBORO.
Number of establishments considered 421
Amount of capital invested $44,638,249
Value of production 51,193,923
Average number of males em-
ployed 16,978
Average number of females em-
ployed 10,087
Average number of children un-
der 16 558
27,623
Wages paid males $7,976,403
Wages paid females 3,485,217
Wages paid children under 16 . . . 107,905
$11,569,525
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 1,008
Total salaries paid $1,114,183
MERRIMACK.
Number of establishments considered 239
Amount of capital invested $13,154,260
Value of production 13,798,620
Average number of males em-
ployed 5,874
Average number of females em-
ployed 1,689
Average number of children un-
der 16 62
7,625
Wages paid males $2,764,651
Wages paid females 458,114
Wages paid children under 16 . . 12,424
$3,235,189
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 372
Total salaries paid $398,535
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ROCKINGHAM.
Number of establishments considered 185
Amount of capital invested $9,837,158
Value of production 11,775,383
Average number of males em-
ployed 3,730
Average number of females em-
ployed 1,490
Average number of children un-
der 16 104
5,324
Wages paid males $1,880,667
Wages paid females 566,147
Wages paid children under 16 , . 21,463
$2,468,277
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 177
Total salaries paid $215,439
STRAFFORD.
Number of establishments considered 163
Amount of capital invested $16,496,707
Value of production 16,187,543
Average number of males em-
ployed 5,422
Average number of females em-
ployed 2,998
Average number of children un-
der 16 95
8,515
Wages paid males $2,484,918
Wages paid females 972,043
Wages paid children under 16 . . 15,837
$3,472,798
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 358
Total salaries paid $430,648
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SULLIVAN.
Number of establishments considered 97
Amount of capital invested $4,138,061
Value of production 4,483,77^
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,626
Average number of females em-
ployed 625 '
Average number of children un-
der 16 18
2,269
Wages paid males $812,857
Wages paid females 215,341
Wages paid children under 16 . . 4,143
$1,032,341
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 190
Total salaries paid $184,982
SUMMARY.
Number of establishments considered 1,741
Total amount of capital invested $119,526,548
Total value of production 128,047,970
Total average number of males
employed 46,410
Total average number of females
employed 19,917
Total average number children
under 16 967
67,284
Total wages paid males $22,008,484
Total wages paid females 6,640,451
Total wages paid children under
16 187,319
$28,836,254
Total number of salaried clerks
and officials 2,743




(The following statistics cover all industries, including building and
contracting and electric lighting, in the cities of the state.)
BERLIN.
Number of establishments 31
Amount of capital invested $10,915,078
Value of production 6,668,531
Average number of males em-
ployed 2,626
Average number of females em-
ployed 13
Average number of wage earners 2,639
Wages paid to males $1,351,149
Wages paid to females 4,410
Total wages paid wage earners. . $1,355,559
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 113
Total salaries paid $146,495
CONCORD.
Number of establishments 92
Amount of capital invested $6,906,920
\'alue of production 7,080,300
Average number of males em-
ployed 2,656
Average number of females em-
plgyed ;>01
Average number of wage earners 2,957
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Wages paid to males $1,522,787
Wages paid to females 100,G73
Total wages paid wage earners. . $1,621,460
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 239
Total salaries paid $254,237
DOVER.
Number of establishments 45
Amount of capital invested $8,516,565
Value of production 6,161,241
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,966
Average number of females em-
ployed 949
Average number of wage earners 2,915
Wages paid to males $944,050
Wages paid to females 310,582
Total wages paid wage earners., $1,254,633
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 137
Total salaries paid $186,369
FRANKLIN.
Number of establishments 25
Amount of capital invested $3,435,825
Value of production 2,458,167
Average number of males em-
ployed 930
Average number of females em-
ployed 534
Average number of wage earners 1,464
Wages paid to males $418,954
Wages paid to females 160,289
Total wages paid wage earners . . $579,243
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 64
Total salaries paid $65,364
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KEENE.
Number of establishments 55
Amount of capital invested $2,488,924
Value of production 2,852,966
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,478
Average number of females em-
ployed 273
Average number of wage earners 1,751
Wages paid to males $714,669
Wages paid to females 94,037
Total wages paid to wage earners $808,706
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 80
Total salaries paid $85,823
LACONIA.
Number of establishments 59
Amount of capital invested $2,487,632
Value of production 3,216,521
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,216
Average number of females em-
ployed 807
Average number of wage earners 2,023
Wages paid to males $626,229
Wages paid to females 246,604
Total wages paid wage earners . . $872,833
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 77
Total salaries paid $83,353
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MANCHESTER.
Number of establishments 177
Amount of capital invested $29,420,274
Value of production 32,048,191
Average number of males em-
ployed 10,405
Average number of females em-
ployed 7,777
Average number of wage earners 18,182
Wages paid to males $4,902,746
Wages paid to females 2,753,875
Total wages paid wage earners $7,656,621
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 618
Total salaries paid $692,055
NASHUA.
Number of establishments 82
Amount of capital invested $9,823,360
Value of production 13,152,448
Average number of males em-
ployed 4,119
Average number of females em-
ployed 2,145
Average number of wage earners 6,264
Wages paid to males $1,911,234
Wages paid to females 654,043
Total wages paid wage earners $2,565,277
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 245
Total salaries paid $270,874
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PORTSMOUTH.
Number of establishments 37
Amount of capital invested $4,437,626
Value of production 2,991,454
Average number of males em-
ployed 642
Average number of females em-
ployed 137
Average number of wage earners 779
Wages paid to males $407,381
Wages paid to females 40,597
Wages paid to wage earners $447,978
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 73
Total salaries paid $102,533
ROCHESTER.
Number of establishments 41
Amount of capital invested $2,030,187
Value of production 3,280,166
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,235
Average number of females em-
ployed 434
Average number of wage earners 1,669
Wages paid to males $555,843
Wages paid to females 131,261
Total wages paid wage earners . . $687,104
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 98
Total salaries paid $91,158
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SOMERSWORTH.
Number of establishments 13
Amount of capital invested $3,139,639
Value of production 3,713,768
Average number of males em-
ployed 1,066
Average number of females em-
ployed 1,206
Average number of wage earners 2,373
Wages paid to males $442,084
Wages paid to females 395,196
Total wages paid wage earners $837,280
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 42
Total salaries paid $62,290'
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(The industrial statistics of several of the important manufacturing
towns of the state are here reported.)
ASHLAND.
Number of establishments 10
Amount of capital invested $459,162
Value of production 372,271
Average number of males em-
ployed 176
Average number of females em-
ployed 123
Average number of wage earners 299
Wages paid males $72,369
Wages paid females 36,065
Total wages paid to wage earners $108,434
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 10
Total salaries paid $5,982
BRISTOL.
Number of establishments 19
Amount of capital invested $460,566
Value of production 461,571
Average number of males em-
ployed 205
Average number of females em-
ployed 72
Average number of wage earners 277
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Wages paid males $73,692
Wages paid females 22,057
Total wages paid wage earners . . $95,749
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 15
Total salaries paid $13,960
CLAREMONT.
Number of establishments 31
Amount of capital invested $2,371,287
Value of production 2,152,394
Average number of males em-
ployed 842
Average number of females em-
ployed 343
Average number of wage earners 1,169
Wages paid males $442,953
Wages paid females 116,442
Total wages paid wage earners . . $559,395
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 112
Total salaries paid $118,692
CONWAY.
Number of establishments 11
Amount of capital invested $301,698
Value of production 382,567
Average number of males em-
ployed 335
Average number of females em-
ployed 7
Average number of wage earners 342
Wages paid males $156,610
Wages paid females 614
Total wages paid wage earners . . $ 157,224
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 9
Total salaries paid $12,100
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DERRY.
Number of establishments 15
Amomit of capital invested $1,319,479
Value of production 3,002,687
Average number of males em-
ployed 888
Average number of females em-
ployed 535
Average number of wage earners 1,423
Wages paid males $442,904
Wages paid females 221,775
Total wages paid wage earners . . $664,679
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 40
Total salaries paid $36,502
ENFIELD.
Number of establishments 5
Amount of capital invested $1,336,891
Value of production 904,782
Average number of males em-
ployed 234
Average number of females em-
ployed 79
Average number of wage earners 313
Wages paid males $134,249
Wages paid females 23,717
Total wages paid wage earners . . $147,966
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 9
Total salaries paid $13,690
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EXETER.
Number of establishments 21
Amount of capital invested $1,095,618
Value of production 2,078,910
Average number of males em-
ployed 750
Average number of females em-
ployed 409
Average number of wage earners 1,159
Wages paid males $325,687
Wages paid females 146,573
Total wages paid wage earners . . $472,260
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 24
Total salaries paid $34,121
FARMINGTON.
Number of establishments 11
Amount of capital invested $466,104
Value of production 711,648
Average number of males em-
ployed 328
Average number of females em-
ployed 117
Average number of wage earners 445
Wages paid males $132,362
Wages paid females 35,787
Total wages paid wage earners.. $168,149
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 29
Total salaries paid $29,337
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HINSDALE.
Number of establishments 13
Amount of capital invested $643,431
Value of production 939,911
Average number of males em-
ployed 353
Average number of females em-
ployed 127
Average number of wage earners 480
Wages paid males $170,197
Wages paid females 47,205
Total wages paid wage earners. . $217,402
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 24
Total salaries paid $29,918
JAFFREY.
Number of establishments 8
Amount of capital invested $619,437
Value of production 713,283
Average number of males em-
ployed 220
Average number of females em-
ployed 135
Average number of wage earners 355
Wages paid males $93,237
Wages paid females 36,700
Total wages paid wage earners.. $129,937
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 10
Total salaries paid $9,494
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LANCASTER.
Number of establishments 17
Amount of capital invested $371,349
Value of production 344,395
Average number of males em-
ployed 155
Average numbeK. of females em-
ployed 10
Average number of wage earners 165
Wages paid males $65,922
Wages paid females 2,897
Total wages paid wage earners. . $68,819
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 13
Total salaries paid $13,028
LEBANON.
Number of establishments 30
Amount of capital invested $2,438,343
Value of production 2,382,999
Average number of males em-
ployed 644
Average number of females em-
ployed 416
Average number of wage earners 1,060
Wages paid males $313,062
Wages paid females 151,092
Total wages paid wage earners. . $464,154
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 47
Total salaries paid $±1,310
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LINCOLN.
Number of establishments 5
Amount of capital invested $265,270
Value of production 1,327,435
Average number of males em-
ployed 626
Average number of females em-
ployed 11
Average number of wage earners 637
Wages paid males $241,090
"Wages paid females 500
Total wages paid wage earners. . $241,590'
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 3
Total salaries paid $13,500
LISBON.
Number of establishments IS
Amount of capital invested $410,553
Value of production 603,631
Average number of males em-
ployed 332
Average number of females em-
ployed 44
Average number of wage earners 376
Wages paid males $146,638
Wages paid females 11,980
Total wages paid wage earners. . $158,618
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 8'
Total salaries paid $11,750
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LITTLETON.
Number of establishments 26
Amount of capital invested $750,108
Value of production 1,034,186
Average number of males em-
ployed 455
Average number of females em-
ployed 164
Average number of wage earners 619
Wages paid males $186,111
Wages paid females 43,462
Total wages paid wage earners.. $229,573
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 24
Total salaries paid $26,348
MARLBORO.
Number of establishments 12
Amount of capital invested $247,898
Value of production 295,884
Average number of males em-
ployed 203
Average number of females em-
ployed 35
Average number of wage earners 238
Wages paid males $68,799
Wages paid females 10,000
Total wages paid wage earners. . $78,799
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 9
Total salaries paid $6,806
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AlILFORD.
Number of establishments 33
Amount of capital invested $867,935
Value of production 1,043,687
Average number of males em-
ployed 647
Average number of females em-
ployed 68
Average number of wage earners 715
Wages paid males $261,575
Wages paid females 16,541
Total wages paid wage earners. . $278,116
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 49
Total salaries paid $49,681
MILTON.
Number of establishments 4
Amount of capital invested $237,000
Value of production 675,368
Average number of males em-
ployed 216
Average number of females em-
ployed 78
Average number of wage earners 294
Wages paid males $94,699
Wap'es paid females 30,617
Total wages paid wage earners. . $125,316
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 21
Total salaries paid $22,940
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NEWPORT.
Number of establishments 20
Amount of capital invested $1,074,148
Value of production 1,399,772
Average number of males em-
ployed 378
Average number of females em-
ployed 278
Average number of wage earners 656
Wages paid males $160,936
Wages paid females 87,154
Total wages paid wage earners.. $248,090
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 34
Total salaries paid $25,093
PEMBROKE.
Number of establishments 10
Amount of capital invested $797,064
Value of production 817,671
Average number of males em-
ployed 585
Average number of females em-
ployed 301
Average number of wage earners 886
Wages paid males $148,395
Wages paid females 60,*312
Total wages paid wage earners. . $208,707
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 12
Total salaries paid $11,400
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PETERBORO.
Number of establishments 21
Amount of capital invested $766,326
Value of production 772,316
Average number of males em-
ployed 278
Average number of females em-
ployed 116
Average number of wage earners 394
Wages paid males $122,505
Wages paid females 33,191
Total wages paid wage earners. . $155,696
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 7
Total salaries paid $5,794
PITTSFIELD.
Number of establishments 14
Amount of capital invested $218,096
Value of production 429,144
Average number of males em-
ployed 205
Average number of females em-
ployed 130
Average number of wage earners 335
Wages paid males $78,707
Wages paid females 41,772
Total wages paid wage earners $120,479
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 5
Total salaries paid - $4,280
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PLYMOUTH.
Number of establishments 12
Amount of capital invested $422,275
Value of production 548,343
Average number of males em-
ployed 174
Average number of females em-
ployed 73
Average number of wage earners 247
Wages paid males $67,959
Wages paid females 26,201
Total wages paid wage earners. . $94,160
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 16
Total salaries paid $14,100
SWANZEY.
Number of establishments 10
Amount of capital invested $259,629
Value of production 437,100
Average number of males em-
ployed 313
Average number of females em-
ployed 14
Average number of wage earners 327
Wages paid males $136,396
Wages paid females 4,250
Total wages paid wage earners. . $140,646
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 8
Total salaries paid $9,262
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TILTON AND NORTHFIELD.
Number of establishments
Amount of capital invested
Value of production
Average number of males em-
ployed 345
Average number of females em-
ployed 136
Average number of wage earners
Wages paid males $161,523
Wages paid females 46,885
Total wages paid wage earners
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WHITEFIELD.
Number of establishments 13
Amount of capital invested $248,792
Value of production 382,137
Average number of males em-
ployed 99
Average number of females em-
ployed 37
Average number of wage earners 136
Wages paid males $i6,657
Wages paid females 10,278
Total wages paid wage earners. . $56,935
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 3
Total salaries paid $3,040
WINCHESTER.
Number of establishments 11
Amount of capital invested $764,506
Value of production 601,401
Average number of males em-
ployed 317
Average number of females em-
ployed 59
Average number of wage earners 376
Wages paid males $141,985
Wages paid females 21,399
Total wages paid wage earners. . $163,384
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 42
Total salaries paid $42,937
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WOLFEBORO.
Number of establishments 15
Amount of capital invested $319,163
Value of production 632,082
Average number of males em-
ployed 288
Average number of females em-
ployed 60
Average number of wage earners 348
Wages paid males $134,023
Wages paid females 19,401
Total wages paid wage earners. . $153,424
Number of salaried clerks and
officials 2




The twentieth annual report of the United States Com-
missioner of Labor, which relates to prison or convict labor,
contains a report of this class of labor in New Hampshire.
This report covers the state prison at Concord, the Hills-
boro County almshouse and house of correction at Gras-
mere, the Hillsboro County jail at Manchester, the Man-
chester city farm and house of correction, and the Indus-
trial School at Manchester.
Manufacturers and employees in other states have suf-
fered greatly from the competition of prison labor. In
order to show the extent of convict labor in this state a
summary of the government report, covering the above
mentioned institutions, is hereto appended
:
STATE PRISON.
Average number of employees, wardens and
guards 21
Average number of convicts employed in pro-
ductive labor 123
Value of chairs, tables, etc. produced $105,000
Value of labor on same $21,845
Hours of labor per day 8}4
Free laborers necessary to perform same work 60
Average daily wages of free laborers perform-
ing like work $1 . 40
Average hours per day of free laborers per-
forming like work 10
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Quantity of goods made, 90,000 chairs, spring
rockers, cane, reed and wooden frames and
seats.
Comparison with goods produced by free labor,
SHghtly inferior.
Value of goods sold within state $6,500
Value of goods sold outside of state $98,500
Amount received by prison from contractor . . $16,801
HILLSBORO COUNTY ALMSHOUSE AND HOUSE
OF CORRECTION.
Average number of employees, wardens and
guards 10
Average number of convicts employed in pro-
ductive labor 15
Value of farming done ^9,625
Value of labor on same $3,754
Hours of labor per day 8
Free laborers necessary to perform same work 7.5
Average daily wages of free laborers perform-
ing same work $1.50
Average hours per day of free laborers per-
forming same work 10
HILLSBORO COUNTY JAIL.
Average number of employees, wardens and
guards 7
Average number of convicts employed in pro-
ductive labor 32
Value of brooms and brushes produced $14,479
Value of labor on goods produced $4,590
Hours of labor per day 8
Free laborers necessary to perform same work 15
Average daily wages of free laborers perform-
ing same work $1 . 25
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Average hours per day of free laborers per-
ing same work 9
Quantity of goods made, 87,300 mill and
kitchen brooms.
Comparison with goods produced by free labor,
Slightly inferior.
Value of goods sold within state $6,979
Value of goods sold outside of state $7,500
STATE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
Average number of employees 17





Value of hosiery produced $10,750
Value of labor on goods produced $3,060
Hours of labor per day 5
Quantity of goods made, 72,900 pairs men's
merino half hose.
Comparison with goods produced by free labor,
Slightly inferior.
Value of goods sold within state $750
Value of goods sold outside of state $10,000
Amount received by school from contractor . . $6,625

UNOCCUPIED MANUFACTURING




PLANTS AND WATER POWER
PRIVILEGES.
(On the following pages appear a list of the manufacturing plants in
this state which were unoccupied July 1, 1906 ; also a fist of water power
privileges, both developed and undeveloped. A similar list was published
in the reports of this Bureau for 1901-2 and 1903-4 resulting in many
letters of inquiry from manufacturers in other states. A large number of
plants reported as unoccupied two years ago have been occupied for man-
ufacturing purposes since the last report. As there is a constant demand
for such property, blanks were mailed to the town and city clerks on which
they were asked to report vacant plants and water power privileges and
the information herein given was obtained from such officers and from
the officials of the board-s of trade. As an aid in the industrial develop-
ment of the state, the following information is considered to be very val-
uable.)
ALEXANDRIA.
There are no unoccupied manufacturing plants in this
town, but there is available an undeveloped water power the
probable capacity of which is not given.
ALTON.
The citizens of Alton have a vacant shoe factory for
which a tenant is desired. The plant consists of buildings
52 X 180 feet, with steam power of 85 H. P. ; is in fairly
good condition and can be rented or purchased. A respon-
sible shoe manufacturer can make advantageous arrange-
ments for this property.
ASHLAND.
The factory formerly occupied by the Draper & Maynard
company for the manufacture of gloves, etc., is available
for occupancy, that firm having transferred its operations
to Plymouth. The main building consists of two stories
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and a basement and is 25 x GO feet in size. Another build-
ing belonging to the plant is two stories high and 56 x 35
in size. Still another section is 25 x 60 feet and two stories
high. There is also a sun house, 80 x 37 feet. Other
structures comprised in the plant include a store house, 26
X 53 feet ; a boiler house, 13 x 34 feet ; and a barn, 20 x 34
feet. There are other buildings around the plant that can
be utilized for storage purposes and there is ample land for
moving around the various structures. Connected with
the factory is a water power privilege of about 60 H. P.
capacity.
ATKINSON.
There is a small developed water power here which has
been used for a shingle mill.
AUBURN.
There are three undeveloped water powers in this town,
where saw mills were located at one time.
BARRINGTON.
There are a number of water privileges in this town which
could be developed by intending manufacturers.
BARTLETT.
Bartlett has an unoccupied manufacturing plant with
steam power of 200 H. P., formerly used for the manufac-
ture of lumber, clapboards, shingles, etc. The buildings
are 40 x 120 and 40 x 100, and are in good condition.
BATH.
There are two undeveloped water powers in this town on
the Ammonoosuc river, each of about 150 horse power. They
are situated from 1^ to 2 miles from the village.
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BENTON.
Benton reports small undeveloped water power.
BERLIN.
The shoe factory formerly occupied by Chick Bros, of
Haverhill. j\Iass., is unoccupied and is for sale or to rent.
The building- is 50 x 200, five stories, and is in perfect con-
dition. The boiler is 125 H. P. and the engine 75 H. P,
There is also an undeveloped water power at Berlin.
BETHLEHEM.
There is an undeveloped water power in this town of 500
H. P. and a developed water power of 100 H. P. The saw-
mill for which the latter power was maintained was burned
several years ago.
BOW.
The "old gristmill" property at Bow Mills on Turkey
river is unoccupied. A new dam and a new turbine wheel
were put in two years ago. The building is about 40 feet
square. The plant is in good condition and can be rented.
There are also two or three water powers, where saw mills
were formerly located.
BRADFORD.
There is an unoccupied plant in this town formerly used
as a box shop. The building is quite large and it has both
steam and water power. The plant can be rented or pur-
chased.
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BRENTWOOD.
There is in Brentwood, about two miles from the thriving-
town of Exeter, a water privilege with about fifteen foot
head. This is on the site of the "Pick Pocket Mills" once
used for manufacture of paper. The buildings and water
wheels have been removed and the dam is in bad shape.
There is a chimney standing in good condition. The flow-
age extends back three or four miles. There is another
inill privilege in this town with horse power computed at
about thirty.
BRISTOL.
The plant of the Bristol Paper Co., formerly Train-Smith
Co., is unoccupied and is in good condition. The power is
water, that at the paper mill being computed at 250 H. P.,
and at the pulp mill 500 H. P.
BROOKFIELD.
Brookfield reports an undeveloped water power, the ca-
pacity of which is estimated to be 50 H. P.
BROOKLINE.
There is a developed water power here of from GO to 80'
H. P., formerly used by a cabinet shop ; also one of about
80 H. P. Brookline also has an undeveloped water power.
CHARLESTOWN.
A plant formerly used by a grist mill, with building 40 x
(i0 in good condition, with water power, is for sale or to
rent here. The power is about 38 H. P. but can be de-
veloped to four times that amount.
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CHESTERFIELD.
Chesterfield has an unoccupied plant with water power for
sale. The plant has been used in the manufacture of brush
handles and is in fair condition.
CLAREMONT.
Three or four sites on the Sugar river in this village are
available for manufacturing purposes, the power when
harnessed being capable of producing about 400 H. P.
There is an excellent undeveloped power, with 30 to 40
feet fall, about two miles below Claremont village, on the
line of the electric railroad near West Claremont.
COLEBROOK.
' This town reports only a small undeveloped water power,
probably 20 H. P.
CONTOOCOOK.
There is in the village of Contoocook one of the finest
water works in the state. The pressure per square inch in
the village square is 150 pounds or more. Water can be
secured from the precinct for running motors at reason-
able rates, aflfording opportunities for running light ma-
chinery at small expense.
CONCORD.
The four-story brick building on School street, formerly
occupied by the Durgin Silverware Co., is unoccupied and
can be leased or purchased. The building was built by the
day under the supervision of the owner and has light on all
sides except the rear basement. The basement and first
story are 95 feet deep, 40 feet front ; second, third and fourth
stories, (55 feet deep, 40 feet front. The front is on School
street, the west is on a highway, and the east on a 25-foot
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alley way. Connected with the plant is a 60 H. P. Putnam
engine in perfect condition, and steam boiler of sufficient ca-
pacity. The plant is within five minutes' walk of freight
and passenger stations, and within two minutes' walk of post
office.
CROYDON.
Croydon has two or three water powers which can be
utilized by intending manufacturers. One of the developed
powers was formerly used for a pulp and excelsior mill.
DALTON.
A saw mill, with water privilege of from 40 to 50 H. P.
with stone dam ; in good condition ; and measuring 33 x 45
feet, is offered for sale here.
There is ample water power in Dalton for several large
industries. The privilege of the Dalton Power company
commands fully 3,000 H. P., used only on the Vermont side
of the Connecticut river and with ample facilities for the in-
stallation of a canal on the New Hampshire bank. There
are several other small privileges undeveloped, their prob-
able capacity averaging from 40 to 50 H. P.
DANBURY.
An unoccupied plant in this town, formerly used as a saw,,
grist and cider mill, is for sale. The building, somewhat
out of repair, is 40 x 80 two stories ; with water power of 85
H. P. There is also an undeveloped power estimated to be
of 100 H. P.
DANVILLE.
There is a small undeveloped water power in Danville,
upon a stream which formerly furnished power for old
fashioned saw mill.
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DORCHESTER.
Dorchester has a developed water power large enough
for a small lumber business ; there is also an undeveloped
power with a good head.
EASTON.
A plant formerly used as a shingle and bobbin mill is un-
occupied in this town. The power is water, 20 H. P. The
building is 40 x 60 and is in good condition. There is also
an undeveloped water power.
EATON.
An unoccupied plant with steam power is for sale in Ea-
ton. The main building is about 100 feet long, two stories
with basement and additions, and has been used as a lumber,
shingle and grist mill. The plant is in running condition;
the engine 40 H. P. and there is a new boiler of 70 H. P.
ENFIELD.
A tannery and wood working shop are unoccupied here
and the buildings are all reported in good condition and
may be bought at a low figure. With them is a water
privilege of about 50 H. P. capacity. The tannery is two
stories in height and measures 200 x 36 feet; while the di-
mensions of the wood working shops are 30 x 50 feet, two
stories each. There are also a storehouse and sheds. This
property can be put in good condition at small outlay.
EPPING.
There are two unoccupied plants in this town which have
been used in the manufacutre of shoes. The power is
water and gasolene. The buildings are in good condition
and are for sale or to rent.
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EPSOM.
A creamery arranged for steam power of eight H. P.
capacity, is unoccupied. It is two stories high with base-
ment and 2-t x 30 feet in size. It is in first-class condition
but is not for sale.
The town also possesses undeveloped water power of
about 300 capacity and developed power of about 75 H. P.
capacity.
There are several other privileges on the Little Suncook
river that are easily convertible into good locations for var-
ious kind of business.
ERROL.
The town has but one unoccupied manufacturing plant,
a one-story structure, 30 x 60 feet, formerly used for manu-
facturing lumber. The plant has a water power privilege
and is badly run down, but the owners are reported to be
ready to place it in suitable repair for the installation of
machinery.
Several thousand horse power can easily be developed
in Errol. The town is located at the head of the Andros-
coggin river and there is almost no limit to the power ob-
tainable. There is a good opportunity for the installation
of a canal half a mile in length, similar to that in vogue in
Manchester, and four miles below Errol there is a like sit-
uation, with good banks in each instance.
FARMINGTON.
A shoe factory with steam power can be rented in this
town for any manufacturing purposes. The plant is in fair
condition.
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FITZWILLIAM.
There is a vacant plant in this town which has been form-
erly used for the manufacture of pail and chair stock. The
building in 28 x 40, with basement, and is all ready to run.
The power is water, about 50 H. P. The plant can be
rented.
FREMONT.
A lumber and stave mill with water power is unoccupied
here. The saw mill is 50 x 20 ; the stave mill 20 x 40, two
stories with wings ; all in good condition. There is also a
steam boiler but no engine. The property is for sale.
GILFORD.
There are undeveloped water powers in this town which,
with modern wheels, could be utilized to advantage for
small manufacturing.
GILMANTON.
A saw and grist mill property with water power is unoc-
cupied here. The saw mill is 20 x 40 ; the grist mill 30 x
35. The plant is in fair condition and can be purchased or
rented.
GOSHEN.
Goshen has two or three undeveloped powers. One of
these is at the junction of the outlet of a pond with a moun-
tain brook, and with small outlay the pond could be raised
to make a splendid reservoir affording good power the year
round. The fall would be about twelve feet. This power is
on the main road between Mill Villge and Mt. Sunapee ; 2^
miles from the latter station.
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GRANTHAM.
There is an unoccupied plant here formerly used in the
hame business, with water power of 30 to 35 H. P. The
building is 40 x 100, and is in good condition. This plant
is for sale or to rent.
There are several good undeveloped water powers, one
with a capacity of about 200 H. P. There is also a de-
veloped water power of 40 H. P.
There is an unlimited amount of hard wood in this vi-
cinity suitable for small ware business or to make bobbins,
and the same is not held at a prohibitive price.
GREENFIELD.
A plant formerly used in the manufacture of soapstone
is for sale here. The building is 188 x 60 and the power is
steam, 75 H. P. The plant is in first-class condition.
GREENVILLE.
There is in Greenville an undeveloped water privilege
which can be secured cheaply and which can be utilized
several times in a distance of a mile. It is capable of pro-
ducing several hundred horse power.
GROTON.
Groton has a saw mill plant for sale. The water comes
from Spectacle pond, which is a mile long, with a fall of 50
feet which can be doubled.
HAMPSTEAD.
A small shoe factory, 20 x 32, with steam power is un-
occupied here. There are also two undeveloped water
powers, once used for saw mills.
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HAMPTON FALLS.
A three-story shoe factory, 100 x 40 feet, in fair condi-
tion, is vacant here and can be rented. The power is steam
of 50 IL P.
HARRISVILLE.
There are no vacant manufacturing estabHshments in
Harrisville, but there is undeveloped water power of un-
Hmited capacity waiting for some one to harness and uti-
Hze it.
HENNIKER.
This town has undeveloped water power the probable ca-
pacity of which is from 500 to 1,000 H. P.
PULL.
This town reports an undeveloped water power on the
line between Plill and Bristol of a probable capacity of 1,200"
H. P. It is partly occupied.
HILLSBORO.
There are two unoccupied plants here with water power,
one formerly used as a tannery, the other as a machine shop
and foundry. There is also an undeveloped water power
located about three miles from the railroad station.
HINSDALE.
This town ofifers an undeveloped power of 60 H. P. ca-
pacity. There is a developed power of about 20 H. P. at
the site of the old tannery, where there is a good brick
chimney standing.
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HOLUS.
There is a good water power on the Nashua river which
is controlled by the Nashua Mfg. Co. This power was
formerly used for a saw and grist mill.
JAFFREY.
There are no unoccupied manufacturing plants in this
town, but there is water power which can be developed to
advantage. About half-way between Jaffrey and Peter-
boro is the site of "Raymond's Mill," where there is a good
water power. The buildings here were burned several
years ago.
KEENE.
There is an undeveloped water power at Wilson Pond,
West Keene, where a grist mill and pail shop were at one
time located.
LANCASTER.
There are two unoccupied manufacturing plants in this
town, both of which have steam and water power. One
plant formerly used as a saw mill, has buildings 50 x 80, in
poor condition ; the water power here is about 40 H. P. for
six months in the year. The other plant formerly used for
cabinet work and finishing mill, has practically new build-
ing 40 X 100 and water power good for 40 H. P. nine
months in the year, and about 10 H. P. the balance. These
plants can be either rented or purchased.
There is a developed water power here of 40 H. P. all
the year. About two miles from the centre of the town is
an undeveloped power of probably 150 H. P. capacity. The
town official furnishing this information says: "Town will
do anything for anyone who will come here and do busi-
ness."
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LANDAFF.
There is an unoccupied plant in this town, with water
power, formerly used by the International Paper Co., in the
manufacture of lumber. There is also a mill property here
suitable for the manufacture of lumber and bobbins, which
is for sale. The plant can be operated by water or steam.
LEBANON.
An undeveloped water power on the Mascoma river, be-
tween Lebanon and East Lebanon, has a probable capacity
of from 75 to 100 H. P.
LISBON.
A mill plant here, formerly used in the manufacture of
insulated wire, can be rented or purchased. The building
is 40 X 80, in good condition and desirable location, with
steam power of 75 H. P.
There are two undeveloped water powers with a capacity
of 40 to 100 H. P.
LITCHFIELD.
Litchfield has several undeveloped water powers, varying
in capacity from 25 to 150 H. P.
LITTLETON.
Citizens of Littleton are interested in the Grafton Power
and Improvement Co., which controls the water privilege at
"Fifteen Mile Falls" on the Connecticut River between
Dalton and Lower Waterford. There is opportunity here
for development of at least 40,000 H. P. The fall is 130 ft.,
and there is room for three dams; one 35 ft., one 30 ft., and
one 28 ft.
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LONDONDERRY.
There is a plant in this town with water power enough
for a grist mill all the year, and to saw lumber in the spring
for which business it has been used in the past. It is in
fair condition.
There is also an undeveloped water power where a saw
mill was formerly operated.
LYNDEBORO.
A plant formerly used as a saw, shingle and planning mill
is vacant here, and is for sale. The building is 60 x 60. two
stories. There is good water power, but no wheel or ma-
chinery.
MANCHESTER.
There are many excellent locations in the Queen City for
buildings for manufacturing purposes, with good railroad
facilities, which can be obtained on reasonable terms. The
Manchester Board of Trade is a live organiztion, ready to
assist intending manufacturers to locate in the city.
The lower floor and the upper floor of the S. C. Forsaith
building, 115 x 50 feet, and the top floor of another build-
ing are now available and can be leased with power, steam
heat and elevator service. These are near the passenger
station and freight depot and are exceptional locations for
small manufacturing.
MARLOW.
A saw mill plant in fair condition, with water power ; 15
foot head, is for sale here. There is also undeveloped water
power of large capacity. There is also a plant now used for
saw mill and chair stock factory with good power which is
for sale.
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MASON.
There are two quarries here which have been operated to
some extent ; one of these could be operated again to good
advantage, and can be rented or purchased. The quarry
has been operated by steam and there is some machinery
connected therewith. There are undeveloped water privi-
leges once used, on brooks here which could be utilized to
advantage.
MEREDITH.
This town has a plant formerly used as a saw, grist and
cider mill with water power of 80 H. P. The saw mill is
50 X 20; grist mill 20 x 15 ; cider and shingle mill 30 x 40.
It is in rather poor condition and is for sale or to rent.
MERRIMACK.
There is undeveloped water power here of 300 H. P. ca-
pacity in lowest water.
MILTON.
There are no vacant manufacturing plants in this town
but there is an undeveloped water power of a probable
capacity of 1,700 H. P.
NASHUA.
Vacant plants are scarce in the city of Nashua at pres-
ent. The former plant of the Eaton & Ayer Co. is now un-
occupied and is available. It consists of several buildings
of good size and is in fair condition ; it was formerly used
for the manufacture of spools and bobbins.
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NEWFIELDS.
An unoccupied plant in Newfields consists of main build-
ing 200 feet long, with 100 foot wings, and was formerly
used as a machine shop, boiler and brass works. The build-
ings are out of repair. The power is steam of 150 H. P.
NEWTON.
A building 30 x 40, formerly a shoe factory, and one 60
X 100, last used as a carriage factory, are vacant here and
can be purchased or rented. Both are in fair condition,
but are without power.
NEW DURHAM.
There is an excellent water power in the part of this town
known as "Powder Mills," where powder was manufactured
during the war. There is a saw mill and other buildings
still standing though out or repair.
NEW HAMPTON.
The Pemigewasset river affords undeveloped water power
here which could be utilized for manufacturing.
NORTHFIELD.
Northfield reports undeveloped water power, the capacity
of which is not given.
NORTHWOOD.
There are two vacant plants in this town, both having
steam power, of considerable capacity. They were form-
erly used for the shoe business. One factory of 40 x 200,
three stories ; the other is not quite so large. One is in
good repair and is for rent ; the other is not so desirable.
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NOTTINGHAM.
A vacant shoe factory, 30 x 60, with boiler house, in fair
condition can be rented or purchased here. The steam
power is 30 H. P. There is also undeveloped water power
available for development.
OSSIPEE.
A building-, 40 x 60, used in the manufacture of headings,
with steam power of 30 H. P. can be purchased or rented
here. There is also an undeveloped water power at Centre
Ossipee.
PELHAM.
Pelham has a developed water power of 100 H. P. ca-
pacity, which is unoccupied.
PEMBROKE.
This town has an unoccupied box shop on the Suncook
river. The building is about 40 x 100, and is in poor con-
dition.
A developed water privilege with a capacity of 250 H. P.
is unoccupied in this town and there are also undeveloped
water privileges with equally good capacity.
PETERBORO.
This town now has an active board of trade, which is ad-
vertising its industrial attractions. There are four unoccu-
pied manufacturing plants in the town, and some of the best
water power in the state available here ; there being three
or four undeveloped powers ranging in capacity from 100
to 200 H. P.
The property known as the Needham Shop is thus de-
scribed : The main building, which was built in 1S93, is
50 X 60 feet, two stories high with a basement. The addi-
tion which was recently built is 20 x 40 feet, the whole con-
taining 10,000 square feet of working floor space, besides
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an attic which has been used for storage purposes 50 x 80
feet. Two years ago last fall the floor over the flume was
taken up and a new floor put in, and a year a^o last fall a
new roof was put on, and last fall the buildings were
painted. There is a 40 H. P. boiler in which is insured and
warranted 75 pounds pressure to the square inch. There
is a 20 H. P. engine besides the boiler. There is a water
wheel of about 15 H. P., which can easily be fixed with a
new kind of wheel to get 35 or 40 H. P. The shop is piped
for heating, fixed in such a way that if the engine is run the
exhaust steam from the engine will heat the shop. It is
wired for electric lighting and has a dynamo capable of
furnishing 75 lights of 16 candle power. Town water runs
into the shop for drinking purposes and can be used to fill
the boiler if desired. Everything is in first-class condition.
There is an open shed 42 feet square used for storage.
There are also vacant rooms in the second and third
stories of the grist mill building of Walbridge & Taylor on
Main street. These rooms are exceptionally well lighted
;
two rooms are 77 x 32 feet each, connecting with two other
rooms suitable for office and store rooms 22 x 22 feet each.
With these rooms ample water power can be had, with
steam heat and electric light if desired. A side-track runs
beside the building and freight can be trucked out of the
railroad car directly onto the freight elevator and taken
conveniently to either story.
There is a vacant plant at North Peterboro formerly used
as a box factory and for the manufacture of piano stools.
The main building is 50 x 80, four stories, and there is a
one-story saw mill 30 x 50. This plant is in good condition,
has both water and steam power, the water power being of
125 H. P., and is for sale.
Peterboro also has a very desirable developed water power
with small mill on the Contoocook river. The power is
never failing and is of 125 H. P. This is for sale.
There are also three or four undeveloped water powers,
ranging in capacity from 100 to 200 H. P.
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PIERMONT.
Piermoiit reports two unoccupied plants, developed
water power of about 40 H. P., and undeveloped power
probably of 100 H. P. capacity. Both unoccupied plants
have been used for manufacture of chair stock and ladders
;
one has water power with 15 foot fall, the other has a fall
of 30 feet. The buildings are 30 x 40 and 30 x 30, respec-
tively, are in good condition and can be purchased or rented.
There is plenty of hardwood lumber, beech, birch and maple
and some oak, in this vicinity.
PITTSFIELD.
There is a small factory here for sale or to rent. It is in
good condition and has been used for wood working, with
water motor power. There is also a small developed water
power at Clark's pond which is unoccupied.
PORTSMOUTH.
The board of trade of this city report the "Preston" prop-
erty as available for manufacturing purposes. This prop-
erty has a water frontage on Portsmouth Harbor of 420
feet, with sufficient water for large ships at lowest tide ; and
a street frontage of 229 feet. The removal of Henderson's
Point wall add greatly to the facilities of this harbor and to
the advantages of this property.
RINDGE.
A steam mill 40 x 60, two stories, with 50 or 60 H. P., is
vacant here. Has been occupied by the Diamond Match
Co. and is for sale.
ROCHESTER.
The only unoccupied manufacturing plant in Rochester
is the Gonic Improvement Association building, near the
West Rochester station of the B. & M. R. R. It is of brick
construction, 58 x 58, two stories, with basement, 12 x 20;
boiler house 17 x 22 ; coal shed 10 x 22 ; engine of 25 H. P.
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RUMNEY.
There is plenty of undeveloped water power in Rumney,
ranging in capacity from 50 to 100 H. P.
SALEM.
The plant equipped for the manufacture of oxalic acid
in this town is vacant. The building is 40 x 100, 4 stories,
with engine house 30 x 60. The 75 H. P. engine and 200
H. P. boiler are new. The plant is for sale or to rent.
There is also an undeveloped water power, and a de-
veloped water power of about 80 H. P.
SANDOWN.
There are several water privileges here on the Exeter
river where in former years a large amount of business was
done. These can be purchased at a low figure and utilized
to advantage. The town clerk of Sandown will give full
information regarding same. There are several quite large
undeveloped powers, and one developed power large enough
to do a big business.
SOMERSWORTH.
The machine shop formerly occupied by the Somersworth
Machine Co. is for sale or to rent. The plant is in fair con-
dition.
STODDARD.
There is an undeveloped water power here, the site of an
€xcelsior mill burned in 1903.
STRAFFORD.
A two-story shoe factory, 35 x 70, in good condition,
with steam power, can be rented or purchased here. There
is an undeveloped water power with probable capacity of
30 H. P. for six months in the year ; also a developed water
power good for 30 H. P. or more.
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STRATHAM.
There is a very small undeveloped water power in this
town, once used as a saw mill.
SUNAPEE.
A large undeveloped water power in this town can be
utilized to advantage for maufacturing purposes.
TAMWORTH.
The Blackburn mill property, with building 50 x GO in
good condition is unoccupied here. The water power is
extensive with almost unlimited flowage ; the dam has been
washed away but can easily be replaced. There are several
water powers which can be developed to advantage.
WALPOLE.
There is a water power on the Cold river at Drewsville,
once used for a small woolen mill with grist and saw mills
below. This power was purchased several years ago for
electric lighting but is still vacant.
WARNER.
An undeveloped water power of 75 H. P., and a developed
power of 80 H. P. capacity are available in Warner.
WEARE.
A saw mill with 20 11. P. water power is for sale here;
the dam is somewhat out of repair. There are several un-
developed powers varying in capacity from 10 to 30 H. P.
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WENTWORTH.
There is a vacant plant in Wentworth, formerly used for
the manufacture of bobbins. The plant is in good shape, the
power is steam, and it is for sale. It is located beside the
railroad, with good loading facilities, and there is an abund-
ance of wood available.
WESTMORELAND.
There are several water privileges in this town which
can be made available for manufacturing purposes.
WHITEFIELD.
The Brown mill, with over 1,000 feet of floor space, and
20 to 100 H. P., in fair condition, is for sale or to rent.
There are several mill privileges formerly used for saw
mills ; one at Hazen's of 50 H. P. ; one at Libby's of about
same capacity. The Whitefield Mfg. Co. have a building
100 X 50, unoccupied ; and there is another Cole plant for
sale with more than 1,000 feet of floor space. Whitefield
has plenty of power for intending manufacturers.
WINDHAM.
This town has an unoccupied plant which was formerly
used for the manufacture of flannel and yarn. The prin-
cipal building is 140 x 36, with several out-buildings. The
plant formerly had water power of 18 H. P., but the dam
has been washed out ; there was also a steam plant of 40
H. P., but that is now in poor condition. The buildings
are in good condition and the property is for sale or to rent.
There is a good power of 40 to 60 H. P. at Simpson's
Mill which has been used as a saw and grist mill, but is
now unoccupied.
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WINDSOR.
There is an undeveloped power here suitable for saw mill,
located about seven miles from railroad at Hillsboro. There
is a farm of 125 acres connected with the privilege, with
some timber, and there is some three or four million feet of
hard and soft wood within three miles.
WOLFEBOROUGH.
There is in this town an idle factory building that has
heretofore been occupied in the manufacture of shoes
which the citizens are desirous of having some party oper-
ate and are willing to make advantageous terms with re-
sponsible parties. The town has passed a vote to exempt
from taxation for a term of ten years any firm with a capi-
tal of not less than $10,000 that will operate the same.
The shop known as the "big shop," is 200 feet long by
40 feet wide, four stories high, having a wing at each end,
78 feet long by 36 feet wide, also four stories high. Both
wings have good basements. The building is perfectly
lighted. The structure is very thoroughly constructed of
timber of large dimension and especially for manufactur-
ing purposes and is arranged so that it may be used as one
factory or two, being divided in the center, and each half
furnished, finished, and equipped in a like manner. There
are two of the most perfect working Morse elevators run-
ning from the basement to the fourth story. The build-
ing is also supplied with an excellent system of automatic
sprinklers for protection against fire and there is also an
automatic fire alarm. The shop is located but three minutes'
walk from bank, postofiice, telegraph and telephone sta-
tions, as well as express office and railroad station. In fact,
everything about the building is modern and arranged for
utility and convenience in manufacturing. The engine and
boiler room is a separate structure of brick. The motive
power for this factory is supplied by a 40 H. P. engine with
two mammoth boilers. Insurance rates are low. Freight
is cheap. Tenements are plenty and rents are low.
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WOODSTOCK.
A saw mill, 75 x 40, with water power of 50 to 75 H. P.
all in fairly good condition is for sale or to rent here. There
is also an abundance of undeveloped water power.
WATERYILLE.
This town reports undeveloped water privileges of large
capacity.
Parties looking for a location and interested in any of
the plants or privileges referred to in this report are invited
to correspond with the Commissioner of Labor. If the
exact facilities desired are not found here an efifort will be
made to assist any intending manufacturer desiring to lo-
cate in this state. The methods pursued by the Bureau of
Labor the past four years, in advertising unoccupied manu-
facturing plants and water power privileges, have secured
many industries for the various towns the opportunities in
which have been presented in the last two reports. Copies




It is a cause for congratulation to both manufacturers
and wage earners that New Hampshire continues to be
remarkably free from strikes and other labor difficulties.
There is a most commendable and growing tendency on the
part of both employer and employee to meet on a common
ground and in a spirit of conciliation to adjust such disa-
greements as arise without resorting to expensive strikes
and lockouts. Such strikes as have occurred in recent years
have resulted in loss and privation to the strikers and their
families and loss of product to the manufacturers.
There is a widespread interest in the work of the Civic
Federation which seeks to afford a common meeting ground
for employer and employee that their disputes may be set-
tled quietly and satisfactorily without resort to strikes. For
the information of manufacturers and workingmen in this
state, the Commissioner of Labor presents herewith a state-
ment from Secretary Hayes Robbins of the New England
Civic Federation outlining the object and methods of that
body:
THE CIVIC FEDERATION—A COMMON MEETING GROUND.
The Civic Federation of New England was organized less
than two years ago, to be of service in promoting better
relations between employers and employees, and to encour-
age the settling of disputes by reasonable, businesslike meth-
ods. While most of the work is of a directly practical and
specific nature, in its larger aspect it is educational in the
highest sense.
Such work is sometimes decried as merely "patching up"
our industrial system, trying to palliate conditions which
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ought to be overthrown root and branch. This is the view
of the socialist, who is also usually found opposing the ideals
and methods of old-line legitimate trades unionism, on the
ground that all efforts to make present conditions better are
hopeless.
The Civic Federation has no partisan leanings or political
objects of any kind, men of all parties being in its member-
ship ; but it does stand squarely on the .proposition that our
present industrial systems, based on individual enterprise
and free labor, is in itself sound in spite of many defects
and abuses. It holds that these defects, and the strife we
see around us from time to time, are not new growths but
are survivals from the greater ignorance, deep-rooted preju-
dices and mistaken methods of earlier days, which it may
take a long time to shake off. It believes that such indus-
trial evils and discord as still exist are incidents in the slow
and painful upward movement of the human race, and if
history is fairly studied will be plainly seen to be growing
less instead of more.
The question of what is a fair division of the products of
industry must be decided from time to time as economic
conditions change, but the doing of this is not a hopeless
problem. It is being regularly w^orked out and adjusted
without any great friction in scores of industries all the
time ; and it will be possible to make these adjustments more
generally and with less trouble as we get to know and un-
derstand the facts on each side more fully, and have larger
confidence in each other, with a keener sense of fairness in
all such negotiations. The movement is all that way, and
in some trades it is so far advanced that we rarely hear of
any serious disagreements.
These readjustments demand a large amount of patience
and careful study, and always will ; points may always have
to be yielded on both sides in arriving at justice. But all
this is true in any important business transaction, and is
nothing to be discouraged about or to imagine can be cured
or improved upon by hasty or radical measures or social
revolution.
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Realizing these facts, broad-minded and far-seeing men,
directly concerned in the problem from the standpoint of
employers and of wage earners, and indirectly from that of
the general public, have sought to provide, in the Civic
Federation, a common meeting ground where as much as
possible of this needless misunderstanding may be cleared
up, and the elements of ill-will and prejudice taken out of
the situation.
The methods of the Civic Federation are practical and
unobtrusive. It does not seek to advertise itself so much
as to promote, in all honorable ways, the objects for which
it stands. The work is under the management of an Exec-
utive Committee of forty-two, made up equally of employ-
ers, representatives of labor, and men standing for general
public interests. Members at large are secured, subject to
the approval of this Executive Committee, and the total
membership is now about six hundred. There are no mem-
bership fees, the work being supported by voluntary con-
tributions of any amount from anybody who cares to help.
Public conferences are held once or twice a year, and
serve to bring men of widely different ideas and interests
into personal touch with each other,—a very important fac-
tor in removing unjust prejudices and leading to a clearer
understanding of the employers' viewpoint, by wage-earners,
and of the wage-earners' viewpoint by employers. Ques-
tions affecting every-day industrial relations are discussed
by men of broad experience and practical ideas. Among
those who have addressed the conferences held thus far are
the president of the Federation. Lucius Tuttle ; Governor
Guild and ex-Governor Douglas ; Samuel Gompers and
James Duncan, president and first vice-president of the
American Federation of Labor ; August Relmont. president
of the National Civic Federation ; Alfred Mosely, of Lon-
don, England, and several others.
Private conferences in trade difficulties are frequently
arranged by request or consent of the parties at interest.
Little is ever known or heard about them in a public way,
simply because they are not made the object of advertising
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but are treated as private business of those directly con-
cerned. While helping to arrange these meetings, the Civic
Federation is not represented at any given conference unless
requested by both parties. It does not, of course, take sides
;
nor does it attempt to arbitrate or pass on the merits of any
controversy. Its purpose is to be of service when practi-
cable, but never under any circumstances to meddle or inter-
fere.
The Federation has had to do with nearly fifty cases, to
greater or less extent, in the last eighteen months, most
important among them being the threatened teamsters' strike
in Boston, in March, 1906, and the longshoremen's strike
of August and September, following; both of which prom-
ised serious and far-reaching results, but were settled amic-
ably after much negotiation and many conferences.
A considerable number of current trade and labor period-
icals and industrial reports are kept on file at headquarters,
indexed for quick reference. This material is available to
anyone wishing to consult recent published information and
discussion on such industrial problems as trade agreements,
closed or open shop, trade education, strikes, lockouts and
boycotts, child labor, employers' associations, wages, hours
of labor, arbitration, conciliation, immigration, labor and
machinery, labor legislation, socialism, and the like.
Bulletins relating to the work are issued from time to
time, and all members receive the monthly Review of the
National Civic Federation.
Speakers may usually be secured, through the secretary,
tor clubs or public meetings where discussion of some phase
of the labor problem is desired.
A special committee, of which Mr. Frederick P. Fish,
president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany, is chairman, is devoting its efforts to the bettering of
conditions of health and comfort in workshops, stores and
other places where labor is performed. This is a particu-
larly interesting work, of large possibilities and definite
mutual advantage and concern to both employers and em-
J
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ployees. More detailed information regarding^ it appears
in Bulletin No. 5, issued by the Federation in May, 1906.
The president of the Federation is Mr. Lucius Tuttle,
president of the Boston and Maine Railroad, whose reputa-
tion for just and fair dealing with labor is thoroughly estab-
lished not only in New England but wherever the facts are
known. The first vice-president is Frank H. McCarthy,
organizer for the American Federation of Labor and for-
merly president of the Boston Central Labor Union : the
second vice-president, Louis D. Brandeis, a prominent Bos-
ton attorney. Mr. Brandeis is also chairman of the Concil-
iation Committee, the vice chairman being Judge Warren A.
Reed, of Brockton, formerly chairman of the Massachusetts .
State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration. Charles H.
Taylor, Jr., of the Boston Globe, one of the first organizers
of the work in New England, is chairman of the finance
committee : and the treasurer is John Mason Little, former
president of the Boston Real Estate Exchange and of the
Associated Board of Trade. The recording secretary is
Henry Abrahams, secretary of the Boston Cigar Makers'
Union.
Thus the three groups—employer, labor and public—are
represented in the board of officers as well as in the various
committees and the membership at large.
The Civic Federation makes no pretence of infallibility,
nor does it claim any monopoly of good ideas and methods
in dealing with this great problem of industrial relations. It
is distinct, however, in its unique function of bringing to-
gether in one body men of widely different interests and
viewpoints, in a common effort to understand each other
better and make larger use of reason and fair play in their
practical, every-day relations.
HAYES ROBBLNS,
Secretary, Civic Federation of Neiv Bm^land.
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Strikes occurring since Jan. 1, 1906, are herein reported:
ASHUELOT.
On January 19, 1906, forty weavers employed at the
Hugh Sheridan woolen mill struck for higher wages and
were out two weeks and two days, during which time the
mill was closed. The weavers were not organized. Their
demands were not acceded to and all returned to work.
CONCORD.
A strike lasting ten days and involving sixty males and
thirty females employed by the Concord Mfg. Co. at Pena-
cook occurred May 23, 1906. There was a disagreement
as to the price to be paid under the two-loom system, but a
compromise was effected, none of the strikers losing their
places. The weavers were not organized as a union.
NASHUA.
A Strike occurred at the cooperage factory of Proctor
Bros. & Co., April 24, 1906. Members of Local 120, Coop-
ers' International Union, were involved. The manufactur-
ers' statement of the cause and effect of the strike is as fol-
lows : "The Union demanded Union men on machines in-
stalled for making barrels and kegs, they to make price for
same. Sixty-five men were involved. The demands were
not acceded to and one shop was closed for a time until the
places were partially filled. The employees lost about $1,000
per week in wages." The statement of the Coopers' Local
Union gives the number employed as forty-seven ; the cause,
a demand that two men and three boys employed on barrel
machine should join the local union. The demand was not
acceded to and all lost their positions. This strike was con-
tinued for several weeks and finallv declared off.
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TILTON.
The weavers employed by the Elm Mills Woolen Co., to
the number of twenty-four, went on strike June 22, 1906.
The strike, which lasted about ten days, was caused by a
readjustment of work and wages, and was settled to the






Tlie subject of manual training has been given place in
this and former reports of the Bureau of Labor because of
its bearing upon the demand for skilled labor in all branches
of manufacturing industry. Manual training can be well
described as that part of school work which adds to book
knowledge the practical experience of "doing things." Each
year the demand is increasing for skilled workmen and the
boy who leaves school with a knowledge, however slight, of
the mechanic arts, who can handle tools and understands
their use and care, has a pronounced advantage in acquiring
a trade over the boy lacking such knowledge. Only a small
percentage of the pupils of our common schools enter col-
lege to prepare for the professions, the majority take up the
work of life with only a common'school education and unless
they are taught the subjects covered by our manual training
schools they must start life lower down the ladder than those
having such training. There are many instances where
boys have graduated from manual training schools to enter
lucrative positions as draughtsmen and artisans in other
lines.
For the manufacturer the manual training school prom-
ises more skilled workmen in the future ; and the subject is
of special interest to wage-earners as it affords opportunity
for their children to better prepare for the work of life than
they were able to do, insuring better positions and greater
earning power.
The manual training schools at Concord and Manchester
are the largest and best known in the state. A very com-
prehensive course has recently been introduced at P)erlin,
and there is also a complete department of manual training
at the Agricultural College at Durham.
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As showing expert opinion of the value of manual train-
ing as a part of the public school system, the statements by
the superintendents of the schools at Berlin, Concord and
Manchester, which follow, are of interest; while the contri-
butions to this subject by the principals of the schools at
Concord and Manchester, with illustrations of the work
actually accomplished, show the practical value of the man-
ual training instruction.
Superintendent L. J. Rundlett, in his report to the Board
of Education of Union School District, Concord, said of
manual training
:
"Twenty years ago manual training in wood-work was
introduced into our schools. During that time it has been
one continued success from nearly every point of view. It
began with a yearly enrollment of eighty-two pupils and
continued increase has brought the number up to three hun-
dred seventy-one in 1906. The gain per cent, in school
attendance of boys during these years has been one hundred
eighty. The gain per cent, in manual training attendance
has been four hundred forty. Of the educational value of
this work no one need seriously doubt. It is firmly estab-
lished in the minds of all unprejudiced people. The re-
markable growth of scientific schools, the incorporation of
this work into the public school curriculum by many cities
of educational prominence, its effect of pronounced value
upon the ordinary school work, the enthusiasm shown by the
pupils who take it, and its unquestioned influence for good
upon the moral condition of the schools—all these things
forbid thoughts of discontinuing it. The course for this
school gradually expanded from plain carpentry to the use
of working drawings, lathe work, and finally machine work
in iron." Continuing in his report Superintendent Rund-
lett recommended the construction of a new manual train-
ing school building, for which the district appropriated
$30,000 and the same is now in process of construction.
The cost of the Concord Manual Training School last year
was $3,035.76, for salaries and maintenance; the cost per
pupil, $6.90.
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Superintendent C. W. Bickford of Manchester, in his re-
port to the School Board and City Councils, refers to the
manual training school as follows
:
"Durinq; the past five years the manual training school
has increased in enrollment from two hundred and seventy-
seven to three hundred and forty, the average membership
from two hundred and thirty-six to two hundred and ninety-
five. I would urge the extension of manual training to the
pupils of the third and fourth divisions. Pupils of these
grades have not the strength to use the tools provided at the
manual training school, and a two years' course of Sloyd
work would be a most excellent preparation for the Russian
form of work as carried on at the Lowell-street building."
The superintendent of the Berlin public schools, Mr.
George H. Whitcher, thus refers to the manual training de-
partment of the Berlin schools :
"We are demonstrating that manual training is not an
expensive part of the scheme of education and it is gratify-
ing to state that a Massachusetts superintendent, after vis-t-
ing the expensive rooms and outfits in several large cities
and towns in his own state, at last found in Berlin an inex-
pensive plant yet efficient, and here saw that which he be-
lieved would meet the needs of his town where only limited
funds were available."
One of the three courses of study adopted by the Berlin
Board of Education for the coming year in the High School
is called a "Mechanic-Arts Course." In this course manual
training along the lines of wood-working and metal-working
is substituted for the regular commercial branches. Ten
periods a week for four years are required in wood-working,
carpentry, joinery, wood carving, wood turning, pattern
making, moulding and casting; also in metal working, forg-
ing, machine tools, tool making and machine shop practice.
This is a most practical course for students in an industrial
city like Berlin and is in the hands of a specialist.
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MANUAL TRAINING.
FROM THE PRINCIPAL S VIEWPOINT.
Manual Training—so-called—has in the last few years
made very rapid progress, and is fast gaining favor in the
field of education and in the minds of our most prominent
and successful educators. In fact its growth has been
almost phenomenal. Nearly all larger cities and towns
have (or will) incorporated it in the public school curricu-
lum. Seminaries and preparatory schools have (or will)
also done the same.
The opening a few years since, of the new Manual Train-
ing High school in Brooklyn, N. Y., which was arranged to
accommodate about 2.500 pupils, and which with its equip-
ment entailed an expense of $800,000 was surely a striking
example of its onward march and by looking at Greater
New York today with its magnificent manual training equip-
ment costing millions of dollars, we see that no backward
steps have been taken, but on the contrary, it is more and
more making its importance felt. We might sight numerous
instances similar to this, but this serves to show and illus-
trate how rapid and healthy has been its growth in our own
land.
It would be useless to try—in the time and space at our
disposal—to dissect this branch of school work in its full
scope and in its relation to the fitting of our young for the
stern realities of life ; we will therefore briefly touch upon
a few of its most important characteristics.
Accuracy is one of the things of great importance in near-
ly every walk in life, the work of the manual training school
is of such a character as to be of great value in this respect
as it is one of the requirements which the pupil meets in
the problems he may be called upon to solve.
Neatness and order are also impressed on the mind until
it almost becomes second nature.
Self reliance—in the right direction—one of the things in





DRAWN BY PUPIL OF MANCHESTER MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.
I
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cient, owing to the attitude of parents and others, the will-
ingness to do for the boy or girl, what they should be
taught to do for themselves, and in this connection they are
taught to be thorough and persevering, in this work there
is no opportvuiity to slight the work or to '"cheat," as all
the work is an open book, and all mistakes, lack of judg-
ment, and lack of effort to do ones best are plainly set
forth in the work performed.
While we do not think the manual training school should
in any sense be made a "trade school" yet it may help to lead
one to the work for which he may be best fitted by the de-
velopment of some taste which the individual is not aware
he possesses, until brought out, or awakened and brought
into use by the processes in manual training problems.
I have in my own experience seen this happen and pupils
awake to the fact that they had a taste for fine cabinet work,
pattern making, machine work, or drawing, etc., and have
bent their energies in that direction and have thus found
their place in the world and are today successful men.
Others have been awakened to the knowledge that a full
technical training was necessary to fit them for the pursuits
in life which would be to their taste and have left the manual
training school at the end of their course only to enter the
more advanced work in schools of technology and have
later entered their life work as electrical, or mechanical en-
gineers, in which field of labor they have been recognized
as reliable and highly efficient men.
We believe this training should begin in the lower grades
of the public schools and continue to the end of the high
school course.
Permit me to quote from arguments advanced by Presi-
dent Butler of Columbia University. "It is not the business
of the public schools to turn out draughtsmen or carpenters,
or metal workers, or cooks, or seamstresses, or modelers.
Its aim is to send out boys and girls that are well and
harmoniously trained to take their part in life. It is because
manual training does this, or contributes to this end, that it
is advocated. We will admit, indeed I will distinctlv claim-
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that the boy who has passed throug^h the curricuhim which
includes manual training will make a better carpenter, a
better draughtsman or a better metal worker than he who
has not had the benefit of such training. But it is also true
that he will make a better lawyer, a better physician, a better
merchant, a better clergyman, a better teacher—should he
elect to follow any of these honorable callings—and all for
the same reasons ; namely, that he is a better equipped
and more thoroughly educated iiian than his fellow in
whose preparation manual training is not included. There-
fore manual training is in accord with the aim of educa-
tion." * * * *
A professor in a normal school in one of our Eastern
states once took occasion to examine a new class of students
averaging 16 years of age, in order to determine the value
of their judgment as to distance. I quote his own report
of the test: "In order to ascertain how well our school
course fits pupils for any actual accurate work in life, I
asked a class of seventy-four (74) in the State Normal
School to do about the easiest thing I could think of, viz
:
measure the width of my class room.
Our pupils come from all sections of the state, city and
country, and are necessarily over fifteen years of age, have
passed our entrance examinations or have finished the pre-
scribed course in the public schools, and have received a
certificate from the superintendent.
They all used the same yard stick as a measuring rod.
No directions at all were given, the rod was not even called
a yardstick ; it was marked oflf in inches and numbered,
though the word inches was not on it.
But one student was allowed in the room at one time, and
all comparisons of results was forbidden. As soon as the
pupil had finished measuring the room, he wrote his answer
on a slip of paper and dropped the same in a locked box
kept for the pur])ose.
Notwithstanding the fact that the same rule was used
in every case, the results varied more than 300 feet, the





feet ; thirty-six of the pupils had answers within 1 inch
of the true result which was 31 feet 1 inch; nine of them
made errors in the number of times they used the rule in
crossing the room; four of them making it nine times (in-
stead of ten) ; four others called it eleven times: while one
called it thirteen times ; at least one pupil of the class con-
sidered an inch to be one foot, while two others thought
the whole yard stick to be but one foot. This simply shows
that these pupils had been taught words, not things. They
knew that twelve inches make a foot, and could rattle off the
tables with surprising glibness, but what a foot really is,
they had not the dimmest idea. Manual training would
have corrected this, by bringing the pupils into contact with
things." * * * *
The executive ability, or faculty, will be trained by the
handling of material and applying it to specific purposes,
without waste or loss of time. The judgment and the
faculty of careful and accurate observation w'ill be con-
tinually exercised in the process.
Hundreds of experiences or circumstances similar to that
quoted above have come within my own knowledge.
The lack of ability to apply to ones own use what he al-
ready knows—in a way—is simply astounding, and this is
not so in the grammar, or lower grades alone, but is also
true of the high school as well.
"Education is to teach us how to live, not how to get a
living," but if the best and most complete education hapiiens
to aid a boy in earning a living, that is no reason why it
should be supplanted by something less thorough and less
complete.
"Other matters are important as affecting administration,
organization, methods of teaching and other details all have
to do with the applications of principal, but the manual train-
ing movement is a principal in its self."
As might have been predicted, it has met with opposition,
much criticism, and misrepresentation. Any new movement
to establish itself in education must run a gauntlet of oppo-
sition and criticism, the safe passage of which is a guaran-
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tee of excellence. This gauntlet manual training has run
and passed on its merits.
I herewith submit specimens of drawings done by one of
the pupils of the Manchester Manual Training School, the
same being taken from the models themselves and not copied
from blue prints. While the same are far from perfect
they give us a hint of the value of manual training in the
•concentration of thought, and its value as a stimulus to accu-
racy, neatness and development of the mental faculties, as
well as the training of the hand and eye. In fact, it is the
training of the whole being, and its limitation is only reached
l)y the limitation of the pupil himself.
FRED E. BROWN,
Principal Manchester, N. H., Manual Training School.
With the great increase in the number of schools of this
character in this country there has been a broadening out of
public sentiment, and enlargement of ideas on the part of
instructors and supervisors with reference to their legitimate
field of work and their limitations, and today, many of those
who were enrolled with the conservatives are interested in
those schools for the training of boys and yovmg men for
active work in the great centres of productive industry and
to speedily fill responsible positions in the same.
The old definition of manual training was expressed in
these words, ''a system to train the hand and the eye." This
is all true, even as it was in the beginning, but it is far from
being an adequate expression of the great possibilities which
it is opening up to the ambitious young men of this genera-
tion, by the expansion of the germ principles into unnum-
bered channels of efficient work.
We were once privileged in hearing one of the popular
lecturers on educational interests speak of his conception of
manual training and its legitimate work, and were disap-
pointed in that he narrowed it down to the making of small










































and seemed to steer resolutely away from those progressive
lines which lead to substantial achievement in the ever-
broadening fields of constructive research. In marked con-
trast to this is the action of Professor Lucke of the Colum-
bia Institute who offers the manufacturers of the country
a free test of their product on condition that the builders pay
freight charges. This action was taken to prepare for the
introduction of denatured alcohol as a motor fuel and one
that is expected to supercede gasoline. This offer no doubt
will meet with a hearty response on the part of the manufac-
turers, and while it reflects great credit on any institution
that can thus put itself in such a happy union with the in-
dustrial world, it also shows 'the growing interest among
business men in those schools that prepare young men for
advanced work in life, and I hardly need refer to the fact
that many of these have from their own resources built and
equipped large manual training schools which are mostly
conducted on the line of "applied knowledge" or established
physical laws, learned and classified, then applied by the
hand and brain in the construction of material entities, from-
simple wood joints, gradually advancing to larger subjects
like varied designs in furniture, work benches, tool chests,
to the mOre difficult work of pattern making and then on to
machine construction, embracing lathes, electric motors, gas
engines, etc. Through these various subjects machine draw-
ing is progressively taught.
Since manual training is the material expression of the
class room studies I would urge the obvious importance of
putting into the ninth grade work elementary physics, for
at least one hour each week, even should it be at the expense
of Latin in that grade. There are so many boys w^ho for
various reasons cannot enter the high school it should almost
be considered a grave error on the part of the public not to
make it possible for the boy who is thrust out early in life
as a bread winner not to have that instruction in physical
laws so needful in the industrial life. In the illustrations
herewith there is shown a part of the advanced wood work
of our school and the engines, mostly the work of the year.
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The work was placed on public exhibition at the high school
hall the latter part of June. Eight of the engines were run-
ning and while the exhibition was in progress a part of two
days and one evening the rooms were thronged the greater
part of the time with visitors. The engines shown were
from two to four horse power, and were made from our
own designs and patterns. The pupils pay the cost of the
materials. Most of the boys who made the engines not only
learned the processes of the construction but principles in-
volved in their working.
Up to the present time we have been greatly handicapped
by lack of room and equipment but there is now being built
a large brick structure for our work and we expect that
needful machine tools will be added. Our school opens
with an enrollment of four hundred and forty pupils, from
the seventh grade through the ninth into the high.
EDWARD F. GORDON,

































NEW HAMPSHIRE LABOR LAWS.
PUBLIC STATUTES OF 1891.
Chapter 11
—
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts.
Section 1. The state agricultural college, located at
Durham, is a corporation by the name of The New Hamp-
shire College of xA-griculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Sect. 2. The leading object of the college is, without
excluding other scientific and classical studies and includ-
ing military tactics, to teach such branches of learning as
are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in con-
formity to an act of congress entitled, "An act donating
land to the several states and territories which may pro-
vide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the me-




Sect. 7. Personal estate liable to be taxed is,
—
VI. Stock in trade, whether of merchants, shopkeepers,
mechanics, or tradesmen, employed in their trade or busi-
ness, reckoning the same at the average value thereof for
the year ; and for purposes of taxation, raw materials and
manufactures of any manufactory, wood, timber, logs, and
lumber, manufactured or otherwise, if exceeding fifty dol-
lars in value, and fishing vessels, steamboats, horse-boats,
or other vessels owned by individuals and navigating the
waters of the state for the transportation of passengers or
freight, and seagoing vessels shall be deemed stock in trade.
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VII. Carriages, if exceeding fifty dollars in value.
VIII. Horses, asses, and mules over eighteen months
old.
IX. Oxen, cows, and other neat stock over eighteen
months old.
X. Sheep and hogs over six months old ; but two such
hogs to each family shall be exempt from taxation.




Exemption from Distress for Unpaid
Taxes.
Sect. 4. Upon neglect or refusal of any person or cor-
poration to pay the taxes assessed upon them, the collector
may distrain the goods and chattels of such person or cor-
poration.
Sect. 5. No distress shall be made of any person's tools
or implements necessary for his trade or occupation, nor
of his arms, nor of household utensils necessary for up-




Free Text-Books in Public Schools.
Sect. 7. They (the school board) shall purchase, at the
expense of the city or town in which the district is situated,
text-books and other supplies required for use in the pub-
lic schools ; and shall loan the same to the pupils of such
schools free of charge, subject to such regulations for their
care and custody as the school board may prescribe.
Chapter 92.
—
Enforcement of Laws Regulating Em-
ployment OF Children.
Sect. 15. School boards are authorized to appoint tru-
ant officers for their districts, and to fix their compensa-
i
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tion at a reasonable rate, which compensation shall be paid
by the towns.
Skct. 17. Truant officers shall, under the direction of
the school board, enforce the laws and regulations relat-
ing to truants and children between the ages of six and
sixteen years not attending school and without any regu-
lar and lawful occupation.
Sect. 18. Truant officers shall, if required by the school
board, enforce the laws prohibiting the employment of
children in manufacturing establishments who have not at-




Under the title of "An act to amend Chapter 93 of the
Public Statutes relating to scholars," the legislature of
1901 sanctioned the following measure
:
Sect. 1. Chapter 93 of the Public Statutes is hereby
amended by striking out Sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15,
ajid inserting the following instead thereof:
"Sect. 10. No child under the age of twelve years shall
be employed in any manufacturing establishment. No
child under the age of fourteen years shall be employed in
any manufacturing establishment, nor in any mechanical,
mercantile, or other employment, during the time in which
the public schools are in session in the district in which he
resides.
"Sect. 11. No child under the age of sixteen years
shall be employed in any manufacturing establishment, or
in any mechanical, mercantile, or other employment, dur-
ing the time in which the public schools are in session in
the district in which he resides, without first presenting a
statement of his age from his parent or guardian sworn to
before the superintendent of schools, or, if there is no su-
perintendent of schools, by some person authorized by the
school board of the district in which such child is em-
ployed.
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"And no child under the age of sixteen years shall be
employed as aforesaid during the time in which the public
schools are in session in the district in which he resides
without first presenting a certificate from the superintend-
ent of schools, or, if there is no superintendent of schools,
some person authorized by the school board, that such
child can read at sight and write legibly simple sentences
in the English languge. And any superintendent of schools
or person, authorized by the school board who certifies false-
ly as to matters prescribed by this section shall be fined not
less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars for each offense.
"Sect. 13. No minor shall be employed in any manu-
facturing establishment, or in any mechanical, mercantile,
or other employment, who cannot read at sight and write
legibly simple sentences in the English language, while a
free public evening school is maintained in the district in
which he resides unless he is a regular attendant at such
evening school or at a day school, provided that upon pre-
sentation by such minor of a certificate signed by a regular
practising physician, and satisfactory to the superintend-
ent of schools, or, where there is no superintendent of
schools, the school board, showing that the physical con-
dition of such minor would render such attendance in ad-
dition to daily labor prejudicial to his health, said superin-
tendent of schools, or school board, shall issue a permit
authorizing the employment of such minor for such period
as said superintendent of schools, or school board, may de-
termine. Said superintendent of schools, or school board,
or teachers acting under authority thereof, may excuse any
absence from such evening school arising from justifiable
cause. Any parent, gurdian or custodian who permits to be
employed any minor under his control in violation of the
provisions of this section shall forfeit not more than twenty
dollars for the use of the evening schools of such town or
city.
"Sect. 13. If any owner, agent, superintendent or over-
seer of a manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile estab-
lishment, or any other person, shall employ any child in
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violation of the provisions of either of the three preceding
sections, he shall he fined not exceeding- fifty dollars for each
oflfense, for the use of the district.
"Section l-t of chapter 93 of the f\ihlic Statutes as amend-
ed by chapter 60 (61] of the Session Laws of 1901 was
amended by the le.q-islature of 1903 by inserting after the
word "years" in the second line, the words, "or of a child
under the age of sixteen years who cannot read at sight and
write legibly simple sentences in the English language," so
that said section shall read
:
Sect. l-t. Every person having the custody and control
of a child between the ages of eight and fourteen years, or of
a child under the age of sixteen years who cannot read at
sight and write legibly simple sentences in the English lan-
guage, residing in a school district in which a public school
in annually taught, shall cause such child to attend the public
school all the time such school is in session, unless the child
shall be excused by the school board of the district because
his physical or mental condition is such as to prevent his
attendance at school for the period required, or because he
was instructed in the English language in a private school ap-
proved by the school board for a number of weeks equal to
that in which the public school was in session in the common
English branches, or having acquired those branches, in other
more advanced studies. Any person who does not comply
with the requirements of this section shall be fined ten dollars
for the first offense and twenty dollars for every subsequent
offense, for the use of the district.
"Sect. 15. The state superintendent of public instruc-
tion shall have authority to enforce the laws relating to at-
tendance at school and the employment of minors, and, for
this purpose, he and any deputy appointed by him shall be
vested with the powers given by law to truant officers when
authorized by school boards to enforce the laws relating to
attendance at school and the employment of children. And
the expenses necessarily incurred by the state superintend-
ent in such enforcement shall be paid, as audited and allowed
by the governor and council."
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Chapter 108.
—
Factories and Workshops, etc.—Sani-
tary Provisions.
Sect. 8. No person shall occupy, lease to any other per-
son, or permit any other person to occupy, a building or
any part of a building within the compact part of a city or
town as a dwelling house, office, store, shop, or sleeping
apartment, unless such building shall be provided with
suitable privies and vaults properly ventilated and con-
structed, and kept in proper sanitary condition, and in case
of occupancy as a dwelling house, unless it shall be provided
with suitable drains or sewers for conveying the sink water
away from the premises into some public sewer, if there be
one within one hundred feet thereof, and if not, for convey-
ing it away under ground, or in some other way that will not
be offensive.
Sect. 9. Any person neglecting or refusing to comply
with the provisions of the preceding section shall be fined
not exceeding ten dollars for each day of neglect or refusal
after notice as provided in Section 4 of this chapter.
Sect. 17. Whenever a . . . .tenement, ... or
any cellar or other appurtenance connected therewith, has
become a source of danger to the health of its occupants
or others from want of cleanliness, the health officers may
order the owner, his agents, or the occupants or any of
them, to cleanse and put the same in proper sanitary condi-
tion, and the occupants to quit the same, within a time
limited. ... If any person shall fail to comply with an
order of the health officers made under the authority of
this section, after receiving due notice thereof, he shall
forfeit ten dollars, for the use of the town, or be impris-
oned not more than thirty days.
Chapter 116. Construction oe Factories,, Tenement-
Houses, ETC.
Section 1. Towns and village districts may make by-
laws requiring factories, . . . tenement houses, . . .
i
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to be provided with ample means for escape in case of fire,
and adequate facilities for entrance and exit on all occa-
sions, and to be so erected as not to endanger the health
and safety of persons who may occupy them ; and they may
provide thereby for the inspection of such buildings..
Sect. 2. In the absence of such by-laws, the selectmen
shall make regulations for the purpose named in the pre-
ceding section.
Sect. 3. The firewards and engineers, if any, otherwise
the selectmen of the town or the commissioners of the vil-
lage district, as the case may be, shall constitute a board
for the inspection of the buildings and halls mentioned in
the first section of this chapter, and shall inspect the same
from time to time.
Sect. 4. They shall notify and hear all parties interest-
ed, and may thereupon direct such alterations as may be
necessary in any building or hall, in accordance w'ith such
by-laws or regulations, and may order such building or hall
to be closed until the alterations are made. The proceed-
ings of such hearing shall be recorded in the records of the
town or district.
Sect. 5. Every person who shall let or use any building
for the purposes specified in this act, after such building
shall have been ordered to be closed or altered as provided
in the preceding sections, until the order has been complied
with or reversed, shall be punished by fine not exceeding
one hundred dollars for the use of the town or district
where the building is situated.
Ch.\pter 119.
—
Inspection, etc., of Steamboats as
AMENDED.
Section 1. (As amended by chapter 72, Acts of 1903.)
The governor, with the advice of the council, shall appoint
one inspector and three deputy inspectors of electric, naph-
tha, gasoline, or steamboats, whose duty it shall be to inspect
all such boats and the boilers and engines thereof, used for
the carriage of passengers or freight for hire on any lake,
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river, or pond in the state not subject to the authority in this
respect of the United States inspection laws, or where in-
spections under such laws are not regularly made.
Sect. 8 (as amended by chapter 6, Acts of 1895). The
owners or lessees of every such boat shall cause it to be in-
spected by an inspector in all its parts, its engines and its
boilers, annually, within thirty days prior to engaging in the
carriage of passengers.
Sect. 3. If upon such inspection the inspector finds the
boat, its boilers and engines, to be safe and sufficient for the
carriage of passengers, he shall prescribe the maximum
number of passengers the boat may carry at any one time,
and such other rules and regulations as may seem to him
proper for such boat, and he shall give the owners or lessees
a certificate and license accordingly.
Sect. 4. The owners or lessees of every such boat shall
cause a copy of the rules and regulations so established for
it to be posted in a conspicuous place on the boat.
Sect. 5. An inspector shall examine such boat, its boil-
ers and engines, at such other times as he shall deem the
public interest and safety require, not exceeding three times
in any year, to see if the provisions of law and the rules and
regulations established for the boat have been complied with.
Sect. 6. If any steamboat licensed as aforesaid shall,
during the period of its license, be deemed by an inspector
unsafe in its hull, or defective in its engine, boilers, or ma-
chinery, or if its owners or lessees shall have failed to com-
ply with the rules and regulations prescribed by the inspec-
tor, he shall have power to revoke its license and stop and
detain the boat until the necessary repairs have been made,
or until the rules and regulations have been complied with,
and shall then issue a new certificate or license.
Sect. 7. The owners or lessees of any steamboat licensed
to carry passengers, as provided in this chapter, shall not
employ any engineer or pilot upon said boat unless such en-
gineer or pilot has been examined by an inspector of steam-
boats and has a certificate from him that he is competent to
act in that capacity.
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Sect. 8. All engineers and pilots shall be examined by
the inspectors as to their competency, under oath ; and power
to administer oaths in such cases is granted to inspectors.
Sect. 9. If any person shall use any such steamboat for
the carriage of passengers which, with its boilers and en-
gines, has not been inspected and licensed as provided in
this chapter, or shall employ upon any such steamboat any
engineer or pilot who has not been examined and licensed
as required by the preceding sections, he shall be fined not
exceeding one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not ex-
ceeding one year, or both.
Sect. 11. If any person shall act as engineer or pilot on
any steamboat without the certificate herein required; or if
any engineer or pilot shall, during the period for which he
is licensed, neglect his duties or be of intemperate habits,
or violate any of the rules and regulations established by the
inspector ; or if any engineer shall carry more steam than
the certificate for his boat allows, or shall in any way or
manner interfere with the locked safety-valve of the boiler,
after the same has been set by the inspector, so as to allow
greater pressure in the boiler than the amount specified by
the certificate,—his license may be suspended or revoked
by the inspector, and he shall be punished by fine not ex-
ceeding one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not ex-
ceeding one year, or by both.
Sect. 12. If any inspector of steamboats, upon any pre-
tense, receives any fee or reward for his services except
what is allowed to him by law, he shall forfeit his office, and
be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or
by imprisonment not exceeding six months, or by both.
Chapter 138 — Exemption from Execution, etc.—
Homesteads.
Section 1. Every person is entitled to five hundred dol-
lars' worth of his homestead, or of his interest therein, as a
homestead riirht.
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Sect. 3. The homestead right is exempt from attach-
ment, during its continuance, from levy or sale on execu-
tion, and from liability to be incumbered or taken for the
payment of debts, except in the following cases: 1. In the
"/'^tion of taxes; 2. In the enforcement of liens of me-
Aics and others for debts created in the construction,
repair, or improvement of the homestead ; 3. In the en-
forcement of mortgages which are made a charge thereon




Conditional Sales oe Personal Property.
Sect. 23. No lien reserved on personal property sold
conditionally and passing into the hands of the conditional
purchaser, except a lien upon household goods created by
a lease thereof, containing an option in favor of the lessee
to purchase the same at a time specified, shall be valid against
attaching creditors, or subsequent purchasers, without notice
unless the vendor of such property takes a written memor-
andum, signed by the purchaser, witnessing the lien, the sum
due thereon, and containing an affidavit as provided in the
following section, and causes such memorandum to be re-
corded in the town clerk's office of the town,
—
I. Where the purchaser resides, if within this state ; or
II. Where the vendor resides, if within this state, and
the purchaser does not reside in the state ; or
III. Where the property is situated, if neither purchaser
nor vendor resides in the state.
Sect. 24. Each vendor and purchaser shall make and
subscribe an affidavit in substance as follows : "We several-
ly swear that the foregoing memorandum is made for the
purpose of witnessing the lien and the sum due thereon, as
specified in said memorandum, and for no other purpose
whatever, and that said lien and the sum due thereon were
not created for the purpose of enabling the purchaser to
execute said memorandum, but said lien is a just lien, and
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the sum stated to be clue thereon is honestly due thereon
and owing- from the purchaser to the vendor."
Sect. 25. When co-partners or corporations are parties
to such a memorandum, the affidavit may be made and sub-
scribed as in case of mortgages of personal property.
Sect. 26. If the record required by section 23 is made
within twenty days after the property is delivered, the lien
reserved shall be valid against all attaching creditors and
purchasers ; but if it is not made until after the expiration
of twenty days, it shall be valid against those attaching





Sect. 9. If a person shall, by himself or others, perform
labor or furnish materials towards building, repairing, fit-
ting, or furnishing a vessel within this state, payment for
which is due, he shall have a lien therefor on the vessel for
the space of four days after it is completed.
Sect. 10. (As amended by chapt. 41, Session Laws of
1905.) If a person shall, by himself or others, perform
labor or furnish materials to the amount of fifteen dollars
or more, for erecting, altering, or repairing a house or other
buildings or appurtenances, by virtue of a contract with the
owner thereof, he shall have a lien on any materials so fur-
nished, and on said house or other building or appurte-
nances and on any right of the owner to the lot of land on
which the houses, building, or appurtenance stand.
Sect. 11. If a person shall perform labor or furnish
materials to the amount of fifteen dollars or more for mak-
ing brick, by virtue of a contract with the owner thereof, he
shall have a lien upon the kiln containing such brick for
such labor or materials.
Sect. 12. If any person shall by himself, or others, or
by teams, perform labor or furnish supplies to the amount
of fifteen dollars or more, toward rafting, driving, cutting,
hauling, or drawing wood, bark, lumber, or logs, or toward
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cooking or hauling supplies in aid of such labor, by virtue
of a contract with the owner of the wood, bark, lumber, or
logs, he shall have a lien thereon for such labor or supplies.
Sect. 13. If a person shall, by himself or others, per-
form labor or furnish materials to the amount of fifteen
dollars or more for any purpose specified in the three pre-
ceding sections, by virtue of a contract with an agent, con-
tractor, or sub-contractor of the owner, he shall have the
same lien as provided in said sections, provided he gave
notice in writing to the owner, or to the person having
charge of the property, that he should claim such lien be-
fore performing the labor or furnishing the materials for
which it is claimed.
Sect. 14. If a person shall, by himself or others, per-
form labor or furnish materials to the amount of fifteen
dollars or more, in the grading, masonry, bridging, or track-
laying of a railroad, under a contract with an agent, con-
tractor, or sub-contractor of the proprietors thereof, he
shall have a lien upon the railroad and the land upon which
it is constructed, provided he gave notice in writing to such
proprietors, or to the person having charge of the railroad,
that he should claim such lien before performing the labor
or furnishing the materials for which it is claimed.
Sect. 15. Any person giving notice as provided in the
two preceding sections, shall as often as once in thirty days,
furnish to the owner or person having charge of the prop-
erty on which the lien is claimed, an account in writing of
the labor performed or materials furnished during the
thirty days ; and the owner or person in charge shall retain
a sufficient sum of money to pay such claim, and shall not
be liable to the agent, contractors, or sub-contractors there-
for, unless the agent, contractor, or sub-contractor shall
first pay it.
Sect. 16. The lien created by sections 10, 11, 12, 13 and
14 of this chapter shall continue for ninety days after the
services are performed, or the materials or supplies are fur-
nished, unless payment therefor is previovisly made, and
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shall take precedence of all prior claims except liens on ac-
count of taxes.
Sect. 17. Any such lien may be secured by attachment
of the property upon which it exists at any time while the
lien continues.—the writ and return thereon distinctly ex-
pressing that purpose ; and such attachment shall have pre-
cedence of all other attachments made after such lien ac-
crued ; unless founded on a prior lien. If log's are attached,
the officer making the attachment may pay the boomage
thereon, if any, and return the amount so paid on the wTit,
and it shall be included in the costs recovered.
Sect. 18. No lien shall be defeated by taking a note, un-




ErectioxV of Bridge Guards by Railroads.
Sect. 26. The proprietors of every railroad shall erect
and maintain bridge guards at each end of every bridge or
other structure erected less than eighteen feet above the
track of their railroad, the character and location of which
shall be approved by the board of railroad commissioners.
Sect. 27. If the proprietors of any railroad shall fail to
comply with the provisions of the preceding section, they
shall forfeit fifty dollars for each month of continuance in
such failure.
Sect. 28. If any person shall willfully destroy or injure
any such bridge guard he shall be fined not exceeding one
hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding thirty days.
Chapter 176.
—
Earnings of Married Women.
Section 1. Every woman shall hold to her own use,
free from interference or control of any husband she may
have, all property at any time earned if such
earning .... were not occasioned by payment or
pledge of the property of her husband.
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Chapter 180.
—
Employment, Hours of Labor, etc., or
Women and Children.
Sect. 14. (As amended by chapt. 102, Session Laws of
1905.) No woman and no minor under eighteen years of
age shall be employed in a manufacturing or mechanical
establishment for more than ten hours in one day, except in
the following cases
:
I. To make a shorter day's work for one day in the
week.
II. To make up time lost on some day in the same week
in consequence of the stopping of machinery upon which
such person was dependent for employment.
III. When it is necessary to make repairs to prevent in-
terruption of the ordinary running of the machinery.
In no case shall the hours of labor exceed sixty in one
week, nor fifty-eight in one week during the months of July
and August.
Sect. 15. The proprietors of every such establishment
shall keep posted in a conspicuous place in every room
where such persons are employed a notice printed in plain,
large letters, stating the exact time of beginning and of
stopping work in the forenoon and in the afternoon, and
the number of hours' work required of them each day of
the week.
Sect. 16. If any owner, agent, superintendent, or over-
seer of any such establishment shall willfully violate the
provisions of either of the two preceding sections, he shall
be fined not exceeding fifty dollars for each offense.
Sect. 17. A certificate of the age of a minor, made by
him and his parents or guardian and presented to the em-
ployer at the time the minor is employed, shall be conclu-
sive evidence of his age upon a prosecution for the viola-
tion of the provisions of section 14.
Sect. 18. If any person shall make and utter a false
certificate in regard to the age of a minor, with intent to
evade the provisions of this chapter, he shall be fined twen-
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ty-five dollars, or be imprisoned thirty days, or both, for
each offense.
Sfxt. 19. All such fines shall be one-half for the use of
the complainant, and the other half for the use of the
county. Prosecutions under sections 16 and 18 shall be





Sect. 20. In all contracts relating to labor, ten hours'
actual labor shall be taken to be a day's work, unless other-




Sect. 21. Every manufacturing, mining, quarrying,
stone-cutting, mercantile, horse railroad, telegraph, tele-
phone, express, aqueduct, and municipal corporation em-
ploying more than ten persons at one time shall pay the
wages earned each week by their employees who work by
the day or week within eight days after the expiration of
the week, or upon demand after that time. Every such cor-
poration shall post a notice in a conspicuous place in its
office that it will pay its employees' wages as above, and
shall keep the same posted.
Sect. 22. If any such corporation shall violate the pro-
visions of the preceding section, it shall be fined not more
than twenty-five dollars for each offense, provided a prose-
cution therefor is begun within thirty days after the offense
is committed, but not otherwise.
Sect. 23. The provisions of the two preceding sections
shall not apply to municipal officers whose services are paid




Sect. 2 k The first Monday of Septembc- of each year
shall be a holidav to be known as Labor Dav.
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Chapter 201.
—
Insolvency Proceedings not to Affect
Liens for Labor.
Sect. 26 The provisions of this section [re-
lating to proceedings in insolvency] shall not affect any ex-
isting lien for labor performed or materials furnished, or
any proceedings to enforce the same.
Chapter ?0L—Wages Preferred—In Assignments.
Sect. 32. The following claims are entitled to priority,
and shall be paid in full in the order named
:
I. Debts due the L'^nited States, and all taxes.
II. Wages due an operative, clerk, or servant, not ex-
ceeding fifty dollars, for labor performed within six months
prior to the beginning of the insolvency proceedings.
III. Taxable costs in any suit begun in good faith in




Assignment of Future Earnings.
Sect. 4. No assignment of, or order for, wages to be
earned in the future, shall be valid against a creditor of the
person making it, until it has been accepted in writing and a
copy of it and of the acceptance has been filed with the clerk
of the town or city where the party making it resides. The
clerks of towns and cities shall keep for public inspection
an alphabetical list of all such orders and assignments filed
with them.
Chapter 220. Exemption from Execution, etc—Per-
sonal Property.
Sect. 2. The following goods and property are exemp-
ted from attachment and execution
:
I. The wearing apparel necessary for the use of the
debtor and his familv.
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II. Comfortable beds, bedsteads, and bedding necessary
for the debtor, his wife and children.
III. Household furniture to the value of one hundred
dollars.
IV. One cooking stove and the necessary furniture be-
longing to the same.
v. One sewing machine, kept for use by the debtor or
his family.
VI. Provisions and fuel to the value of fifty dollars.
VII. The Bibles, school books, and library of any debtor
used by him or his family, to the value of two hundred dol-
lars.
IX. Tools of his occupation to the value of one hundred
dollars.
X. One hog and one pig. and the pork of the same when
slaughtered.
XI. Six sheep and the fleeces of the same.
XII. One cow ; a yoke of oxen or a horse, when required
for farming or teaming purposes, or other actual use ; and
hay not exceeding four tons.
XIII. Domestic fowls not exceeding fifty dollars in
value.
XIV. The debtor's interest in one pew in any meeting
house in which he or his family usually worship.




Exemption from Trustee Process—
W.VGES.
Sect. 20. The money, rights, and credits of the defend-
ant shall be exempt from trustee process in the following
instances, and the trustee shall not be chargeable therefor.
I. Wages for labor performed by the defendant after
the service of the writ upon the trustee.
II. Wages of the defendant earned before the service
of the writ upon the trustee, to the amount of twenty dol-
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lars, except in actions brought to recover for necessities fur-
nished to the defendant or any of his family.
III. Wages for the personal services and earnings of the
wife and minor children of the defendant.
Chapter 265.
—
Certain Employment of Children For-
bidden.
Sect. 3. If any person shall employ or exhibit a child
under the age of fourteen years in dancing, playing on mu-
sical instruments, singing, walking on a wire or rope, or
riding or performing as a gynmast, contortionist, or acro-
bat in any circus or theatrical exhibition, or in any public
place whatsoever, or shall cause, procure, or encourage any
such child to engage therein, or if any person having the
custody or control of any such child, shall permit him to be
so employed, such person shall be fined not exceeding one
hundred dollars ; but nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to prevent the education of children in vocal and
instrumental music, or their employment as musicians in
any church, chapel, or school, or school exhibition, or to
prevent their taking part in any concert or musical exhibi-
tion.
Chapter 266. — Railroads — Orstructing, Injuring
Property of, etc.
Section 1. If any person shall willfully and maliciously
place any obstruction on the track of any railroad, or re-
move any rail therefrom, or in any way injure such rail-
road, or do any other thing thereto whereby the life of any
person may be endangered, he shall be imprisoned not ex-
ceeding twenty years.
Sect. 2. If any person shall maliciously or wantonly
stop, hinder or delay, or by any false alarm or signal cause
to be stopped, hindered, or delayed, or shall in any manner
maliciously or wantonly interfere with the running, man-
agement, or control of anv railroad train, car, or locomo-
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tive. he shall be fined not exceedin^t^ one thousand dollars,
or be imprisoned not exceeding- ten years, or both. This
section shall not apply to horse railroads.
Sect. 3. If any person shall willfully and maliciously
injure, destroy, or damage any rails, culverts, tracks, plat-
forms, or other parts or appendages of any railroad, or any
engine or cars used thereon, or change, move, open, dis-
place, or tamper with any switch belonging thereto, he shall
be fined not exceeding five hundred dollars, or be impris-
oned not exceeding two years, or both.
Sect. 4. If any person shall willfully displace, injure,
deface, remove, or destroy any warning sign at a railroad
crossing, or any signal light, or appliance used to denote
the place of any switch upon any railroad, or any gate or
apparatus connected therewith at any railroad crossing, he
shall be fined not exceeding one hundred dollars, or be im-
prisoned not exceeding one year, or both.
Sect. 6. If any person shall willfully and maliciously
injure or destroy any of the posts, wires, or other materials
or fixtures of any railroad telegraph, or public telegraph
line, or public telephone line, he shall be fined not exceed-
ing five hundred dollars, or be imprisoned not exceeding
two years, or both.
Ch.apter 2GG.
—
Intimidations, etc., of Employers or
Employees.
Sect. 12. If any person shall interfere in any wav what-
ever to injure or damage another in his person or property,
while engaged in his lawful business, trade, or occupation,
or while on the way to or from the same, or shall endeavor
to prevent any person from engaging in his lawful business,
trade, or calling, he shall be fined not exceeding five hun-




Sect. 3. No person shall do any work, business, or la-
bor of his secular calling, to the disturbance of others, on
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the first day of the week, commonly called the Lord's day,
except works of necessity and mercy, and the making of
necessary repairs upon mills and factories which could not
be made otherwise without loss to operatives; and no per-
son shall engage in any play, game, or sport on that day.
Sect. 5. No person shall keep his shop, warehouse,
cellar, restaurant, or workshop open for the reception of
company, or shall sell or expose for sale any merchandise
whatsoever on the Lord's day ; but this section shall not be
construed to prevent the entertainment of boarders, nor
the sale of milk, bread, and other necessaries of life, nor
drugs and medicines.
Sect. 10. If any person shall be guilty of a breach of
any provision of this chapter, he shall be fined not exceed-
ing ten dollars or be imprisoned not exceeding thirty days,
or both, unless otherwise specially provided, and he may be
required to give sureties to be of good behavior for one
year.
Sect. 13. No prosecution for the violation of any pro-
vision of this chapter shall be sustained unless begun within




Sect. 14. The sheriff of any county may, with the ap-
proval of the county commissioners, employ and set to la-
bor any prisoner confined in the county jail, in such man-
ner as shall be consistent with his safe keeping, if the labor





Protection of Railroad Employees—
Height of Bridges and Freight Cars.
Section 1. The board of railroad commissioners may
require the proprietors of a railroad to raise any railroad
bridge and any overhead highway bridge, and in case of a
highway bridge to change the approaches thereto so as to
make them as nearly level as practicable. Whenever it is
necessary, in complying with such requirement of the com-
missioners, to raise or lower or otherwise change the loca-
tion of the highway outside the railroad location, any land
needed for that purpose shall be taken and the damages, if
any, to landowners shall be appraised and paid in the man-
ner described in chapter 158 of the Public Statutes. Any
party aggrieved by such appraisal shall have a right of ap-
peal as provided in said chapter. The expense of such im-
provements shall be paid in the first instance by the rail-
road corporation, but upon its petition, the commissioners
may apportion such part of the cost outside the railroad lo-
cation, as in their judgment is just, to the city or town, and
the railroad may recover the amount so apportioned in an
action of debt. Proceedings under this act shall only be
had after due notice to the railroad corporation, the town
or city offiicals, and the landowners, and all orders and
findings of the commissioners shall be filed with the clerk
of the town or city in which such bridge is located, and
served upon the railroad corporation.
Sect. 2. No covered railroad bridge shall hereafter be
constructed in this state with less than twenty-one feet be-
tween the top of the rails and the lowest point of the over-
head structure, except with the written consent of the rail-
road commissioners, said consent to be filed and recorded
in the office of the secretary of state, and no railroad cor-
poration shall receive or haul any freight car exceeding
fourteen feet in height from the rails to the top of the run-
ning board.
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Sect. 3. Neglect by any railroad corporation to comply
with the orders of the commissioners within a reasonable
time, to be specified in such orders, shall be punished by a
fine of fifty dollars ($50) per day, to be collected by the
commissioners in the name and for the use of the state in
an action for debt.
Chapter 40.
—
Inspection of Factories and Workshops,
ETC.
Section 1. Any city or town may appoint an inspector
of buildings for such city or town, prescribe his duties, and
fix his compensation. And any city or town which shall
appoint such inspector, may, by ordinance or by by-law,
prescribe regulations for the construction and maintenance
of all buildings in such city or town which shall be used in
whole or in part for mercantile, commercial, manufactur-
ing, or public purposes, or as tenement houses ; and all
buildings hereafter erected for such purposes in such city
or town shall conform to such regulations.
Sect. 2. Any person who shall hereafter intend to erect
any building which is intended to be used in whole or in
part for mercantile, commercial, manufacturing, or public
purposes or as a tenement house, in any city or town
which has appointed a building inspector, shall, before
erecting such building, submit the plans therefor to such
inspector for his examination and approval, under the reg-
ulations prescribed by the city or town. And no building
intended for such purposes shall be erected in any such city
or town without the approval of the plans therefor by such
inspector. If any such inspector shall refuse to approve
any plans submitted to him, as aforesaid, any person ag-
grieved thereby may appeal from the decision of such in-
spector to the supreme court for the county in which such
city or town is situated ; and the said court shall make such
orders thereon as justice may require.
Sect. 3. Any person violating any of the provisions of





Section 1. The g-overnor, with advice and consent of
the council, is hereby authorized to appoint, as soon after
the passag^e of this act as may be, some competent person to
act as commissioner of labor, and he, with such clerks as he
may have, shall constitute a bureau of labor, with its princi-
pal place of business in the state house, or some other suit-
able place in the city of Concord.
Sect. 2. The commissioner shall hold his office for the
term of three years, and until a successor is appointed and
qualified. He may be removed at the pleasure of the gov-
ernor and council.
Sect. 3. The annual salary of the commissioner shall
be fifteen hundred dollars, payable from the state treasury
in equal quarterly payments, and the governor is hereby
authorized to draw his warrant for the payment of said
sum, together with such office and traveling expenses of
said bureau as he with the council shall approve.
Sect. 4. In case of the inability of the commissioner to-
perform his duties, the governor, with advice of the coun-
cil, may appoint a commissioner for the time being, who
shall have the powers and perform the duties of the office
while the inability of the commissioner continues. The
governor and council shall determine when such appointee
shall cease to act as commissioner. Such temporary com-
missioner so appointed shall be paid, from the state treas-
ury, five dollars a day for the time actually spent in the
performance of his duties ; and the governor and council
shall audit and allow his account.
Sect. 5. The duties of the commissioner shall be to col-
lect, assort, arrange, and present in annual reports, on or
before the first day of January each year, statistical details
relating to all departments of labor in the state of Xew
Hampshire, especially in relation to the commercial, indus-
trial, social, educational, and sanitary condition of the la-
boring classes, and the permanent prosperity of the pro-
ductive industry of the state.
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Sect. 6. Said commissioner shall devote his whole time
to the duties of his office, and hold no other office during




Seats for Female Employees.
Section 1. Every person, firm, or corporation employ-
ing females in any manufacturing, mechanical, or mercan-
tile establishment in this state, shall provide suitable seats
for the use of the females so employed, and shall permit
the use of such seats by them when they are not necessar-
ily engaged in the active duties for which they are em-
ployed.
Sect. 3. Any person, firm, or corporation violating any
of the provisions of this act shall be punished by a fine




Trade-marks op Trade Unions, Etc.
Section 1. Whenever any person, association, or union
of workingmen have adopted, or shall hereafter adopt, for
their protection, any label, trade-mark, or form of advertise-
ment announcing that goods to which such label, trade-
mark, or form of advertisement shall be attached, were
manufactured by such person, or by a member or members
of such association or union, it shall be unlawful for any
person or corporation to counterfeit or imitate such label,
trade-mark, or form of advertisement. And whenever any
person, firm, association, or corporation is the owner of any
literary, dramatic, or musical composition, and the rights
of the author pertaining thereto, and such composition has
not been copyrighted, printed, or published, or of any map,
charter, engraving, cut, print, photograph, or negative
thereof, statue, statuary, model, or design, which has not
been copyrighted or ofifered for sale, it shall be unlawful for
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any other person, firm, association, or corporation to pub-
lish, produce, print, or sell, or offer to sell, the same without
first obtaining the consent of the owner thereof.
Sect. 2. Every person who shall use any counterfeit or
imitation of any label, trade-mark, or form of advertise-
ment of any such person, union, or association, knowing
the same to be counterfeit or imitation, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and shall be punished as provided in section
7 of this act.
Sect. 3. Every such person, association, or union that
has heretofore adopted, or shall hereafter adopt, a label,
trade-mark, or form of advertisement as aforesaid, may
file the same for record in the office of the secretary of state^
by leaving two copies, counterparts, or facsimiles thereof
with the secretary of state ; and the secretary shall deliver
to such person, association, or union so filing the same a
duly attested certificate of the record of the same, for which
he shall receive a fee of one dollar. Such certificate of
record shall, in all suits and prosecutions under this act,
be prima facie proof of the adoption of such label, trade-
mark, or form of advertisement, and of the right of said
person, association, or union to adopt the same. No label
shall be recorded that probably would be mistaken for a
label already of record.
Sect. 4. Every such person, association, or union adopt-
ing a label, trade-mark, or form of advertisement as afore-
said, may proceed by suit to enjoin the manufacture, use,
display, or sale of any such counterfeits or imitations ; and
all courts having jurisdiction thereof shall grant injunctions
to restrain such manufacture, use, display, or sale, and
such person, association, or union shall be entitled to sucK
damages resulting from such wrongful manufacture, use,
display, or sale as may be deemed just and reasonable; and
the supreme court shall also order that all counterfeits or
imitations in the possession or under the control of the de-
fendant in such case be delivered to an officer of the court,
or to the complainant, to be destroyed.
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Sect, 5. Every person who shall use or display the
genuine label, trade-mark, or form of advertisement of any
such person, association, or union, in any manner not au-
thorized by such person, association, or union, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished as
provided in section 7 of this act. In all cases where such
association or union is incorporated, suits under this act
may be commenced and prosecuted by any officer or mem-
ber of such association or union, in behalf of and for the
use of such association or union.
Sect. 6. Any person or persons who shall in any way
use the name or seal of any such person, association, or
union or officer thereof, in and about the sale of goods or
otherwise, not being authorized to use the same, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable as provided in the suc-
ceeding section.
Sect. 7. Any violation of any of the provisions of this
act shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail for
a term of not less than three months nor more than one
year, or by a fine of not less than one hundred dollars, nor
more than two hundred dollars, or both.
Chapter 107.—College of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts.—Manual Training.
Sect. 3. Every student taking the two years' course, or
during two years of any agricultural course, shall devote
not less than ten hours a week, during the college year,
when practicable, under competent teachers, to practical
instruction and manual training in branches of agriculture
that require special knowledge and skill, one-third of which
time may be devoted to suitable practical instruction and
manual training in shop-work, in wood and iron ; but any
student may be excused from such exercises for physi-
cal disability. At the request of parents or guardians, stu-
dents may be excused from some or all of such exercises
b\- ihe trustees. A student cvcusjd from all. or s'.ibstantial-
ly all, said manual exercises at the request of parent or
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Rf.latinx to Liens oe Mechanics and
Others.
Section 1. That section 12 of chapter 141 of the Public
Statutes be and hereby is amended .... to read as
follows: "Sect. 12. If a person shall, by himself or others,
or by teams or machinery, perform labor or furnish sup-
plies to the amount of fifteen dollars or more toward raft-
ing, driving, cutting, hauling, sawing, or drawing wood,
bark, lumber, or logs, or toward cooking or hauling supplies
in aid of such labor, by virtue of a contract with the owner
of the wood, bark, lumber, or logs, he shall have a lien
thereon for such labor or supplies."
ACTS OF 1901.
Continuing along educational lines, in which the inter-
ests of labor are more or less directly involved, the legis-
lature of 1901 sanctioned the establishment of evening
schools in cities and towns of more than five thousand in-
habitants, thus giving those employed during the daylight
hours ample opportunity of benefiting their mental condi-





An Act to Establish Evening Schools.
Section 1. Upon petition of five per cent, of the legal
voters of any city or town having more than five thousand
inhabitants, according to the latest United States census,
said city or town shall establish and maintain, in addition
to the schools required by law to be maintained therein,
evening schools for the instruction of persons over fourteen
years of age in such branches of learning and art as the
school board shall deem expedient.
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Sect. 2. The school board of such cities and towns shall
have the same superintendence over such evening schools
as they have over other schools, and may determine the
length of term, or terms, of time in each year, and the hours
of the evening, during which such schools shall be kept, and
may make such regulations as to attendance at such schools
as they may deem expedient.
Sect. 3. Nothing contained in this act shall exempt an)'-
person from the requirements of Chapter 93 of the Public
Statutes.
Sect. 4. This act shall take effect September, 1901, at
the beginning of the school year of 1901 and 1902.
After a perusal of Section 3 it will be obser^^ed that a re-
strictive barrier is placed in the way of any evasion of the
act regulating the employment of children in manufactur-
ing establishments and already presented.
The question of intelligence offices also came in for a
share of discussion at the 1901 session and the following




An Act to Regulate Employment Offi-
ces.
Section 1. Whoever, without a license therefor, estab-
lishes or keeps an intelligence office for the purpose of ob-
taining or giving information concerning places of em-
ployment for domestics, servants, or other laborers, or for
the purpose of procuring or giving information concerning
such person for or to employers, or for the purpose of pro-
curing or giving information concerning employment in
business, shall pay a fine of ten dollars for each day such
office is so kept.
Sect. 2. The mayor and aldermen of any city, or the
selectmen of any town, may, for the purposes mentioned
in the preceding- section, grant licenses to suitable persons,
subject to the provisions of Sections 3 to 7, inclusive, and
may revoke the same at pleasure.
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Sect. 3. Licenses granted to keepers of intelligence offi-
ces shall be signed by the clerk of the city or town in which
they are granted, and every such license shall be recorded
by the clerk of the city or town in a book kept for that pur-
pose, before being delivered to the licensee. Such license
shall set forth the name of the person licensed, the nature
of the business, and the building or place in such city or
town in which it is to be carried on, and shall continue in
force until the first day of May next ensuing, unless sooner
revoked.
Sect. 4. The board issuing such a license shall receive
for the use of the city or town for each license such sum
not less than two dollars, as the board shall deem reason-
able.
Sect. 5. Such license may be granted during the month
of April, to take effect on the first day of May then next
ensuing.
Sect. 6. No license issued as aforesaid shall be valid to
protect the holder thereof in a building or place other than
that designated in the license, unless consent to removal is
granted by the mayor and aldermen or selectmen.
Sect. 7. When such license is revoked, such clerk shall
note the revocation upon the face of the record of the li-
cense, and shall give written notice to the holder of the li-
cense by delivering the same to him in person or leaving it
at the place of business designated in the license.





(On the following pages will be found as complete a list of the Labor
Organizations of New Hampshire as it has been possible to* obtain. An
effort has been made this year to give the time and place of meeting of
each organization and repeated requests have been made of the officers of
every local union in the state for the information.)
STATE FEDERATION OF LABOR.
Organized, Sept. 2, 1901.
Officers : President, J. A. Lagassie, Box 690, Berlin.
\"ice-Presidents, 1st \Vm. H. Lenihan, 1334
Hanover St., Manches-
ter.
2d E. W. Hayward, Box
1139, Berlin.
3d Jas. E. Coyle, 12 Broad
St., Somersworth.
4th Jas. S.Murray, 30 Church
St., Concord.
5th P. J. Harnedy, 35 Clin-
ton St., Portsmouth.
6th D. E. OXeary, 398 Gran-
ite St., Manchester.
7th Geo. W. Griffith. 4 State
St., Portsmouth.
Secretary-Treasurer, D. W. Finn, 29 Main St.,
Keene.
BERLIN.
Central Labor Union, 65 delegates.
Officers : President, J. A. Lagassie, secretary, George
coes.
Meetings: First and third Thursday, Red Men's Hall.
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Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric R. R.
Employees of America. Local Division 397.
Organized, Dec. 5, 1904.
Number of members reported, 13.
Officers : President, E. J. Penfold ; secretary, Guy Pills-
bury.
Meetings : First Wednesday, Green Hall.
»
Barbers' Union, No. 480.
Organized, Jan. 1, 1903.
Number of members reported, 26.
Officers : President, E. J. Wheeler ; secretary, C. W. Jor-
dan.
Meetings : Fourth Tuesday, Red Men's Hall.
Bartenders' Local League, No. 551.
Organized, Feb. 20, 1903.
Number of members reported, 55.
Officers : President, J. J. Sullivan ; secretary, J. A. Ga-
rand. Box 380.
Meetings : Second Thursday, Foresters' Hall.
Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and Helpers, Jasper Cove,
No. 443.
Organized, Feb. 21, 1904.
Number of members reported, 26.
Officers : President, L E. McGofif ; secretary, P. F. Mc-
Gee.
Meetings : Second and fourth Fridays, Red Men's Hall.
Carpenters' and Joiners' Union.
Organized, March 16. 1904.
Number of members reported, 95.
Officers : President, A. Green ; secretary, H. L. Fields.
Meetings : Every other Thursday, Buckley Hall.
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Engineers' Union.
Organized, July 5, 1902.
Number of members reported, 25.
Officers : President, Patrick Campbell ; secretary, James
McMillan.
Meetings : First and third Mondays, Buckley Ilall.
International Brotherhood of Paper Makers.
Organized, June 2, 1902.
Number of members reported, 85.
Officers : President, Charles Council ; secretary, David
Caird.
Meetings : First and third Saturdays, Foresters' Hall.
International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper
Mill Workers.
Organized, Jan. 1, 1902.
Number of members reported, 550.
Officers, President, J. P. Gagne ; secretary, E. W. Hay-
ward.
Meetings : Second and third Wednesdays, Cote Hall.
Cascade Local, I. B. of P. S. & P. M. W.
Organized, June 11, 1905.
Number of members reported, 145.
Officers: President, David Boyce; secretary, Nelson
Wright.
Meetings : Second and fourth Sundays, Gilbert Hall.
Iron IMoulders' Union.
Organized, Oct. 19, 1904.
Number of members reported, 16.
Officers : President. S. H. McHale ; secretary, Thomas
Corrigan.
Meetings : First and third Wednesdays, Gilbert Hall.
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International Laborers' Union, Xo. 291.
Organized, Dec. 15, 1905.
Number of members reported, 35.
Officers : President, Archil Grenier ; secretary, Valmore
Laliberte.
Meetings : Union Hall, ^Mechanic St.
Laborers' Protective Union.
Organized, Dec. 28, 1901.
Number of members reported, 78.
Officers : President, George Dancoes ; secretary, Philase
Beauleaux.
Meeting: Second and fourth Wednesdays, Gilbert Hall.
Bricklayers' and Masons' Union, No. 11.
Organized, Sept. 12, 1903.
Number of members reported, 41.
Officers : President, Fred Nault ; secretary, F. W. Rowell.
Meetings: Every Tuesday, Union Hall.
Mechanics' and Helpers' Union, Federal Local No. 10,190.
Organized, Aug. 14, 1902.
Number of members reported, 85.
Officers : President, Henry Smith ; secretary, Napoleon
Ramsey.
Meetings: Second and fourth Wednesdays, Red Men's
Hall.
Millmen's Protective Union, No, 10,297.
Organized, September, 1902.
Number of members reported. 65.
Officers : President, F. R. Oleson ; secretary, W. C. Lane.
Meetings: First and third Wednesdays, Red Men's Hall.
Newsboys' Union, Local No. 11,819.
Organized, Feb. 8, 1904.
Number of members reported, 30.
Officers : President, Albert Light ; secretary, John Kailey.
Meetinsfs : Union Hall.
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Stationary Firemen. International Brotherhood.
Organized, Aug. 16, 1902.
Number of members reported, 65.
Officers : President, James Barnes.
Meetings : First and last Wednesdays, Buckley Hall.
Typographical Union, No. 640.
Organized, Oct. 13, 1903.
Number of members reported, 8.
Officers : President, H. B. Jackson ; secretary, H. M.
Foley.




Number of delegates, 49.
Officers : President, H. Larson ; vice-president, George
Johnson ; recording secretary, George Evans ; financial sec-
retary and treasurer, James S. Murray.
Meetings : First and third Mondays.
Bakers' and Confectioners' Union, No. 317.
Organized, 1903.
Number of members reported, 21.
Officers : President, F. W. Mansfield ; secretary, Herbert
McGourdy.
Meetings : First and third Saturdays, Central Labor
Union Hall.
Local 647, Hotel and Restaurant Employes' Internation-
al Alliance and Bartenders' International League of Amer-
ica.
Organized, June 28, 1903.
Number of members reported, 37.
Officers : President, C. J. McDonald, 9 Center St. ; secre-
tary, J. E. Halloran. rear 9 North Main St.
Meetings: Second Sunday, 66 North Main St.
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Merrimack Union, No. 443, International Brotherhood of
Blacksmiths and Helpers.
Organized, Feb. 13, 1904.
Number of members reported, 38.
Officers : President, A. C. Robinson, 32 Monroe St. ; sec-
retary, J. H. Robinson, 9 Morton St.
Meetings : Second and fourth Saturdays, C. L. U. Hall.
Bricklayers' and Plasterers' Union.
Organized, March 19, 1901.
Number of members reported, 35.
Officers : President, J. H. Sanborn ; secretary, Z. F.
Swain.
Meetings : Every Tuesday, 5 Rumford Block.
Journeyman Barbers' Union, No. 82.
Organized, Feb. 2, 1892.
Number of members reported, 30.
Officers : President, H. W. Knee, 4 Pleasant St. ; secre-
tary, T. F. Symards, 31 Walker St.
Meetings : First Tuesday, Central Labor Union Hall.
Webster Lodge, No. 183, International Association of Car
Workers.
Organized, Feb. 16, 1904.
Number of members reported, 175.
Officers : V. E. Bryant, 26 Pillsbury St. ; secretary, R. S.
Morrow, 5 Turner Ave.
Meetings : Second and fourth Tuesdays, Central Labor
Union Hall.
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, Local No.
538.
Organized, April 13, 1900.
Number of members reported, 104.
Officers : President, Forrest W. Jones ; secretary, Charles
J. Moulton.
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Carriage and Wagon Workers, Local No. 75.
Organized, May 31, 1904.
Number of members reported, 104.
Officers : President, J. M. Colbert, 34 Concord St. ; sec-
retary, E. F. Batchelder, 74 South St.
Meetings: Second and fourth Thursdays, Central Labor
Union Hall.
Granite Cutters' International Association, Concord
Branch.
Organized, 1878.
Number of members reported, 250.
Officers : President, George Evans ; secretary, R. A.
Brown, Jackson St.
Meetings : Third Thursday, Central Labor Union Hall.
Toolsharpeners' Branch, No. 6 of G. C. I. A.
Organized, Aug. 13, 1890.
Number of members reported, 20.
Officers : President, L. R. Burkett ; secretary, J. H. Brun-
nelle.
Meetings : Third Thursday, Concord Hall.
Quarry Workers' International Union, Branch 32.
Organized, Sept. 4, 1903.
Number of members reported, 95.
Officers : President, Joseph F. Daly, 455 North State St.
;
secretary, Frank A. Putney, 9 Peabody St.
Meetings : Third Wednesday, Central Labor Union Hall,
7.30 p. m.
Iron Moulders' Union No. 258.
Organized, Jan. 29, 1900.
Number of members reported, 35.
Officers : President, J. S. B. Davie, 6 Marshall St. ; secre-
tary, Charles H. Hayward, 177 South Main St.
Meetings : First and third Fridavs, Central Labor Union
Hall.
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United Brotherhood of Leather Workers on Horse Goods^
Local No. 135.
Organized, May 18, 1903.
- Number of members reported, 26.
Officers: President, Walter Brooks, 21 Tahanto St.; sec-
retary, John Barrett, 16 Maple St.
Meetings : Second and fourth Wednesdays, Central Labor
Union Hall.
American Federation of Musicians, Local 374.
Organized, May 1, 1904.
Number of members reported, 52.
Officers : President, A. F, Nevers ; secretary, W. A.
Chase.
Meetings : First Sunday, Band Armory.
International Association of Machinists, Mt. Washington
Lodge, No. 276.
Organized, May 16, 1892.
Number of members enrolled, 115.
Officers : President, J. J. Foley, 76 Downing St. ; secre-
tary, George Johnson, 1 West St.
Meetings : First and second Tuesdays, Concord Hall, 8
p. m.
Plumbers', Steam and Gas Fitters' Union, No. 213.
Organized, July 28, 1900.
Number of members enrolled, 17.
Officers : President, M. J. Finn, secretary, F. F. Converse.
Meetings : Second and fourth Mondays, Welch and Sulli-
van Block.
Paving Cutters' Union.
Organized, April 18, 1906.
Number of members enrolled, 13.
Officers : President, William Ellis, Peabody St. ; secre-
tary, A. J. Welch, 263 North State St.
Meetings : First Monday, G. A. R. Hall, West Concord.
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COXWAY.
Pavings Cutters' Union, Branch Xo. 23.
Organized, November 1, l!)()"i.
Number of members enrolled, 8.
Officers : President, Edward Williams ; secretary, James
Dumas.
^Meeting's : Redstone Plall.
DOVER.
Central Labor I'nion of Dover and vicinity.
Organized. July 28, 1903.
Comprising thirteen local Unions of Dover, Somersworth
and Rochester.
Officers : President, M. J. White ; secretary, John J.
Keenan.
Carpenters' and Joiners' Local Union No. 1,138.
Organized, July 20, 1905.
Number of members reported, 54.
Officers : President, W. L. Phillips ; secretary, William E.
Hayward.
Meetings : Every ]Monday, Malta Hall, 8 o'clock.
Painters" Local Union, No. 811.
Organized, Nov. 5, 1902.
Number of members reported, IG.
Officers : President, Harry Emerson, East St. ; secretary,
J. W. Heeney, 6 South Pine St.
Meetings: First and third Tuesdays, Alberquerque Hall,
8 o'clock.
Dover Lodge, No. 7G8 of the International Association of
Machinists.
Organized, Oct. 27, 1905.
Number of members reported, 71.
Officers : President, T. F. Slater, 2 Forest St. ; secretary,
George B. Tuttle. 12 Atkinson St.
Meetings: First and third Fridays, Wanalancct Hall.
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Dover District ^lule Spinners' Association.
Organized, June 1, 1890.
Number of members reported, 70.
Ofificers : President, James Lawler, Somersworth ; secre-
tary, John Hopwood, Berwick, Me.
Meetings: Dover and Somersworth, alternate third Tues-
days in month.
Iron Moulders' Union of X'orth America, Dover No. 403.
Organized, Nov. 16, 1902.
Number of members reported, 16.
Officers : President, A. Libby, Maple St. ; secretary, N.
A. Shorey, Baker St.
Meetings : Third Friday, Ham's Hall.
Dover Loom Fixers' Association.
Organized, May, 1902.
Number of members reported, 2-4.
Officers : President, John J. Holland, 77 Main St. ; secre-
tary, Charles Kennett, 19 First St.
Meetings : First and third Wednesdays, Weavers' Hall.
Weavers' Progressive Association, Union No. 12.
Organized, March 27, 1900.
Number of members reported, 150.
Officers : President, John Welch, Kirkland St. ; secretary,
Mary T. Burke.
Meetings : First Monday, Weavers' Hall.
Ring Spinners' Union, No. 373.
Number of members reported, 16.
Officers : President, H. Couly ; secretary. Miss Annie
Morgan.
Bartenders' Union, No. 649.
Organized, .
Number of members reported. —'—
.




Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.
Organized, June 22, 1901.
Number of members reported, 211.
Officers : President, Charles L. Burnham ; secretary,
Frank Adams.
Meetings: Thursdays, B. & S. W. Hall, 7.30 o'clock.
FITZWILLIAM.
Granite Cutters' International Association, Fitzwilliam
Branch.
Organized, April, 1900.
Number of members reported, 130.
Officers : President, A. F. Chandler ; secretary, S. J. Blod-
gett.
Quarry Workers' Union, Branch Xo. 95.
Organized, June 14, 1906.
Number of members reported, 22.




Organized, Oct. 1, 1903.
Number of members reported, 20.
Officers : President, George W. Drake : secretary, ICrnest
Wells.
Bricklayers', Plasterers' and Masons' Union.
Organized, April 1, 1902.
Number of members reported, 25.
Officers : President, Eugene Ritchie : secretary, George
Sargent.
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International Brotherhood of Paper Makers, Local No.
31.
Organized, Aug. 10, 1901.
Number of members reported, 45.
Officers : President, W. F. Ballou ; secretary, Charles
Tousner.
Meetings : First Saturday, Central Labor Hall.
Laborers' Protective Union, No. 9,519.
Organized, January, 1902.
Number of members reported, 32.
Officers : President, Lester Hildreth ; secretary, W. G.
Walker.
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, Local No. 1,222.
Organized, Oct. 20, 1902.
Number of members reported, 20.
Officers : President, George W. Drake ; secretary, George
Davenport.
International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite and Paper
Alill Workers. Local No. 9.
Organized, Jan. 21, 1906.
Number of members reported, 80.
Officers : President, W. M. Bruce, 61 River St. ; secre-
tary, G. E. Warburton, 111 Elkins St.
Meetings : Fourth Saturday, Memorial Hall.
HOPKINTON.
Contoocook Needlemakers' Union. (Contoocook.)
Organized, Sept. 10, 1903.
Number of members reported, 21.
Officers : President, C. E. Sleeper ; secretary, Jennie Mae
Hope.




Organized, Nov. 28, 1902.
Officers : President, J. W. Carroll, 347 Carroll St. ; secre-
tary, John H. Hickey, 172 Pearl St.
Meetings: Second and fourth Wednesdays, K. of P. Hall.
Old Homestead Lodge No. 319, L A. of M.
Organized, Aug. 21, 1900.
Number of members reported, 80.
Officers: President, A. A. Farnsworth ; secretary, K. J.
Eklund.
Meetings : First and third Thursday, Pythian Hall.
Monadnock Lodge, No. 371, B. M. and L S. B. of Amer-
ica.
Organized, May 1, 1905.
Number of members reported, 35.
Officers : President, M. A. Holleran, Island St. ; secre-
tary, J. Hickey, 172 Pearl St.
Meetings: First and third Wednesdays, at 7.15.
Cheshire Union, No. 463, International Brotherhood of
Blacksmiths.
Organized. November, 1904.
Number of members reported, 30.
Officers: President, I. E. Allen, 12 Vernon St.; secretary,
C. L. Neilson, 22 Terrace St.
Meetings: First and third Thursdays, G. A. R. Hall.
Bartenders' League, No. 704.
Organized, Aug. 31, 1903.
Number of members reported, 1(1.
Officers : President. E. J. Donovan ; secretary, George T.
Lapham.
Meetings: Second and fourth Sunda\-, Brid^-nian's I^lock.
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• United Garment Workers of America, Local No. 132.
Organized, July 10, 1905.
Number of members reported, 76.
Officers: President, James Nugent, 556 Washington St.;
secretary, Helen Martin, 27 High St.
Meetings : Second and fourth Wednesdays, G. A. R. Hall.
Bricklayers' and Masons' Union, No. 6.
Organized, March 15, 1902.
Number of members reported, 22.
Officers: President, J. W. Carroll, 347 Carroll St.; sec-
retary, Patrick Pender, 177 Elm St.
Meetings : First and third Saturdays.
Painters, Decorators and Paper Hangers' Local Union,
€75.
Organized, May 21, 1902.
Number of members reported, 38.
Officers : President, M. Lagerburg ; secretary, H. A. Wy-
man, 116 Roxbury St.
Meetings : First and second Tuesdays, G. A. R. Hall.
LACONIA.
Bartenders' Local Union, No. 680.
Organized. July 29, 1903.
Number of members reported, IL
Officers : President, John Whalen ; secretary, Albert W.
Downs, Box 186.
Meetings : Maccabee's Hall, third Sunday each month.
Carpenters' and Joiners' Local Lhiion. No. 1247.
Organized, July 14, 1905.
Number of members reported, 50.
Officers : President, T. F. Lord : secretary, M. A. Leavitt,
391 Main St.




Carpenters' and Joiners' T^ocal Union, No. 1540.
Organized, January 11. 190G.
Number of members reported, 38.
Officers : President, Emery Lawrence ; secretary, John C.
White.
Meetings : Whipple's Block, first and third Tuesdays.
United Garment Workers of America, Local No. 90.
Organized, August, 1900.
Number of members reported, 187.
Officers : President, Mrs. Addie Boucher ; secretary, Nel-
lie C. Roderer.
]\Ieetings : Last Friday of the month, Odd Fellows Lower
Hall.
MANCHESTER.
Central Labor Union. (Headquarters, Barton Block.)
Organized, Dec. 23, 1900.
Officers : President, Dennis E. O'Leary, 398 Granite St. ;
vice-president, M. J. McGuiness, 13 Pine St.; secretary,
Michael J. Dwyer.
Boot and Shoe Workers' Joint Council.
Organized, June 17, 1903.
Number of members reported, 25.
Officers: President, M. McGuiness; secretary, Alex J.
Grenier, Barton Block.
Meetings : First and third Tuesdays.
Cutters' Local, No. 21. Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.
Organized, Oct. 31, 1901.
Number of members reported, 97.
Officers : President. Dominick Kean, 317 Laurel St. ; sec-
retary, Phil Conlon, 280 Spruce St.
Meetings : Fourth Wednesday, Barton Block.
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Mixed Local. No. 28, Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.
Organized, January, 1903.
Number of members reported, 275.
Officers : President, Charles D. Perkins, 482 Spruce St.
;
secretary, Forrest W. Evarts. 312 Laurel St.
Meetinsfs : Second and fourth Tuesdays, Barton Block.
Lasters' Local No. 51, Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.
Organized, 1900.
Number of members reported, 215.
Officers : President, Charles Agnew, 350 Auburn St. ; sec-
retary, Arthur Godin, 323 Dubuque St.
Meetins:s : Second and fourth IMondays.
Stock Fitters' Local No. 39G, Boot and Shoe Workers'
Union.
Organized, Oct. 6, 1903.
Number of members reported, 40.
Officers : President, Joseph Gosselin, 155 Taylor St. ; sec-
retary, W. McGuiness, 299 Cedar St.
Meetings : Second and fourth Fridays, Barton Block.
Stitchers' Local No. 397, Boot and Shoe Workers' Union.
Organized, Oct. 15, 1903.
Number of members reported, 145.
Officers : President : John B. Fesette, Go Central St. ; sec-
retary, Frank Connors, 427 Cedar St.
Meetings : First and third Fridays. Barton Block.
Bartenders' Local, No. 398.
Organized, May 21, 1902.
Number of members reported, 147.
Officers : President, Arthur B. Allen, Milford Hotel ; sec-
retary, M. E. Ahern, 213 Silycr St.
Meetings : First and third Sundays, 999 Elm St.
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Journeymen Barbers' Local Xo. 151.
Organized, Aug. 21, 1893.
Number of members reported, 63.
Officers : President. A. P. Turcotte, 7 Central St. ; secre-
tary, J. W. Parquet, 1019 Elm St.
Meetings: Last Thursday of the Month. 999 Elm St.
Bakery and Confectionery Workers' Local No. 115.
Organized, Dec. 1, 1900.
Number of members reported, 17.
Officers : President, M. Stewart, 38 West Merrimack St.
;
secretary, E. R. Guptill, 265 Lowell St.
Meetings: Second and fourth Sundays, 843 Elm St, 11
a. m.
Bricklayers', Masons' and Plasterers' Union No. 3.
Organized, March 28, 1891.
Number of members reported, 56.
Officers : President, John B. Guyette, 434 Chestnut St. ;
secretary, L. W. Wilson. 61 C St.
Meetings : Town's Block, Elm Street.
Carpenters' and Joiners' Local, No. 931.
Organized. Oct. 28, 1901.
Number of members reported, 50.
Officers : President, Hamilton Lowry ; secretary. R. G
Boyer, 278 Bridge St.
Meetings : Wednesday evenings. Barton Block.
Cigarmakers' Union, No. 192.
Organized, Oct. 22, 1882.
Number of members reported, 278.
Officers : President, J. Welch, 66 West Central St. ; sec-
retary, J. F. Conway, 724 Elm St.
Meetings : Second Wednesdays, Shoe Workers' Hall,
Barton Block.
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Granite Cutters' International Association, Manchester
Branch.
Organized, January, 1890.
Number of members reported, 12.
Officers : President, E. H. Kelsea ; secretary, John C.
Johnson.
Meeting's : Once a month, 999 Ehn St.
Manchester Mule Spinners' Association.
Organized, March, 1893.
Number of members reported, 70.
Officers : President, Edward McCann, West Brook St.
;
secretary, James Holland, Box 286.
Meetings : First and third Fridays, Barton Block.
Plumbers' Union, Local No. 290.
Organized, Sept. 1, 1903.
Number of members reported, 45.
Officers : President, Edward C. Corey, 485 Pine St. ; sec-
retary, J. E. Hartshorn, Jr., 485 Pine St.
Meetings : First and third Fridays, Barton Block.
Typographical Union, No. 152.
Organized, Oct. 15, 1885.
Number of members reported, 75.
Officers : President, F. T. Irwin ; secretary, W. E. Gil-
more.
Meetings : First Saturdays, Opera House Block.
United Brewery Workmen.
Organized, May, 1886.
Number of members reported, 25.
Officers, President, John Hurley, Gove St. ; secretary,
Harvey Lee, Brewery.
Meetings : Last Wednesday of each month. Boot and
Shoe Workers' Hall.
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American Federation of Musicians, Local, Xo. 341).
Organized. Oct. i;. 1!)03.
Number of members reported, 79.
Officers: President. W. B. McKay. WiA Lake Avenue;
secretary. D. A. X'ittum. So.") Ash St.
Meetings : First Sunday of each month.
National Loomlixers of America.
Organized. Sept. 19. 1902.
Number of members reported, 26.
Officers : President, Charles Gates. 43 Hanover St. ; sec-
retary. R. L. Willis, 24 Print \\'orks.
Meetings : 843 Elm St.
MARLBORO.
Marlboro Branch, Quarry Workers' International L^nion.
Organized. June 1.5, 190(1.
Number of members reported. IS.
Officers : President, Jacob Latvala : secretary, Tony
jMyriano.
Meetings: iMulanders' Temperance Hall, first Monday
each month.
MILFORD.
Granite Gutters' International Association, Milford
Branch.
Organized. May lo, 1896.
Number of members reported, 135.
Officers : President. Gharles Johnson ; secretary. Gust
1 lopkinson.
Paving Gutters' Union, Branch, No. 3.
Organized. June, 1901.
Number of members reported. ;]().
Officers : President. G. D. Pratt ; secretarv. George Bow-
ler.
Meetings : First Friday in each month.
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NASHUA.
Central Labor Union.
Organized, Jan. 1, 1899.
Officers : President, F. Ledoux ; secretary, J. Reiner, Box
135.
Meetings : Second and fourth Mondays.
Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America, Local
No. 895.
Organized, March 8, 1903.
Number of members reported, 23.
Officers : President, O. DeMontigny ; secretary, Charles
B. Grater.
Meetings : Second and fourth Fridays, C. L. U. Hall.
Shirt Waist and Laundry Workers, Local No. 121.
Organized, February, 1904.
Number of members reported, 9.
Officers : President, David Dion, 1 Ash Court ; secretary,
William Lindstrom, 47 Temple St.
Meetings : Second and fourth Wednesdays, C. L. U. Hall.
Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Railway
Employees.
Organized, Aug. 8, 1902.
Number of members reported, 32.
Officers: President, S. W. Bryant, 57^ Kinsley St.; sec-
retary, John C. O'Hare, 50 Buck St.
Meetings : First and third Saturdays, Parkinson Hall,
12 p. m.
Nashua Lodge, No. 674, International Association of Ma-
chinists.
Organized, January, 1904.
Number of members reported, 55.
Officers : President, Fred Morrison, 74 King St. ; secre-
tary, George Cunningham, 6 Hartshorn Ave.
Meetings : First and third Thursdays, C. L. U. Hall.
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Bartenders' Union..
Organized, June 4, 1903.
Number of members reported, 64.
Musicians' Protective Union, Local No. 359.
Organized, Nov. 3, 1903.
Number of members reported, 29.
Officers: President, J. E. McWeeney, 118 Palm St.; sec-
retary, C. L. Twichell, 37 King St.
Meetings : First Sunday, C. L. U. Hall, 5 p. m.
Granite State Lodge, No. 129,Brotherhood Railway Car-
men of America.
Organized, Feb. 22, 1904.
Number of members reported, 42.
Officers : Chief Carman, H. E. Badger, 36 Williams St.
;
secretary, E. A. Brown.
Meetings: First Thursday, Mechanics' Hall.
Cigarmakers' International L^nion, No. 269.
Organized, Oct. 9. 1890.
Number of members reported, 28.
Officers : President, Bert Waterhouse, 341 Main St. ; sec-
retary, George S. Solomon, Box 269.
Meetings : First Wednesday, C. L. U. Hall.
Iron Moulders' Union of North America, Local No. 257.
Organized, July 6, 1896.
Number of members reported, 100.
Officers : President, P. J. Murphy, 32 Lake St. ; secre-
tary. M. J. Moore, 14 McKean St.
Meetings : C. L. U. Hall.
Bricklayers' and Plasterers' L^nion.
Organized. July 2, 1901.
Number of members reported. 20.
Officers : President : F. E. Stevens ; secretary, E. C. Holt,
42 Lake St.
Meetings: Second and fourth Saturda}s.
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United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners.
Organized. April 29, 1901.
Number of members reported, .




Organized, Aug. 17. 1902.
Officers : President, James Ellis ; secretary, T. W. Morri-
sey.
International Brotherhood of Electricians, Local Xo. 42G.
Organized. July 28, 190-t.
Number of members reported, 30.
Officers : President, Edward Malborn : secretary, F. C.
Hatch.
Franklin Lodge, No. 697, International Association of
Machinists.
Organized, May 2, 1904.
Number of members reported, 60.
Officers: President, Charles E. Stearns, 37 Market St.;
secretary, Frank M. Cousins, 95 Congress St.
Meetings: Second and fourth Wednesdays, Pierce Hall.
IVIusicians' Protective Union, Local Xo. .')7().
Organized, July 7, 1904.
Number of members reported, 30.
Officers : President, C. B. Ho\t. 1 Congress St. ; secre-
tary, J. H. Parlin, 67 Pleasant St.
Meetings: First Monday of each month. Band Rooms,
Court St.
LTnited Brewery Workmen, Local Union 127.
Organized. Dec. 3, 1896.
Number of members reported, 210.
Officers : President, Thomas A. Moran, Woodbury Ave.
;
secretary, R. Fullam, 112 Islington St.
Meetings : Second anl last Mondays, Richabite Hall.
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Bottlers' Union, Xo. -^iJ). T. U. U. B. W.
Organized, Dec. 15, 1900.
Number of members reported, Ifi.
Officers : President, John M. Bennet, 49 Broad St. ; sec-
retary, E. J. Sullivan. 5 High St.
Meetings : Pierce Hall, 8 o'clock.
Coal Teamsters' Local Union, No. 300.
Organized. July 20, 1901.
Number of members reported, 25.
Officers : President. S. G. Moran ; secretary. J. D. Brooks.
Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers,
Local, No. 42L
Organized, Aug. 30, ,1901.
Number of members reported, 12.
Officers : President, C. H. Parshlow ; secretary, Ernest O.
Searles. Eliot, Me.
Meetings : First and third Fridays, Chapel St.
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of Amer-
ica. Local No. 921.
Organized, Oct. Ifi, 1901.
Number of members reported, 45.
Officers : President, Daniel Lvtle ; secretary, Robert No-
ble.
Meetings: Second and fourth Tuesda\s, G. A. R. Hall.
International Longshoremen's Association. Local No.
296. Coal Handlers.
Organized. January 4. 1902.
Number of members reported. 25.
Officers : President, John Williams ; secretary, John Mor-
gan.
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Journeymen Barbers' Union, No. 370.
Organized, January 9, 1902.
Number of members reported, 25.
Officers : President, W. H. Watson, 9 Ladd St. ; secre-
tary, Joseph Amazeen.
Meetings : Last Monday in month, 8.30 p. m.
Portsmouth Typographical Union, No. 483.
Organized, April, 1902.
Number of members reported, 21.
Officers : President, T. W. Morrisey, Charles St. ; secre-
tary, P. R. Jellison, Deer St.
Meetings : Second Saturdays in each month. Pierce HalL
7.30 p. m.
Plumbers' and Steam Fitters' Union, No. 336.
Organized, July, 1902.
Number of members reported, 21.
Officers: President, A. S. Cottle; secretary, George .L.
Trefethen.
Coopers' International Union, Local No. 17.
Number of members reported, 27.
Officers : President, John N. Quinlan ; secretary, John J.
Molloy.
International Union Steam Engineers, Local No. 150.
Organized, Sept. 23, 1902.
Number of members reported, 29.
Officers: President, A. F. Woodsum, Box 1271; secre-
tary, Allen W. Walker, 4 Whidden St.
Meetings: Second and fourth Mondays, 10 Market
Square.
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Bartenders' International League, Local No. 309.
Organized, Feb. 9, 1902 ; re-organized, 1903.
Number of members reported, 57.
Officers: President, P. J. McCabe. 8 McDonough St.;
secretary, George W. Griffith, 4 State St.
Meetings : Second Sunday of every month in Portsmouth
;
fourth Sunday in Dover.
Rockingham Lodge, No. 224, International Brotherhood
Maintenance of Way Employees.
Organized, March 9, 1903.
Number of members reported, 46.
Officers : President, William Norton, 6 Jackson St. ; sec-
retary, J. N. Wentworth, 140 State St.
Meetings : Last Sunday of month. Red Men's Hall, 2.30
p. m.
ROCHESTER.
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, Local No. 345.
Organized, Nov. 29, 1902.
Number of members reported, 16.
Officers: President, D. C. Canney, 11 King St.; secretary,
O. N. Marble, 116 Charles St.
Meetings : Every Friday, B. & S. W. U. Hall, 7.30 o'clock.
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of Amer-
ica.
Organized, Aug. 26, 1905.
Number of members reported, 27.
Officers : Frank H. Willard, Box 385 ; secretary, W. M.
Mardin, 19 Summer St.
Meetings: First and third Tuesdays, G. A. R. Hall, 8
•o'clock.
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SALMON FALLS.
Iron Moulders' L'nion, Local No. 3.55.
Organized, May 16, 1901.
Number of members reported, 26.
Officers: President, N. Lamie ; secretary, A. D. Annett,
South Berwick.
Meetings: Third Thursdays, Red Men's Hall. South Ber-
wick, Me.
Mule Spinners' Association.
Organized, June 5, 1897.
Number of members reported, 18.
Officers: President, Peter Vermette. South Berwick, Me.;
secretary, Joshua Brown, Box 108, Salmon Falls.




Number of members reported.
Officers : President, .
Meetings : .
Boot and Shoe Workers" Union. No. 321.
Organized, .
Number of members reported. .
Officers : President, .
Meetings : .
Loom Fixers' Union. No. 21.
Organized, April 20, 1899.
Number of members reported, 38.
Officers : President. John B. Lavoie ; secretary. John P.
Smith.
Mectinsjs : Alternate Mondavs.
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TROY.
Quarry Workers' Union, Branch 74.
Organized, June 15, 1906.
Number of members reported, 20.
Officers : President, Hubert Mills ; secretary, Samuel
Webber.
Meetings : Finn Hall.
WALPOLE.
Bartenders' Union, Local No. 701.
Organized, September 4, 1903.
Number of members reported, 16.
Officers : President, Thomas J. Maley, Bellows Falls, Vt.
;
secretary, John T. McClue, 62 Main St., North Walpole.
Meetings : Grey Block, Bellows Falls, Vt., second Sunday
every month.
WHITEFIELD.
Garment Workers' Local Union, No. 179.
Organized. March 27, 1902.
Number of members reported, 18.
Officers: President, Daisy Hunt; secretary, Mary S.
Boucher.
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INTRODUCTORY.
In 1899 there was issued from the Bureau of Labor a report of
"The Summer Season in New Hampshire," which was widely cir-
culated and from which extracts were published by the leading
newspapers of the country. That report proved valuable adver-
tising of the state's summer attractiveness and doubtless led
many to locate their summer home within our borders.
Since that report was published there has been a marked in-
crease in the summer boarding business and a vast amount of
money has been expended in the erection of summer homes.
Many farms, which barely gave support to the families upon
them, have been sold to people of other states who have become
summer residents of New Hampshire. During the six years since
the last report covering this industry, for it is one of the state's
important industries, there has been a very large increase in the
amount of capital invested in summer hotels and boarding
houses. More than one and a half million dollars have been ex-
pended at Bretton Woods in the White Mountains alone; a new
and magnificent hotel is now nearing completion in the Pran-
conia Notch replacing the long famous Profile house; and a mod-
ern hotel, costing over $120,000, is being constructed on Lake
Sunapee. In other sections of the state there has also been a
large investment in new hotels and permanent improvements.
The Russo-Japanese peace conference at Portsmouth during the
summer gave to the state world-wide prominence and the resorts
of our limited coast line were thronged with summer visitors.
Such a marked growth in the summer business being evident
the work of securing the statistics of the same was commenced
late in the fall of 1905 and the figures herein shown cover the
summer season of that year. It has been the earnest purpose
of the commissioner of labor to secure a correct report from
every town where boarders are taken, or summer cottages are
occupied. These statistics have been secured, for the most part.
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from the selectmen or other town officers in a position to know
the facts concerning the business. In some cases it has been
necessary to consult other citizens acquainted with the subject.
To all who have helped to make this report complete the commis-
sioner extends appreciative thanks.
There has been a marked change in the character of the sum-
mer business in this state in the last few years. In former a ears
the large majority of the summer people were found In the hotels
and boarding houses, while in the more recent years large num-
bers have built camps and homes about our lakes and rivers and
among our hills and mountains, where they find rest and enjoy-
ment. At the same time there has been increased demand for
accommodations at the more expensive hotels where every luxury
can be found.
This report shows the value of the summer business of the
stare, and it is worthy the careful consideration of resident and
non-resident alike. All who receive this pamphlet are invited to
correspond with the Bureau of Labor upon any subject concerning
the development of New Hampshire or any of her industries.
NEW HAMPSHIRE'S SUMMER BUSINESS.
The "Old Granite State," as native and summer resident alike
love to term New Hampshire, has come to be known as the great
vacation state of the East, and is too well known for wealth of
natural beauty to need length}^ commendation in an official pub-
lication.
In no other state has Nature so well planned for the summer
joy and comfort of mankind. Mountain, forest, farm, river, lake
and seashore are blended in one grand out-door symphony, at-
tracting and satisfying vacationists and seekers after rest and
health. Nature's endowment of the Granite State has been ably
seconded by the wealth and ability of the New Hampshire land-
lord who has provided hostelries unequalled by any other resort,
yet the state abounds in quiet camping nooks and attractive
farmhouses where summer board may be obtained at very low
prices. Surrounded by the rugged grandeur of the White and
Franconia Mountains, and dotting the shores of sparkling lakes,
and overlooking the grand old ocean at Hampton, Rye and New-
castle, are some of the finest and most expensive hotels in America,
together with those of more limited accommodation and more
moderate price. With great numbers of people, however, the
growing ideal of summer or vacation life is that passed among
the quiet restful influences of "country" scenes and neighbor-
hoods, or beside the lake and river, and to furnish the opportun-
ity to enjoy such ideals there are in the state over sixteen hun-
dred farmhouses where boarders are taken. They are scattered
among the hills and mountains of the "North Country," and
through the lake district until, in fact, nearly every town has
farmhouses where boarders are taken.
Each year shows an increased demand for summer camps, cot-
tages and home.s, and during the year 1905 nearly thirty thousand
people enjoyed the summer in such homes. There has been in
recent years an increased demand for farm property for summer
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homes in New Hampshire, in some sections of which large sum- •
mer colonies have grown up. There are now thousands of de-
sirable sites for summer homes within this great vacation state
not yet appropriated.
The rapid extension of the free mail delivery service has
served to attract summer boarders to some of the more remote
rural communities, where good air and natural attractions
abound. Before the last report was issued, six years ago, there
were but two R. F. D. routes in the state, while at present there
are 175, including the all-water route on Lake Winnipesaukee,
which daily delivers and collects mail at all camps and cottages
on the lake shore where landing facilities are provided.
In the last report on this subject the commissioner of labor
took occasion to say:
The proper development of the summer business requires
reasonable mail facilities, such as the rural delivery presents,
and these two elements demand better roads. There seems to
be nothing of greater importance as regards the public good and
our general welfare as a state and a people than that some plan,
system, or conclusion be reached on which the permanent im-
provement of our roads may be based. We ought not to adopt
an extravagant system, but there should be sufficient Yankee
ingenuity abroad or in our midst to evolve something practical
and eminently substantial along this line, that would reasonably
apply to our state, and put a stop to the waste and extravagance
now going forward year by year so generally in present town
methods, with few results of a permanent benefit. The proposed
boulevards along our ocean front and from the Massachusetts
line to the White Mountains, originating with Governor Rollins,
are a move in the right direction, and are entitled to our best
consideration. They are pioneer movements, from the discus-
sion of which something helpful and practical is bound to come
which will add most materially to the expansion of the summer
business and the cause of good roads all over the state. With
good roads the summer rural and mountain business is secure;
without them the state and her people will suffer a loss that will
be irreparable, for tourists will not go where poor roads abound.
No arguments are needed. The thoughtful citizen will appreciate
the situation. Public and private interests alike demand that
New Hampshire adopt wise and sensible measures along this
line; not a burdensome or a too costly system, but one that is
practical, within our means, and characteristic of the .good judg-
ment for which the people of the state are noted.
In this summer business occupation, we recognize the wisdom
of inaugurating a movement in the interests of forest preserva-
tion by the state, in the purchase of wooded areas in desirable
localities, for preserves and park purposes, somewhat in line
with the plan obtaining in New York in dealing with her
Adirondack regions, though on a much less pretentious scale It
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needs no prophetic eye to discern the wisdom of this course.
The present condition of our state finances will well warrant a
reasonable appropriation by the legislature for this purpose, as
a beginning, to be invested in selected areas, wheiher covered by
heavy or light growths, to remain in the perpetual control of the
state, to which additions could be made from time to time, to the
lasting benefit of future generations, and the best material In-
terests of the commonwealth.
After careful investigation by men interested in the substan-
tial advancement of the state, and with a view to making it more
attractive to the summer tourists, many thousands of whom now
journey thither in automobiles, the legislature of 1905 passed an
act for the permanent improvement of main highways, appro-
priating $125,000 per year for six years, and requiring towns
benefiting by this aid to make appropriation therefor, the whole
amount to be expended under the supervision of a competent
highway engineer. Under this law 192 of the 224 towns and two
of the eleven cities applied for aid and there was appropriated
during the year by towns and state, for permanent highway,
$269,894.85, not including the amount expended by the state on
roads which have been made state roads. As much construction
was completed during the year as the season would permit. It is
the policy of the state to select such town roads for permanent
improvement as will eventually make continuous permanent
highway between important cities and towns.
The so-called "state roads" include the ocean boulevard,
which extends from the Massachusetts state line, between Salis-
bury and Seabrook to Newcastle. When completed this perma-
nent highway, varying in width from fifty to a hundred feet, and
skirting the beach for nearly sixteen miles, will provide one of
the finest ocean drives in New England. About $50,000 has been
expended upon its construction within the town of Rye.
The most important state road in the mountain section Is that
extending from North Woodstock in the Pemigewasset valley,
through the far-famed Franconia Notch, passing the Flume
House, Profile Lake, Old Man of the Mountain, Profile
House, Echo Lake; thence by the so-called bridle path, now
known as the Lafayette road, to Twin Mountain House, thence
1o Fabyan's, Bretton Woods, Crawford's, and through the world-
famous Crawford Notch to the Bartlett town line on the east side
of the mountains, a distance of forty-five miles. The state has
expended on this road since 1899, $46,300, including the con-
struction of a new highway from the Profile Golf Links to Twin
Mountain, and also the construction of the new highway between
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Twin Mountain and Fabyan's. This mountain road, connecting
the Merrimack valley with the heart of the mountains, is un-
equalled in scenic beauty on this continent.
The Jefferson Notch road, which has cost the state $28,400
and connects Bretton Woods with the charming mountain village
of Jefferson, provides another delightful trip for carriage or
automobile. Other state roads include the former county road
extending from the Colebrook town line through un-incorporated
towns to the Errol town line. This highway—known as the Dix-
ville Notch road—passes The Balsams at Dixville Notch and
abounds in attractive scenery. The Pinkham Notch road, an-
other of the state's highways, extends from the Jackson town line
to Gorham and Randolph, passing the site of the famous Glen
House a.nd connecting with the carriage road to the summit of
Mt. Washington.
Thus it will be seen that the lawmakers of the state appre-
ciate the value of the summer business and are alive to the
state's best interests. It is probable that treble the amount of
permanent highway will be constructed this j'ear, than was pos-
sible to complete in 1905, owing to the necessary delay in begin-
ning active opei'ations.
Of Now Hampshire's lakes and rivers volumes might be
written. Lake Winnipesaukee, 25 miles long and from one to
seven in width, with its three hundred islands, attracts thousands
of sportsmen and vacationists. Lakes Winnisquam, Squam,
Newfound, Mascoma, Sunapee and many smaller bodies of water,
are surrounded with summer homes and boarding houses.
It is estimated, on competent authority, that there is at least
one million dollars invested in power boats on the above named
lakes.
The Merrimack and Connecticut rivers drive the wheels of
industry and furnish fishing and boating for the summer folks,
but of all these more will be said in detail.
The state has faced the forestry problem, the preservation of
which means so much to the summer business, and our forestry
commission and Congressional delegation are laboring for the
establishment of a National Park within the White Mountain
region.
The summer business, aside from its direct financial return,
furnishes employment to over 5,000 males and 9,000 females,
many of whom are teachers and students who thus in the vaca-
tion period earn an aggregate of over $864,000.
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The statistical tables arranged by counties, tell the story of
the state's summer business in detail. A general summarv^ of
the 1905 business shows:
GENERAL SUMMARY
Capital invested in hotels and boarding houses $ 8,693.000
Capital invested in summer residences and cottages.. 11,327,879
Capital invested in summer liveries, including private
liveries of summer guests 1,204,300
Estimated amount of capital invested in steamboats
and power launches, on the various lakes 1,000.000
Total $22,285,179
Number of towns where summer guests are accom-
modated 218
Number of towns where guests are not taken 17
Number of regular boarders, one week or more 120,433
Number of transient boarders 100,647
Number living in summer homes and cottages 28,103
Total 309,243
Number of farmhouses where boarders are taken l.,661
Number of boarders accommodated in farmhouses. . .
.
24,480
Number of males employed 5,217
Number of females employed 9,120
Total 14,337
Wages paid to males $409,782
Wages paid to females 394,465
Total $864,247
Cash received from summer people $ 7,549,375
Estimated amount of cash received for railroad fares
in the state 1,075,000
Received for steamboat fares on the different lakes.. 111,000
Amount invested in new hotels and improvements
and summer homes 1,700,000
Total $10,435,375
THE SUMMER BUSINESS OF THE STATE
BY COUNTIES.
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY
The county of Rockingham leads the state in the amount in-
vested in summer residences and cottages, with a total invest-
ment of $2,151,700, and it also received the most money from the
summer business of 1905, the total amount being $1,G2G,373.
Rockingham county extends on the coast from Massachusetts
to Maine, and short as the coast line is, being only sixteen miles,
it includes some of the best beach resorts on the New England
coast, while off from Rye Beach are the Isles of Shoals, which in
historic associations antedate Plymouth Rock by nearly forty
years.
At the northerly point of New Hampshire's coast line, where
the Piscataqua river forms a dividing line between the Granite
and Pine Tree states, is found the city of Portsmouth, of which a
modern writer has said, "Portsmouth is one of the dear and
precious old towns of New England, surrounded with an aureole
of delightful legends and historic events, and abounding in
memories of great men." Always of national importance be-
cause of its navy yard, "Old Strawberry Bank" in 1905 became
of international importance because of the peace conference
when the representatives of Russia and Japan here agreed upon
the Treaty of Portsmouth.
Portsmouth stands unrivalled as a summer resort, possessing
features of both city and country, and affording the possibility of
enjoyment of either at will. Within easy access are creek and
liver, bay and ocean, for boating, fishing, bathing; and field and
forest for riding and roaming; and the fairest open country with




This historic city wliere, more than two hundred years ago,
the mighty ships of old England used to "lie against the banks"
of the Piscataqua, contains in splendid preservation several of the
old time mansions, some of which are now owned by the descend-
ants of the builders, men whose names were prominent in the
state and nation. In such summer residences there is an invest-
ment of more than $385,000 within the city. Easy of access,
Portsmouth is the mecca of thousands of summer guests, who
may be domiciled at the nearby watering places. Especially was
this true during the season of 1905, when the peace conference
was in session and at the time of the destruction of Henderson's
Point off the navy yard.
Portsmouth not only enjoys splendid train service from Bos-
ton and points in Maine, but is supplied with a network of elec-
tric railways reaching the Maine beaches on the north, with a
line to Dover, that hustling Strafford county municipality. In a
southerly direction direct service is maintained to Rye and
Hampton beaches, where connection is made for Exeter and for
Newburyport and other Massachusetts cities. Another direct line
to Exeter passes through quaint Greenland and other towns. The
city naturally benefits greatly from these electric connections.
While the city contains no hotels exclusively for summer board-
ers, the magnificent Rockingham and other smaller hotels enter-
tain many summer guests.
Below Portsmouth, on the same side of the river, is Newcastle,
which appears to be a part of the city, but Sagamore creek
marks the dividing line. This rock strewn and wave beaten
town, which boasts of some of the most picturesque features of
the New England coast, shared with Portsmouth the glories of
the Russo-Japanese peace conference for the official representa-
tives of both countries lived at the Wentworth during the con-
ference. Within this little town $400,000 is invested in hotels
and boarding houses and $300,000 in summer residences, cottages
and private stables. Newcastle enjoys all the steam and electric
railway facilities of Portsmouth, which is its railroad station.
The locality about Rye Beach is remarkable for the blending
of New England country and seashore life. Rye Beach is con-
sidered one of the most fashionable and brilliant of New Hamp-
shire resorts and here may be found during the season prominent
families of distant cities and sections, and its hotels and cottages
are of the finest. Its bathing beach is attractive and safe, while
its rock formations add to its charm. Star Island, of the Isles of
Shoals group, which was once the town of Gossport, is a part of
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the town of Rye. The visitor to south-east New Hampshire
should not fail to visit these islands. A summer vacation should
include the delightful steamer trip from Portsmouth thither—an
ocean sail of about an hour's duration in good weather. It is
claimed that these islands differ little in general appearance and
principal physical features from what they were when DeMonts
sailed past them in 1605, bare, cragged and seamed masses of
rock. There was a fishing station here in 1623, whicK by 1730
had increased to a settlement, and in later years the population
increased until it numbered at least 600 souls. Here the summer
visitor, amid modern comfortable accommodations, finds delight
in the pure and bracing sea air, the isolation from the outside
world, and the wealth of historic associations. Within the town
of Rye there is invested in summer hotels and boarding houses
$655,200, and in summer residences, cottages and liveries,
$704,600.
The town of North Hampton joins Rye on the south, its ocean
frontage including Boar's Head and other rocky promontory.
There are many substantial summer residences here, the total
amount invested in such being $320,000. The investment in
summer hotels and boarding houses amounts to $80,000. North
Hampton is reached by the Eastern Division of the Boston &
Maine R. R., and by the Exeter, Hampton & Amesbury electric
system, which controls most of the electric lines in this section.
Hampton Beach, which is a peculiarly favored ocean dom-
inated resort has grown rapidly in popularity since the installa-
tion of the splendid electric system which connects it with
Portsmouth, Nashua, Salem, Exeter and the railroad stations at
Hampton and North Hampton on the Eastern Division of the
B. & M. R. R. and with Newburyport, Amesbury, Haverhill,
Lawrence and Lowell in Massachusetts. Little Boar's Head adds
to the attractiveness of its magnificent bathing beach, from
which the ocean view is wide spreading and inspiring. Only
fifty-one miles from Boston, this popular resort is easily reached
from all points. Within the town of Hampton the investment
in hotels and boarding houses amounts to $150,000; the invest-
ment in summer residences, cottages and liveries is $205,000.
Hampton Falls and Seabrook complete the coast line to the
Massachusetts border, and, while their summer business is not
as extensive as the before mentioned towns, many find rest and
recreation in both towns during the summer months.
Among the towns in the interior of the county, which, though



















and indirectly from the summer business, may be mentioned
Exeter, the home of the Phillips Exeter Academy, one of the
most important stations on the Western Division of the B.
& M. R. R. Exeter is closely connected with the beaches and
surrounding towns by different divisions of the E., H. & A.
electric system, and its tradesmen profit by the summer trade.
Salem, on the Manchester & Lawrence branch of the B. &
M. R. R., has an investment of $25,000 in hotels and boarding
houses, and $70,000 in summer residences and cottages. There
is a station in this town for Canobie Lake, a beautiful inland
water, where the Hudson, Pelham & Salem Electric Ry. Co.
maintain a magnificent summer park with half-hourly service to
Haverhill, Nashua, Lowell and Lawrence. Over 1,820,670 pas-
sengers were carried by this company last year.
Derry, the next station of importance on this line of railroad,
while devoted principally to the manufacture of shoes, entertained
last year over 800 regular boarders and there is invested within
the town in summer hotels and boarding houses, $12,000; and in
summer residences and cottages, $27,050. Derry is connected
with Chester by an electric railroad which last year carried
268,914 passengers. The town of Chester entertained over nine
hundred boarders during the season of 1905.
Rockingham county joins the county of Hillsboro at Massa-
besic Lake, its border town being Auburn, on the Portsmouth
Branch of the B. & M. R. R. This lake being the water supply
for the city of Manchester, summer hotels and cottages have
been placed under many restrictions in recent years, but the
investment in Auburn at the present time in summer hotels
and boarding houses amounts to $13,500 with nearly double that
amount invested in summer residences and cottages.
Epping, at the junction of the Portsmouth branch with the
"Worcester, Nashua & Portland Division of the Boston & Maine,
has about $45,000 invested in summer homes, with about three
hundred people living therein.
Newmarket, a manufacturing town on the Western Division,
has about $20,000 invested in summer boarding houses, which
are located on Great Bay, near the Durham line. At Rocking-
ham Junction, the Western Division crosses the Portsmouth
branch of the Boston & Maine.
A tabulation of all the towns of Rockingham county where
guests are entertained will be found on another page, showing
the amount of summer business done in each.
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STRAFFORD COUNTY.
The county of Strafford, which lies north of Rockingham and
extends along the Maine border line to Carroll county, has
comparatively little summer boarding business, yet it received
from summer visitors in 1905, $77,675.
The mountain region is approached by three main lines of
railroad. The Connecticut River Line follows the extreme
western border of the state from New York, Connecticut and
Massachusetts; the Merrimack Valley Route, through the centre
of the state; and the great "Through the Notch" Route, from
Boston and eastern Massachusetts. This latter line traverses
the length of Strafford county and affords splendid facilities for
its residents. The through, train service over this line is via
the Eastern Division of the Boston & Maine to Portsmouth,
thence to Somersworth, Rochester and northern points. The
splendid train service between New York city and Bar Harbor,
Me., benefits Strafford county points, as it is maintained over
the Worcester, Nashua & Portland Division, crossing the moun-
tain line at Rochester.
The city of Dover, on the Piscataqua river, is the county seat
and a hustling business place. Located on the main line of the
Western Division of the Boston & Maine, with a branch line to
Portsmouth on the south, and to Rochester, Alton Bay and Lake
Winnipesaukee on the north, there is a large amount of summer
travel through the city during the season. Electric connection
is had with Portsmouth and with the Maine beaches, and also
with the sister cities of Somersworth and Rochester. There are
a few summer residences in Dover, about $50,000 being so in-
vested, and there are many desirable sites available along the
river.
Durham, the seat of the New Hampshire Agricultural Col-
lege, which has an endowment of half a million dollars, is on
the main line of the Western Division, south of Dover. It
borders on Great Bay and has at least $163,000 invested in
summer residences and cottages, and in its boarding and farm
houses entertains more boarders than any other town in the
county.
Somersworth, on the Maine border, has $27,500 invested in
summer residences, but has practically no summer boarding
business. It is devoted to large industrial enterprises, and enjoys
excellent railroad facilities.
Rochester, the county's great junction point, has some twenty-
five farm houses where boarders are taken. Its railroad facilities
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are unequalled in this section of New England. It enjoys the
benefits of the through train service between Portland, Worces-
ter and New York, and the Boston and White Mountain line
through Crawford Notch. Connection is also had for Boston,
via Dover and the Western Division; and for lake points and
central New Hampshire and Vermont points via Alton Bay and
Lakeport. There is not as much to mark the towns of Strafford
county from other country districts as one finds farther north,
but the section around Rochester is well worthy of being better
known to the summer boarder. In the great rush to get to the
lake and mountain resorts in the north, this section has been
to some extent overlooked, although in recent years quite a few
city people have found summer homes in the various villages
along the railroad lines.
The statistical table on another page shows in detail the
summer business of Strafford County.
CARROLL COUNTY.
With a little over a million dollars invested in summer hotels
and boarding houses, and over a million and a half invested in
summer residences and cottages, Carroll County holds an im-
portant place in the summer resort business of the state. With
the beautiful Lake Winnipesaukee on its southwestern side, and
wonderful Crawford Notch at its northern extremity, with the
lesser mountains and smaller lakes in its interior, Carroll County
proves a worthy competitor with the larger counties of Grafton
and Coos for the summer business.
At •Sanbornville, in the town of Wakefield, the Wolfeboro
branch of the Boston & Maine leaves the main line to the moun-
tains and runs direct to the great lake at Wolfeboro, passing
Lake Wentworth, formerly known as Smith's Pond, on the shore
of which once stood the residence of Governor .John Wentworth,
of colonial fame. The town of Wakefield has $25,000 invested in
summer hotels and boarding houses and $60,000 in summer
residences and cottages. There are 100 farm houses where
boarders are taken, more than 1,500 guests being entertained
during the season.
The attractions of Wolfeboro are without number, and it
is one of the best equipped vacation resorts in the country, with
many hotels and boarding houses which are filled during the
season. Within the town and about the lake shore are many
cottages and summer residences, the investment in such totaling
$243,000. At Wolfeboro the lake steamers connect regularly for
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Alton Bay, Centre Harbor, the Weirs (on the White Mountain
Division of the B. & M. R. R. ) and other landings. Add to
the charm of the lake, with its fishing and boating, the enchant-
ing view of the Belknap and other mountains to be obtained
from the highland at Wolfeboro Bay, and the delightful drives
to Mirror Lake and over the surrounding hills, and one finds
at Wolfeboro the ideal spot for a summer vacation. At least
5000 regular boarders so found it in 1905, and the town received
large financial benefit therefrom.
Tuftonboro, the next town to Wolfeboro, on the lake, has an
investment of $100,000 in residences and cottages for summer
people and during the last season entertained 1,500 regular
boarders. Its railroad stations are at Wolfeboro and Ossipee.
Melvin Village, on the lake shore, has boat connection with the
Weirs and Lakeport on the White Mountains Division. A new
steamer, the "Governor Endicott," placed in commission last
summer, affords fast service.
Moultonboro, which has a large amount of lake shore and
includes Long Island, is a deservedly popular resort. It not only
borders Lake Winnipesaukee, but Squam Lake as well. Stage
connection is had with the railroad station at Meredith and
with the steamer landing at Centre Harbor. The principal sum-
mer colony is where the town joins Centre Harbor on the lake
shore, although the Long Island attractions are many. The
investment in summer residences and cottages in Moultonboro
amounts to $210,000, with at least $16,000 invested in summer
hotels and boarding houses. There are thirty farm houses where
boarders are taken, there being some 1,200 regular boarders in
town last season.
Sandwich, to the north of Moultonboro, has grown in
popularity in the past two years owing to former President
Grover Cleveland's purchase there of farm property for a summer
home. Sandwich is twelve miles frojn the railroad station at
Meredith, and the same distance from West Ossipee on the
Eastern Division. During the summer many visitors leave the
train at Ashland, crossing Squam Lake by steamer. The invest-
ment in hotels and boarding houses amounts to $20,000, with
$80,000 invested in summer cottages and residences.
After leaving Sanbornville, on the main line to the moun-
tains, Ossipee is soon reached, a township which covers con-
diderable territory and has numerous railroad stations, and
many attractions for summer visitors. Ossipee Mountain, 2,300



















town, and there are other "hills" of interest to the vacationist
Ossipee Lake is an attractive sheet of water which is not half
as well known as it deserves to be. Ossipee has $10,000 invested
in hotels and boarding houses, and $5G,000 invested in summer
residences and cottages. At West Ossipee stage connection is
made for Tamworth and Lake Chocorua.
Tamworth, in the lovely Tamworth valley, has $25,900 invested
in hotels and boarding houses and $110,200 in summer residences
and cottages. About 1500 regular boarders were entertained during
the last season.
Madison, pleasantly located on the shores of Silver Lake, the
cool waters and white sand beach of which speak eloquently
of good fishing, is the next important railroad station. As it
Is approached by train, the tradition-haunted Mount Chocorua
is viewed, the whole presenting a picture long to be remembered.
Madison has $20,000 invested in hotels and boarding houses
and $30,000 in summer residences and cottages.
Conway, which includes North Conway, Intervale and Kear-
sarge, is the resort par-excellence of the section known as the
"East Side" of the mountains. If it is true, as noted by some
writer, that sky and landscape have a commercial value in New
England that they do not possess elsewhere, then the people of
North Conway and Intervale are the capitalists of this part of
the Granite State. These favored resorts are complacent in the
knowledge of their own scenic importance at the outer portal
of the glorious gateway to the White Hills, the peaks of which
stand out majestically across the intervale. Here the Boston
& Maine system ends, connecting with the Maine Central R. R.
line from Portland through the Crawford Notch to Crawfords,
Bretton Woods, Fabyans, and on to Lancaster, Colebrook, the
Connecticut Lakes and Quebec; and to Whitefleld, St. Johnsbury,
Montreal and Burlington on Lake Champlain. The townspeople
and the railroad management evidently believe the axiom that
first impressions are lasting, for one of the conspicuous features
of the place is the park-like enclosure which lies between "the
street" and the B. & M. station. Most of the visible part of
North Conway lies along this main thoroughfare, and it makes
a charming mountain village. The hotel and boarding house
investment amounts to $326,000 and the money invested in sum-
mer residences and cottages equals $325,000.
The Bartlett town line comes to the railroad at Intervale; so
close that Lower Bartlett seems a part of the North Conway
family. Mt. Kearsarge, which is so often referred to as the
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sentinel of the Crawford Notch, is the bright particular posses-
sion of this neighborhood. The summer business of Bartlett
is nearly all done at this Lower Bratlett end and the investment
in hotels and boarding houses amounts to $69,500, with about
the same amount invested in residences and cottages. The
railroad station for Lower Bartlett is Intervale, the junction of
the Boston & Maine and Maine Central railroads. Bartlett
proper is an important division point on the Mountain division
of the Maine Central R. R. and quite a number of guests are
entertained at this part of the town.
Jackson, so often referred to as "the ideal mountain village,"
Is eight miles above North Conway. A pretty village, reached
from Glen station on the M. C. R. R., 144 miles from Boston, it
is the haunt of the artist and natural home of the lover of
nature. Its views of the Presidential Range are charming and
impressive. Mt. Washington is but sixteen miles away; its walks
and drives are entrancing, while the comforts provided by its
fine hotels and boarding houses are quite in keeping with the
whole spirit of the place. "Beautiful for situation," with the
Crawford Notch just "next door," Jackson has more than a score
of points of interest within easy driving or tramping distance,
including Pinkham and Carter Notches, Jackson Falls on the
Wildcat and Goodrich Falls on the Ellis River, Glen Ellis Falls,
Tuckerman's Ravine, and many others- Goodrich Falls is the
largest perpendicular waterfall in the White Mountains region;
Jackson Falls are exceedingly picturesque and the Glen Ellis
Falls and the Crystal Cascade each have a drop of over 80 feet.
It is such delightful attractions as these that warrant the in-
vestment in Jackson of $450,000 in hotels and boarding houses,
and that induces the summer visitors to invest $220,000 in sum-
mer residences and cottages.
A statistical table upon another page shows in detail the
summer business of Carroll County.
BELKNAP COUNTY.
The County of Belknap has $544,000 invested in hotels and
boarding houses, and $1,348,450 in summer I'esidences and cot-
tages, and entertained last year 13,494 regular boarders and over
21,000 transient. The cash receipts from the summer business
amounted to $590,608.
The main approach to the lake region of Belknap County is
via the Merrimack Valley Route from Boston, through the cities
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of Lowell, Nashua, Manchester and Concord, thence to Tilton,
Laconia, Lakeport, Weirs and Meredith. Another direct line is
over the Boston & Maine to Alton Bay, via Rochester, thence to
Laconia over the Lake Shore branch, skirting the beautiful lake.
At Alton Bay connection is made with the steamer Mt. Washing-
ton for the principal lake points. The steamer also connects with
trains at The Weirs and at Wolfeboro.
Tilton is the first Belknap County point reached in ap-
proaching the lake over the main line. A charming country
town, nestling at the foot ot Great Bay, it is the home of Tilton
M. E. Seminary, and offers many attractions to summer visitors.
It is from Tilton that the traveller gets the foretaste of the
glorious lake and mountain scenery of New Hampshire. The
hotel and boarding house investment in Tilton is $35,000; the
amount invested in summer residences and cottages, $6,500.
About four hundred regular boarders were accommodated the
past season. At Tilton a change of cars is made for
Belmont, on the Belmont branch. This is a pretty hill town
which is growing in importance as a summer resort. There is
invested in summer hotels and boarding houses $8,000, and
nearly twice that amount is invested in summer residences and
cottages. More than 250 regular boarders were entertained
last yeai
Gilmanton, which occupies a picturesque position, is most
easily reached via Belmont, although many drive from Tilton and
Laconia. More than 650 regular boarders were entertained last
season in hotels and boarding houses, in which $39,000 is in-
vested, while more than 100 resided in residences and cottages,
the investment in which amounts to $23,000.
Sanbornton joins Tilton on the northwest, and borders on
I^ake Winnisquam, a part of which is called Sanbornton Bay.
There is invested in town about $21,000 in summer residences
and cottages, and nearly three hundred regular boarders are
accommodated in farm houses. Lake Winnisquam, so named by
the Indians and meaning "beautiful water," is about nine miles
long and abounds in fish, being naturally and artificially stocked.
The view of this lake as the train follows its southeastern lina
and enters Laconia, is very pleasing.
The thriving city of Laconia, with Lakeport, occupies almost
the whole of the eastern boundary of Lake Winnisquam. Laconia
comprises the city proper, Lakeport, at one time called Lake
Village, and The Weirs, the "queen of the lake." Devoted prin-
cipally to manufacturing, with a variety of industries, it has
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also a verj' large summer business. The amount of capital
invested in hotels and boarding houses is $214,500, while the
investment in summer residences and cottages is $444,000.
Lakeport, situated on Lake Paugus or "Long Bay," through which
the waters of Lake Winnipesaukee are emptied, is a growing
ward of the city of Laconia and receives large benefit from the
summer business. It is the junction point at which connection
is made via the Lake Shore branch to lake points, Alton Bay,
Rochester, Dover, Portland, Portsmouth and Boston. Lakeport is
also the starting point of the mail steamer "Dolphin," which
delivers mail at all lake points, and of which more will be told
later on. Leaving Lakeport the railroad winds along the lake
dhore, passing many camps ana cottages, and soon reaches The
Weirs. Here are several hotels and scores of cottages clustered
among the trees overlooking the lake, the shores of which are
dotted with cottages and more expensive residences. Conspicuous
among the buildings are those belonging to the New Hampshire
Veterans' Association, which has ample grounds near the station.
The Weirs is a most picturesque spot, its territory rising ab-
ruptly from the shores of the lake into a succession of hills from
which are obtained most comprehensive views of the Ossipee
Mountains and other ranges of interest.
LAKE WINNIPESAUKEE.
Lake Winnipesaukee is 472 feet above the level of the sea. It
is twenty-five miles long and from one to seven miles in width,
and in some parts upwards of 200 feet in depth. It has an area
of about 09 square miles. Scattered over this area are islands,
large and small, numbering nearly 300, many of them large
enough for habitation and containing camps and cottages, but by
far the greater number are beautiful islets, forming most at-
tractive scenic features on all sides. "When the weather is
fair and the surface of the lake unruffled, these lovely islands
seem floating upon its bosom, while its mountainous and heavily
wooded shores find full reflection in its glassy depths." The
shores of Winnipesaukee retain in large measure their primitive
features and surroundings. At many points wooded hillsides and
occasionally a mountain base come down to the very water's
edge. No views of mountain chains and elevations to be had In
this locality are equal to those afforded from the surface of
the lake itself. Upon the deck of the steamer "Mount Washington"
the grandest revelations of mountain scenery take place, as, for










boat passes in making the trip from Weirs to Centre Harbor,
where magnificent views of Mount Washington and the Presi-
dential Range are in order. The islands of Winnipesaukee are,
many of them, of considerable size. Rattlesnake Island has an
area of about 150 acres; Manhannock Island an area of about
350 acres; Bear Island is about four miles long and at one
time had good fafms upon its surface, but it is now a summer
resort known and valued by a loyal constituency. It might go
without telling that l^ake Winnipesaukee is a famous fishing
place, for all New Hampshire lakes are that. The Weirs received
its name from the fish traps employed in its locality in catching
the shad and salmon, which attracted the Indian tribes in large
numbers long before this section was at all known to the white
settlers. There are at least 600 power boats and launches on
Lake Winnipesaukee.
The establishment of the "Marine Route," as R. F. D. Route
No. 3 of the Lakeport postoffice is called, has been an important
factor in the growth of the summer business on the lake. This
route was established in the spring of 1902 and the mail steamer
"Dolphin" commenced regular trips June 1 of that year. The
staunch little craft was constructed especially for the service
and is licensed to carry fifty passengers, and many have found
this trip the best way of seeing the lake as the boat skims around
the islands and through channels too shaiTow for the larger
steamersi The mail boac runs five months in the year, making
one trip daily during June, September and October, and two trips
during July and August. The route Is thirty-five miles long,
the boat leaving Lakeport and making twenty-three landings,
touching at Weirs both ways. The boat carries closed pouches
for Long Island and Bear Island, where there are established
postoflSces. Among the principal landings are Black's Landing,
where there are fifteen cottages; Three-Mile Island, where the
Appalachian Mountain Club have accommodations for 250 to 300
people; Sandy Island, where the Boston Y. M. C. A. accommodate
about one hundred; Cow Island, summer camp of the Dick
school for boys, accommodating one hundred; Birch and Jolly
Islands, the summer homes of many clerg>'men, have aoout 150
summer residents; Goodrich Landing, at the lower end of Bear
Island, has tents and cottages for about fifty people. This rs said
to be the only marine route in the United States. One tvas
surveyed to run from Wolfeboro to connect at Cow Island with
this line, but it has not yet been operated. Postmaster Buzzell
of the Lakeport office reports the number of pieces of mail
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handled on the bgat in 1902, 39,248; and in 1905 the number
handled was 125,851. The business has increased so rapidly that
the department allowed a clerk for the carrier during July and
August last year. Hundreds of cottages have been built and
more are building at present, along the route of this mail boat.
Centre Harbor, the port for Moultonboro as well as a large
section about there, forms the chief northwestern settlement on
the lake. It has splendid hotels and handsome residences and
cottages, and the drives in its vicinity are of surpassing interest,
while there is ample opportunity for delightful lake excursions.
It is reached direct from The Weirs, also from Wolfeboro and
Alton Bay, by the steamer "Mt. Washingvon," which is licensed
to carry 1100 passengers. The investment in summer hotels
and boarding houses amounts to $137,500, and the investment
in summer residences and cottages is $167,500. There were 1634
regular boarders last season, and a host of transient visitors.
The railroad station for Centre Harbor is at Meredith.
Meredith, the next station above the Weirs, lies at the
northern end of Winnipesaukee and is "another idyllic summer
town." It is growing every year in popularity and abounds in
charming drives and water excursions. The amount invested in
summer hotels and boarding houses amounts to $60,000; amount
invested in summer residences and cottages, $123,550. About
400 regular boarders were entertained last season.
Alton Bay, where the passenger over the Western •Division,
via Dover and Rochester, gets his first glimpse of Winnipesaukee,
Is a pretty summer village located on a narrow but charming
fiord of the great lake itself. It is prominent also as an excur-
sion point, at which the "Mount Washington" is taken for the
lake trip. Alton has several desirable hotels and boarding
houses, which last season accommodated over 3000 regular
boarders. There are numberless cottages about Alton Bay, the
investment within the town in residences and cottages amounting
to ^425,000, while tne amount invested in hotels and boarding
houses is $30,000. Alton Bay has in more recent years grown
rapidly as a vacation resort, also becoming quite a centre for
camping parties. It has many delightful drives, one of which
is to Wolfeboro, an eleven mile drive around the southeastern end
of the lake.
Barnstead, another Belknap county town which offers restful
vacation places, is most easily reached via the Suncook Valley
Branch of the Boston & Maine, connecting with the Merrimack




residences and cottages is only $17,900, but about 300 regular
boarders found accommodations last year in farm houses.
The ride over the Lake Shore Branch from Alton Bay to
Lakeport is delightful as the track closely follows the water line.
After passing a few small stations, and through the rock cuts
at West Alton, the glorious fullness of Winnipesaukee proper
comes in view and for several miles the main body of the lake
is in sight, while at Lake Shore Park a still more sweeping
vista is enjoyed.
Gilford, the last town before Lakeport is reached, o'erlooks
the lake, and behind it is Mount Belknap, the mountain sentinel
of this region. "Kimball Castle," square and baronial, like an
oldtime stronghold, is a conspiciuous summer residence here.
Gilford is a growing resort for summer visitors, entertaining
500 regular boarders last season. The investment in summer
hotels and boarding houses amounts to $20,000; and in summer
residences and cottages to $90,000.
The tabulation for Belknap County tells in detail of the
summer business of 1905.
HILLSBORO COUNTY.
Hillsboro county, which leads the state in population and in
the extent of its manufacturing industries, has a smaller sum-
mer business than the more northern counties, yet there is
Invested in summer hotels and boarding houses, $208,000; and
in summer residences and cottages, $718,300. The regular
fioarders last season numbered 6,124, with over 1,000 persons
living m summer homes. The county benefitted from the
summer business to the extent of $353,525. Manchester, the
"Queen City," wherein is located the largest cotton manufacturing
corporation of the country, has practically no summer boarding
business, yet its merchants benefit directly and indirectly from
that of surrounding towns. Nashua, the "Second City," claims
the largest shoe factory In the United States, in addition to its
cotton mills and other industries, but, like Manchester, has no
summer boarding business, although it benefits therefrom. In
entering the southwestern part of the county by rail, the first
station of importance after leaving Nashua, on the train from
Boston to Keene, a branch of the Worcester, Nashua & Portland
Division of the Boston & Maine system, is Milford.
Milford, the home of New Hampshire's chief executive.
Governor John McLane, is one of the state's most attractive
towns, with its well kept homesteads and shaded streets. The
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Souhegan River adds a picturesque touch as it winds througn
the tovv'n furnishing power to many industries. There are many-
delightful drives and points of interest in the vicinity of Milford,
the amount invested in summer hotels and boarding houses is
?15,000; invested in summer residences and cottages, $10,400;
number of boarders accommodated last season, 500. Because
of its accessibility from Boston, Milford and the countrv 'rouncj
about offers many advantages for summer residents. The finest
resort of this section, for which the passenger leaves the train
at Milford, is Mont Vernon.
Sometimes called "the Bethlehem of southern New Hamp-
shire," Mont Vernon possesses an individuality of its own, and, in
point of accessibility, attitude and delightful outlook, is not
outclassed by any summer town. Four and a half miles from
the Milford station, over a picturesque road, the visitor finds
this hill village offering every hotel and boarding house com-
fort and affording opportunity for drives and walks of much
interest amid health-giving surroundings. Its largest hotel, on
Prospect Hill, accommodates 150 guests and there are numerous
farm houses where boarders are taken. Among the mountains
to be seen from Mont Vernon are Mount Wachusett, and the
far off Blue Hills of Milton, to the south; Saddleback, the
Uncannoonucs, Ragged, Sunapee, Kidder, Pack Monadnock, and
others in an unbroken line from the northeast to the southwest.
On a clear night may be seen the Isles of Shoals light, fifty mlies
distant, directly east. After considering its many charms, one
wonders that Mont Vernon has Deen so little known and ap-
preciated, but it is growing as a summer resort. The hotel and
boarding house investment amounts to $40,000, with $25,000
invested in summer residences ana cottages. ADOut one thousand
regular boarders were accommodated last season.
Amherst, a restful, healthful country town, is not far from
Milford, on the Manchester & Milford Branch, and many summer
boarders enjoy the season there. The investment in summer
residences and cottages is $32,000, and there are several farm
houses where boarders are taken.
Bedford, on the same railroad line, has $10,300 invested in
summer homes and several farmhouses are open for summer
visitors.
Before the Boston & Maine system secured control of prao
tically all the railroads of the state, a branch of the old Fitchburg
R. R. was built into Milford, connecting at Ayer Junction for
Boston and Western points; this is now known as the Milford




Brookline, which has a limited amount of summer business,
and, also, by change of cars, the Hillsboro county towns of
Mason, Greenville, New Ipswich and Sharon, all of which offer
attractions for summer visitors.
Wilton, a thriving country town in a beautiful valley, only
fifty-five miles from Boston, is the summer home of many "city
people," more than $100,000 being invested in summer residences
and cottages, and $50,000 in summer hotels and boarding houses,
accommodating last season 450 regular boarders. There are
many superb views obtainable from its breezy hill tops.
Lyndeboro, reached from the South Lyndeboro station above
Wilton, is another tarrying place known and loved by many
summer visitors. With its Stimson Hill, Piscataquog Mountain
and the glorious Lyndeboro Range, it is near to the heart of the
hill country of this section of New Hampshire. It has a dozen
or more farmhouses where boarders are taken, about 300 being
entertained last year.
Greenfield, the next railroad station, has several attractive
sheets of water, including Zephyr and Otter Lakes and Gould
Pond. The investment in summer ooarding houses is $10,000
and there are a few farm houses where boarders are taken. At
Elmwood trains from Boston via Nashua en-route to Keene
connect with the Peterboro & Hillsboro Branch from Concord
for Peterboro and points on the Fitchburg Division via Win-
chendon, Mass.
Peterboro, one of the most favorably situated towns in the
Granite State, is growing in favor among people of wealth
seeking locations for summer residences. The amount already
invested in summer residences and cottages is in excess ot
$356,000. Not only have these summer residents been fortunate
In their selection of a summer home, for Peterboro abounds In
many attractive features, but the town has been fortunate in
securing temporary residents who take interest in the town and
substantially aid in its betterment. One of the most prominent
members of tne summer colony has constructed a delightful
drive along the shore of Cunningham Pond and has also borne
the larger part of the expense of connecting the pond with the
town reservoir. Among the pleasant drives in this vicinity is
one to Dublin Lake, and to Miller Park on Pack Monadnock.
Hancock's attractions for summer boarders include Shatutakee
Mountain, .Juggernaut Pond, Nyack's Pond and Moose and Fergu-
son Brooks. About 400 summer guests were entertained in 1905.
There are a dozen or more farmhouses where boarders are taken.
Hillsboro is another hustling village with good railroad
facilities, having, three routes to Boston, either via Concord
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Manchester, or Elmwood and Nashua. There are several farm
houses where boarders are taken and the investment in summer
homes amounts to $20,000.
Goffstown, New Boston and Weare are on the North Weare
Branch, which runs from Manchester to Henniker. Goffstown
is becoming quite a prominent summer resort, entertaining at
least 1,000 regular boarders last season. The investment in
summer hotels and boarding houses amounts to $50,000, with
$25,000 invested in summer residences and cottages. The opening
of the new cable railway to the summit of Mount Uncannoonuc
will tend to develop the summer boarding business. Goffstown
enjoys electric railway connection with Manchester.
New Boston offers many attractions for summer boarders
and has proven a delightful summer home for many city dwellers.
Weare has over $30,000 invested in summer residences and
cottages and last season accommodated over 200 regular boarders.
Pleasantly located, with ample railroad facilities, it offers many
opportunities for rest and recreation.
The statistics for each town are shown in the tabular state-
ment for Hillsboro County.
MERRIMACK COUNTY.
There were entertained in Merrimack county during the sea-
son of 1905 nearly 6,000 regular boarders; the investment in
summer hotels and boarding houses amounts to $179,300, and
in summer residences and cottages to $580,350. The amount
of cash received from the summer business amounted to $306,694.
As in the other southern counties of the state, many attractive
spots for camps and cottages are overlooked in the rush to
reach the lakes and mountains.
Hooksett, the first railroad station after the county is entered
via the Merrimack Valley Route from the south, is a part or
the territory once presented by the state of Massachusetts to
Passaconaway, a great sachem of the Penacook tribe. Here-
abouts the missionary John Eliot labored among the Indians.
The scenery is rugged and attractive, with the Merrimack River
rushing madly through the "Hooksett Rapids." From Pinnacle
Mountain, a pile of rugged crags, a superb view of the Mer-
rimack valley is obtained. Hooksett's summer business was
limited to IGO regular boarders m 1905. From the Hooksett
station the Suncook Valley Branch runs to Suncook, in town
of Pembroke, Epsom, Chichester, Pittsfield and Barnstead.
Hooksett and Pembroke also have electric railway connections


















Pembroke has a rapidly growing summer colony on the
highlands overlooking the Merrimack valley. The investment in
summer residences and homes amounts to $30,000 and about 150
regular boarders were entertained in farm houses.
At Epsom the investment in summer homes amounts to
$14,000, and about 150 boarders were entertained last season,
Chichester contains some of the most sightly spots in the
state, from which a great breadth of view is obtainable, es-
pecially at Garvin's Hill. The investment in summer hotels and
boarding houses is $16,000 and 125 regular guests were enter-
tained last year.
Pittsfield, one of the most enterprising towns in the state,
is finely situated on high bluffs rising abruptly from the Sun-
cook River, and is yearly growing in favor as a summer resting
place. It is within easy driving distance of the capital city
of Concord and has many attractive spots. The amount in-
vested in summer hotels and boarding houses is $50,000; invested
in summer residences and cottages, $105,000. About 500 regular
boarders were entertained during the season of 1905, there being
some 20 farm houses open for summer guests.
Concord, New Hampshire's capital city, is seventy-five miles
from Boston. Here the Southern Division of the Boston &
Maine ends, and the White Mountains Division takes the Lake
Winnipesaukee and mountain travellers up the east bank of the
Merrimack; the Concord Division follows the west bank of the
river to Franklin, connecting for Newfound Lake at Bristol,
thence on through the Andovers, Danbury, Canaan and Lebanon,
to Vermont and Canadian points; the Concord & Claremont
Branch carries the heavy summer travel to Lake Sunapee, New-
port and Claremont; the Peterboro & Hillsboro Branch serves
the Hopkintons, Henniker and the Monadnock region.
Concord, the site of which was occupied by the Penacook
Indians as late as 1725. is built upon table lands along the
west side of the Merrimack and is a city of rare attractiveness.
While not considered a manufacturing city, Concord has several
Industries of great importance, including the Boston & Maine
car shops, where the best of skilled labor is employed. The
city has long been noted for its inexhaustible quarries of the
finest granite, specimens of which are found in the public
buildings of many cities. With a fine water supply from Lake
Penacook, beautiful parks, broad and shaded streets and suburbs
that abound in natural scenery, Concord is an ideal city. The
city is annually visited by thousands of tourists drawn thither
to inspect the many public buildings and churches.
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West from Concord lies thp charming country village of Hop'
kinton, with its broad streets and walks, large shade trees and
colonial residences. No finer location for a summer home can be
found In this part of the state. The amount invested in summer
residences amounts to $37,000 and there were 434 regular guests
entertained in farm houses last season. The village is seven
miles from Concord, with daily stage, and three miles from the
railroad station at Contoocook.
Loudon is another attractive village, within easy driving
distance of Concord, where nearly two hundred "city people"
sought rest and recreation in 190.^.
On the White Mountains Division the only Merrimack county
towns are Canterbury, the home of the largest Shaker family,
and Northfield, which joins Tilton and Belknap county. Both,
towns have a small summer business, but there is opportunit>
to increase it
The principal railroad line of the county is the Concord
Division, running directly north from Concord, through Pena-
cook and Boscawen to Franklin, one of the state's smaller cities.
Franklin has many attractive residences ranged tier upon tier
upon the hillsides which surround its factory filled valley. In
Webster Lake Franklin has an attractive summer resort, about
which are summer residences in which at least $50,000 is in-
vested. The Bristol Branch connects with the main line at
Franklin for Hill, Bristol and Newfound Lake.
Salisbury, which numbers among its summer residents New
Hampshire's senior senator, Hon. Jacob H. Gallinger. is another
of the delightful hill towns, "beautful for situation," and offer-
ing a quiet resting place. Its stage line connects at North
Boscawen, although many summer visitors drive from Franklin.
After leaving Franklin the main line train skirts the shore
01 Webster Lake, a water gem beautifully located, and soon
arrives at Potter Place, one of the stations for New London.
New London, which entertains a larger number of summer
guests than any other Merrimack county town, is located on a
hill top, commanding a remarkable view of the surroanding
country. Here is located Colby Academy, a long established
Baptist school for both sexes. It is reached by stage from
Potter Place via Wilmot, and from Bradford, on the Concord
& Claremont Branch, via Sutton; during the season many visitors
cross Sunapee Lake to the New London shore, along which are
many attractive summer homes. Messer Pond and Little Sua
apee Lake also add to the charms of this ideal resort, which
includes in its attractions numerous drives of interest. Thfe.
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hotel and boarding house inA'^estment amounts to $35,000, and
The amount invested in summer hotels and boarding houses is
$125,500. More than 1,200 regular boarders were entertained
during the season of 1905.
Warner, an important station on the Concord & Claremont
Branch, has a rapidly increasing summer colonj'. Being a model
country village at tne foot of Mount Kearsarge, which has a high-
way to the summit. Warner is yearly growing in favor with
vacationists. Some 450 regular boarders were entertained last
season. The investment in summer hotels and boarding houses
amounts to $25,000, and in summer residences and cottages to
$20,500. Among the many pleasing drives is one to Lake Winne-
pocket in Webster, around the shore of which are several summer
homes.
Bradford includes in its attractions a beautiful sheet of water.
About two hundred summer guests were entertained last season.
At Bradford, stage connection is made for Sutton and New Lon-
don.
Sutton, which has $20,000 invested in summer hotels and
boarding houses and entertained 650 regular guests last season,
is one of the hill towns which attracts summer visitors. Keezer
Lake, about which there is a splendid drive, is one of the princi-
pal points of interest, while Kings Hill and Russell Hill add to
the enjoyment of the summer people.
Newbury, at the foot of Sunapee Lake, has become widely
known in recent years as the summer home of tne late Secretary
of State John Hay. Secretary Hay was drawn to Newbury by me
attractiveness oi Lake Sunapee, and it is said that he owned
about 2,000 acres surrounding his country place, "The Fells."
Newbury is on high ground. Lake Sunapee being 613 feet higher
than Lake Winnipesaukee, and a remarkably attractive spot
overlooking the lake. Pine Cliff the first stop of the steamer
after leaving the Lake Sunapee station, is a most attractive
settlement of summer people whose handsome cottages are built
among tne whlspermg pmes which come almost to the very edge
of the water.
The amount invested in summer hotels and boarding houses
is $10,500, and in summer residences and cottages, $123,200.
There were about 300 regular boarders and 800 persons living in
summer homes during the season of 1905.
The statistics of all the towns in Merrimack county are tabu-
lated upon another page.
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CHESHIRE COUNTY.
Cheshire County, in south-west New Hampshire, is a section
the summer charms of v\'hich are not half as widely known as
they deserve to he. This county has for its boundaries the
Massachusetts line on the south; the Connecticut River and Ver-
mont on the west; Sullivan county on the north and Hillsboro
county on the east. Its chief attractions are grand old Monad-
nock Mountain, Dublin Lake and Spofford Lake, but there are
scores of other points of interest, which in a quiet and rustic
way offer opportunity for rest and recreation and the study of
nature. Largely a region ot cultivated farmland, there is a va-
riety of hill and valley, lake, pond ancr stream, offering splendid
facilities for driving, fishing and tramping. The total investment
in summer hotels and boarding houses amounts to $251,500; the
investment in summer residences and cottages is $1,781,775.
During the season of 1905, 5,779 regular guests were entertained,
besides a host of transient visitors. The receipts from the
Cheshire county summer business were $516,071. This pictur-
esque region, the business centre of which is Keene. is reached
from western Massachusetts and New York via the Connecticut
River route to South Vernon, thence over the Ashuelot branch of
the Boston & Maine, passing through Hinsdale, Ashuelot, Win-
chester and West Swanzey to Keene. From Boston there are
two lines, the Cheshire Branch of the Fitchburg Division,
accommodating the towns of Fitzwilliam, Troy, Marlboro, Keene,
Westmoreland and Walpole; the other by the way of Nashua
Junction and the Keene Branch, which enters the county at Har-
risville, passing Chesham and Marlboro Village and ending at
Keene.
Approaching Keene, sometimes called the capital of south-
west New Hampshire, by the first mentioned line, the first
station after leaving South Vernon is Hinsdale, on the Ashuelot
River. The summer business here is limited, although 150 regu-
lar guests found accommodations last year in farmhouses.
Winchester and Ashuelot are busy manufacturing villages, the
principal industry being wooden box manufacturing. The in-
vestment in summer homes is $6,325 and the few farmhouses
where boarders are taken accommodated 118 regular guests last
season.
Swanzey has $18,750 invested in summer homes and last year
about 500 regular boarders were accommodated. West Swanzey,
the home of Denman Thompson and the "Old Homestead," is an
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attractive village within easy driving distance of a beautiful lake
about which Y. M. C. A. boys' clubs from Hartford and Worcester
camp during the season.
In approaching the county seat from Boston via the Cheshire
Division, formerly the Pitchburg R. R., the first station aiter
crossing the Massachusetts line is Fitzwilliam, which has
823,000 invested in summer hotels and boarding houses, and
$77,000 invested in summer homes. Eight hundred regular
boarders were accommodated last year. With three or foui
ponds for fishing and boating, and the delightful view of Mount
Monadnock from the village on the hill, Fitzwilliam Is growing
in attractiveness.
Grand Monadnock Mountain's bald summit is owned by the
town of Jaffrey, but probably the best views of it are to be ob-
tained from Fitzwilliam and Troy. Troy however has very little
summer boarding business.
Marlboro is a pleasant home town, with an investment in
summer homes amounting to $46,750. Stone Pond is an attrac-
tive tree-fringed body of water from the shores of which an In-
spiring view of Monadnock is to be had. Another lakelet Is
named Meeting House Pond.
Harrisville, the first station in the county reached by the
tourist enroute to Keene via Nashua, is an important summer
resort. In addition to its own attractiveness. It is the railroad
station for beautiful Dublin and attractive Nelson. Eighty-three
miles from Boston, Harrisville's station is in the semi-wilderness.
The special feature of the town is North or Long Pond, one of the
many beautiful sheets of w^ater which abound in this section.
Other waters in the town are Harrisville and Breed Ponds. A
glorious near-by view of Monadnock is to be obtained from Har-
risville. The investment in summer homes amounts to $105,000,
and 600 regular boarders were entertained last season.
Dublin the resort par excellence of Southwest New Hampshire
is about four miles from Harrisville station. The seductive beauty
of Dublin Lake has drawn to this mountain town representative
people of many cities who have been lavish in their expenditure
for summer homes. The investment in such homes amounts to
$912,000, with at least $50,000 additional invested in livery equip-
ment. There were 500 persons living in summer homes last sea-
son and 600 regular boarders were entertained. The summer
boarding-house investment amounts to $20,000. Dublin is the ob-
jective point of many driving parties from Peterboro, Keene and
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surrounding towns, and is the proud possessor of a part ot
Mount Monadnock.
Nelson, four miies from Hai-risville and twelve miles irom
Keene, is one of the towns which show a remarkable growth In
the summer business in recent years. The amount invested in
summer homes amounts to $100,000, and 300 regular boarders
were entertained last season. Lake and mountain scenery are
its attractions.
In approaching Keene from Harrisville the valley view broad-
ens as the train descends the heavy grade, into a wonderfully
beautiful spectacle and presents a scene of enduring satisfaction.
The valley of the Ashuelot is to be seen at its best and that
means a pastoral panorama of rare beauty. It would be hard to
find a more attractive city nr town in all New England. The de-
lightful first impression one gains in entering the city is enduring,
for Keene was well laid out, with a very wide, elm-bordered main
street, and its residents are justly proud of their well kept roads
and romantic surroundings. The city's chief attractiveness to
the vacationist, however, is the fact that it is a convenient start-
ing point for so many excursions. Carriage drives may be taken
to Dublin Lake, Silver Lake and Grand Monadnock Mountain,
each about twelve miles distant; Chesterfield and Spofford Lake,
ten miles away, and numerous other resorts. Splendid fishing
and fall shooting are sports to be enjoyed in the vicinity of
Keene. An inland paradise for the automobilist, this whole sec-
tion is blessfid with good roads. Keene is ninety-six miles from
Boston and is the railroad station for Chesterfield, Marlow, Rox-
bury, Gilsum, Stoddard, Sullivan and Surry.
Chesterfield, reached after a delightful drive from K^ene
through a most interesting country, has for its special charm
Spofford Lake, about which are clustered summer hotels and
two hundred or more cottages This mountain gem covers 1500
acres and abounds in bass and pickerel; it is the rapidly growing
resort of this section. The investment in summer hotels amounts
to ?85,000; investment m summer homes, $130,000. Over 600
regular guests were entertained last season.
Marlow, sixteen miles from Keene, has very little summer bus-
iness and the same is true of Gilsum.
Roxbury, the postofflce for which is Keene, is a growing sum-
mer community built upon a hilltop The Investment in summer
homes amounts to about $!55,000.
Stoddard, fifteen miles from Keene, on high land, with four





place. The amount invested in summer hotels and boarding
houses is $17,000; in summer homes, $33,450. The number of reg-
ular boarders last season numbered 225.
Sullivan and Surry as yet have only a limited amount of sum-
mer business.
Westmoreland has $17,000 invested iu summer homes, but has
very little summer boarding business although the scenery
about there is attractive.
Walpole, the village on the hill overlooking the beautiful Con-
necticut River valley, has $30,000 invested in summer boarding
houses and $55,000 invested in summer homes. Not far from the
prominent railroad junction of Bellows Falls, "Walpole affords
an easily accessible and attractive summer resort.
Alstead, which has stage connection with Bellows Falls, Vt.,
has about $G0,000 invested in summer homes. Warren Pond,
which covers 234 acres, affords good fishing.
Jaffrey, on the Peterboro Branch of the Fitchburg Division,
has $G5,500 invested in summer hotels and boarding houses, and
$81,800 invested in summer homes. The regular guests last sea-
son numbered 1,200. There are four sheets of water in Jaffrey,
the largest, Long Lake, covering 400 acres. Mount Monadnock
is .laffrey's proud possession, its bald summit being within the
town. Jaffrey joins Peterboro and Dublin and has numerous de-
lightful drives.
Rindge, also on the Peterboro Branch, has $38,000 invested in
summer homes. There are fourteen lakes and ponds within the
town, the largest. Lake Monomonack, covering 2600 acres, while
Long Pond has an area of 1000 acres. Rindge is a most delight-
lul summer town.
The statistics for all Cheshire County towns are tabulated
upon another page.
SULLIVAN COUNTY
Sullivan County lies just north of Cheshire, the Connecticut
River forming its western boundary; Grafton County joins it on
the north and Merrimack on the east. The Boston & Maine rail-
road follows the Connecticut River on the west, and the Concord
& Claremont Branch runs through the centre of the county from
east to west, connecting with the Connecticut and Passumpsic
Division at Claremont Junction. Visitors from New York points
thus reach the region round about Lake Sunapee. The chief at-
tractions of Sullivan County are Lake Sunapee and Blue Moun-
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tain Forest, while Cornish is rivaling Dublin and gaining renown
for its magnificent summer residences. The county has grown
rapidly in favor as a summer resort in recent years, especially
around the lake and a new and modern hotel costing more than
$120,000 will be opened at Sunapee for the season of 190G. The
investment in the county in summer hotels and boarding houses
amounts to $215,000; invested in summer homes, $1,404,300, with
nearly $50,000 additional invested in liveries for summer busi-
ness; 4,464 regular guests were entertained during the season of
1905. The amount of cash received was $304,345.
Splendid train service is furnished during the summer months
from Boston and Massachusetts points, over the Concord &
Claremont Branch, which enters the county at the lower end of
Lake Sunapee.
Geographically, Lake Sunapee nestles among the hills of
Sullivan and Merrimack coimties, 1,104 feet above sea level, and
distant from Boston 109 miles. The lake is about ten miles long,
indented with enticing bays and coves, and ranges from one-
half to three miles in width. Its shores lie within the confines of
three towns, Simapee, Newbury and New London, and the largest
settlement upon its borders is the town of Sunapee itself, where
centres the more pretentious hotel and social life of the region.
Of other settlements there are a score or more, while along the
shore cottages and camps nestle among the trees which come
close to the water's edge.
"More than two and a half centuries ago—in 1630, to be exact
—the footprints of a white man were first impressed upon the
sunlit shores of that regal sheet of cool and crystal water, Lake
Sunapee. Type of his times, and of the hazards of New World
civilization, he was a hardy scout sent in advance of an explor-
ing expedition from Boston, and had tarried on the Warner
River in fear of the lurking Indians. Almost 150 more years
elapsed before a permanent settlement was made in the vicinity
of this rare gift of Nature to the Granite State; and strangest of
all, well nigh another century had rolled by before the shrewd
Yankee glance that was first to .realize the commercial possi-
bilities of Lake Sunapee rested admiringly upon the lake and its
surroundings. That was the magician's glance, and slowly at first
but surely, Sunapee began to take the place in the affairs and af-
fections of men and women that the Creator must surely have in-
tended it should take before its "manifest destiny" was fulfilled
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and the work of the seventeenth century scout carried to its
completion. Today Lake Sunapee stands without a peer among
the many summer resting places that mark New England apart
from all the rest of the continent; for nowhere else in all this
land is its counterpart to be found, in no other state or region is
to be visited a lake resort where the identical conditions of
recreative opportunities, temperature, atmosphere, scenery and
material conveniences prevail. Never mind what other famous
lakes Sunapee has been compared with, it is doing it small jus-
tice to draw the parallels at all, for Sunapee is unique, and to its
devotee there is no comparison possible. Nowhere else in this
region, they will tell you, is to be found such glorious scenery,
such inspiring walks and drives, such safe and unrestricted boat-
ing and sailing, such cooling and health-giving ozone, and, above
all, such satisfying rewards for those who love the rod and reel.
Thanks to the wise and thorough work of the New Hampshire
Fish and Game Commissioners, backed by the cooperation of
the public-spirited Sunapeeans themselves, especial emphasis
may be laid upon this last named factor in the summer life of the
colony, for fish there certainly are in abundance, and of kinds
that no other American waters can of themselves produce.
Nowhere can be found in water that is available to the general
public a greater variety of game fish than at Sunapee. No fewer
than eight species of salmonidae inhabit the lake. These are
brook trout; land locked salmon; the famous and game Loch
Leven trout, imported from Scotland; the brown trout of Europe;
the beautiful rainbow trout, transplanted from California; the
blue-back Rangeley Lakes trout; the land locked smelt; and
last, but by no means least, the Sunapee saibling or white trout.
The ice as a rule goes out of the lake about April 26th and just
as soon as possible the steamers begin regular trips for the bene-
fit of the fishermen.
The new map of Lake Sunapee, issued in connection with
this report, shows all the points of interest about the lake. Of
Sunapee Harbor much might be written, as it is the resort of the
lake, and has always been especially favored by New York, Phil-
adelphia and Boston people, and there is usually a delegation
from far-off San Francisco. Aside from the lake scenery, the
views from Sunset Hill are grand beyond compare, and the drives
about the lake, to George's Mills and other points furnish a popu-
lar diversion.
The town of Sunapee has $100,000 invested in summer hotels
and boarding houses; and $250,000 invested in summer homes;
2,500 regular boarders were entertained last season.
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From Sunapee to Claremont the train follows the Sugar River,
which falls noisily some 800 feet after leaving the lake at Sunapee
Harbor until it is lost in the Connecticut River, 16 miles away.
The thriving country town of Newport is the first station of im-
portance after leaving the lake.
Newport, the county seat, is a model country town, beautifully
laid out, and like Keene, is a center from which many points of
interest are to be visited. Lake Sunapee is within easy driving
distance, as is also Blue Mountain Forest, which is annually visit-
ed by hundreds who leave the train at Newport station. The
Blue Mountain Forest, long known as Corbin Park, is a game pre-
serve of 22,000 acres enclosed by a heavy wire fence. The tract
includes the range long known as the Newport, Croydon and
Grantham Mountains, and is for the most part heavily timbered
land, through which run some of the finest trout brooks in the
state. The largest herd of buffalo in the world roam over the
park, and there are wild boar, elk, deer and other game in
abundance. The main entrances are at Newport and Croydon.
Newport has $6G,500 invested in summer homes, and entertained
420 regular guests last season. Newport is the railroad station
for Croydon, Goshen, Grantham, Lempster, Springfield, Unity
and Washington.
One of the most picturesque drives in this section of the state
is from Newport through Croydon, which has $8,200 invested in
summer homes, passing Spectacle and Long Ponds, two beauti-
ful sheets of water, continuing through Grantham to Springfield.
Both Croydon and Grantham have many desirable sites for sum-
mer homes and the drive from Newport is over a good road.
Springfield has grown very rapidly as a summer resort. The
summer colony started when a few residents of Washington,
D. C, attracted by the high elevation, sparkling lake and charm-
ing scenery, established summer homes by the purchase of large
tracts of farm land. Soon after the formation of this summer
colony the name of "Station Pond" was changed by the legis-
lature to the more pretentious name of "Kolelemook Lake," about
which are many handsome residences. The investment in sum-
mer homes has increased until it now amounts to $78,500, and
about $30,000 is invested in summer boarding houses. There are
many desirable summer boarding places about Kolelemook and
little Sunapee Lakes, and on the hilltops, from which a surpass-




locations for summer homes in the quiet country, amid the lakes
and mountains.
Washington, which is reached from Hillsboro Bridge on the
Peterboro & Hillsboro Branch and from Newport, offers many-
attractions as a summer resort, which are not yet fully ap-
preciated. The investment in summer boarding houses amounts
to $10,000 and about 200 regular boarders were entertained last
year.
Claremont, the metropolis of Sullivan County, which will prob-
ably soon be New Hampshire's twelfth city, is one of the most
attractive towns of the state. Enjoying splendid water power
from the Sugar River, and good railroad facilities, it has made
rapid progress industrially. Its street railway connects with the
various villages, offering accommodations to many who are
building homes upon the highlands overlooking the Connecticut
River valley. This street railway also delivers freight cars at
the mills and business places in some sections of the town, much
to the convenience of manufacturers. While not specially a sum-
mer resort, Claremont is annually visited by many tourists who
admire its shaded streets, delightful homes and quiet prosperity.
Charlestown, just the place for a summer of restful enjoyment,
is on the Connecticut & Passumpsic Division and has electric
car connection with the thriving Vermont town of Springfield.
The investment in summer homes amounts to $24,000.
Acworth, the railroad station for which is at Charlestown, is
growing as a summer resort, and now has $5G,000 invested in sum-
mer homes, and $15,000 invested in summer boarding houses.
The regular guests last year numbered 250.
Cornish and Plainfield, adjoining towns, are reached from the
station at Windsor, Vf. Cornish has $770,0"00 invested in summer
homes, Plainfield has $100,300 in summer homes and $00,000 iu
summer hotels. The magnificent summer homes in this colony
which cluster about the town lines and extend down the river
toward Windsor, shelter many distinguished people, including
Augustus St. Gaudens, the sculptor, and Winston Churchill, the
novelist. The view of the Connecticut River valley and sur-
rounding mountains is nowhere more beautiful than from Cor-
nish and Plainfield.
Meriden, a most attractive hill village of the town of Plain-
field, reached by stage from Lebanon and from Wind-sor, Vt., is
the seat of the Kimball Union Academy, a Congregational insti-
tution. The village is charmingly located and enjoys a good
summer business.
A complete statistical table for Sullivan County will be found
on another page.
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GRAFTON COUNTY.
Grafton County, the second largest in area, covers 1,691 square
miles and embraces some of the best summer resorts of the
state. The Boston & Maine system admirably serves the coun-
ty's needs during the summer season. The White Mountain Divi-
sion enters the county at Ashland where stage connection is had
for Holderness and Asquam Lake, and from Plymouth a branch
connects for the Pemigewasset Valley region, from which at North
Woodstock, stage connection is had for the Franconia Notch
and the Profile House. The main line continues north-west
from Plymouth, up the valley of Baker's River, through the
towns of Rumney and Wentworth, to Warren where it crosses
the ridge dividing the water systems of the Merrimack and Con-
necticut Rivers. From the base of Mount Moosilauke, the rail-
road descends to Haverhill and Woodsville, a prominent junction
point. The main line continues through Bath and Lisbon, with
a station for the popular Sugar Hill district, thence on to the
mountain town of Littleton and to Bethlehem Junction, where
connection is made for Bethlehem, the highest village in New Eng-
land, and for the Profile House. From Bethlehem Junction the
main line continues to Fabyans, Bretton Woods and Mount Wash-
ington. The Concord Division has a branch line from Franklin
which enters the beautiful Newfound Lake region at Bristol, a
prominent county town, and serves several interior towns in-
cluding Alexandria, part of Bridgewater, Hebron and Groton.
The main line enters the county at Grafton; at Canaan stage
connection is made for beautiful Canaan Street; next is Enfield
the home of the Enfield Shakers; from Enfield the track skirts
the shore of fair Mascoma Lake, the bright particular gem of
the section. At Lebanon stage connection is made for Meriden
and Hanover Centre, and at West Lebanon the line crosses the
Connecticut River connecting at White River Junction with the
Passumpsic Division, which follows the Connecticut River to
Wells River where connection is made for the mountain district
via the White Mountains Division. The Passumpsic Division r.orth
from White River Junction accommodates the Grafton County
towns of Hanover, Lyme, Orford, Piermont and Haverhill. The
world-famous resorts of the north are also reached from Boston
points via the Boston & Maine and Maine Central Railroads,
through Crawford Notch to Fabyans, thence over the White
Mountains Division. The west side of the county and the moun-
tain district enjoys double daily express train service to New
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York. The investment in summer hotels and boarding houses
amounts to $1,959,100; invested in summer residences and cot-
tages, $1,188,700, to which should be added $222,500 invested in
summer and private liveries. The number of regular boarders en-
tertained last season was 30,898. The amount of wages paid to
male and female employes, $201,775. The county of Grafton
received from the summer boarding business of 1905, $1,612,939.
The Newfound Lake Regiox.
Within three hours of Boston, Bristol, at the south-eastern
corner of Grafton County, is the gateway to a delightful pastoral
country, which is rapidly growing in popularity among summer
visitors. Newfound, or Pasquaney Lake as some prefer to call
it, is charmingly situated, about 600 feet above sea level, in the
basin formed by the slopes of Sugar Loaf, Bear and Crosby Moun-
tains, Tenney Hill, Plymouth Mountain, the Bridgewater and
Bristol Peak Range, Sugar Hill and the lower hills of Bristol,
near its outlet. The lake is surrounded by the towns of Hebron,
Bridgewater, Alexandria and Bristol. Several beautiful islands
dot its lovely expanse, while the continuity of its shores is fre-
quently broken by wooded headlands and pretty bays with sandy
beaches. The views to be had are extensive and scenic; for
charm and variety they are not surpassed by those about any
other lake in the state.
The waters of Newfound are cool, pure and clear as crystal.
They teem with salmon, trout and other varieties of excellent
food fish. It has become the "Mecca of the Fishermen," hun-
dreds of whom come to it in the spring and early summer to
test their skill. The fish range in weight from two to fifteen
pounds, although larger ones have been taken. There are many
delightful drives to numerous points of interest over excellent
roads. The highway from Bristol to West Plymouth, on the eas-
terly shore of the lake, is a favorite with automobilists passing
to and from the White Mountains. There are many excellent
boarding houses and farm homes where boarders are received,
besides cottages and camps about the lake. Several small. steam-
ers and launches are at the service of guests. It is expected that
the R. F. D. service will be in operation over the lake for the
season of 1906. From early spring to autumn some 4,000 persons
Including sportsmen, find rest and recreation in this beautifm
lake region.
Bristol has an investment of $26,500 in summer homes;
Bridgewater has $32,000 invested in summer homes and $10,000
invested in summer hotels and boarding houses; Hebron's invest-
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ment in summer homes is $7,000 and Alexandria has about the
same.
Following the railroad through the southwest and along the
western border of the county, the first town after leaving Merri-
mack County is Grafton. Within this town is the ridge which
forms the water shed between the east and the west, a tributary
of the Pemigewasset emptying into the Merrimack River on the
eastern side, and a branch of the Mascoma River flowing into the
Connecticut on the west. The railroad is here 778 feet higher
than at Concord.
Canaan, with its famous Canaan Street, is noted for the ex-
panse of its scenery. It fulfils the ideals of country life in cum-
mer amid the restful surroundings of a rural community. The
amount invested in summer boarding houses is $7,000; invested
in summer homes, $45,000.
Enfield, near the shore of the beautiful Mascoma Lake upon
the side of which the once famous Shaker settlement is located,
has $31,000 invested in summer hotels and boarding houses and
$54,000 invested in summer homes. At the head of the lake a
hotel and pleasant summer colony has long been established,
which annually increases in size as the attractions of "fair Mas-
coma," are better known. The railroad follows the shore of the
lake to Lebanon, one of the state's large and prosperous manu-
facturing towns, which has but little summer business.
Of the west-side towns Hanover is first above White River
Junction. The home of Dartmouth College, with an extended
view of the beautiful Connecticut valley, Hanover makes an
ideal summer home during the college vacation time, when its
splendid hotel and homes are open to summer guests, of whom
1,000 were entertained during the season of 1905. The invest-
ment in summer homes amounts to $20,000.
Orford, just across the Connecticut River from beautiful Lake
Morey, is another of the restful rural villages. The investment
in summer homes amounts to $30,000. Lyme and Piermont, on
either side of Orford, have a very limited summer business.
The main artery through which the heavy mountain travel
reaches the North Country, is the White Mountains Division of
the "Merrimack Valley Route," which enters Grafton County at
Ashland, soon after leaving the picturesque Winnipesaukee re-
gion. Ashland, itself a popular resort, is the railroad station for
Holderness and for the Asquam Lakes. Ashland has $20,000 in-
vested in summer hotels and boarding houses, and a like amount




ing famous drives, one of which is over an excellent road which
winds around 'Squam Lake to Red Hill and Center Harbor.
Holderness, that queenly resort of the 'Squam Lake region,
has grown rapidly in the last few years. Within easy driving
distance from Ashland, and enjoying the splendid boat service
maintained during the peason by the Asquam Transportation
Company, Holderness has a summer colony of which the towns-
people are justly proud. The investment in summer hotels and
hoarding houses amounts to $2-50,000, and the investment in sum-
mer homes to $200,000. The largest hotel accommodates 200
guests and there are many smaller hotels and boarding houses.
The magnificent summer homes about the lake command an ex-
tended view of lake and mountain. There are a half-dozen or
more school camps located about the lakes, which annually en-
tertain hundreds of boys. The secret of the attractiveness of
Holderness is found in the following description of
The Asquam ok " 'Squam Lakes.
"The 'Squam Lakes are by many called the most beautiful
inland waters to be found in New England, and the scenery
about them is the finest and most varied within this region.
Asquam is really a chain of lakes and streams, but they are of-
ten spoken of collectively, or as though they formed one water-
sheet under that name. Upon a small scale the features and
peculiarities of Lake Winnipesaukee are repeated here. The
waters are from springs and are pure and cold, the ideal home of
the trout and other fine varieties of fish. Scattered over the sur-
faces are forty-two islands, the richest imaginable in verdure
and foliage. Great 'Squam is singularly striped with long, nar-
row islands, and Little 'Squam, unbroken by islands, is fringed
and shadowed by thickets of the richest foliage. The lakelets
forming the Asquam chain are uniquely distributed, and their
assemblage is a natural wonder in a section where singular
natural features are as common as woodsgrowth upon a mountain
Bide. The valley holding the 'Squam waters is hemmed in on
every side by lofty hills, from which magnificient views are to
be obtained, for on every side the scenes are wildly beautiful.
Mount Prospect in Holderness, affords one of the most -delight-
ful outlooks "'n the entire mountain region, taking in the wiiole
diversified territory between Mt. Washington and Mt. Wachusett
In Massachusetts, and including the regal splendor of Lakes
Winnipesaukee and 'Squam."
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The Pemigewasset Valley.
There are numerous so-called "gateways" to the White Moun-
tain region, but none are more attractive in their way than the
"valley of the winding water among the mountain pines," which is
the interpretation of the Indian name for the Pemigewasset Val-
ley which begins at Plymouth, 126 miles from Boston.
Plymouth has an interesting history, and its well-known
Pemigewasset House, which has sheltered thousands of White
Mountain tourists, has entertained many distinguished people,
especially in the early days when Plymouth was the terminus of
the railroad and the trip to the mountains was continued in stage
coaches through the Franconia Notch. Plymouth is a very desir-
able summer resort and last season entertained 840 regular
boarders. The amount invested in summer hotels and boarding
houses is ?55,000.
Leaving the main line of the White Mountains Division, the
"P. V." Branch follows the river into a delightful summer coun-
try. Campton, with its two villages, has $25,000 invested in sum-
mer boarding houses and last season entertained 500 regular
boarders. The name of Campton "always recalls a picture of
shining stretches of river, winding through restful meadows and
charming intervales, dotted with beautiful elms and maples."
Stages for Waterville connect with the trains at Campton Village.
Waterville, in the heart of the mountainous Mad River district,
is an ideal summer resort greatly admired by all who have beeu
fortunate enough to visit it. The investment in summer hotels
and boarding houses amounts to $42,000, and the investment in
summer homes to $32,000; 450 regular boarders were entertained
last season.
Thornton, which extends along the valley, has many farm-
houses where summer boarders are taken, and $G,100 invested in
summer homes.
Woodstock, the gem of the valley, was settled in 1783 and
.iust 100 years later the railroad was built into it from Plymouth.
Previous to the coming of the railroad Woodstock (Centre) was
a principal stopping place for the many stages and a flourishing
resort. Since that time North Woodstock, four miles north, has
grown to be immensely popular and has one of the finest hotels
in the mountains and a whole colony of smaller boarding houses.
The amount of capital invested in summer hotels and boarding
houses is $150,000; invested in summer homes, $25,000. Over




Woodstock a most magnificient outlook may be enjoyed. Toward
the north are Profile Mountain, Eagle Cliff, Lafayette, Lincoln,
Haystack, Flume and Big and Little Coolidge Mountains. On
the south are Plymouth Mountain and a glorious 25-mile vista
of the Pemigewasset Valley.
The Pemigewasset Valley Branch ends at Lincoln, that hust-
ling "city of the woods." The town includes within its borders
one of the most famous natural attractions of the country, the
Flume in Franconia Notch, which is visited by thousands of
tourists every summer. A stage line connects with trains at
North Woodstock, for the Flume House at the entrance to the
Flume, and through Franconia Notch to the Profile House. The
investment in summer hotels and boarding houses amounts to
$100,000 and 400 regular and over 4,000 transient boarders were
entertained last season.
On the main line north from Plymouth the first station of im-
portance as a summer resort is Warren. Five miles from the
station rises the grand old mountain peak of Moosilauke—the
only great mountain this side of the White Mountain range. The
Indian name, Moosilauke, signifies a "bald place," and bald
enough appears this mountain, having only the "Tip Top House"
to crown its venerable head. The sunrise and sunset views from
Moosilauke rival those from the summit of Mt. Washington.
Warren has $50,000 invested in summer hotels and boarding
houses and last season entertained 400 regular boarders.
Haverhill, with its pretty villages on the hill and in the valley,
has about $32,800 invested in summer homes, and last season en-
tertained about 400 regular boarders in farmhouses in different
parts of the town.
From Woodsville, in the town of Haverhill, the railroad fol-
lows the Ammonoosuc River. Bath, the first station, is a rural
community where in years past many have found rest and health
during the summer.
Lisbon, a bustling village with some very important manu-
facturing industries, including that of shoe pegs, ranks high
among the summer resort towns of Grafton County. There are
several desirable summer boarding places within the village
proper, but its village of Sugar Hill is regarded by many as "the
finest resort of the Mountains." Two miles above the Lisbon
station is the railroad station for Sugar Hill, but the lovely moun-
tain village itself lies five miles up through the valley, a drive
which increases in interest until the Hill is reached when the
most glorious vision of the mountain region is before the visitor.
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encompassing the Presidential Range and the Franconia Moun-
tains, with Mount Lafayette in the foreground and the quiet vil-
lage of Franconia nestling in the valley. O'erlooking this scene,
at an altitude of 1,500 feet, with the cog-wheel railroad on Mount
AA'ashington in plain view, are the hotels and boarding houses
and numerous summer homes, which annually attract more and
more guests. The number entertained last season was 3,700. The
amount invested in summer hotels and boarding houses is $284,-
000; invested in summer homes, $185,000; invested in summer
and private liveries, $50,000.
Littleton, "the city of the north," is a model town with every
modern improvement, delightfully situated among the hills. Its
hotels and boarding houses do not lack for guests who here find
the mountain ozone, the delightful scenery and all that makes a
satisfactory resort together with all the conveniences of the large
town. Littleton's investment in summer hotels and boarding
houses amounts to $55,000; the investment in summer homes is
$48,000 and 1,05G regular boarders were entertained last season.
At Littleton stages connect for Franconia and for Bethlehem.
Located upon the picturesque Gale River, with Mts. Lafayette,
Kinsman and Cannon looking down serenely upon it and its long
street, is the romantic village of Franconia. From the higher
elevations the view to be obtained is similar to that at Sugar Hill,
which it joins. The drives and walks are especially charming
and the brooks afford splendid trout fishing. Thousands of tour-
ists visit this village annually while enroute by carriage or auto-
mobile to the Profile House and Franconia Notch. This famous
Notch, with its grand Old Man of the Mountain, Profile and Echo
Lakes, and the Profile House, has contributed as much in making
the White Mountain region known the world around, as any other
section. Attractive as this resort has always been, the tourist
of 190G will meet a revelation, for since the close of the season
of 1905 the famous old Profile House part of which was built in
1852 has been razed and a magnificient hotel has been erected.
The Profile House is reached by rail from Bethlehem Junction,
where connection is made for all points. There is but one
Franconia Notch, as there is but one Niagara; and the section
which contains the wondrous "Old Man of the Mountain," has a
beauty and a grandeur altogether Its own. The scenery is of the
wildest and most primitive. All this section is a mountain
climber's paradise, while the beautiful lakes and many streams
attract the anglers. Through this valley runs the magnificent


























of the mountain region, and extending through Crawford Notch,
£1 favorite tour for automobilists. The capital invested in sum-
mer hotels and boarding houses in Franconia amounts to $2G7,-
500; invested in summer homes, $129,500; number of regular
guests in 1905, 1,090.
At Wing Road, an isolated junction point north of Littleton,
connection is made for Jefferson, Lancaster, and other Coos
County resorts. At Hethlehem Junction connection is mad>^ for
the Profile House and for Bethlehem. So heavy is the grade, for
iJethleheni is the highest o'" all New England villages (altitude
1,450 feet), that the powerful locomotive pushes the car up the
hill, as on the Mount Washington Railway, and precede? it on the
descent. Maplewood, the magnificent resort at the east end of
the famous "street," is the first station, and a mile farther on the
branch railroad ends in Bethlehem.
Bethlehem, from the Maplewood, which in wealth and fashion
rivals Bar Harbor and Newport, to the western end of the street
at the brow of the hill o'erlooking Littleton, is a succession of
attractive hotels and boarding houses, while upon the hillside are
handsome private summer homes. There are summer stores and
bazaard. a public library, several churches and a weekly news-
paper. The pure mountain air of Bethlehem, which annually
relieves hundreds of cases of hay fever, has a rival for purity in
the spring water of which there is an abundance. The scenery
around Bethlehem must be seen to be appreciated. Many main-
tain that from this "little village street lying along a mountain
side," the finest of all the views of the Presidential Range are
to be obtained as the peaks appear in the proper relation to each
other. Bethlehem leads Grafton County in the summer boarding
business, and entertained last season 12,000 regular boarders.
The investment in summer hotels and boarding houses amounts
to $COO,000, and the investment in summer homes to $240,700.
The s-tatistical table upon another page gives in detail the fig-
tires for the thirty-five towns of Grafton County.
COOS COUNTY.
The state's largest county, Coos, covering 1,812 square miles,
is far to the north, bordering the Dominion of Canada. The
White Mountains Division of the Boston & Maine System en-
ters the county at Wing Road and extends through Whitefield,
Dalton, Lancaster and Northumberland, to Groveton Junction,
where connection is made with the Grand Trunk Railway for
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Portland and Montreal. At Whitefield Junction connection is
made with the Whitefield & Jefferson Branch, which follows the
river to Berlin, accommodating Whitefield, Jefferson, Randolph,
Gorham and Berlin. Through cars to Jefferson are run over this
line from Boston and New York. The trains carrying the heavy
travel to Fabyans, Bretton Woods and the Summit of Mount
Washington, follow the Ammonoosuc River through the town of
Carroll, stopping at Twin Mountain, Fabyans and Bretton Woods,
where connection is made for the Crawford House, Jackson and
North Conway. The Maine Central Railroad comes up through
Crawford Notch from Portland, with stations at Crawford House,
Bretton Woods, Fabyans and Twin Mountain; crosses the town
of Carroll to Quebec Junction; whence one line connects White-
field and Dalton with St. Johnsbury and Lake Champlain in Ver-
mont; the main line continues through the beautiful Jefferson
valley to Lancaster, thence into Vermont, reentering the state
at North Stratford where connection is made with the Grand
Trunk Portland-Montreal line. The railroad follows up the Con-
necticut River, across Columbia to Colebrook, where stage con-
nection is made for the beautiful Dixville Notch region, the
sportsmen's paradise. At West Stewartstown, the northern-
most railroad station, coaches connect for Pittsburg and the Con-
necticut Lake region. The Grand Trunk Railway enters Coos
County from Portland, through the Androscoggin Valley, cross-
ing Shelburne, Gorham, Berlin, Milan, Stark, Northum.berland
and Stratford, thence through Vermont to Montreal. The amount
of capital invested in summer hotels and boarding houses in
Coos County reaches the immense sum of $2,941,000. The amount
invested in summer homes amounts to $309,050; with $163,950
invested in summer and private liveries. The number of regular
guests entertained last season was 9,793; number of transient
guests, 53,094. The total amount of cash received form the rum-
mer business in Coos County, $1,012,960.
The northern side of the White Mountains, reached by the
Whitefield & Jefferson Branch, has a beauty and grandeur not
conceived of by the person unfamiliar with that section. Here
the great hills are seen in an entirely new perspective, and a
region is penetrated the characteristics of which are a pleasing
variation from those of other mountain sections. Whitefield,
settled in 1774, is about half-way between Littleton and Lancas-
ter, and is a thriving mountain town with a number of attractive
lakes and ponds. From the Mountain View plateau is to be ob-













tains of New Hampshire and ihe Green Mountains of Vermont,
together with numerous lakes and streams, valleys and ravines.
Whitefield has $100,000 invested in summer hotels and boarding
houses; $22,000 invested in summer liomes; and entertained 500
legular boarders last season.
.Jefferson has been aptly called "a mountain village of fine
hotels and boarding houses that entertain a host of people," but
that does not describe Jefferson. Situated upon the slope of
Mount Starr King, commanding a magnificent view of valley.and
mountain range, it is one of the most beautiful places in New
England. Its splendid hotels accommodate an ever increasing
colony who find here a paradise for the rest seeker, the lover of
nature, the artist, the mountain climber, or the invalid seeking
health. Its distant views, which embrace the Presidential and
Franconia Ranges in all their imposing beauty, are such as no
other village can give, and its mountain air is most exhilarating.
In addition to the ordinary delights of summer mountain life
there are innumerable charming drives from Jefferson, a won-
derfully attractive one being over the state highway to Brctton
Woods and the Crawford Notch. Jefferson has $200,000 invested
In summer hotels and boarding houses; $25,000 in summer
homes; 900 regular guests were entertained last season.
Randolph, which has been called "the Alpine Pastures," is a
most alluring spot to the lover of outdoor life. Beside the splen-
did views of the mountains, the section is a wonderland of na-
tural curiosities. For the benefit of trampers a series of good
paths have been made over the hills. Moose River and other
streams afford excellent fishing. Randolph has $15,000 invested
in summer hotels and boarding houses; $26,000 in summer
homes; and last season entertained 470 regular guests.
Gorham, an important station on the Grand Trunk's Portland-
Montreal line, is 223 miles from Boston via Boston & Maine. It
is within a short distance of the Presidential Range and is the
starting point for the famous carriage trip to the summit of
Mount "Washington, a distance of 16^^ miles. The famous Glen
Road, skirting all the great gulfs and ravines on the eastern face
of the Presidential Range, gives access to Jackson; a drive of
twenty miles embracing the most romantic scenery to be found
ia this part of the country. Gorham has $G4,000 invested in sum-
mer hotels and boarding houses; $4,000 in summer homes, and
entertained COO regular guests last season.
Shelburne, on the Grand Trunk Railway, has grown rapidly
as a summer resort in recent years. With the Androscoggin
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River, numerous trout brooks and interesting mountain and in-
tervale scenery it, to many, is an ideal resort. Shelburne has
$20,000 invested in summer hotels and boarding houses, and
$160,000 invested in summer residences.
Berlin, the "Paper City," with its tremendous water power,
has grown and grown until it extends nearly to the Gorham line.
While the city leads in the manufacture of lumber, pulp and
paper, it has little, if any, summer boarding business.
Lancaster, a model New England town, is fortunate in its
railroad facilities, being distant from Boston 210 miles via the
Boston & Maine, and 195 miles via the Maine Central. A hill
surrounded village of rare beauty, with mountains and intervale,
rivers and brooks, Lancaster offers a most desirable summer
resort. From its highlands the views of the mountain ranges
and the Connecticut Valley are very attractive. Lancaster has
§22,500 invested in summer homes, and last season entertained
300 regular guests.
Colebrook and Dixville Notch, north from Lancaster, are
reached by the Maine Central Railroad. Colebrook, the northern
shire town of the county, is located at the base of Mt. Monadnock
and Lombard's Hill. The splendid roads offer many attractive
drives the most popular that to Dixville Notch, ten miles distant.
The Dixville Notch, with its splendidly equipped hotels is a favor-
ite not only with regular summer "boarders" but with sportsmen
as well for the rivei', brooks, and lakes are alive with trout, and
the fall hunting is always good. The composition of Dixville
Notch, with its crags and peaks, and pinnacles, is of a remark-
able character. It is presumed that in some prehistoric time a
convulsion of nature rent a mountain asunder and carved its
parts into curious shapes. The road up the Mohawk Valley is a
gradually ascending one from Colebrook, so that when the en-
trance to the Notch is reached the traveler stands 1,S58 feet above
sea level. The lofty walls of this mountain pass present most
peculiar and interesting foi'niations, as its bold and ragged cliffs
stand almost perpendicular hundreds of feet above the winding
roadwa.y. The summer colony here is made up largely of Phila-
delphia and Washington people. The capital invested in sum-
mer hotels and boarding houses in Colebrook and Dixville
amounts to $375,000; invested in summer homes, $8,000; number
of regular boarders in 1905, 283. Colebrook, is the railroad sta-
tion for the Diamond Pond camps, which are located in Stewarts-
town, in the best hunting and fishing section of northern New





over a fine highway. Nearby are Little Diamond and Nathan
Ponds and several streams, in all of which there is the best of
trout fishing.
West Stewartstowu, the last station in the state before the
railroad crosses the Connecticut River and enters Canada, has
$40,000 invested in summer hotels and boarding houses and last
season entertained 800 regular guests. "West Stewartstown Is
the gateway for Pittsburg and the Connecticut Lakes region.
The Connecticut Lakes, always noted for their piscatorial oppor-
tunities, have made a decided growth in recent years and are a
very popular resort for sportsmen, who journey thither from
West Stewartstown on the "tote team" or by private convey-
ance. The lakes are visited yearly by more than 300 sportsmen,
who expend $20,000 and give employment to twenty guides. In
the various camps, there is invested in boats, camp equipment,
etc., $10,000. This whole northern territory abounds in fish and
game, and in romantic drives amid wild and charming scenery.
Carroll, the " heart of the White Mountain region," leads all
other towns in the amount of investment in summer hotels and
boarding houses, the same being $2,100,000. Here are located
the finest hotels to be found in any mountain summer resort;
including the long famous Twin Mountain House on the Ammo-
noosuc, with its splendid scenery; the hospitable Fabyan House,
facing the Presidential Range, where more different guests are
entertained than at any other New Hampshire resort; the regal
Mount Washington, magnificent in every detail, with its popular
consort, the Mount Pleasant, at Bretton Woods; and at the gate-
way to the Crawford Notch, the commodious, restful Crawford
House; while on the summit of Mt. Washington is the well-
known Summit House. In addition to these there are a score
of smaller hotels, boarding and farm houses scattered through
the town, which is thus able to afford accommodations to suit
the taste and purse of every visitor. The streams throughout the
town afford splendid trout fishing, and there are no more
picturesque drives to be found in the state. At Twin Mountain
there are numerous mountain trails inviting the mountain
climber; at Fabyans there are mountain paths and all the attrac-
tions of a mammoth resort hotel; Bretton Woods has in The
Mount Washington one of the largest and most sumptuous sum-
mer palace hotels on this continent; at Crawford House there
is the charming lake, majestic Mount Willard and the entrancing
view of the Crawford Notch. Through all this section and con-
tinuing on past the site of the old Willey House to the Bartlett
line, runs the splendid state highway. The number of regular
boarders entertained in Carroll last season was 5,500; and the
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transient visitors numbered 50,000. In addition to the investment
of over two million dollars in summer hotels, there is an invest-
ment of $12,500 in summer homes, and $95,000 in summer and
private liveries.
From Fabyan and Bretton Woods a spur of the Boston &
Maine runs directly to the base of Mt. Washington, connecting
with the famous "cog railway" for the summit of the mountain,
6,293 feet above the sea. From the summit one may gaze east
as far as the Atlantic Ocean at Portland, and west as far as Lake
Champlain. To the south the shimmering surface of Lake Win-
nipesaukee can be seen, and to the north is the misty outline of
Lake Memphremagog. A visitor to the summit has said, "I
saw the whole noble company of mountains, from highest to low-
est; I saw the deep depressions through which the Connecticut,
the Merrimack, the Saco, the Androscoggin, wind toward the
lowlands; I saw the lakes which nurse the tributaries of those
streams; I saw the great northern forests, the notched wall
of the Green Mountains, the wide expanse of level land like
the ocean, and finally the ocean itself; the utmost I can say of
this view is that it is a marvel." This but imperfectly describes
New Hampshire's mighty monarch—Mount Washington.
IN CONCLUSION.
A comparison of the statistics herein published with the report
for 1899 shows that the amount of capital invested in the sum-
mer business has increased from $10,442,352 to $22,285,179; and
the number of summer visitors from 170,280 to 309,243.
The rapid increase in the summer business of New Hampshire
is due in large measure to the splendid railway facilities fur-
nished by the Boston & Maine System, the Maine Central and
Grand Trunk Railways. The railroads have increased their
train service wherever it would lead to the development of the
summer business, and the same is true of the various lake trans-
portation companies, all of which have widely advertised the
state's attractiveness as a summer resort through their summer
publications.
The advantages of the Granite State as a summer resort, and
the desirability of "New Hampshire Farms for Summer Homes,"
have been attractively advertised by the state board of agricul-
ture. The results of these systematic efforts are shown in the
statistics herein published.
Much praise is due the state fish and game commission which,
by its systematic stocking of lakes and streams, and its rigid
and impartial enforcement of the fish and game laws has main-































commission's efforts have been ably supported by the various
county fish and game leagues which are composed of public
spirited citizens who are interested in the preservation and prop-
agation of fish and game, especially the native species.
With the proper protection of our forests, which is being so
well looked after by our state forestry commission and by the
Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, the Granite
State will be the summer home, and great rest and recreation
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TWENTY-EIGHTH REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE NEW HAMPSHIRE COL-
LEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE MECHANIC
ARTS FOR THE TWO YEARS ENDING JUNE 30,
1906.
7 His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Senate
and Honse of Representatrc'cs of Xezv Hampshire.
Durham, X. H., November 1, 1906.
I have the honor of transmitting herewith the report of
the Xew Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Me-
chanic Arts inv the two years ending June 30, 1906.
Yours respectfully,
CHARLES W. STONE,
President of the Board of Trustees.
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT.
Durham, N. H., November 1, 190(i.
Hon. Charles IV. Stone, President of the Board of Trus-
tees.
Sir: This biennial report contains the foUowini^:
First. Detailed statements as to the financial condition
and transactions of the college from July 1, 1904, to June
30, 1906, including the annual reports submitted to the
United States government, covering the administration of
the Morrill fund of $25,000 and the Hatch fund of $15,000
annually appropriated to the college and also the Adams
fund of $5,000 appropriated for the year ending June 30th,
190G. All financial reports have been audited by the col-
lege auditor and approved by the board of trustees. In ad-
dition, all reports of funds appropriated by the United States
government have been approved by government officials
designated for that purpose.
Second. A full description of the courses of study ofifered
by the college, together with lists of instructors, students
and alumni.
Third. The seventeenth and eighteenth annual reports
«if the Agricultural Experiment Station, covering the two
fiscal years July 1, 1904, to June 30, 1906, and the work of
the station to November 1, 1906.
Fourth. Meteorological records July 1st, 1904. to June
30th, 1906.
NEW BUILDINGS.
The Gymnasium and Drill Hall was completed early in
January 1906 wath the appropriation of $25,000. made by
the legislature at the session of 1905. It was dedicated on
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January 26. The building' is of brick, granite trimmings and
slate roof. The basement contains locker, and shower bath
rooms. On the first floor is the main drill hall and gymna-
sium 58x96 feet, equipped with gun racks and a complete
outfit of gymnasium apparatus, including a running track in
the suspended balcony. The roof over the room is supported
by steel trusses. On this floor, adjoining the drill hall, are
office and class rooms for the military officer. The college
club room on the second floor is large, well lighted, and fur-
nished with piano (donated by the alumni), window seats,
writing desk, comfortable chairs, current periodicals, and a
billiard and a pool table. All the gymnasium equipment and
club room furniture was purchased with money obtained by
private subscription without cost to the state.
The President's House.—As stated in the last biennial
report "On September 20, 1903, the president's residence was
destroyed by fire, the origin of which is unknown. Not hav-
ing college funds available for rebuilding but desiring that a
suitable house be built for the president, the trustees accepted
the offer of Walter M. Parker of Manchester to build such a
house as the board of trustees directed, at his own private ex-
pense, with the agreement that the college should have the
privilege of buying it at the actual cost price at any time it
desired to do so by paying four per cent, interest on the
money invested and keeping up insurance and repairs."
The house has since been purchased from Mr. Parker by the
P)Oard of Trustees ; the appropriation of $5,500, by the legis-
lature in 1005, together with the insurance on the old house,
being used for the purpose. The structure is of brick with
granite trimmings, and slate roof; and has thirteen rooms
besides pantries and two bath rooms.
The Library now being built, is located on the high
grotmd northeast of Thompson Hall and will be one of the
most beautiful and imposing buildings on the campus. It
will be of red pressed brick with bufif Indiana limestone trim-
mings and slate roof and will cost about $;V2,000. It will
have ample reading and reference rooms also seminar and
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study rooms and a large historical collection room besides
librarian's office, catalog room, and a three story stack room
with a capacity for at least 60,000 volumes. The building
will be erected without cost to the state of New Hampshire.
Twenty thousand dollars being furnished by Andrew Car-
negie and about twelve thousand dollars by the estate of the
late Hamilton Smith of Durham. In this building will be
consolidated the libraries of the college, the Durham
Library Association and the Durham Public Library. The
Consolidated Library will also receive the benefit of the in-
vested funds of the Durham Library Association amount-
ing to about eleven thousand dollars. The library will be
maintained by the college for the free use of faculty, stu-
dents, members of the Durham Library Association and
citizens of Durham.
Copy of the contract under which this consolidation was
made is present below
:
LIBRARY CONSOLIDATION CONTRACT.
This Indenture by and between the "Durham Library
Association," the Directors, the same being and acting as
Trustees of said Association, the town of Durham, N. H.,
the "New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts" and Henry Cleveland Perkins, Executor, Trustee, and
Legatee under the Will of the late Hamilton Smith of said
Durham, parties of the first, second, third, fourth and fifth
parts, respectively,
WITNESSETH.
That, in order to increase the usefulness of the Libra-
ries now existing in said town of Durham, to ensure the
free access to them of all the citizens of said town, and the
Officers, Faculty, and Students of said College, and to com-
bine and consolidate all the Libraries and library interests
of said town and College, so as to make them more eflfec-
tive and beneficial in their influence upon the public wel-
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fare, the said parties hereby severally and mutually agree
to combine together and to unite their various interests in
the following manner, and upon the following terms, to wit
:
Skction 1.—The said Durham Library Association,
party of the first part in consideration of the conditions and
stipulations hereinafter contained, does hereby grant to said
parties of the second, third, fourth, and fifth parts, and to the
combined or consolidated library hereby established, the free
use of its library books, both now in possession and here-
after to be acquired, and the net income of its funds, as
hereinafter in Sections 11 and 12 more definitely set forth,
including the net income of the Lydia Simpson Fund, so
far as said Association has legal authority to do so, for
library purposes only, subject to the restrictions and condi-
tions following, which all said parties respectively agree to
abide by and perform ; said books to be brought together,
combined and united with the library books belonging to
all the said parties, so as, all together, to constitute, and be
used, and administered practically, as one library.
Section 2.—The Directors of the said Durham Library
Association, the same being Trustees of said Association,
and acting as such, for themselves and their successors, shall
turn over to the management and control of the Trustees of
said College, as managers of the said consolidated library
as provided in the seventh section hereof, and to the said
combined and consolidated library, the books already pur-
chased for the library of said Association by the income of
the legacy of Lydia Simpson, under her will dated May 5,
1892, the same being now a part of the books included in
and comprising the library of said Association,—and shall
authorize and permit the use of said books already pur-
chased, in common with the other books of the consolidated
library herein provided for, for the same general purpose
of furnishing public library reading for the members of said
Association, the people of Durham, and the officers, faculty,
and students of said College ; and said Directors and Trus-
tees will hereafter turn over all books to be purchased by
the future income of said legacv, for the same use and in
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the same manner to the same College Trustees, as said in-
come accrues and is expended by the said Directors and
Trustees of said Association, according- to the provisions of
said Simpson will.
. Provided, however, and it is hereby understood, that said
income shall be and continue to be expended by the Direc-
tors and Trustees of said Association according to the con-
ditions of said will, and that nothing herein contained shall
be construed as transferring the ownership of said income,
or of the books purchased therewith, to the said College
Trustees or said Consolidated Library : but that said books
already and to be hereafter purchased by means of said in-
.eome shall continue to be the property of said Directors and
Trustees, or of said Durham Library Association, and be
distinguished as such by proper labels or marks of identifi-
cation, so that said books, if occasion should require, may
be separated from all other books at any future time ; but the
custody and use of such books, for library purposes onh',
is hereby intended to be secured to the said College Trustees
and Consolidated Library, without recall, otherwise than as
provided in the fifteenth section of this instrument.
Section 3.—The said town of Durham, party of the third
-part does hereby grant to said parties of the first, second,
-fourth and fifth parts, and to said consolidated library, the
free use of its library books, that is to say, the books of
the Durham Public Library, including all books donated by
the state, and all past and future accessions thereto, by gift
or otherwise, and shall appropriate at least twenty-five dol-
lars ($25.00) annually, in accordance with its contract with
the state : the sum so appropriated to be turned over to the
trustees of said college, and expended by them, or under
their direction, only for books, magazines and binding of
the same, for addition to and incorporation with the rr^n-
solidated library.
Skction 4.—Said "New Hampshire College of Agricul-
ture and the Mechanic Arts," party of the fourth part, in
consideration of the same conditions and stipulations, does
hereby grant to said parties of the first, second, third and
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fifth parts, and to said consolidated library, the free use of
all its College library books, for library purposes only, sub-
ject to all the conditions herein contained, and under such
restrictions and regulations as the college authorities may
find necessary to control the use of special books, such as
technical works, text books and books of art, and reference,
i^RoviDED only that the rules prescribed shall apply equally
and without discrimination to the college and student body
and to the citizens of Durham,-—said library books to be
united anrl consolidated with the library books described in
Sections 1. '2 and .'). so as. all together, for practical uses.
to form one library.
Said college, expecting and being about to receive a dona-
tion of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) from Mr.
Andrew Carnegie for the construction of a library l)uilding
in said Durham, shall immediately employ said fund of
twenty thousand dollars, together with any other funds con-
tributed for the purpose by the parties to this contract and
others to the erection of a library building to be used for the
library purposes herein contemplated.
Said college shall provide for the care of the library build-
in'j, heat, light, salaries, insurance, taxes, repairs and other
necessary expenses of the consolidated lib'-ary. perpetually.
Section' 5.—Said Henry Cleveland Perkins acting as
executor, trustee and legatee under the will of the late
Hamilton Smith, under the following provision of said will
executed July 13. 1899, viz.
:
"I give and bequeath to Henry Cleveland Perkins the sum
of ten thousand dollars, to be expended toward the erec-
tion of a building for a public library in the town of Durham.
N. H.." hereby agrees, in conformity to said will, to contrib-
ute and pay said legacy of ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00)
to the erection of the library building herein before named,
and to unite in the common object of establishing a free
public library for the use of the people of Durham and
said College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, under
the regulations herein prescribed.
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Section 6.—The funds hereinbefore named, viz. : The-
twenty thousand dollars, ($20,000) to be furnished by Mr.
Carnegie, and the ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to be fur-
nished by Mr. Perkins, shall be immediately used for the
erection of a library building, to cost, with its furniture and
equipment, not less than thirty thousand dollars. ($30,000)
on a lot to be furnished by said college without charge to the
building fund.
Immediately upon the execution of this contract, a Build-
ing Committee, consisting of three members of the Board'
of Trustees of said College, shall proceed to obtain plans,
and make contracts for the erection of said building, and as
soon as practicable prepare it for occupation.
Section 7.—The control of said consolidated library, its
organization, appointment of officers and servants, and the
entire management of its affairs shall be vested in the board*
of trustees of said College and such agents as they may ap-
point.
Said board of trustees shall establish all regulations re-
latinc: to the library, the purchase, care, and use of books,
and all provisions by them deemed necessary for its govern-
ment and maintenance.
Said board shall keep a separate account of all books given-
by the state to the town, all books purchased with the money
annually appropriated by the town, and all books given the
town for a public library, or purchased with money given to-
the town for the Durham Public Library.
Said board shall annually make a report of the operations
and condition of the library, including a detailed account of
the expenditure of all funds entrusted to their disposal, and
shall cause a copy of said report to be delivered to the Secre-
tary of said Durham Library Association, and to the town'
clerk of said Durham.
Section 8.—In consideration of the stipulations and con-
ditions herein contained all the parties to this contract agree
to allow all citizens of Durham, N. H., and all officers, em-
ployees, and students of said college, the free use of the
library building herein provided for, and of the books here-
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inbeforo described and enumerated, for library purposes
only, and under reasonable regulations, and not to require
any assessment upon stockholders or other persons resident
in said Durham.
And it is further agreed and made an irrevocable condi-
tion of this contract, that said consolidated library shall be
kept open for public use and the accommodation of all who
are entitled to its privileges, on equal and uniform terms,
every Wednesday and Saturday throughout the year, from
two till nine o'clock in the afternoon, legal holidays excepted,
and at such other times as the managers of the library may
prescribe.
Section 9.—All present members or stockholders of the
Durham Library Association living outside the town of Dur-
ham shall have the same rights and privileges in the library
as residents of said town, upon paying an annual assessment
of one dollar.
Section 10.—As soon as said library building is com-
pleted, and upon written notice of such completion by said
building committee to the several parties hereto, the library
books belonging to said Association, to said directors and
trustees, and to said town, that is to say, the books of the
Durham Public Library, and also the books of said College
library, shall be removed and placed in the new library
building, and organized, classified, and catalogued as one
library, and opened to the public use under such rules, regu-
lations, and conditions as may be prescribed by the Board
of Trustees, as provided by Section 7 of this contract.
Section 11.—Said Durham Library Association hereby
agrees, and it is understood as a part of this contract, for the
considerations aforesaid, to turn over the net income of
all its funds now in its possession and hereafter to be ac-
quired, semi-annually, to the trustees of said college, to be
disbursed by them as agents of said association, and expend-
ed for the purchase of suitable books for said library.
Section 12.—The directors and trustees of said associa-
tion, for themselves and their successors, hereby agree that
they will turn over semi-annually the books purchased by
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them under the terms of the legacy of Lydia Simpson set
forth in her will dated May 5, 1892, that is to say, that they
will "expend the net income thereof for the purchase of
suitable books for said library," and semi-annually turn
over the books so purchased to the said college trustees,
and to the associated or consolidated libraries by this in-
strument placed under their control, to be used by said col-
lege trustees in connection with and as a part of said con-
solidated library, hereby engaging to expend said income
for such books as are suitable for general reading and are
ordinarily provided in public libraries for general circula-
tion, and to confer and advise with the managers of said
consolidated library in respect to the expenditure of said
net income.
SECT]t»xNr 13.—Said Durham Library Association agrees
that all such funds as may be in its possession and are re-
ferred to herein, shall be safely kept and judiciously in-
vested :
That the treasurer of said association, having the custody
of such funds, shall be required to give adequate bonds for
the faithful performance of his duties, which bonds shall at
all times, when required, be submitted to the examination of
the board of trustees of said college
:
And that the finance committee of said trustees may in-
spect the securities of said association once a year, and. if
the}' deem it necessary or proper, advise as to their invest-
ment.
And said trustees of the "New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts" agree to keep a sepa-
rate account of the library books of said consolidated library,
preserving the books derived from the "Durham Tvibrary
Association" and its directors, by distinctive marks on its
l)ooks and records, and also, whenever required, to aflFord
information to said association of the manner in which they
have disbursed all income derived from that source.
Sfxtion 14.—This contract shall take effect and be in
force as soon as the several parties thereto, being dulv
authorized, shall execute the same, under their respective
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seals, by committees or agents duly authorized for that pur-
pose.
lUit nothing' herein contained shall operate as a disso-
lution of the relations subsisting between said Durham
Library Association and said town of Durham, as estab-
lished by their contract of 1893, or as a discontinuance of
the present management and use of their libraries, until
the first day of October, 1906, or the completion of the new
library building, and notice thereof as provided in Section
10 hereof.
Section 15.—This contract is a nuitual compact, to be
binding and in force in perpetuity, and to be dissolved or
terminated only by legal proceedings in the courts of the
state, instituted upon grounds of violation or failure of per-
formance by either of the parties hereto, after written no-
tice of six months served on said board of trustees bv any
party seeking such dissolution or annulment.
In witness whereof the parties above named, personally,
or by their agents thereunto duly authorized, have set their
signatures and seals hereto this 13th day of January, A. D.,.
1906.
Durham Library Association'.
Signed and sealed in
the presence of
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TOWN OF DURHAM.
Edwin J. Roberts, Albert DeMeritt,
Charles S. Langley, Jeremiah Langley,
Edwin J. Roberts, Carrie E. Bnzze .1,
Edwin J. Roberts, | t\t a d i
A 1 T ,,. , , > Mary A. Burnh^m,
Arthur J. Woodward. j
Mabel E. Townsend, C. W. Scott,
Arthur J. Woodward, Winthrop S. Meserve,
Arthur J. Woodward, G. H. Sawyer,
AHce G. Baker, Arioch W. Griffiths,
Hattie F. Clark, Frank E. Doe,
Arthur J. Woodward, Lucien Thompson.
Trustees Durham Public Library.
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE
MECHANIC ARTS.
Annie M. Scammon, By R. M. Scammon,
James I. Parsons, By W'alter Drew,
Edith M. Davis, By W^ D. Gibbs,
Executive Committee, Board of Trustees.
Geo. Kennaby, H. C. Perkins.
Executor, Trustee and Legatee of Hamilton Smith.
GROWTH OF THE COLLEGE.
Students.—The following table shows the increase in
numbers of students 1903-190G:





1900 208 to Novell; her Lst.
It will be seen that our students have practically doubled
in numlDer since 1902 notwithstanding more rigid entrance
requirements and higher standards of scholarship.
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New Buildings.—From 1902 to 190G the followingbuild-







NEEDS OF THE COLLEGE.
RUNNING EXPENSES.
LxsTRUCTGRS.—Undoubtedly the greatest need of the Col-
lege is more money for running expenses. In this connec-
tion the followinsf table is of interest
:
Year.
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efficient men grows keener every year and salaries have in-
creased accordingly. During the past year we have lost six
instructors mainly because we were unable to pay salaries
offered elsewhere.
Laboratory Equipment.— It is impossible to give thi)r-
ough instruction in agriculture, engineering, chemistry and
the natural sciences without well equipped laboratories. This
equipment is expensive. Our laboratories in electrical en-
gineering, mechanical engineering, and the blacksmith shop,
foundry and wood shop must be provided with additional
apparatus if we are to do creditable w^ork and accommodate
our increased number of students.
General Repairs.—IMany repairs are needed to prevent
deterioration of college property.
The Steam Pipe Lines from the power house to Thonp-
son Hall and to Nesmith Hall must be relaid before another
winter ; several breaks in the lines have already occurred
seriously interrupting college work.
The Creamery building is in very bad condition but with
extensive repairing may be made to last a few years.
New Boilers.—With the addition of gymnasium, green-
houses, and library, the old boilers are no longer adequate
for heat and power. Two new ones must be installed be-
fore another winter.
Labor and Supplies.—With the addition of new build-
ings come heavier expenses for coal, light, janitor service, as
well as for equipment, insurance, and repairs. A night
watchman is badly needed and also additional labor on
campus, walks, and drives.
NEW BUILDINGS.
Library Equipment.—The new $32,000. library will be
erected free of cost to the state. It will be necessary for the
College to equip the building and this will cost $1 0,000.
which should be provided by legislative appropriation.
Women's Building.—This is the only College in the state
\",'hich opens its doors to women but before we can seri-
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ously encourage them to take our courses of study we must
provide a suitable place for them to live. Our present ar-
rangements in this respect are most unsatisfactory. We
are compelled to rely upon a few private families in the
village to furnish rooms and board for all of our students
except those who live in fraternities or clubs. This method
of living is especially undesirable for young women stu-
dents. The college is therefore in great need of a suitable
building to be used as a woman's hall. This building now
seems assured through the generous offer of ten thousand
dollars for the purpose by Mrs. Shirley Onderdonk of Dur-
ham. It seems desirable, however, that our legislature be
asked for an appropriation of ten thousand dollars to put
with this sum to erect a twenty thousand dollar building
which can be administered practically as cheaply as a ten
thousand dollar structure and will house more than twice
as many students. It will also be necessary that money be
provided for furnishing the building.
The College has reached a critical point. It can no
longer be conducted efficiently on its present income of
which the National Government gives $47,000. and the
State only $13,000. annually, outside of special appropria-
tions for buildings. The institution is no longer an experi-
ment. It has demonstrated its usefulness beyond doubt as
shown in the great increase in students, the addition of
many buildings, and in the important work done by its
graduates. The institution is a power for good in the
state and its work should not be crippled for lack of funds.
WILLIAM D. GIBBS, President.
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REPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERN-
MENT CONCERNING DISBURSEMENTS FROM
THE MORRILL FUND.
President's Report.
The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts.
Durham, N. H., September 1, 1905.
Report of the President to the Secretary of Agriculture
and the Secretary of the Interior, as required by act of con-
gress of April 30, 1890, in aid of colleges of agriculture and
the mechanic arts.
I. CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE INSTI-
TUTION FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1905,
ESPECIALLY—
1. Changes in course or methods of instruction.
2. Purpose, structural character, and cost of new build-
ings or additions to buildings.
President's residence constructed at a cost of $9,401.69.
II. VALUE OF ADDITIONS TO EQUIPMENT DUR-
ING YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1905 :—





(/) Live stock 155.50
(g) Miscellaneous
Total $3,587.65
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III. RECEIPTS FOR AND DURING THE YEAR
ENDED JUNE 30, 1905.
1. State aid :
—
(a) Income from endowment c^ranted by
state None
(b) Appropriation for current expenses. . . . $10,500.00
(c) Appropriations for building or for other
special purposes
2. Federal aid :
—
(a) Income from land grant, act of July 2,
18f)2 4,800.00
(b) Income from other land grants
(c) Additional endowment act of August
30, 1890 25,000.00
3. Income from endowment other than Federal
or State grants 3,480.48
4. Fees and all other sources
:
(a) Tuition fees 1,785.00
(b) Incidental fees 1,702.83
( c) Miscellaneous receipts 31,259.10
5. Total $78,527.41
6. Federal appropriation for experiment sta-
tions, act of ^farch 2, 1887 15.000.00
I\'. PROPERTY. YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1905.
Value of all buildings, $207,000 ; of apparatus. $24,000 ; of
machinery, $(;.500 ; of library. $14,000 ; of live stock. $3,800 ;
of other equipment, $15,500.
Total number of acres in farm and grounds. 313; acres
under cultivation. 100; acres used for experiments, 50;
value of farm and grounds. $20,500.
Number of acres of land allotted to state under act of
July 2. 1862. 80.000; acres still unsold, none.
Amount of land-grant fund of July 2. 1862, $80,000;
amount of other permanent funds. $70,000.
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Number of bound volumes in library, 11,708; pamphlets,.
6,620.
V. PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS DURING
THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1905.
1. College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
:
Males.
(a) Preparatory classes or schools
(b) Collegiate and special classes 20
(c) Total, counting none twice 20
2. Number of staff of Experiment Station .... 10
VI. STUDENTS DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE
30, 1905.
Males. Females.
Collegiate classes Ill T
Post-graduate courses 1
Short, or special courses 41
Total, counting none twice .... 152 7
1. Number of students in regular four-year agricultural
course, 15 ; Mechanical Engineering, 6 ; Electrical Engineer-
ing, 8; Chemical Engineering, 9; General Engineering (in-
cluding engineering students not yet classified by course),
10; General Science, 9; (Freshman class, 62, not classified
as to subjects.)
2. Number of students in short or special courses in
Agriculture, 27 ; Horticulture, 1 ; Dairying, 10 ; Mechanic
Arts, 3.
3. Number of students in military drill, 121.
4. How many students graduated from undergraduate
college courses during year ended June 30, 1905? Men,
19.
5. Average age of students graduated from undergrad-
uate college courses during year ended June 30, 1905, 23.
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6. What degrees and how many of each kind were con-
ferred during year ended June 30, 1905 ? On men, 17 B. S.
7. What and how many honorary degrees were conferred
during year ended June 30, 1905? 4 M. S.
(Signed)
W. D. GIBBS, President.
August, 1905.
PRESIDENT'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts.
Durham, N. H., September, 1906.
Report of the President to the Secretary of Agriculture
and the Secretary of the Interior, as required by act of Con-
gress of April 30, 1890, in aid of colleges of agriculture and
the mechanic arts.
I. CONDITION AND PROGRESS OF THE INSTI-
TUTION FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1906,
ESPECIALLY—
1. Changes in course or methods of instruction.
2. Purpose, structural character, and cost of new build-
ings, or additions to buildings.
Gymnasium and Drill Hall erected at a cost of twenty-
five thousand dollars appropriated by the State Legisla-
ture.
A new library in process of erection will cost thirty thou-
sand dollars. Twenty thousand dollars of this amount being
given by Andrew Carnegie and ten thousand dollars by the
late Hamilton Smith of Durham, N. H.
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II. VALUE OF ADDITIONS TO EQUIPMENT DUR-






(f) Live stock 181.15
Total $28,910.63
III. RECEIPTS FOR AND DURING THE YEAR
ENDED JUNE 30, 1906.
1. State aid
:
(a) Income from endowment granted by state None.
(b) Appropriation for current expenses $13,000.00




(a) Income from land grant, act of July 2,
1862 4.800.00
(b) Income from other land grants
(c) Additional endowment act of August 30.
1890 25.000.00
3. Income from endowment other than federal
or state grants 3,252.00
4. Fees and all other sources
:
(a) Tuition fees 3,012.50
(b) Incidental fees 1,635.88
(c) Miscellaneous receipts 17,368.82
5. Total $98,569.20
6. Federal appropriation for experiment sta-
tions, act of March 2. 1887 $20,000.00
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I\'. PROPERTY, YEAR EXDED JUNE 30, 1906.
\'alue of buildings, $238,000; of apparatus. $2(5,000; of
machinery, $(i,r00 : of library, $15,000 ; of live stock, $3,900 ;
of other equipment, $16,000.
Total number of acres in farm and grounds. 343 ; acres
under cultivation, 100 ; acres used for experiments, 20
;
value of farm and grounds, $20,500.
Xumber of acres of land allotted to state under act of
July 2, 1862, 80,000; acres still unsold, none.
Amount of land grant fund of July 2, 1862, $80,000;
amount of other permanent funds, $70,000.




V. PROFESSORS AND INSTRUCTORS DURING
THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1906.
1. College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts:
Males.
(a) Preparatory classes
(b) Collegiate and special classes 24
(c) Total, counting none twice 24
2. Number of staff of Experiment Station .... 11
VI. STUDENTS DURING THE YEAR ENDED JUNE
30, 1906.
Preparatory classes or schools
Collegiate classes
Post-graduate courses
Short, or special courses
Total, counting none twice.... 179 12
1. Xumber of students in regular four-year agricultural
course, 13; Mechanical Engineering. 5; Electrical Engi-
neering, 3; General Engineering (including engineering
Males.
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Students not yet classified by course), 25; Chemistry, 12;
General Science, 10; (Seventy-five freshmen not classified.)
2. Number of students in short or special courses in
Agriculture, 32 ; Dairying, 10 ; Mechanic Arts, 1 ; General
Sciences, 3.
3. Number of students in military drill, 144.
4. How many students graduated from vmdergraduate
college courses during year ended June 30, 1906? Men, 17.
5. Average age of students graduated from undergrad-
uate college courses during the year ended June 30, 1906
:
22K-.
6. What degrees and how many of each kind were con-
ferred during year ended June 30, 1906? On men, 17 B. S.,
2 M. S., 1 M. E.
7. What and how many honorary degrees were con-
ferred during year ended June 30, 1906? 1 M. S., 1 B. S.
(Signed)
W. D. GIBBS, President.
August 30, 1906.
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TREASURER'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
Name of Institution, The New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Post-office, Durham, State, Xew H.ampshire.
Report of treasurer of said institution, to the Secretary of
Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior, of amount re-
ceived under act of Congress of August 30, 1<S90. in aid of
colleges o£ agriculture and the mechanic arts, and of the dis-
bursements thereof, to and including June 30, 1905.
Receipts.
Received from the United States government. . $2."),000.00
Disbursements.
Disbursed for instruction and facilities
:
In agriculture, as per schedule A $5,148.50
In mechanic arts, as per schedule B 8,059.11
In English language, as per schedule C 1,190.06
In mathematical science, as per schedule D 2,070.75
In natural and physical sciences, as per sched-
ule E r).410.30
In economic science, as per schedule F 2.115.28
Total expended during year $25,000.00
I hereby certify that the above account is correct and
true, and, together with the schedules hereunto attached,
truly represents the details of expenditures for the period
and by the institution named ; that said exj^enditures were
26 cOjulegs of agricultjrs
applied only lo instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts,
the English language, and the various branches of mathe-
matical, physical, natural, and economic science, with special
reference to their applications in the industries of life, and to
the facilities for such instruction, and that no part of these
funds was expended for the erection, preservation, or repair
of anv building or buildings.
( S'gned)
WALTER M. PARKER, Treasurer.
Schedule A.
—
Disbursements for instruction in Agricul-
ture, and for facilities for such instruction, during the
year ended June 50, 1905.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Agriculture.
$800.00, (2) Professor of Agricultural
Chemistry, $500.00 ; (3) Professor of Hor-
ticulture and Forestry, $916.70 ; (4) Assist-
ant Professor of Agriculture. $600.00; (5)
Instructor in Horticulture, $544.98; (6)
Instructor in Dairynrig. $790.00 $4,151.68
II. For facilities, as follows
:
For apparatus, stock, and materials 930.77
For text-books and reference books 66.05
Total $5,148.50
Schedule B.—Disbursements for instntction in Mechanic
Arts, and for facilities for such i>istn(ction. during the
year ended June jo, 1905.
I. For instruction, viz.
:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Mechanical
Engineerins". $2,000.00; (2) Professor of
Electrical Engineering, $750.00; (3) Pro-
fessor of Drawing, $1,349.94; (4) Instruc-
tor in Machine Work; $1,081.70; (5) In-
structor in Wood-work, $1,166,66; (6) In-
structor in Electrical Engineering, $375.00. $6,723.30
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II. I'^or facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, machinery, stock and material. . $1,233.90
For text-books and refereiice books 101.91
Total $8,059.11
Schedule C.—Disbiirscinciifs for instniction in English
Langnagc, and for facilities for snch instruction, dur-
ing the year ended June so, iQOj.
I. For instruction, viz.:
For the salaries of Instructors in Eno;lish Lan-
,cruai?e $955.00
II. For facilities, as follows:
For text-books and reference books 241.06
Total $1,196.06
Schedule D.—Disbursements for instniction in Mathemat-
ical Science, and for facilities for sttch instruction, dur-
ing the year ended June 50, 190j.
I. For instruction, viz :
For the salary of the Professor of Mathematics $2,000.00
II. For facilities, as follows
:
For apparatus, stock, and materials 48.63
For text-books and reference books 22.12
Total $2,070.75
Schedule E.—Disbursements for instruction in Physical
Science, and for facilities for such instruction, during
the year ended June 50, ipoj.
I. For instruction, viz :
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Physics,
$750.00; (2) Professor of Chemistry, $2.-
000.00; (3) Instructors in Chemistry,
$618.00 ; (4) Instructor in Physics,
$375.00 $3,743.00
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II. For facilities, as follows
:
For apparatus, stock and materials 652.42




Dishurscments for instruction in Nat-
ural Science, and for facilities for such instruction, dur-
ing the year ended June jo, ipoj.
I. For instruction, viz :
For salary of Professor of Entomology and '
Zoology $1,083.30
For salary of Instructor in Entomology and
Zodlogy 373.30
II. For facilities, as follows
:
For apparatus, stock, and materials 196.56
For text-books and reference books 97.47
Total $1,750.63
Schedule F.—Disbursements for instruction in Economic
Science, and for facilities for such instruction, during
the year ended June jo, iQOj.
I. For instruction, viz :
For Professor of Economic Science and History $3,000.00
II. For facilities, as follows
For text-books and reference books 115.28
Total $2,115.28
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TREASURER'S GOVERNMENT REPORT.
Name of Institution, The New Hampshire College of
Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Post-office, Durham ; State, New Hampshire.
Report of treasurer of said institution, to the Secretary
of Agriculture and the Secretary of the Interior, of amount
received under act of Congress of August 30, 1890, in aid of
colleges of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and of the
disbursements thereof, to and including, June .30, 1906.
Receipts.
Received from the United States government. . $25,000.00
Disbursements.
Disbursed for instruction and facilities
:
In agriculture, as per schedule A $5,035.26
In mechanic arts, as per schedule B 8,143.32
In English language, as per schedule C 1,428.90
In mathematical science, as per schedule D. . . . 2,040.82
In natural and physical sciences, as per schedule
E (),844.r>4
In economic science, as per schedule F L.'iOl.OG
$25,000.00
I hereby certify that the above account is correct and
true, and, together with the schedules hereunto attached,
truly represents the details of expenditures for the period
and by the institution named, and that said expenditures
were applied only to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic
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arts, the English language, and the various branches of
mathematical, physical, natural, and economic science, with
special reference to their applications in the industries of
life, and to the facilities for such instruction, and that no
part of these funds was expended for the erection, preserva-
tion, or repair of any building or buildings.
(Signed)
WALTER M. PARKER. Treasurer.
Schedule A.
—
Disburscuicnts for instruction in Ai^ricul-
ture, and for facilities for such instruction, during
the year ended June 50, igo6.
I. For instruction, viz :
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Agricul-
ture, $883.34; (2) Professor of Agricul-
tural Chemistry, $500.00; (3) Assistant
Professor of Agriculture, $600.00; (4) Pro-
fessor of Horticulture and Forestry, $1,000.-
00; (5) Instructor in Horticulture, $510.70;
(6) Instructor in Dairying, $716.70 $4,216.7-4
II. For facilities, as follows
:
For apparatus 740.82
For text-books and reference books 77.70
Total $5,035.26
Schedule B.—Disbursements for instruction in Mechanic
Arts and for facilities for sucli instruction, during the
year ended June 50, tqo6.
I. For instruction, viz :
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, $2,000 ; (2) Instructors in Ma-
chine Work, $1,146.96; (3) Instructor in
Wood-work, $1,200; (4) Professor of
Drawing, $1,005; (5) Professor of Electri-
cal Engineering, $900; (6) Instructor in
Electrical Engineering, $306.60 $6,558.62
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II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock and materials SI . r< 1.06
For text-books and reference books 113.64
Total $8,143.32
Schedule C.—Disbursements for instruction in English
Language, and for facilities for such instruction, dur-
ing the year ended June ?o, ioo6.
I. For instruction, viz ;
For salaries of Instructors in Knglisb Lan-
guage $1,230.00
[I. For facilities, as follows:
For text-books and reference books 198.90
Total $1,428.90
Schedule D.—Disbursements for instruction in Mathemat-
ical Science, and for facilities for such instruction, dur-
ing the year ended June 50, fQo6.
I. For instruction, viz :
For tbe salary of the Professor of Mathematics. .$2,006.40
II. For facilities, as follows:
For apparatus, stock and materials 29.17
For text-books and reference books 11.25
Total $2,046.82
Schedule K.—Disbursements for instruction in Physical
Science, a)id for facilities for such instruction, during
the year ended June ^o, iQod.
I. For instruction, viz.
:
For the salaries of (1) Professor of Physics.
$900; (2) Instructor in Physics. $306.66;
(3) Professor of Chemistry. $2,000 ; (4) In-
structors in Chemistry, $1,041.93 $4,248.-59
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II. For facilities, as follows
:
For apparatus, stock and materials 566.18




Disbursements for instruetioii in Nat-
ural Scienee, and for facilities for such instruction, dur-
ing year ended June jo, 1906.
I. For instruction, viz.
:
For salaries of (1) Professor of Entomolog}- and
Zoology, $1,000; (2) Instructor in En-
tomology and Zoology, $185.41; (3) In-
structor in Botany, $333.30 $1,518.71
II. For facilities, as follows
For apparatus, stock and materials 131.63
For text-books and reference books 136.31
Total $1,786.65
Schedule F.—Disbursements for instruction in Economic
Science, and for facilities for such instruction, during
the year ended June ^0, IQ06.
I. For instruction, viz.
:
For Professor of Economic Science and History $1,400.00
II. For facilities, as follows :
For text-books and reference books 101.06
Total $1 ,501.06
COLLEGE TREASURER'S REPORT.
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COLLEGE TREASURER'S
To the President and Trustees of the New Hampshire
Treasurer respectfully submits his report for the period
Walter M. Parker, Treasurer in Account With the New
Cash on hand July 1, 1904 $1,025.03
Income, Conant Fund -3,850.00
Interest on State Bonds 4,800.00
Annual State Appropriation ii.OOO.OO
Special State Appropriation ",500.00




W. D. Gibbs, President 16,694.12
L. Thompson, Real Estate 168.50
Int. Pillsbury Fund 7.00
Int. Hamilton Smith Fund 400.00
Greenhouse Fund College Bills 301.40
New Building Fund College Bills. . 291.10




Cash on hand July 1, 1904 $805.12
New Building Fund.
Cash on hand July 1, 1904 $385.19
*See Indebtedness.
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REPORT TO TRUSTEES.
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts :—Your
from July 1, 190-i to June 30, 1905.
Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Schedules $76,338.35
*Notes Paid and Interest 13,254.31
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COLLEGE TREASURER'S
To the President and Trustees of the New Hampshire
Treasurer respectfully submits his report for the period
Walter M. Parker, Treasurer in Account With the New-
Cash on hand July 1, 1905 $809.77
Income Conant Fund 2,845.00
Interest State Bonds 4,800.00
Annual State Appropriation 3,000.00
Special State Appropriation 10,000.00




W. D. Gibbs, President 20,489.33
L. Thompson, Treasurer Real Estate
Committee 208.37
Income Pillsbury F'und 7.00
Transfer from House Fund (This
amount of bills having been tem-
porarily paid from College Funds.) 149.05




State Appropriation and interest on
$148.31 $5,500.74
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REPORT TO TRUSTEES.
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts :—Your
from July 1, 1905 to June 30, 1906.
Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.
Schedules $iSl,932.14
Notes ] 3,141.81
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Drill Hall Appkopriation.
State $25,000.00
Supplementary Report, Adams Fund.
U. S. Government Appropriation.. . . $5,000.00
$5,000.00
The Adams Act in aid of the Agricultural Experiment
expended by each of them before June 30, 1906 was passed
the College Treasurer until July, 1906. It has thus been
1907. It has been used only for obligations incurred
to $3,119.79, reimburses the College for payments actually
report as supplementary and will be found repeated in the
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Drill Hall Approprl\tion.
Schedules $25,000.00
Supplementary Report, Adams Fund.
Schedules No. 35 and No. :]() $2,880.21
Schedule No. 9 2,119.79
$5,000.00
Stations and appropriating^ five thousand dollars to be
by Congress so late in June that the money did not reach
necessarily paid out during the fiscal year ending June 30,
previous to July 1, 1906. The Schedule No. 9, amounting
made before that date. The account is given in this annual
regular report for the year ending June 30, 1907.
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INDEBTEDNESS AND FUND STATEMENT
JUNE 30, 1905.
Prepared By C. H. Pettee, Auditor.
INDEBTEDNESS.
Notes outstanding July 1,
1904 $17,699.56





port, notes paid more

















Cash on hand July 1,
1904 $665.37
State Appropriations . 10,500.00





Cash on hand July 1,
1904 354.50

















Chemical Department . . 3,371.93
M. A. Department 4,952.65
Drawing- Department. . . 1,420.19
Elect. Eng 1,686.27
Phys. Sci. Department. . 1,305.53
Eng. Lang. Department. 1,196.06
Math. Sci. Department.. 2,070.75
Zool. Department 1,730.21
Bot. & Bact. Department 2.63
Eco. Sci. Department... 2,115.28
Expenditures $25,000.00
ROSECRANS W. PiLLSBURY FuND.
Receipts $7.00


















General Fund, cash on




Fund June 30, 1905.. 13.25
Frederick Smyth Fund
June 30, 1905 133.51
Total $922.27
Interest on debt tempora-
rily paid from current
funds 112.50
Balance $809.7^
Cash on hand reported
by Treasurer $809.7^
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INDEBTEDNESS AND FUND STATEMENT
JUNE 30, 1906.
Prepared by C. H. Pettee,, Auditor.
INDEBTEDNESS.
*NoTES Given.
Notes outstanding July 1,
1905 $18,141.81
Manchester National Bank
note dated April 28, '06 500.00
Manchester Savings Bank
note dated May 31, '06 6,000.00
Manchester National Bank




August 25, '05 $13,000.00
Manchester Savings Bank
August 25. '05 141.81
13,141.81
$17,729.56
Several hundred dollars in Interest have been saved to the State,
during the past two years, by using current funds early in the year, to pay
about $13,000 of old Indebtedness and reborrowing later as the money was
needed. For details see Treasurer's Report.
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Summary Indebtedness.
Note Indebtedness $17,729.56-
Notes and Interest paid
temporarily from current
funds (see Treasurer's
report, notes and inter-
est paid more than
money borrowed) .... 776.38"




and interest paid more
than money borrowed) 112.50-










struction 1. -1 00. 00
$4,800.00
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Miscellaneous Income, Experiment Station Fund.
^Receipts
Cash on hand July 1,
1905 $968.85









Cash on hand July 1,
1905 $776.51
State Appropriation... 13,000.00
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ROSECRANS W. PlLLSBURY FuND.
Receipts $7.00

















English Language . . . 1,428.90
Mathematical Science.. 2,046.82













General Fund. Cash on
hand June 30, 1906 $678.73
Rosecrans W. Pillsbury
Fund 19.35
Mis. Income : Experi-
ment Station 2,310.69
Adams Fund, cash ex-
penditures 2,119.79
Interest and Notes, tempor-
arily paid from current
funds 888.88
$3,008.67 $3,008.67
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PRESIDENT'S FINANCIAL REPORT TO
TRUSTEES.
W. D. GiBBS, President.
Summary of Transactions, July 1, 1904--June 30, 1905.
INCOME.
Balance on hand July 1, 1904 $1,025.02
Balance on hand July 1, 1904, New Building. . . 385.19
Balance on hand July 1, 1904, Greenhouse Fund 805.12
Government appropriation, Law of 1890 25,000.00
Government appropriation, Experiment Station 15,000.00
Interest, Land Grant State Bonds 4.800.00
Annual State appropriation 3.000.00
Special State appropriation 7.500.00
Income, Conant Fund 2.850.00
Interest, Pillsbury Fund 7.00
Interest, Hamilton Smith Fund 400.00
Real Estate Rents 168.50
Deposits by W. D. Gibbs, President 16.694.12
New Building Fund 291.10
Greenhouse P\md 301.40
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Aug.
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DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS.
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Ageicultubal Science Department (Morrill)
Receipts. Expenditures.




Animal Husbandry Instruction 600 . 00
— $2,313.28
Agricultural Science Department, (General).
Agri. Sci.: Freight and express $16.31
Postage, stationery and printing ... 16 . 19
$32.50
New Building.
Agri. Equipment (See p. 58) $149.03 $149.03
Farm Dei'art:\iknt. (General).
Farm: Buildings and repairs .... $60.54
Blacksmithing 46.75
Feeding stuffs 1,439.44
Freight and express 52.33









Farm: Live stock $77.00 $77.00
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DAIRY DEPARTMENT.
Dairy Department (Morrill).




Dairy Departaiext (General J.
Daii-y: Buildings and repairs .... $1.98
Freight and express 104.09
Labor 514.95
Milk 7,335.74














Hort: Buildings and repairs .... $78.96
Feeding stuffs 215.43
Fertilizers 165.50
Freight and express $95.32
Blacksmithing 24.01
Heat, light and water 115.01
Labor 1,841.48
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Hort. : Traveling expenses $26.62
Labor sales $1,093.64
Furniture and fixtures . . . 87.11
12,677.50 ?2,916.11 $238.61
New Building.
Hort: Equipment (see p. 58) $236.16 $236.16
New Greenhouse.
New Greenhouse (see p. 58) $805.12 $805.12
Forestry Department (General).
Forestry: Labor $10.33 $10.33
Roads and Grounds (General).
Roads and grounds $969.30 $969.30
CHEMICAL DEPARTMENT.
Chemical Department (Morrill).






Chem.: Freight and express $26.15
Post., Sta. and Ptg 47.10
Furniture and fixtures . . 39.20
Breakage account 283.05
$283.05 $112.45 _|_$170.60
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
Mechanical Engineerixg Depaetment (Morrill).
Mech. Eng. : Apparatus $287.45
Books 101.91
Instruction 2,081.70




Mechanical Engineering Department (General).
Mech. Eng.: Freight and express $23.34
Post, Sta and Ptg .66
Labor sales $24.23
Furniture and fixtures.... 22.50
$24.23 $46.50 $22.27
Power and Service (General).
P. and S.: Coal $2,366.73








Curator : Expense $9.35
Labor 687.98
Supplies 159.12
Freight and express 1.35
$857.80
Buildings and Repairs (General).
B. and R.: General $494.87 $494.87








Drawing: Freight and express $0.40 $0.40
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT.
Electrical Engineering Department (Morrill).
Elect. Eng. : Apparatus $561.27
Instruction 1,125.00
$1,686.27
Electrical Engineering Department (General).
Elect. Eng. : Freight and express $24.40
Traveling expenses 3.98
$28.38
Physical Science Department (Morrill).




Phy-sical Science Department (General).
Phys. Sci.: Freight and express $0.45




English Langitace Department (Morrill).
Eng. Lang.: Books $241.06
Instruction 955.00
$1,196.06
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English Language Department (General).
Eng. Lang.: Post, Sta. and Ptg $10.00 $10.00
Secretary of Faculty (General).
Sec'y of Fac: Post, Sta. and Ptg $68.01
Freight and express .20
$68.21
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.
Mathematical Science Department (Morrill).




Mathematical Science Department (General).
Math. Sci.: Freight and express $0.35 $0.35
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT.
Modern Language Department (Land Grant).
Modern Language: Instruction $1,383.26 $1,383.26
ZOOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Zoological Department (Morrill).






Zool. : Supplies $24.06
Freight and express 26.67
Labor 31.54
Furniture and fixtures 119.21
Post, Sta. and Ptg 8.09
$209.57
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Botany and Bacteriological Department (Morrill).
Bot. and Bact. : Books $2.63 $2.63
ECONOMIC SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.
Economic Science Department (Morrill).




Library: Clerical work $554.87
Books 18.61
Freight and express 11.52
Post., Sta. and Ptg 4.24
Supplies 09.23
$658.47
Military' Science Department (General).




New building, grading $149.35
Contingent expenses 172.61
Commencement expenses 276.81 . . . >
Trustees' expenses 551.81
Advertising 722.56
Pres. and Sec'y, salari?s 229.36
Clerical work 214.62
Freight and express 477.58
Post., Sta. and Ptg 528.30





Fire insurance premiums 327.50
Athletic appropriation 200.00
Traveling expenses 125.70
Furniture and fixtures 121.58
Conant Scholarships 2,850.00
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Smith Scholarships $400.00
Students' fees $4,522.50
Smythe Book Fund 89.97
Erskine Mason Prize 4.00
Hort. : Cold storage 93.79
$6,744.28 $10,325.38 $3,581.10
Land Grant.





Postage and stationery 86.G8
Freight and express 138.99












Buildings and repairs 80.81
$15,000.00
Analysis fees (1904) $614.35 -j-$614.35
New Greenhouse.




Balance on hand .July 1, 1904 $385.19
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The undersigned, duly authorized to audit the accounts
of the Xew Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts for the twelve months ending July 1, 1905,
hereby certifies that he has carefully examined all such
accounts, both receipts and expenditures ; that he finds the
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PRESIDENT'S FINANCIAL REPORT TO
TRUSTEES.
W. D. GiBBS, President.
Summary of Transactions, July 1, 1905~June 30, 190(1.
INCOMK.
Balance on hand July 1, 190:) $809.77
Government appropriation, law of 1S90 25,000.00
Government appropriation. Experiment Station 15,000.00
Interest, Land Grant State Bonds 4,800.00
Annual State appropriation 3,000.00
Special State appropriation 10,000.00
Special State appropriation, house and interest 5,500.74
Special State appropriation, drill hall 25,000.00
^Special U. S. Gov't appropriation, Adams Fund 5,000.00
Income, Conant Fund 2,845.00
Interest, Pillsbury Fund 7.00
Interest, Hamilton Smith Fund 400.00
Real Estate Rents 208.37


















*See Treas. Report. Adams Fuml.
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Sept. 15. " 7 $583.48




Oct. 2. " 10 3.042.00
15. " • 11 541.19
25. " 12 (),802.42
Nov. 15. '' 13 3,479.25
15. " 14 718.00
25. " 15 5,264.68
Dec. 5. " 10 2,157.78
15. " 17 152.50
15. " 18 518.79
30. " 19 5,584.43
190G.
Jan.
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Notes and interest paid temporarily
from current funds (see Treasurer's
Report, notes and interest paid more




Agricultubal Science Depaetment (Morrill).
Receipts. Expenditures.




Animal husbandry instruction 600.00
$2,481.81
AGRICUT.TURAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT (General).
Agri. Sci.: Freight and express $24.13
Post.. Sta. and Ptg 15.65
Traveling expenses 2.94






Freight and express 29.96
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DAIRY DEPARTMENT.
Dairy Depaetment (Morrill).
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Forestry Department (Morrill).
Forestry: Apparatus $142.84 $142.84
Forestry Department (General).





Roads and Grounds (General).









Chemistry: Freight and express. . $24.03
Post, Sta. and Ptg 18.37






Mechanical Excixeering Department (Morrill).
Mech. Eng. : Apparatus $865.25
Books 104.04
Instruction 2.147.00
Shop work instruction 2.199.96
Stock 112.46
$5,428.71
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Mechanical Engineering Department (General).
Mech. Eng. : Freight and express $26.93




Power and SEB\acE (General).
P. and S. : Coal $2,530.29







Curator : Expense $9.03
Labor 672.76
Supplies 132.05
Freight and express .96
$814.80
BrxLDiNGs AND Repairs (General).









Electrical Engineering Department (Morrill).
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Electbical Engineering Department (General).
Elect. Eng.: Freight and express $26.75
Traveling expenses 11.71
Post, Sta. and Ptg 4.06
$42.52
Physical Science Depabtment (Morrill),




Physical Science Department (General).
Phys. Sci.: Freight and express $1.13
Post., Sta. and Ptg 10.38
$1L51
ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT.
English Language Department (Morrill).
Eng. Lang. : Books $198.90
Instruction 1,230.00
$1,428.90
English Language Department (General).
Eng. Lang.: Post., Sta. and Ptg $1.23
Instruction 46.60
$47.83
Secretary of Faculty (General).
Sec'y of Fac: Post., Sta. and Ptg $22.80
Freight and express .90
$23.70
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT.
Modern Language Department (Land Grant).
Modern Lang.: Instruction $1,400.00 $1,400.00
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MATHEMATICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT.
Mathematical Science Depaetment (Morrill).




Mathematical Science Department (General).
Math. Sci.: Freight and express $0.55
Labor .25
Furniture and fixtures 13.62
$14.42
ECONOMIC SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Economic Science Department (Morrill).
Eco. Sci.: Books $101.06
Instruction 1,400.00
$1,501.06
Economic Science Department (General).
Eco. Sci. : Instruction $600.00 $600.00
Library Department (General).
Library: Clerical work $641.50
Books 46.09
Freight and express 20.86




MfLTT.vRY Science Department (General).
Mil. Sci.: Supplies .^ $22.10
Freight and express 5.93
Post, Sta. and Ptg 32.10
Band 38.00
$98.13
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ZOOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Zoological Depaetment (Morrill).





Zool. : Apparatus $58.00
Freight and express 29.52
Labor 45.96
Furniture and fixtures 146.16
Post., Sta. and Ptg 11.56
Laboratory . 32. GO
Traveling expenses 1.30
-— $325.10
Botany and BACTERT0LO(;inAL Department (Morrill).




BoT^^Y A.\i) Bacteriological Department (General).
Bot. and Bn--t.: Freight and exp. $6.25










Pres. and Sec'y: salaries 124.98
Clerical work 207.50
Freight and express 491.16
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Fire insurance premium 517.50
Athletic appropriation 1,065.00
Traveling expenses 256.81




Erskine Mason Prize 4.00









Post., Sta. and Ptg 62.59
Freight and express 170.43
Heat, light and water 145.26
Chemical supplies 26.78








Buildings and repairs 152.80
$15,000.00
Analysis fees $1,341.84 _}_ $1,341.84













Buildings and repairs 246.74
$5,000.00
* See Treas. Supplementary Report, Adams Fund.
The undersigned, duly authorized to audit the accounts
of the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts for the twelve months ending July 1, 1906,
hereby certifies that he has carefully examined all such
accounts, both receipts and expenditures ; that he finds the
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CALENDAR.
1906
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COLLEGE CALENDAR,
190fi.
Sept. 4-5. Examinations for admission bcyin Tuesday at
9 a. m.
Sept. 6. Regular college exercises begin Thursday at
10 a. m.
Oct. 10. Stated meeting of Trustees.
Dec. 21. First term ends Friday night.
WINTER VACATION.
1901
Jan. 8. Registration day. Second term begins Tues-
day.
Jan. 9. Stated meeting of the Trustees.
March 15. Second term ends Friday night.
SPRING \'ACATI0N.
.March 26. Registration day. Third term begins Tuesday.
Stated meeting of Trustees.
Senior examinations completed, 4 p. m.
Baccalaureate sermon. Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
Prize Drill, S p. m.. in the Armory.
Class Day.
Stated meeting of Trustees.
Glee Club concert at 8 p. m. in Thomj^son I Tall.
June 5. Commencement Da\ , Wednesday.
April
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sum:,'er vac \tion.
Sept. 3-4. Examinations for admission begin Tuesday at
9 a. m.
Sept. 4. Registration day. First term begins Wednes-
day.
Oct. 9. Stated meeting of Trustees.
Dec. 20. First term ends Friday night.
\vINTER VACATION.
1908.
Jan. 7. Registration daw Second term begiiis Tues-
dav.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
His Excellkncy, Gov. JOHN McLANE, M. S., ex officio.
CHARLES W. STONE, A. M., East Anc^LOver,^President.
Pres. WILLIAM D. GIBBS, Durham, ex officio.
Hon. LUCIEN THOMPSON, Durham, Secretary.
Hon. JOHN G. TALLANT, Pembroke.
*GEORGE B. WILLIAMS, Walpole.
Hon. warren BROWN, Hampton Falls.
Hon. ROSECRANS W. PILLSBURY. Lonclonderry.
Hon. RICHARD M. SCAMMON, Stratham.
WALTER DREW, Colebrook.
Hon. xNAHUM J. BACHELDER, M. S., A. M., K .-,
Andover.
GORDON WOODBURY, A. B., Ph. D., LL. B., I'.Hf; . !.
EDWARD H. WASON, B. S., Nashua, Alumni Trustee.
GEORGE W. CURRIER, M. D., Nashua.
WALTER M. PARKER, A. B., Manchester, Trannrcr.
•Died August 19th, 1906.
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OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION.
WILLIAM D. GIBBS, M. S., President and Director of
the Experiment Station.
CHARLES H. PETTEE, A. M., C. E., Dean and Profes-
sor of Mathematics and Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE W. SCOTT, A. M., Professor of History
and Political Economy; Librarian.
FRED W. MORSE, M. S., Professor of Organic Chemis-
try.
CHARLES L. PARSONS, B. S., Professor of Inorganic
Chemistry.
*FRANK WILLIAM RANE, B. Agr., M. S., Professor of
Horticulture and forestry.
CARLETON A. READ, S. B., Professor of Mechanical
Engineering.
FREDERICK W. TAYLOR, B. Sc. (Agr.), Professor of
Agriculture.
E. DWIGHT SANDERSON, B. S., Professor of Zoology
and Entomology.
ARTHUR F. NESBIT, S. B., A. M., Professor of Physics
and Electrical Engineering.
WILLIAM E. HUNT, B. S., First Lieutenant Eighth U.
S. Infantry, Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
**HARRY F. HALL, B. S., Professor of Horticulture.
RICHARD WHORISKEY, JR., A. B., Associate Profes-
sor of Modern Languages.
CHARLES BROOKS, A. M., Associate Professor of
Botanv.
* Resigned October 1, 1906.
** Beginning January 1, 1907.
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F. W. PUTNAM, B. S., Associate Professor of Drawing
and Design.
EDWARD L. SHAW, B. Sc. (Agr.), Assistant Professor
of Agrieulture.
EDWARD H. HANCOCK, B. S., Assistant Professor of
Mechanical Engineering.
C. H. HARRISON, A. B., B. D.. Assistant Professor of
English and Philosophy, Secretary of the Faculty.
flVAN C. WELD, Instructor in Dairying.
CHARLES JAMES, A. L C, Instructor in Chemistry.
FRANK R. BROWN, B. S., Instructor in Machine Work.
SAMUEL T. ADAMS, B. S., Instructor in Physics and
Electrical Engineering.
J. K. SHAW, B. Sc. (Agr.), Instructor in Horticulture.
FRANK A. TINKHAM, B. S., Assistant in Dairying.
T. J. HEADLEE. A. M., Ph. D., Assistant in Entomology.
JOHN D. CLARK, B. S., Student Assistant in Chemistry.
GEORGE S. HAM. farm Foreman.
:\L\BEL E. TOWNSEND, A. B.. Associate Librarians-
Registrar.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE.
EDITH M. DAMS, Purchasing Agent.
ALICE G. BAKER, Bookkeeper.
EXC.IXEER AND CURATOR OF BUILDINGS.
OSCAR W. STRAW.
t Resigned October 15, 1906.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
BOARD OF CONTROL.
Hon. JOHN G. TALLANT, Chairman, Pembroke
CHARLES W. STONE, A. M., Secretary, East Andover
Hon. warren BROWN, Hampton Falls
Hon. N. J. BACHELDER, A. M., M. S., East Andover
Pres. WILLIAM D. GIBBS, ex officio, Durham
STATION COUNCIL.
WILLIAM D. GIBBS, M. S., Director.
FRED W. MORSE, M. S., Chemist and Vice-Director.
*FRANK WILLIAA^ PANE, B. Ac, M. S., Horticulturist.
FREDERICK W. TAYLOR, B. Sc. (Agr.), Agriculturist.
E. DWIGHT SANDERSON, B. S., Bntomologist.
flVAN C. WELD, Dairy Manufactures.
EDWARD L. SHAW, B. Sc. (Agr.), Associate Agricul-
turist.
CHARLES BROOKS, A. M., Associate Botanist.
J. K. SHAW, B. Sc. (Agr.), Associate Horticulturist.
B. E. CURRY, M. S., Associate Chemist.
T. J. HEADLEE, A. M., Ph. D., Assistant Bntomologist.
GEORGE S. HAM, Farm Foreman.
EDITH M. DAVIS, Purchasing Agent.
MABEL H. MEHAFFY, Stenographer.
ALICE G. BAKER, Bookkeeper.
* Resigned October 1, 1906.
t Resigned October 15, 1906.
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STUDENTS.
a—Agricultural Course; c—Course in Technical Chemistry; g—Gen-
eral Course; m e—Mechanical Engineering; e e—Electrical Engineer-
ing; u—Unclassified. Sophomores in the Engineering Courses are









Batchelor, Leon Dexter a
Berry, Philip Ray m e
Broggini, Andrew e e
Dodge, Carl Austin c
Ingham, Harry Edward m
Lane, Frank Davis m e
Littlefield, Ralph Albion a
Noyes, Bernard C. a
Powers, John Glenn a
Randall, Frank Wiggin e e
Townsend, Ellice Storrs g
Watson, Lucia Soule g
































Adams, Waldo Lawrence c Toionsend, Mass.
Barton, Arthur Hosea e e Newport.
Batchelder, Arthur Milliken
e e SuncooTc.
Buss, Minot Giles e e Wilton.
Carlisle, Lawrence Andrew a Exeter.
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Chesley, Mary Abbie g
Clough, Francis e e
Cory, Merton M. e e
Croghan, John Timothy e e
DeMeritt, Kathardine g
Dickey, Harold Hurst g
Evans, Walter Woods c
Farwell, Oren Lovell a
French, Harry Fifield c
Hill, Stanley Fisk m e
Huse, Merritt Chase e e
Kirkpatrick, William R. m e
Murchie, William Ewart e e
O'Connor, John Joseph e e
Page, John Caleb g
Parley, George Arthur c
Pettee, Sarah Elizabeth g
Smalley, Dean Fred e e
Tarbell, Carl Brown m e
Wadleigh, Ray Emery e e
Waite, George Lyman a
Walker, Harold Duncan e e

















































Ackerman, Laurence Day c Bristol.
Brown. Edna Olive g Rye Beach.
Burnham, Esther Young g Durham.
Campbell, William Smith e Litchfield.
Chase, Carl e Webster.
Cone, Charles Francis e Nashua.
Doe, Marion g Durham.
Ellsworth, Perry Foss e Meredith.
Falconer, John Ironside a Milford.
Goodwin, Otis Dana e Hollis.
Hammond, Roland Bowman eNashua.
Hardy, Harold Elwin a Hollis.
Hayes, Lawrence Corson e Milton.
Hurlburt, Wallace Blanch-
ard e Northfield.
Jenness, Herbert Leon e Rye Beach.
Kelley, Charles William e Barnstead.
Kennedy, Carl Duncan c Concord.
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Kimball, Leland Hayward e
Lougee, Bernard Ayers e
McKone, Frank E. e
Matthews, Charles Doane a
Merrill, Maurice David e
Osgood, Philip Marcus e
Parker, John Edward a
Parker, William Brackett g
Peaslee, Albert e
Pike, Herbert S. e
Pratt, Lester Albert c
Priest, James Harry e e
Quimby, Harold Wallace e
Richardson, Charles Sidney
Rolfe, Benjamin Henry g
Sanborn, Edson Dana a
Sanborn, Moses Harmon o Fremont.
Sargent, George Jackman c Concord.
Smalley, Lee Lawrence e WaJpole.
Stevens, Ernest Morton e Andover.
Stokes, Iva Dorothy g Epsom.
Townsend, Harry Storrs a Lebanon.
Trickey, John Paul c Rochester.
Trow, Herbert Averill e Mount Vernon.
Tucker, James William e Concord.
Watson, Sumner William a Rochester.
Wendell, Chester Snell e Dover.
Wentworth, Stephen Neal c Rochester.
Wilder, Howard Erwin e Amesbury, Mass.
Wilkins, Carroll Blaisdell a Xashua.
Wilkins, Harold Hartshorn e Amherst.
Wood, Chester Loring u Dudley, Mass.
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Read, Harold Clifford Westport.
Reynolds, Clearton Howard Middletoivn, N. Y.































































































Brown. Charles Harold Fremont.
Carter, Harry Heddiiuj.














Parmenter, William O., Jr.



















































































Stiulents in Ten-Weelv Course 25
Stuc'entH in Two-Year Course 13
Special Students 9
Total 212
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FOUNDATION AND ENDOWMENT.
The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the
Mechanic Arts was incorporated by the state Legislature in
1866, under the provisions of the act of Congress, approved
July 2, 1862, entitled "An act donating public lands to the
several states and territories which may provide colleges for
the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts," the grant
of land having been accepted by an act of Legislature, ap-
proved July 9, 1863.
The act of 1862 provides that the income from the invest-
ment of the money realized from the sale of the lands shall
be appropriated "to the endowment, support, and mainten-
nance of at least one college where the leading object shall
be, without excluding other scientific and classical studied,
and including military tactics, to teach such branches of
learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts,
* * * in order to promote the liberal and practical edu-
cation of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
professions of life."
The "Morrill Bill," which was approved August 30, 1890,
and received the assent of the state by an act of Legislature,
approved February 13, 1891, provides an appropriation for
the more complete endowment and support of the colleges
for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts, estab-
lished under the provisions of "the act of 18()"2."
The appropriation under the Morrill act is "to be applied
only to instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts, tht
English language, and the various branches of mathemati-
cal, physical, natural, and economic science, with special
reference to their applications in the industries of life, and
to the facilities for such instruction."
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Under an act of Congress approved March 2, 1887, which
received legislative assent August 4, 1887, was established
that department of the college known as the Agricultural
Experiment Station, the purpose of which was "to aid in
acquiring and diffusing among the people of the United
States useful and practical information on subjects con-
nected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investiga-
tion and experiment respecting the principles and applica-
tions of agricultural science."
Benjamin Thompson, who died January 30, 1890, was a
resident of Durham, and a farmer by profession. He had
at heart the agricultural interests of his native state, and
in the furtherance of those interests he bequeathed to it at
his death his whole estate with a few minor reservations.
Ml*. Thompson's final statement of the object of his
bequest was as follows: "My object being mainly to pro-
mote the improvement of agriculture, though willing that
the college to be established should also provide for the me-
chanic arts, it is my will that the institution to be estab-
lished by the state * * * shall be called and designated
* * * The New Hampshire College of Agriculture and
the Mechanic Arts, if that shall be the wish of the state
;
and that in addition to the instruction to be given therein,
as provided by my said will, there shall be taught only such
other arts or sciences as may be necessary to enable said
state to fully avail itself of said donation of lands by the
government in good faith, which two branches of instruc-
tion shall be the leading objects of said institution or col-
lege."
By the provisions of the will, the income from this source
will not, however, become available until 1910. This en-
dowment will amount at that time to nearly $800,000, the
annual income from which will be about $32,000.
The state Legislature accepted the Thompson bequest
March 5, 1891, and on April 10th of the same year appro-
priated $100,000 for buildings. Approximately $50,000 was
realized from the sale of property and from other sources.
In 1893 an additional appropriation of $35,000 was made
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by the state for completing and furnishing the buildings.
Accordingly in 1893 the college was moved from its first
home at Hanover to its present location at Durham.
The general government of the college is vested in a
board of thirteen trustees. The governor of the state and
the president of the college are trustees, e.v officio; the
alumni of the college elect one trustee ; and all other trus-
tees are appointed by the governor of the state, with the
advice and consent of the council.
The college is executing the trust reposed in it by giving
instruction in the various courses described in this cata-
logue under the prescribed heads of "agriculture" and "the
mechanic arts."
The income for the current year is from the following
sources : From the federal land grant of 1863, $4,800 ; from
the federal government under the acts of 1887 and 1906.
$22,000, to be applied only for use of the Agricultural Expe-
riment station ; from the same source under the act of 1890,
$25,000 ; and from the state, $13,000 ; and from various
other sources, about $5,000.
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GENERAL INFORMATION.





2. Mechanical Engineering Course.
3. Electrical Engineering Course.
4. Chemical Engineering Course.
5. General Course.
The college is a part of the public school system of the
state. It stands, in its agricultural, mechanical engineer-
ing, electrical engineering, technical chemistry, and general
scientific courses, in the same relation to the high schools
that the high schools stand to the grammar schools, and that
these in turn stand to the elementary schools. In other
words, it is a continuation of the grades of the public school
system of the state, with special reference to the industrial
pursuits, and, in the courses that are provided as described
elsewhere in this catalogue, it aims to give a practical train-
ing that shall fit the student to deal with the problems of
life.
TUITION.
The tuition fee is $60 per year, although numerous schol-
arships give free tuition to many Xew Hampshire students.
SCIIOI.ARSIIIPS.
Conant Scholarships.—There are twenty-five Conant
scholarships, each paying $10 and tuition, $00—total, $100.
These are to be assigned under the following conditions
:
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1. They are to be given to young men taking an agricul-
tural course.
2. Each town in Cheshire County is entitled to one schol-
arship, and Jaffrey is entitled to two.
3. Scholarships not taken by students from Cheshire
County, and those in excess of the number of towns, will be
assigned to agricultural students, and may be divided at the
discretion of the president.
Senatorial Scholarships.—There are twenty-four senato-
rial scholarships,—one for each senatorial district. Each
scholarship is to pay tuition, $60. Senatorial scholarships
not filled can be assigned to students from other localities
at the discretion of the faculty ; they are open to students
in all courses.
Early application should be made for these scholarships.
They will be reserved for those respective towns and dis-
tricts until August 1 of each year, after which they may be
otherwise assigned for the year.
These scholarships are given for the purpose of aiding
deserving students, and will be withdrawn from those who
use tobacco or intoxicating liquors, or show themselves not
deserving. Janitorships, work on the farm, etc., also fur-
nish assistance to a considerable extent.
Valentine Smith Scholarships.—Through the generosity
of the late Mr. Hamilton Smith of Durham the sum of
$10,000 has been given to the college to establish the Valen-
tine Smith scholarships.
"The income thus accruing to the college shall be given
to the graduate of an approved high school or academy who
shall, upon examination, be judged to have the most thor-
ough preparation for admission to the college ; provided,
"That this income shall be paid to the student to whom it
is awarded, in eight semi-annual payments, at the time ap-
pointed for the payment of term bills ; and
"That if the student receiving this scholarship shall at
any time prove unworthy, in the judgment of the faculty,
by reason of defective scholarship or character, he shall for-
feit his claim to the student most deserving ; and
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"That if the student receiving this sholarship shall cease
to be a member of the college, the income from this fund,
for the unexpired term, shall be awarded to the student most
deserving in character and scholarship."
These scholarships yield $400 annually or one hundred
dollars to each holder.
Competitive examinations for this scholarship will be held
at the college at the time of the entrance examinations in
September, and at no other time.
Grange Scholarships.—Each subordinate and Pomona
grange in New Hampshire has the privilege of appointing
one student annually to a free scholarship in any of the
four-year or two-year courses in the college, each appoint-
ment to be good for four years if in a four years' course,
and for two years if in a two years' course. Students hold-
ing these scholarships will be relieved from paying the
annual tuition fee of sixty dollars, but will not be relieved
from payment of incidental or other fees. Scholarships
may be forfeited at any time by misconduct of the student
or by his failure in a sufficient number of studies, or by his
inability to meet the entrance requirements. Women may
hold these scholarships on the same terms as men.
The method of appointment is entirely at the option of
the grange ; it may be by election, competitive examination,
or otherwise. Holders of grange scholarships must be resi-
dents of New Hampshire.
PRIZES.
I. Bailey Prize.—Dr. C. H. Bailey, of Gardner, Mass.,
and E. A. Bailey, B. S., of Keene,.N. H., offer a prize of
ten dollars for proficiency in chemistry.
n. Erskinc Mason Memorial Price.—Mrs. Erskine
Mason, of Stamford, Conn., has invested one hundred dol-
lars as a memorial of her son. a member of the class of 1803,
the income of which is to l)c given, for the jircsent, to that
member of the senior class who has made the greatest im-
provement during his course.




Military uniform for new students.
Drawing instruments and materials.
Fees*,
Room rent, including fuel.
Board, $3 to $3.50 per week, for thirty-
five weeks, 105.00 to 122.50
Free
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POST-GRADUATE STUDY.
The college offers opportunities for post-graduate study
in agriculture, biology and chemistry.
After the satisfactory completion of an appropriate
amount of post-graduate work, advanced degrees will be
given.
SPECIAL STUDENTS.
Special students shall be admitted only by vote of the
faculty. Any person of mature years (not a candidate for
a degree) may be so admitted upon presenting satisfactory
evidence of his ability to complete the desired course of
study.
REGISTRATION.
All undergraduate students who desire to attend the col-
lege during a term are required to register at the registrar's
office on or before 4 p. m. of the first day of such term.
Every former student registered after the first day of any
term shall be charged for such registration a fine of one
dollar for the first day and fifty cents additional for each
succeeding day, to be remitted only by the president upon
presentation of a substantial excuse for the delay.
ATTENDANCE.
.A-ll students are required to attend chapel exercises ; all
male students are required to attend military drill. Attend-
ance upon class work is under the control of the individual
instructors. Any instructor may, without faculty action,
exclude from examination any student who has been absent
from 20 per cent, of the exercises of any class under his
charge.
TERM BILLS.
Tuition and fees are payable in advance, in two equal
instalments : one on the first day of the fall term and the
other on the first day of the winter term, of each year. No
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student shall receive his registration card or attend classes
until his term bills are paid.
ELECTION OF STUDIES.
Every student shall, on or before the Saturday before the
last in each term, notify in writing the secretary of the
faculty of his elections for the term following. Any stu-
dent, who, having made his elections, desires to change,
shall make application to the faculty in writing, with a
statement in full of his reasons.
Any student who fails to fill out his elective slip on or
before the date mentioned, shall pay a fine of one dollar
before he can be registered for the studies of the next term,
unless he has previously obtained from the secretary of the
faculty a written excuse for delay. No student shall be
permitted to make changes in courses elected by him after
one week from the time of his registration in each term,
except by vote of the faculty and the payment of one dollar.
AMOUNT OE WORK.
No student shall be permitted to carry less than sixteen
or more than twenty-one credit hours per week of class-
room work or its equivalent, without the consent of the
faculty.
EXAMINATION ON ENTRANCE DEFICIENCIES.
Students conditioned on entrance examinations may have
an opportunity to make up such deficiencies upon the three
days preceding the beginning of the fall term, and upon
the last Saturday of each term. A student who takes a
deficiency examination upon an entranre subject, at any
other time, must pay the college one dollar for each exam-
ination upon each subject.
Students who have any entrance condition outstanding at
the beginning of the third year of residence at the college,
or more than one at the beginning of the second year, will
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not be allowed to register until such conditions have been
removed.
THESIS.
A thesis upon some subject connected with the work of
the course taken is required of every candidate for a degree.
The subject, together with a written approval of it by the
head of the department within which it lies must be sub-
mitted to the president before the fifteenth day of Decem-
ber ])receding graduation. The completed thesis shall be
submitted to the head of the department concerned not later
than the second Tuesday preceding Commencement. The
thesis must be completed in typewritten and bound form by
the Tuesday preceding Commencement and in the hands of
the department concerned. The thesis shall be typewritten
or printed upon standard thesis paper 8^ by 11 inches, me-
dium weight, neatly bound in black cloth and gilt-lettered
on first cover with title, name of author, degree sought and
year of graduation. This bound copy shall be approved by
the faculty, filed and left with the College Librarian.
GRADUATION.
Those who complete a four years' course or its equivalent
will be recommended for the degree of Bachelor of Science.
No equivalent for one of the four years' course will be
accepted which does not contain an average of at least 18
credit hours per term, in addition to military drill, for four
years, and all of the required subjects of the first two years
which are common to all of the four-year courses.
The regular work of the senior class, including the regu-
lar final examinations, is completed at 4 p. m. on the Tues-
day of the week preceding Commencement ; and each mem-
ber of the class may receive a statement of his standing at
the office of the registrar at 2 p. m. on the next day,
Wednesday. All work required for graduation must be
completed by 6 p. m. of the Saturday of the same week.
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SUNDAY SERVICES.
Although the only church in Durham is nominally Con-
gregational, it is attended by citizens of all denominations,
and sectarian lines are never drawn. It is conveniently
situated, and with its regular services, its Sunday-school,
prayer-meetings and young people's meetings, it offers
ample opportunity for religious observance.
SITUATION AND RAILROAD CONNECTIONS.
Durham is situated on the Western Division of the Bos-
ton and Maine Railroad, 62 miles from Boston, and about
midway between Rockingham Junction and the City of
Dover, being five miles from the latter place.
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BUILDINGS.
Tn(JMl'Si).\ HALI,.
Thompson Hall, the main college building-, has a length
of 1*^8 feet, exclusive of a porte-cochcrc 40 feet long, and
a width of 93 feet in the widest part. It is built of granite
and brick, and has three stories besides the basement.
The basement contains a blower-room, with apparatus
for controlling the heating and ventilation of the build-
ing, geological laboratory, a lavatory, and rooms used for
storage.
One-half of the first floor is devoted to the library, which
is provided with a large, well-lighted reading room for
papers and magazines, a reference room for special work, a
librarian's room, a delivery room, and shelf space for 50,000
volumes. The remainder of the first floor is used for offices,
recitation rooms for mathematics and history, and a wait-
ing room for women.
On the second floor are more offices, the botanical and
zoological laboratories, the drawing-room and recitation
rooms for biology, mechanical engineering, philosophy and
modern languages.
On the third floor is the large hall used as an auditorium,
two society rooms, and the bell-boy's room.
The building is lighted by gas and electricity, and pre
vided with the most approved system of heating and ven
tilation.
LIBRARY BUILDING.
The library building now being erected has a frontage of
seventy-six feet and a depth of sixty-five feet, not including
the stack extension planned to give shelving room for sixty
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thousand volumes. It is a two story building with granite
basement and trimmings of Indiana sandstone. This build-
ing has been made possible by the generosity of Mr. Andrew
Carnegie, and by an arrangement in accordance with which
the College assumes the care of the Durham libraries and
adds to its building fund a sum of money which Mr. Ham-
ilton Smith, late of Durham, provided for a public library
building.
MORRILI. HALL.
This building was erected in 1902 at a cost of about
$30,000. It is 110 feet long and 58 feet wide, comprising
four stories, including the basement. It is plain and simple
in outline, and gives the impression of strength and solidity.
The material is brick, laid in Flemish bond, with trimmings
of the clear, almost white Suncook granite. These relieve
and brighten to a certain extent the general effect of plain-
ness and simplicity. The roof is of slate, and the construc-
tion throughout is designed to give the greatest possible
security against fire. All the partition walls are of brick,
and the steam for heating is taken from the boilers at the
central station, near the Mechanical Building. The John-
son system of automatic temperature regulation has been
installed. Adequate ventilation is secured throughout the
building by means of a large fan in the basement. All the
floors are of maple, except the basement, which is cement.
Only the ceilings of the rooms are plastered, the side walls
being of bare brick, calcimined Indian red.
A vestibule, eight feet wide, runs through the centre of
the building the long way on each floor, except the fourth.
In the south end of the basement there is a room 56 by
32 feet, which is used for the exhibition of the different
makes of agricultural implements and tools. The north
end of the basement is fitted up for a live stock judging
room. On the basement floor there is also a lavatory, pro-
vided with wash-stands and shower-bath, a bulletin mailing
room, a soil-storage room, a fan and heating-room and a
janitor's room.
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The first floor is occupied by the department of agricul-
ture. It contains two class-rooms—one for agronomy and
one for animal industry—a soil physics laboratory with a
preparation room attached, an agricultural reading-room, a
stenographer's room, the farm superintendent's room, and
the offices of the professor and assistant professor of agri-
culture.
The second floor is occupied by the horticultural depart-
ment. It contains one class-room, a pomological labora-
tory, a forestry laboratory, a herbarium room, a horticul-
tural reading-room and the offices of the professor and
assistant in horticulture. The second floor is also provided
with a refrigerator room, in which the fruits and vegetables
used for laboratory work may be preserved. Both the first
and second floors are provided with fireproof vaults in which
important records and expensive equipment are kept.
CONANT HALL.
Conant Hall contains the laboratories and lecture-rooms
for instruction in chemistry, physics, and electrical engi-
neering. It is a substantial brick building, 92 by 70 feet,
and three stories high, including the basement. It is heated
by steam brought from the shops, lighted by gas and elec-
tricity and provided with a system of thorough ventilation.
Water, gas, high pressure steam, hydrogen, oxygen, vacuum
and blast are supplied through pipes wherever needed, and
the lecture rooms in addition have switches controlling both
dynamo and battery currents, and arrangements for stereop-
ticon illustration.
The basement contains a small workshop, the battery,
photometer, photographic and comparator rooms, a clock
room protected by double walls against changes in tempera-
ture, an acid room and a water and gas laboratory provided
with the necessary fixtures and appliances.
The first floor, with the exception of one room, is occupied
by the physics department. It contains the mineralogical
laboratory, which is provided with tile-covered desks and
other facilities for blowpipe analysis; the junior physical
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laboratory ; an apparatus room ; a reading and reference
room for physical and electrical books and periodicals ; an
electrical laboratory ; and the physical lecture-room, which
is provided with all necessary conveniences, as before men-
tioned. For optical experiments the room can be darkened
by means of special window-shutters, operated from one of
the lecture-desks. A stone pier between the two desks
makes it possible to use delicate instruments.
The second floor is given up entirely to the chemical de-
partment. It contains storerooms, an organic laboratory,
a qualitative laboratory, a private laboratory, a dark room
for polariscopic and spectroscopic work, a lecture-room pro-
vided with facilities as before described, a quantitative lab-
oratory, and a room for the delicate chemical balances and
most important reference works.
The laboratories are fitted up with modern accessories,
and with special reference to the kind of work to be per-
formed in each.
SHOPS.
These have been built in order to provide facilities for
instruction in the working of wood and metals. The build-
ings are constructed on the "slow-burning" principle, with
thick walls, and heavy, continuous plank floors. The rooms
are all well lighted and well ventilated.
The main building is 42 by 106 feet, and two stories
high, with a basement 31 by 42 feet. The basement is used
as an engine room and laboratory. The largest room on the
first floor is the machine shop, where there is opportunity
for practice in the operation of working metals by cutting
tools, both by hand-work and by machinery. On this floor
a lavatory is provided. The second floor is mainly occu-
pied by a wood-shop, in which the common branches of car-
pentry, joinery and pattern-making are taught. Practice
is given in the use of carpenters' tools and in the care and
operation of the machines of most general use in wood-
working:.
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Joined to the main shop building and on a level with its
basement is a one-story building-, 40 by 100 feet, containing
the boiler room, forge shop and foundry.
There are four boilers, aggregating 240 horse-power,
which furnish steam to all the college buildings, wherever
needed for heating or power. A brick chimney, 95 feet
high, carries away the waste gases from the furnaces.
In the forge shop instruction is given in forging, welding,
tempering and riveting, and in the foundry the student is
taught to mold and cast from the various patterns made in
the wood-shop.
THE ARMORY.
The armory is a brick building with granite trimmings.
The main building is (51 x 99. It has a headhouse, on
each corner of which is a tower. One tower is battlemented
and is three stories high, to correspond with the headhouse
roof, and has a slated peak. The headhouse, or portion of
the building nearest the street is 31x46. In the basement of
the main building are two bathrooms, one 16x22, containing
two shower baths to be used by the faculty and visiting
teams. The other bathroom on this fioor, size 12x16, is for
the use of the students and contains five shower baths ; ad-
joining this is a locker room, 28x30 ; a drying-room, 5x15 ;
a toilet-room. 8x12, and a room, 8x28, for gymnasium sup-
plies. As this does not take up all the basement floor, there
is a space, 37.x52, reserved for a swimming pool, bowling
alley, ball cage, etc., to be completed at some future time.
On the first floor of the main building is the drill hall or
gymnasium, size 58x97. with a lialcony in the second story,
which furnishes a running track six feet w'ide.
On entering the building, from the street, there is an office
on the right, to be devoted to the uses of the professor of
military science, one for the physical culture director, and a
private ofiice in the tower. To the left of the hallway is a
military lecture room.
On the second floor of the headhouse are the College Club
rooms, one 20x43, and the other 10x16. These are fur-
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nished with billiard and pool tables ; a piano presented to the
College Club by the College Alumni Association ; easy chairs
and window seats, all in mission style furniture.
The equipment of the gymnasium includes chest weights
;
dumb bells ; Indian clubs ; wands ; bucks ; horses ; horizontal
and parallel bars ; traveling rings ; ladders ; punching bags ;
etc.
NESMITH HALL.
Nesmit'h Hall, a brick building two stories in height, is
used for the work of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
It contains offices and working rooms, a reference library,
and chemical, entomological, bacteriological and botanical
laboratories.
DAIRY.
The dairy building is a wooden structure of one and one-
half stories, with basement. It contains six rooms equipped
for manual training in milk testing, milk and cream pas-
teurizing, cream ripening, butter-making and the care and
management of dairy machinery.
The first floor is used for receiving milk and for the sep-
arators. On this floor is also the office of the instructor
and the laboratory for milk testing. The basement con-
tains the ripening vats, churns and refrigerators, together
with the engine.
BARNS.
The dairy barn is a large wooden structure, erected in
1895 at a cost of about $10,000. The main portion is 45 by
100 feet, two stories high, and with a basement in which are
box stalls, calf and sheep pens, a cold storage room, root
cellar, feed, dressing and milk rooms. A story and a half
L 35 by 100 feet, with basement, is attached to the main
structure. The first floor of the L is on a level with the
basement of the main barn and contains stalls to accommo-
date 56 head of cattle. The basement of the L contains pig
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pens, while the loft is used for the storage of feed, fertilizers
and machinery. With the exception of the space occupied
by a granary, a 120-ton silo and a 12-foot driveway, the
upper floors of the main barn are used entirely for hay and
forage, there being capacity for about 175 tons.
A second barn of old-style building is used by the agri-
cultural department for the storage of hay, implements and
wagons and for stabling the department horses.
A third barn, 25 by 60 feet, recently modeled, is used
by the horticultural department for its horses and wagons
and the storage of spraying machines and various garden
implements.
GREENHOUSES.
The new range of greenhouses has been specially planned
and built for carrying on modern and up-to-date work in
greenhouse management and handicraft. There are seven
distinct houses, besides a propagating hallway. Connected
with the glass structure is a workroom, 20 by 30 feet, which
also answers as an office for the florist, and is equipped with
scales, seed-boxes and other accessories. The basement of
the workroom, or potting house, is used for a boiler room
and storeroom for potting soils. The attic has two good
rooms, one of which is occupied by the greenhouse attend-
ant. The whole system is heated by steam, the boiler being
a Lord & Pjurnham Co. sectional. The houses are piped
so that the temperature can be regulated for any kind of
crop, and offer exceptional opportunities for experimental
work. The main palm house and four of the lateral houses
were built by the Lord & Burnham Co., greenhouse con-
tractors, and are of steel superstructure. The other two,
together with the passageways to the potting house, are con-
structed of cypress, with angle iron eaves plates and iron
supports. One house is equipped for greenhouse manage-
ment instruction and each student is given definite labora-
tory space and prescribed work. Two of the houses have
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ground beds and are adapted for forcing vegetables. The
remaining houses have raised beds, excepting the centre of
the pahn 'house, which has a ground bed.
These houses are hghted with electricity and offer un-
usual facilities for instruction and experimentation. When
students have completed the required greenhouse courses,
they are prepared to take positions as florists or gardeners
of estates, etc.
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LABORATORIES AND EQUIPMENT.
AC.RDXOMV
This department is ])rovided with a collection of dried
specimens of the different forage crops ; the more important
varieties of corn, wheat and oats : and with a large number
of lantern slides, grass charts and other illustrative material.
The soil physics laboratory is equipped with soil bins, a
compacting machine, chemical and torsion balances, and
various kinds of physical apparatus for the study of soils,
including that for the determination of specific gravity and
for the making of mechanical analyses.
The agricultural museum contains many of the latest
models of the different makes of farm machinery, tools and
appliances, including plows, cultivators, harrows, mowers,
rakes, corn binders, manure spreaders, different kinds of
cattle ties and various makes of patent wire fences.
The college farm, with its 800 acres of land, has a variety
of soils and soil conditions suited to the growth of nearly
all the important farm crops, and thus offers excellent
opportunities for practical work and demonstration in the
department of agronomy.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
For the various courses in animal industr_\- an extended
use is made of the live stock of the college farm. The dairy
herd consists of representative animals of the following
breeds: .\yrshires, Guernseys, Jerseys and Shorthorns. The
college owns six head of horses representing the draft t\]ie,
and to become acf|uainted with the trotting and thorough-
bred types the students are taken to various stock farms
where these types can be inspected and judged.
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For the study of the different breeds of sheep and swine
the college flock of thoroughbred Southdowns, Dorset
Horns, Shropshires and Merinos and herds of medium
Yorkshires and Berkshires are used. Representatives of
other breeds are rented for practical study and judging.
In the new agricultural building a large room has been
fitted up for the judging of live stock, instruments for pre-
cise measurements are provided and score cards with a scale
of points for each kind of animal are used.
The class-room is provided with a stereopticon lantern
and a large collection of lantern slides is used to show the
leading individuals of several breeds of live stock. The
herd books of the several breeds are made use of in famil-
iarizing the student with methods of tracing pedigrees and
the practices of breeders' associations.
HORTICULTURE.
The facilities for instruction in the various lines of horti-
culture have vastly improved during the past few years.
The entire second floor of Morrill Hall is given up to this
department and contains offices, lecture-rooms, laboratories,
herbarium room, seminary and library room, and a cold-
storage room. On the basement floor this department has
also in conjunction with the agricultural department a pho-
tograph room, soil and carpenter's room, and an implement
room. The lecture room is fitted up with a stereopticon
lantern. The pomological and vegetable gardening labora-
tories are of original design and offer every facility for mod-
ern work. During the fall term over 100 varieties of apples
are studied by the students. Grapes and pears are received
from western New York, and other fruits, apples in particu-
lar, from Pennsylvania, West Virginia, New York, Ohio,
Minnesota, Oregon, various parts of New England and Can-
ada. Large numbers of varieties of vegetables are grown in
the experiment station trial grounds, and these offer excep-
tional opportunities for indentification and study in the lab-
oratory for sometime after field conditions have gone by. The
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orchards, gardens and grounds also offer opportunities for
demonstrating the theories advocated in the lecture-room.
Many varieties of different kinds of fruits are to be found
in the orchards. These are young, but coming into bearing.
The plum orchard has GO varieties in bearing. Grapes,
peaches, apples, cherries and small fruits are also grown at
the Experiment Station. Propagation of fruits, shrubs and
tlowering plants is practised. A fine collection of Vilmorin
charts is owned by the department. The collection of lan-
tern slides is continually being enlarged.
COLLEGE FOREST.
A tract of 60 acres of old forest growth is owned by the
college. It is located close at hand and offers ample oppor-
tunities for studying forestry. The country about Durham
presents forestry conditions typical of New England, and
the transplanting of trees, sowing of seeds and general ques-
tions of forestry management may here be studied in
Nature's laboratory.
DAIRY.
All available space in this building is filled with various
forms of cream separators, churns, testing apparatus and
other dairy appliances. Steam is supplied by the large
boilers at the power-house. In addition to the product of
the college herd, milk is received from about 25 farms in
Durham and vicinity. Through this arrangement the col-
lege is able to furnish plenty of milk for practice work and
to provide for a most thorough and practical training in
dairy and creamery management.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
The basement and westerly rooms of the main shop build-
ing are used as engine room and mechanical laboratories
and contain a 40 horse-power engine which furnishes power
for the shops and electric lighting of the college buildings
;
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a shaft-governor, slide-valve engine ; a direct acting steam
pump ; and a large compound duplex pump. This pump
receives water under a head of lo feet through an eight-
inch pipe from a reservoir one-half mile distant, and forces
it through underground mains to the various hydrants and
"buildings or through nozzles for measurements during tests.
It is fitted with indicator motions and other necessary equip-
ment for complete duty tests. The pump with its long sup-
ply pipe, a 10-inch standpipe and a (i,000-gallon tank, fur-
nishes apparatus for an extensive series of hydraulic expe-
riments.
Among other apparatus is a od.OOO-pound Olsen machine
with the necessary tools and measuring instruments for ten-
sion, compression and transverse tests; a 1'^ horse-power
gas engine ; a marine gas engine ; a Westinghouse air-brake
pump with locomotive and tender attachments ; steam and
gas engine indicators ; a surface condenser, with a capacity
of 2,000 lbs. per hour, fitted with a 5^x8x7 air pump ; Bris-
tol pyromoter reading to 2,<S00 degrees F. ; Pitot tubes ; dif-
ferential gauges ; cement testing machine with the necessary
sieves and other apparatus for testing cement according to
the recommendations of the committee for cement testing
;
and the usual supply of scales, gauges, thermometers and
small apparatus. The three sectional boilers and the G6"
return tubular boiler, with the 95 ft. brick stack are used
for boiler tests and flue gas analysis, by means of the Orsat
apparatus, pyrometers and thermometers reading to 1,000
F. The 66" boiler is also fitted with two forms of forced
draught apparatus thus giving an opportunity for commer-
cial tests with different grades of fuel, especially the cheaper
grades. The ventilating fans and engines of the various
buildings as well as the engines at the creamery, electrical
laboratory and barn are available for testing. Opportunity
is not only given for the student to test the engine or
machine but to become familiar with its construction and
operation.
In addition to the instruction given in the laboratory, ex-
cursions are made to various outside power plants, and
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when practicable, tests are made, thus enabhiiij the stu-
dent to become familiar with various types of engineering
practice. Each year the proprietors of a nearby mill allow
the class in valve gears to take exercises in valve setting on
their 50 horse-power Corliss engine.
WOOD-SHOP.
This occupies the larger part of the second story of the
main building. It is supplied with benches and the neces-
sary tools to accommodate 20 students at one time. Other
equipment consists of a circular saw, board-planer, buzz-
planer, jig-saw, speed-lathes, a large pattern maker's lathe
with molding and boring attachments. A stock and pattern
room on the same floor provides storage for lumber, patterns
and unfinished work. The course in woodwork consists of
practice in carpentry, joinery, cabinet-making and turning.
Much of the advanced work consists of making apparatus
and cabinets for use about the college. Following this
work is the course in pattern-making, special attention being
given to methods of design.
MACHINE SHOP.
The equipment is as follows : seven engine lathes, a 14-
inch by 6-foot speed-lathe, built by students ; a vertical drill,
built by students ; a 30-inch Flather planer ; a universal mill-




power hack saw ; 12 benches with vises, and a large
number of small tools, including micrometer, calipers and
gauges necessary for accurate work. The lathes in the
wood-shop were built here, and several more are in process
of construction.
FORGE SHOP.
This contains 13 Sturtevant down-draft forges with an-
vils and necessary tools. The blast to the forges is fur-
nished by a No. 4 blower, and the smoke carried away by a
60-inch exhauster. These are driven by a 3 by 5 vertical
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engine. The student is taught the principles of forging,
welding and tempering of iron and steel. Special attention
is given to accuracy of dimensions as well as of shape and
finish.
FOUNDRY.
The foundry is supplied with a furnace, molding benches,
flasks and bench tools. Foundry work is taken in connec-
tion with the course in pattern making, and the student
molds and casts from the patterns he has constructed in
the wood-shop. Castings are made in iron, brass and alloy,
and tests are made on "test bars" of each.
PHYSICS AND ELECTRICITY.
The physical laboratory is equipped with a good collec-
tion of the usual apparatus for laboratory work and lecture-
room illustration, to which will be continually added pieces
purchased or made in the college shop.
In the junior laboratory of physics there has been added
apparatus for studying absorption phenomena and the com-
parison of spectra of films, liquids, metals, etc. ; for measur-
ing the angles of crystals and indices of refraction ; for
verifying the laws of refraction and total reflection of light
;
for determining the moment of inertia of various forms of
specimens.
In electricity and magnetism the equipment includes
instruments of bigh precision and of the latest forms, such
as : a magnetometer for studying the intensity of the earth's
magnetism ; a universal tangent galvanometer .capable of
assuming a variety of forms and measuring currents from
a small fraction of an ampere to one hundred amperes ; a
high grade, four-spool Thomson reflecting galvanometer; a
Ryan electrometer for tracing pressure and current waves
a standard ballistic galvanometer; an Ayrton & Perry's
variable standard of self-induction, as well as others of less
accuracy for elementary work ; a complete photometer
equipment for comparing incandescent and arc lamps, and
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the distribution of light from the latter for both open and
inclosed arcs ; a small, low-potential testing unit, consisting
of a universal alternator belted to a direct current motor
and capable of adjustment to be driven from either the
direct or alternating side ; a low-potential transformer,
either side arranged to be connected to the universal alter-
nator or to the secondary of the transformer on the lighting
system ; a bank of lamps for illustrating the various methods
of distributing from mains for lighting systems, or afford-
ing loads in obtaining characteristics, deficiencies, etc. ; and
standard forms of voltmeters and ammeters.
For more strictly electrical engineering work, the depart-
ment has the 500-light alternator used in lighting the col-
lege buildings, a direct current "exciter" dynamo, all the
apparatus of a complete 55-light Edison isolated electric
lighting plant, arc and incandescent lamps, and standard
forms of voltmeter, ammeter and transformer.
In the dynamo laboratory the Westinghouse junior engine
is capable of developing about 23-brake horse power under
100 pounds steam pressure. This engine, being on a prac-
tically independent line of steam pipe, is expected to main-
tain good speed regulation of the main line shaft to which
it is belted and from which power is delivered to counter-
shafts, and thence to the various dynamos and workshops
of the department. This workshop is equipped with a good
set of wood and metal working tools, and a 1-L-inch, 8-foot
bed Flather engine lathe, with complete attachments ; also,
a small speed lathe for drilling and wood working pur-
poses, a Union combination saw with scroll, moulding and
iDoring attachments, and a small hand-driven metal planer.
CHEMISTRY.
The several chemical laboratories are modern in design,
commodious and well equipped. Each is supplied with the
latest forms of apparatus required for its particular work.
Besides all necessary glass and porcelain ware, this includes
water baths, drying ovens, combustion, muffle and assay
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furnaces, platinum dishes and crucibles, polariscope, spec-
troscope, balances, lantern and other lecture appliances, etc.
ZOOL(JGY.
The zoological laboratory is well supplied with aquaria,
microscopes, dissecting tools, charts, reference books and
collections. The latter include a representative display of
the birds of New Hampshire, and a yery large collection
of the insects of the state arranged in glass-covered boxes.
New tables have recently been added to the equipment of
this laboratory.
BOTANY.
The botanical laboratory is supplied with a good herba-
rium, microscopes and the other necessary appliances.
SURVEYING.
The surveying instruments are sufficient in number and
of the most approved pattern.
DRAWING.
At present rooms in Thompson Hall are devoted to the
use of the drawing department. For free-hand model-
drawing and for mathematical drawing there is a good
supply of geometric models ; and for free-hand industrial
drawing the nucleus of a good collection exists, consisting
of plaster casts of historic ornament, details of human form
and antique sculpture, as well as vases and common objects.
The models for machine drawing are few, but various
machines in other departments are available for this work.
There is the beginning of a good working library.
MUSEUM.
The museum had for a nucleus the collections made dur-
ing the state geological survey. To this additions have
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been made from various sources. Many specimens are
being collected to illustrate zoology, especially entomology.
LIBRARY.
The library of the college consists of about 12,000 bound
volumes and 6,000 pamphlets. A large part of these are
new and expensive books, making good working libraries
for the different departments of instruction, including
economic science and English and American literature.
Students also have the free use of the Durham public
library of about 8,000 well-selected volumes.
The college supports a reading-room, which is well sup-
plied with the leading American and foreign periodicals.
These libraries are to be placed in the new library build-
ing which will be ready for occupancy at the beginning of
the next college year. See page 97.
This building is to give liberal provisions for reference
and research work. While the large part of the books are
to be placed in the three story stack extension, shelving
room for 5,000 volumes is to be provided in the large ref-
erence room in the main building. There is also a pro-
vision for the future in the second story rooms which can
be used for department libraries when the reference room
proves inadequate.
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FOUR-YEAR COURSES.
AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
This course is arranged especially for the general educa-
tion and scientific training of students to fit them in various
economic branches, such as agronomy, animal husbandry,
biology, agricultural chemistry, entomology, forestry, hor-
ticulture, veterinary science, etc. Graduates are supposed
to be qualified to take positions such as farm superintend-
ents, foremen, stock raisers, dairy farmers, creamery man-
agers, dairymen, superintendents of estates, parks or ceme-
teries, fruit-growers, gardeners, florists, nurserymen, land-
scape gardeners, foresters, poultrymen, ranchmen, etc.
It is expected that these same men will be equally pre-
pared, depending upon individual tastes, to take positions
as teachers and assistants in colleges and experiment sta-
tions.
The aim is to give a broad general foundation of pure
and applied science. Laboratory methods are used in con-
nection with lecture and recitation work. Seminary courses
are also given, especially for seniors and advanced students.
BIOLOGICAL DIVISION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
The biological division of the agricultural course is for
the benefit of those students who desire to n-ake a special
study of some phase of natural history. It leads to such
positions as teachers of botany and zoology in high schools
and colleges, entomologists for experiment stations, state
inspectors of nursery grounds, etc. During the first two
years the student pursues the regular studies of the agri-
cultural course, but in his junior year he begins to special-
ize in botany and zoology, a considerable proportion of his
time during the rest of his course being given to these sub-
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jects. Students taking this course will elect, with the
advice of the instructors in charge, six hours per week of
biological work in the junior year and seven hours per week
during the senior year, exclusive of thesis. Two years of
German required.
CHEMICAL DIVISION OF THE AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
The work of this division is especially intended to give a
thorough grounding in the principles of chemistry as applied
to agriculture and agricultural chemical analyses, and to
train the student thoroughly in all kinds of manipulation
required of the chemist in experiment stations, large dairy
establishments, fertilizer works, etc.
Instruction is given mainly by personal supervision in the
laboratory, accompanied by lectures, themes, recitations
:
and, as in the course in technical chemistry, the studies are
arranged to meet the needs of the individual. Students
wishing to take this course will elect, with the advice of the
instructors in charge, six hours per week of chemical work
during the junior year, and seven hours per week during
the senior year. Two years of German will be required.
COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
Mechanical engineering is concerned with the design, con-
struction, care and operation of machinery.
The special studies are : mathematical, including a large
amount of drawing ; technical, pertaining directly to the
professional work of the engineer ; and general.
The study of the scientific principles underlying the work
of the engineer is accompanied throughout the course by
actual practice in mechanical operations and scientific re-
search, by training in the use of tools for working wood
and metals, and by experimental tests and demonstrations
in the mechanical, chemical and physical laboratories.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COURSE.
The electrical engineering course is intended to meet the
demands of a young man fitting himself for practical and
professional engineering, in connection with the various
applications of electricity.
By means of lectures, recitations and laboratory work,
the subjects of the course are brought to the attention of
the student in such a manner as to emphasize not only the
present needs of the practician and engineer, but to give
him the groundwork that will enable him to grasp and un-
derstand the constantly increasing number of problems that
require solution.
The instruction aims to impart a complete practical and
theoretical knowledge of the best modern types of electrical
machines and appliances and the methods of designing,
building and operating them.
The rapid progress in recent years in applying electricity
to commercial uses, renders it difificult. if not impossible,
for one without a technical education to gain prominence
and be intrusted with its more responsible positions.
COURSE IN CHEMICAL ENCIXEERIXO.
This course is intended to fit for the career of a jjrofes-
sional chemist or chemical engineer, and to give a good
foundation for original and independent chemical research.
Instruction is imparted by lectures, recitations and a large
amount of carefully supervised laboratory work. The lab-
oratory course is largely an individual one, and the work of
each student is conducted with reference not only to the
particular object he may have in view, but also to the
acquirement of a broad knowledge of chemical science. The
student is given a thorough training in German and French,
to enable him to read with ease the chemical literature ; a
thorough grounding in mathematics, necessary for advanced
theoretical chemistry or chemical engineering ; a somewhat
limited amount of special engineering work, both mechan-
ical and electrical ; and a thorough undergraduate training
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in theoretical and applied chemistry. He is encouraged to
develop the power of solving chemical problems by inde-
pendent thought through the aid of the reference works and
chemical periodicals which the library contains. Owing to
the fact that the laboratories are becoming overcrowded the
number of students taking this course is limited to six in
each class. These six are chosen in the early part of the
Sophomore year from among those who have applied. Fit-
ness to become successful chemists will alone determine the
choice made.
GENERAL COURSE.
The general course in its original form was established in
response to the demand that special provisions should be
made for women. It has been broadened and improved by
additional studies, and by an extensive scheme of elections,
until in its present form it offers to either men or women
"a liberal education upon a scientific basis."
.MILITARY DEPARTMENT.
This department is in charge of an officer of the United
States regular army, detailed by the war department, as
professor of military science and tactics. Alilitary instruc-
tion, which is required by law, is both theoretical and prac-
tical, the latter largely during the fall and spring terms,
the former having special reference to the duties of the line.
The organization is a battalion of two companies, officered
by cadets selected for character, soldierly bearing and effi-
ciency. The federal government has furnished rifles and
equipment for 200 men. Attention is paid to rifle practice,
the government supplying ample ammunition and target
materials, and the college a good range. The rolling coun-
try in the vicinity of the college furnishes the best opportun-
ities for extended order drill and field exercises, the athletic
field for close order drills and the new gymnasium and drill
shed gives ample room for indoor work.
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The cadets wear, whenever on mihtary duty and may at
other times provided the complete uniforms are worn, cadet
gray uniforms with black trouser stripes, black braid on
cuffs and collars of blouses and blue caps, army regulation.
The letters N. H. C. are embroidered in gold on each side
of blouse collar. The cost of such a uniform does not ex-
ceed $16 and the wearing of such does away with the neces-
sity of purchasing a civilian suit for college use.
Service in this department is optional for members of
the senior class, all other students, excepting those present-
ing surgeon's certificates of disability, are required to attend
both drills and recitations.
Upon the graduation of each class, the names of such
students as have shown special aptitude for military service
are reported to the military secretary of the army and to
the adjutant-general of the state. The names of the three
most distinguished students in this department are inserted
in the United States armv register.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO FOUR-
YEAR COURSES.
All candidates for admission to college must present sat-
isfactory testimonials of good moral character.
Candidates for admission to the freshman class must offer
studies amounting to a total of 14 units.
AGRICULTURAL COURSE.
Candidates for admission who intend to take the Agri-
cultural Course must ofifer ten units from required subjects
and four units from optional subjects, according to the fol-
lowing statement
:
Required Group A ?, units
B 1 unit
C 2 units





Candidates for admission who intend to take the General
Course must offer ten units from required subjects and four
units from optional subjects, according to the following
statement
:
Required Group A 3 units
B 2 units
C 2 units
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ENGINEERING AND CHEMICAL COURSES.
Required Group A 3 units
B 1 unit
C 3 units






English.—The New England College Entrance Require-
ments in reading and study,—three periods a week for four
years.
Reading and Practice. Each candidate will be required
to present evidence of a general knowledge of the substance
of the books mentioned below and to answer simple ques-
tions on the lives of their authors. The examination will
usually be the writing of one or two paragraphs on each
of several topics. The treatment of these topics is designed
to test the power of clear and accurate expression, and will
call for only a general knowledge of the substance of the
books. In place of this test the candidate may present an
exercise book, certified by his instructor, containing com-
positions or other written work done in connection with the
reading of the books.
In 1907 and 1908 it will be based upon : Shakespeare's
Macbeth and The Merchant of Venice ; The Sir Roger de
Coverley Papers in The Spectator ; Irving's Life of Gold-
smith ; Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner ; Scott's Ivanhoe
and The Lady of the Lake ; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette,
Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur ; Lowell's
The Vision of Sir Launfal ; George Eliot's Silas Marner.
Study and Practice. This part of the examination pre-
supposes a careful study of the works named below. The
examination will be upon subject-matter, form and struc-
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ture : and will also test the candidate's ability to ex])ress
his knowledg'e with clearness and accuracy.
in 1!)07 and 1!)()S it will be based upon: Shakespeare's
Julius C?esar ; Milton's L'Allegro, II Penseroso, Comus. and
Lycidas ; P)Urke's Speech on Conciliation with America
;
Alacaulay's Essay on Milton and Life of Johnson.
—3 units.
GROUP B.
The work offered for each unit in History must consist
of at least three exercises per week during one year of the
high school course. If one unit is offered it may be for
either American History or Ancient Histor}-. If two or
more units are offered, one imit must be for American His-
tory and one for Ancient History. In case one year has
been given to American History and two years to Grecian
and Roman History, either with or without other Ancient
History, credit will be given for three units. For details
of preparatory w'ork in History reference is made to "A
History Syllabus for Secondary Schools, by the New
England History Teachers' Association." Boston. D. C.
Heath & Co., 1904.
1. American History and Civics.
The History requirements are covered by Channing's Students'
History, or by Hart's Essentials, with the collateral work. The
work in Civics must include at least a knowledge of the Constitu-
tion of the United States.
2. Ancient History.
Wolfson's Essentials or an equivalent, with the collateral work,
or, the History of Greece and the History of Rome as given in
works like Myers' History of Greece, Morey's Outlines of Greek
History, Allen's Roman People, Myers' Rome and Morey's Out-
lines of Roman History.
—1 unit.
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3. English History.
The amount of English History required is represented by Gar-
diner's Students' History, by Larned's or Montgomery's History,
or by Wallver's Essentials, with the collateral work.
—1 unit.
4. Mediaeval and Modern History.
Harding's Essentials of Mediaeval and Modern History with the




Algebra through quadratic equations, including radicals




The equivalent of Wells' presentation.
—1 unit.
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.




The preparation required for entrance in Physics shall
be an equivalent of 75 class exercises, one hour each in
length.
When certificates are offered, they should state the num-
ber of exercises and time allotted to each exercise.
—^1 unit.
BOTANY.
Gray's Lessons in Botany with a herbarium of 50 plants
or Coulter's Plant Relations with laboratory work or an
approved equivalent.
—1 unit.
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ZOOLOGY.
Davenport's Introduction or an approved equivalent.
—1/, unit.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Davis' Elementary or an approved equivalent.
— i/o unit.
GEOLOGY.
Leconte's Compend or an approved equivalent.
—1/1, unit.
CHEMISTRY.
Elementary Inorganic Chemistry equivalent to the work
covered in Remsen's Briefer Course, Storer & Lindsay's
Manual. Witham's Elements or Newell's Descriptive Chem-




It is expected that the student will give two years to the
preparation of the language offered. The requirements are
as follows
:
In German the student will be held responsible for the
conjugations of strong and weak verbs, the declensions of
articles, nouns, adjectives and pronouns, the elements of
syntax, the uses of the modal auxiliaries and the transla-
tion from English into German of simple connected pas-
sages based on one of the books read. More attention, how-
ever, is paid to the translation from German into idiomatic
English. The student should read at least 200 pages of
German prose. The following books are recommended
:
1. Collar's First Year German (Ginn & Co.) ; Kaiser and Mon-
teser's Brief German Course (American Book Co.); Huss, Ger-
man Reader (D. C. Heath & Co.); Andersen, Marchen; Brandt,
German Reader; Lange's Beginners' German Book (Allyn &
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Bacon); Carruth's German Reader (Ginn & Co.); Stern's
Geschichten vom Rhein (Com. Bk. Co.).
2. Hillern, Hoher als die Kirche; Riehl, Der Fluch der Schon-
heit; Storm, Immensee; Baumbach's Der Schwiegersohn; Ger-
stacker, Irrfahrten; Heine, Die Harzreise; Freytag, Aus dem
Staat Friedrichs des Grossen.
—2 units.
In French the appHcant is expected to be familiar with
the whole subject of French grammar, and to be able to
translate from English into French simple connected pas-
sages based on one of the books read. More attention, how-
ever, is paid to the translation from French into idiomatic
English. The student should read at least 400 pages. The
following books are recommended
:
1. Fraser & Squair's French Grammar (Heath); Laboulaye,
Contes Bleiis (Heatli); Colin, Contes et Saynetes (Ginn & Co.);
Super, French Reader; Rollins, French Reader (Allyn & Bacon);
Aldrich & Foster's French Reader (Ginn & Co.) ; Bruno's Le Tour
de la France (American Book Co.).
2. Halevy, L'Abbe Constantin; Merimee, Colomba; Erckmann-
Chatrian, Le Conscrit de 1813; Dumas, La Tulipe Noire; Daudet,




Students entering from approved schools may receive
credit in their certificates for the following work in Latin
or Greek.
LATIN.






Books I and II of Xenophon's Anabasis, Books III and
IV of the Anabasis or their equivalent in other Attic prose,
and 1,500 lines of Homer.
—2 units.
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In place of examinations, certificates will be received
from approved preparatory schools in New England.
Approval of a school will be withdrawn whenever it appears
that the work of the school does not reach the standard
required by the college. No certificate will be accepted
from a private tutor or instructor.
Certificates should meet the requirements in full; in case
of exceptions the candidate will be examined on any require-
ment not covered by the certificate. If the certificate makes
exceptions in more than a third of the work required for
admission to any course, or if the certificate makes any
exception in the case of a student who has not regularly
graduated from an approved school, the certificate will not
be accepted and the student will be examined on all the
requirements.
Certificates will be accepted for that work only which has
been done in the certifying school, or which is necessarily
involved in the work done there ; work done in the gram-
mar school must not be certified unless reviewed in the high
school.
Divided certificates from two or more schools will be
accepted when the preparatory work has been done in more
than one institution.
Certificate forms will be furnished upon application.
Candidates for advanced standing are also examined in
the studies that have been pursued by the class which they
propose to enter.
Examinations will be given, in the subjects presented for
admission, on the Tuesday and Wednesday preceding the
beginning of the college year. Candidates will present
themselves with their credentials on the first day of the
examination. See Calendar.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION FROM
FOUR-YEAR COURSES.
The degree of Bachelor of Science will be conferred upon
those who complete a four years course or its equivalent.
The regular work of the senior class, including the reg-
ular final examinations, is completed at 4 p. m. on the Tues-
day of the week preceding Commencement ; and each mem-
ber of the class may receive a statement of his standing
at the ofifice of the registrar at 2 p. m. on the next day,
Wednesday. All work required for graduation must be
completed by 6 p. m. of the Saturday of the same week.
Each candidate for a degree must prepare a thesis otl
some subject relating to the studies he has taken.
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDIES.
AGRICULTURE.
The rapid development of the science of agriculture has
made it necessary to divide the subject into several distinct
branches or subdivisions, and to give to each of these
branches a definite name. Accordingly the various agri-
cultural studies will be found grouped under the following
heads : Agronomy, or technical agriculture ; Zootechny, or
animal industry ; Agrotechny, or dairying ; Rural Engineer-
ing and Farm Economy.
AGRONOMY.
Prop. Taylor.
Agriculture 1. Principles of Agriculture.
Lectures and recitations upon the elementary principles of
agriculture, including a study of the soil, the plant and the ani-
mal, and the relations of each to the other. The course is given
to the First Year Two-Year Students only, and forms a basis for
the succeeding courses.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
Agriculture 2. Farm Equipment.
Lectures and recitations upon the selection, planning and equip-
ment of farms; fences and fencing material; drains and drainage;
farm wells; objects, methods and implements of tillage; cattle
ties, mangers, etc. Practical exercises in leveling and laying out
of drains and in the preparation of plans and maps of farms. For
Agricultural Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
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Agriculture 3. Soil Physics.
Lectures and recitations upon the formation, kinds and physi-
cal properties of soils; the movements and conservation of soil
moisture; the relation of heat and air to soil; the nature and
physical effects of tillage and fertilizers; laboratory work and
experimentation with soils to show the physical effects of differ-
ent conditions and texture. For Agricultural Juniors and Second
Year Two-Year students.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
Agriculture 4. Farm Crops.
Lectures and recitations upon the history, use, methods of cul-
ture, harvesting, storing and marketing of farm crops; practical
"work in judging and scoring the different varieties of grain, to-
gether with a study of growing and dried specimens of grasses,
clover, rape and other forage crops. For Agricultural Juniors
and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per week. S.
Agriculture 5. Manures and Fertilizers.
The course will consist of lectures and recitations, with a brief
review of the principles of plant nutrition. There will be con-
sidered in detail the constituents of farm manures and chemical
fertilizers; care of manures; different methods of application,
and the modifications required by different soils and crops. Elec-
tive for Agricultural Seniors; required for Second Year Two-Year
Students.
Three exercises per week. W.
Agriculture 6. Origin of Soils and Soil Management.
Lectures and recitations upon the origin, distribution and class-
ification of soils from a geological standpoint; their classification
upon the basis of texture; soil maps and mapping; the improve-
ment of soils by different methods of cultivation, drainage, rota-
tion of crops and green-manuring; the establishment and main-
tenance of good tilth. Laboratory experimentation. Elective for
Agricultural Seniors.
Tzv'o exercises per ivcck. IV.
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ZOOTECHNY, OR ANIMAL INDUSTRY.
AssT. Prof. Shaw.
Agriculture 10. Principles of Breeding.
Lectures and recitations upon the laws of heredity, its opera-
tion under various conditions; value of selection in improving
and maintaining a high standard of excellence in farm stock;
variation, its extent and cause; methods of breeding, including
a discussion of inbreeding, crossing and grading. Practice will
be given in tracing and writing pedigrees. For Agricultural
Juniors.
Three exercises per iveck. IT.
Agriculture 11. Veterinary Elements.
Lectures and recitations upon the construction and functions
of the animal body; holding a post-mortem; simple farm medi-
cines, modes of application; care of sick animals; breeding and
Bome of its effects; common farm operations. For Agricultural
Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Four exercises per zveek. W.
Agriculture 12. Animal Diseases.
Lectures and recitations upon the common infectious and con-
tagious diseases affecting farm animals; their causes and methods
of treatment. This course must be preceded by Course 11. For
Agricultural Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per zveek S.
Agriculture 13. Stock Feeding.
Lectures and recitations upon the laws of nutrition; composi-
tion and digestibility of feeding stuffs; influence of feed on the
animal body; preservation and preparation of coarse fodders, en-
silage; grinding, steaming and cooking food. A study of the
leading cereals and their by-products. Practice will be given in
computing and compounding rations for various purposes. For
Agricultural Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Four exercises per zveek. S.
Agriculture 14. Animal Mechanics.
Lectures and recitations upon the principles of mer-hanics as
applied to the animal machine; the proportions and conformation
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of horses for speed and for draft; modes of progression or the
various gaits of the horse. Practical exercises in measuring ani-
mals and testing the value of given measurements for given pur-
poses. Course to be given every other year, beginning with 1905.
Elective for Agricultural Seniors.
four exercises per i^'eek. F
.
Agriculture LS. Aniuial Husbandry.
This course consists of lectures and recitations upon the differ-
ent bi-eeds of live stock; the principles of stock breeding and feed-
ing; the care and management of stock and the raising of poultry.
It is a general elementary course especially arranged for the First
Year Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
Agriculture 19. Breeds of Cattle and Sheep.
Lectures and recitations upon the origin, history, characteris-
tics, adaptability and management of the different breeds of cattle
and sheep. In the study of cattle the beef breeds are considered
as to the demands of the market, and the preparation of cattle
for sale and exhibition; the dairy breeds are studied from the
standpoint of milk and butter production and the selection of in-
dividuals for the dairy herd.
In the study of sheep particular attention is given to their care
under various conditions, the raising of early lambs anS the dif-
ferent grades, uses and value of wool. One afternoon each week
for judging the different breeds.
For Agricultural Sophomores and Second Year Two-Year Stu-
dents.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
Ao;riculture 20. Breeds of Horses and Swine.
Lectures and recitations upon the origin, history, characteris-
tics and management of the different breeds. The breeding and
classification of horses for the market; training and the proper
methods of harnessing and hitching. The preparation of swine
for exhibition; the influence of different kinds of food upon pork
production. One afternoon each week for judging and scoring.
For Agricultural Sophomores and Second Year Two-Year Stu-
dents.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
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Agriculture 21. Poultry.
This course consists of lectures and recitations upon the differ-
ent classes and varieties of poultry; the subject of breeding and
feeding; the location and building of poultry houses; a study of
incubators and brooders; the shipping of poultry and eggs and
the methods of preventing disease. Practice will be given in
scoring some of the leading varieties.
Elective for Agricultural Seniors and Second Year Two-Year
Students.
Tivo exercises per week. W.
RURAL EXGIXEERIXG AXD FARM ECOXOMY.
Prof. Taylor.
Agriculture 15. Agricultural Seminary.
This course consists of library and reference work and a study
of current agricultural literature. Each student will prepare
during the term a certain number of abstracts, reports of papers
upon topics relating to agriculture. For Agricultural Seniors.
Ti^'o exercises per zveek. F.
Agriculture 16. Rural Architecture and Farm Mechanics.
Lectures and recitations upon the principles of construction of
farm buildings; barns and silos; construction and maintenance
of country roads; principles of draft; farm motors and machinery.
Practical work in testing and comparisons of various makes and
kinds of farm machinery. For Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per week. S.
Agriculture IT. Plistory of Agriculture and Rural Eco-
nomics.
Lectures and recitations upon the history of agriculture from
early Egyptian to modern American; present agricultural meth-
ods and systems in various countries; cost and relative profits
of the different systems of farm operations in the United States.
For Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per week. S.




A study of the general structure and the life processes of plants
by means of recitations and laboratory work. For First Year
Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per z<.'cek. F.
2. Cryptogamic Botany.
Recitations and laboratory work on a number of lower forms of
plant life. Open to First Year Two-Year Students who have com-
pleted Course 1.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
3. Structural Botany.
A study of structure and reproduction in the higher plants;
plant societies and plant families. Recitations, lectures and lab-
oratory work. Open to First Year Two-Year Students who have
completed Course 2.
Three exercises per week. S.
4. Plant Diseases.
A study by means of lectures, recitations and laboratory work
of some of the more important fungous diseases and the means
of preventing their injuries. For Second Year Two-Year Stu-
dents.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
5. 6, 7. Advanced Botany.
Three exercises per week for the senior year. Arranged to suit
individual needs of those who have taken Courses 8 to 14.
8. Plant Physiology.
Lectures and laboratory studies on plant structures as related
to plant activities. For Agricultural and General Freshmen.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
9. Cryptogamic Botany.
A study of a representative series of cryptogams, beginning
with the lower and advancing to the higher forms. Special at-
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tention will be given to parasitic fungi. For Agricultural and
General Sophomores.
Three exercises per week. F.
10. Plant Morphology.
A continuation of the series of plant forms begun in Course 6,
including a study of vascular cryptogams, gymnosperms and an-
giosperms. Lectures and laboratory studies. Open to students
who have completed Courses 5 and 6.
Three exercises per iveek. W.
11. Ecology and Taxonomy.
A study of the higher plants represented in the local flora, with
reference to their environment; plant societies and plant families.
Lectures, laboratory and field work. Open to students who have
taken Course 10.
Two exercises per zveek. S.
12. Mycology.
A study of representative groups of fungi, including the bac-
teria; culture methods and pathological work with fungous dis-
eases. Lectures, laboratory and field work. Open to students
who have completed Course 11.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
13. Ilistolog}-.
A minute study of plant cells and plant tissues; starches, aleu-
rones and other cell contents; use of reagents and stains; cutting
and mounting of sections. Lectures and laboratory work. Open
to students who have completed Course 11.
Three exercises per week. IV.
14. Advanced Physiology.
Lectures and experimental work on absorption, nutrition,
growth, respiration, irritability and the influences that affect
them. Open to students who have completed Course 11.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
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CHEMISTRY.
Organic Chemistry—Prof. Morse.
IxoRGANic Chemistry—Prof Parsons, Mr. James,
Mr. Clark.
1. Inorganic Chemistry.
Lectures and recitations on general and theoretical chemistry,
illustrated by experiments, charts, specimens, lantern views, etc.
Solutions of chemical problems will be required. Required of all
Freshmen.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
2. Inorganic Chemistry.
Course 2 is a continuation of Course 1, but the time will be
mainly spent on the metallic elements, their metallurgy, salts,
etc.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per zveek. 11'.
3. Organic Chemistry.
Course 3 will consist of lectures and recitations on the chem-
istry of the carbon compounds, together with the study of their
properties. For Agricultural and Chemical Freshmen. Elective
for General Freshmen.
Open only to students ivho have completed Courses 1 and 2.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
4. Qualitative Chemical Analysis.
Course 4 consists of laboratory practice, with occasional lec-
tures. The student is expected to become proficient in the sep-
aration and detection of the common acids and bases and to keep
a full set of notes. He will have practice in the writing of reac-
tions and will fill out numerous slips containing questions bear-
ing upon his work. For Chemical Sophomores.
Agricultural and General Sophomores, three exercises per week.
F. and W.
Open only to students who have completed Course 1.
five exercises per zveek. P.
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0. Qualitative Chemical Analysis.
A shorter course arranged especially for Engineering Sopho-
mores.
Opoi only to engineering students loho have completed Course 1.
Two exercises per week. F. and W.
G. Chemistry of F^lant Growth.
The composition of plants at different stages of growth and
the conditions necessary for their development. This subject
must be preceded by Chemistry Courses 1, 2 and 3. For Agri-
cultural and Chemical Juniors; elective for General Juniors.
Three exercises per week. f.
7. Chemistry of Food Nutrition.
These subjects include the composition of foods and the animal
body; the assimilation of the former by the latter and the prin-
ciples underlying a rational diet. This subject should be pre-
ceded by Course 6. For Agi'icultural and Chemical Juniors;
elective for General Juniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. W.
8. ( )rs^anic Reactions.
Recitations and laboratory practice on qualitative organic an-
alysis and reactions. For Chemical Sophomores.
Open only to students tcho have completed Course 3.
Two exercises per zveek. S.
9. Ors^anic Chemistry.
Course 9. for Juniors in the Chemical Division of the Agricul-
tural Course, and in the Chemical Engineering Course, consists
of laboratory practice by the students in preparing and purifying
products relating to their respective lines of work.
Open only to students loho have completed Course 3.
Two exercises per week. P.
10. Quantitative Analysis.
A preliminary course in quantitative analysis to familiarize
the student with the general methods of chemical manipulation.
For Chemical Sophomores. Elective in the general course in
Sophomore, Junior and Senior years.
Open only to students tvho have completed Chemistry .}.
Se-i'ciify e.vercises. A'ltiiiber per week I'ories with course.
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11. Advanced Quantitative Analysis.
Course 11 is arranged for students of the Chemical Courses,
and is intended to fit them for work in the laboratories of agri-
cultural experiment stations, fertilizer works, iron works, sugar
refineries, etc., and for the duties of the public analyst. This
course will be made to fit the end which each has in view, and
will be largely an individual one. For those students in the
Chemical Division of the Agricultural Course the analyses made
will tend in the main toward agricultural products, fertilizers,
mucks, marls, manures, dairy products, waters, foodstuffs, sugars,
etc. For the student wishing to enter metallurgical works, the
analyses will be in the main upon iron, steel and other metals,
ores, limestones, slags, alloys, fuels, etc. As a preparation for
the study of medicine, work will be done on poisons, foods, drugs,
urine, etc. Other lines will be arranged to meet the wants of
the individual student. Each student will be given some prac-
tice in all of the branches of agricultural, metallurgical, medical,
sanitary and industrial chemistry, in order to lay a foundation
for any future work which may be required of him. A short
course in gas and oil analysis will also be provided. For Chem-
ical and General students.
Open only to students who have completed Course 10.
Namber and time of exercises varies with the course.
12. Chemical Journals, ^lethods, etc.
The work consists of the study of current chemical literature,
which is mainly in the German language, with recitations once
a week throughout the year. Each student will be expected to
prepare abstracts, reports, criticisms, etc., upon assigned articles.
For Chemical Seniors.
Open to students who have begun Course 11.
One exercise per week through the year.
13. Industrial Chemistry.
Course 13 consists of lectures on chemical manufactures, such
as sugar, sodium carbonate, fertilizers, sulphuric acid, glass,
matches, paints, dyes, soaps, illuminating gas, petroleum, etc.
The lectures will be illustrated by lantern views; and trips to the
leading New England cities, to examine important chemical man-
ufactures, will be taken as far as practicable. For Chemical
Juniors.
Open only to those who have completed Courses 1 and 2.
Two c.vcrciscs per week. JV.
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14. Metallurgy.
Course 14 consists of lectures describing the processes employed
in the smelting of the ores of iron, lead, copper, zinc, silver, gold,
etc., and upon the methods used in refining these metals. The
lectures are illustrated by stereopticon and by specimens of metal-
lurgical products. For Chemical Juniors.
Open only to those who have completed Courses 1 and 2.
Tziro exercises per week. S.
15. Physical Chemistry, Lectures.
The work consists of advanced study of chemical theory. Prac-
tical experiments will be performed, with the aid of the student
in the determination of vapor density, molecular weights, specific
heat, etc.; and the study of isomorphism, diffusion of gases, solu-
tions, ionization, electrolysis, molecular and atomic volume, ther-
mo chemistry, equilibrium, the phase rule, etc., will take up much
of the time.
Course 15 comes in alternate years with Course 13 and is open
to students who have completed Courses 1, 2 and 11.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
16. Physical Chemistry, Lectures.
A continuation of Course 15, and is given in alternate years
with Course 14.
Three exercises per n'eek. S.
17. Agricultural Analysis.
This course is arranged especially for students of the Agricul-
tural Coiirse, and consists mainly of the quantitative determina-
tion of the constituents of milk, butter, fertilizers, grain, etc.
Open only to students who have completed creditably the work
of Courses 1, 2, 3 and Jf or 5.
Three exercises per zveek through the year.
18. Metallurgical Analysis.
This course is arranged for the students of the engineering
departments who may elect the same, and consists mainly of the
quantitative determination of ores, slags, metals, alloys, fuels,
«tc.
Open only to students who have completed creditably the toorh
of Cnurf^es 1. 2. 3 and // or 5.
Three exercises per zveek through the year.
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19. Assaying. Ten exercises.
A course in the fire assay of gold and silver ores.
Open only to students tvho have taken Courses 10 or 18.
20. Thesis.
The work of the last two terms of the Chemical Engineering
Course is given up to the special study of some selected subject
in any branch of chemical science and the student is required to
present a thesis showing him to be capable of independence of
thought.
81. Chemical Research.
Especially arranged for students of the Chemical Engineering
Course who are in advance of their course.
22. Elementary Applications.
An elementary course arranged for the First Year students in
the Two-Year Course in Agriculture with special reference to the
elements of plant food, composition of fertilizers, elements sub-
ject to exhaustion in soils, etc.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
DAIRYING.
Mr. Tixkh.\m.
1. A-Iilk and Milk Testin^^.
Lectures and recitations on the secretion, nature and compo-
sition of milk, its uses and value as an article of food. The
causes and conditions influencing the quality of milk and the
care of milk on the farm. The principles of the various tests
and their application on the dairy farm and in the creamery or
milk inspector's laboratory. For Agricultural .Tuniors. and First
Year Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per week. F.
2. Dairy Bacteriology.
Lectures, recitations and demonstrations covering the more im-
portant facts in the relation of bacteria to dairying. Instruction
and practice in pasteurizing milk and cream for market and for
butter-making; also in making and using starters, and ripening
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cream. For Agricultural .luniors and students in Ten-Week
Course in Dairying.
Tn.^0 exercises per week. W.
3. Dairy Machinery.
Lectures on the construction, operation and care of dairy and
creamery appliances. Each student is I'equired to take apart
and assemble leading makes of cream separators and to operate
them carefully and efficiently, and present a written description
of each, with a record of capacity and efficiency under his man-
agement. For Agricultural .Juniors and Two-Year Students.
Open to those who have completed Course 1.
Three exercises per iveek. S. and I'.
4. Btitter-niaking.
Text-book study, recitations and lectures are supplemented by
practice in the creamery. The student is trained to perform all
parts of the work and to understand thoroughly the details which
make possible the production of fine butter. For Agricultural
Seniors.
Open to those who hcwe completed Courses 1 and S.
Three exercises per week. F.
5. Cheese-making.
A course of lectures will be given covering the details of man-
ufacture, curing and marketing of the more important kinds of
cheese. The course will cover work done in European countries
as well as that done in Canada and the United States. For Agri-
cultural seniors.
Three exercises per Tccck. IV.
6. Creamery and Dairy Management.
Students are taught the method of keeping creamery and dairy
accounts and will be required to present sample accounts cover-
ing various periods. Plans of dairy buildings, creameries and
cheese factories are also required, with estimates for building
and equipment. For Agricultural Seniors.
Open to those who have completed Courses l-.'i.
Three exercises per week. S.
7. :\Iilk and Milk Testing.
The same as Course 1. For First Year Two-Year Students.
I'ii'c exercises per week. S.
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8. Practical Work.
For students in Ten-Week Course in Dairying.
Five exercises per week. IV.
9. Dairy Machinery.
Lectures on the construction, operation and care of dairy and
creamery appliances. For students in the Ten-Week Course in
Dairying.
One exercise per week. W.
10. Butter-making.
Text-book study, recitations and lectures. For students in the
Ten-Week Course in Dairying.
One exercise per iveek. W.
DRAWING.*
Asso. Prof. Putnam.
These courses are of an industrial nature and include both free-
Tiand and mathematical branches of this subject.
The work of the first two terms is required of all regular
students in four years' courses.
The advanced mathematical and machine drawing is prescribed
for engineering courses.
The advanced free-hand drawing is elective and may be taken
only by those with adequate preparation.
19. Industrial Drawino-.
Free-hand lettering, free-hand drawing, use of instruments,
mathematical drawing, inking, tinting, tracing and blue-prints.
For all Freshmen.
Two exercises per iveek. F.
* Do not purchase drawing instruments or materials until you have con-
sulted the instructor as to what is necessary. Students intending to take
an engineering course should purchase high grade instruments.
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20. Mechanical Drawing-.
Systems of object drawing; orthographic projection; isometric
drawing; mechanical perspective; shades and shadows. For all
Freshmen.
Ti^'o and one-half exercises per week. W.
Note.—Alternating with shop-work on Wednesdays.
21. Descriptive Geometry.
Recitations and drawing exercises in the solution of geometrical
problems by orthographic projection.
For Engineering Freshmen.
Three exercises per -cveek. S.
23. Descriptive Geometry.
Continuation of 21. Practical problems on bridge beams, raft-
ers, piping, etc.
For Engineering Sophomores.
Tzvo exercises per zceek. F.
24. Elementary iMachine Drawing.
For Chemical Sophomores.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. F.
25. Elementary Machine Drawinj^.
Mechanism drawing; detail and assembly drawing of simple
machines.
For Engineering Sophomores.




Five exercises per zveek. S.
27. Machine Drawing.
Working drawings of various machines and machine tools.
For Engineering Juniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. F.
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28. Elementary Machine Design.
For Engineering Juniors.
Tzvo exercises per week. W.
29. Steam Engine Design.
Engine details and valve-gear problems. For Engineering
Juniors.
Tivo exercises per week. S.
30. Machine Design Drawing.
Completion of 29; the Stephenson link-motion as applied to the
locomotive. 30:—The designing of boilers, shaft-couplings, pul-
leys, etc., having regard to the principles of Applied Mechanics
and strength of materials, with complete working drawings in
each case. For Mechanical Engineering Seniors who have taken
Drawing 29 and Mechanical Engineering 4-6 and 8-11.
Five exercises per zveek. F.
31. Mill Engineering Drawing.
Figuring for strength of flooring, beams, brick and stone-work
in a mill storehouse, with drawing of same. For Mechanical En-
gineering Seniors.
Four exercises per zveek. W.
32. Mill Design.
Principles and practice of cotton mill construction. Details
and processes of cotton spinning and cotton machinery. The
planning and laying out of a complete mill of given spindle
capacity, with regard to location and number of machines, trans-
mission and distribution of power, light, fire protection, etc.
Three exercises per week. S.
33. Free-hand Drawing.
Light and shade drawing from casts and still life; charcoal
work. Elective for Genei-al Course Sophomores.
Two exercises per week. W.
34. Free-hand Drawing.
Pencil sketching from nature and exercises in perspective.
Elective for General Course Sophomores.
Two e.vercises per week. S.
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35. Architectural Drawing'.
Studies of architectural detail and historic ornament.
Elective for Geneial Course Juniors.
Three exercises per iveek. P.
36. Architectural Drawing.
Continuation of 35.
Elective for General Course Juniors.
Tivo exercises per zveek. W.
37. Architectural Drawing.
The design of a building, with details of ornament.
Elective for General Course Juniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. S.
38. Architectural Drawing.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. P.
39. Architectural Drawing.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Tzi'o exercises per zveek. W.
40. Architectural Drawing.
Elective for General Course Seniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. S.
Note—Courses 38-40 will be given first in 1906-1907, and will corre-
spond to the third year's worlc in a course of Architecture.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Prof. Nesbit, Mr. Adams.
Course numbers 1 to 40, inclusive, are reserved for subjects
talfen by Electrical Engineering Students; 41-50 for Mechanical
Engineering Students; 51-60, Chemical Engineering Students;
and 61-70 for Agricultural and General Course Students.
1. Direct Currents and Direct Current Dynamos.
Engineering Juniors, three exercises per week. F.
This course is taken up upon completion of physics 5 and
begins with the study of the magnetic field produced by perma-
nent and electro magnets, the different forms of field magnets,
the physical theory of the dynamo and the calculations of the
magnetic circuit. The next items are the choice of insulating
materials and the copper for the coils, the consideration of arma-
ture reactions and the theory of commutation. Upon completion
of the text on characteristic curves, a very thorough test is made
of an Edison 3 K-W compound dynamo to determine its series
—
shunt and compound characteristics.
The text-book used in Courses 1 to 3 is S. P. Thompson's Dyna-
mo Electric Machinery, Vol. 1, Direct Currents.
2. Direct Current Dynamos and Motors.
Engineering Juniors, three exercises per week. W.
The following subjects are taken up this term: The theory of
armature winding and construction; mechanical points of design
and construction; the various losses; and the design of closed
coil types of dynamos.
3. Direct Current Dynamos and Motors.—A continua-
tion of Course 2.
Electrical Engineering Juniors, first term, three exercises per
week for five weeks. At the completion of this course the time is
given to Electrical Engineering 6.
Upon completion of Course 2, a study is made of arc lighting
dynamos, machines for special purposes, direct current motors
and their design, regulators, controllers and the management of
dynamos and motors.
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4. Theoretical Electricity.
Electrical Engineering Juniors, three exercises' per week. F.
This course begins with the study of the fundamental and de-
rived units, the latter of which include the electrostatic, the elec-
tromagnetic and practical systems, and their conversion factors.
The general theorems of the electrostatic field are developed
mathematically, the laws are stated and practical application is
made of them in the design of commercial apparatus.
Following this part of the subject, a study is made of magne-
tism and the magnetic field due to magnets, magnetic shells and
circuits traversed by electric currents.
The equivalence of magnetic shells and voltaic circuits is con-
sidered with regard to its important application in galvanom-
eters, voltmeters, etc. The theory of measuring instruments of
different types is studied in detail.
A large number of examples from Hooper and Wells' "Electri-
cal Problems" are solved as a part of Courses 4 and 5. The text
used in these courses is a set of notes based upon the work of
Maxwell, Mascart et Joubert, Gray, J. J. Thomson. Gerard, En-
tage. Nipher. Foster, .Tackson and others.
5. Theoretical Electricity.
Electrical Engineering Juniors, three exercises per week. W.
This is a continuation of Course 4. The laws of series and
parallel circuits, the laboratory methods of measuring the various
electrical quantities, such as electromotive forces, resistances,
capacities, permeability of iron, etc., the methods of standard-
izing instruments, the laws of electrolysis, etc., constitute the
subjects taken up in Courses 4 and 5.
n. Theoretical Electricity Alternatinor Currents.
Electrical Engineering Juniors, three exercises per week first
five weeks: six exercises per week last five weeks. 8.
This course begins with the study of the properties of periodic
curves, the average and virtual values of the ordinates of sine
curves, followed by the development of general expressions for
the instantaneous electromotive force impressed upon, and the
energy spent in a series circuit, containing resistance R, self-
induction L and capacity S, in terms of their components.
The phase relations of these component quantities are studied
by plotting curves for a typical circuit of assumed data.
D. C. and J. P. Jackson's "Alternating Currents and Alter-
nating Current Machinery" is the text upon which Courses 6,
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Electrical Engineering Seniors, five exercises per week. F.
Considerable time is spent in getting a correct knowledge of
typical series and parallel circuits containing inductive and con-
denser reactances.
The solution of problems by the analytical and graphical meth-
ods, the methods of measuring inductances, power, etc., the mag-
netic circuit of alternators, the regulation efficiencies and losses





Electrical Engineering Seniors, six exercises per week. W,
A detailed study of the transformer is made and formulas of
design are developed, which enable its operation to be predicted
under various conditions. Jackson's text is used, in addition to
notes from Bedell's and Fleming's works on the transformer.
This is followed by the study of Polyphase Electric Currents
and Machinery, in which S. P. Thompson's book is used in class,
along with that portion of Jackson's work on the same subject.
9. x\lternating Current Phenomena.
Electrical Engineering Seniors, tTiree exercises per toeek. W.
Steinmetz's text is used in class.
10. Alternating Current Phenomena.
Electrical Engineering Seniors, three exercises per loeek first
five weeks. 8.
30. The Telephone.
Three exercises per week for six tveeks. F.
A course of lectures and recitations on the acoustic and elec-
trical principles of telephony, the different forms of calling and
receiving apparatus and accessories, and simple circuits consti-
tute the introduction to the course. This is followed by a con-
sideration of the more complex forms of circuits, exchange switch-
boards, transfer systems and the construction of overhead and
underground systems.
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Kempster B. Miller's "American Telephone Practice" is used
as a text.
21. The Telegraph.
Three exercises per week for six weeks. F.
The work of this course consists of a careful study of the ele-
mentary electrical principles of telegraphy, the construction and
connection of lines, repeaters, high speed telegraphy, simple and
multiplex telegraphy, submarine signalling, automatic devices,
general electric signalling for purposes of alarms, railroads, etc.,
and wireless telegraphy.
The text used is Maver's "American Telegraphy."
22. Storage Batteries.
Three exercises per week the last three weeks. F.
This is a course of lectures, discussing the different types of
cells, charging, discharging, their care and management, their
commercial application for keeping the voltage constant at feed-
ing centers, etc., and as sources of constant potential for labor-
atories.
Notes and references are used by the class.
23. Electric Lighting.
Three exercises per week for the first six weeks. W.
This course covers such subjects as general electrical distri-
butions for series and parallel systems, the development of wiring
formulae, the calculation of size of feeders and mains, the regu-
lation of feeder voltages, two and three wire systems, overhead
and underground conductors, a detailed study of the arc and in-
candescent lamps, alternating current systems of distribution by
transformers, etc.
Crocker's "Electric Lighting," Vol. II, is used as a text.
24. Power Distribution for Electric Railroads.
Three exercises per iveek for the last four loeeks. W.
The chief items considered are the location of the power station
as determined by economical questions, the fluctuations of load
and their nature and magnitude, feeding and return systems,
boosters, substations, fast and heavy railway service, alternating
current motors for railroads, car equipment, controllers, safety
devices, line and track construction, operation and maintenance.
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In connection with this course several exercises are devoted to
electricity in mining.
The text used is Bell's "Power Distribution for Electric Rail-
roads."
25. High Tension Power Transmission.
Three exercises per toeek, for the last five weeks. S.
The text-book used is "High Tension Power Transmission," a
set of papers compiled by the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, and published by the McGraw Co., N. Y. city.
31. Electrical Laboratory.
Two exercises per toeek. F.
Courses 15, 16 and 17 are consecutive and consist in the meas-
urement of resistances, inductances, the calibration of a ballistic
galvanometer and Ryan electrometer, the permeabilities of sam-
ples of iron. Tests are made on a small dynamo, connected to
run as a direct current series, a shunt, or a compound motor to
determine the speed, torque, current, output and efficiency curves
of motors. The determination of the candle power of incandes-
ent and arc Imps, the calibration of resistances, the measurement
of power in alternating current circuits, alternator character-
istics, the running of synchronous motors, the load curves of a
transformer, power measurement by a wattmeter and the study
of polyphase machinery constitute the remainder of the course.
The laboratory manuals, upon which Courses 15, 16 and 17 are
based, are Parr's "Electrical Testing in Physics and Electrical
Engineering," Nichols' "Laboratory Manual in Physics and Ap-





Two exercises per iveek. W.
Two exercises per week. S.
Three exercises per week. S.
A deposit of fifteen dollars is made by each student electing
Thesis, and where apparatus is constructed as a part of a thesis,
it shall remain the property of the department.
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41. The Elements of Electrical Engineering.
Courses 41 to 50 inclusive are for Mechanical Engineering Stu-
dents.
Mechanical Engineering Juniors, tJu-ee exercises per week F.
Franklin and Estey's text, "The Elements of Electrical Engi-
neering," is used in Courses 41 to 42. These courses are similar,
though briefer than 1 and 2.
42. The Elements of Electrical Engineering; a continua-
tion of 41.
Three exercises 'per week. W.
43. Alternating Currents.
Three exercises per week. 8.
This is a brief course taken by Juniors of the Mechanical
Engineering Course upon completion of Courses 41 and 42. The
text-book used is Franklin and Williamson's "Alternating Cur-
rents."
44. Alternating Currents.
Three exercises per week for the first eight iveeks. F.
This is a continuation of Course 19 and is taken by Seniors
of the Mechanical Engineering Course.
45. Applications of Electricity.
Three exercises per iveek for the last seven weeks. F.
This is a course of lectures on the telephone, telegraph, storage
batteries, electric lighting and electric railroads, and power trans-
mission, and is given to Seniors of the Mechanical Engineering
Course upon completion of Courses 43 and 44. The subjects
taken up in this course are more briefly treated than in Courses
20 to 24, inclusive.
51. Industrial Electricity.
Courses 51 and 52 are taken by Technical Chemistry Seniors.
Three exercises per week. F.
The principles and methods employed in electrical measure-
ments, such as resistance of wires and batteries e. m. f. of cells,
current measurement by ammeters and electrolysis, the use of
the voltmeter, etc., will be carefully considered. A brief study
will be made of the dynamo, motor, transformer, primary and
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secondary batteries, arc and incandescent lamps and the general
principles of electrical distribution.
52. Industrial Electricity.
Three exercises per week. W.
This is a continuation of Course 22. Slingo and Brooker's
"Electrical Engineering" is used as a text-book in Courses 22
and 23.
61. Industrial Electricity.
Course 61 is elective for Agricultural and General Course Sen-
iors.
Three exercises per iveek. F.
This course is elective for Seniors of the Agricultural and
General Courses. In an elementary way, study is made of such
subjects as the dynamo, motor, transformer, telephone, telegraph,




*1. Rhetoric and Composition.
Tzvo exercises per week. F.
*2. Rhetoric and Composition.
Tzvo exercises per week. W.
*3. Rhetoric and Composition.
Ttvo exercises per week. S.
4. English Literature.
Chaucer to Wordsworth. Lectures and readings. Special at-
tention will be given to the theory of the drama. Open to
Juniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. IV.
* Courses 1, 2 and 3, required of all Freshmen, are continuous
and dependent, 2 being open to all who have passed 1, and 3 to
all who have passed 2.
Theme writing, book reviews, the theory of composition and
an introduction to the principles of literary criticism.
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5. Wordsworth to Browning-.
Text-book, lectures and readings. Special attention will be
given to the work of Tennyson and Browning. Open to General
and Agricultural Juniors and Chemical Seniors.
Tivo exercises per zveek. S.
T. Course in Debating.
This is intended to give the student a knowledge of the prin-
ciples of argumentation and to accustom him to speaking in
public.
One exercise per zveek. W. or S.
8. American Literature.
For Agricultural and General Seniors.
Three exercises per week. W.
9. American Literature.
A continuation of 8.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
10. Grammar and Elementary Composition.
For First Year Short Course Students.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
FORESTRY.
Prof. Hall.
^Fk. J. K. SiiAW'.
L Arboriculture and Forestry.
This course is intended to give the student a knowledge of the
various methods of forestry management in Europe and America.
The text and lectures will cover the use of trees for shelter, shade
and ornament, and their propagation; value of trees for timber;
how to improve existing woodlands; influence of forests upon
soils, crops and climate; establishment and management of plan-
tations and forest trees.
For Agricultural .Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per zveek. IV.
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2. Forest Technology.
This course aims to give the student advanced theoretical and
practical work in establishing, improving and managing wood-
lands; estimating and measuring standing timber and harvesting
forest products. The physical properties of woods and forest
botany and entomology are here further considered. Seminary
and laboratory work.
Elective for those students showing special ability in Course 1.
Three exercises per zvcck. P.
3. Forest Economics.
This course is special and offered only to students who have
shown marked proficiency in Forestry 1 and 2. Climatic influ-
ences; soil and crop production; forest administration, forest
laws and forest policies; forest distribution; and forest utiliza-
tion.
Elective for those having had Course 2.
Three exercises per week. S.
FRENCH.
Asso. Prof. Whoriskey.
Courses 1, 2 and 3 are taken in Freshman year by students who
offer German for admission.
1. Essentials of French Grammar and reading" with
practice in speaking and writing French. Dictation.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
2. Grammar continned. Simjile stories, committing of
poems to memory. Dictation.
Three exercises per week. JJ\
3. Reading of Modern French Prose, translation from
English into French of connected narrative. Dictation.
Three exercises per week. S.
4. Reading and translation of Scientific French, Com-
position, Poems.
Three exercises her -week. P.
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5. Reading, Translation and Composition continued.
Three exercises per week. IV.
6. French Prose, History and Travel ; Composition
based on some book read in class.
Three e.vcrcises per week. S.
7. French Prose, Si.^ht Reading.
Hugo, Balzac, Sand.
Three exercises per week. f.
8. Classical French.
Corneille, Racine and Moliere.
Three exercises per week. M'.
9. General Review of French Literature. Outside read-
ing; sight work.
Three exercises per iveek. S.
Courses 10, 11 and 12 are to be given in 1907-1908 and then in
alternate yeai's with 7, 8 and 9. Announcement will be made
later with regard to the authors to be studied.
GEOLOGY.
1. .Mineralogy.— Prof. Parsons.
A short course in blowpipe analysis, followed by laboratory
prac'tice in the determination and study of minerals, with special
reference to their economic valtie. For Chemical Sophomores
and Engineering, General and Agricultural Juniors.
Courte t is open only to those ivho have taken Chemistry 1
anrl .?.
Three exercises per week. S.
2. Elementary Geology.—Prof. Sanderson.
A brief course in the elements of Geology. Special attention
is given to local geology and excursions are made to various
points of interest in the vicinitj'. For Agricultural and General
Seniors.
Open to those loho have completed Zoology 5 and Geology 1.
Four exercises per zceek. F.
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GERMAN.
Asso. Prof. Whoriskey.
Courses 1, 2 and 3 are taken in Freshman year by students
who offer French for admission. Courses 4, 5 and 6 are taken
by all Sophomores.
1. German Grammar. Declension of articles, notms,
adjectives and pronouns ; verbs, weak and strong. Read-
ing of simple stories: conversation. Dictation.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
2. Verbs, modal auxiliaries, essentials of syntax. Com-
position, Reading and Translation ; Poems. Dictation.
Three exercises per zveek. JV.
3. Reading, Translation and Composition ; Sight Trans-
lation. Dictation.
Three e.rercises per week. S.
4. German Prose of the Nineteenth Century. Compo-
sition based on some book read in class.
Three exercises per zveck. F.
5. German Prose of the Nineteenth Century continued.
Composition, outside reading.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
6. Scientific German. Composition.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
*r. Goethe, His Life and Works.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
*8. Goethe (continued).
Three exercises per zveek. JJ\
*9. Goethe (continued).
Three exercises per zveek. S.
* Given in 1907-1908.
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10, 11 and 12. Schiller, His Life and Works. Given
in 1906 and 1907.
The aim throughout the courses in Fi'ench and German is to
train the students to make practical use of these languages.
Considerable stress is laid, therefore, on reading aloud, dictation
and paraphrasing the assigned texts.
HISTORY.
Prof. Scott.
In the courses in History an important place is given to
historical reading carried on in the reference room. In
some cases a considerable part of the work is written.
Courses i to ^ and Courses 4 to 6 are given on alternate
years, Courses 4 to 6 offered in ipoj-06.
Courses i to 6 are open only to those zvho have passed in
Grecian and Roman History.
Courses y to 10 are open only to those zcJio have passed in
History and Constitution of the United States.
1. History of Europe from 814 to 1493. Recitations
and collateral reading.
For General Course Freshmen and Sophomores.
Three or four e.vercises per zveek. F.
2. History of Europe from 1492 to 1598. Recitations
and collateral reading.
For General Course Freshmen and Sophomores.
Three e.vercises per iccck. JV^
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3. History of Europe from 1598 to 1715. Recitations
and collateral reading.
For General Course Freshraen and Sophomores.
Three or four exercises per zveek. S.
4. History of Europe from 1715 to 1789. Europe at
the beginning of the French Revolution. Recitations and
collateral reading.
For General Course Freshmen and Sophomores.
Three or four exercises per week. F.
5. History of Europe from 1789 to 1815. The French
Revolution. Recitations and collateral reading.
For General Course Freshmen and Sophomores.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
6. History of Europe since 1815. Recitations and col-
lateral reading.
For General Course Freshmen and Sophomores.
Three or four exercises per week. S.
7. American History to close of Colonial Period.
For General Course Juniors and Agricultural Seniors.
Four exercises per zveek. F.
8. Political and Constitutional History of the United
States from 1738 to 1820.
For General Course Juniors and Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
9. Political and Constitutional History of the United
States. 1820 to 1846.
For General Course Juniors and Agricultural Seniors.
Tivo exercises per zveek. S.
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10. Political and Constitutional Flistory of the United
States since 1846.
For General Course Seniors.
Three exercises per week. F^
HORTICULTURE.
PRof. Hall.
Mr. J. K. Shaw.
With the rapid development of agricultural education^
the science of horticulture has become more clearly defined.
Horticulture is sub-divided into four classes, viz.: (1)
Pomology, or fruit growing; (2) Olericulture, or vegetable
gardening; (3) Floriculture, or flower growing; and (4)
Landscape Gardening.
1. Principles of Horticulture.
This course is elementary, and comprises the fundamentals of
horticulture, emphasizing the sciences upon which horticulture
rests and the scope and importance of its field.
For Agricultural Freshmen.
Two exercises per week. S.
2. Olericulture.
Lectures and recitations upon the culture, classification and
identification of vegetables. The storing and marketing of vege-
tables is also considered. This course is given as a laboratory
course of fifteen exercises in the fall term for the study and iden-
tification of varieties and in the spring term twenty exercises are
given to complete the course.
For Agricultural Sophomores and Second Year Two-Year Stu-
dents.
Open only to those who have completed Botany 3 and are takUu;
Botany -{.
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3. Greenhouse Management.
Lectures, recitations and laboratory work. This course aims
to familiarize the student with modern methods of greenhouse
work and the more important plants grown under glass. Soils,
varieties, culture, marketing, enemies, etc., are studied. Each
student is required to do practical work in propagating, potting,
watering, ventilating, etc. A study of the history and develop-
ment of different types of greenhouses, including methods of heat-
ing and general management.
For Agricultural Sophomores and First Year Two-Year Stu-
dents.
Three exercises per week. W.
4. Pomology and Viticulture.
The culture, classification and identification of our leading com-
mercial fruits are taken up for study in this course, the object
being to familiarize the student with modern fruit growing, both
the large or orchard fruits and the small or berry fruits. Lec-
tures, recitations and laboratory work.
For Agricultural Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Open only to those having completed Botany 1 and Zoology 3.
Three exercises per zveck. F.
5. Floriculture and Home Decoration.
Lectures, recitations and laboratory work. The culture and
uses of ornamental plants are studied together with their history,
classification, characteristics, propagation and uses on private
and public grounds.
For Agricultural Juniors and Second Year Two-Year Students.
Open only to those who have completed Horticulture 3.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
G. Plant Breeding.
This course takes up the evolutionary study of plant life and
points out through examples, largely of economic horticultural
plants, their modification and improvement by mutation, cross-
ing, dwarfing, forcing, etc. Recitations and seminary work.
For Agricultural Seniors. Elective for Two-Year Students.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
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7. Landscape Gardening'.
Lectures, recitations and laboratory work on the principles of
aesthetics as applied to natural scenery; designing, mapping,
staking out and planting private and public grounds, parks, ceme-
teries, etc., are studied and practised.
Courses Horticulture S and 5 must precede this course.
Three exercises per week. S.
S. Horticultural Seminary.
This course consists of the study of current horticultural liter-
ature and various advanced horticultural problems.
Preceded by Courses 6 and 7.
Tivo exercises per zveek. S.
9. Advanced Horticulture.
This course consists of special advanced work arranged to suit
the needs of individual students. Open to those having com-
pleted the first five courses in Horticulture.





Fiz'e exercises per zveek. F.
2. Solid Geometry, with advanced course.
For Freshmen entering without the subject.
Two exercises per zveek. F.
3. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.
For all Freshmen.
Four exercises per zveek. W.
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4. Surveying'.
Recitations, field-work and plotting, including compass, transit,
plane-table and level work. Required of Engineering, Chemical
and Agricultural Freshmen. Elective for General Course Fresh-
men.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
5. Analytical Geometry.
For Engineering and Chemical Sophomores. Elective for Gen-
eral Course Sophomores.
Fk'e exercises per iveek. F.
6. Differential Calculus.
For Engineering and Chemical Sophomores. Elective for Gten-
eral Course Sophomores.
Five exercises per week. W.
7. Integral Calculus.
For Engineering and Chemical Sophomores.







Tiiw exercises per zveek. F.
Two exercises per week. W.
Four exercises per zveek. W.
11. Roads, Streets and Pavements.
Recitations and lectures on construction and maintenance of
paved, macadamized and gravel roads, with discussion of laws
relating thereto. For Agricultural Seniors.
Three exercises per week. S.
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1-2.
For First Year Two-Year Students.
Tivo exercises per zveek. F.
13. Continuation of 1?.
Three exercises per z^'eek. IV,
METEOROLOGY.
1. Meteorology.—Prof. Pettee.
Recitations and lectures on wind sj'stems, precipitation, humid-
ity, laws of storms and tornadoes and methods of prediction of
atmospheric changes. For Agi'icultural and General Seniors.
Three exercises per week. S.
MECHANICAL ENGLNEERIXG.
Prof. Read, Asst. Prof. Hancock.
1. Alechanisni.
Recitations and exercises in drawing outlines of elementary
combinations of parts of machines, with special reference to the
relative motion of the parts, their forms and modes of connection.
For Engineering Freshmen.
Open only to those ivho have taken Mathematics 1-2't. Drawing
19-20.




Tzc'o exercises per zveek. F.
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3. Mechanism.
Continuation of 1 and 2.
Tivo exercises per iveek. W.
4. Mechanics of Engineering.
Courses 4, 5 and 6 are devoted to recitations in statics and
dynamics. For Engineering and Cliemical Juniors.
Courses 4 to 6 are open only to those who have taken Mathe-
matics 1 to 7, inclusive, and Physics 1.
Tzvo exercises per week. F.
5. Mechanics of Engineering.
Continuation of 4.
Pour exercises per zveek. W.
6. Mechanics of Engineering.
Continuation of 4 and 5.
Four exercises per week. S.
7. Graphic Statics.
Por Engineering and Chemical Juniors.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. F.
8. Steam Engineering.
Recitations and lectui'es on thermodynamics, boilers and valve
gears. For Engineering Juniors.
Four exercises per week. F.
Course 8 is open only to those loho have taken Mathematics
1-1, Physics 1 and 2, Drawing 19-21.
9. Steam Engineering.
Continuation of Course 8.
Three exercises per week. IV.
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10. Steam Engineering.
Continuation of Courses 8 and 9.
Four exercises per week. S.
11. Materials of Construction.
Recitations on the production, properties, uses and preserva-
tion of engineering materials. For Engineering Seniors.
Continuation of Courses 4-6.
Four exercises per zveek. F.




Open only to those who have taken Courses 4 to 6.
Three exercises per week. F.
14. Mechanical Laboratory.
Tests of materials, boilers, engines, pumps, indicators, etc.
For Engineering Seniors.
Course 14 is open only to those who have taken Courses 1 to
10 and must have taken or are taking 11 and 12.
Tivo exercises per zveek. F.
15. Mechanical Laboratory.
Continuation of Course 14.
Three exercises per week. W.
16. Mechanical Laboratory.
Continuation of Courses 14 and 15.
Two exercises per zveek S.
17. Multiple Expansion Engines.
For Engineering Seniors.
Open only to those who have taken 4-6, 8-10 and 14.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
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18. Gas and Hot Air Engines and Refrigerating
^Machinery.
For Engineering Seniors.
Open only to those who have taken /i-6, 8-10, l.'f, 15 and 11.
Three c.vcrciscs per week. S.
19. Machine Design.
For Mechanical Engineering Seniors.
The design of boilers, boiler setting details, shafting, couplings
and pulleys, with regard to the principles of Applied Mechanics
and strength of materials. Given as Machine Design Drawing.
See Drawing 30.
Course 19 is open only to those ivho have taken Courses Jf-G and
8-11. and Dratving 29.
20. Contracts and Specifications.
Recitations and lectures on the laws and forms of engineering
contracts and specifications. Students in this course are required
to draw up specifications, write a contract and make estimates on
a piece of engineering work.
For Mechanical Engineering Seniors.
Three exercises per 7veek. JV.
21. Mill Design.
Given as Drawing 32.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
22. Elementary Steam Engineering.
For Engineering Sophomores.
Tzvo exercises per week. S.
23. Hydraulic Motors.
For Mechanical Engineering Seniors.
Principles of design and operation of water power plants.
Course 23 is open only to those ivho have taken Course 12.
One and one-half e.vercises per week. W.
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24. Concrete-Steel Construction.
For Mechanical Engineering Seniors.
A study, from the current engineering papers, of the more re-
cent developments in the design and construction of concrete-
steel foundations, dams and buildings.
Course 2'/ is open only to those ivho have taken Course 11.
One and one-half exercises per zceek. W.
Course 23 is given the first five weelis and course 24 the last five weelcs.
AIILTTARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS.
Lieut. Hunt.
Each male student, unless a member of the Senior class,




Infantry drill regulations through the school of the battalion
in close and extended order.
Advance and rear guards.
Outposts.
Marches.
Ceremonies: battalion review, parades and guard mounting.
Calisthenics and gj'mnastics.
Rifle practice.
First aid to the injured.
Signalling.
Two exercises per n'cck.
2. Military Science.
Infantry Drill Regulations covered by practical instruction;
Manual of Guard Duty; Small Arms Firing Regulations; Articles
of War; enlistment and discharge papers; morning reports; field
returns; muster rolls; rosters; ration returns; requisitions; prop-
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erty returns, etc., with lectures on military subjects, notes upon
which are to be taken for subsequent examination.
One exercise per iveek.
3. Army Organization and Administration.
Lectures and preparation of military papers.
Elective for Seniors only.
One exercise per week.
PHILOSOPHY.
AssT. Prof. Harrison.
1. The History of Educational Theory.
The greater part of the course is taken up with the study of
the modern educational reformers: Comenius, Rousseau, Pesta-
lozzi, Proebel, Spencer and Herbart.
Open to Sophomores.
Tivo exercises per zveek. W.
3. Psychology.
An introduction to the study of the mental life. The practical
needs of the student are related as closely as possible to the
work of the course.
Open to Juniors and Seniors.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
4. Philosophy of Education.
The meaning of education is defined from the aspect of the
biological, the physiological, the social, the psychological and the
philosophical. Home's "Philosophy of Education."
Open to Juniors and Seniors.
Three exercises per zveek. IV.
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5. Logic.
A study of the methods, fallacies and aims of human thinking.
A preparation for work in science and in philosophy.
Open to Sophomores.
Tvi^o exercises per week. S.
7. 8 and 9. Advanced Pedagogy.
A one-hour course throughout the year. Some important work
on the practice of education is made the basis for study. Free
discussion of the teacher's problems is made a part of the class
exercises. Practice work for the students who wish it is found
in the public schools at and near Durham. Extra credit is given
for the practice teaching. The permission of the instructor is
required before electing this course.
10. Herbartian Ps}xhology.
This course attempts to make a thorough study of the system
of Herbart and to relate his contributions to the problems of
present-day teaching.
Open to Juniors and Seniors who have passed Course S.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
11. Advanced Psychology.
This course is a natural continuation of Course 3. The emo-
tional and volutional aspects of the mind are studied more care-
fully than is possible in the elementary course.
Open to all students ivho have passed Course 3.
Three exercises per week. P.
PHYSICS.
Prof. Xhsbtt, i\Ir. Adams.
Courses 1 to S are taken consecutively by students of the
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Courses. Students
in the Chemical Engineering Course take Courses 1 to 5, 7
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and 8. Students in the course in Agriculture take Courses
1 to 4, and such part of Course 5 as may be given in the
Winter term. They may also elect in the Senior year. Elec-
trical Engineering 61, as a continuation of Physics 5. Stu-
dents in the General Course are required to take either
Course 1 or 31, and they may elect either Courses 21 to 35
or 1 to 5.
Course numbers 1 to 20, inclusive, are reserved for the
subjects taken by Engineering students ; 21 to 30, inclusive,
for the General Course ; 31 to 40 for the Agricultural Course
Two-Year Students.
1. Mechanics.
Freshmen, three exercises per week,. S.
The principles and laws of general phj'sics are illustrated by
a number of experiments, and the student is taught to make
ready application of his mathematics in the solution of problems.
It is intended to provide a foundation in the dynamics of solids.
liquids and gases, and also in the subjects of statics and hydro-
statics.
Instruction is given by lectures, recitations and problem woi'k.
The text used is Ganot's Physics. Reference is made to Ames'
Theory of Physics, Watson's Physics and other standard treat-
ises.
The Electrical and Mechanical Students take up the iise of the
Slide Rule in connection with this course. Slide Rules should not
be bought except upon advice of the instructor.
•?. Heat.
Sophomores, three exercises a loeek for first eight weeks. F.
The theories of heat are briefly discussed. The subdivisions
of the subject, such as the nature of heat, its effects, thermom-
etry, sources of heat, the transference and transformations of
heat are considered in detail. Constant attention is given to the
relation of these topics to the subject of thermo-dynamics.
Ganot's Physics is used as a text.
3. Light.
Sophomores, three exercises a ireek for the last seve^i ireeks. F.
The subject is approached from the geometi-ical and ])hysical
standpoint. A number of experiments are performed, illuslra-
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tive of wave motion in general, followed by a study of that form
of wave motion upon which the modern theory is based.
The subject is developed pi-ogressively and due attention is
given to such subjects as rellection, refraction, color, the spec-
trum, and interference and polarization phenomena.
The student makes a careful study of optical instruments of all
classes. Ganot's Physics is used as the text.
I . Sound.
Hophomores, three exercises per iceek for the first five loeeks. W.
The course consists of lectures and recitations, considerable
emphasis being laid upon the relation of the subject to the trans-
mission of speech.
The text used is Stone's Elementary Lessons in Sound.
5. Electricity and ^Magnetism.
Sophomores, three exercises per week for the last five loeeks of
the second term and all of the third term. W. and S.
Numerous experiments are performed to illustrate the various
phenomena of electrostatics, magnetism, current electricity and
electric waves. As the course advances, the attention of the
student is constantly called to the applications of electricity to
the arts and sciences. S. P. Thompson's "Elementary Lessons
in Electricity and Magnetism" is used as a text. This course is
required as a preparation for Electrical Engineering 1 to 4 and
22 to 23.
(). [Clements of least Squares and the Precision of Meas-
urements.
Juniors, three exercises per loeek. F.
This course is intended to serve as an introduction to the sul)-
ject of Physical Measurements. It familiarizes the student with
the precautions necessary in taking experimental data and of
properly using his data in order to secure the most reliable
results.
A large number of proldems are solved, illustrating the deter-
mination of physical constants and in deducing the constants of
empirical equa'ions.
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7. Physical Laborator}^
Juniors, three exercises per loeek. W.
The apparatus employed in the experimental part of Courses
7 and 8 is adapted to no special laboratory manual, and either
notes are prepared for students' use or reference is made to the
works of Ames and Bliss, E. L. Nichols, H. M. Godwin and others.
The laws of general physics are investigated experimentally.
The student is encouraged to acquire skill in the manipulation of
apparatus, habits of clearness and neatness in keeping records,
as well as enthusiasm for independent and original investigation.
A careful study is made of the Analytical Balance, time meas-
uring devices, heat measurements, the microscope, spectroscope,
lens combinations, photometry, the laws of vibrating strings and
the simple electrical measurements.
A laboratory fee of five dollars per term is required in Courses
7 and 8 to cover breakages, etc. Any unexpended balance is
refunded to the student at the close of the college year.
8. Physical Laboratory.
Juniors, three exercises per week. 8.
This is a continuation of Course 7 and is largely devoted to the-
calibration of galvanometers, ammeters, the determination of the
constants of instruments, the measurement of voltages, resist-
ances, etc.
On the completion of Courses 7 and S, an examination is given
to test the student's knowledge of physical research, both in
attacking a given problem and in thinking and acting for him-
self.
Physics 21 to 25 are given to students who do not intend to
pursue mathematics beyond the subject of Trigonometry. Their
completion does not prepare the student to enter Courses 7 and 8.
21. Mechanics.
General Course Freshmen, three exercises per iceek. S.
This is a briefer course than Physics 1 and aims to meet the
needs of the student wishing to obtain some knowledge of phy-
sical phenomena and its laws.
22. Heat.
Elective for General Coarse Soplioniores. three exercises per
iveek for six weeks. F.
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33. Light.
Elective for General Course Sophomores, three exercises per
week for five weeks. F.
24. Sound.
Elective for General Course Sophomores, three exercises pet'
tveek for the last four weeks. F.
25. Electricity and Magnetism.
Elective for General Course Sophomores, three exercises per
week throughout the term. W.
Physics 41 and 42 are intended to acquaint the student with the
fundamental principles and facts of physics.
41. Elementary Physics.
First year Two-Year course in Agriculture, three exercises per
loeek. S.
42. Elementary Physics.
Second year Two-Year course in Agriculture, three exerciies
per week. F.




An elementary course, with lectures upon some of the practical
questions of the day.
For Agricultural and General Sophomores and Engineering and
Chemical Seniors.
fk'C c.x-crcises per week. S.
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2. Laws of Business.
Recitations supplemented by lectures and the discussion of
cases.
Tivo credit hours.
Courses 2 and 3 are given consecutively in the Fall term.
Fk'e exercises per zveek.
For Agricultural and General Seniors.
o. American Constitutional Law.
Use is made of Pomeroy's Constitutional Law, which is sup-
plemented by the decisions of the United States Supreme Court.
Special attention is given to the connections between American
constitutions and American political history.
Three credit Jioiirs.
4. Money and Rankina^.
Recitations, readings and lectures.
For Agricultural Seniors and General Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 4 and 6 are given in alternate years. Course 4 will be
offered in the year 1906-'07.
Open only to those who have taken Course 1.
Three exercises per zveek. W.
.-). Socialism and Social Reform.
Readings, recitations and lectures.
For Agricultural Seniors and General .Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 5 and 7 are given in alternate years. Course 5 will
Tse offered in the year 190G-'07.
Open only to those who have taken Course 1.
Three exercises per week. S.
6. International Law.
For Agricultural Seniors and General Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 4 and 6 are given in alternate years.
Three exercises per zceek. .9.
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7. Public Finance.
For Agricultural Seniors and General Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 5 and 7 are given in alternate years.
Open only to those who have taken Course 1.
Three exercises per iveek. W^
SHOP WORK.
AssT. Prof. Hancock, ]\Ir. Brown.




Exercises in carpentry work, joinery and pattern making. For
all male Freshmen.
Tii'o exercises per zveek. F.
2. Pattern ^Making' and Foundry.
A continuation of 1
For Chemical and Engineering Freshmen.
7'7C'o and one-half exercises per iveek. W.
Note.—Alternate with Drawing on Wednesdays.
3. Pattern Making and Foundry.
For Chemical and Engineering Freshmen.
Tzvo exercises per ivcek. S.
4. A course in Forg-ing-, giving the student exercises in
Upsetting, Drawing, Forming and Welding.
For Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Sophomores.
Tzvo exercises per zvcek. P..
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5. A course in Turning, Facing, Thread Cutting, Mill-
ing, Shaping, Scraping, Fihng and Planing.
For Chemical Seniors and Engineering Sophomores.
Tzuo exercises per zveek. W.
6-11. A Course in Machine Shop Tools and Methods.
For Mechanical Engineering Juniors and Seniors.
Considerable time is given to tool room work in the making of
fine tools, such as arbors and gauges; grinding both external and
internal; tempering; the use of the electric pyrometer in connec-
tion with tempering and annealing; the use of the milling ma-
chine in connection with spiral and gear cutting; bench work iu
fine fitting; experimental work as to different cutting speeds and
angles for various forms of tools as well as with different grades
of tool steel, including high speed steel. Metallography of the
heat treatment of steel.
A portion of the time is taken up in the reading and discussion
of the various engineering periodicals and excursions are made
to large shops so that the student has an opportunity to see the
above processes in practical operation.
6. For Mechanical Engineering Juniors.
Shop work.
Tivo exercises per zveek. F.
7. For ATechanical Engineering Juniors.
Shop work. ^
Tzvo exercises per zveek. IV.
S. For Mechanical Engineering Juniors.
Shop work.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. S.
9. For Mechanical Engineering Seniors.
Shop work.
Tzvo exercises per zveek. F.
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10. For Mechanical Engineering' Seniors.
Shop work.
Tivo exercises per week. IV.
11. ]''or Mechanical Engineering Seniors.
Shop work.
Two exercises per week. S.
12. Wood Work.
For First Year Two-Year Students.
Tivo exercises per week. W.
13. Iron Work.
For Second Year Two-Year Students.
Two exercises per week. S.
14. Special Shop Work.
Work arranged to suit the needs of particular students.
From one to four exercises per week. F.
15. Special Shop Work.
From one to four exercises per week. W.
IG. Special Shop Work.
From'one to four exercises per zveek. S.
17. Forging.
For Agricultural and General Course Freshmen.
Tzvo and one-Jialf exercises per iveek. IV.
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SPANISH.
Asso. Prof. Whoriskey.
Spanish 1, 'i and 3.
Essentials of Spanish Grammar. Translation of modern Span-
ish prose. Stories and plays by modern authors will be read.
Three exercises per zceek. F., JV., S.
Elective for General Course Students in Sophomore, Junior or
Senior year.
ZOOLOGY.
Prof. Sanderson, Dr. Headlef.
The courses in Zoology are arrang-ed in sequence for those
studying Agriculture or Economic Entomology, and for
those desiring a more general course fitting them for teach-
ing or for medical studies, though any courses offered may
be taken by those who have completed previous courses
necessary. See Biological Division, Agricultural Course,
page 37.
1. Invertebrate Zoology.
The structure and life of the invertebrate animals, except in-
sects. Lectures and laboratory dissections of typical forms. For
Agricultural and General Sophomores.
Three exercises per zveek. F.
3. Economic Entomology.
Insects affecting crops, domestic animals, etc., their life, his-
tories, habits and methods of combating them. Special consid-
eration of general farm methods for control of insects alTecting
staple crops and of spraying, machinery and insecticides for com-
bating truck and fruit insects. For Agricultural and General
Sophomores completing Course 2.
Four exercises per week. S.
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4. General Entomology.
A general survey of the structure, habits and classification of
the different orders of insects. Lectures, laboratory dissections
and classification. For Agricultural and General Sophomores
completing Course 1.
Three exercises per zvcek. IV.
5. Vertebrate Anatomy and Physiology.
The comparison of anatomy and physiology of vertebrate ani-
mals, general physiology of higher animals, and laboratory dis-
sections of a few typical forms. For Agricultural and General
Juniors completing Courses 1 and 2.
four exercises per iveek. F.
n. Principles of Zoology.
The history, fundamental principles, problems and philosophy
of Zoology. Lectures. For Agricultural and General Juniors or
Seniors having completed previous courses. Given in alternate
year with Course 17.
Three exercises per week. IV.
7. Comparative Zoology.
Lectures and reading upon the comparative anatomy and physi-
ology of animals. For Agricultural and General Juniors and
Seniors having completed previous courses. Alternates with
Course 6.
Three exercises per iveek. W.
8. Economic Ornithology.
A study of the relation of birds to Agriculture, to each other
and other organisms. For Agricultural and General Juniors or
Seniors. Alternate with Course 9.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
9. Advanced Economic Entomology.
The methods of study and general principles of combating in-
sect pests; the literature and history of economic entomology';
practice in determining and rearing and combating Insect pests.
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For Agricultural Juniors or Seniors having completed Course 3.
Alternate with Course 7.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
10. Advanced Entomology.
Advanced work in General Entomology; collecting, classifica-
tion and anatomical studies. For General or Agricultural Jun-
iors having completed Course 2.
Three exercises per zveek. S.
11, 12 and Vo. Advanced Zoology.
Averaging four exercises per week for the year. For students
who elect Zoology for Senior year to be arranged to suit individ-
ual needs. Open to those who have completed five previous
courses and have shown proficiency in Zoology.
1 1. Elementary Zoology.
The structure and habits of the invertebrate and lower verte-
brate animals, with special study of insects. Recitations and
laboratory dissections of typical forms. For First Year Two-
Year Students.
Five exercises per zveek first five zveeks and three exercises
per week balance of term. F.
15. Vertebrate Anatomy and Physiology.
The anatomy and physiology of the higher vertebrates based
upon that of man and with special reference to domestic animals.
Recitations and laboratory dissections and experiments. For
First Year Two-Year Students completing Course 1.
Five exercises per zveek. W.
16. Biological Seminar.
Reports and discussions upon current literature of Zoology
and Botany, special topics and observations. For Agricultural
and General Juniors and Seniors.
One hour per zveek through the year.
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COURSES OF STUDY AND SCHEDULE OF
HOURS.
For details see Description of Studies.
Attendance is required of all students at Chapel exercises.
Military drill: Fall and Spring- terms, M. and F., 11 to
12.30 p. m. Winter term, T. and Th., 10 to 12. Attend-
ance is required of all male students, except Seniors, for
whom it is elective.
FRESHMAN YEAR.





Wood Work—Shop Work 1 2
Drawing—Drawing 19 2












§Pattern Making and Foundry—Shop Work 2 214
JDrawing—Drawing 20 2^2
tHistory—^History 2 or 5 3
French—French 2 ^ 2
or German—German 2 j'
t History is taken by women in place of Siiop Worlv. It is also open to
students who are prepared for advance work.
§ Engineering and Chemical courses take Shop Work 2 ; others Shop
Work 17.
t For students taking History, two exercises per week in Drawing.
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Inorganic Chemistry—Chemistry 2 3
Military Science 1
Military Drill 1







tWood Work—Shop Work 3 2
fHorticulture—-Horticulture 1 2
tDrawing—Drawing 21 3
tHistory—History 3 or G 3
French—French 3 ) .,
I o
or German—German 3 ^
tOrganic Chemistry—Chemistry 3 3
Military Science 1
Military Drill 1








Heat—Physics 2, eight weeks. V o







t students in the Engineering Course take Drawing and Shop Work.
Students In Chemical Engineering also take Organic Chemistry. Students
In the Agricultural Course take Botany, Surveying, Horticulture, and Or-
ganic Chemistry. Students in the General Course take Botany and History,
and elect between Surveying and Organic Chemistry.
X General Course students elect either Physics 1 or 21.





Electricity and Magnetism—Physics 5, five weeks ) „

















*Botany 1 2 or 3
*Zo61ogy 5 4
Chemistry G 3






tBotany 13 or 3









•Elect either Zoolopy .5 or Botany I'i.
tEleot one of these three or some other three-hour scientific course.
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SPRING TERM.
fAgriculture 12 or 3









Note.—English 7. A course in debating, one liour per weeli, is re-
quired in tlie Junior year, either in tlie winter or spring term.
tElei-t one of these three or some otlier three-liour scientific course.
During the Junior year students who desire and are qualified
to take up work in the Biological or Chemical Division of the
Agricultural Course may substitute work in those divisions for









(Six hours elective from any courses offered.)
WINTER TERM.
(Required.)




(Six hours elective from any courses offered.)












Analytic Geometry^—Mathematics 5 5
Descriptive Geometry—Drawing 23 2
Heat—Physics 2, eight weeks. "> ^
Light—Physics 3, seven weeks
^
German—German 4 3
Forge Shop—Shop Woi-k 4 2
Mechanism—Mechanical Engineering 2 2




Differential Calculus—Mathematics G 5
Machine Drawing—Drawing 2.o 2
Sound—Physics 4, five weeks ) o
Electricity and Magnetism—Physics 5, five weeks (
German—German .5 3
Machine Shop—Shop Work 5 2
Mechanism—Mechanical Engineering 3 2
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 5 2
Military Science 1
Military Drill 1
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SPRING TEBII.
Defferential Calculus—Mathematics 7 '>
Electricity and Magnetism—Physics 5 i>
German—^German 6 :>
Machine Drawing—Drawing 26 5
Elementary Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 22 2
Military Science 1
Military Drill i




Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 4 2
Theoretical Electricity—Electrical Engineering 4 3
Least Squares and Precision of Meastirements—Physics G. . 3
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 8 4
Direct Currents and Direct Current Dynamos, Electrical
Engineering 1 3
Machine Drawing—Drawing 27 2




Mechanics of Engineering—iNIechanical Engineering 5 4
Physical Laboratory—Physics 7 3
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 9 3
Direct Current Dynamos and Motors—^Electrical Engineer-
ing 2 3
Theoretical Electricity—Electrical Engineering 5 3
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SPRING TEEM.
Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 6 4
Physical Laboratory—Physics 8 3
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 10 4
Direct Current Dynamos and Motors—Electrical Engineer- \
ing 3 C 6
^Theoretical Electricity—Electrical Engineering 6
)





Materials of Construction—Mechanical Engineering 11 4
Theoretical Electricity—^Electrical Engineering 7 6
Mechanical Laboratory—Mechanical Engineering 14 2
The Telephone, Electrical Engineering 20, six weeks \
The Telegraph, Electrical Engineering 21, six weeks 3
Storage Batteries, Electrical Engineering 22, three weeks \
Hydraulics—Mechanical Engineering 12 ,3
Electrical Laboratory—Electrical Engineering 31 2
**Military Drill 1
WINTER TERM.
Theoretical Electricity—Electrical Engineering 8 6
Alternating Current Phenomena—Electrical Engineering 9 ?>
Electrical Laboratory—Electrical Engineering IG 2
Electrical Lighting—Electrical Engineering 23, six weeks \
Power Distribution for Electric Railroads—Electrical En- 3
gineering 24, four weeks 1
Mechanical Laboratory—Mechanical Engineering 1.5 3
Multiple Expansion Engines—Mechanical Engineering 17... 3'
**MiIirary Drill 1
SPRING TKUM.
Alternating Current Phenomena—Electrical Engineering \
10, first five weeks i\
High Tension Power Transmission—Electrical Engineering \
2'). last five weeks
* Sff' ;i^sis;miir iif of tiiiio utulor EIoctri<al ICnKinciriiiK i'>, in i )is(Tiption
•of Subjects.
•Eliitivp.
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Electrical Laboratory—Electrical Engineering 33, first five
weeks 2
Political Economy—Political Science 1 5
Mechanical Laboratory—Mechanical Engineering IG 2
Gas and Hot Air Engines—Mechanical Engineering IS.... 3
Thesis—Electrical Engineering 34 3
**Military Drill 1




Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 4 2
Least Squares and Precision of Measurements—Physics C. . 3
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering S 4
The Elements of Electrical Engineering 41 3
Iron Work—Shop Work G 2
Machine Drawing—Drawing 27 2




Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering .5 4
Physical Laboratory—Physics 7 3
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 9.. 3
The Elements of Electrical Engineei'ing—Electrical En-
gineering 42 3
Iron Work—Shop Work 7 2





Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering G 4
Physical Laboratory—Physics 8 3
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineei-ing 10 4
Alternating Curi'ents—Electrical Engineering 43 3
Iron Work—Shop Work S 2
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Senior Year.
fall term.
Materials of Construction—Mechanical Engineering 11 4
Hydraulics—Mechanical Engineering 12 3
Machine Design—Drawing 30 5
^Mechanical Laboratory—Mechanical Engineering 14 2
Iron Work—Shop Work 9 2
Alternating Currents, Electrical Engineering" 44, first ^
eight weeks \ 3




Mill Design—Drawing 31 4
Mechanical Laboiatory—Mechanical Engineering 15 3
Multiple Expansion Engines—Mechanical Engineering 17.. 3
Iron Work—Shop Work 10 1
Specifications and Contracts—Mechanical Engineering 20... 3
Thesis 2
*Hydraulic Motors—Mechanical Engineering 23 1 1^-
*Concrete Steel Construction—Mechanical Engineering 24.. l^A
**Military Drill 1
SI'UI.NC IKH.M.
Gas and Hot Air Engines—Mechanical Engineering IS 3
Mechanical Laboratory—Mechanical Engineering IG 2
Political Economy—Political Science 1 5
Iron Work—Shop Work 11 2
Thesis 3
Mill Design—Drawing 32 3
**Military Drill 1




Analytic Geometry—Mathematics .5 5
Elementaiy Machine Drawing—Drawing 24 2
German—German 4 3
* Hydraulic- Motors is givpii ?, pxercises per week the first five weeks and
Concrete-Stone Tonstruction .3 exeroises per week the last five weeks.
** Elective.
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Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 4 5
Heat—Physics 2, eight weeks ^ „




Differential Calculus—Mathematics 6 5
German—German 5 3
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 10 7
Sound—Physics 4, five weeks ) 3




Integral Calculus—Mathematics 7 5
Mineralogy—Geology 1 3
German—German 6 3
Organic Chemistry—Chemistry S 2
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 11 3





Chemistry of Plant Growth—Chemistry G 3
Organic Chemistry—Chemistry 9 3
French—French 4 3
Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 4 2
Graphic Statics—Mechanical Engineering 7 2




Chemical Laboratory—^Chemistry 11 4
Industrial Chemistry—Chemistry 13 2
Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 5 4
French—French 5 3
Physical Laboratory—Physics 7 3
Debating English 7 1
Military Science 1
Military Drill 1
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SPRfNC TKRM.
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 11 4
Metallurgy—Chemistry 14 2
Mechanics of Engineering—Mechanical Engineering C, 5
French—French 6 3





Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 11 or Chemistry 21 8
Iron Work—Shop Work 5 2
Chemical Journals—Chemistry 12 1
Steam Engineering—Mechanical Engineering 8 4
Industrial Electricity—Electrical Engineering 51 3
**Military Drill 1
WINTER TERM.
Chemical Laboratory and Thesis—Chemistry 20 or 21 8
Chemical Journals—Chemistry 12 1
Physical Chemistry—Chemistry 15 3
Industrial Electricity—Electrical Engineering 52 3
Chaucer to Wordsworth—English 4 2
**Military Drill 1
SPRING 'TORM.
Chemical Laboratory and Thesis—Chemistry 20 or 21 6
Chemical Journals—Chemistry 12 1
Assaying—Chemistry 19 1
Physical Chemistry—Chemistry 16 2
Political Economy—Political Science 1 5






Invertebrate Zoology—Zoology 1 3
German—German 4 3
Botany—Botany 9 3
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 4 3
**Klectlve.
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*Heat and Light—Physics 2 and 3. or Physics 21, 22 and 23 3
*Hlstory—History 1 or 4 4







*Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 4 3
*Soiind and Electricity—'Physics 4 and 5 or Physics 25 3
*History—History 2 or 5 3
*General Entomology—Zoology 4 3
*Botany—Botany 10 3
*Differential Calculus—Mathematics 6 5








Political Economy—Political Science 1 5
German—German 6 3
Electricity and Magnetism—Physics 5 3
History—History 3 or 6 3
Economic Entomology—Zoologj- 3 4
Botany—Botany 11 3
Free-hand Drawing—Drawing 34 3







Sixteen exercises required; all elective, ivith the exception of
Military Science. Military Drill and Enrjlish 7.




American Political History—History 7 4
Chemistry of Plant Growth—Chemistry C 3
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 4 3
Least Squares and Precision of Measurements—Physics 6.. 3
Architectural Drawing—Drawing 35 3
Differential Equations—Mathematics 8 2
Spanish—Spanish 1 3





American Political History—History 8 3
English Literature—English 4 2
Philo.sophy of Education—Philosophy 4 3
Money and Banking, or International Law—Political Science
4 or 6 3
Chemistry of Food and Nutrition—Chemistry 7 2
Chemical Laboratory—Chemistry 4 3
Physical Laboratory—Physics 7 3
Architectural Drawing—Drawing Sf! 2
Quaternions—Mathematics 9 2









Logic, or Science of Thought—Philosophy 5 or 6 3
American Political Plistory—History 9 2
Socialism or Finance—Political Science 5 or 7 3
English—English 5 2
Architectural Drawing—Drawing 37 3
Physical Laboratory—Physics 8 3
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Spanish—Spanish 3 "?
Debating—English 7 1
Economic Ornithology or Advanced Entomology—Zoology




Sixteen exercises required; all elective.
FALL TERM.
Laws of Business—Political Science 2 ^ r
Constitutional Law—Political Science 3 ^
Psychology—Philosophy 3 3
Advanced Psychology—Philosophy 11 3
French—French 7 3
Literary Criticism—English 6 2
German—German 7 3
American Political History—History 10 3
Advanced Zoology—Zoology 11 4
Advanced Botany—Botany 5 or 12 3
Elementary Geology—Geology 2 4
Architectural Drawing—Drawing 38 3
Spanish—Spanish 1 3




Money and Banking, or International Law—Political Sci-




American Literature—English 8 3
Astronomy—Mathematics 10 4
Advanced Zoology—Zoology 12 3
Principles of Zoology or Comparative Anatomy—Zoology 6
or 17 3
Advanced Botany—Botany 6 or 13 3
Architectural Drawing—Drawing 39 3
Spanish—Spanish 2 3
Thesis "Work 1 or 2
Military Drill 1
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SPRING TEBM.





Socialism or Finance—Political Science 5 or 7 3
Logic or Science of Thought—Philosophy 5 or 6 3
Advanced Zoology—Zoology 13 3
Economic Ornithology or Advanced Entomology—Zoology
7 or 9 3
Advanced Botany—Botany 7 or 14 3
Architectural Drawing—Drawing 40 3
Spanish—Spanish 3 3
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TWO-YEAR COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.
This course was established by the Legislature in 1895.
Its aim is to provide an opportunity for those students
whose circumstances are such that it would be impossible
for them to take a four year colleg-iate course in agricul-
ture, but yet who are anxious and would be greatly benefited
by taking a less extended training for their life work.
The course is especially desirable for the young, bright
boys of the farm who expect to make a business of some
line of agricultural or horticultural work. The course of
study is in part the same as that which the students of the
long- course take. As thorough instruction is given in
agronomy, animal industry, dairying, horticulture, forestry,
economic entomology, botany and the underlying sciences
as the time will permit. The second year contains optional
work, so that it is possible for students to specialize in hor-
ticulture, animal industry or dairying.
Ten hours per week on the average are spent in practical
work upon the farm, in the barn, greenhouses or shops.
The course is open to "students who can pass a fair and
reasonable examination in reading, spelling, writing, arith-
metic, English grammar, geography and history of the
United States."
For those who do not bring certificates to show their pro-
ficiency in these subjects an entrance examination in geog-
raphy, arithmetic, English and United States history will
be given on Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning of
the opening week of school.
No degree is given on the completion of this course, but a
certificate is issued stating fully the work done.
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Mathematics 12 begins Oct. 14 after which Zoology 14.
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TEN-WEEKS COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.
The college offers a Winter Course in Agriculture, begin-
ning Tuesday, January 8, and continuing until Friday,
March 15, 1906.
No entrance examinations are required for this course,
but students taking it must possess a good common school
education. The course is especially desirable for students of
mature years who can find the time to conie from the farm
during the winter and study some of the principles of agri-
cultural science.
The courses of study offered are dairying, stock feeding,
principles of breeding, veterinary elements, poultry, breeds
of dairy cattle, greenhouse management, forestry, soil phy-
sics, botany and entomology, together with practical work
in the creamery, forge, wood and machine shops and green-
houses.
Since the hours of study for the above named courses are
scheduled on other pages of the catalogue, they are not
repeated here in a separate schedule. Those contemplating
taking the course should decide what studies they wish to
pursue and then make out a schedule of hours for them-
selves.
A fee of $5 is charged for tuition.
The expenses of the course may be estimated as follows
:




Applicants should report at the president's office in
Thompson Hall on Tuesday. January S, 1906.
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TEN-WEEKS COURSE IN DAIRYING OR
DAIRY SCHOOL.
The eleventh annual Dairy School of the New Hampshire
College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts will open on
Tuesday, January 8, and continue 10 weeks. The object of
this school is to furnish a broad and substantial foundation
for those who would become successful creamery managers
or dairy farmers. It offers a short route to a successful
career that must otherwise require years of experience to at-
tain. The subjects taught have a practical bearing on the
every-day affairs connected with the various branches of the
dairy industry.
TUITION, EXPENSES, ETC.
There is no age limit for students, and no entrance exam-
ination is required. A tuition fee of five dollars is payable
at the beginning of the term ; other expenses, including
books, room and board for 10 weeks will amount to approx-
imately sixty dollars.
Owing to the limited space for class work in the dair\'
building, the number of students must necessarily be limited
to the men who first make application for admission.
A detailed description of the studies offered is here given.
Students completing the required work of the Dairy
School and passing satisfactory examinations in all subjects
will be given a certificate.
DAIRY BUIIJ>I.\'0 A.VI) EQIIPMIOXT.
The dairy building is a wooden structure ni one and one-
half stories with basement. It is di\'ided into rooms for
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testing, separating and churning. There is also an engine
room and an office for the dairy instructor.
All available space is occupied by the various forms of
separators, milk testers, milk coolers, churns, butter-work-
ers, etc. Dairy students are taught to use all the latest and
best appliances obtainable. Steam power is supplied by the
large boilers at the power house. In addition to the product
of the college herd, milk and cream are received from about
thirty farms in Durham and vicinity. Throitgh this ar-
rangement the. college furnishes plenty of milk for practice
work, and provides for a complete and practical training in
creamery and dairy management.
MILK AND ITS PRODUCT.
Prof. F. W. Taylor.
Lectures and recitations on the secretion, nature and com-
position of milk, its uses and value as an article of food. It
also deals with causes and conditions influencing the quality
of milk and the care of milk on the farm.
Class-room work is supplemented by daily practice in the
creamery. The student is trained to perform all parts of
the work and to thoroughly understand the details that
make possible the production of fine butter.
The student will study the construction, operation and
care of the various appliances used in the dairy or creamery,
and will be required to take apart and assemble the various
machines, operate them carefully and efficiently, and pre-
sent a written description of each machine and the result of
his investigations with special reference to capacity, speed
and efficiency. Plans of dairy and creamery buildings, with
estimates for building will be required.
MILK TESTING.
Mr. F. A. Tlnkham.
The use of the Babcock test in apportioning the money
value of milk is now regulated by state law and the value of
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the test in the successful management of the dairy herd
has created a demand for practical training. The course
will include lectures and recitations on the principles of the
Babcock test and its application on the dairy farm and in
the creamery or mlk inspector's laboratory. A careful study
of all its details will be required. Under the guidance of
the instructor the student will practice testing milk, cream,
skim-milk and buttermilk until fully competent to perform
the work for himself or for others. In connection with the
lactometer the test will be made the subject of practice in
estimating the solids of milk.
CHEMISTRY OF MILK AND BUTTER.
Professor Fred W. Morse.
The subject is taken up in a course of 10 lectures, illus-
trated by experiments and specimens, and includes the prop-
erties and separation of the different constituents of milk,
fat, casein, albumen, sugar, etc., the composition of butter
and butter-fat and the properties and efifects of preserva-
tives.
DAIRY BACTERIOLOGY.
Mr. F. A. Tinkham.
Lectures, recitations and demonstrations, covering the
more important facts in the relation of bacteria to dairying,
with instruction and practice in pasteurizing milk and cream
for market or butter making and in preparing and using
cultures in ripening cream.
BOILERS AND ENGINES.
Assistant Professor B. H. Hancock.
Tvcctures will be given on the construction, operation and
care of boilers, motors, steam and gasoline engines. The
lectures will be followed by practical demonstrations and
practice in the management of the various motive powers.
Instruction wall also be given in pipe cutting and fitting and
other work incidental to the management of a steam plant.
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INSECTS AFFECTING CATTLE.
Professor B. Dwlght Sanderson.
Lectures on the horn-fly, warble-fly, cattle lice and sim-
ilar pests, with especial reference to their life histories and
methods of combating them.
BREEDS AND BREEDING.
Assistant Professor E. L. Shaw.
Lectures and recitations upon the origin, history, distri-
bution, characteristics, adaptability and standard of excel-
lence of the pedigreed breeds of dairy cattle, with special
reference to the selection of breeds and individual animals
for the dairy herd.
Lectures and recitations upon the principles of breeding
as exhibited through the laws of heredity, variation and
selection ; methods of breeding, including a discussion of
in-breeding, cross-breeding and influence of environment.
Practice in judging the dairy breeds.
FEEDS AND FEEDING.
Assistant Professor E. L. Shaw.
Lectures and recitations upon the composition and diges-
tibility of feeding stuffs ; the preservation and preparation of
coarse fodders, ensilage
;
grinding, steaming and cooking
food. A careful study of the different feeds upon the mar-
ket and their value in a dairy feeding ration. Practice will
be given in computing and compounding rations for the
dairy cow.
DISEASES OF CATTLE.
Assistant Professor B. L. Shaw.
Lectures and recitations upon the anatomy of the cow,
with special reference to the digestive, reproductive and
milk-producing organs, the common diseases, the causes
and the methods of treatment.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.
Tliis (leparlmcnt of the college is provided for b_\- the
National Government. The appropriations for the current
year ag-gregate $23,000.
The Acts of Congress provides,
—
"That it shall be the object and duty of said Experiment
Stations to conduct original researches or verify experi-
ments on the physiology of plants and animals ; the diseases
to which they are severally subject, with the remedies for
the same ; the chemical composition of useful plants at their
different stages of growth ; the comparative advantages of
rotative cropping, as pursued under a varying series of
crops ; . the capacity of new plants or trees for acclimation ;
the chemical composition of manures, natural or artifical,
with experiments designed to test their comparative effects
on crops of different kinds ; the adaptation and value of
grasses and forage plants ; the composition and digestibility
of the different kinds of food for domestic animals ; the
scientific and economic questions involved in the production
of butter and cheese ; and such other researches or experi-
ments bearing directly on the agricultural industry of the
United States as may in each case be deemed advisable, hav-
ing due regard to the varying conditions and needs of the
respective states and territories."
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COMMENCEMENT, 1906.





Charles S. Batchelder, South Hampton.
Clarence Elbert Clement, Derry.
Cyrus Fremont Jenness, Gonic.
IN CHEMISTRY.
Stuart Kendrick Barnes, Walpole.
Carl Tilson Fuller, Nashua.
Wallace Fuller Purington, South Yarmouth, Mass.
Edwin Jay Roberts, Laconia.
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Samuel Taylor Adams, Pittsfield.
Neil Starr Franklin, Bernardston, Mass.
William Safford Gooch, Exeter.
Ralph Edward Gowen, Stratham.
Allen Montague Johnson, Nashua.
Charles Leo Tuttle, Exeter.
IN GENERAL COURSE.
William Cassius Campbell, West Windham.
John Dustin Clark, Nashua.
Ernest Luther Converse, Amherst.
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IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING.
Edwin Uavis Hardy, Nashua.
Roy \'ance Swain, I'arrington.
MASTERS OF SCIENCE.
John Leslie Randall, Lee.
William Orrin Robinson, Marlborough.
MECHANICAL ENGINEER.
Lewis H. Kenney, '99, Philadelphia, Pa.
CERTIFICATES.
Certificates from the Two-Year Course in Agriculture
were awarded to
—
Alfred Walker Clough. Greenland.
Oliver Carter Dimond. West Concord.
Ralph Wayne Forristall, Alstead.
Stanley Hargreaves, Durham.
Robert Stanley Sawyer. Walpole.
HONORARY DEGREES.
MASTER OF SCIENCE.
Henry C. Morrison, A. M., Concord, State Superintendent
of Public Instruction.
BACHELOR OF SCIKNCK.
Harry F. Hall, Durham, Instructor in Horticulture and
Associate Horticulturist to New Hampshire Agricultural
Experiment Station, New TTam])shire College.
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PRIZE RECORD FOR 1 906.
BAILEY PRIZE—$10.
GivEx BY Dr. C. H. Bailey of the Class of '79, and E. A.
Bailey of the Class of '85.
Stuart Kendrick Barnes, Walpole.
ERSKINE MASON MEMORIAL PRIZE.
Ernest Luther Converse, Amherst.
SENIOR STANDING HIGHEST IX THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENT.
Willis Cassius Campbell, West Windham.
WINNER OF INDIVIDUAL PRIZE DRILL.
James William Tucker, '09, Concord.
HONORABLE MENTION.
Abr.km Lawrence Dean, 1st year, 2 year.
PRIZE SWORD—EXCELLENCE IN DRILL.
Andrew Broggini, 'OT, Concord.
HONORABLE MENTION.
Frank W. Randall, 'OT, Portsmouth.
COLOR COMPANY—FALL TERM.
Company B.
Valentine Smith Scholarships are held by
—
W. W. Kirkpatrick, '08. Wm. S. Campbell, '0^^.
J. Glenn Powers, '07. E. D. French, '10.




First Likut. ^^'II.I.I.\M E. Hunt, Eighth U. S. Infantry
cadet officers.
Maj. W. G. Murchie.
First Lieut, and Adjt. J. T. Croghan.
Second Lieut, and Q. M. L. A. Carlisle.
Sergt. Maj. C. F. Cone.
O. M. Sergt. W. W. Evans.
Color Sergt. R. E. Wadleigh.
Sergt. Signal Corps A. H. Barton.
Company A. Company R.
C.\PT. F. W. Randall. Capt. A. Broggini.
1st. Lieut. F. W. Woodman 1st Lieut. M. C. Husi:.
?ndLieut. A. AF.Batchelder 2nd Lieut. H. D. \\'\i,ki:k.
First Sergeants.
W. L. Adams. L. FL Kimp.ael.
Sergeants.
G. A. Perley. O. L. F.vkvvell.
C. D. Kennedy. G. L. Waite.
H. S. TowNSEND. C. S. Wendell.
H. H. WiLKiNS. Tv. L. Smallev.


















1st Lieut. L. D. Batciielor Corporal IM. G. Buss.
Sergeant F. Clough. Corporal C. L. Wood.
Sergeant S. F. Hill. Corporal O. D. Goodwin.
Corporal P. F. Ellsworth.
Principal Musician. Drum Major.
P. R. Berry. J. W. Tucker.
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REGISTER OF GRADUATES.
Note.—The arrangement is: (a) Name in full, (b) Later
degrees taken, (c) Residence at time of entering college, (d)
Occupation, etc. (e) Present residence. *Dead. tPresent ad-
dress unknown. Graduates are earnestly requested to inform R.
Whoriskey, chairman of the Catalog Committee of any changes
that should be made in this list.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE.
Ned Dearborn, D. Sc, 1901. Curator Field Museum.
Chicago, IlL
MASTER OF SCIENCE.
Alfred Conradi, M. S.. 1902. B. Sc (Ag) '01, O. S. U. Prof, of
Zoology; State Entomologist and Entomologist. Experiment
Station. College Station, Texas,
John I. Randall, M. S. 190G. See class of 1905.
William O. Robinson, M. S., 1906. Mechanical Engineer. See
class of 1905.
Lewis H. Kenney, M. E., 1906. See class of 1899.
BACHELORS OF SCIENCE.
1871.
William Preston Ballard, Concord. Farmer.
R. F. D.. Route 1, Concord.
Lewis Perkins, Hampton. Retired. Hampton, N. H.




Edwin Bartlett, Bath. Ranchman and Stock Raiser.
Spearville, Ford Co., Kansas.
Frank Alexander White, Bow. Surveyor, Farmer.
Route 4, Concord.
2—
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1873.
tFrederick Erasmus Eldredge, Kensington.
James Fred Smith, A. B., A. M. (Dartmoutli, 1885; A. M., Stan-
ford, 1900). Principal of High School.
-'f3 McCoy Avenue, Cavipbell, Gal.
Charles Henry Tucker, Plaistow. Carriage Woodworker.
2.'i Highland Street, Ameshury, Mass.
1874.
Millard Fillmore Hardy, Rev., Nelson. Graduated Theo. Inst.,
Ct, 1878. Clergyman. East Jaffrey, N. H.
*Henry Abbott Sawyer, North Weare.
2—*1
1875.
Walton Herman Aldrich, M. D. (Univ. N. Y. City, 1880), Troy.
Physician and Surgeon. Marlborough.
tFrank Pierce Curtis. Grocer. Fltclihurg, Mass.
Frank Veranus Emerson, Lebanon. Manager Emerson Edge
Tool Company Works. Water St.. East Lebanon.
Charles Webster Hardy, M. D. (Mo. Med. Coll., 1881), Marl-
borough. Physician.
206 So. Main Street. Ottawa. Kansas.
Harvey Jewell, Winchester. Fruit Grower and Poultryman.
R. F. D., Croniioell. Conn.
*Charles Ormille Leavitt, Lebanon.
-John Loney McGregor, D. D. S. (Phila. Dental Coll., 1877), M.
D. (Dartmouth, 1883), Whitefield.
Eliel Peck, Lebanon, Postmaster.
Kimball, Stearns County, Minn.
Ira William Ramsey, Walpole. Walpole.
Orlando Leslie Seward, Keene. Artist.
387 Church Street. Keene.
Emery Mason Willard, Harrisville. Druggist, 15 Union Street,
Boston, Mass. 109 Heivlett Street, Roslindalc. Mass.
11—* 2
1876.
Herbert Cyril Aldrich, Troy. Insurance and Real Estate.
.320 West Jfth St., Los Angeles, California.
tEdmund Lawson Brigham, Jaifrey. Mechanic.
.Joseph Warren Butterfield, Westmoreland. Farmer.
North Montpelier, Tt.
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Arthur French Chamberlain, Westmoreland. Partner of Edson
Keith & Co., 1?.2 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.
6.7 '/.2 Kim'bark Avenue, Chicago. III.
Anson Ballard Cross, Holyoke, Mass. Contractor and Builder
of Railroads. Main St., Wilmington, Vt.
Warren Webster Kimball, Troy. Merchant. Troy.
Daniel Deeth Parker, Fitzwilliam. With Heywood Bros. & Wake-
field Co.
Box 06, Gardner. Mass.
7—
1877.
Rollin Kirk Adair, Indian Territory. Retail Groceries.
Chelsea, Indian Ter.
*Homer Brooks, M. D. (N. Y. Horn. Med. Coll., 1881), Franconia.
.John Washington Carson, Mont Vernon. Farmer and Land Sur-
veyor. Francestoicn.
*Charles Otto Chubert, Troy.
Charles Albert Edwards, LL. B. (Univ. of Iowa, 1880), Keene.
*William Francis Flint, Richmond. Land Sui-veyor, Horticul-
turist, Forestry Expert. Winchester.
Clinton Camillus Hall, Westmoreland. Agt. New York Life Ins.
Co. East Westmoreland.
John Goodrich Henry, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1880), Chesterfield.
Physician. 15 Pleasant St., Winchendon, Mass.
*Charles Pitkin Hollister, North Montpelier, Vt.
George Mirick Holman, M. D., Fitchburg, Mass., Teacher.
33'f Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Charles Appleton Hubbard, Troy. Treasurer United Fruit Com-
pany.
Board of Trade Building, 131 State Street. Boston, Mass.
Carlos Augustus Wheeler, East Calais, Vt. Bee Keeper and
Farmer. Bracken. Comal Co., Texas.
Everard Whittemore, Fitzwilliam. Insurance and Real Estate.
l.'i River Street, Hudson, Mass.
13—*5
1878.
tEzra Eastman Adams, Manchestei-.
*Elmer Kilburn, Mai-low.
Charle.s Edward Record, Fitchburg, Mass. Contractor and
Builder. (Greenhouses a specialty.)
73 Grcei) Street, fjeominster. Mass.
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1879.
Charles Hardy Bailey, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1881). Physician.
39 East Broadway, Gardner, Mass., Station A.
Richard Clinton Chapin, Chicopee, Mass. With American
Writing Paper Company. Holyoke, Mass.
Lucius M. Cragin, Lempster. Farmer.
The Elms, Springfield, Vt.
*Nathaniel Cutler Holmes, Jaffrey.
Fred Charles Park, Lempster. Traveling Salesman.
6' Essex Street. Concord.
George Henry Wilkins, M. D. (N. Y. Hom. Med. Coll.. 1883),
Amherst. Physician.
32^ Walnut Street, Newton (Newtonville P. O.). Mass.
6—*1
1880.
Charles Harvey Hood, Derry. Milk Business.
2 Benton Road, Somerville, Mass.
1—
1881.
Edwin Thompson Aldrich, Troy. General Insurance Agent.
Bridgman's Block, Keene.
Henry Lyman Barnard, Troy. Clerk. Troy.
*George Jordan Boardman, Lawrence, Mass.
Edwin Franklin Bristol, Harwinton, Conn. Miller and Farmer.
Ascutneyville, Vt.
Artemas Terald Burleigh. Farmer. Franklin.
Frank Dana Ely, Cavendish, Vt. With Vermont Marble Com-
pany, Electrician. Proctor, Vt.
Sanford Eugene Emery, LL. B. (Albany Law School, 1886),
Proctorsville, Vt. Attorney-at-Law. Proctorsville, Vt.
Charles Herbert Hazen, Hartford, Vt. Farmer and Market
Gardener. Bethlehem.
Frank P. Marston, Hartford, Vt. Investments.
46 Main Street, Hudson, Mass.
William Augustus Megrath, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1886), Cavendish,
Vt. Physician. Loudon.
Fred Townsend Stanton, Strafford. Farmer.
R. F. D. No. 1, Rochester. N. H.
Victor Hugo Stickney, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1883), Tyson, Vt.
Physician and Surgeon. Dickinson, N. Dakota.
Samuel Austin Wallace, Ph. G. (Boston School of Pharmacy,
1886), West Hartford, Vt. Druggist. Crookston. Minn.
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George Herbert Whitcher, Strafford. Director of the New Hamp-
shire Agricultural Experiment Station, February 22, 1888,
to November 1, 1894; Professor of Agriculture of the New-
Hampshire College, June, 1887, to November 1, 1894. Dis-




Harvey Lincoln Boutwell, LL. B. (Boston University, 1886), Hop-
kinton. Attorney-at-Law, 209 "Washington Street, Boston,
Mass. J7 Pierce Street. Maiden, Mass.
Dana Justin Bugbee. North Pomfret, Vt. Mining in Colorado.
North Pomfret, Vt,
Robert Fletcher Burleigh, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1887), Franklin.
Physician. 1010 Washington St., South Braintree, Mass.
La Forrest John Carpenter, Surry. Farmer.
R. F. D. No. 1, Shirley, Mass.
Edwin Preston Dewey, Hanover. Secretary and Manager, Harbor
Iron Works. 237 Olive Avenue, Long Beach, Cal.
George Andrew Loveland, LL. B. (University of New York, 1886),
Norwich, "Vt. Section Director United States "Weather Bu-
reau. Care Weather Bureau, Lincoln, Neb.
tJohn Wright Mason, Hanover.
Harlan Addison Nichols, Derry. Physician.
Clint (El Paso Co.), Texas,
* Frank Elmer Thompson, Stark.
9—*1
1883.
tElmore Ferdinand Arnold, M. D. (University City of New York,
1885.) Londonderry, "Vt. Physician. Neiv York, N. Y.
Frank Landor Bigelow, Proctorsville, "Vt. Instructor in Mathe-
matics and Sciences, Goddard Seminary, Barre, "Vt., 1883-
1886. Business. Rutland, Vt.
Frederick Stocks Birtwhistle, Troy. President and Manager,
Raleigh Construction Co.
3S Fayetteville St., Raleigh, North Carolina.
Noice D. Bristol, Harwinton, Conn. Scenic Photographer.
2667 Medary Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
Frederick Plummer Comings, Lee. Trustee New Hampshire
College, 1893-1903. Lee.
Frank Harry Follansbee, Canaan. Railway Postal Clerk.
Jfl Sharon Street, West Medford, Mass.
Adams Clark French, M. D., D. O., Franklin Falls. Physician.
231 So. Hayne Street, Chicago, III.
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James Edgar Gay, Tunbridge, Vt. Woolen Manufacturer.
Cavendish, Vt.
Elmer Daniel Kelley, Franklin Falls. Farmer and Business.
.'i4o Central Street, Franklin Falls.
Alvah Benjamin Morgan, Canaan. Pharmacist.
Woodstock, Vt.
William Lincoln Whittier, Deerfield. Foi-eman of Machine Shop.
121 Rantoul Street, Beverly, Mass.
Charles Minot Woodward, Hanover. Teacher, Public Schools.
1620 College Avenue, Fort Worth, Texas.
12—
1884.
*Ernest Smith Cummings, Lee.
Fred Carlos Davis, South Reading, Vt. Lawyer and Civil
Engineer. South St., Springfield, Vt.
Sylvester Miller Foster, Riverhead, N. Y. Cashier Riverhead
Bank, and Coal Dealer. Riverhead, Suffolk County, N. Y.
Herbert Harvey Kimball, M. S. (Columbian University, 1900),
Hopkinton. Librarian and Climatologist, U. S. Weather
Bureau. Washington, D. C.
Moses Bisbee Mann, Benton. Inspector of Customs.
Custom House, Boston, Mass.
George Milton Moore, Plymouth, Vt. In private business.
Ludlow, Vt.
Ziba Amherst Norris, Lyme. Dealer in Groceries and Provisions,
Wholesale and Retail, Dorchester and Cohasset.
587-593 Washington Street, Dorchester.
Edwin Chapin Thompson, Lee. Section Director U. S. Weather
Bureau. U. S. Weather Bureau, San Juan, P. R.
8—*1
1885.
George Ellsworth Adams, Weston, Vt. Merchant.
Vernal, Utah.
Ruel Seabury Alden, Lyme. Superintendent of College Farm,
1895-'97. Farm Superintendent.
Box 173, North Vxhridge, Mass.
Walter Eugene Angier, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1887), West Swanzey.
Civil Engineer.
Office, 1750 Monadnock Block, GMcago, III.
Edward Alonzo Bailey, West Swanzey. Chair Maker.
55 Pine Street. Eeene.
tPhillips Greenleaf Bickford, Lyme.
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Andrew Walter Brill, Riverhead, L. I. Clerk North British and
Mercantile Fire Insurance Company, 76 William Street, New
Yoi-k City. Hempstead, N. Y.
fPaul Cuff Brooks, Boston, Mass.
fFrank Jay Emerson, Epping.
Allen Hazen, Wilder, Vt. Consulting Engineer.
St. Paul's Building, 220 Broadway, N. Y.
George Mayo Mullins, Londonderry. Attornej'-at-Law.
Fourth and Jefferson Streets, Papillon, Neb.
Albert Henry Wood, Lebanon. Associate Pi'ofessor of Agricul-
ture, 1890-'94. Grain Merchant. Framingham, Mass.
11—
1886.
Frank Albert Davis, M. B., M. D. (Boston University School of
Medicine, 1897, 1898), South Lee. Physician.
Hotel Buckminsier, Commonwealth Ave. and Beacon Sts., Bos-
ton, Mass.
James Ellsworth Harvey, Surry. Photographer.
51 North Main St., Concord, N. H.
Belezar Stoianoff Ruevsky, Tirnovo, Bulgarie. Maitre au Gym-
nase de garcon du Gouvernement, Tirnovo, Bulgaria.
Termoro, Bulgaria.
Madison Templeton Thurber, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1890), Webster.
Physician. 85 Savin Hill Avenue, Boston, Mass.
Edward Hills Wason, New Boston. Attorney-at-Law.
Odd Fellows' Building, Nashua.
George Pillsbury Wood, Lebanon. Draftsman in charge. Bureau
of Yards and Docks, Navy Department.
S407 Holmead Place, N. W.. Washington, D. C.
6—
1887.
William Sprague Currier, Norwich, Vt. Local Forecaster U. S.
Weather Bureau. 1631 Nicholas Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.
Arthur Woodbury Hardy, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1889), Hopkinton.
Manager Western Sprinkler Risk Association.
2.'i0 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.
George Albert Sanborn, Rochester. Salesman.
S'f Pine Street, Rochester.
Hiram Newton Savage, C. E. (Dartmouth), White River Junction,
Vt. Member Am. Soc. C. E. ; Supervising and Consulting
Engineer, U. S. Reclamation Service. Huntley, Montana.
Bion Leland Waldron, Stralford. Official in charge U. S. Weather
Bureau. Government Bldg., Hannibal, Missouri.
5—
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1888.
*Melvin Burnside Carr, North Haverhill. Civil Engineer, B. E.
Ry. Co. 26' North Street, Medford, Mass.
Herbert Grant Davis, South Lee. General Manager Sea View
Railroad Company and Narragansett Pier Electric Light &
Power Company. Narragansett Pier, R. I.
Edwin Chandler Gerrish, "Webster. Assistant Paymaster for
Proprietors of the Locks and Canals on Merrimack River.
66 Broadway, Lowell, Mass.
tWilliam Nelson Hazen. C. E. (Dartmouth, 1890). Chief Drafts-
man for the Structural Iron and Steel Co., Bush Street and
B. & O. R. R. Pittsburg, Penn.
Edward David O'Gara, Hanover. Farmer. Hanover.
George Elmer Porter, M. D. (Dartmouth, 1892), Hartford, Vt.
Physician. Marengo, Wayne Co., N. Y.
George Jonathan Sargent, Canterbury. Civil Engineer and Con-
tractor. Canterbury.
John Warren Smith, M. S. (1900), Grafton. Section Director
U. S. Weather Bureau.
16 East Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio.
George Elwin Walker, Littleton. Farmer. Littleton.
1889.




*Louis Jerome Hutchinson, Norwich, Vt.
John Lawrence Norris, Lyme. Norris Brothers, Groceries and
Provisions, 1673-1679 Washington Street, Boston; 529-535
Dudley Street, Roxbury; and 587-593 Washington Street,
Dorchester, Mass. President of the Dairy Association Com-
pany, Lyndonville, Vt. ; Secretary and Treasurer of Photo
Fabric Company of America.
6 Worcester Square, Boston. Mass.
Charles Walter Earl Scott. Winchester. Mechanic.
Barrington, Wash.
David Elmer Stone, Hartford, Vt. Grain Merchant.
Framingham Center, Mass.
Fred Washburne, West Springfield. With Sargent & Co.. Fore-
man of Foundry Department.
)6 Cannel Street. New Haven. Conn.
7—*1
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1890.
John Young Jewett, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1895), Gilford. Cement
Expert, U. S. Reclamation Service.
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Denver, Colo.
tJoseph Franklin Preston, Hanover. Clerk. Boston, Mass.
Elihu Quinby Sanborn, Webster. Machinist. Contoocook.
Clarence Ira Slack, Norwich, Vt. Cashier.
51 North Market Street, Boston, Mass.
4—
1891.
Ernest Gowell Cole, Hampton. Postmaster and Merchant.
Hampton.
Russell Marden Everett, Chester. Patent Lawyer and Solicitor.
7S8 Broad Street, Newark, N. J.
Edward Payson Stone, Canaan Center. Farmer. Orford.
3—
1892.
Percey Lovejoy Barker, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1894), Milford. Super-
visor of Bridges and Buildings, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.
Jersey Shore, Penn.
Fred Driggs Fuller, Hanover. Chemist, Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 2 N. Court Ave., Harrishurg, Pa.
Arthur Benezette Hough, Lebanon. Dairy Farmer. Lebanon.
tEdward Monroe Stone, C. E. (Dartmouth, 1894), Marlborough.
Civil Engineer with Henry A. Wolcott.
4—
1893.
Wilton Everett Britton, Ph. D. (Yale, 1903), Keene. State
Entomologist and Entomologist of the Connecticut Agricul-
tural Experiment Station and Lecturer Yale University.
296 McKinley Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Frank .John Bryant, Enfield. Postoffice Clerk. Lebanon.
Charles Elbert Hewitt, M. M. E. (Cornell, 1895), Hanover. Elec-
trical Engineer and Contractor.
13--21 Park Row Building, New York City.
Charles Lincoln Hubhaid, .VI. E. (1895), Fitzwilliam. Consulting
Engineer. l-jJ Boylston St., Boston. Mass.
Orrin Moses James, Northwood. State Highway Department.
Northwood Narrows.
Arthur Whitmore Smith, M. Sc, Ph. D.. Norwich, Vt. Assistant
Professor of Physics, University of Michigan.
1008 Oakland Ave., Ann Arbor. Mich.
6—
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1894.
Bert Sargent Brown, Hanover. Farmer. Hanover.
Fred Willis Gunn, Keene. Machinist.
JS Huron St., Providence, R. I.
Frederic William Howe, Hollis. Professor of Chemistry, Food
and Dietetics, State Normal School, Framingham, Mass.,
Scientific Director Walker Gordon Laboratory Co., and
Director of Food Laboratory, Boston Floating Hospital.
793 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
1895.
Frank Stanley Adams, Gilsum. In office Vermont Farm Machine
Company. 35 Atkinson St., Bellows Falls, Vt.
Frank Clifton Britton, Keene. With the Sullivan Machinery
Company of Claremont and Chicago (Cost-accounting Depart-
ment). 7 Prospect Street, Claremont.
fHenry Elmer Hill, Plainfield, Vt. With the Arizona Lumber
Company.
Charles Arthur Trow, Mont Vernon. Chief Engineer in construc-
tion of Uba Railroad. 602 Rialto Bldg., San Francisco, CaL
4—
1896.
Lewis Harris Kittredge, Keene. President the Peerless Motor
Car Company.
Quincy Ave. and 93d St., 8. E., Cleveland, Ohio.
1—
1897.
Harlan Winifred Barney, Grafton. Business.
112 Myrtle Street, Manchester.
Carrie Augustus Bartlett, Lee. Teacher. Route /, Newmarket.
Mary Blaisdell Bartlett, Epping. Teacher in Biology, Concord
High School. 99 North State St.. Concord, N. H.
Walter French Buck, Manchester. Teacher, Milton Academy,
Milton, Mass.
Arthur Willard Colburn, Draeut, Mass. Farmer. Draciit, Mass.
Carrie Lydia Comings, Durham. Teacher, Beverly High School.
78 Essex Street, Beverly, Mass.
Irving Lyford Dennett. Steam Engineer, Corn Products Refining
Company. Hudson Heights, N. J.
Mary Elizabeth Comings (Mrs. I. L. Dennett), Durham.
Elwin Henry Forristall, M. Sc. (1900, Columbia), Supt. Mass.
Agricultural Coll. Farm. Amherst, Mass.
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Leslie David Hayes, Durham. Instructor of Manual Training,
Rayen School. SIO Arlington St., Youngstown, Ohio.
John Norton Hunt, Peterborough. Peterborough.
Ellery Dunbar Jenkins, Lee. Chemist, Lowell Fertilizer Com-
pany. P. 0. Box 105, Lowell, Mass.
Woodruff Mason, Stamford, Conn. Balenville, N. Y.
Roscoe Hart Shaw, Milton. Dairy Expert, U. S. Department of
Agriculture. University of Missouri, Columbus, Mo.
Charles William Vickery, Dover. With Claflin Brothers, Mining
Engineers. Nome City, Alaska.
Delbert Amos Wheeler, South Ashburnham, Mass. Teacher.
Boston, Mass.
Everett Sidney Whittemore. Colebrook. Proprietor of North Con-
way Creamery. North Conway, N. H.
17—*1
1898.
Richard Cole Butterfield, Westmoreland.
Helen Buzzell, Lee. , Teacher, Lee, N. H. jF?. F. D.. 5, Dover.
Bernice Elisabeth Caverno (Mrs. E. H. Hancock), Durham.
Durham.
Burton Albert Corbett, Colebrook. Seed Potato Specialist and
Breeder of Holstein-Freesian Cattle. Colebrook.
Alfred Caverly Durgin, Lee. Farmer and Fruit Grower
R. F. D. Newmarket, N. H.
James Alfred Foord, Walpole. Associate Professor of Agromony,
Ohio State University. Columbus, Ohio.
John William Fullerton. Somersworth. Paymaster with Great
Falls Woolen Company. Somersworth.
Arthur Given, Durham. Assistant Chemist, U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry.
7.937 J.3th Street, N. W., Washington. D. C.
Edward Henry Hancock, Belmont. Instructor in Mechanism and
Woodwork, New Hampshire College. Durham.
Mabel Lucy Hayes, Durham. In charge of Commercial Dept. in
High School. Box GOO, Windsor Locks, Conn.
Tomokichi Hirokawa, B. S. ( Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology), lamabari, Japan. Electrical Engineer, Kyoto Elec-
tric Light Company. Kyoto, Japan.
Harry Clinton Mathes, Newmarket. Inspector Penn., N. Y. &
L. I. R. R. Co. Ill', iiith St.. Long Island City. New York.
Herbert Fisher Moore. M. E. (Cornell. 1899), M. M. E. (Cornell,
1903). Penacook. Assistant Professor of Mechanics, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. Member American Society of Testing
Materials. 200 No. Brooks, Madison, Wis.
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Gerry Austin Morgan, Goffstown. Draftsman with Taft-Pierce
Manufacturing Company.
93 Blackstotie Street. Woonsocket. R. I.
Harry Putnam Richardson, Milford. With Southern Pacific R. R.
560 10th St., Oakland, Cal.
Fred Dexter Sanborn, Ashland. Paper Box Manufacturer. Pub-
lisher of Weekly Newspaper and Mgr. Job Printing Plant.
Ashland.
Fred Webster Smith, Franklin Falls. Southern Selling Agent
for Geo. D. Mayo Machine Co. Pleasant St.. Laconia. X. H.
Benjamin D. Tolles, Somersworth. With Great Falls Manufac-




Henry Clark Baker, South Yarmouth. Mass. San Francisco Man-
ager, Crocker-Wheeler Company.
208 First Street, San Francisco, Cah
Harry Everett Barnard, Nashua. State Chemist, Laboratory of
Hygiene, State House, Indianapolis, Ind.
Harrison Edward Clement, Nashua. Member American Institute
Mining Engineers, Mining Engineei*. Member of firm Clem-
ent & Strange, Engineers and Contractors.
3^7 Dooley Block, Salt Lake City. Utah.
Irving Atwell Colby, Exeter. With Dominion Coal Co.
Box 208, Sydney, Cape Breton. Nova Scotia.
Willis Daniel Farley Hayden, Hollis. Superintendent Middle-
brook Farm. Dover.
Frederick Libbey Horton, Dover. Engineering Department Gen-
eral Electric Company.
35 Lovers' Leap Avenue. Lynn. Mass.
William Elmer Hunt, Nashua. First Lieutenant Eighth United
States Infantry. Professor of Military Science and Tactics,
New Hampshire College. Durham.
Lewis Hobart Kenney, M. E., Pownal. Me. Inspecting Draftsman
U. S. N., Office of Inspector of Machinery for U. S. Navy, The
William Cramp & Sons' Ship and Engine Building Works.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Grace Agnes Mark (Mrs. Herbert F. Moore), Gilsum.
209 No. Brooks St.. Madison, Wis.
Arthur Zebulon Norcross, Rindge. Fnrmer. Pom fret. Conn.
Harry Nelson Putney, Franklin. Machinist B. & M. R. R. Shops.
Concord.
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Herbert Prescott Andrews, Hollis. Engineer, Century Electric
Co. J,0-'t North Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo.
David Burns Bartlett, Manchester. Law Student, Boston Uni-
versity Law School.
Rich Hall, Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass.
Frances Burnham (Mrs. Robert McA. Keown), Durham.
tUD Harrison Street. Madison, Wis.
Blanche Mary Foye, Durham. Teacher, French and German.
Concord, Mass.
Charles Elliott Page Mathes. With Birmingham Railway Light
& Power Company. 2100 First Ave., Birmingham, Ala.
Edward Emil Nelson, Nashua. Member of American Institute of
Mining Engineers. Engineering and Contracting.
SOI Dooley Block, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Alvena Pettee (Mrs. Edward E. Nelson), Durham. Bachelor's
Diploma in Domestic Science, Teachers' College, Columbia
University, 1903.
The Progress. South 3d St.. Salt Lake City, Utah.
Marie Livingstone Robertson (Mrs. Benjamin M. Duggar), Buf-
falo, N. Y. 809 Virginia Avenue, Columbia, Mo.
Walter Noah Shipley, Nashua. Steam Turbine Department, Gen-
eral Electric Company. 1.3S Lakeview Ave., Lynn, Mass.
Charles Edwin Stillings, Somersworth. With Interborough Rapid
Transit Co., New York City.
Sub-Station No. 12. 108 E. IDth St., New York City.
John Ernest Wilson. Hollis. With C. O. D. Electric Works,
638 San .lulian Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
Los Angeles, Cal.




Henry Harold Calderwood, Nashua. Turl)ine Assembly Depart-
ment with General Electric Co.
'i28 Central Street. Saugiis, Mass.
Charles Henry Courser, Warner. Chief Engineer, Wheelwright
Paper Mills, Hard wick, Leominster and Fitchburg.
Leominster, Mass.
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Alice Emerson Dorr, Dover. 35 Summer Street, Dover,
Harry Willis Evans, Portsmouth. With the Chicago Edison Co.
550 La Salle Avenue, Chicago, IlL
Harry Gilbert Farwell, Keene. Engineering Department, General
Electric Company. 403 Summer St., Lynn, Mass.
Ella Gertrude Gowen, Dover. Giving Lessons in Cookery.
15 Lexington Street, Dover.
Charles Almon Hunt, Nashua. Second Lieutenant, Twelfth U. S.
Infantry. Fort Porter, Buffalo, Neio York.
Edwin Price Jewett, Lakeport. In charge of Prescription Depart-
ment Walker Gordon Laboratory Co.
2112 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.
Robert McArdle Keown, Pomona, Fla. Instructor in Machine
Design, University of Wisconsin.
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Elmer Eugene Lyon, Wentworth. Teacher History and Civil
Government. Rugby Academy.
4803 St. Charles Avenue, New Orleans. La.
George J. Penneo, Hampstead. Farmer. Hampstead.
Harold Morrison Runlett, Durham. Wholesale Shoe Business^
With Clark Hutchinson Co., 121 Duane Street, New York
City.
Edson Albert Straw. With the A. K. Co. Box Dept. Ashland..
13—
1902.
Mary Doe, (Mrs. Charles H. Ayres), Rollinsford.
404 West 116th St., New York City,
Edwin W. Gilmartin, Nashua. Engineering Department, General
Electric Company. 132 So. Coynmon St., Lynn, illass.
John C. Kendall, Peterborough. Assistant Professor of Dairy
Husbandry, North Carolina College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts. West Raleigh. N. C.
Harry M. Lee, Moultonborough. Foreman Buena Vista Farm.
Windsor, Vt.
Abiel A. Livermore, Wilton. Rose Grower with J. A. Budlong-
& Son Co. - 153 Greenwood St., Auburn, R. I.
George E. Merrill, B. Ag. (Cornell University, 1903), Newbury-
port, Mass. Inspector for Gypsy Moth in Department of
Agriculture. Indian Rock Farm, Hampton Falls.
Charles A. Payne, Portsmouth. Engineering Department, Gen-
eral Electric Company. S Rhodes Ave., Lynn. Mass.
Eugene P. Runlett, Durham. With Williams & Clark, Shoe
Manufacturers, Lynn, Mass.
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Arthur L. Sullivan, Suncook. Assistant Chemist, Bureau In-
ternal Revenue, U. S. Treasury Department.
11,61 Chapin Street, N. W., Washington. D. C.
9—
1908.
Harry David Batchelor, West Upton, Mass. Chief Chemist,
Sharon Coke Works, South Sharon, Pa.
Box .'i91, Sharon. Pa.
Edgar Forest Bickford, Rochester. Electrical Engineer.
6353 Aurelia Street, Pittsburg, Pa.
Frank Ray Brown, Durham. Instructor, New Hampshire Col-
lege, Durham.
Everett William Burbeck, Haverhill. Engineer with Oliver Iron
Mining Co. Adams Spruce Mine Office. Eveleth. Minn.
Everett Garfield Davis, Newmarket. Order Dept., B. E. Gray &
Co., Wholesale Groceries. 2^ Union Park, Boston, Mass.
Albert Noah Otis, Durham. With Ford, Bacon & Davis, Consult-
ing Engineers and Contractors. 24 Broad St., N. Y. City.
806 Gay St., Knoxville, Tenn.
Ralph Harvey Rollins, East Concord. Engineer U. S. Reclama-
tion Service. Hazen, Nev.
Morris Archer Stewart, Dover. Research Assistant, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.
9 Allston Street. Somerville. Mass.
David Albert Watson, Durham. Farming.
R. F. D. No. 1. Durham.
Melvin Johnson White, Farmington. Instructor of American
History and Civics in High School.
tlG East Johnson Street, Madison, Wis.
10—
1904.
Leander Ashton Pittsfield. Carnation Grower.
High Street, Framingham Center. Mass.
Walter Allen Barker, Pittsfield. Civil Engineering Department,
B. & A. R. R. Room 312. South Station, Boston, Mass.
Edgar Charles Bickford, Durham. B. E. Ry. E. E. Office.
.'>.52 Harrison Ave., Boston. Mass.
Percy Anderson Campbell, Litchfield. Assistant, Dept. of Animal
Husbandry, University of Maine. Orono. Maine.
Carroll Winfred Farr, North Weare. Dairy Farmer.
North Weare.
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Joseph Ezra Goodrich, New Durham. Instructor of Mathematics
and Science, Norwood High School.
39 Cottage St., Norwood, Mass.
George Herbert Hill, La Crosse, Wis. Mechanical Inspector with
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.
C. B. it Q. Labor-atory, Aurora, III.
Thomas Jefferson Laton, Nashua. Turbine Testing Department,
General Electric Company.
428 Central Street, Cliftondale. Mass.
Raymond Louis Lunt, Dover. Telephone Engineer, Western Elec-
tric Co. Ji6S West St., New York City.
Arthur Ronello Merrill, North Bridgton, Me. Instructor in Ani-
mal Husbandry and Daii-ying, Baron de Hirsch Agricultural
and Industrial School. Woodbine, New Jersey.
Samuel Ambrose Richardson, Charlestown. Foreman for G. M.
Gest, Conduit Contractor. 277 Broadway, New York City.
1905.
John Henry Chesley, Rockingham. Turbine Testing Department,
General Electric Company.
77 Mall Street, West Lynn, Mass.
Cleon Orestes Dodge, Sunapee. Chemist, Sharon Coke Company,
Sharon, Pa. Box Jf91, Sharon, Pa.
Silas Bryden Hayden, South Natick, Mass. Illinois Steel Com-
pany. 506 La Salle Avenue, Chicago, III.
Harry Linwood Hayes, Exeter. Construction Force. Boston
Office, General Electric Company.
Warren Chauncey Hayes, Durham. Durham.
Fred Harvey Heath, Warner. Student in Graduate School of
Yale University and Asst. in Organic Chemistry in Kent
Laboratory.
P. O. Box 112, Yale Station, or G.'/S E. Divinity Hall, New Haven,
Conn.
Harold Nims Knight, Marlborough. Graduate Asst. in Animal
Husbandry, Iowa State College. Station A, Ames, loioa.
Joseph Wesley Moreton, Medford, Mass. Engineering Depart-
ment, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
P. 0. Box 360, East Pittsburg, Pa.
Orlo Dudley Mudgett, Gilmanton. Testing Department, Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Company.
P. 0. Box 360, East Pittsburg, Pa.
Horace James Pettee, Durham. Draftsman, Illinois Steel Co.
•')r,o La Salle Avenue, Chicago, III.
Arthur Mahlon Pike, Dover. Turbine Dept., General Electric
Co., Lynn, Mass. 77 Mall St., West Ly7in. Mass.
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Fred Silver Putney, Hopkinton. Assistant in Agriculture.
Box l.'if). State College, Penn.
John Leslie Randall, M. S., Lee. Sub-Master High School, Prin-
cipal Evening School. 62 Prescott St., Clinton, Mass.
William Orrin Robinson, M. S.. Marlborough. Scientific Assist-
ant. Bureau of Soils, Dept. of Agriculture.
Washington. D. C.
Harry Union Russell, West Derry. Student in Graduate School,
University of Wisconsin, Private Secretary to Prof. Reinsch.
Jf23 Wisconsin Avenue. Madison, Wis.
Elmer Seth Savage, Lancaster. Instructor in Dairying, Baron de
Hirsch School. Woodbiiie, N. -J.
Castine Caroline Swanson, Cambridge, Mass. Teacher of Science,
Music and Drawing, Franklin High School.
11 Upland Road, Cambridge, Mass.
Frank Alvin Tinkham, Grafton. Assistant in Dairying, New-
Hampshire College. Durham.
1906.
Samuel Taylor Adams, Pittsfield. Instructor in Physics and
Electrical Engineering, New Hampshire College.
Durham, N. H.
Stuart Kendrick Barnes, Walpole. Chemist, Sharon Coke Works.
P. 0. Box I,<)t, Sharon, Pa.
Charles S. Batchelder, South Hampton. Market Gardening.
Wahan, Neioton Centre. Mass.
*Willis Cassius Campbell, West Windham.
John Dustin Clark, Nashua. Student Assistant in Chemistry,
New Hampshire College. Durham. 2S^. H.
Clarence Elbert Clement, Derry. Dairyman.
Cherry Hill Farm. Beverly, Mass.
Ernest Luther Converse, Amherst. Instructor in Sciences, Vir-
ginia Institute. Bristol. Ya.
Neil Starr Franklin, Bernardston, Mass. With Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Co.
"No. 110.1 South Avenue, Wilkinsburg. Pa.
Carl Tilson Fuller, Nashua. Chemist, Research Laboratory,
General Electric Co. Schenectady. N. Y.
William Safford Gooch, Exeter. Engineering Department, New
England Tel. and Tel. Co. No. 101 Milk St., Boston. Mass.
Ralph Edward Gowen, Stratham. With Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. 110.1 South Ave.. Wilkinsburg. Pa.
Edwin Davis Hardy, Nashua. Turbine Department, Westing-
house Machine Co. 1116 South Ave.. Wilkin.<sburg. Pa.
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Cyrus Fremont Jenness, Gonic. Market Gardening.
Waban, Newton Centre, Mass.
Allen Montague Johnson, Nashua. With Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. 1116 South Ave., Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Wallace Fuller Purrington, South Yarmouth, Mass. Assistant
Chemist, Rhode Island College Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion. Kingston, R. I.
Edwin Jay Roberts, Laconia. 112 Union Ave., Laconia, N. H.
Roy Vance Swain, Barrington. With Autocar Company.
45 Wyoming Avenue, Ardmore, Pa.
Charles Leo Tuttle, Exeter. Engineering Department, New Eng-
land Tel. and Tel. Co. 101 Milk St., Boston, Mass.
TWO YEARS' COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.
tLyman Charles Stratton, Mollis. (1897.) Superintendent Dairy
Farm.
,
Charles Wesley Martin, Durham. (1898.) With Sacramento Gas,
Electric & Railway Company.
3219 Magnolia Ave., Oak Park, Sacramento, Cal.
George Henry Wheeler, Temple. (1898.) Farmer. Temple.
Fred Joseph Durell, Newmarket. (1900.) Farmer. Newmarket.
Harry Alvin Elliott, Lyme. (1900.) Blacksmith. Lyme.
Edward Augustus Hills, Hollis. (1900.) Farmer. Hollis.
Albert Gate Knowles, Epsom. (1900.) Farmer and Seed Agent.
With Dunlap & Sons, Nashua, N. H. Epsom.
tRobert Hale Pearson, Webster. (1900.)
Charles Nicklin Blodgett, Hebron. (1901.) Manager Breezy
Point Farm, Breezy Point. Warren.
Harry Douglass A'^erder, Hollis. (1901.) Stock Raiser. Hollis.
tRufus Leonard Cushman, North Adams, Mass. (1901.)
tGeorge R. Brew, Lowell, Mass. (1902.)
Carroll W. Farr, North Weare. (1902.) B. S. New Hampshire
College, 1904.
George F. Hills, Hollis. 1902.) Florist, New Hampshire College.
tWalter E. Quimby, Deerfield. (1902.)
Walter P. Tenney, Chester. (1902.) Homedale Farm. Chester.
tThornton N. Weeks, Greenfield. (1902.)
Robert E. Whittier, Deerfield. (1902.) Supt. Maplewood Farm,
Danvers, Mass.
Edward C. Wilson, Wilton. (1902.) Live Stock Commission,
Union Stock Yards, care of Wood Bros.
6022 Princeton Avenue, Chicago, III.
tHarry Garfield Brierley. (1903.) Dover.
tGeorge Grover Manning. (1903.) Boston, Mass.
tJames Henry Nixon. (1903.) East Brentwood.
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tRoscoe Franklin Swain. (1903.) South Hampton.
Erland Graves Batchelder. (1904.) Wilton. Dairying and
Gardener, Kimball Heights Farm.
R. F. D. No. 3, Wilton, N. H.
Wesley Pillsbury Flint. (1904.) Forester with H. G. Frost &
Co., 6 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. Netoburyport, Mass.
Henry Marston Shurbert. (1904.) Northwood Ridge. Gardener,
W. B. H. Dowse Estate.
218 Temple Street, West Newton, Mass.
Arthur G. Dunn. (1905.) Harrisville. Manager of Mine Brook
Farm. R. F. D., Medfield, Mass.
Henry N. Gowing. (1905.) Dublin. Poultryman and Fruit
Grower. Dublin, N. H.
Alfred Walter Clough. (1906.) Greenland.
Oliver Carter Dimond. (1906.) West Concord. Farmer.
R. F. D. No. 2, West Concord.
Ralph Wayne Forristall. (1906.) Alstead. Farmer. Alstead.
Stanley Hargreaves. (1906.) Foreman, Forest Park, Springfield,
Mass.
Robert S. Sawyer. (1906.) Farmer. Walpole, N. H.
SUMMARY.
Graduates, Bachelors of Science, 1871-1905 295















United States Army 2
United States Weather Bureau 6
Dead 17
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF GRADUATES.
Adams. E. E., 1878.
Adams, G. E., 1885.
Adams, F. S., 1895.
Adams, S. T.. 1906.
Adair, R. K., 1877.
Alden, R. S., 1885.
Aldrich, H. C, 1876.
Aldrich, W. H., 1875.
Aldrich, T. E., 1881.
Andrews, H. P., 1900.
Angier, W. E., 1885.
Arnold, E. F., 1883.
Ashton, L., 1904.
Bailey, C. H., 1879.
Bailey, E. A., 1885.
Baker, H. C, 1899.
Ballard, W. P., 1871.
Barker, P. L., 1892.
Barker, W. A., 1904.
Barnard, H. E., 1899.
Barnard, H. L., 1881.
Barnes, S. K., 1906.
Barney, H. W., 1897.
Bartlett, Miss C. A., 1897.
Bartlett, D. B., 1900.
Bartlett, E., 1872.
Bartlett, Miss M. B., 1897.
Batchelder, C. S., 1906.
Batchelder, E. G, (2 year) , 1904.
Batchelor, H. D., 1903.
Bickford, E. C, 1904.
Bickford, E. F., 1903.
Bickford P. G., 1885.
Bigelow, F. L., 1883.
Birtwhistle. F. S.. 1883.
Biodgett, C. N. (2 year), 1901.
-Boardman, G. J.. 1881.
Boutwell, H. L., 1882.
Brew, G. R. (2 year), 1902.
Bfierley, H. G. (2 year,) 1903.
Brigham, E. L., 1876.
Brill, A. W., 1885.
Bristol, E. F., 1881.
Bristol, N. D., 1883.
Britton, F. C, 1895.
Britton, W. E., 1893.
*Brooks, H., 1877.
Brooks, P. C, 1885.
Brown, B. S., 1894.
Brown, F. R., 1903.
Bryant, F. J., 1893.
Buck, W. F., 1897.
Bugbee, D. J., 1882.
Burbeck, E. W., 1903.
Burleigh, A. T., 1881.
Burleigh, R. F., 1882.
Purnham, Miss F., 1900.
Butterfield, J. W., 1870.
*Butterfield, R. C, 1898.
Euzzell, Miss H., 1898.
Calderwood, H. H., 1901.
Campbell, P. A., 1904.
Campbell, W. C, 1906.
Carpenter, L. J., 1882.
*Carr, M. B., 1888.
Carson, J. W., 1877.
Caverno, Miss B. E., 1898.
Chamberlin, A. P., 1876.
Chapin, R. C, 1879.
Chesley, .T. H.. 1905.
* Dead.
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*Cliubei-t, C. O.. 1S77.
Clark. J. D., 1906.
Clement. C. E.. 1906.
Clement. H. E., 1899.
Clough. A. W. (2 year), 190G.
Colby, F. H., 1889.
Colby, I. A., 1899.
Colburn, A. W., 1897.
Cole, E. G., 1891.
Comings, Miss C. L., 1897.
Comings, P. P., 1883.
•"Comings, Miss M. E., 1897.
Conradi. Albert M. S., 1902.
Converse, E. L., 1906.
Corbett, B. A., 1898.
Courser, C. H., 1900.
Cragin, L. M., 1879.
Cross, A. B., 1876.
Cummings, E. S., 1884.
Currier, W. S., 1887.
Curtis, F. P., 1875.
Cushman, R. L. (2 year), 1901.
Davis, E. G., 1903.
Davis, F. A., 1886.
Davis, F. C, 1884.
Davis, H. G., 1888.
Dearborn, N., D. Sc, 1901.
Dennett, I, L., 1897.
Dewey, E. P., 1882.
Demond, O. C. (2 year). 1906.
Dodge, C. O., 1905.
Doe, Miss Mary, 1902.
Dorr, Miss A. E., 1901.
Piinn, A. G. (2 year), 1905.
Durell, F. J. (2 year). 1900.
Durgin, A. C, 1898.
*Edwards, C. A., 1877.
Eldredge, F. E., 1873.
Elliott, H. A. (2 year), 1900.
Ely, F. D., 1881.
Emerson, F. J., 1885.
Emerson, F. V., 1875.
Emery, S. E., 1881.
Evans, H. W., 1901.
Everett, R. M., 1891.
Farr, C. W., 1904 (2 year), 1902.
Farwell, H. G., 1901.
''Flint, W. F., 1877.
Flint, W. P. (2 year), 1904.
Follansbee, F. H., 1883.
Foord, J. A., 1898.
Forristall, E. H., 1897.
Forristall, R. W. (2 year), 1906.
Foster, S. M., 1884.
Foye, Miss B. M., 1900.
Franklin, N. S., 1906.
French, A. C, 1883.
Fuller, C. T., 190G.
Fuller, F. D., 1892.
Fullerton, J. W., 1898.
Gay, J. E., 1883.
Gerrish, E. C, 1888.
Gillis, L. C, 1889.
Gilmartin, E. W., 1902.
Given, A., 1898.
Gooch, W. S., 1906.
Goodrich, J. E., 1904.
Gowen, Miss E. G., 1901.
Gowen, R. E., 1906.
Gowing, H. N. (2 year), 1905.
Gunn, F. W., 1894.
Hall, C. C, 1877.
Hancock, E. H., 1898.
Hardy, A. W., 1887.
Hardy, C. W., 1875.
Hardy, E. D., 1906.
Hardy, M. F., 1874.
Hargreaves, S. (2 year), 1906.
Harvey, J. E., 1886.
Hayden, S. B., 1905.
Hayden, W. D. F., 1899.
Hayes, H. L., 1905.
Hayes, L. D., 1897.
Hayes, Miss M. L., 1898.
Hayes, W. C, 1905.
Hazen, A., 1885.
Hazen, C. H, 1881.
Hazen, W. N., 1888.
Deail.
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Heath, F. H., 1905.
Henry, J. G., 1877.
Hewitt, C. E., 1893.
Hill, G. H., 1904.
Hill, H. E., 1894.
Hills, E. A. (2 year), 1900.
Hills, G. F. (2 year), 1902.
Hirakawa, T., 1898.
Jcnness, C. F., 1906.
Knight, H. N., 1905.
Hollister, C. P., 1877.
Holman, G. M., 1877.
Holmes, N. C, 1879.
Hood, C. H., 1880.
Horton, F. L., 1899.
Hough, A. B., 1892.
Howe, F. W., 1894.
Hubbard, C. A., 1877.
Hubbard, C. L., 1893.
Hunt, C. A., 1901.
Hunt, J. N., 1897.
Hunt, W. E., 1899.
*Hutchinson, L. J., 1889.
James, O. M., 1893.
Jenkins, E. D., 1897.
Jewell, H., 1875.
Jewett, J. Y., 1890.
Jewett, E. P., 1901.
Johnson, A. M., 1906.
Kelley, E. D., 1883.
Kendall, J. C, 1902.
Kenney, L. H., 1899.
Keown, R. McA., 1901.
Kimball, H. H., 1884.
Kimball, W. W., 1876.
*Kilburn, E., 1878.
Kittredge, L. H., 1896.
Knight, H. N., 1905.
Knowles, A. C. (2 year), 1900.
Laton, T J., 1904.
*Leavitt, C. O., 1875.
Lee, H. M., 1902.
Livermore, A. A., 1902.
Loveland. G. A., 1882.
I-iint, R. L., 1904.
Lyon, E. E., 1901.
Mann, M. B., 1884.
Manning, G. G. (2 year), 1903.
Mark, Miss G. A., 1899.
*McGregor, J. L., 1875.
Marston, F. P., 1881.
Mason, J. W., 1882.
Mason, W., 1897.
Martin, C. W. (2 year), 1898.
Mathes, C. E. P., 1900.
Mathes, H. C, 1898.
Megrath, W. A., 1881.
Merrill, A. R., 1904.
Merrill, G. E., 1902.
Moore, G. M., 1884.
Moore, H. F., 1898.
Moreton, J. W., 1905.
Morgan, A. B., 1883.
Morgan, G. A., 1898.
Mudgett, O. D., 1905.
Mullins, G. M., 1885.
Nelson, E. E., 1900.
Nichols, H. A., 1882.
Nixon, J. H. (2 year), 1903.
Norcross, A. Z., 1899.
Norris, J. L., 1889.
Norris, Z. A., 1884.
O'Gara, E. D., 1888.
Otis, A. N., 1903.
Parker, D. D., 187G.
Parker, F. C, 1879.
Payne, C. A., 1902.
Pearson, R. H. (2 year), 1900.
Peck, E., 1875.
Penneo, G. J., 1901.
Perkins, L., 1871.
Pettee, Miss A., 1900.
Pettee, H. J., 1905.
Pike, A. M., 1905.
Porter, G. E., 1888.
Preston, J. F,, 1890.
Purrington, W. F., 1906.
Putney, F. S., 1905.
* Dead.
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Putney, H. N., 1899.
Quimby, W. E. (2 year), 1902.
Ramsey, I. W., 1875.
Randall, J. L., 1905.
Record, C. E., 1878.
Richardson, H. P., 1898.
Richardson, S. A., 1904.
Roberts, E. J., 1906.
Robertson, Miss M. L., 1900.
Robinson, W. O., 1905.
Rollins, R. H., 1903.
Ruevsky, B. S., 1886.
Runlett, E. P., 1902.
Runlett, H. M., 1901.
Russell, H. U., 1905.
Sanborn, E. Q., 1890.
Sanborn, F. D., 1898.
Sanborn, G. A., 1887.
Sanders, C. H., 1871.
Sargent, G. J., 1888.
Savage, E. S., 1905.
Savage, H. N., 1887.
Sawyer, H. A., 1874.
Sawyer, R. S. (2 year), 1906.
Scott, C. W. E., 1889.
Seward, O. L., 1875.
Shaw, R. H., 1897.
Shipley, W. N., 1900.
Shurbert, H. M. (2 year). 1904.
Simpson, Miss E. L., 1899.
Slack, C. I., 1890.
Smith, A. W., 1893.
Smith, F. W., 1898.
Smith, J. F., 1873.
Smith, J. W., 1888.
Stanton, F. T., 1881.
Stewart, M. A., 1903.
Stickney, V. H., 1881.
Stillings, C. E., 1900.
Stone, D. E., 1889.
Stone, E. M., 1892.
Stone, E. P., 1891.
Stratton, L. C. (2 year), 1897.
Straw, A. E., 1901.
Sullivan, A. L., 1902.
Swain, R. F. (2 year), 1903.
Swain, R. V., 1906.
Swanson, Miss C. C. 1905.
Tenney, W. P. (2 year), 1902.
Thompson, E. C, 1884.
'•Thompson, F. E., 1882.
Thurber, M. F., 1886.
Tinkham, F. A., 1905.
Tolles, B. D., 1898.
Trow, C. A., 1895.
Tucker, C. H., 1873.
Tuttle, C. L., 1906.
Verder, H. D. (2 year), 1901.
Vickery, C. W., 1897.
Waldron, B. L., 1887.
Walker, G. E., 1888.
Wallace, S. A., 1881.
Washburn, F., 1889.
Wason, E. H.. 1886.
Watson, D. G., 1903.
Weeks, T. N. (2 year), 1902.
Wheeler, C. A., 1877.
Wheeler, D. A., 1897.
Wheeler, G. H. (2 year), 1898.
White, F. A., 1872.
White, M. J., 1903.
Whitcher, G. H., 1881.
WTiittemore, E., 1877.
Whittemore, E. S., 1897.
Whittier, R. E. (2 year), 1902.
Whittier, W. L., 1883.
Wilkins, G. H., 1879.
Willard, E. M., 1875.
Wilson, E. C. (2 year), 1902.
Wilson, J. E., 1900.
Wood, A. H., 1885.
Wood, G. P., 1886.
Woodward, C. M., 1883.
Wright, R. M., 1900.
* Dead.
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SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
PAPERS FOR FOUR-YEAR COURSES.
ALGEBRA.
1. Define Algebra, formula, radical, imaginary, degree
of equation, simultaneous equations.
2. Explain negative exponents.
9 a 3
_3 _4 _2 _?
Divide x — 1 by x —x -|-x ~^-
3. Factor 6x-2ly^x-8y-h28y'; l-25x^y"''; x"H-x-6;
5 5 ;i 3 a 2
a -b ; a +b ; x +2x -x-2.
4. 3ax+b+cx-2d=:0. Solve for x.
3y+7x=10. 2x-2y=3. Solve for x and y.
4 .{ •->
5. Find square root of 4x — 4x — 3x 4-2x-|-l; of
9+2v/8r
6. Multiply 3V^-3 ; -2aV^b ; -3bV3c ;-2cV2ab.
Rationalize denominator of ^—r-
^2+^3
7. Sx"" -5x+10=0. Solve for x.
3ax''-2x+3bx-t-c+7=0. Solve for x.
5
8. (x-|-3b) . Expand by binominal formula.
9. A man's age plus that of his wife is 95 years. 40
years ago he was twice as old as she was then. What are
their ages now ? State the above.
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10. A boat's crew can row 9 miles down a river and back
in 4 hours. The rate of rowing in still water is double the
rate of the current. Find the rate of rowing and the rate of
the current. State the above.
PLANE GEOMETRY.
1. Define isosceles triangle, parallelogram, rhombus,
trapezoid, limit of a variable.
2. If two parallel lines be cut by a third straight line, the
sum of the two interior angles on the same side of the secant
line is equal to two right angles. Demonstrate.
3. The three bisectors of the three angles of a triangle
meet in a point. Demonstrate.
4. The sum of the interior angles of a polygon is equal to
two right angles, taken as many times less two as the figure
has sides. Demonstrate.
5. The radius perpendicular to a chord bisects the chord
and the arc subtended by it.
6. Given a side of a triangle, its vertical angle, and the
radius of the circumscribing circle ; construct the triangle.
7. If a line be drawn through two sides of a triangle
parallel to the third side, it divides those sides proportionally.
8. To find a mean proportional between two given lines.
Demonstrate.
9. Construct a square equivalent to the sum of a given
triangle and a given parallelogram.
10. A ten-inch water pipe discharges 200 gallons a min-
ute. What is the diameter of a pipe that discharges 800
gallons a minute under the same pressure ?
SOLID GEOMETRY.
1. A plane perpendicular to each of two intersectingf
planes is perpendicular to their intersection. Demonstrate.
2. An oblique prism is equivalent to a right prism, having
for its base a right section of the oblique prism, and for its
altitude a lateral edge of the oblique prism. Demonstrate.
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3. Find the ratio of the volumes of two rectangular par-
allelopipeds, whose dimensions are 8, 12, and 21, and 14, 15,
and 24, respectively.
4. A triangular pyramid is equivalent to one-third of a
triangular prism having the same base and altitude. Demon-
strate.
5. The volume of a truncated triangular prism is equal to
the product of a right section by one-third the sum of the
lateral edges. Demonstrate.
6. Find the lateral edge, lateral area, and volume of a
frustum of a regular triangular pyramid, the sides of whose
bases are 18 and 6, respectively, and whose altitude is 24.
7. The sum of the squares of the four diagonals of a
parallellopiped is equal to the sum of the squares of its
twelve edges.
8. In two polar triangles, each angle of one is measured
by the supplement of that side of the other of which it is
the pole. Demonstrate.
9. If the unit of measure for angles is the right angle, the
area of a spherical triangle is equal to its spherical excess,
multiplied by the area of a tri-rectangular triangle. Demon-
strate.
10. How many cubic feet of metal are there in a hollow
cylindrical tube 18 ft. long, whose outer diameter is 8 in.,
and thickness 1 in. ? (Find the difference of the volumes of
two cylinders of Revolution. (( ^3.1416.)
PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.
1. Write tan. (x+y) ; sin. (x— y) ; cos. (2x) ; sin.
(2x).
o r> • o 2 tan. x2. Prove sm. Z-x^=
l-|-tan. ^x




4. Construct approximate line values of trigonometric
functions of angle of 120 degrees.
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5. In oblique plane triangle ABC the three sides a, b, c,
are given. Write formula for Angle A.
t). The parallel sides of a trapezoid are :^6 and 13;^, and
the angles at the extremities of the latter are 53 degrees,
49 minutes and 67 degrees, 55 minutes. Write the formulas
for the non-parallel sides.
BOTANY.
1. Describe the form, structure and reproduction of a
particular crypotogamous. or flowerless, plant.
2. W^hat are the following and what part does each play-
in the life of the plant ; chlorophyll, stoma, epidermis, root-
hair, protoplasm?
3. Describe an exogenous stem as seen in cross-section.
How does it differ from an endogenous stem ?
4. Give the meaning of the following ; plumule, cotyle-
don, radicle, testa, epidermis.
5. What is the difference between a fruit and a seed?
Name four kinds of fruit and give an example of each.
6. Define corolla, anther, stigma, pistil, sepal, spike, ten-
dril.
7. What is a tuber? A bulb? A stolon!* A bract? A
node? A petiole? Give an example of each.
ENGLISH.
WHicre and how long have you studied English ? What
text books did you use?
Write about one hundred words on each of the follow-
ing questions, paying great attention to the composition and
jmnctuation.
1. The appearances of the supernatural in Macbeth.
2. The moral teaching of Silas ^Nlarner.
3. The death of Sir Roger.
4. The outline of Burke's Speech.
5. The historical situation at the time lUirke's Speech
was sfiven.
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ELEMENTARY FRENCH. (One hour and a half.)
A. Where and how long have you studied French ?
How many periods per week? What books have you
used?
I.




"Un jeune seigneur heureusement ne n'est ni peintre,
ni musicien, ni architecte, ni sculpteur; mais il fait
fleurir tons ces arts en les encourageant par sa magnifi-
cence : il vaut sans doute mieux les proteger que de les
exercer. II suffit que M. le marquis ait du gout ; c'est aux
artistes a travailler pour lui ; et c'est en quoi on a tres
grand raison de dire que les gens de qualite (j'entends
ceux qui sont tres riches) savent tout sans avoir rien
appris, parce qu'en effet, ils savent, a la langue, juger de
toutes les choses qu'ils commandent et qu'ils paient."
II.
Je suivis la foule, mais ce n'etait qu'une fausse sortie.
J'avais laisse mon chapeau dans une encoignure,—un
chapeau haut de forme qui m'avait considerablement gene
pendant toute la soiree. Je rentrai sous pretexte de le rep-
rendre et, comme j'etais un peu de la maison, les domesti-
ques ne se mefierent pas de moi. D'ailleurs ils etaient oc-
cupes a transporter a I'office la vaisselle et les verres qui
avaient servi aux soupeurs, et a un certain moment, je me
trouvai seul pres du buffet. II n'y avait pas une minute a
perdre. Apres un furtif coup d'oeil a droite et a gauche, je
m'approchai de la corbeille, je fis rouler prestement deux
peches dans mon chapeau, puis je quittai la salle a manger.
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III.
L'excessive pesanteur de cet liomme dans la destinee
humaine troublait requilibre. Cet individu comptait a lui
seul plus que le groupe universal. Ces plethores de toute
la vitalite humaine concentres dans une seule tete, le monde
montant au cerveau d'un homme, cela serait mortel a la
civilisation, si cela durait. Le moment etait venu pour
Tincorruptible equite supreme d'aviser. Probablement les
principes et les elements, d'ou dependent les gravitations
regulieres dans I'ordre morale comme dans I'ordre materiel,
se plaignaient. Le sang qui fume, le trop-plein des cime-
tieres. les meres en larmes, ce sont des plaidoyers redout-
ables.
IV.
Trin. parts ;—1) aller ; 2) vaincre ; o) s'asseoir ; 4) venir ;





1. It is time to get up now.
'L Our country cousins have been at our house for
four (lays.
;'>. We are going to visit our friends in the country.
I. Today it is hot.
•K Have you any books? I have none.
(). Give me some.
7. It is the twentieth of June, nineteen hundred and
six.
8. What time is it? It is two o'clock.
n. With whom are you going to Boston ?
10. My watch is prettier than the one you have.
ELEMEXTARY GERMAN. (One and one-half h.nirs.^
A. Where and how long have you studied German?
What text books did vou use?
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I.




Herr Philipp Simonis war ein entfernter Vetter meines
Vaters und damals, als ich ihn kennen lernte, ein Mann von
etwa fiinfundfunfzig Jahren. Er hatte Theologie und Phil-
ologie studiert und war dann als Hofmeister eines reichen
jungen Grafen nochmals mit diesem auf die Universitat
gezogen und spater auf Reisen mit ihm weit in der Welt
herumgekommen. Der zu alien brauchbare Mann hatte
dann auf langere Zeit einen sehr gut dotierten Vertrauens-
posten als Sekretar des jungen Grafen eingenommen und
sich im Laufe der Zeit durch Sparsamkeit ein kleines Ver-
mogen erworben. Als er durch den Tod seines friiheren
Zoglings diesen Posten verlor, kam er zu meinen Eltern
nach Steinhusen auf Besuch. An diesem Orte gefiel es ihm
wohl, und er wurde bald mit so vielen Faden an ihm
gekniipft, dass er dort hangen blieb.
11.
Seit wir in die heisse Zone eingetreten waren, konnten wir
jede Xacht die Schonheit des siidlichen Himmels nicht gen-
ugsan bewundern, welcher in dem Masse, als wir nach Siiden
vorriickten, neue Sternbilder vor unsern Augen entfaltete.
Man hat ein wunderbar bekanntes Gefiihl, wenn man bei
der Annaherung gegen den Aquator, und besonders wenn
man von der einen Hemisphere in die andere iibergeht,
allmahlich die Sterne niederer werden und zuletzt ver-
schwinden sieht, welche man von seiner ersten Kindheit an
kennt.
III.
Er setzte sich hin, um zu arbeiten, aber er hatte keine
Gedanken. Nachdem er es eine Stunde lang vergebens
versucht hatte. ging er ins Familienzimmer hinab. Es
war niemand da. nur kithle griine Dammcrung; auf EHsa-
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beths Nahtisch lag ein rotes Band, das sie am Nachmittag um
den Hals getragen hatte. Er nahm es in die Hand, aber
es that ihm vveh, und er legte es wieder bin. Er hatte
keine Ruhe, er ging an den See hinab und band den Kahn
los; er ruderte hiniiber und ging noch einmal alle Wege,
die er kurz vorher mit Elisabeth zusammen gegangen war.
IV.
Prin parts:—1) laufen; 2) fahren; 3) gehen; 4) helfen;
5) gelingen; 6) ziehen; 7) schneiden; 8) vergessen ; 9)
sein; 10) tun.





1. Today is the fourteenth of June, nineteen hundred and
six.
2. In summer the days are longer than in winter.
3. A week ago I was at home.
4. The boy drank two glasses of milk.
5. What time is it? It is half past nine.
6. I should like to go.
7. She is said to be very old.
8. I shall write to you as soon as you will let me know
where you live.
9. When it struck four o'clock, he stepped into the house.
10. He went fishing.
ELE:\IENTARY latin. (2 hours.)
A. Where and how long have you studied Latin? What
text books did you use ?
I.
(The translation should be close; but clear and idiomatic
English is re(|uired.)
Translate :
(Labienus sends the tenth legion as a relief to the
Romans).
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Caesar, cum septimam legionem, quae juxta coiistiterat,
item urgeri ab hoste vidisset, tribunes militum monuit, ut
paulatim sese legiones conjungerent et conversa signa in
hostes inferrent. Quo facto cum alius alii subsidium ferret,
neque timerent, ne aversi ab hoste circumvenirentur, auda-
cius resistere ac fortius pugnare coeperunt. Interim milites
legionum duarum, quae in novissimo agmine praesidio im-
pedimentis fuerant, proelio muntiato cursu incitato in sum-
mo colle ab hostibus conspiciebantur, et T. Labienus, cas-
tris hostium potitus et ex loco superiore, quae res in nostris
castris gererentur, conspicatus deciman legionem subsidio
nostris misit. (Caesar's Gallic War II. 26.)
II.
1. In I explain fully vidisset.
2. Explain fully conjungerent in I.
3. Explain fully quo in I.
4. Prin. parts; (a) constiterat; (b) vidisset; (c) facto;
(d) ferret; (e) misit.




Atque cum Caesar eo die in senatum venisset, absidentem
conjurati specie effici circumsteterunt ilicoque unus, quasi
aliquid rogaturus, propius accessit renuentique ab utroque
umero togam apprehendit. Deinde clamantem, "Ista quidem
vis est." Casca, unus e conjuratis, adversum volnerat paulum
infra jugulum.
ADVANCED LATIN. (2 hours).
A. Where and how long have you studied Latin ? What
books have vou used?
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I.
(The translation should be close; but clear and idiomatic
English is required.)
(Aeneas warned to flee)
Ut primum alatis tetigit magalia plantis.
Aeneam fundantem arces ac tecta novantem
Conspicit ; atque illi stellatus jaspide fulva
Ensis erat, Tyrioque ardebat murice laena
Demissa ex umeris, dives quae munera Dido
Fecerat, et tenui telas discreverat auro.
Continue invadit : 'Tu nunc Karthaginis altae
Fundamenta locas. pulchramque uxorius urbem
Extruis, heu regni rerumque oblite tuarum?
Virgil IV—258—267.
II.
Diffugimus visu exsangues ; illi agmine certo
Laocoonta petunt ; et primum parva duorum
Corpora natorum serpens amplexus uterque
Implicat, et miseros morsu depascitur artus
;
Post ipsum auxilio subeuntem ac tela ferentem
Corripiunt, spirisque ligant ingentibus ; et jam
Bis medium amplexi, bis collo squamea circum
Terga dati, superant capite et servicibus altis.
Virgil 11—212—220.
III.
Write about five characters (five lines each) in Virgil.
IV.
(The conspiracy now thwarted)
Nunc quoniam, Quirites, consceleratissimi periculosissimi-
que belli nefarios duces captos jam et comprehensos tenetis,
existimare debetis omnis Catilinae copias, omnis spes atque
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opes, his depulsis urbis periculis, concidisse. Quern quidem
ego cum ex urbe pellebam, hoc providebam animo, Quirities,
—remote Catilina, non mihi esse P. Lentuli somnum, nee L.
Cassi adipes, nee C. Cethegi furiosam temeritatem pertimes-
cendam. (Cicero, Third Oration against Catiline \\l. 16.)
HISTORY I. (American.)
A.
Give account of collateral reading.
B.
1. Give an outline of the life of Columbus, including
(a) the question of his knowledge of previous discoveries,
(b) the reasons for wishing to discover a new route, (c)
the history of his attempts and failures before getting ships,
(d) an account of each of his voyages and the discoveries
made.
2. Give an account of the discoveries and explorations of
(a) Cartier, (b) De Soto, (c) Ponce de Leon, (d) Balboa,
(e) Magellan.
3. Give some account of each of the following and state
the part taken by each in the history of the country, (a)
Roger Williams, (b) Lord Baltimore, (c) LaSalle.
4. Give (a) the history of the New England Confeder-
ation, (b) an outline of the wars with the French 1689-
1748.
5. Give an account of Burgoyne's expedition. Give an
account of the political results that followed the latter.
6. When and for how long was Washington president?
Give an account of political parties of that time. Give an
account of the life work of Alexander Hamilton.
7. Give an account of the X. Y. Z. papers. Give an ac-
count of the Alien and Sedition Laws.
8. Give some account of each of the following,— (a) Erie
Canal, (b) Missouri Compromise, (c) Monroe Doctrine,
(d) war with Tripoli, (e) Aaron Burr.
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irllSTORV I. (American.)
9. Give a brief account of the principal historical
events connected with each of the following",— (a) Major
Anderson, (b) Merrimac (ship), (c) Vicksburg, (d)
Gettysburg, (e) Bull Run.
10 Congress consists of what branches? Constitutional
provisions for the election of the members of each
branch ? Elected for how long ? Qualifications ? Vacancies
how filled?
11. Fully state the constitutional provisions for the elec-
tions of President and \^ice-President.
HISTORY.
2. Ancient History.
1. (a) Name three important islands or groups of islands
in the Aegean Sea. (b) Name the important island near
the eastern coast of Greece, (c) Name some important
island near the western coast of Greece, (d-e) Name the
historically important island midway between Greece and
Egypt. Give a brief account of the important traditions and
the early history of that island.
2. Give a brief account of the history and the influence
of the Delphian oracle, (b) Describe the three classes of
people in Sparta, (c-d) Give a description of the govern-
ment of Sparta, (e) What was the myth of Lycurgus?
3. The Persian Invasion: (a) Give brief account of
principal expedition sent by Darius: (b-c) Give brief ac-
counts of the four important battles resulting from the in-
vasion of Xerxes: (d-e) Give an outline of collateral read-
ing on the Persian Invasion.
4. Give outlines of life and public services of each of
the following: (a) Pericles; (b) Alcibiades ; (c) Soc-
rates; (d) Xenophon ; (e) Epamimondas.
5. (a) Describe the causes in Rome leading to the es-
tablishment of the tribunate, (b-c) Give the history and
character of the laws of the twelve tables, (d) Give an
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account of the war with the Greeks (Pyrrhus). (e) State
the general fact about Roman road making.
6. (a-c) Give brief outHnes of the three wars between
Rome and Carthage, (d) Explain the Roman provincial
system, (e) Give brief accounts of Marius and Sulla.
7. Give some account of five books used for collateral
reading in Ancient History.
Note. Students who have given two full years to the study
of Ancient History and have passed this examination, can
make a special arrangement in regard to an additional ex-




1. Draw an outline map, or outline maps of the British
Isles showing (a) The most important physical features;
(b) The wall of Hadrian; (c) The wall of Antonine
;
(d) The seven kingdoms
;
(e) The situation of five impor-
tant cities.
2. Give brief accounts of (a) The Roman conquest of
Britain
;
(b) the character of the Roman influence ; (c) re-
sults of the Roman withdrawal; (d) remains of Roman oc-
cupation; (e) account of three books treating of the Ro-
mans in Britain.
3. (a) Describe the early Germans, (b) Give brief
account of the Anglo-Saxon Conquest, (c) Give brief ac-
count of the Danish conquest, (d) Give brief account of
the Norman conquest, (e) Give an account of the poem of
Beowulf.
4. (a-c) Give a brief account of the religious changes
made by Henry VIII, Mary Tudor and Elizabeth, (d) Give
some account of the literature of the time of Elizabeth.
(e) Give some account of agriculture and the manufac-
tures under the Tudors.
5. (a-b) Give a brief but comprehensive account of
Magna Charta. (c) State the substance of the Petition of
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Right, (d) State the substance of the Habeas Corpus Act.
(e) State the substance of the Bill of Rights.
0. (a) Give a brief account of the Reform Bill of 1838.
(b) Explain what the corn laws were, (c) Give in order
with approximate dates the Hanoverian rulers, (d) Give
an explanation of the power of parliament and the methods
of controllini,'' Parliament, (e) In a few sentences give
some account of three books of value in explaining the
England of the nineteenth century.
HISTORY.
A. Mediaeval and Modern History.
1
.
( a ) Give some account of the personal characteristics
of Charlemagne., (b) Mention some special authority on
the life of Charlemagne. Name three books treating of the
period of Charlemagne, (c) Give a brief account of his
wars with the Saxons and Lombards, (d) Draw map
showing the partition of Verdun, (e) What were the gen-
eral characteristics of the descendants of Charlemagne?
2. (a-b) Give an explanation of the terms benefice,
lord, vassal and subvassal ; and the relations of feudalism.
(c) Explain the importance of feudalism from a military
and social point of view, (d) Give some reasons for feud-
alism. Name the nations that best illustrated its characteris-
tics, (e) Name three books which give some account of
feudalism.
3. (a) Explain the reasons for the Crusades:— (b)
Give a brief account of third Crusade; (c) Give a brief
account of fourth Crusade; (d) Give some account of
the three religious-military orders; (e) Name three
books treating of the Crusades.
4. (a) Give a brief account of principal causes of the
Thirty Years' War. (b) Give brief account of the Bohe-
mian election ; (c) Of the end of Danish period ; (d) Give
a brief account of the last campaign of Gustavus Adoljihus
;
(e) Give an account of the Peace of Westphalia.
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. 5. Explain the territorial settlement of Europe made by
the Congress of Vienna. (b) Explain the influence of
Czar Alexander in regard to The Holy Alliance, (c) Give
an account of the July Revolution in Paris, 1830. (d)
Give an account of the February Revolution in Paris, 1848.
(e) Explain how the Third Republic was established in
France.
6. (a) Give a brief account of the Crimean War. (b)
State the causes of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78. (c)
Explain the work done by Congress of Berlin, 1878. (d)
Draw map showing states of south-eastern Europe after
1878. (e) Give some account of three books dealing with
parts of questions 5 and 6.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
1. State the causes of the variations in season, climate,
4ay and night.
2. W'hat are ocean currents? How are they caused?
Trace two important currents and state the influences ex-
erted by each upon climate and civilization.
3. What are tides? How are they caused? Give causes
for the variations in tidal height.
4. What is meant by erosion? How is it accomplished
and what changes does it make in the topography of a
country?
5. Discuss the glacial period and the results produced
by it.
6. State briefly in what region active volcanoes are to
be found. Give an explanation of volcanic eruptions. What
are geysers ? Locate two famous geyser regions.
7. Discuss trade winds and anti-trade winds.
ZOOLOGY.
1. Describe the structure and mode of growth of Amoeba.
To what class does Amoeba belpng? How does this class
differ from others.
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2. Describe the structure and method of use of the ap-
paratus by which the clam respires.
3. To what class does the clam belong? What other
animals belong to this class? How do they differ from the
clam?
4. To what class does the earthworm belong- ? How does
this class differ from others?
5. Describe the internal structure of the earthworm.
6. Define an insect. How does an insect differ from the
crayfish or lobster, from a spider, from a myriapod?
7. Name the different orders of insects and give common
examples of each.
8. Contrast the life history of a butterfly and grasshopper,
naming the stages in the life of each.
9. What distinguishes the vertebrate animals from all
others. Name and define as best you can the different orders
of vertebrates.
10. Describe the circulatory system of a mammal.
PHYSICS.
1. Define : Mechanics, inertia, elasticity, acceleration,
kinetic energy, and absolute density of a solid. Why does
a flywheel help to steady the motion of running machinery?
Two forces at right angles to each other,—one constant, the
other variable, are acting on the same body. Show by a
sketch the form of path traversed by the body in motion.
Describe the different kinds of equilibrium. How do you
account for the fact that a rain drop may be seen while
falling even though it has fallen from a cloud a mile or two
high ? Name the simple machines. State Archimede's Prin-
ciple. State the laws of hydrostatic pressure. Explain the
siphon.
2. Define : Sound,—an echo, overtones, and interference.
Distinguish between noise and music. When a wind blows
over a field of grain (or grass) a series of waves is set up.
Describe the motion of the waves and the heads of grain.
What are the effects of resonance ? In what way may strings
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be set in vibration, and upon what will the character of the
tone emitted depend ?
3. What is the kinetic (or dynamic) theory of heat?
Distinguish between temperature and quantity of heat.
Name some of the sources of heat, and the methods of
transmitting- heat. What are the effects of heat? What is
meant by the latent heat of fusion—of vaporization? State
the method used by Joule for determining the "Mechanical
Equivalent of Heat."
4. Define : A luminous body, a shadow, a mirror, dif-
fused reflection, a prism, and dispersion of light. How do
you account for the sun being seen when it is really below
the horizon? Assume an object—first in front of a con-
cave mirror and secondly in front of a convex— (piano)—
lens. Construct the image for the assumed object. What
is meant by the visible spectrum?
5. What is meant by a magnetic field,—a permanent
magnet, and by static electricity? What is meant by "local
action" in a voltaic cell? How may it be remedied? What
are the effects of an electric current? Describe the method
of charging a conductor by induction. How do you account
for the clouds being charged with electricity? Why can a
greater current be obtained from a storage cell than from a
primary cell ? What is meant by the ohm. the volt, and the
ampere ?
GEOLOGY.
1. Describe the destructive and constructive action of
glaciers.
2. Describe the influence of rivers in the formation and
destruction of land and the laws governing same.
3. Describe the influence of animal and plant life in the
formation of soil and rock.
4. What is a fault? A fold? A joint?
5. What is a fossil? Of what value are they geologi-
cally? What classes of fossils are most common?
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6 and 7. Name the different geological periods in the
formation of the earth's crust and name the plant and ani-
mal life characteristic of each.
8. In what age was coal formed ? Describe the origin
and formation of coal.
9. Describe the action and formation of volcanoes.
Where are they mostly found?
10. Define Geology. Name the different branches or
divisions of geology, characterizing each.
CHEMISTRY.
1. Give the formula for the following substances:
Aluminum Hydroxide, Potassium chlorate, nitrous oxide,
nitric oxide, mercurous chloride, zinc white, blue vitrol,
plaster of Paris.
2. Complete the following reactions:
Zn+H SO = MnO+Hol =
3 4 i
HNO +Ca(OH) = Na CO +Ca(OH) =
3 9 2 3 i
Hol+NH OH — KCIO +MnO =
4 IS
H SO +KOH = NH Cl+KNO =
4 i i
NH Cl+Ca(OH) = NaCl+H SO =
4 2 2 4
3. What is a salt? State how salts derive their names.
4. Upon what two laws is the atomic theory based?
State them.
5. What is meant by neutralization? Give your answer
in terms of the dissociation (ionization) theory.
G. Give the method of preparation and properties of
chlorine.
7. Give the method of preparation and properties of
hydrogen.
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8. How many grams and how many liters of ammonia
can be made from 53.4 gms. of ammonium chloride N=14,
H=l, Cl=35.4?
9. Enumerate some of the chief commercial cum[)ounds
of sodium and write all you know about one of them.
10. What are the chief chemical and physical distinc-
tions between cast iron, wrought iron and steel?
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SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION FOR
TWO-YEAR STUDENTS.
GEOGRAPHY.
1. Xanie and locate the capitals of the following- states,:
New York, Arkansas. California, Iowa, Ohio, South Caro-
lina, New Jersey and Utah. , j. ^ •; , % •
2. Name the six largest cities of the United States and
tell where they are located.
3. Name the five largest rivers of the United States and
tell where they rise and where they empty.
4. Where are the following mountains : Adirondack,
Sierra Nevada, Ozark, Wahsatch, Alleghany, Green and
Blue Ridge ?
5. Bound the following states : Georgia, Washington^
Illinois and Vermont.
(). Through what bodies of water would you pass in
going by steamboat from Pittsburg to Chicago? .i
7. Describe the physical features of New England. ;.Jiu
8. What is the area and population of New Hampshire?
9. In about what latitude and longitude is New Hamp-
shire located.
10. Name the counties of New Hampshire and give
their county seats.
ARITHMETIC.
1. Give tables for dry measure and s(|uare measure.
2. Multiply 18 and 2/3 by 4/15.
• li. Divide 4.57683 by .012;J.
4. How many tons of hay could be placed in a movf 14
feet square and 22 feet deep, assuming that a cubic foot
of hay weighs 6 lbs ?
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5. What would be the cost of 2.660 lbs. of hay at $14
per ton ?
6. How many apple trees could be set in a 6-acre orchard
if the trees were placed 40 feet apart each way ?
7. What would be the interest on $350 for 20 months
at 6 per cent?
8. How many cords in a pile of cord wood 68 feet long
and 6 feet high?
9. A bushel contains 2,150 cubic inches ; how many
bushels of oats could be placed in a bin 6 feet wide, 5 feet
deep and 12 feet long?
10. How many tons of silage could be placed in a round
silo 14 feet in diameter and 30 feet deep, assuming that a
cubic foot of silage weighs 40 lbs. ?
ENGLISH.
1. Write a complete letter in answer to an advertise-
ment, asking for a position.
2. Write a careful description of the appearance of the
town from which you have come.
3. Define and illustrate the parts of speech.
4. Illustrate the use of the different marks of punctua-
tion. What is a verbal noun, an infinitive, a noun in appo-
sition ?
5. Write, in 100 words, the story of the last interesting
book you have read.
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.
1. (a) Give an account of the first settlement in Vir-
ginia, (b) Give an account of the first settlement in Massa-
chusetts.
2. Give some account of the French and Indian War,
including (a) causes, fb) campaign of 1755, (c) most im-
portant campaign, (d) political results that followed the
war, (e) connection, if any, with American Revolution.
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3. Xame the presidents of the United States, statins^
approximately the years when each one was in office. Give
the poHtical party of each one and some one important fact
concerning his administration.
4. What were the causes of the Spanish-American War?
What were the results ?
5. What is the meaning of "sixteen to one?" What
political parties exist at present? What change is proposed
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SEVENTEEiNTH ANNUAL REPORT TO THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ON
THE HATCH FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1905.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer $lo,000.00
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries $8,884.40
labor 1,982.52
publications 1,040.36
postage and stationery 86.68
freight and express 1 38.99
heat, light, water and power. ... 105 89
chemical supplies 74.87





tools, implements, and machinery 247.47





buildings and repairs 86.81
$15,000.00
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SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF FUNDS OTH-
ER THAN THE HATCH FUND FOR THE YEAR
ENDING JUNE 30, 1905.
Receipts.
Cash received, analytical fees, etc $1,702.83
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries and labor $361.24
freight and express 4.79
heat, light, and water 500.00
apparatus and supplies 88.53
library .75
tools, implements, and machinery 1.20
furniture and fixtures 14.26
traveling expenses 25.55
buildings and repairs 92.16
Balance 614.35
$1,702.83
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EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT TO THE
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ON
THE HATCH FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1906.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer. . . . $15,000.00
EXPENDITURKS.
Cash paid for salaries $8,415.47
labor 2,415.11
publications 1,146.47
postage and stationery 72.09
freight and express 183.19
heat, light, and water 645.26
chemical supplies 22.40




tools, implements, and machinery 167.72




building and repairs 152.80
$15,000.00
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FIRST ANNUAL REPORT TO THfi UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT ON THE
ADAMS FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1906.
Receipts.
Cash received from United States treasurer $5,000.00
Expenditures.
Cash paid for salaries $929.00
labor 528.48
publications 5.80
postage and stationery 21.20
chemical supplies 20.55




tools, implements, and machinery 308.03
scientific apparatus 1.388.08
live stock 396,45
building and repairs 246.74
$5,000.00
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SUPPLH.MKXTARY STATEMENT OF FUNDS OTH-
ER THAN THE HATCH AND ADAMS FUNDS,
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30. 190G.
Rkckipts.
Cash received, analytical fees, etc $1,635.88
Expenditures.
Cash paid for labor $86.04
publications 40.00
freight and express 1.40





The undersigned, duly appointed auditor of the corpora-
tion, hereby certifies that he has examined the books and
accounts of the New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment
Station for the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1906 ; that he
has found the same well kept and classified as above, and
that the receipts for the two years from the treasurer of the
United States are shown to have been $15,000, and $20,000.
respectively, and the corresponding disbursements, $15,000.
and $20,000 respectively, for all of which proper vouchers
are on file and have been examined and found correct.
And it is further certified that the expenditures have been
solely for the purposes set forth in the acts of Congress
approved March 2, 1887, and March 16, 1906.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.
November 1, 1906.
WiLIvIAM D. GiBBS.
Satisfactory progress has been made in the work of the
Station for the two-year period just closing. Since the pub-
lication of the last biennial report, November 1, 1904, the
following bulletins have been issued in editions of 15,000
each and distributed free of charge
:
114—The Babcock Test (illustrated), 16 pages.
115—Sixteenth Annual Report, 20 pages.
116—Inspection of Feeding Stuffs, 1904, 8 pages.
117—Inspection of Fertilizers, 1904, 8 pages.
118—Tile Drainage (illustrated), 32 pages.
119—Forestry: Transplanting Native White Pine Seed-
lings (illustrated), 20 pages.
120—The Dairy Industry in New Hampshire (illus-
trated), 12 pages.
121—The Gypsy Moth in New Hampshire (illustrated),
24 pages.
122—The Brown-Tail Moth in New Hampshire (illus-
trated), 28 pages.
123—Inspection of Fertilizers, 1905, 12 pages.
124—Inspection of Feeding Stuffs, 1905, 8 pages.
125—Vegetable Novelties (illustrated), 28 pages.
126—The Care of Composite Milk Samples (illustrated),
4 pages.
127—The Feeding of Farm Stock, 24 pages.
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The Adams Act, passed by Congress March 16th, 1906,
appropriated five thousand dollars to be expended during
the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1906. The above sum is to
be increased two thousand dollars annually until the appro-
priation reaches fifteen thousand dollars annually. This
fund has enabled us to plan our work on a much more exten-
sive scale than formerly.
The progress of the work in the several departments of
the Station will be noted under the appropriate headings, as
reported by the officers in charge.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
Fred W. Morse.
November 1st, 1904--October 31st, 1905.
During the year most of the time available for research
was devoted to soil studies. The samples of soil were lim-
ited principally to the College Farm and were drawn from
the different fields. They represented diflferent types of
soil and varied methods of handling. Samples of the grass
crop were also gathered for a study of the fertilizing constit-
uents. The data are not yet full enough to warrant publi-
cation and the work will be continued.
At the request of the Agriculturist, several analyses of
silage crops were made, and also, a series of oat samples
representing the different weights per bushel of market oats,
was studied. The figures obtained in the last mentioned
study are given below.
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assistant chemist at the salary allowed. Harry D. Batchelor,
Albert C. Blaisdell and Edward H. Goodnow have success-
ively occupied the position, the last named being the present
incumbent.
Nov. 1st, 1905-Oct. 31st, 1906.
Duriui;- the first half of the year the department was occu-
pied with the study of the soil samples and grass samples
collected during the summer of 1905. Studies were made
of the content of humus and total fertilizing constituents of
the soils, total fertilizing constituents of the grass crop, and
water soluble potash in the soils.
During the past summer, vegetation tests have been car-
ried on with two different types of soil, and numerous sam-
ples of grasses, forage crops and soils have been prepared
for subsequent analysis this winter. The particular phase
of the soil problem selected for study, is the availability of
the natural potash present in the soil of the College Farm,
since there is shown by analysis to be an abundance of that
constituent.
The increasing demand for chemists in manufacturing
and pure-food inspection resulted in the resignation of Mr.
Goodnow- in May. Fortunately for this Experiment Station
the Adams Act now renders it possible to pay a more liberal
salary, but it was not until almost the end of the present
year that the right man could be secured, owing to the bril-
liant opportunities now open in agricultural investigation.
October 15th Mr. B. E. Curry, M. S., of Cornell Univer-
sity, began his duties as Associate Chemist and it is confi-
dently hoped that the work of the department will continue
some time with no breaks like those of the past.
A series of analyses of silage crops and silage is published
in the following table. The samples were collected and
analyzed at the request of the Agriculturist, and were in
part done last year and in Y>3.rt this year.
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DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE.
F. W. Rank.
Xovember 1st. 1904-October 31st, 1906.
The experimental work in this department since last report





3. Orchard survey of state.
4. Trial grounds testing experiments.
."). Forcing crops under glass.
n. Strawberry experiments.
7. Monographic studies with vegetables.
The experimental work has gone forward with interest
and enthusiasm, not a small part of which has been due to
the fine and earnest support given by the department's assist-
ants.
In plant breeding there is at present much valuable data
on hand, particularly the results from crossing various vege-
tables. We have many seedlings of promise in squashes,
cucumbers, melons, tomatoes, peppers and pumpkins. It is
believed that some of this work when completed will prove
conclusively that earlier experiments were not carefully
enough done to warrant their conclusions. Some plant
breeding work has been taken up simultaneously in a limited
way with other plants but not on a large enough scale to
warrant mention now.
The crossing and plant breeding of the carnation has been
taken up upon an extensive scale. About 70 distinctive
combinations of crosses were successful and the seedlings
from this beginning covered a large area when set out of
doors this year. \^ery careful notes have been taken of all
of the j)lants and at present there are numerous very promis-
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I
ing seedlings being grown in three of the college green-
houses which have been set aside for this work. Not only
has the department crossed and grown these seedlings but a
very close study has been made of the pedigree of the parent
stocks.
The orchard survey work has but fairly gotten under way.
Rockingham County has been well covered and some begin-
ning made elsewhere.
The trial ground tests continue as one of the features of
the work of the department. This work is believed to be
responsible in many ways for our efficiency in bringing prac-
tical and valuable things to horticulturists generally.
The forestry experiments relative to the practical handling
in reforestation, as well as improvement cuttings, have been
continued with increasing interest.
The forcing of crops under glass, particularly during the
winter months, has received attention from the experimental
standpoint, as in previous years.
A fine bed of strawberries was set last spring with a view
of determining comparative values in fertilizing them for
maximum production. A fine selection of varieties for com-
parative tests was also set.
It has been the custom of the department for a few years
to make a monographic study of a few crops each year.
Such a study has been made of the muskmelon and water-
melon, heretofore reported upon and published in bulletin
form. The material is on hand and half tone cuts made for
a similar bulletin on squash, which would have been pub-
lished before this had there been time to compile and edit
the data.
Similarly has the data been taken and necessary photo-
graphs for illustrating ty])es of the following vegetables,
pumpkins, beets and cabbage.
During the past few years some very valuable notes have
been made in a verv large number of horticultural varieties
that should be of creat value to the department in future
work. Mr. Harry F. Hall, whd was my associate until
September 1st: Mr. Clarence Fowler and ]\lr. W. K. Belle-
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ville, the latter assistants in the department, have all worked
untiringly and devotedly toward keeping the experimental
work to a standard of reliable efficiency.
In resigning on October 1st. it was only with much reluct-
ance and in believing that a new field of opportunity lay
before me for effective work. The eleven years of my con-
nection with the college, during which time the horticultural
work was first started I trust is a beginning toward mak-
ing horticulture and forestry of ever greater importance
throui"hout the commonwealth of the old Granite State.
DEPARTMEXT OF AGRICULTURE.
Frkd W. Taylor.
November 1st, I!i04--October ;Ust. 1005.
I beg to submit the following summarized report on the
work of this department for the year ending July 1st, 1905
:
I. Organization and Equipment.
The position of farm foreman, which had been filled very
acceptably by Mr. Percy A. Campbell for two years, was
vacated September 1st, 1904, by his resignation, and re-
mained unfilled until April 1st, 1905, when J\Ir. F. A. Tink-
ham assumed charge. On September 1st Mr. W. R. Dew-
hurst of Nuneaton, England, was secured as herdsman.
Mr. Dewhurst resigned his position and returned to Eng-
land in Ma}'. 1905, ]\Ir. D. P>. Stevens, a graduate (^f the
Dairy School, taking his place.
During the year a considerable amount of labor was
expended in laying out and establishing ])ermanent plots for
experiment purposes. Four acres were laid out into one-
tenth acre plots with two-foot alle\-wa\s lietwccn llieni, and
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two acres into one-twentieth acre plots. The plots are
arranged in sections of ten plots each, and all corners are
marked with iron stakes. A little over one mile of perma-
nent farm roads have been established, which not only aid in
the improvement of the farm but add greatly to the conven-
ience of conducting field tests.
The old rectangular silo in the dairy barn was found to be
in a bad condition. New cement sills were put in, the cor-
ners cut off, making it slightly octagonal, new lining with
acid and water-proof paper behind it was put on and a new
silage chute constructed, the total amount expended for
repairs being $98.73. The silo has been filled three times
since then and is in first class condition. A new blower
elevator ensilage cutter w^as purchased in the fall of 1904
and has given excellent satisfaction, although about one-
third more power is required to run it than the old chain
elevator type. A combined grass, grain and fertilizer drill
was purchased during the year, and the fact has been demon-
strated beyond doubt that more uniform stands of grass and
grain can be secured and the fertilizer applied more evenly
at a less cost for labor than by any broadcast method. A
sheep shearing machine which was also installed during the
year demonstrated that a slightly heavier fleece can be
obtained, a smoother and neater appearance made with less
danger of cutting the animal than by hand shearing.
IT. Grains and Grasses.
Oats.—Thirteen varieties of oats mentioned in the last
annual report were sown in the spring of 1904. All the
varieties started out nicely and had every appearance of
making a good yield until the time of filling when the rust
struck them badly. Although some varieties seemed more
resistant than others, no grain was produced by any of them.
Corn.—Fourteen varieties of corn (seven dent and seven
flint) were tested on tenth-acre plots. The average yield
per acre of the dents was 56.0 bushels and of the flints 44.4
bushels. Duplicate tests of thick and thin planting of corn
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for the comparative yields of grain and fodder were also
made, but the records are being reserved for a separate bul-
letin on "Corn Culture."
Clover.—Forty-six samples of clover and alfalfa seed
secured from various sources by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture were sown in small plots, 5x10 feet, in
a co-operative experiment with that department. Out of
the forty-six samples eleven of red clover gave good stands,
i. e., five from France, two from Bohemia, one from Hol-
land, one from Moravia, one from Virginia and one from
Kansas.
Roots.—Three varieties of mangels,—Golden Tankard,
Long Red and Gate-post were planted and yielded respect-
ively 6,400, 7,760 and 8,800 pounds per acre. Two varieties
of sugar beets, the Kleinwanzlebener and Yellow French,
yielded at the rate of 5,800 and 3,320 pounds per acre,
respectively. The season was not favorable for the growth
of the roots and hence the low yields. The comparative
merits of the different varieties may, however, be judged.
The best yields of turnips have been secured when the seed
has been sown the middle of July at the rate of 12 ounces
per acre. The seed is most conveniently sown when mixed
with coarse sand or sawdust. Rape, although not a root
crop, is to be recommended as a hog and sheep feed. The
best yields have been obtained when shown broadcast at the
rate of four pounds per acre. Seed and harrow in as early
as possible in the spring.
Peas and Bcaiis.—The "Clay" and "Whip-poor-will"
varieties of cow peas were tested with the largest yield in
favor of the former, although neither variety did well enough
to warrant its planting as a field crop in this section.
Canada field peas sown with barley or oats yielded a little
over two tons per acre of an excellent quality of hay much
relished by dairy cows.
Soy bcaiis (medium green variety), planted in drills,
reached an average height of three feet and yielded four tons
per acre of green forage. The soy beans, mixed with corn
in tlie silo, improve the quality of the silage.
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Fertilizers and nurse crops for seeding doivn.—Four one-
acre plots were seeded down with oats, barley, oats and peas
and barley and peas, as nurse crops. Thirteen one-tenth-
acre plots were used to determine the comparative efficiency
and cost of the various carriers of nitrogen, potash and phos-
phoric acid, and by arranging different combinations to
determine in which element the soil was the most deficient.
Another series of tests on the fertilization of mowing lands
will be completed next year and the data, together with that
of the two preceding tests, published in a bulletin on
'"Grasses and Forage Crops."
III. Feeding.
Cost of wintering yearlings.—During the winter of 1904
an experiment was carried out with four lots of heifers, two
in each lot, to study the cost of wintering and to make a
comparison of different rations. Lot I received bran, corn
meal and linseed meal ; Lot H, bran, corn meal and gluten
feed ; Lot III, bran, corn meal and cotton-seed meal ; and
Lot IV, bran and corn meal. Each lot received hay and
ensilage for roughage. During the five and one-half months
of the experiment the cost of keeping was $19.28 for lot I
;
$-30.8() for lot II
;
$20.9.5 for lot III ; and $20.64 for lot IV.
Aside from the cost of keeping, lot I, which received linseed
meal, .came out of the experiment in the best condition.
This was followed by lot III, lot IV and lot II, respectively.
Light and heavy oats for horses.—The three work teams
of Percheron blood owned by the college were used in this
experiment which extended over a period of sixty days.
The horses were in harness every working day of the period
and performed a grade of farm labor which required average
exertion and endurance. They were paired as follows : Rob
and Hess, Mag and Nell, Frank and Prince. From July
25th to August 23rd, Rob, Nell and Prince (one horse from
each team) each received 16 pounds of heavy oats per day,
—
T) lbs. in the morning. 5 lbs. at noon and 6 lbs. in the evening.
For the same period Bess, Mag and Frank each received the
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same number of pounds of light oats. From August 24th
to September 2'>?nd the grades of oats were reversed so that
the horses which received the heavy grade during the first
thirty-day period received the Hght grade during the second
period. During both periods the horses were allowed to eat
what they wanted of an average quality of mixed hay. The
weights of the horses w^ere taken twice a week on successive
mornings before watering to note any changes. The aver-
age of these two weighings is taken as the weight for that
particular week.
Summary of weights :-
—
WHEN ON HEAVY OATS.
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OATS FED IN THE EXPERIMENT.
Sample No.
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The practical results of this experiment seem to indicate
that, pound for pound, the light oats have nearly the same
feeding value as the heavy oats. A-lthough the heavy oats
contain a higher per cent, of protein, fat and nitrogen free
extract, and a less per cent, of fiber than the light oats, it
seems probable that the relative proportions of these con-
stituents in the two grades are such that they are more easily
and thoroughly digested. Some digestion trials, however,
will be necessary to decide this point. The per cent, of ker-
nel, as would be expected, bears a close relation to the weight
per bushel. It should be remembered that although the two
grades are practically equal, pound for pound, they are not
equal, quart for quart, and that in feeding by measure, as is
usually done, due allowance should be made for the heavy
oats and a less quantity given. Since oats are bought and
sold by weight instead of measure there seems to be no gain
made in buying the heavy oats at a much advanced price
over the light oats.
IV. Drainage.
A complete system of underdrainage was installed in the
permanent plots referred to in the beginning of this report,
4,390 feet of drain tile being used. With this work as a
practical basis, bulletin No. 118 was prepared. This bulletin
which discusses the principles and practices of tile drainage
as applied to New Hampshire conditions was the only publi-
cation issued by this department during the year.
November 1st, 1905~October 31st, 1906.
The following report on the work of this department, for
the year ending July 1st, 1906, is herewith submitted:
I. Organization and Equipment.
On April 1st Mr. F. A. Tinkham, after a year of efficient
service, resigned the position of farm foreman to take charge
of an estate in the town of Ossipee. Mr. Geo. S. Ham of
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Barriiigton succeeded Mr. Tinkham and has filled the posi-
tion very acceptably. Mr. J. C. Lyons, a graduate of the
1906 Dairy Course, succeeded Mr. Stevens as herdsman on
April 1st. There have been no changes in the supervising
force for three years. Prof. E. L. Shaw has had direct
charge of the feeding experiments thus far carried out and
will conduct those in sheep breeding and poultry feeding
hereafter mentioned.
Pressing hay.—In the spring of 1905 a belt power hori-
zontal hay press was purchased to secure data regarding the
actual cost of pressing hay. In April 48 tons were pressed







Cost per ton $1.40
Average weight of bales 132 lbs.






Cost per ton $1.21
Average weight of bales 155 lbs.






Cost per ton $1.59
Average weight of bales 120 lbs.
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The labor has been figured at $1.50 per day for ordinary
laborers, and $?.00 per day for the foreman. The power
used was taken from the central college plant and the cost
of this was baset! on the cost of gasolene if a gasolene engine
had been used, and was estimated at 15 cents per ton. The
average price of baling hay throughout the state is $3.00 per
ton. with board and lodging for the usual crew of four men
furnished besides one or two extra men for getting the hay
to the press. The year previous to baling our own hay the
pressing was hired done at a cost of $2.71 per ton, which
cost represents about what the average farmer must pay.
On the basis of this price the 145 tons pressed would have
cost $392.95, while the actual cost of pressing was $202.17.
or a saving of $190.78, which represents about 75 per cent,
of the first cost of the press, or about 40 per cent, of the first
cost of a complete outfit, including press and gasolene
engine. The cost of pressing is slightly less the heavier the
bales are made, since the press can be fed faster and less
wire is required. The market demand in a 17x22-inch bale
is for one weighing between 100 and 120 pounds.
Dynamometer.—An Eickemeyer and Osterhald D}ria-
mometer was purchased in the fall of 1904 and a series of
tests on the draft of wagons and farm implements are being
carried out from time to time as the opportunities are pre-
sented. The results of these tests are to be published in
bulletin form later on.
Corn planter and cultivators.—A two-horse corn planter
and two two-horse cultivators were recently purchased for
the purpose of demonstrating to what extent they are an
economy over the single-horse implements.
Sulky-plozv.—A reversible sulky-plow has also been pur-
chased recently for use in dynamometer tests and for a com-
parison of its work with that of walking hillside and landside
plows.
Fertiliser distributor.—One of the large broadcast fertil-
izer distributors was purchased in the spring for use in the
fertilizer tests on corn and gfrass.
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Engines.—A 3 H. P. gasolene engine was purchased for
operating the milking machine hereafter noted, and a 15
H. P. steam engine for cutting ensilage and fodder, grinding
feed, pressing hay, etc.
Drainage.—A car-load of tile was purchased in the spring
to increase and extend the systems of drainage begun a year
ago.
II. Grains and Grasses.
Oats.—On account of the unfavorable results due to the
attacks of rust in 1904 no oats were planted in 1905. Eight
common varieties secured from various New England seeds-
men were planted this spring and yielded from 28 to 40
bushels per acre, varying in weight from 31 to 40.5 pounds
per bushel.
Corn.—Twenty-two varieties of corn were planted this
season on one-tenth acre plots. Twelve of these varieties
grown in various other northern states, were furnished by
the United States Department of Agriculture. The remain-
ing ten were secured from local seedsmen or collected in
various parts of the state. Fertilizer and cultural tests are
also being made on a series of tenth-acre plots. The results
of all the corn tests are being held for a separate bulletin.
Alfalfa.—Attempts have been made for the past four sea-
sons at this Station and in different parts of the state, to
secure uniform stands of alfalfa. Different times and meth-
ods of seeding have been tried ; various fertilizers and inocu-
lating cultures have been used ; different types of soil have
been tested, but thus far no uniformly satisfactory results
have been obtained. It has been learned, however, and the
present season's trials indicate, that the proper time for seed-
ing is the month of July after the ground has been thor-
oughly cultivated and freed from weeds for six weeks or
longer. The use of lime and a liberal supply of fertilizers
also seems necessary. Inoculation of the soil with other
soil in which alfalfa has been grown for a number of years
has been reported to be beneficial. Although the growing of
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alfalfa as a hay and forage crop would be highly desirable
in this state, its place is easily and successfully taken by red
clover, and until further investigations have been made
regarding the methods of culture for New Hampshire con-
ditions, this Station is not in a position to recommend the
plant.
III. Feeding.
Protena ration.—A feeding test extending over a period
of sixty days was conducted to determine the comparative
cost of a "protena" ration and a mixed variety ration. The
mixed ration consisted of a mixture of 100 lbs. bran, 100 lbs.
corn meal, 100 lbs. cotton seed, 100 lbs. linseed and 100 lbs.
Union Grains. Two Jersey cows in approximately the same
period of lactation were fed on each ration, receiving 8 lbs,
apiece per day of the grain together with what mixed hay
they would eat. The cows on the protena ration produced
during the sixty days 1,048.2 quarts of milk, equivalent to
146.36 lbs. of butter, while the cows on the mixed ration
produced 1,211 quarts of milk, equivalent to 166.54 lbs. of
butter during the same period.
The cost of the protena was $36.00 per ton, and the
amount consumed by the two cows for the sixty days was
worth $12.48. The amount of the mixed ration consumed
was worth $13.32, valuing the bran, corn meal, cotton seed,
linseed and Union Grains at $23.00, $23.40, $32.00, $33.00,
and $28.00 per ton, respectively.
The cost per quart of milk produced was 1.19 cents for
the protena and 1.10 cents for the mixed ration. The pro-
tena, which is made up largely of ground alfalfa, is more or
less dusty and forms a sticky paste in the mouth, and for
that reason was not eaten with the same relish as the
variety ration.
An experiment was also carried out on the feeding of
protena and skim milk to pigs. During thirty days, five
three-months-old pigs made a total gain of 151 lbs., at a cost
of 3.27 cents per pound. The bulky nature of the protenji
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had a distending effect on the pigs' stomachs and induced a
rapid and healthy growth.
Silage versus grain.—A feeding test to determine to what
extent silage can be made to replace grain in the dairy ration
was carried out last winter on the College herd. This ques-
tion yet remains to be supplemented by further tests which
will be conducted as soon as opportunity permits. It has
already been found, however, that the flow of milk is lessened
as the amount of grain is reduced and is not fully restored
as the amount of silage is increased. The exact data regard-
ing cost of rations, quality of milk and condition and health-
fulness of the animals are not ready for publication.
IV. Poultry.
The poultry work has been planned to secure data con-
cerning the use of various prepared and condimental feeds
as against exclusive corn, wheat, barley, dry mash and cer-
tain variety rations.
Four colony houses, 6x8, with a scratching shed under-
neath, have been constructed at a cost of $15 each, and are
intended to accommodate 15 birds. A study of the advant-
ages and disadvantages of colony houses as regards temper-
ature and general healthfulness, together with a comparison
of glass and canvas for windows, is to be made.
While the poultry work is not being attempted on a large
scale, it is designed to determine certain important points
which are of interest to all poultry raisers in the state.
V. Shee;p Breeding.
In the sheep breeding work which will be conducted dur-
ing the coming winter, the primary object will be to deter-
mine the best breed or cross-breed for the production of
early spring lambs for the Boston market. The principal
points of consideration will be, (1) weight at birth. (2)
rapidity of increase in weight, (3) vigor and healthfulness,
(4) weights at market time, (5) character and per cent, of
carcass.
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Pure bred Southdown and Dorset-horn types will be
studied together with the following cross-bred types :
—
1.—Southdown ram on grade down ewes.
2.—Southdown ram on grade merino ewes.
3.—Dorset-horn ram on grade down ewes.
4.—Dorset-horn ram on grade merino ewes,
o.—Hampshire ram on grade down ewes.
C>.—Hampshire ram on grade merino ewes.
A certain number of the ewe lambs will be matured for
the purpose of determining the quality of wool, weight of
fleece, size and hardiness of the cross-bred types at maturity,
and to study the cost of keeping sheep under average New
England conditions.
VI. Mii.KixG Machine.
One of the B-L-K milking machines was recently mstalled
in the dairy barn for the purpose of making certain investi-
gations into the practicability of machine against hand milk-
ing. As soon as the details of operation have been acquired
and the cows have become accustomed to the machine a test
of its practical working will be begun and extend over a
period of six months or longer. In this test a comparison
of hand and machine milking will be made as regards the
following points :
—
1. Cleanliness or sanitary condition of the milk.
2. Time required for milking.
3. .\mounts of milk given.
4. Cost of milking.
Also a study of the machine milker to determine :^-
1. Durability of machine and equipment.
2. Effect upon the flow of milk from continued use.
3. Effect upon the temperament and healthfulness of the
cows.
4. What improvements could be made.
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The whole milking machine test resolves itself into an
answer to two leading questions, (1) Is the milker a practi-
cal machine for the average dairyman? (2) With what size
herds can it be economically used ?
DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY.
E. DwiGHT Sanderson.
November 1st, 1904--October 31st, 1906.
I. Administration.
Assistance.—Until June, 1905, Mr. J. C. Bridwell, now
professor of Biology in Pacific University, served as assist-
ant in both Station and college work, his work upon the
classification of the collection being particularly valuable.
From June, 1905, to June, 1906, Mr. J. L. Randall. New
Hampshire College, 1905, served as graduate assistant.
July 1, 1906, Mr. T. J. Headlee, Ph. D., Cornell, 1906, was
elected assistant in Entomology and since then has devoted
nearly his entire time to entomological investigations in a
most efficient and painstaking manner.
Equipment.—Valuable additions to the equipment of the
department have been made, especially during the past year
under the Adams Fund. A supply of rearing cages of vari-
ous styles in which to rear insects while studying their life
histories, have been built. One of the most complete photo-
graphic outfits has been installed, the products of which illus-
trate this report. Valuable additions have been made to the
department library. Several recording thermographs for
records in connection with our study of effects of tempera-
ture upon insect life have been purchased and much miscel-
laneous apparatus. Several spray pumps have been given
us for testing by the makers. The one need for the prose-
cution of efficient work by this department is an insectary in
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which plants and insects may be successfully grown for
study.
Collection.—The insect collection grows steadily, an in-
ventory showing about 25,000 specimens, including about
2,000 named species. Many sections of the collection are
but partially determined and are in the hands of specialists
for identification. During the past year most of the collec-
tion has been transferred to blocks and put in condition to
ensure its permanent preservation.
The writer has endeavored in every way possible to fur-
nish information concerning insect pests and to encourage
our citizens to better combat them. To this end some
twenty addresses have been given before granges, farmers'
institutes, and various clubs and organizations. Three hun-
dred and fifty letters of inquiry concerning insect pests have
been received and about the same number of replies sent.
A list of the insects so identified follows
:
INSECTS RECEIVED FOR INDENTIFICATIOX.
Oct. 1. li)04 to Oct. 1, 1906.
SciEXTiFic Name. Food. Locality and Date.
COLEOPTERA.
Calligrapha scalaris Lee. Elm.
Ellychnia corrusca Linn.
Euphoria inda Linn. Apple.
Bylobius pales Hbst.
Ips fasciatus Oliv.
Lachnoaterna tristis Fab. Ra.spberry.




Concord, V, 9, 05.
Pittsfield, XI, 6, 0.5.
Pittsfleld, Xr, 6. 05.
Pittsfield, V, 6, 05.
Claremont, VIII, 1, 06.
Wilton, VI, 14, 06.'
Chester, VIII, 6. 06.
Wilton, VII, 26, 05.
Pittsfleld, V, 6, 05.
Aphis gosypii Glover.
HEMIPTBRA.
Melons. North Weare, IX, 1, 05.
Concord, VIII, 9, 05 ; V. i;
Dover Point, VIII, 12, Ob.
on.



























Belmont, IX, 3, 05.
Newington, V, 6, 05.
Claremont, VII, 25, 06.
Franklin, VII, 24 ; Littleton, V^I
24 ; Rochester, VII, 20 OC.
Concord, V, 22, Otj.
Auburn, V, 23, 05.
Hillsboro Bridge, VII, 27, 06.
Centerville, VI, 13, 05 ; Antrim,
V, 7, ; Rochester, V, 14 ; Merri-
mack, IV, 30, 06 ; New Hamp-
ton, X, 3, 05 ; Concord, IV, S,
06.
Rochester, VI, 21, 06.
Derry, IV, 06.
Wilton, VI, 05 ; W. Salisbury.
VII, 9 ; Pittsfleld, VII, 7, 06.
Walpole, VII, 5, 06.
Rye Beach, VII, 5, 05.
Conway Center, VI, 15, 06.
Tilton, VI, 21, 06 ; Berlin VU,
16, 06.











Effingham, VIII, 29. 06.
Claremont, IX, 7, 06
Loudon, VII, 5, 06.
Wilton, VIII, 29, 06.








Datana integerrima G. & R.
Datana ministra Dru.
Woodbine. New London, VIII, 30, 06.
Maple. Haverhill, VI, 13, 06.
Rochester, VIII, 26, 05.
Kingston, III, 17, 05.
Sweetfern. Rochester, VIII, 26, 05.
Peach. Peterboro, V, 1, 06; Raymond, 1:1,
20, 05.
Hickory. Atkinson, VIII, 12, 05.
Newington, VIII, 20 ; Hamploii
Falls, VIII, 25, 06.
Apple. Pittslield, Rochester, VIII, 26, 0.)
;
Wolfboro, VIII, 8; Wilton VII'.
1 ; Enfield, X, 2, 05 ; Rochester.
IX, 8; Center Sandwich Vllt,
14 ; Wendell, IX, 3 ; We.'-t Con-
cord, VIII, 13, 06.
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Drasteria erechto Guen.




























Centerville, VH, 16 , Hoche.ster,
VHL 26, 05 ; Winchester, VIt,
18 ; Keene, VI, 19 ; Nashua I,
22; Danbury, VIH, 6; Ueerirg,
VII, 9 ; Warner, VI, 15 , ifixe-
ter, VI, 22; New [p.swleh. VI i
16 ; Dover, VI, 30 ; Peterboro,
VI, 27; Concord, VI, 22;
"
Andover, VI, 25 ; Hollis, VI, id
Brookfield, VI, 30 ; East Hcu-
ron, VII, 9; Portsmouth, VLf.
5; Chesterfield, VII, 24; Win-
chester, VI, 18 ; Bristol, VII, 13
Berlin, VII, 16, 06.
Contoocook, VIII, 1, 05; Wan.er
VII, 3 ; Wilton, v'lll, 6, 06.
Berlin Mills, VIII, 27, 06.
Concord, IX, 1, 05 ; Rochester
VIII, 26, 05.
Pittsfleld, VIII, 26, Of..
W. Rumney, VII, 2G, 06 ; Suna-
pee, IV, 7 ; S. Lee, III, 30, 06.
Canobie Lake, III, 13; Wilton, II!,
14, 05; East Andover, lit, 1,
Canaan, IV, 20 ; Alton, II, 2>, ;
Farmington, II, 26; S. Le^,, II'
30 ; Exeter, I, 25 ; So. Wolf-
boro, VII, 28, 06.
Pittsfleld, IX, 3, 05.
Westville. VI, 20, 06.
Boscawen, Centerville, Corcora,
VIII, 10, 05 ; Concord, VIII. 25
IX, 1 ; Conway, VIII, 24 ; Roch
ester, VIII, 26, 05 ; Dover, Con-
cord, Portsmouth, VII , ^£ ;
Exeter, VIII, 16 ; Center Tul-
tonboro, VIII, 29, 06.
Fit7wiUiam, VIII, 25, 06.
Pittsfleld, V. 6. 05.
Keene. VIII, 8, 06.
Rochester, VI, 20, 06.
Pittsfleld, V, 6, 05.
Pittsfleld, V, 6, 05.
Wolfboro, IX, 1. 05.
Psocidac.
CORRODEXTIA.










E. Washington, V, 23, 06
Winchester, VII, 14, 05.
Hampton Falls, VII, 4, 06.
Hooksetl. VI. 18 . Marlboro. VIII.
14, 06.
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PUBLICATIONS.
The following comprise the publications of the writer
during the period of this report.
1904, Dec. 23. The Kelep and the Cotton Plant. Science.
1905, Feb. 6. The Brown Tail Moth, etc. Portsmouth Times, Manchester
Union, and N. H. daily press.
April. Miscellaneous Cotton Insects in Texas, Farmers' Bulletin No.
223, U. 3. Dept. Agr. pgs. 24.
Some Observations on the Cotton Boll-Weevil. Proceedings
Assn. Economic Entomologists, Bulletin 52, Bureau of Entomology,
U. S. D. Agr. pgs. 29-41.
A Statistical Study of the Decrease in the Texas Cotton
Crop due to the Mexican Cotton Boll Weevil and the Cotton Acre-
age of Texas, 1899 to 1904 inclusive. Pgs. 28, figs. 7, Dept. of
Agr., Ins., Stat., and History, Austin, Texas.
Dec. Insects Affecting Cattle and Methods of Combating Them.
Rept. 21st Meeting Granite State Dairymen's Assn. pgs. 38-48, flgs.
10.
Dec. 16. Control of the Gypsy Moth. New England Farmer.
Dec. The Gyrsy Moth. Bulletin 121, N. H. Coll. Agr. Exp. Sta.
pgs. 24, figs. 11.
1906, Jan. Directions for Treatment of Insect Pests and Plant Diseases.
Agr. Bulletin, N. H. State Board of Agriculture, Vol. II, pgs. 9-28.
Feb. The Brown Tail Moth in New Hampshire. Bulletin 122, N. H.
Coll. Agr. Exp. Sta., pgs. 28, flgs. 20.
Feb. Press Bulletin 57, N. H. C. Agr. Exp. Sta., Directions for Send-
ing Insects.
Report on Miscellaneous Cotton Insects in Texas. Bulletin
57, Bureau of Entomology, U. S. Dept. Agr., pgs. 63, flgs. 33.
March. Spraying the Home Garden. Garden Magazine, pgs. 64-7,
flgs. 12.
Apr. The Entomological Problem of New England. Cornell
Countrymen, pgs. 155-7.
The Rantankerous Brood of Aphides. Garden Magazine, pgs.
150, 151, flgs. 9.
May. National Control of Introduced Insect Pests. Popular Science
Monthly, pgs. 431-439.
June. Texas Notes. Entomological News, pgs. 210-213, fig. 1.
June. Some Insects that Bother the Melon Patch. Garden Maga-
zine.
July. Spray Grapes Three Times in July. Garden Magazine. Figs.
5.
Aug. Few Bugs In Clean Gardens. Garden Magazine. Fig. 1.
Sept. Four Insect Pests That Are Easily Killed Now. Garden
Magazine.
National Control of Introduced Insect Pests. Proceedings Assn.
Econ. Entomologists, Bulletin 60, Bur. Entomology. U. S. Dept.
Agr., pgs. 95-104.
Notes from New Hampshire, pgs. 74-76 ibid.
Winter Work Against Insects. Garden Magazine, pgs. 178-179, figs.
8.
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II. LWESTIGATIONS.
Broivn-tail moths.—During the winters of 1904:-'0.") and
iy05-'0G the spread of the brown-tail moth in the state was
determined ; during the summer of 1905 its Hfe history and
habits were studied, and a bulletin concerning it was pub-
lished February, 1906. The spread during the past summer
will be determined this year and an account of the present
status of both it and the gypsy moths will be immediately
published.
Gypsy Moths.—In the fall of 1905, with the co-operation
of the State Board of Agriculture, the existence of the Gyp-
sy j\Ioth in New Hampshire was determined and the infested
localities, which include all of the coast towns, were par-
tially located. The writer has kept in touch with the work
being done against this insect by Massachusetts and by the
Bureau of Entomology, of the United States Department of
Agriculture, under a recent appropriation of Congress. A
full account of it was published in Bulletin 121. December,
1905. The gypsy moth is the most serious insect pest which
has ever threatened New England or the East and we are
doing everything possible to arouse public sentiment to the
danger of apathy in combating it.
Codling Moth.—Believing that the apple promises to be
New Hampshire's most profitable crop, we are making spec-
ial study of all insects afifecting it. The most important of
these is the Codling Moth, commonly called "the apple
worm." An exhaustive study of the life history and habits of
this pest and extensive experiments concerning the best
methods of spraying to combat it have been conducted dur-
ing the past season, and will be continued. A full know-
ledge of the habits of the pest cannot be secured in a season,
but we hope to report fully concerning it in the next l)ien-
nial report. Spraying experiments were conducted with
the co-operation of the orchard owners, Mr. Albert De-
Meritt. at Durham : Mr. Wm. H. Weeks, Greenland ; Mr. C.
E. L. Hayward. Hancock ; and Mr. H. H. Thompson and
Prof. F. W. Hooper of Walpole. In all 150 trees were
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included in these experiments, a preliminary account of
which will be published shortly. Such experiments in spray-
ing and also in dusting for our steep hillside orchards, must
be continued for several years. In addition, we are arrang-
ing for field meetings of farmers at which the actual methods
of spraying and the best apparatus will be shown, to be
followed by local records of the results to which local atten-
tion will be directed. An increasing interest in this subject
is very manifest.
The Apple Maggot or "railroad worm" (Trypeta po)no-
nclla) is an almost equally injurious pest of summer and fall
apples, making their profitable production almost impossible
in many sections. This insect has received considerable
study in Maine, but a satisfactory method for its control
under many New Hampshire conditions is still to be devised.
A careful study of its life and habits is now being under-
taken and experiments with methods of control will be in-
augurated next year.
During the past two seasons there has been an unusual
abundance of various species of caterpillars which commonly
efifect the apple tree during late summer. These are dis-
cussed below more fully and further observations on them
and the other insects of the apple will be continued.
Garden Insects.—Two of the most injurious insects of the
garden are the Striped Cucumber Beetle (Diabrofica vittata)
which aflfects melons, cucumbers, and all plants of this fam-
ily, and the Cabbage Root Maggot, which often seriously
interferes with the growth of cabbage, radishes, turnips, etc.
These insects have been under observation for several years
at this Station and numerous experiments have been made
with methods of control. Studies of both were made during
the past season, but it was impossible to make experiments
which were sufficiently conclusive to enable us to give defi-
nite advice as to satisfactory means of control. Further
studies of these pests will be conducted next year, when we
hope to be able to publish definitely concerning them.
Shade Tree Insects.—In addition to the Brown-tail Moth
and Gypsy Moth mentioned above, there are numerous insect
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enemies of Xew Hampshire shade trees about which httle
seems to be known and which often require some treatment
for their control. The shade trees of New Hampshire are
one of its chief attractions and we therefore propose to make
a study of some of the more common injurious but Httle
known pests of our common shade trees. Among these have
been brought to our attention the mites which produce the
galls upon maple leaves (Bryophyes spp.) and also various
species of plant lice which affect the maple, birch, oak and
elm. Several of these have done considerable injury during
the past season, but we were unable to devote time to their
careful study.
Hibcniafion of Insects.—The numbers of many kinds of
injurious insects are dependent upon the mortality of these
insects in hibernation during the winter. It is generally
known, therefore, that weather conditions during fall, win-
ter and spring often largely control the numbers of these
pests. The exact weather conditions which are conducive
to the multiplication or to the mortality of an insect are not,
however, definitely known and very little exact study has
been given to this important subject. During the past two
years we have made preliminary studies upon the relation of
temperature to the hibernation and time of emergence of
insects in the spring, especially with the Brown-tail Moth,
Apple Tree Tent Caterpillar and the Rusty Tussock Moth.
With more assistance and better equipment it is now possible
to prosecute this research more carefully, and during the
present and coming winters we expect to secure considerable
exact data concerning the immediate relation of the tem-
perature during the period of hibernation to the time of
emergence of insects in the spring, and also the relation of
low temperatures to their mortality, as well as the relation
of various temperatures to the time required for the various
stages in the transformation of insects. It is unnecessary
to point out the practical bearings of such investigations in
this place, but the fact that the daily press last winter widely
heralded that the Brown-tail Caterpillars had been killed out,
due to unusually mild weather in January, which rep(~)rt was
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absolutely without foundation, shows that exact information
upon these matters is needed. We believe that this investi-
gation will have a far reaching importance in establishing
some fundamental factors in the natural control of insect
life.
Faimal Survey.—New Hampshire is possibly the most
interesting state east of the Rockies in regard to the distri-
bution of its animal and plant life, for only in New Hamp-
shire does the so-called Alpine Zone, which occurs at the
summit of Mount Washington and a few neighboring peaks,
occur. Two other distinct life areas occur within the state.
It is well known that certain species of insects can exist only
in the life zones or areas to which they are adapted and that
in their migrations they often will not become established in
zones north of their native habitat. It is, therefore, of both
practical and scientific interest to determine the distribution
of the insects in the state and to determine exactly what spe-
cies are here to be found. We have commenced such a rec-
ord, which may be termed a Faunal Survey of the insects of
New Hampshire, and shall compile records of all the insects
in our own collection as well as those in other leading collec-
tions of the United States and of published records of insects
taken in New Hampshire, giving the localities in which each
species has been recorded, together with the dates and other
necessary information. In this work we have been prom-
ised the help of several of the leading specialists in various
orders of insects and we trust that ultimately this record
may be published as a list of the insects of New Hampshire
which will be of considerable service to amateur entomolo-
gists, the increasing number of school teachers and high
school students interested in entomolog}', and scientific work-
ers throuofhout the countrv.
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APPLE INSECTS.
CATERPILLARS INJURING FOLIAGE IN LATE
SUMMER.
The Fall Web-worm.*
The common Fall Web-worm is so named becaused of the
webs which it spins over its food plant in August and Sep-
tember, somewhat resembling those made by the Tent Cater-
pillar in the spring, with which it is often confused. (Con-
cerning the Tent Caterpillar see Bulletin 38 of this Station.)
Life History and Description.
The moths emerge from overwintering pupse late in June
and during July, frequently occurring at electric lights. The
moths are of a pure white color, the wings expanding an
inch to an inch and a quarter. This species is practically
the only common moth which might be mistaken for the
Brown-tail Moth, which is also pure white except the bushy
brown tail, while the body of the fall web-worm moth is
white. Rarely, however, the fall web-worm moths have the
wings spotted more or less with black.
Eggs.—The eggs are laid by the female during July and
are deposited upon the leaves of the food plants in clusters
of 400 or 500. They are globular, about l-50th an inch in
diameter, and of a pale yellowish-green color, often covered
with whitish down from the body of the female. They
usually hatch in about ten days.
Larva.—The young caterpillars, which seem to be almost
all head and hair, at once commence to spin their web over
the foliage tipon which they are feeding, ^^'ith^n this web
•Hyphantria textor. Harris.
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the colony from an egg mass feeds, enlarging it as it becomes
necessary. The webs are usually started at the tips of limbs
and are to be first noticed about August 1st. Within them
the upper and under surfaces of the leaves are eaten until
Fig. 0. Apple leaf denuded by young Webworms.
they become dry and brown. (See figure 0.) The new
webs of the fall web-worm might readily be mistaken for the
work of the young Brown-tail Moth Caterpillars, which also
spin more or less of a web over the foliage upon which they
feed ; but the web-worm caterpillars appear earlier than the
Brown-tail and by the time the latter appear their webs cover
a large part of a limb and the caterpillars are an inch or
more long, while the young Brown-tail Caterpillars feed
only on the leaves at the tips of the limbs, never form large
webs, and never become over one-fourth of an inch long
before they enter their winter webs for hibernation early in
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September. \\'hen the foliage within one web is entirely
consumed the caterpillars will leave it and form a new web
upon a fresh branch and thus a tree soon becomes covered
with these unsightly webs. These webs (plate 1) are
easily distinguishable from those of the Tent Caterpillar,
which occur in the spring and never in late summer, as the
Fig. 1 (a.) Fall Webworm (Ilyphantria cunea Den.) a. light form of
full grown larva ; 6. dark form of same ; c. pupa ; d. spotted form of moth
—
all slightly enlarged. (After Hoioard, U. S. Dept. Agr.)
Tent Caterpillar makes a tent-like web at the fork of a limb
and never encloses foliage within it. When the food in the
webs becomes scarce the older caterpillars scatter over the
tree where food is more abundant, and as soon as full grown
seek a place in which to spin their cocoons. The full grown
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caterpillars are about an inch long- and quite "woolly," being
thickly covered with long- white and black hairs, which pro-
ject from numerous prominent black tubercles. The young-
er caterpillars are pale yellowish with brown markings, but
the larger ones become quite varied in color, some being
uniformly yellowish with black and yellow tubercles, while
Fig. 1 (b.) Moth and cocoons, natural size.
Others have a dark stripe running down the back and appear
almost black. (Figure 1, a,b).
Cocoon and Pupa.—The mature caterpillar finds a se-
cluded corner under the bark of the tree, or the rubbish at
its base, in a fence corner, under the eaves or in the cracks
of a building, or sometimes just under the surface of loose
soil, and there spins its cocoon. Very frequently the old
cocoon of some other moth is utilized or practically no
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cocoon is made. The cocoon is a flimsy affair at best,
merely a thin covering of silk with which the caterpillar
mingles some of its hairs as it spins the cocoon. Within it
the caterpillar sheds its skin for the last time, having already
molted four or five times during growth, and the cast skin
is tucked away at one end of the cocoon. With this molt
the caterpillar has transformed to the pupa, similar to the
chrysalis of butterflies. In 1905 the caterpillars pupated
about September 7. In the pupa stage the insect remains
dormant throughout the winter, the moths emerging from
the pupse in June, as already described, June 9 and 10
being the exact dates at Durham in 1906.
Further south there are two broods in a season, but in
New Hampshire but one seems to occur.
Remedies.
Burning.—When the webs are not too numerous and still
small they can readily be destroyed by burning with a torch.
The webs should be burned over quickly and if this is done
at dusk the trees will be less likely to be injured.
Spraying.—But when the caterpillars are first noticed at
work on the tips of the twigs, if they seem to be abundant it
is best to spray the tree with an arsenical. Arsenate of lead,
five pounds to the barrel of water, is best, though Paris
green, at the rate of one pound to 100 gallons, with a pound
or two of freshly slacked stone lime is equally effective, but
does not adhere as well. It is useless to wait until the tree
is covered with large webs and then spray. To be effective
the tree must be sprayed early in August soon after the eggs
hatch. As it is also advisable to spray at this time for the
young Brown-tail Moth caterpillars, it will be found to be
good practice to spray about this time every year.
Destroying the Pupae.—Much can be done to check the
increase of the web-worms, as well as of other insects, by
destroying the pupae in the winter. They may commonly
be found in hollow trees, borers' holes, under bark, in fence
corners, under rubbish, etc. In many of these places they
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can be easily destroyed. We have found the hollow trunk
of an old tree containing a score or more, when it might
readily be cleaned out and filled with clay with benefit to the
tree itself.
The Yellow-necked Apple Caterpillar.*
During August one often notices the tips of the apple
limbs defoliated for a foot or two. If examined for the
cause of the damage either the Yellow-necked Apple Cater-
pillars or the next species to be described, the Red-humped
Apple Caterpillars (See page 325.), are found huddled to-
gether as if confessedly guilty.
The Larva.—While young the caterpillars eat only the
under surfaces of the leaves and the softer parts, leaving the
veins and upper surfaces, but as they become larger the
whok leaf is devoured except the stem. The larvae become
full grown during the latter half of August, five or six
weeks after hatching from the eggs. The caterpillar is then
about two inches long with jet black head, and the next seg-
ment, often termed the neck, a bright orange yellow, from
which the insect is named. Down the middle of the back
runs a black stripe, and on either side of the body are three
stripes of black alternating with four of yellow, the body
being thinly clothed with long, soft, white hairs. The cater-
pillars feed together in colonies and are often found clustered
together on a limb in a solid mass. If the limb bearing it is
jarred or if a caterpillar is touched, it at once assumes a
position characteristic of this genus, throwing the head and
tail in the air with a jerk and clinging to the limb by the
abdominal prolegs as shown in plate 2. A caterpillar will
remain in this apparently lifeless position for several min-
utes, being the most accommodating insect to pose for a
photograph we have met.
Pupa.—The full grown caterpillars descend from the tree
at night and burrow into the earth for from two to four
inches and there transform to the naked brown pupcie with-
Datana ministra. Drury.
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out forming any cocoons. The pupa does not differ notice-
ably from that of many moths and is shown in plate 3, b.
This year caterpillars which evidently hatched about August
1, entered the earth for pupation on September 6.
Moth.—The winter is passed in the pupal stage, the moths
emerging from the middle of June through July, moths in
our collection being dated June 20, 24, July 16, 1898. The
wings expand about two inches and are a reddish-brown
color, while the head and thorax are chestnut brown. The
fore-wings have three to five transverse lines, one or two
spots, and the extreme outer margin of a darker color. The
hind wings are pale yellowish without markings.
Eggs.—Seventy-five to one hundred eggs are laid in a
cluster on the surface of a leaf by each female, the round
white eggs being placed side by side and cemented together
in one mass much as shown in plate 4, a. The first eggs
laid hatch during the latter part of July and others hatch
during the first half of August, so that colonies of all ages
are found at the same time in late August.
This species has been exceedingly abundant during the
past two seasons and is one of the most common apple cater-
pillars of New England.
Remedies.
The same as for the Red-humped Apple Caterpillar, for
which see page 327.
The Rkd-humped Apple Caterpillar.*
With much the same habits and manner of injury as the
last species and often associated with it, is the Red-humped
Apple Caterpillar.
Larva.—The name is given on account of the prominent
hump on the fourth segment, which, with the head, is a
bright coral red. The body of the full grown cater-
pillar is striped with yellowish, white, and dark brown or
'Schizura concinna. S. and A.
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black lines and a double row of black spines extends along
the back. The back is marked with five narrow black lines.
The first three segments are spotted with black and white
;
the sides of the fifth to tenth segments are whitish with
black lines above the spiracles and with five black points,
three above and two below the spiracles ; the last seg-
ment is spotted with black. The legs are black and the
prolegs black and yellow. The full grown caterpillar is
about an inch and a quarter long and tapers toward the
posterior end which is usually held in the air, as in plate 4, c.
The caterpillars appear about the same time in August
and defoliate the limb from the tip inward the same as the
Yellow-necked Apple Caterpillar. When full grown, from
the 1st to the 20th of September, the caterpillars descend to
the ground and under rubbish or among loose particles of
earth construct a loose silken cocoon into which is glued
particles of earth and rubbish so that it closely resembles its
surroundings. After some time the caterpillars transform
to pupae in which stage the winter is passed. Caterpillars
constructed cocoons September 20, 1906, but had not trans-
formed October 11.
These caterpillars are also gregarious and are often found
huddled together in masses on the limbs. When handled
a caterpillar will emit a fluid which has a peculiar acid
smell and which doubtless serves as a defense against its
enemies.
The caterpillars also feed on plum, rose, thorn, pear,
cherry, willow, blackberry, and other related plants.
Moth.—The moths appear about the last of June. "The
fore-wings of the moth are dark brown on the inner and
grayish on the outer margin ; they have a dark brown
dot near the middle, a spot near each angle, and several
longitudinal streaks of the same color along the hinder
margin. The hind-wings of the male are brownish, of the
female dusky brown ; the body is light brown, the thorax of
a darker shade. With wings expanded they measure an
inch and a quarter across."
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Eggs.—The eg-g's are similar to those of the Yellow-
necked Apple Caterpillar, being laid on the under side of a
leaf, and are shown in plate 4, a. Eggs are laid from late
June or early jul\" until September 1st. Rut one brood
occurs in a season.
Remkdies.
As the work of these caterpillars is very quickly noticed
and as they habitually feed together in colonies, it is an easy
matter to hand pick and destroy them, or swab them off the
limbs with a ra^ or waste saturated with kerosene. When
a colony is noticed at the tip of a limb it may be cut off and
burned, though this is rarely necessary. If this and other
caterpillars are common upon the terminals it will be well
to spray the trees about August 1st with arsenate of lead,
three to five pounds per barrel. To be most effective this
should be applied while the caterpillars are still small. (See
page ;i-1?, concerning spraying.)
The Hickory Tiger Moth.*
Though usually common upon hickory, walnut and butter-
nut, late -in the summer of 1905 this caterpillar was numer-
ous in apple orchards. It also often attacks elm, ash, and lin-
den. Clusters of partly grown caterpillars were found feed-
ing upon the under sides of the leaves early-in August.
Lan'ac.—The caterpillars become full grown during the
latter half of September, when they are about 1^/2 inches
long. The young caterpillars resemble the grown ones in
coloration and are striking insects with their tufts of white
and black hairs. The caterpillars are white with a row of
eight black tufts along the back, two black, pencil-like tufts
on the fourth and tenth segments ; four white tufts on the
second and third, and two on the eleventh and twelfth. The
head, forelegs, and the surface of the body are covered with
minute black tubercles and there is a transverse black line
between each segment. (See plate •"). a.)
•Halisidota caryae. Harris
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The caterpillar spins an oval grayish cocoon under stones
or rubbish, in the crevices of a wall or bark, and transforms
to the pupa, in which stage the winter is passed.
Moth.— (Plate 5, b.) The moths emerge about the mid-
dle of June (June 16, 1898; 21, 1900). The wings of the
female expand from Ij^ to 2 inches, the fore-wings being
light brown, spotted with silvery white markings, and with
the veins darker brown. The thorax is light brown, and the
abdomen darker brown. The male is smaller and has the
antennse more feathered. The eggs are doubtless laid on
the foliage about July 1st, but do not seem to have been
observed.
Remedies.
Spraying with paris green or arsenate of lead as advised
for the above caterpillars, about the 1st of August, will
usually control this species equally well.
The Rusty Tussock Moth.*
One of our commonest caterpillars in the orchard is that
of the Rusty Tussock Moth, which is also, throughout most
of the state, the most common of the three tussock moths to
be described.
Eggs.—Very often the eggs of this insect are first noticed,
as they are readily seen, upon the dead leaves attached to the
tree during the winter, and are often sent to us mistaken for
Brown-tail Moth eggs, which occur only in August. From
200 to 300 eggs are laid together on a leaf, as shown in
figure 2.
Larva.—The eggs hatch irregularly, some hatching about
May 1st and others in the same mass not hatching until
possibly a month later. Upon hatching the young larva
feeds for a short time on the old egg shells before attacking
the foliage. The caterpillars require about 35 days for their
dcA^elopment. molting four times during growth. The full
*Notolophus antiqiia Liiin.
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grown caterpillar resembles the two species next described,
having the pencil or brush of black hairs projecting like a
horn on either side of the head, and a similar median tuft
near the tip of the abdomen, and with the four white tus-
socks of hairs on the middle of the first four abdominal
segments. The present species, however, is much darker
than the others, being quite blackish in color, the head of the
caterpillar is black, the retractile tubercles on the middle
of the tenth and eleventh segments are orange, and project-
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Moth.—The female moth is wing^less and looks very little
like the male, being of a gra3ish color, looking more like a
fat spider. She crawls out upon the cocoon where next day
she lays her eggs and soon dies. The male is a rust-brown
color with wings expanding slightly over an inch. The
fore-wings are crossed by two darker bands and have a con-
spicuous white spot near the anal angle.
The eggs, which are bare, with no covering as in the
other species, hatch early in July (July 5, 1905.) and the
caterpillars from them become mature in late summer.
From them develop moths which lay eggs that remain on
the trees over winter, thus making two complete broods
each year.
As far as observed this species does not occur in such
large numbers or do so serious damage as the White-marked
Tussock ]\Ioth, though it is much the more common species
in all but extreme southern New Hampshire. This species
is an importation from Europe and feeds upon practically
all of our common fruit trees and many of the more com-
mon shade and forest trees ; possibly it is most common on
apple and plum.
The White-marked Tussock Moth.*
Though common throughout the state, this species is only
abundant in the southernmost towns, where it is often a
serious pest of shade trees, as it is in Massachusetts and
further south.
Bggs.—The eggs are laid in a mass upon the old cocoon
upon the trunk or main limbs of the tree. This species
covers its eggs with a white, frothy mass, so that the indi-
vidual eggs are not visible.
Lari'ac.—Eggs commenced hatching May T, 190."). and
some of this mass were still hatching June 14, when some
of the caterpillars first hatched were ready to pupate.
The general appearance of the caterpillar is like that of
the preceding species, but the head is red, along each side of
Hemerocampa leucostigma. S. and A.
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the black stripe which runs (lo\\n the middle of the hack
is a distinct yellow stripe, and it lacks the black pencils on
the sides of the second abdominal se,q;ment. Possibly the
caterpillar is also slio;htly larg-er. The hairs from the bodies
of these caterpillars are poisonous like those of the T.rown-
tail ?kIoth Caterpillars, though not so badly, and often, when
abundant, cause disagreeable irritation to a sensitive skin.
The larvx spin thin cocoons and pupate about the middle of
June, the moths emerging late in June and first week of
July. (June 29 to July 6, 1905.)
Moth.—The female moth is wingless and resembles that
of the preceding species. The male is of a dull ash-gray
color with several wavy dark gray lines crossing the fore-
wings.
The life history practically duplicates that of the last spe-
cies, two broods probably occuring in a season.
This species is most common on fruit and shade trees,
but is known to attack practically all deciduous trees, and,
according to Prof. Fernald, fir, spruce, larch, and cypress.
The Willow Tussock Moth."
This is by no means as common a species as the other two
and is not of as great economic importance. Prof. Fernald
states that "it feeds upon willow, oak, maple and many other
trees," and we reared our specimens on apple.
Eggs.—The eggs are laid in masses on the old cocoons
adhering to the branches of the tree, but are covered with a
mass of creamy scales from the body of the female, which
fact distinguishes them from those of the other two species.
Larva.—Eggs hatched May 8, 1905, and the larv?e had
become full grown about the middle of June. The cater-
pillars are much lighter in color than either of the other
species. The head and body are a pale yellow with an
almost colorless stripe down the back, and can hardly be
confused with the other species. (See i)late H. a.) The
cater])illars inii)ated June IT, 190."), and the males emerged
•Hemerocampa definita. Pack.
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July 15 to 21, while the female moths had emerged by the
later date.
Moths.—Both male and female moths closely resemble
those of the White-marked Tussock Moth, so that the spe-
cies were formerly confused. The life history is evidently
practically identical.
Remedies for Tussock Moths.
Evidently all of the Tussock Moths will respond to the
same means of control on account of the similarity in life
history.
In the winter the eggs may be easily removed and de-
stroyed while pruning the trees. The treatment of these
pests closely resembles that for the Gypsy Moth, to which
they are nearly 'related. Where trees have been cleaned of
eggs and neighboring trees are badly infested, which will
usually occur only with the White-marked Tussock Moth in
New Hampshire, they may be protected by banding with
bodlime, tanglefoot, printers' ink on paper, or any similar
sticky substance over which the caterpillars cannot crawl in
ascending the tree, and which will not injure the tree.
Where apple orchards have been sprayed late in May, in
the usual manner for the codling moth and diseases, there
will be little trouble with the first brood, and probably but
few of the second. Should the second brood appear numer-
ous, spraying about August 1st, as for the other apple cater-
pillars, will destroy them.
Spraying for Apple Caterpillars.
It will be noticed that practically all of the common apple
caterpillars above described are injurious late in the summer
and that spraying about August 1st is advised for their con-
trol. Inasmuch as the young caterpillars of the Brown-tail
Moth, now so prevalent over southern New Hampshire, may
also be controlled by spraying at this time, it would seem
that a single thorough spraying might well become a cus-
tomary orchard practice, the same as should the two spray-
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ings in ]May for the coddling moth, diseases, and spring
caterpillars.
Of the insecticides, use paris green, green arsenoid, or
arsenate of lead. The first two should be used at the rate
of one pound to 100 gallons of water, to which is added a
pound or two of freshly slaked stone lime. In mixing stir
up the insecticide with a little water to form a paste before
adding to the barrel. Arsenate of lead is slightly more
expensive, being used at the rate of 3 to 5 pounds to a
barrel of water, but has the advantage of adhering better,
not being washed off by rains as is paris green, and not
burning the most tender foliage.
For a few small trees, a bucket, knapsack, or compressed
air sprayer (see plate 8) will be found convenient. A six
or eight-foot length of quarter-inch gas pipe to which the
nozzle is attached w'ill enable one to cover a fair sized tree,
and with a compressed air sprayer both hands are free to
manipulate the rod. The compressed air sprayer has the
disadvantage that it does not keep the material as well agi-
tated, which is of importance, as the paris green tends to
settle, but this may be overcome by shaking the tank occa-
sionally. But where any number of large trees are to be
sprayed a barrel pump will be needed. The barrel sprayer
should be as much a part of the equipment of every owner
of an apple orchard as is his plow for corn culture. For
orchard work a convenient outfit is shown in plate 8, con-
sisting of a one-horse wagon upon which a rough platform
has been erected, firmly bolted to the box, and placing the
man who sprays three or four feet above the bed. The
barrel is in front with the driver, who pumps, and another
barrel of mixture may be carried beneath the tower where
the supply is distant from the orchard. With such an outfit,
which can be readily built on any wagon at slight expense,
and is easily removed, orchard trees can be much more
thoroughly and quickly covered, thus greatly reducing the
cost of spraying, in which labor is the chief item of expense.
Many good types of barrel pumps are now on the market
and can be obtained through seedsmen, agricultural ware-
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houses or direct from the manufacturers, for whose ad-
chxsses see the agricultural newspapers. Buy a pump with
as little of its working parts above the head of the barrel as
possible ; with cylinder and valves of brass and other parts
of maleable or galvanized iron—castings are always break-
ing ; one with a good mechanical agitator which can be
operated by itself without pumping at the same time. The
ease with which a pump may be attached or removed from
the barrel, and with which the working parts, such as the
valves and packing of the cylinder are reached and removed
for adjustment, are points of importance. A good barrel
pump should always have a large air chamber so that steady
pressure of about 60 or 75 pounds may be obtained.
Fig. Bordeaux and vermorel spray nozzles.
Almost as important as a good pump is the nozzle. Possi-
bly more beginners in spraying fail from using a cheap noz-
zle obtained of the local hardware man than through any
other cause. Two types of nozzles, shown in figure 3, are
those best for general use, the Vermorel and Bordeaux,
The McGowan is also a good pattern for shade tree work
or for high trees where it is desired to throw a spray for
some distance. In all spraying the finest possible spray
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should be used, as it covers the foHage most evenly with the
least amount of material. A fine spray will not carry over
three or four feet and therefore those nozzles advertised to
spray ten feet from the ground are undesirable. In spray-
ing hold the nozzle away from the tree so that the spray may
settle over it like a fog, except where adverse wind makes
this impossible, and stop spraying as soon as the foliage is
wet and before it drips. A bamboo extension rod with cut-
off cock at the base enables one to reach the top of large
trees and to work much faster. Where orchard trees are to
be sprayed a double or triple nozzle is usually used, as the
volume of spray is increased and the tree may be more
quickly covered.
The Apple Leaf-aphis.*
The common, green Apple Leaf-aphis has been more than
commonly abundant on apple trees throughout the state this
season and in a few instances quite serious injury has been
observed on young orchards.
Life History.—The eggs of the aphides are to be found
on the twigs and branches during the winter, especially at
the crotches and around buds or scars. They are minute,
oval, shining black eggs not noticeable unless one looks
carefully around the buds and crotches or examines with a
lens. The eggs hatch the last week of April, but the young
aphides are not numerous enough to be noticed until the
middle of May or June 1st. The young become full grown
in about two weeks after hatching, molting four times dur-
ing their growth. As soon as full grown an aphis com-
mences to produce young, directly, without mating with a
male. All of this and subsequent summer generations are
females, and do not lay eggs, but give birth to live young'.
Several young are born every day for about a week, a single
•Aphis pomi DeGeer. For full account see l.'itli Kept. Del. Af;r. Exp. Sta.,
pga. 130-136. Smith, Bull, 143, N. J. Agr. Exp. Sta.
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female usually giving birth to about fifty. In a week or ten
days these young have become full grown and commence
to reproduce in the same manner. Many of this second
generation have become winged and migrate to other trees,
while a minority are wingless like the first generation. Both
winged and wingless reproduce in the same manner through-
out the summer, the winged forms being produced whenever
the foliage becomes overcrowded. The young which will
become winged aphides may be distinguished from those of
the wingless ones after the third molt, when the black wing-
pads appear at the sides of the body. (See plate 9, a.)
During the summer the color, size and form of the aphides
vary considerably with the diflferent generations. Late in
September the true males and females appear on the foliage
and twigs. Both are wingless (see plate 9, c, e), the male
being much the smaller, very active and with much longer
antennae, while the female moves slowly, is not as dark col-
ored and usually one or two eggs can be distinguished with-
in the abdomen by means of a lens. The sexes mate and the
eggs (plate 10, c, d) are deposited upon the twigs where
they remain over winter, as noted above.
Injury.—The first generation of aphides in the spring are
to be found upon the foliage buds as they expand and upon
the young foliage, but do not congregate on the blossoms
as does a nearly related species. With their rapid reproduc-
tion the foliage soon becomes covered with the vermin,
which feed upon the under surfaces of the leaves, causing
them to curl up, and subsequently drop. This curling of
the foliage is quite characteristic of this species on apple and
is to be noticed throughout the summer and in September
whenever it becomes excessively abundant. The aphides
have the habit of secreting a sweetish liquid called "honey
dew," upon which ants feed readily. Ants are, therefore,
almost always associated with them and where ants are
abundant on the foliage aphides are likely to be found. The
ants guard the aphides carefully and undoubtedly often
carry the wingless aphides from leaf to leaf or tree to tree,
as they commonly do for other species of aphides. Upon
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the honey dew. which soon covers badly afifected foHage,
grows a black fungus which gives infested leaves a blackish,
sooty appearance.
Description.—The various forms of this aphis are shown
in plate 9. The wingless or apterous viviparous (i. e., pro-
ducing live young) female is about one-tenth of an inch long
and of a bright green color, though occasionally yellowish or
even pale orange, with the tips of the antennae, the cornicles
or honey tubes which project from either side of the abdo-
men, and the tail, black. The winged viviparous female
(plate 9, b) has the head deep olive brown, the thorax
blackish, and three black spots on each lateral margin of
the abdomen in front of the honey tubes, but is otherwise
colored much like the wingless form. The true oviparous
(/. e., egg-laying) females are at first light yellowish-brown,
but later become very dark green, while the true males are
a yellowish-brown color.
Aphides, or plant lice, feed by means of a small beak
which extends from the head, through which the juices of
the foliage are sucked into the mouth. Within this beak are
four little bristle-like mouthparts. In feeding, the tip of the
beak is fixed on the surface of the leaf and these little bristles
are thrust into the tissue, lacerating it and causing a fiow of
juices w'hich are sucked up through the beak. This is the
method of feeding of all "true bugs" having the sucking
type of mouthparts and is of importance in considering the
remedies to be applied. With the thousands of individuals
which soon cover the foliage, due to the power of rapid mul-
tiplication above described, it is not surprising that the foliage
soon shows the effect and that the leaves curl up and drop.
Upon young trees, which are usually worse affected, this is
often a serious drain upon the vitality of the tree, stunting
the growth, weakening the tree so that it is more liable to
the attack of diseases and other insects, and by causing the
premature dropping of the foliage in the fall (see plate 10,,
a.), preventing the full growth of the tree and the proper-
hardenine: of the wood before winter.
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Remedies.
To be successfully controlled the aphides should be com-
batted in the spring before they have become numerous
enough to curl the foliage, for it is impossible to reach them
successfully with any spray when within the curled leaves.
A spray of kerosene emulsion, whale oil soap or fish oil soap,
one pound to five gallons of water, tobacco water, or any of
the prepared tobacco extracts (used according to directions
accompanying them), will kill the aphides if applied so as
to hit them, for as these sprays kill by coming in contact
with the insects, each individual must be hit by them. Whale
oil soap or tobacco water may be combined with Bordeaux
mixture, where that is also sprayed about this time. Poisons
such as paris green are of no use whatever in fighting these
pests for they do not feed upon the surface of the foliage
and hence do not secure it. Upon young trees where the
foliage is badly curled we have found one of the most prac-
tical means of control is to cover the tree with a muslin cov-
ered frame, the muslin being sized with glue or oil, and to
fumigate the trees with tobacco extracts, tobacco powder,
or any of the tobacco papers now sold for greenhouse work.
(Concerning this see 14th Rept. Del. Agr. Exp. Station, pg.
129.)
Frequently it is advisable to spray the trees when the
females are laying their eggs in the fall. At this time the
foliage is not curled and they may be readily destroyed with
the above sprays and thus the egg-laying prevented.
The Oyster-sheli/ Scale.*
Although our most common scale insect and abundant on
all apple trees, there seems to be considerable desire for in-
formation concerning it, judging from our correspondence,
which also attests the fact that it is doing considerable dam-
age. We have personally seen young apple and poplar trees
in several localities killed by this insect thickly encrusting
Lepidosaphes ulmi Linn. (Mytilapis pomorum Bouche.)
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the bark and have found it excessively abundant in several
young orchards scattered over southern New Hampshire.
Description.—The adult female may be readily recognized
by comparison with figures 4, 5, which shows the scales on
poplar, and also by the characteristic oyster-shell-like shape
which gives the insect its name. The adult scale is about
one-eighth of an inch long and of a dark brown color, or
sometimes almost blackish. The male scale is smaller and
is shown in figure 4, d. It should be understood that the
scale is but a waxy covering secreted by the insect, and that
the true insect lives beneath it. The insect itself, shown in
Fig. 4. Oyster-shell bark-louse : a, scales on apple twig; b, female scale, back
view, magnified ; c, female scale and eggs, imder-side, magnified ; d, male scale,
magnified.
figure 6, c, is a yellowish, jelly-like mass, lacking legs, or
head, and little resembling an insect.
Life History.—If one of the female scales be turned over
during the winter, numerous oval, white eggs will be found
under each, with the shrivelled body of the female under the
anterior part. These eggs hatch late in May or in early
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June, producing' small yellowisn insects looking like mites
as they crawl over the bark, of' en giving it a yellowish tinge
where very abundant. They a''e of microscopic size and are
shown greatly enlarged in figure fi, c. They soon settle in
a place and begin sucking nourishment from the underlying
bark tissues, and in about two days long, white, waxy fila-
ments extend from the back of the young, and, where they
are numerous, the infested branch is adorned with patches
of woolly appearing material. This excrement soon mats
Fig. 5. Oyster shell scale on poplar (from Weed).
down and forms a protective covering. As the insect grows
it molts its skin and the cast skins are added to the waxy
scale. The fully developed female may be found during
August, and during that month and early September she
lays from 50 to 100 eggs, after which she soon dies. The
oyster-shell scale attacks only the bark, as life on the fruit
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or leaves would be fatal, where but one brood occurs in a
season, and often on old apple trees lives underneath the old
scales of bark and is a factor in causing the old bark to scale
off of old trees.
Food.—Besides apple, which is the favorite food plant,
this scale attacks plum, pear, wild cherry, maples, ash, birch.
Fig 6. Oyster-shell Scale (Lepidosaplies ulmi Boucbe.) a, adult
male ; }), foot of same ; c, young larva ; d. antenna of same ; e, adult female
taken from scale, a, c, e, greatly enlarged ; b, d, still more enlarged.
(After Iloicard, V. S. D. A.)
poplar, willows, lindens, elm, etc.. often causing serious
injury to }oung shade trees.
Rkmedies.
Inasmuch as the eggs exist under the old scale over win-
ter it is difficult to combat the insect while the tree is dor-
mant, as is done with some of our worst scale insects. But
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as the young are crawling in late May and early June we
may destroy them by spraying with kerosene emulsion, or
whale oil soap at that time, killing them before they become
protected with thick scales. Upon badly infested trees two
sprayings will be found advisable, one about June 1st and
a second about ten days later. Spray thoroughly, paying
little attention to the foliage for this insect, but thoroughly
drenching the trunk, branches and twigs.
The Scurfy Scale.*
Another scale commonly found on apple and pear, and
often mistaken for the dreaded San Jose Scale, is the Scurfy
Scale, so-called from the "scurfy" appearance which the
Fig. 7. The Scurfy Scale: a, bark showing scales in position, natural size; b,
male scale, magnilied; c, female scale, magnified.
noticeable white scales give the bark. The scales are shown
in figure 7. The life history of this species is very similar
to the preceding and the remedial treatment is the same.
•Chionaspis furfur r Fitch.
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SHADE TREE AND WOODLAND INSECTS.
The Wai<nut Caterpillar.*
Hickory trees in Durham and throughout southern New
Hampshire have been badl}- injured and in many cases en-
tirely defoHated during the past August by the Walnut Cat-
erpillar. Injury has been so general that no specific cases
need be cited, the photographs, plate 11, telling the story
more graphically. In Mississippi and Louisiana this insect
is the chief enemy of pecan foliage. Elsewhere its favorite
food is black walnut, though it attacks hickory and butter-
nut, as well as several forest trees occasionally.
Life History.—This year the caterpillars had become full
grown by August 20. Those brought to the laboratory
entered the soil and pupated August 22, most of those upon
the trees having done so several days previously. The pupal
stage is passed in the soil four to six inches below the sur-
face. The moths emerge about the middle of June, speci-
mens in our collection being dated June IS, 1898, and June,
1897. Eggs are probably laid sometime in July and require
about a week to hatch. The caterpillars become full grown
in about a month, from eggs which probably hatch from the
middle to end of July. Thus there is but one generation a
year in this latitude, while in the Gulf States three or four
broods occur.
Bggs.-—The eggs are laid upon the under surfaces of the
leaves on the lower branches of the tree ; 400 to 800 are laid
in a mass. The empty egg shells were still adhering to
fallen leaves under the defoliated trees late in August and
are shown in plate 12. At first the eggs are a light green
color, but by the time they hatch have turned to a pure white.
Larva.—The different stages of growth of the caterpillars
differ decidedly in coloration so that they might be mistaken
for different insects. The newly hatched larva is from l-8th
to l-.-)th of an inch long, of a brick red color with two faint
yellowish longitudinal stripes on each side. The head, the
Datana integerrima G. & R.
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top of first segment, and last segment are shining black.
In the third stage the caterpillars are about o-8ths of an
inch in length, of a deeper reddish color, and with the
yellowish lines more distinct. During the fourth stage
the body is deep reddish-brown with three very narrow
dull white stripes along each side and a broader one below
the spiracles, which are black. The body is covered with
sordid white hairs, being about one inch long. In the last
stage the caterpillars are about 1^^ to 3 inches long when
full grown. (See figure 8.) It is now a very different
Fig. 8. Walnut caterpillars ; left, back view ; center, ready to pupate ;
right, side view—natural size.
looking insect from the younger stage. The body is en-
tirely black and is covered with long tlossy. white hairs,
only the white line on the side beneath the spiracles re-
maining distinct.
The caterpillars feed together and have the peculiar habit
of assembling together just before molting and casting their
skins together. The first molts are made upon crotches of
the twigs or limbs, so that a defoliated tree is festooned with
bunches of these cast skins as shown in plate 13. The last
molt is made on the rough bark of the trunk, often not far
from the ground, the trunks of l^adlv infested trees being
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covered with these skins. After molting the last time the
caterpillars ascend the tree and feed upon the foliage a short
time, before entering the ground for pupation. Like the
Yellow-necked Apple Caterpillar (page 334), which belongs
to the same genus, the caterpillars have the habit of raising
the head and tail with a jerk when disturbed and remaining
motionless for some time.
Moth.—The adult moth is very similar to Dataiia ministra
shown in plate 3, c, and would hardly be distinguished from
it except by comparison.
Remedies.
As the eggs are deposited on the lower leaves of the tree
much can be done by collecting them as soon as they are
deposited in July, for each egg mass contains hundreds of
eggs, from which sufficient larvae may hatch to defoliate a
considerable area.
The habit of the caterpillars congregating together when
molting, especially when on the trunk in the last molt, makes
it easy to destroy them at that time, when they may be
easily seen.
Spraying the trees with paris green, arsenate of lead or
any arsenical, as soon as the work of the caterpillars is
noticed will destroy them, but it is questionable whether this
will be feasible on the large hickories common along the
roadsides and in the pastures of Xew Hampshire. If at-
tempted, a good barrel spray pump maintaining a good
pressure will be necessary, and a man should be sent into the
tree with a long line of hose and extension rod.
Inasmuch as the pupae occur in the soil beneath the tree
at various depths of probably not over six inches, we would
suggest that where the roots of the tree are not too close to
the surface, the soil beneath and for a short distance around
an affected tree be thoroughly plowed or spaded up in late
fall and again in early spring. This has been found one of
the best means of destroying pupae of other insects wintering
in the soil, and if possible without injury to the roots, will
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undoubtedly be found the most practicable method of con-
trolling this pest.
Though no observations have been made upon the insect
parasites of the walnut caterpillar by us, it seems probable
that like other native forest tree caterpillars, they will usu-
ally hold it in check so that its injury will not be serious and
that we may expect such severe injury as experienced this
year only occasionally.
Fig. 9. Dataiia anc/usii G. & R. larvae. Above, back view ; below,
side view—slightly enlarged.
Meanwhile we would urge the spading or plowing of the
soil beneath trees badly injured this year wherever possible.
Datana angussii G. & R.
A nearly related species was also concerned and largely
responsible for the injury this year. The life history of
D. angusii is practically identical with that of the last spe-
cies, though it seems to appear somewhat later, the cater-
pillars being about half grown when those of integerrima had
dissappeared. They became full grown the first and second
week of September. The caterpillars shown in figure are
very much like those of the yellow-necked apple caterpillar
(see page 324, and plate 2), though the yellow stripes are
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somewhat narrower. It may be controlled in the same
manner as the last species.
The Elm Leaf-aphis.*
The elm leaf-aphis, though not previously recorded as in-
jurious in New Hampshire, during August, 1906, was inju-
rious in several cities. Injury by it was first called to our
attention by Miss Stella B. Farr, Littleton, N. H.. who,
forwarded specimens July 24 and gave a graphic account
of the destruction being wrought to the shade trees
in that city. About the same time Selectman Charles
P. Barnum telephoned us asking for some means
of combating the pest. We advised washing the foliage of
the trees thoroughly with hydrant water with a fire hose,
knowing that probably no suitable spraying apparatus with
which to apply ordinary insecticides was available. A little
later considerable injury was reported from Claremont,
Rochester, and Franklin, with requests for remedies. But
little being known concerning this pest. Dr. T. J. Headlee
was sent to investigate its work in Littleton and give any
advice possible. Early in August Dr. Headlee spent two
days in Littleton and the following notes are from his report.
The people of Littleton have been greatly troubled with
this insect the present summer, there being several sources
of the annoyance. First, the honeydew was. produced
by the aphides in such abundance as to drip from the
leaves and in some cases to ruin un washable clothing
of people passing beneath the trees. The porch of one
citizen was rendered uninhabitable by the honey dew blow-
ing into it. Second, the elm trees were blackened by the
sooty fungus growing upon the honeydew, involving leaves,
branches and even the trunks. Third, the leaves dropped
in such numbers, due to the injury of the aphides, that the
sidewalks and lawns were covered with them. Lastly the
injury seemed to be the cause of the dropping of apparently
vigorous twigs which bore healthy looking leaves, this oc-
•Calllpterus ulmifolii Monell.
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curring mostly on old trees. Many of these twigs broke off
as far back as the fourth-year-growth node and all of the
twigs broke at the growth nodes. Careful examination of
the tissues of these nodes where the twigs were broken off
and where they seemed about to break, failed to reveal any
fungus growth which might be the cause. A corky forma-
tion was found, however, wdiich seemed to indicate that the
dropping of the twigs was a natural pruning of the tree
caused by the drain upon its life resulting from the myriads
of plant lice and the consequent loss of much of its foliage.
Mr. Charles P. Barnum had induced the fire department
to wash the trees with water from the town hydrants, under
a pressure of 120 pounds. This washed nearly all animal
life from the trees, including aphides, lady-bird beetles,
syrphus fly larvae, etc.. as well as the honey dew and much
of the black fungus. Where the maximum pressure was ob-
tained the loose bark of the large trees was blown off as if the
limbs had been scraped. This treatment was quite effica-
cious, for the trees so treated showed decidedly fewer
aphides and less blackening. On Aug. 1, however, the
aphides had so decreased in numbers from the attacks of
their natural enemies, and the migration of the winged
forms, that there were not enough on most trees to do
serious damage. During the third week of July resi-
dents stated that the air had been literally filled with the
winged a{)hides. The foliage of nearly all the elms in
Littleton was blackened and in some cases the trees were
almost completely defoliated.
From this experience it would seem that hydrant water
under pressure is an exceedingly valuable insecticide for
insects of this class, as it has been found for the Cottony
Maple Scale.
But little seems to be known of the life history and habits
of this aphid. It was originally described by Monell, pre-
sumably from St. Louis, ]\Io. (See Bull. U. S. Geol. & Geog.
Surv. Terr. Vol. V. No. 1, p. 29, 1879). It seems to have
been commonly injurious in northern New York during the
past ten years (See Lintner, 13th Rept. Inj. Insects N. Y.,
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p. 36-2 (1897), Felt, Bull. 46 Bur. Ent. U. S. D. A. p. 66
(li)0;3), li)th Rept. Inj. Ins. N. Y., N. Y. State Museum
]\Iemoir 8. 1. p. 176 (1906), but has not been reported else-
where. I'nfortunately we have been unable to make any
study of its life histor}-. It seems quite possible that an
alternate host or food plant may be discovered.
Description. Winged viviparous females measure about
1.75 mm. long and 3mm. wing expanse. Light yellowish-
green ; Wings strongly irridescent, eyes yellow, with reddish-
brown tinge dorsally, head with irregular dark subdorsal
line and line above each eye, the latter continuing on the
lateral margin of the prothorax ; mesal line on head pul-
verulent and two pulverulent lines between dark lines, mak-
ing three pulverulent lines on head ; three submesal black
spots on prothorax with pulverulent mesal line between and
similar line on either side, the latter bounded below by dark
line ; an irregular submesal row of dark-tipped, spiny tuber-
cles on abdomen and on lateral margin laterad of the former
and cephalad of the latter are pulverulent patches. Corni-
cles short, concolorous. Cauda wanting, with long stiff
bristle like hairs in place. Pulverulent laterally and more
or less ventrally. These aphides can make a decided jump
when disturbed.
The Wooly Elm- Aphis.*
Frequentl}' the leaves of the elm are curled and gnarled,
forming open galls, in early summer, and from the
trees drops the whitish honeydew sometimes blackening the
walks or foliage beneath. The afifected leaves also often
remain hanging on the trees long after the healthy foliage
has dropped and well through the winter. Such injury is
very common throughout New Hampshire and is the work
of the Wooly Elm Aphis. The species was originally
described and the life history very fully worked out by Prof.
C. V. Riley (See Bull. U. S. Geol. & Geog. Surv. Terr. Vol.
V, No. 1, 1879, p. 4). The following summary of the life
•Sohizoneura americana Riley.
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history is taken from a recent account by Dr. E. P. Felt
(Ins. Affecting Park and Woodland Trees, p. 177).
Life History.—"The life history of this species has been
carefully worked out by the late Prof. Riley who states that
the overwintering egg is a minute, dull yellowish, ovoid
object about l-50th inch long, which is deposited in cracks
and crevices of the bark during the summer. This remains
dormant till the leafbuds begin to swell, at which time the
young plant lice issue, crawl to the terminal leaves and
branches and settle on the first tender leaflets they find.
This is the first generation or stem-mothers, and they estab-
lish themselves on the under surface of the leaf and very
Fig. 10. Elm leaf curled by aphis. (From Weed.)
soon cause it to swell and curl, usually from one edge. The
curl varies however, depending somewhat on whether one
or several stem mothers settle on the same bud. The stem-
mother, at first pale yellowish-red, with dark appendages,
increases rapidly in size, depending somewhat on the nour-
ishment in the leaf. In about 25 days young begin to appear
at the rate of about one to every six or seven hours according
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to temperature. The colony increases in numbers and early
in June in this latitude, the afifected leaves may be literally
overflowing with plant lice and the honeydew they produce.
In favorable years the lice soon become so abundant that
the leaves do not protect them, and are covered with multi-
tudes of old and young', some wingless and others with
organs of flight. At this time the second generation of
wingless mothers are surrounded by smaller colonies, all
of which in turn acquire wings. Other generations are
produced, as many as six occurring in one season, the last
depositing eggs in the crevices of the bark as mentioned
above."
Remedies.—From the above life history, which has a gen-
eral resemblance to that of the apple leaf aphis—see page 335
it would seem that much the same methods for combating
this aphis might be employed. Spraying with kerosene
emulsion, whale oil soap, or tobacco water just as the foil-
age is starting in the spring should destroy the aphides
before they have curled the foliage, for after the leaves are
curled it is impossible to reach all of the aphides. It is possi-
ble that a strong jet of water from fire hose as used against
the elm leaf aphis might be effective in dislodging many
of the winter eggs, but so far as we know there is no insec-
ticide which could be profitably employed that would kill
the eggs.
The Spiny Emvi Caterpillar.*
The common black, red-spotted, spiny caterpillars which
often defoliate the elm have been unusually abundant during
the season of 1906, and in many places seem to be becoming
an annual pest of the elm. The insect has been very fully
described and illustrated in bulletin 67 of this station by Dr.
C. M. Weed, to which the reader is referred.
*Euvanessa antiopa Linn.
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The; Sweetfern Inchvvorm.*
During- the late summer of 1!M).3 the sweet fern which is
so abundant over many old pastures and stripped land in
New Hampshire was very generally defoilated by a cater-
pillar commonly known as the "inchworm/' from its habit
of looping along as if measuring inches which often gives
the caterpillars of this family the name "measuring worms."
These caterpillars are a bright yellow, marked with black
lines, and with white spots along the sides as shown in
plate 13, b.
Though we had noticed the insect as unusually abundant
at Durham where it had spread into an apple orchard, the
most serious injury—if the destruction of sweet fern may
be called injury—was called to our attention by Mayor C.
W. Bickford of Rochester, who requested that we examine
a tract about two miles north of Rochester, where these
caterpillars had stripped some twenty acres of sweet fern
{Myrica asplenifolia) and much of the scrub birch growing
with it, as well as wild cherry and various weeds and scrub
growth. The line of advance of the army of caterpillars was
clearly visible, though at this time they were far less abun-
dant than the previous week. Numerous predaceous and
parasitic insects were found preying upon them, but prob-
ably 80 or 90 per cent, were dying from disease. The exact
nature of the disease remains unknown. The dead cater-
pillars became attached to the twig upon which they clung
by means of fine threads—evidently of a fungus disease.
Through the courtesy of Dr. L. O. Howard, specimens were
submitted to the bacteriologists of the Bureau of Animal
Industry, who reported that four organisms were isolated
from the diseased larvae, the most important being a bac-
terium. Experiments with a culture of the latter have been
made upon larvae of Datana ministra Dru. without results
and also upon the common tent caterpillar (Malacosoma
americana Fab.), and the Brown tail moth larvae, through
food was dipped in cultures of the bacteria as well as the
*Cingilia catenaria Cram.
Plate ]. Wf>b of Fall Webworms on Apple.

Plate 2. The Yellow-necked Apple Caterpillar Above, caterpillars on
apple twig from wh'ch leaves have been striped ; below, a characteristic
cluster of caterpillars. From life.

Plate 3. The Yellow-necked Apple Caterpillar. <i, larva slightly en-
larged ; b, pupa—greatly enlarged ; c, moth, enlarged.

Plate 4. The Ked-humped Apple Caterpillar, a, eggs, greatly iii-
larged ; b, c, caterpillars nearly full grown, and (/, young caterpillars
—
natural size ; h, c, d. fiom Weed.

I'lale T). Hickory Tiger Motli.
niotli t'lilargtd : c. young caterpillars
'/. larvae, back and side views ; 6,
-natural size, c, from Weed.

Plate G. The tus.sock moth (.'atcrpillars. n, llrmcriHampa definita
Pack.; b, the rusty tussock moth caterpillar (Notolophus antiqua Linn.^
c, the white-marked tussock moth caterpillar (Hcmrrocampa le uco.it ujma
S. & A.) ; d, cocoon of N. antiqua. All slightly enlarged.

Plate 7. The White-marked Tussock Moth :—1, Full grown male and
female larvae; 2, adult wingless females depositing eggs on cocoons; 3.
males ; 4, female pupae, from below and above ; 5, male pupae, from below
and above ; 6, full grown larva.

Plate 8. Above, one horse wagon with spray tower for orchard spray-




Plate 9. The Apple Leaf-aphis. (4p7iw pomi DeG.) a. pupae on
under surface of leaf ; h, -winged viviparous female ; c, male ; d, apterous
viviparous female ; e, oviparous female— b, c, d, e, greatly enlarged.

Plate 10. The Apple Leaf-aphis (Aphis pomi DeG.) o. young apple tree with foliage curled late






Plate i:?. The swiet-feru inch worm iCiii(iilin cntcnaria Cram.), a,
moth ; b, larva ; r, larva in cocoon ; d, transformed to pupa in cocoon ; e,
empty cocoons from which moths have emerged. Slightly enlarged.

Plate II. The s-weet-fcrii inch worm. Disea.'ied caterpillars, showing
fuiigou.s thread.s attaching theni to leaves and those in various stages of
decomposition. IJelow, caterpillars natural size on foliage.

Plate 15.
'/, c-ankor produced by black
Black Rot fungus of apples,
affected with the fungus, showing pycnidia on surface.

:.f
Plate 16. a. Cherry limb with early stage of Black Knot (photo by
Lamson)
;
b, cabbage affected with club root.
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cater])illars themselves. The effective work of this disease,
or diseases was quite miraculous, and we had great diffi-
culty in rearing adults on account of it. (See plate 14.)
Pupation took place August 10 to 12, and the moths
emerged Sept. 5 to 16. The moth is a very handsome insect
with its delicate white wings daintily spotted with black
(see plate 13, a). The moths were most abundant about
the third week in September, when they occurred in such
numbers as to attract attention generally, and could be seen
in large numbers along the edges of streams and ponds.
Moths were observed as late as Dec. 1st. Oviposition took
place from about Sept. 29 to the middle of October. The
females alight on a weed or branch of any low-growing^
plant, and to this an egg may be temporarily attached, but it
soon falls and usually is merely dropped to the ground. The
eggs are of a light green color. The only previous record
of outbreak by this insect that we have found is that by
Dr. Packard in his Forest Insects (5th Report U. S. Ento-
mological Comm. 1890) of an outbreak in Pennsylvania
nearly thirty years ago. The insect will hardly ever be of
much economic importance unless its food habits change.
Old residents in southwestern New Hampshire inform me
that they remember three or four such outbreaks of this
species during the last generation, but that each time the
outbreak lasted but one season. During 1906 the species
was by no means so abundant and its injuries did not attract
attention though the moths were common in late summer.
DEPART^IENT OF BOTANY.
Chakles Brooks.
. September 1st, 1905—November 1st, 1906.
Within the past year botanical quarters, consisting of
an office, a herbarium and a small laboratory, have been
fitted up in Ncsmith Hall. The equipment has been in-
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creased in the way of apparatus for the study of physiolog-
ical and pathological conditions in plants. Among the
additions are an autoclave, an incubator, a parraffin oven and
a microtome.
PLANT DISEASES.
The excessive rainfall early in the season made the past
summer very favorable to fungous diseases. The depart-
ment has kept a record of these as they occurred and so far
as possible has gathered data in regard to the extent and
nature of the injury done. The study has been carried on
by means of specimens sent to the station for identification,
by watching the produce in the markets, and by making a
careful survey of the gardens and orchards in certain sec-
tions of the state. The following are some of the diseases
that are known to have occurred in New Hampshire the past
year. Collections have been made of these and other dis-
eases and the specimens stored in the college herbarium.
Diseases op the Appi^e.
Apple Scab [Venturia pomi (Fr) Wint.]. This disease
is of common occurrence in the orchards of the state. It
appears in the spring on the young foliage as velvety, olive
colored patches. In severe cases the leaves become shriv-
elled and distorted, eventually dropping off. The fungus
also attacks the stems of apples, sometimes causing the young
fruit to shrivel and fall. But the most serious effects of
this parasite are found oh the fruit. Here the fungus pro-
duces olive-black spots, which in their late stages have a
narrow margin of light gray. When the scab spots are
abundant the fruit is often dwarfed, cracked and deformed
;
i
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and in any case it is rendered unsig^htly and its market value
decreased. Aside from the direct injury produced
Pig. 11. Apples affected with scab fungus (photo by Lamson).
by the disease, the breaking of the skin of the fruit
opens the way for the soft rot fungi, which soon des-
troy it. The spots on the leaves and fruit are the
source of an abundant crop of spores, which are able
to start the disease at once in new places. The fungus
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lives through the winter in the fallen leaves producing
another form of spore in the spring. These spores are car-
ried by the wind to the young leaves and start the disease
anew. Sprayed apples have not suffered from this disease.
Black Rot (Sphaeropsis malorum Berk.). But very few
orchards have been visited in which this disease does not
occur. On the leaves it produces brown, dead spots of
irregular shape. It attacks the fruit when in its ripening
stages or when in storage. x\ffected apples decay rapidly,
turning a reddish brown at first but later becoming black.
They gradually dry out becoming much wrinkled and
shrunken. On the surface of the rotting apple may be
seen numerous small dots called pycnidia. A section
through one of these shows it to be filled with egg-shaped
spores. These spores escape through an opening at the
apex of the pycnidium to start the disease anew. The
fungus is also the cause of cankers on the limbs. The major-
ity of the cankered limbs in the orchards of the state have
this origin. The disease is found on the larger limbs more
often than on the smaller, sometimes completely girdling
them, thus causing the death of all parts be3^ond. The
bark of the cankered spot becomes much roughened and
the line between the dead and living tissue is often sharply
marked, making the canker quite conspicuous. A fruiting
stage similar to that on the apples is produced on the
cankered limb. (See plate 15.)
Illinois Apple Tree Canker (Nummularia discreta, Tub).
This canker is often found on the large limbs and even on
the trunks of trees. In fruiting the fungus produces con-
spicuous circular spots on the bark from an eighth to a
fourth of an inch in diameter. This canker is not so com-
mon nor so serious as the preceding one.
Leaf Spot {Phyllosticta pirina Sacc. & P. Limitata Pk.).
This fungus produces brown, circular, sharply defined spots
on the leaves. The disease has been a serious one in certain
localities the past year. In some cases nearly all of the
leaves had fallen by the middle of August, the tree being
thus deprived of its carbon food supply during a large
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part of the summer. The disease has been worst in un-
cultivated orchards located on poorly drained soil. Spray-
ing has had little or no effect upon the disease.
Baldwin Fruit Spot. This appears as small circular
slightly sunken spots on the fruit, greatly injuring its ap-
pearance. It is especially common on Baldwins but also
occurs on Porters and on other varieties. The cause of the
disease is not known, but the fact that it is greatly re-
duced by spraying indicates that it is of fungous origin.
Fire-blight or Twig-blight (Bacillus amylovorus Bur-
rill), This disease attacks the leaves and twigs of apple
trees, causing the death of these parts. It has not been seen
on apple trees the past year except when located near pear
trees affected with the same disease.
Pear Diseases.
Pear Scab [Fusicladiiun pirinum (Lib.) Fckl,]. The scab
on pears is very similar in appearance to that on apples. It
has been common the past year only on the Flemish Beauty.
Fire-blight or Pear-blight {Bacillus amylovorus Burrill),
This disease is of bacterial origin. The bacteria gain en-
trance to the twigs through wounds or through the flow-
ers. The first evidence of the disease is the scorched and
blackened appearance of the leaves. The shoots are also
affected, the disease spreading rapidly backward through
the branches, soon killing large limbs and sometimes the en-
tire tree. Small drops of a mucilaginous fluid often ooze
out of ruptures in the bark. In this fluid one finds myriads
of bacteria. Insects feed upon this material and by their
subsequent visits carry the disease to other plants.
Plum and Cherry Diseases.
Black Knot IPlowris^lifia niorhosa fSchw.) Sacc.]. Black
knot of the plum and cherry is one of the most conspicuous
fungus diseases of New Hampshire. Early stages of
this disease are found in the spring as irregular knotty
swellings. At first these knots are vellowish brown in
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color and have a velvety surface. This appearance is due
to the fact that the knots are at this time covered with a
layer of spore-bearing stalks. The spores thus produced are
capable of infecting other plants the same season. Later in
the year the knots have become much enlarged and have
turned from brown to a dead black. Upon close examina-
tion the surface of these knots is now found to have a rough
uneven appearance, due to minute, closely crowded pimples
or pustules. A miscroscopic study of these pustules shows
them to contain club shaped cells or sacs filled with
spores. These are the winter spores and serve to start the
disease anew the next season. The enormous number of
uncared for plum and cherry trees makes this an especially
difficult disease to fight. Orchardists who have kept it out
of their own orchards are compelled to be continually on
guard to prevent its introduction from neglected plants.
[See (a), plate 16.]
Brown Rot [Sclerotinia fructigena (Kze. & Schm.)
Norton]. This is a very common disease of plums and may
also attack cherries, peaches and apples. The fungus may
be found on the leaves and the young shoots, but its charac-
teristic results are found upon the fruit. Here it produces
soft brown spots which rapidly enlarge, destroying the fruit.
The fruit soon takes a powdery appearance due to the abun-
dant production of the summer spores on its surface. The
rotten plums often remain on the tree nearly all winter. The
mycelium lives over winter in the mummified fruit, giving
rise to spores the next season that serve to infect the new
crop.
Grape Diseases.
Downy Mildew [Plasmopora viticola (B. & C.) Berl.].
So far as has been learned this disease appeared too late the
past season to cause serious results. The fungus attacks all
growing parts of the vine. On the leaves it produces pale
green spots, which on the under surface are covered with
a whitish, downy growth of spore bearing stalks. It attacks
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the fruit when only partly grown, producing a brown rot.
Later the fruit is often covered with a downy coat of the
fungus.
Bird's Eye Rot {Sphaceloma ampelinum De By.). This
disease has been reported from several localities. It occurs
on leaves, stems and fruit. On the latter it has a very char-
acteristic appearance, forming circular, rotten spots with
distinct, reddish brown margins.
Raspberry Diseases.
Anthracnose (Gleosporium venetum Speg.). This dis-
ease seriously affects raspberry canes and is sometimes
found on the leaves. On the stems it produces purple spots
which in the later stages of the disease have a whitish cen-
ter. These spots often run together producing large
patches of a grayish color. The parasite greatly reduces the
vitality of the host plant and in some cases the disease has
been so serious the past year as to prevent the maturing of
any perfect fruit.
Crown Gall (Dendrophagns globosus (Toum.). The dis-
ease produces rough warty enlargements on the roots of the
plants. It is supposed to be caused by one of the slime
molds.
Potato Diseases.
Early Blight [Alternaria solani (Ell. et Mart.) Jones &
Grout]. This disease appears early in the season but does
not usually become very destructive until the plants have
passed their stage of greatest vigor. It does not attack
the tubers. On the leaves it produces brown spots which
often show faint concentric rings. Plants having this dis-
ease are often affected with the late blight also.
Late Blight (Phytophthora infestans De By.). The late
blight has damaged the potato crop to a greater or less ex-
tent in every portion of the state from which information
has been received. Even sprayed fields have not been en-
tirely free from the disease. The early stages show black
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spots at the tips or edges of the leaves. On the under side of
the leaf at the margins of these spots may be found a slight
whitish growth. It is here that the spores of the fungus
are produced. These spores spread the disease rapidly.
The black spots enlarge, soon covering the entire leaf.
The tubers from diseased plants often rot badly in storage,
especially when stored in large piles. It is not certain to
what extent this rotting is due to the above fungus. There
is considerable evidence, however, that the fungus may pass
the winter in the tubers.
Potato Scab (Oospora Scabies Thaxt.). This disease
has been of common occurrence the past year, damag-
ing many fields to the extent that few or no market-
able tubers were obtained. Potatoes aflfected with the dis-
ease become peculiarly roughened and scabbed. At the
time of digging the fungus sometimes shows as a slight
whitish mold on the scabbed surface. The fungus can re-
main in the ground for several years and potatoes planted
where the disease existed the year previous are almost cer-
tain to be infected.
Diseases oe Cucumbers and IMuskmelons.
Downy Mildew or Blight [Plasmopora cubcnsis (B. &C.)
Humpf.]. The blight appears early in August as large,
brown, angular spots on the leaves_^ These increase in num-
ber rapidly and the leaves soon die. The summer spores are
produced on the under surface of the leaf on branching
stalks. The winter stage of the fungus has never been
found. The disease has been very common this year and
in many sections of the state the entire crop of cucum-
bers and muskmelons has been destroyed.
Leaf Mold {Alternaria brassicae, var. nigresccns Pegl.).
This disease has also occurred on muskmelons. It can be
distinguished from the blight by the lack of angularity in
the spots produced.
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Cabbagk Diseases.
Club Root {Plasmodiophora brassicae Wor.). This dis-
ease has been found in several widely separated sections of
the state. It produces gall-like swellings on the roots, due to
the abnormal development of the host tissues. The phnt
is greatly weakened and heads poorly, if at all. The cause
of the disease is one of the slime molds. These are peculiar
organisms that in one stage of their life closely resemble
the lower animal forms, but in other stages take a form and
a manner of living that seem to make it necessary to call
them plants. The parasite may live in the soil for several
years and cabbage set where the disease existed the previous
year are almost certain to be infected. See (b), plate 16.
Celery Diseases.
Leaf Blight (Cercospora apii Tres.). This is a very
serious pest of gardeners. The fungus produces brown
spots on the leaves, often causing them to turn yellow arid
take a sickly appearance.
Bean Diseases.
Anthracnose [Colletotrichuni Undcimithiaiuiin (Sacc. et
Magn.). Bri. et Cav.]. This fungus may attack the leaves
of the host but is more common on the pods. Here it
produces dark spots with a reddish border. The fungus
spreads through the pods to the seeds, producing brown or
yellowish discolorations on these. The disease has been so
common in some parts of the state the past year that it has
been difficult to find beans in the markets that did not show
its effects. The fungus can winter in the seeds and if dis-
eased beans are ])lanted it readily gets a start on the new
crop.
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BALDWIN FRUIT BUDS.
Aside from the work on plant diseases the department has
started some experiments looking to the determination of
the factors that control the formation of Baldwin fruit buds.
The work has not yet been carried far enough to justify
any definite conclusions, but the results thus far would in-
dicate that trees that are accustomed to bear only on alter-
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of July, 1904 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Durham
;
County Strafford, State N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude, 70'
56' W.
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Month of Aiii^ust. 1904; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-




Month of September, 1904 ; Station, N. H. Exepriment Station, Dur-
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
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Month of October. 1904; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of November, 1904; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W.
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Month of December, 1904 : Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of January, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W.
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371
Month of February, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of March, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. : Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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Month of April, 1J»05 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Durham;
County, StraflFord; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N.; Longitude, 70°
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of May, 1905; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Durham;
County, Strafiford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N.; Longitude, 70*
56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
Temperature.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of June, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Durham
;
County, Strafford: State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N.; Longitude, 70°
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Month of July. VM)r) : Station. X. H. Experiment Station, Durham;
County. Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude, 70°
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of August, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham ; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of September, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham ; County, Strafford ; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' W. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of October, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; Comity Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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Month of Xoveniber, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham ; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
Temperature.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of December, 1905 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of January, 1906 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham ; County. Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of February, 1906 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham ; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N.; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
L
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of March, 1906; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
Temperature.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of April, 1906 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Durham
;
County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N.; Longitude, 70°
56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
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Month of May, 1906 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Durham
;
County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N.; Longitude, 70°
56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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METEOROLOGICAL RECORD.
Month of June, 1906 ; Station, N. H. Experiment Station, Dur-
ham; County, Strafford; State, N. H. ; Latitude, 43° 8' N. ; Longitude,
70° 56' W. ; Hour of Observation, 8 p. m.
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State House, October 1, 1906.
To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable
Council:
In conformity to the laws of the state of New Hampshire,
I have the honor to present herewith the tenth report of the
Board of Commissioners of Lunacy, for the two fiscal years
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G. P. CONN, M. D., President Concord
CHAS. S. COLLINS, M. D Nashua
ROBERT FLETCHER, C. E Hanover
IRVING A. WATSON, M. D., Secretary Concord
REPORT.
Herewith is presented the eleventh report of the Board of
Commissioners of Lunacy for the years 1904 and 1905.
In 1889 a law was enacted making the State Board of
Health a Commission of Lunacy. Section 34, Chapter 10,
of the Public Statutes, which chapter embodies the law re-
ferred to, reads as follows
:
"The commission shall keep a correct record of the num-
ber of commitments, discharges and deaths at each asylum,
institution or other place of detention, and of the age, sex,
and nationality of each person committed, discharged, or
diseased, and shall report the same annually to the Governor
and council, with any other matters or recommendations
which in their judgment are important."
In accordance wath the provisions of the section quoted,
the following tables are given
:
Table 1.—Commitments to the several institutions for the
year 1904.
Table 2.—Commitments to the several institutions for the
year 1905.
Table 3.—Discharges for the year 1904.
Table 4.—Discharges for the year 1905.
Table 5.—Deaths for the year 1904.
Table 6.—Deaths for the year 1905.
Table 7.—Persons committed to the New Hampshire
State Hospital by order of the Commissioners of Lunacy,
for remedial treatment, not including those whose complete
record is given in former reports.
Table 8.—General statement of conditions and results.
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Table 9.—Number and condition of those discharged from
remedial treatment.
Table 10.—Patients permanently transferred to the New
Hampshire State Hospital under the law of 1905.
Tables 11 and 12.—Recapitulation of the number of com-
mitments, discharges and deaths at the institutions named,
during the two years ending September 30, 1904, also the
number of inmates remaining at the latter date, as shown by
the returns made to the board.
Table 13.—Number of inmates at New Hampshire State
Hospital and at the several county asylums at the end of
each fiscal year, from 1889 to 1905, inclusive.
The law relating to remedial treatment of insane persons
provides that the Commissioners of Lunacy may order the
removal of indigent insane persons to the New Hampshire
State Hospital for remedial treatment, and such persons,
while receiving such treatment, shall be supported at the
expense of the state.
There can be no doubt of the great benefits that are de-
rived from this provision of the Public Statutes, as it fur-
nishes a way whereby deserving patients may receive treat-
ment that otherwise would be deprived of it, and this with-
out making them paupers. The results of this law, which
has been in operation for several years, confirms us in the
belief that the act was one of great wisdom.
The law of 1905, making provision for the permanent
transfer of county cases to the State Hospital, has been in
part carried out—that is, so far as the facilities at the State
Hospital would admit. The commission in January, 1905,
transferred, pro rata by counties, from the various county
institutions 156 patients. After this transfer there still re-
mained at the several county institutions 213 insane persons,
according to the returns made by the superintendents of
those institutions. Strafford County and Belknap County
almshouses were relieved of all their insane inmates.
The new buildings at the New Hampshire State Hospital,
the construction of which was authorized at the last session
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of the legislature, are nearly completed, and will admit of
another transfer of patients from the county asylums early
in 1907. From present indications these buildings will pro-
vide for not much more than one-half the insane persons
now in the custody of the several counties. It is, therefore,
evident that other buildings must be erected before all of the
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TABLE No. 7.
Persons committed to the Neiv Hampshire State Hospital by order
of the Commissioners of Lunacy, for remedial treatment, not








Sullivan . . .
Sullivan . . .
Hillsborough






Grafton . . . .
Irving Abbott









Florence Bachelder . ..
Eva Bailey
Eva Bailey ; iaraftoii
Warren S Ballou 'Cheshire . . .Lewis B. Banyea Cheshire
Be mice Barker





I Merrimack .Edwin L. Berry Rockingham





^^^} ^"^^^V" Merrimack .w ,K^ B Bills. . . HillsboroughWilliam P. Blaisdell
;
Belknap . .
Taylor J Blethen IHillsborough
Charles C. Blood iHillsborough
Edwin R B ood .Merrimack .
Eugene Bouclair Cheshire
George P. Bowers Hillsborough
Sarah Brady Rockingham
Theodate H. Brown iMerrimack .
.David Bryden
i Strafford . . .
John C. Burpee Merrimack .
John Burroughs Strafford . . .
Snerman Burroughs IMerrimack .
Annie Butler IHillsborough
Annie Butler [Hillsborough
Frank A. Butler [Hillsborougli
Edward L. Cady Merrimack .
Ada E. Carr Sullivan . . .





Sullivan . . .










Odell R. Chase . .
George Cheyne . .
.









Benjamin Cook . .
Mina B. Copp |Belknap
Henry Cormeau Rockingham
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TABLE No. 7.—Continued.
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"William Crompton . . . .
John Crowley
Annie T. Cullen














































Marie Gauthier . .
Felix H. Geoffrion





























Marie A. Goyette. .
.
Anna M. Grant. . . .
George L. Greeley. .
Agnes L. Griffin.,..
Jennie E. Griffin. , .
Katherine Griffin .
.
Lizzie Guilbrault . .
Charles A. Hackett.
Fred Hagle








William Hasche . . .
Edward Hawkins . . .
Abbie Hayes
Martha D. Hayes. . .
Patrick A. Healey. .
David A. Hill
Matilda Hill
Olga Hillistrom . . . .
















Alphonse Jenelle . . .
Emma Jerome
Ellen T. Jesseman. .
Carroll D. .Johnson. .
Eleanor M. Johnson.
Everett Johnson . . .
John Johnson
.1. Frank Johnson...
Louisa F. .Johnson. .
Lulu B. Johnson. . .
.
Sultana Josephson . .
Carrol E. Judkins. .















Grafton . . . .
Grafton . . . .








Cheshire . . .
Strafford . . .
IRockingham
Strafford . . .
Strafford . . .
Strafford . . .
Strafford . . .
Hillsborough
Carroll
Cheshire . . .
Strafford . . .
Merrimack .
Strafford . . .




Cheshire . . .
Merrimack .
Carroll
Strafford • • .
Merrimack .
Belknap . . . .
Merrimack .
Sullivan . . . .







Strafford . . .
Sullivan . . . .




Strafford . . .













































































1905 Deo. 17, 1905
190lI














11104 Dec. 23, 1904





1904 Nov. 18, 1904
1905 Sept. 22, 1905





















1906! Sent. 10. 1906
19051 Feb. 10, 1906




190 t Oct. 9, 1904
190,5 Feb. 20, 1906
1904 July 24, 1905
1905
1904 April 26, 1906
1905
1903
1904 Oct 21. 1905
1905 Aug. 6, 1906
1904 Nov. 5, 1905
1906
1904 J,in. 28, 1905
1904 Oct. 14, 1904
1905;
19041
1904 June 14, 1905
1906 May 28, 1906
1905!





















Victor Lacourse . . . ,
John LaForest
Wilfred W. LaNoix.
Diana M. Lapierre. .
Emily Laplant . . . . ,
Frank Laroche . . . .
Lewis Lawrence . . .
Olive A. Lawrence . .
Annette Lawson . . .
Lavina Leavitt . . . .
Honora Lefeboro . . .
Ida B. Libby
Frank Little
Bridget Lonergau . .
Norman E. Lord. . . .
Willie A. Loud
Alfred E. Lucas. . . .
Hattie E. Lundberg.
Eudocis P. Luscier. .
Thomas Lynch
Lizzie E. Lyons. . . .
Hiram Mace
Samuel G. Mallard..




Frank Matthews . . .
Lucie Maynard ....
Marion E. McArthur
Sarah McCallion . . .
John McCarthy . . . .
Mabel McCoIlom . . .
Angus McDonald . . .
John McDonald . . . .
Alice P. McDuffee. . .
James McGarey . . . .
Hattie E. Mclntire..
James McNalley . . .
Clara McQuade . . . .
Samuel Mercer . . . .
Simon T. Merrill. . .






Charles Morrison . .
Eleanor J. Moulton.
Charles W. Mullen. .
Kate Mullen
Eugene Mulligan . . .
Eugene Mulligan . . .
Daniel Murphy . . . .
Annie Myers
Ralnh Myers




















Grafton . . . .
Rockingham
Rockingham




Strafford . . ,
Hillsborough
Strafford . . ,
Hillsborough
Strafford . . ,













Carroll . . . .
Strafford . .
Carroll . . . .
Merrimack
Grafton . . . .










Sullivan . . .
Sullivan . . .
Grrafton . . . .
Grafton . . . .
Grafton . . . .
Carroll . . . .
Hillsborough
Coos
Carroll . . . .
Belknap . . .
Coos
























































































































































































Rockingham .... I Nov.
Merrimack Dec.
Hillsborough . . . Jan.
Grafton June
Cheshire April




Helen Pickette . . .
Blbridge G. Pierce
Jennie Piper ....
Sarah H. Potter. .
Joseph Poulin . . .
Lura Powers ....




Lydia A. Ramsey Belknap ^'o^.
Alfred Raza Hillsborough . . Sept.
Margaret Reilly Hill-sborough . . . Aug.
Edith Rhines Strafford .... aept.
Belle Ricards Sullivan <^'Ct.
Charles F. Rice Rockingham .... Aug.
Elmer J. Rideout Hillsborough . . . ^^^
Mary A. Riordan Cheshire ^^"V-
Celina Roberts Hillsborough . . . Sept.
Zenaid Roberts Strafford -^'^ar.
Elizabeth Robinson Strafford ^uly











Milton P. Sawyer. . . .
Sarah W. Scott









Gertrude Spaulding . .
Margaret Spaulding . .
Emma A. J. Spooner. .
William Spofford ....
Napoleon St. Dennis. .
Ada H. T. Stiles
Felix Stone
Margaret Stone
Clara B. St. Onge. . . .
Patrick F. Sullivan...
Patrick F. Sullivan. . .






Merrimack n^'Rockingham .... ^'^c-
Sullivan Jan.
Merrimack Aug.















Grafton . . . .
Cheshire . . .
Hillsborough
Carroll . . .
Strafford . . .


























































































































Herman G. Webster. . .





Henry P. Wellman. . . .












Norman Withrow . . . .
Edna F. Woodman ...
Mary Woods





Hillsborough . . . I'tb.
Grafton Jan.
Strafford Juue
Merrimack . .. .. . Mar.









Sullivan . . .
Sullivan . . . .
Carroll ....
Strafford . . .












Grafton . . . .
Grafton ....








Belknap . . .
,
Grafton . . . .
Strafford . . .
Strafford . . .





















































































April ' '21, ' 1906
Aug.'
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TABLE No. 8.
For the two years ending September 30, 1906.
Whole number of cases receiving remedial treatment by order of the
board 194
Whole number of cases treated during the two years 358
Whole number of cases discharged 164
Committed for remedial treatment 247
Committed for remedial treatment and discharged 123
Remaining 124
Previously committed and remaining Ill
Previously committed and discharged 41
Remaining 70
TABLE No. 9.
For the two years ending September 30, 1906.
REPORT OF COxMMISSIONBRS OF LUNACY. 361
TABLE No. 10.
Patients permanently transferred from County Almshouses
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TABLE No. 11.—RECAPITULATION.
The following shows the number of commitments, discharges, and
deaths at the institutions named, during the year ending Sep-
tember 30, 1905, also the number of inmates remaining at







New Hampshire State Hospital.




Merrimack County Asylum. . . .
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TABLE No. 12.—RECAPITULATION.
The following shows the number of commitments, discharges, and
deaths at the institutions named, during the year ending Sep-
tember 30, 1906, also the number of inmates remaining at
these institutions at the latter date, as shoxvn by the records
of the board.
ASYH'MS FOR In.=!ANE.
New Hampshire State Hospital
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Office of the Registrar of A'ital Statistics.
CoxcoED, October 1, 1906.
To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Council
:
I have the honor to submit herewith, in accordance with the
laws of the State of New Hampshire, the nineteenth report
relating to the registration of births, marriages, divorces and
deaths, in this state for the years ending December 31, 1904,
and December 31, 1905.
Respectfully submitted,
Registrar of Vital Statistics.
REGISTRATION REPORT.
Rktikns fou 1904 and 1905.
Herewith is rendered a statistical return of birtlis, mar-
riages, divorces and deaths, as made to the department of
vital statistics for tlie calendar years 1904 and 1905,
In addition thereto there is a summary, commencing with
Table No. 19, showing certain features of similar returns for
the past twenty-two years : since such statistics have been of
sufficient completeness to be of value. Most of the computa-
tions are based upon an estimated population, except for the
census years. Upon this basis, the population of the State of
Xew Hampshire for the year 1904 was 426, IKS, and for the
year 1905, 429,838.
The number of births, marriages, divorces and deaths re-
turned to the state for the years 1904 and 1905 was as fol-
lows:















The proportion of births, marriages and deaths to each 1,000




ever before returnefl to the state. Table Xo. 21, on page 305.
shows the number of births returned to the department of
vital statistics each year since 1880. The proi)ortion of births
to the population in the earlier years of the registration is
doubtless due to defective returns. For recent years the fig-
ures may be considered approximately correct, although under
all systems of registration, so far as we knoAv, some births are
never reported.
Reference to various other tables relating to births Avill he
found in the index.
During the year 1905 there were I'eported 4,21*2 marriages,
the largest number ever returned to the state, being 409 more
than in 1904.
Table Xo. 22 shows the number of marriages returned in
each year from 1880 to 1905, inclusive. Some of the subse-
quent tables give the percentage of marriages to population,
by state, counties, nativity, etc.
The number of divorces decreed in New Hampshire for
thirty-five years is given in Table X^o. 32, page 314. These
returns shoAv a progress!\e increase in the number of divorces
until, in 1904, they reached tlie large total of 525. It is grati-
fying to note that in 1905, as will be seen by the table, there
was a decrease of 54 from tlie number of the previous year.
Table X^o. 33, on page 316, gives tlie causes for which
divorces were granted in New Hampshire from 1882 to 1905,
inclusive, by counties, and Table No. 34 shows the ratio of
divorces to marriages for the same period.
Tables Nos. 35 and 36 show the ratio of divorces to mar-
riages, by counties, for the years 1904 and 1905.
Dkaths.
The general l)asic tables of this re})ort show births, mar-
riages, and deaths, by towns, and with more details than can
be enumerated here. Every fact is recorded by towns, so
that it is })ossible to locate, by the smallest geogra})hical unit,
every cause of death. This, from the standpoint of the stu-
dent of the prevalence of certain diseases, is exceedingly
important.
REGISTRATION REPORT. VII
III Other tables deatliH are also enumerated by ages, sex,
months, counties and towns. A general summarj' of deaths
in general and of certain specific causes, is given in Tables
Xos. 37 to 03, inclusive.
Table No. 48, on page 331, shoAvs various causes of death
for the past twenty-two years, and is worthy of careful study,
as are also some of the subsequent tables relating to special
diseases.
Tt will be noted that there has been a marked diminution in
the number of deaths from the so-called infectious and conta-
gious diseases, especially those that have been given particular
attention by health officers. There has been a marked de-
crease in the number of deaths from tyi)hoid fever, scarlet
fever, diphtheria, measles, membranous croup, dysentery and
pulmonary consumption.
On the other hand, there has been an alarming increase in
certain other diseases, notably those of the nervous system ; in
this hst may be included meningitis, apoplexy, heart disease,
Bright's disease and cancer, while })neumonia, which at the
present time stands at the head of the causes of death in New
Hampshire, maintains practically the same relative position to
other diseases that it has occupied for several yeai's past.
It is not one of the functions of this repoit to discusi^s the
questions involved in the consideration of the increase in mor-
tahty from certain diseases, but the subject is one that should
receive careful consideration at the hands of the medical pro-
fession, with a view to bring about changes in such habits or
environments as apparently must be responsible, in part at
least, for the increased mortality referi'ed to.
CoLi.KCTiNG Old llK(<ti:i)s.
The Legislature of 1905 enacted a law i-equiring the de-
partment of vital statistics to obtain all the records of birtha^
marriages, and deaths possessed by the towns and cities not




AN ACT to Perfect the Records of Birtlis, Marriages, and
Deaths.
Be it enacted b;/ the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:
Section 1. As soon as practicable after the passage of this
act the registrar of vital statistics shall ascertain from what
towns and for what years returns of births, marriages, and
deaths Avere not made to the state, or are not to be found
among the archives of the department of vital statistics, and
shall convey this information to the clerks of such towns, to-
gether with suitable blanks u])on which to make returns.
Sect. 2. It shall be the duty of the town clerk to tran-
scribe in full upon said blanks all records of births, marriages,
and deaths in the possession of the town not already returned,
and to transmit the same, properly certified, to the department
of vital statistics within such reasonable time as may be
allowed by the registrar of vital statistics, and for such service
the town clerk shall receive from the town the sum of five
cents for each record so transcribed, certified and transmitted.
Sect. 3. All records returned to the department of vital
statistics shall be so filed and indexed as to be made readily
available for reference, and, Avhen required for any legal pur-
pose, the registrar of vital statistics shall furnish a certified
copy, under seal of the department, free of expense.
Sect. 4. All acts and parts of acts not consistent with this
act are hereby repealed, and this act shall take effect upon its
passage.
Approved February 15, 1905.
Very soon after the passage of the above act, every town
and city clerk was notified, proper blanks forwarded, and a
requisition made upon him for records in accordance with
the law.
This was a large work, and in the nearly two years the
department has secured the complete records from nearly all
the towns in the state—a very few are still uncompleted. It
is expected that the work will be finished at an early date.
REGISTRATION REPORT. IX
This liHs placed the department in the possession of records
from the earhest settlement of the state to the present time,
aggregating, probably, more than one million records. These
have l)een filed so as to be immediately available, and are con-
stantly being searched for various purposes.
The entire mass of records of vital statistics now jjossessed
by this department have cost the towns and the state a large
sura of money and are of great value, as constant reference to
them proves—yet the state has taken no measures to insure
them against fire.






































































































































































































17.50 476 234 84 80
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
No. 1.





Births, Marriages, and Deaths for
Strafford




























































17.20 189 65 36
* Born at county farm, 1.
































































































































































































BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATPIS. 17
No. l.—Co)ttinueiL









































































































































61 20.44 470 110
§11








Births, Marriages, and Deaths for
Coos







































































































4,310 4,040 8,364 20.32 3,549 3,069
84
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
No. 1.—Concluded.
















Births showing age of mother.
BIRTHS. 27
No. 3.
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CAUSES OF DEATH.
IXTERXATIOXAI, C'LASSIFICATIOX.
In tlie following tables the causes of death are arranged
according to the Bertillon classification, or what is otherwise
known as the International Classification of the Causes of
Death.
The old system, heretofore in use in this state in all the
llegistration reports, and which was known as Dr. Farr's
Classification, has been abandoned for one more in accordance
with scientific nomenclature.
The International Classification has been adopted by all the
Americas and a greater part of Europe. The Ignited States
J^ureau of the Census used it in its last statistical compilation
of the causes of death, and it has been accepted by practically
all of the registration states of the country.
32 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table-
Causes of Death arranged by Towns and








Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









Causes of Deaths arranged by Towns and








Causes of Death arranged by Towns and
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Causes of Death arranged by Towns and
II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.









Causes of Death arranged by Towns and










Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









































Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









Causes of Death arranged by Towns and








Causes of Death arranged by Towns and








Causes of Death arranged by Towns and














Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









Causes of Death arranged by Towns and
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II. Diseases op the Nervous System and op the
Organs of Special Sense.
01 O
:iaa









Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









Causes of Leath arranged by Towns and

























Causes of Death arranged by Towns and




























Causes of Death arranged by Towns and










Causes of Death arranged by Towns and
CAUSES OF DEATH. 83
'No. 1.—Continued.
Counties, 1904.—International Classification.




Causes of Death arranged by Towns and
».
CAUSES OF DEATH. 85
No. 7.— Continued.
Counties, 1904.—International Classification.




Causes of Death arranged by Towns and









Causes of Death arranged by Towns and















II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the









































Causes of Death arranged by Towns and










Causes of Death arranged by Towns and










Causes of Death arranged by Towns and.
CAUSES OP DEATH, 99
No. 7.— Continued.
Counties, 1904.—International Classification.




Causes of Death arranged by Towns and








Causes of Death arranged by Towns and











Causes of Death arranged by Towns and















II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.








Causes of Deaths arranged by Towns and
CAUSES OP DEATH. 10f>
No. 1.—Continued.
Counties, 1904.—International Classification.




Causes of Death arranged by Towns and


























II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
CAUSES OF DEATH. 115
No. 7,—1904:.—Continued.
by Counties.















CAUSES OF DEATH. 117
No. 7.—1904:.—Continued.
by Counties.
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Births, Marriages, and Deaths for
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS. 159
No. 10.—Contirtued.




Births, Marriages, and Deaths for
Carroll
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BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS. 169
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Including unincorporated townships and grants.
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AXD DEATHS. 173
No. 10.—Continued.






































































































21.33 3,781 3,287 748 160
BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AXD DEATHS. 175
No. 10.—Concluded.




































Month, by Counties, 1905.
178 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table
Births showing age of mother,
BIRTHS. 179
No. 12.
Number of Child, by Nationality, 1905.
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Causes of Deaths arranged by Towns and
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No. \6.—C<iiif!n)iP<l.
Counties, 1905.—International Classification.
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I. General Diseases.












ii. dlse-^ses of the nervous svstem and of the
Oegans of Special Sense.
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II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
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No. 16.— Cnnfiiii(p<l.
Counties, 1905.—International Classification.
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II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the.
Organs of Special Sense.
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No. 16.— Continued.
Counties, 1905.—International Classification.
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II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
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II. Diseases of the Nervous System and of the
Organs of Special Sense.
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"V. Diseases of the Digestive System.
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SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS.
Table No. 19.
Population of Coimties in 1880, 1890, and 1900.













































The above table shows the population by counties according to
the United States census for 1880, 1890, and 1900. It is from these
figures that our calculations are made in arriving at the population
for each year as given in Table No. 24. The estimate is made upon
the assumption that the increase betvreen the respective decennial
periods vras constant. This would, doubtless, approximate very
closely the exact population for each. At least it would be near
enough to give correct percentages to an exceedingly small fraction.
Percentages when given by years (excepting for census years) are
based upon deductions made in the manner just stated.
Table No. 20.
Population of Ne-w Hampshire by Age Periods, Census
Years, 1880, 1890, and 1900.
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Births, Marriag-es and Deaths, with the Population and


























SUMMARY OF VITAI. STATISTICS. 809
Table No. 25.
Population of 1900; Births, Marriages and Deaths, "with
percentage of each to 1,000 of the population, for the






































Percentage of American and Foreign Births, by Counties
1904.
d
SUMMARY OL" VITAL STATISTICS. 311
MARRIAGES.
Table No. 29.
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Table No. 31.


















































































































































































































The above table of percentages is interesting in that it shows the
fluctuations in the nativity of couples and individuals married dur-
ing the past twenty-four years. An increasing accuracy of details
in the returns of marriages is shown in tlie " Not stated " column in
the fact that a reduction from nearly thirteen per cent, to a small
fraction of one per cent, has been attained in that period.
The last two columns of the table apply only to the persons whose




Divorces Decreed from 1870 to 1906,
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Table No. 34.




































































































































* Population estimated for all but census years.
Table No. 34 gives the ratio of marriages to divorces for the years
mentioued. Tables showing the alleged causes of divorce may be
found elsewhere in this report.
318 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table No. 35.
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DEATHS.
Table No. 37.
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Mortality of Males and Females compared, 1884 to 1905>
inclusive.
Years.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 323
Table No. 40.
Deaths at Age Periods, by Percentages to total Mortality






Deaths at Different Periods, Compared -wiith the Number
Living at the Same Period, 1904.*
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. '"^25
Table No. 43.


























































































273 94i 132 205! 188
221 90 178 292
l!..
495; 184 310 497
231 71 142 196
239, 61 175 255
....I 1!



































































Sf'^rMARV OK VITAL STATISTICS. 821
Table No. 44.
Percentages of Deaths, by Ag-es and Sex, to Total Mor-











































































































































































































































































14.00 16 99 10.09 1.14
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Table No. 45.
Total Deaths by Seasons, 1904*
330 REGISTRATION REPORT.
Table No. 47.










































































































































* Including those whose nativity was not recorded. In the calculations of
percentages the rates are not given to the total reported deaths, but only to
the total of those cases where the nativity was stated.






Deaths from Consumption (Pulmonary Tuberculosis) in
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Table No. 50.


































































































Deaths from Consumption by Nativity, Civil Condition
and Sex, by Counties, for 1904.
Sex. o
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 335
Table No. 52.
Deaths from Consumption, by Nativity, Civil Condition
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PNEUMONIA.
Table No. 55.
Mortality from Pneumonia in New Hampshire from 1883




Mortality from Pneumonia by Months from 1 884 to 1 905
inclusive.
Years.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 341
342 REGISTRATION REPORT.
DIPHTHERIA AND MEMBRANEOUS CROUP.
Table No. 58.
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TYPHOID FEVER.
Table No. 59.






Mortality from Scarlatina, from 1884 to 1905, inclusive.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 345
Table 62.





Deaths from Apoplexy by Age Periods, from 1884 to
1906, inclusive.
Years.
SUMMARY OF VITAL STATISTICS. 347
Table No. 65.







Apoplexy, deaths from, by age periods, 1884-1905 346
Births, 1880-1905 305
American and foreign parentage, by counties, 1904 310
1905 310
by age of mother, number of child, and nationality, 1904 26
1905 178
by sex and months, bj- counties, 1904 24
1905 176
by towns, counties, and nativity, with rates, 1904 2-23
1905 154-175
with population and rates, 1884-1905 308
with rate to each 1,000 of population, 1904 309
1905 309
still, by sex, parentage, and month, by counties, 1904 29
1905 181
Bright's disease, deaths from, by age periods. 1884-1905 347
Cancer, deaths from, 1884-1905 345
Consumption, deaths from, 1884-1905 333
by age periods 332
by counties, with percentage to
total mortality 336
by cities, with percentage to total
mortalitj^ 338
by nativity, civil condition and sex, 1904.. 334
1905.. 335
Croup, deaths from, 1884-1905 342
Deaths and death rates, 1884-1905 319
by counties 320
at age periods, with percentage to total mortality, 1883-1905. .
.
323
at different periods, compared with number living at same
period, 1904 324
1905 324
by ages and sex, 1884-1905 325
months, towns and counties, 1904 120-143
1905 272-295
by nativity, 1884-1905 330
by seasons, 1904 329
1905 329
by towns, counties and nativity, with rates, 1904 2-23
1905 154-175
causes of, by ages, sex, month, 1904 144-151
1905 296-303
by towns and counties, 1904 32-119
1905 184-271
from various causes, 1884-1905 331
male an.l female compared, 1884-1905 322
percentage of, by ages and sex, to total mortality, 1884-1905.. . 327
with population and rates, 1884-1905 308
with rate to each 1,COO of population, 19C4 309
19(5 309
350 INDEX.
Diphtheria, deaths from, 1884-1905 342
Divorces, 1870-1905, by counties 314
1904, by counties 30
1905, by counties 182
causes, by counties, 1882-1905 316
ratio of to marriages, 1904 318
1905 318
1882-1905 317
Heart disease, deaths from, 1884-1905 345
Marriages, 1880-1905 306
by ages, 1904 28
1905 180
by nativity, with percentages, 1882-1905 313




ratio of to divorces, 1882-1905 317
by counties, 1904 318
1905 318
with population and rates, 1881-1905 308
with rate to each 1,000 of population, 1904 309
1905 309
Pneumonia, deaths from, 1883-1905, by ages 339
1884-1905, by counties 341
by months 340
Population by age periods, 1880, 1890, 1900 304
by counties, 1890, 1900 304
Scarlet fever, deaths from, 1884-1905 344
Tuberculosis (see consumption).
Typhoid fever, deaths from, by age periods, 1884-1905 343
to each 1,000 of population of same age
period, 1884-1905 343
TABLES.
Table No. 1. Births, marriages, and deaths for the year ending
December 31, 1904 2
2. Births by sex and month, by counties, 1904 24
3. Births showing age of mother, number of child, by
nationality, 1904 26
4. Marriages, showing age of brides and grooms, 1904... 28
5. Still births, by sex, parentage, and months, by coun-
ties, 1904 29
6. Divorces decreed by the supreme court of New
Hampshire, in the year 1904, as returned by the
clerlis of the several counties •• 30
7. Causes of death arranged by towns and counties,
1904.—International classification 32
8. Deaths by ages, sex and months, by counties and
towns, 1904.—Not including still and premature
births 120
9. Causes of death by ages, sex, and month. 1904, by
groups.—International classification 144
10. Births, marriages, and deaths for the year ending
December31, 1905 154
INDEX. 351
Table No. 11. Birth.s by sex and month, by counties, 1905 176
12. Births showing age of mother, number of child, bj'
nationality, 1905 178
13. Marriages, showing age of brides and grooms, 1905.. 180
14. Still births, by sex, parentage, and months, by coun-
ties, 1905 181
15. Divorces decreed by the supreme court of New
Hampshire, in the year 1905, as returned by the
clerljs of the several counties 182
16. Causes of death arranged by towns and counties,
1905.—International classification 18-1
17. Deaths by ages, sex and months, by counties and
towns, 1905.—Not including still and premature
births 272
18. Causes of death by ages, sex, and month, 1904, by
groups.—International classiflcatiou 296
19. Population of counties in 1880, 1890, and 1900 304
20. Population of New Hampshire by age periods, census
years, 1880, 1890, and 1900 304
21. Showing births from 1880 to 1905, inclusive 305
22. Showing number of marriages from 1880 to 1905, inclu-
sive, by years 306
23. Showing deaths from 1880 to 1905, inclusive 307
24. Births, marriages and deaths, with the population and
rates, for 1884 to 1905, inclusive 308
25. Population of 1900; births, marriages and deaths, with
rate of each to 1,000 of the population, for the year
ending December 31, 1904 309
26. Population of 1900; births, marriages and deaths, with
rate of each to 1,000 of the population, for the year
ending December 31, 1905 309
27. Percentage of American and foreign births, by coun-
ties, 1904 310
28. Percentage of American and foreign births, by coun-
ties, 190i 310
29. Marriage rates for 1882 to 1905, inclusive 311
30. Marriage rates for 1882 to 1905, inclusive, by counties 312
31. Marriages according to nativity.—Percentages, 1882
to 1905, inclusive 313
32. Divorces decreed from 1870 to 1905, inclusive, by coun-
ties 314
33. Causes upon which divorces have been decreed for
twenty-four years, 1882 to 1905, inclusive, by coun-
ties 316
34. Ratio of divorces to marriages from 1882 to 1905, in-
clusive 317
35. Ratio of divorces to marriages, by counties, for 1904.
.
318
36. Ratio of divorces to marriages, by counties, for 1905.. 318
37. Deaths and death rates from 1884 to 1905, inclusive— 319
38. Deaths and death rates by counties, from 1884 to 1905,
inclusive 320
39. Mortality of males and females compared, 1884 to 1905,
inclusive 322
40. Deaths at age periods, by percentages to total mor-
tality from 1883 to 1905, inclusive 323
41. Deaths at different periods, compared with the num-
ber living at the same period, 1904 324
352
Table No. 42. Death.s at different periods, compared with the num-
ber living at the same period, 190.5 324
43. Deaths by age.s and .sex, from 1884 to 1905, inclusive..
.
325
44. Percentage.s of deaths, by ages and sex to total mor-
tality from 1884 to 1905, inclusive 327
45. Total deaths by seasons, 1901 329
46. Total deaths by seasons, 1905 329
47. Nativity of persons deceased from 1884 to 1905, inclu-
sive 330
48. Deaths from various causes for twenty-two years—
1884-1905 331
49. Deaths from consumption (pulmonary tuberculosis)
in New Hampshire for twenty-two years, by age
periods 332
50. Mortality from consumption, 1884 to 1905, inclusive 333
51. Deaths from consumption, by nativity, civil condition
and sex, by counties, for 1904 334
52. Deaths from consumption, by nativity, civil condition
and sex, by counties, for 1905 335
53. Mortality from consumption bj' counties, with per-
centages of deatlis to total mortalitjs from 1884 to
1905, inclusive 336
54. Percentage of deaths from consumption to the total
mortalit}'^ of the cities of the state, for the years
1883 to 1905, inclusive 338
55. Mortality from pneumonia in New Hampshire from
1883 to 1905, inclusive, by ages 339
56. Mortality from pneumonia by montlis from 1884 to
1905, inclusive 340
57. Mortality from pneumonia by counties, from 1884 to
1905, inclusive 341
58. Mortality from croup and diphtheria, from 1884 to
1905, inclusive 342
59. Deaths from typhoid fever, bj' age periods, from 1884
to 1905, inclusive 343
60. Typhoid fever—mortality from to each 10,000 of the
population of same age period for twenty j'ears,
from 1884 to 1905, inclusive 343
61. Mortality from scarlatina, from 1884 to 1905, inclusive 344
62. Deaths from heart disease, 1884 to 1905 345
63. Table showing deaths in New Hampshire from cancer
for twenty-two years 345
64. Deaths from apoplexy by age periods, from 1884 to
1905, inclusive 346
65. Deaths from Bright's disease by age periods, 1884 to
1905, inclusive 347
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